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2 PRINCIPLESi OF TANTRA 

other hand, he wrote at a time when, according to his account, Hinduism 
was at a low ebb, and in its lower forms apparently productive of many 
evils. Contrasting, as some of his successors have since done, an over* 
painted picture of Western “ Light ” with a fictitious or exaggerated 
Eastern “ Darkness, ’ he expressed himself, as some of them have also 
since done, much perturbeti by the fact “ that for some time past a very 
unjust and unhappy impression appeared to have been made in the public 
mind by encomiums passed on the Hindu writinp.” * He was certainly 
not himself guilty of the offence he here deplored. For we are told by 
him that the “ Hindu system is the most puerile, impure, and bloody of 
any system of idolatry that was ever established on earth ” amonpt" an 
idle, effeminate, and dissolute people” of “disordered imaginations,’* who 
“frequent their temples, not for devotion, but for the satisfaction of their 
licentious appetites.” The result of this alleged general depravity is 
stated in the extraordinary charge that “ a chaste woman faithful to her 
husband is scarcely to be found in all the millions of Hindus,” whose 
“ notions of the evil of sin are so superficial ” that “ they cannot be 
expected to promulgate the doctrine; ” of endless punishment in Hell-fire.^ 

Given these circumstances, we are not surprised to find that he had 
only eyes for that which he understood to be bad. The good which is to 
be found in other religions is of no value to the mere controversialist. 
Thus, given the general brevity of his account, over-lengthy descriptions 
are set forth of such matters as how to kill an enemy by making his image 
in bull’s-dung, taking it to a burning-ground, then boiling the flesh of a 
hawk with spirits in a skull, with invocations to Antaka; charms against 
snake-bite, and so forth. Ward, like many another who followed him 
(and I deal with his case as in many respects typical of the others), seems 
to have thought that the chief and practically the sole subjects of the 
Tantra were sensual rites and black magic. It does not seem to have 
occurred to either him or them that, apart from its manifold secular 
contents, the Sastra is the repository of a high philosophic doctrine, and 
of the means whereby its truth may through bodily psychic and spiritual 
development be realized. It is doubtless less easy to understand and 
describe these matters. The Scripture, however, is migudged if we look 

^ Ward, vol. ii, p. Ixxiv. The author of a quite recent work inspired by 
the same motive thinks to cure the European mind, “ corrupted by theo- 
wphical moonings and mystical sentimentalism,” by violent and ignorant 
inveedve. “Hinduism,” he writes, "is the most material and cliildishly 
superstitious animalism that has ever masqueraded as idealism.” It has no 
morality, and the absurd object of its worship is "a mkture of Bacchus, Don 
Juan, and Dick Turpin. It is not a religion at all, but " is a pit of abomina¬ 
tion, as far set from God as the mind of man can go and so forth. " The 
Light of India,” by Harold Begbie. 
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merely to practices to be found, therein similar to those contained in 

Western Grimoires, such as “ Le Petit Albert,” and other even less reput¬ 

able works. A cursory glance, it is true, is thrown on higher matters, but 

with the same result. The lofty doctrines of Yoga, which the author of a 

quite recent work^ finds to be, “ with its repulsive developments ” “ much 

the same as Shamanism,” was long ago declared by his predecessor to be 

absurd, impious, and ridiculous ”. It is not surprising, therefore, to find 

that the more disputable theories and ill-famed practices of some of the 

Tantras are not accurately described, and are indeed misunderstood. 

Whatever we may think of such doctrines, they are not truly represented 

by the statement that a certain division of worshippers seek to “ blunt the 

edge of the passions with excessive indulgence.” 
The later experience of Brian Hodgson, whose valued work in Nepal 

should be better known, led him to describe the Tantra as “ lust, mum¬ 

mery, and black magic.” 
The work of H. H. Wilson, though stated to be based in part on the 

texts, is admitted by its author to be necessarily superficial, depending on 

a cursory inspection of some of the documents.^ The account of the 

Tantras occupies but a small part of a description which purports to deal 

with all the Hindu sects. Of these Scriptures in particular he wrote what 

is as true now as then, “ that they had been little examined by European 

scholars.” He added, however, that such attention as had been paid to 

them was enough in his opinion to warrant the accusation that “ they are 

authorities for all that is most abominable in the present state of the 

Hindu reUgion.” * His work is also written from the standpoint of one 

to whom all other systems are “shown to be fallacious and false by 

the Ithuriel spear of Christian truth,” a standpoint which did not permit 

a countenance of either “ devotees of superstition ” on the one hand, or 

the men of learning on the other, “ whose toleration,” he complained, 

“is so comprehensive that it amounts to indifference to truth.” The 

Tantrik ritual in particular is described to be “ nonsensical extravagance,” 

at which, he says, he is disposed to laugh. Nyasas * are “ absurd gesti¬ 

culations,” and so forth. H. H. Wilson was doubtless a distinguished 

Orientalist, and his work is in many respects of acknowledged value; but 

there are matters in his book which, from want of sympathy and knowledge, 

he wholly failed to understand, not only as regards general Hindu 

doctrines, but the specific teaching and ritual which is to be found in 

the Tantra. Nyasa, for instance, is alleged to be absurd, but it does not 

» “ Antiquities of India,” by Dr. L. Barnett, p. 17. 

^ Wilson, vol. i, p. 8. ® Wilson, vol. ii, p. 77, 
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an advance' towards a more correct appreciation of the Sastra^ even 

though it renders the same kind of justice as that which is done when a 

not unintelligent man whom we liave hitherto called a knave is charged 

with being merely a vulgar fooL It must, howttver^ be now obvious that 

conclusions based on such fragmentary material, and without knowledge 

of the occult teachings, is without authoritative value. In the present 

state of our knowledge, generalizations concerning the Tantra are likely in 

important matters to be hazardous. They seem to me to be particularly 
valueless w'hen they take the form of mere abuse. 

There is another important matter which is to be borne in mind^ 

and which one of my Indian critics tliinks that I have myself over¬ 

looked in my Edition of the Mahanirvana, Pie says that the account 

I have there given of Tantrik teaching is vitiated by the erroneous 

supposition that all the Tantrik works are complementary to each other,, 

and that I have ignored the distinctions which exist between var>^* 

ing schools and traditions, I was not miaware of the alleged 

distinctions to which my critic refers, though their existence and nature 

have yet to be established, I, however, then expressly stated that I did 

not deal with these subjects, reserving as I did such observations as I had 

at present to make for this wrork, A number of questions present them¬ 

selves for solution upon this diflScuIt matter, V/hat, for instance, are the 

specific characteristics of the various classes of Agamas known as Damara, 

Yamal a, Uddisa, and Tantra, whether of the so-called Saiva (such as 

the Kamika, Dipta, Vijaya, etc,); Vaisnava (such as the Gandharva, 

Gautama, Radha, Erihadnidrayamala and others); or the Kaula^ 

or Devi type of Tantra? A similar question may be raised as to the 

sixty-^four Tantras of the Three Krantas respectively. Again, what are- 

the Tantras in force in the present Svetavaraha Kalpa? Again, what is 

the relation between all these Sastras as representiog the specifically 

IndianTantra and the “Buddhist” Tantra? Finally, what, if any, 

are the developments which have taken place as regards these Sastrik 

teachings? For Indian thought moves, even tliough some who write of 

it from books only think of it as something merely past. As H, H, Wilson 

says of the Hindu religion generally: “Its internal constitution has not 

been exempt from those varieties to wliich all human systems of belief are 

subject, and it has undergone great and frequent modifications, until it 

presents an appearance which there is great reason to suppose is very 

different from that wliich it originally wore,” Lastly, what (and this^ 

j Not that it is the first. In more moderate language Sir Monier 
Williams had already suggested a <iisdnction between die orginal Tantrik 
teaching: and its subseauent develoomnnts anrf hf-tween tbp. Tantras them- 
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is my immediate subject) is the Tantrik doctrine and practice as it is at 

present understood and followed ? When these and a number of other 

questions of great difficulty are solved, we may permit ourselves a greater 

dogmatism than our present state of knowledge allows. I am more 

immediately concerned with another matter—namely, the present beliefs 

of the Indian peoples. In connection, however, with this purpose, I may 

here say this: if it is assumed that there are different schools, then 

Tantras of the same school may obviously be taken as complementary to 

one another. In respect of other Tantras, even if they do, as alleged, 

represent varying traditions!, it will, I think, be found that there are in 

any case many common elements accompanying their own alleged 

distinctive differences which render them complementary to other Tantras 

to that extent. Take, for instance, the specific Tantrik Yoga, known a^ 

Satcakrabheda, which involves concentration on the lower centres. 

This is dealt with in Tantras which are alleged to be the expression of 

differing doctrine and practice in other respects. Similar observations 

may be made as regards the general worship (Upasana), and so forth. 

As the foregoing observations may possibly be misunderstood by 

some to mean that I think that there is nothing in the Tantra which is 

likely to provoke dissent, and that nothing has been done in the name, or 

by followers, of the iSastra, which is in fact evil, it is necessary for me to 

say that that is not my opinion, though I think that the Sastra as a 

whole has not hitherto been understood—a fate which it has shared with 

many another Hindu doctrine and practice. 

Looking at the matter from a purely objective standpoint, every 

Orientalist must admit that an accurate knowledge of this Sastra is 

of first-rate importance. But apart from this historical view, there 

are in the Tantra principles and practices which are of value in 

themselves. There is, for instance, a deep philosophic doctrine and 

a wonderful ritual which artistically shares with the Buddhist Tantras, 

though in a different way, the vehement splendour which has aptly 

been ascribed to the latter; a ritual which is at the same time, when 

rightly understood, singularly rational and psychologically profound* 

One of my English critics aptly appreciated this character of the 

Tantrik ritual when he said that “from one point of view it is perhaps 

the most elaborate system of auto-suggestion in the world; a remark 

which, as well as the theory of auto-suggestion itself, will have a deeper 

content for those who are conversant with the Indian doctrine of the 

Atman and states of consciousness than for the ordinary English reader. 

It is necessary, however, that the ritual should be understood, otherwise 

it will not unlikely appear to be the “ nonsensical extravagance ” which 
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It is unnecessary here to fiirther develop a proposition of which the book 
now translated is itself the proof, 

I had at first intended merely to draw upon the author’s work and 
other sources for the purpose of a presentation in Western form of some of 
the fundamental principles of a Sastra which has been hitherto so little 
understood. The execution of this intention I defer to some future timej. 
when I hope to deal in my owtl way with the metaphysical and psycholo¬ 
gical bases of Hindu worship, a subject, on its practical side, hitherto 
untouched. For the present, however, I present the subject in the words 
of an orthodox Hindu, who is an adherent of the Tantra Sastra, and 
whose work (Tantratattva) is here translated-^ For those who might be 
disposed to accept the correctness of the views expressed by the Authors 
above cited would not unlikely entertain a suspicion of the genuineness 
of the Tantrik character of a work of the present description, if upon a 
reading they should find it to be neither silly, nor vulgarly superstitious, 
magical, wicked, or obscene* The exposition, therefore, here given is not 
mine, but the Panditis. 

His work is, however, in no sense complette, but deals in a popular 
style with some portions only of the subject-matter. After I had written 
the Introduction which follows, I received a letter from him in which he 
explains that his bock was published over twenty years ago, with a view 
to combating both the errors of what is called Reformed'^ or Pro¬ 
testant ’’ Hinduism, and the mistakes of some incompetent defenders of 
orthodoxy; and that therefore both, the matter and form of his work were 
determined by the arguments of those whom he controverted. As a result, 
his reply, which is presented in a somewhat discursive manner, does not 
treat of some subjects with which he desired to deal* He writes, therefore, 
to me to say that he has in preparation a third part, in which he proposes 
to give an exposition of the philosophy of the Tantra* The two Parts, now 
published, treat of (to use our parhince) the relij^ious side cerkiin partians 
of the subject, though in India philosophy and religion are mingled in a 
way which the West has not known since the age when philosophy was 
held to be Ancilla Theologize, This third Part, when ready, I hope to 
publish in continuation of the volume now issued. 

Further, there are certain mattei^ of doctrine and practice which are,, 
as the Author states, for the initiate alone, and of which, therefore, he 
treats either cursorily or not at all. What, however, he does say will 
effect more than a mere acquittal of his system of the wholesale charges 
of absurdity and vice so commonly made against it. Referring to what 
is blameworthy, the Pandit himself says: We know that there are 
reasons for saying some hard things’’; though he adds: “But how are 
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Kali or Siva or Tantra to blame? ” As regards the likelihood of abuse 

in any system^ there is more to be said for the Hindu view of the naturally 

crooked influence of time than for the notion of “ progress ” from moment 

to moment which some of us in the West would seem to entertain. But 

for all that, it would indeed be a phenomenon of strange degeneracy if 

India, which has thought the deepest thoughts of the world, and which 

has been marked by the intensity of its religious feelings, should, even in. 

its most unfortunate days, have produced a system of extensive influence 

and authority %vhich is inteUectuaUy nothing butbrainless hocus-pocus ” 

and morally a mere facile reversal of the high notions of Dharma,^ which 

have distingrtished its peoples beyond all the races. As a matter of fact,, 

and to my knowledge, even at the present day some of the most learned 

Pandits and the greatest Sadhakas esteem and follow this Scripture, which 

they regard as the treasure of their heart. How comes this to be if it is 

merely, as alleged, the debased product of the Hindu spirit “ at its lowest 

and very worst ? Whether particular portions of its teachings or practice 

should be generally approved is another matter. The difficukies, however, 

which attend an exposition of even such parts of the Sastra as seem to 

be at first view readily exposed to attack are such that those who 

have any real knowledge concerning them will be the first to abstain 

from hasty generalizations, particularly when they take the form of 

mere abuse. 
As regards such portions of doctrine as are here exposed, the Author 

in the course of the defence of his own beliefs has in many an instance 

severely castigated his opponents for their inaccurate statements and 

loose thinking. For reasons, however, which I give in the Introduction 

which follows, views more favourable to the Author’s position now more 

generally prevail in India than was the case when his work was first 

written. Many even of those who nowadays are not prepared to accept 

orthodox doctrine in its entirety are yet disposed to think that the beliefs 

of their fathers were not, after all, quite so foolish as under the fii^t 

influences of the English Illumination ’’ they considered them to be. But 

this change of view is not peculiar to India only* We ourselves have also 

recently experienced something of the same kind. An intelligent under¬ 

standing of Christian ideas and Catholic ritual has dispelled many a 

shallow criticism to which they have been subjected by a narrow sectari¬ 
anism on the one hand, and an equally narrow “ rationalism’’ on the 

other. By this, however, it is not meant that no adverse criticisms in 

either of these matters have had force, or that in some Indian quarters the 

Sastra is not still regarded as (to use the words of an Indian writer) 

“ mines of superstition 
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on the subject of wliich its author speaks. Thus the mudra of the 

Panchatattva does not^ as there stated^ mean mystical gesturesj’’ butj in 

the case of the r^'asika and tamasika panchatattva, parched cereal of various 

kinds as defined by the Yogini Tantra.^ In the sattvika sadhana it has 

another and esoteric meaning,® equaUy dissimilar from the sense of the term 

mudra ” as that word is employed in ordinan^ upasana and hathayoga* 

« Nigama is not the name of a sacred book appealed to by Dakshina- 

chaxins ” as opposed to Agama,” but is that form of Tantra in which the 

Devi is guru instead of iisya, as opposed to “Agama,” in which the Devi 

is si^"a and Siva is guru.® It fbUows, therefore, tliat Agama does not mean 

“ a sacred book appealed to by Vamacharins as opposed to Nigama of 

the followers of Dakshinachara. Nor is the term V^acharin itself a 

synonym for Kaula, for a person may be the iirst without being the second*^ 

The Mahanirv^a Tantra is not the only Tantra attributed to Siva,” 

but ail S^tra so called has Him t\s its Revealer and GaneSa as its scribe? 

The Saxadatilaka and Mantramahodadhi are not Tantras, but Tantrik 

compendia and commentaries. The Tantrik rite called Bhutasuddhi 

does not mean “ removal of demons,” ® but the purification of the elements 

(earth, air, fire, etc., and the tattv as of which diey are derivatives) in the 

body of the sadhaka, and so forth. 

As might be expected, errors abound in accounts given by authors 

claiming less expert competence, whether European or Indian. Thus an 

^ Chap, vi: 

Bhrishtadanyadikang yad yad charvaniyang prachakshate, 
Sa mudra kathita devi sarveshang naganandini. 

The same and other errors occur in Encyc, Brit., xiii, pp. 511-512. 
2 See Agamasara; Kaivalya Tantra, and the Tantra passim^ and Introduction 

to Tantra Sdstra. 

® See the Agamadvaitanimaya, cited On the contrary, the Nigamas 
are said to be Purnarahasya, Agama and Nigama ctre also applied to the Veda, 
but Agama as applied to the Tantra has the above signification, though, as 
Professor Whitney says, it etymologically means “ that which has come down ” 
(Century Dictionary and Cyclopaedia, vol. ix, p. 978). 

^ The Kaula is a member of the highest of the s<;veral divisions of worship¬ 
pers (Ach^a), of which Vamachara is one. It is only after a Sadhaka has 
fulfilled all preceding Dharmas that he is qualified for Kaidadharnia. 

^ See Gayatri Tantra, chap. I. Professor Whitney {loc, cit) says that their 
authorship is sometimes ascribed to Dattatreya. Of this I have never heard, 
and if such ascription is made it is incorrect. There is a work dealing with 
Indrajala Vidya called the Dattatnjya Tantra, as also a Yamala of the same 
name, and Dattatreya is a Rishi said to be particularly revered by the Nakula- 
vadhuta Sect. The Tantras generally were, as stated in the text, revealed by 
Siva. 
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Indian writer ‘ explains the Mudra of the Panchatattva to be “ gold or 

coins.” It is true that “ coin ” is one of the meanings of the term 

Mudra,” but even in the absence of special information it might have 

reasonably been sunnised that “ Tantriks ” do not worship with a gold 

mohur or rupee. Nor is the l^akti, which is by these and other rites 

worshipped, material force, as was supposed by the founder of the 

Bhaxatavarshiya Brahmasamaj, who wrote some years ago of the 

European materialists of his day as “ Saktas offering dry homage to 

force victorious over the European Bhaktas, worshippers of the God of 

Love.” ^ Nor is it the fact “ that Saktas divide themselves into the 

Daksliina and Varna classes according to whether they attach the greater 

importance to the male or to the female principle respectively ” ® and so 

forth. Misconception of the teaching of Tantra, together with abuses 

committed by one of the communities of Tantrik worshippers, led a 

Bengali apologist of the l§^tra, when writing some twenty years ago on 

the subject of Tantra, to say: * * “ Unfortunately, however, their intentions 

have been so grossly misrepresented in our days that the very name of 

Tantra shocks our nerves; yet two-thirds of our religious rites are Tantrik, 
and almost half our medicine is Tantrik.” 

The causes of this neglect of the Sastra in the country of its origin 

and in the West are several. Their consideration will also explain the 

standpoint from which this book here translated is written. In the first 

place, in the case of India, must be reckoned the effects of 

English education. This, when first introduced, not merely struck 

at faith in all Indian S^tra, but was in a particular manner adverse 

to that form of it which was then current, and with which we here 

deal. Tantrik Hinduism is in its more common aspect, essentially 

of a sacramental and ritualistic character. Those who first in¬ 

troduced and gave English education were for the most part 

Protestants, with no sympathy with, or understanding of, a mode of 

religious thought and practice which to a considerable extent, both in 

its inner spirit and outward forms, bore resemblance to that which in 

Europe Protestantism, in its various sects, had arisen to oppose. Their 

general attitude is illustrated by a passage in a recent work ® (containing 

1 “ Country and Temple of Kamakhya,” Calcutta Remew, October, 1911. 
* « The New Dispensation,” pp. 103, 109. Nor, it may be here noted, is it 

correct to say that Tantriks believe the universe to have been developed by the 
inherent power of matter, as stated in the “ Cyclopaedia of India,” vol. v, p 72. 
Nor is it correct to speak, as H. H. Wilson did (“ Essays,” p. 241), of the 
“ worship of the female principle as distinct from the Divinity.” 

® “ The Soul of India,” by G. Howells, p. 320. 
« “ Lectures on the Hindu Religion,” by K. Chakravarthl {1893), itself an 

inaccurate, though well-intentioned, little book. 
5 cc T A _t .1 in i » » -« 
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a singularly ignorant and unjust estimate of Hinduism), in wMch the 

author sa>^ that, when standing before a Buddhist shrine, he felt as if he 

was before that of St. Carlo Borromeo at Milan, adding: “ But the chief 

feeling that one had was of the extraordinajy^ close similarity of Latin 

Christianity and Pre-christian Buddhism—the feeling and sensation of 

the same immemorial superstition persisting through the forms and ritual of 

tw'o religions so diametrically opposed.” As this matter presented itself 

to the English teachers, so it did to the Indian students, who (to use a 

Bengali expression) “held their tail”. This the latter did the more 

readily both because of the abuses for which some of the followers of 

the Sastra were responsible and of the unintelligent and mechanical 

formalism of the worship of others. To the Hindu so educated the 

Tantra was in all its parts as much superstitious “ mummery ” as it was 

to Iiis English teachers. This education did not, however, from the 

religious point of view, bear the results which were expected of it. For 

while many Hindus were led through such teaching to reject their 

ancestral belief, but few were found who were willing to accept the form 

of faith which was offered to them as its substitute. Possibly to some 

extent different results might have been achieved had there been more 

points of contact between the two faiths, for these might have served both 

to guard the common religious sentiment and to afford some sort of 

foundation upon which a Christian structure might have been raised. 

Such had been the thought, in earlier times, of Jesuit missionaries both in 

India and China. Many of the Hindus whose faith had been \mduly 

disturbed commenced (so far as Indians can—a matter for them of 

fortunate difficulty) lO question the validity of the religious sense 

itself. A period of scepticism then followed, which, of course, has not 

wholly passed away in India any more than it wiU wholly pass away 

elsewhere- 
Theories stale in the West, but new in the East, were adopted by 

some ivith the same indiscriminating fervour as were the discarded fashions 

of English " art ” and articles of commerce. Some there were who, 

judging all things by a narrow test of “utilitarian” principle, found 

cverv historic religjoii, whether of East or West, to be the outcome 

merely of the deceit of priests, whose “ highest achievement” in all lands 

has been “ abomination woj-sbip.” And of this in India^ the Sakta and 

other cults were cited as the worst examples.^ 

1 AiS regards the West, the author of the work cited is of opinion that the 
system of auricular confession made further priestly efforts in the direction of 
“ abomination worship ” super'erogalory. 

Hindu Castes and Sects,” by J, N. Bhattacharji. I cite this apparently 
nastika work as one of a type only, it being fairly tvcil known and read. The 
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The use of this strong language apphed to all the religions of East 

and West suggests the observation that, while grounds for adverse judgment 

may have existed, we must examine the criticisms by Hindus of the behefs 

of their countrymen as we would any other, in order to see whether the 

author knows that of which he speaks, and, if so, whether he is free (which 

the author cited was not) from prejudice against '^religion” in general, or 

the sectarianism which exists in India, as elsewhere.^ Nor is the language 

used in such cases to be always taken literally. If, for instance, we can 

imagine the astonished mind of an otherwise uninformed Hindu, after the 

perusal of the stanza of the “ Orange” hymn cited below,^ it is not improb¬ 

able to suppose that a too literal understanding of its words might give 

him notions as to the obscenity” of the tenets and practice of the Catholic 

Church which would appear exaggerated even to the inflamed judgment 

of the author of the “ hymn ” in question. 

In the West this raw philosophizing has for some time past been 

appreciated at its - true value. More mature views will find a deeper 

source for the religious instinct than the machinations (even though they 

exist) of priests. 
The following passage from another writer,^ purporting to give the 

verdict of “ New India on Religion,” is, in its blustering crudities, remi¬ 

niscent of our own cheap rationalism of the second half of the last century: 

“ The world is passing from faith to reason. The future is for reason. 

When reason is established the problem of the world will be easy of 

solution. Reason will stand no miracles, no humbug, no special incarna¬ 

tions or exclusive revelations. It will elbow out all creeds, and admit 

nothing which cannot be demonstrated to the intelligence. Forms of 

worship are excrescences of religion. Belief in the supernatural and 

transcendent is getting into a discount. The element of mystery once be¬ 

lieved to be an inseparable factor of religion is disappearing,” and so forth. 

They are but weakly met by such mawkish presentments of the 

“ Religion of the Future ” as those of which the following passage is 

a vaguely-conceived and worded, however well-intentioned, example: 

“ No priest can lead us by the nose and make us believe in 

meaningless practices which profit no one but the professional 

^ Particular animosity used to exist, and amongst the sectarian-minded 
still exists, between Saktas and Vaisnavas. 

2 “ Scarlet Church of all uncleanness, 
Sink thou to the deep abyss, 
To the orgies of obsceneness, 
Where the Hell-bound Furies hiss. 
Where thy father's Satan’s eye 
Hails thee, hellish Popery,” 

3 The Indian World, Tulv. 1910, 
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priest 1’ Free thought will be the watchword of the churches of the 

future. Religion will be a real being, becoming. Growing in life from 

within Uke an endogcn; drawing sustenance also from without. Religion 

is to be in tune with the infinite. It will be the budding forth of the lotus 

of the heart; the correspondence with the environments of the soul; the 

opening out of the fountains from within; the setting aflow' of the waters of 

life proceeding from the throne of the Most High. Religion will not be a 
theorem, a Q..E.D., but a problem, Q,,E.F.” ~ 

A more definite attempt to reconcile religious tradition and “ modern 

thought” was made by the Brahmasamaj, the doctrines of which, as also 
of the Secularist school, are combated in this book. The Adisamaj, which 

preceded it, more closely adhered to orthodox Hinduism, being distin¬ 

guished from the latter by tiie rejection of some of its beliefr and practices. 

In the Brahmasamaj the doctrines became of a more syncretistic character. 

There was a further divergence from orthodoxy, and an attempt was 

made to incorporate alien forms of thought and ritual. The Brahmasamaj 

describes itself in the words of one of its prominent supporters as “ a 

humble gleaner of the truth wherever found.” The resulting eclecticism 

possesses its share of the weaknesses of all such systems. 

All these influences, the outcome of English education—^whether they 

be of the Secularist type, abandoning all ancient forms of beliefs, or of that 

which claims to reform but as often destroys them, or of the more modern 

kind which seeks a belief which shall be freed of form—led away from the 

standpoint of orthodox form, wliich is that of the Tantra. The process 

Wits accelerated by the decadence of many of the followers of the Vama- 
cara community governed by the Sastra. 

In the general neglect of Sastra, and repulsion caused by abuse, nc 

attempt ivas made to ascertain what in fact were the true teachings of that 

poruon of it which governed this community. No distinction was made 

between such doctrine and the abuses of it, nor between the particulai 

portion of the S^tra prescribing and regulating Vamacara ritual ant 

tho.se other portions which governed other ilivisions of Sadhakas or th( 

community in general. The Sastra was, generally in its entirety, con¬ 

demned as useless where it was not considered morally harmful. To somt 

extent these conclusions may have influenced European Orientalists, bii 

^ This and the rest of the quotation are, of course, inspired by a type o 
Western thought. To the Hindu mantra is not mere aksara, nor guru a men 
man, but the manil^tation of the Supreme and only Guru, thcAdinatfc 
Mahakala. The revolt, however, is supported to some extent by the feet of tli< 
incompetence of many of the gurus. 

® “ The Religion of the Future,” by Hemendra Nath Sinha, B.A., pp. 38 
39. The last sentence is like the rest obscure, but perhaps indicates the work 
ings of the pragmatic bacillus even in the East. 
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probably in much less degree; for scientific investigation of human 

activities in whatsoever sphere is not (without closure ofall historical inquiry) 

to be thwarted by the fear that what may be found on investigation is not 

that which is likely to be approved* Nor are the difficulties of a linguistic 

•character, the Tantras being written in comparatively simple Sanskrit. 

The reason is rather to be found in difficulties of a different kind. 

The Tantra in some of its aspects is a secret doctrine (guptavidya) to 

be gathered, not from the written record, but verbally from those who hold 

the key to it. So with Eastern allegory it is said: '^Verily, verily, and 

without a doubt the Veda Sastra and Puranas are like a common woman, 

free to all, but the doctrine of iSambhu the Tantra) is like a secret 

house bride, to reveal which is death.^’ ^ The key to the method has been 

with the initiate. 

Next there are two special difficulties as regards the record; firstly, its 

fragmentary character and its existence in manuscripts which are not easily 

procurable, and then the technical character of the terminology. Next, 

the ritualistic character of the Tantra requires as a preliminary for its 

exposition at least some general knowledge regarding the subject, which 

does not ordinarily exist except among Hindus. In the case of certain 

Tantric doctrines and practices, the more ordinary difficulties have been 

increased owing to the complex and esoteric character of the rituals, and, 

.as some allege, to the existence of higher and lower traditions (amnaya), 

which to-day have become confused. Lastly, while the iSastra provides by 

its various acaras for all types, from the lowest to the most advanced, its 

essential concepts, under whatever aspects they are manifested, and into 

whatever pattern they are woven, are (as Professor de la Vallee Poussin 

says of the Buddhist Tantra) of a metaphysical and subtle character. This 

is particularly so as regards Saktitattva, Mantratattva, and Yogatattva, 

though there are others. It is claimed that the true Tantrikacarya is the 

master of Veda, and that its esoteric teaching can only be fully understood 

from the Sastra and its accompanying traditions, and the personal 

experiences which are the practical fruits of its Sadhana. 

Since this work was first published the so-called “ progressive ” move¬ 

ment has been followed by a reaction in the orthodox Hindu world, which 

is not without its own defects.^ The spread of Theosophical ideas first 

^ Vedasastrapur^ani samanyaganika iva 
Ya punah sambhavi vidya gupta kulabadhuriva 

Prakase pranahanih syat satyang satyang na sangsayah. 
So also the Tantrasara (Ed* R. M, Ghatterji), p. 691, which says: “ Kadachid- 
dehahanistu na chagupti kadachana, varam puja na karttavya na cha vyaktih 
kadachana,” 

^To those, for instance, whose supposed “ Hindu ” sentiment would revive 
the nrar.tice of SatT mav be. recommended the words of the Mahanirvana 
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renewed an interest in the teachings of India’s ip^eat past, and an awaken¬ 

ing national spirit has done the rest. The Taiitra has had a share in this 

interest as is manifested in the fair number of TantraSj Tantrik compendia 

such as the Pranatosirdj^ and other works on the Sastra (of which that 

now translated is one)^ which have been first published or reprinted in 

recent years. It is a sign of the times to find even a Brahma pubHcation 

on the Satcakra.^ This interest is due in part to the general religious 

re\dval in progress^ and also to tlie increasing recognition of the necessity 

of sadhana (practice), as distinct: from mere philosophizings if any prac¬ 

tical result is to be attained. 

According to orthodox views, the Tantra will continue in force until 

the close of the Kaliyuga, when the golden age (Satya yuga) will reappear^ 

governed by its appropriate S^tra, The India of to-day is, however, not 

in the same sense a$ of yore the Sn Bhar^Lta, adored of tlie Devas 

(Sur^chitabh^ata), to which the book now published makes salutation. 

The author has many a lament over the changes occurring in what 

appears to him to be a darkening time. 

If to-day all men had the strength of faith of Kamadeva Tarkika,. 

hero most powerful in the field of austerity, or of Ganesa Upadhyaya, 

whose life was one long surrender to the Mother; or of Ramaprasada/who 

was, as it were, a bee intoxicated with the honey of the lotus feet of 

Saktij * should we in that case have had to sing in Tantra Tattva ^ the song 

of all these evil designs {against the Sastras), But the day is now lost to 

us. That unflinching faith in Tantra, the Sadhana-Sastra, has been 

shaken/’ ^ 

Alas ! the Hon-hearted heroes, pUlars of Sanatana Dharma ! where 

arc you to-day in this dismal lime? That resplendent lustre of yours 

hallowed by Sadhana, is mingled with the Mhntra S^tra itself. Do ye 

to-day shed that lustre in every letter, in every accent. Let the S^tra of 

Tantra: “O KuJc4ani, a wife should not be burnt with her dead husband. Every 
woman is ihy image> Thou residest concealed in the forms of all women in tliis 
world (tava svarupa ramani jagatyachehhannavigraha). That woman who in 
her delusion (moha) ascends the funeral pyre of her lord shall go to hell ” (chap^ 
X, verses 79-80), 

^ From the same source comes the Pranakrisnasabdambuddhi, which I 
hope to publish. 

^ Gayatrimulaka satcakrervyakyana o sadhana, a publication by the 
Mangaia Granga Mission Press. 

® The celebrated Bengali poet and Sakta. 

^ Sakti is Devi—that is, both the power of Ch>d and God Himself Each 
of the Dc\^as has His Sakti or power woi'shipped under the form of His spouse* 

® This book. ® “ Prinr.inles of Tantra.^’’ 
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Bharata be again resplendent with the fire of the Tapas ^ ofBharata’s 
sons.” ^ 

But his cause is not wholly lost to him, and he continues to defend 

it—with a certain spacious splendour of imagery and feeling which belong 
to a passing world. 

“ Reasoning, argument and inference may be the work of other 

.^astras, but the work of Tantra is to accomplish superhuman and divine ® 

events by the force of its own Mantras. Destruction, driving away, and 

establishment of control,^ and such other powers, are still to be daily seen. 

Hundreds of thousands of great and accomplished Sadhakas still illumine 

^11 India with the glory of their austerities/ In every cremation ground ® 

in India the refulgent and divine halo of Bhairavas and Bhairavis ^ is yet 

to be seen mingling with the light of the flames of funeral pyres, rending 

apart the waves of nocturnal darkness and illuminating the wide expanse 

of Heaven. Dead and putrefying corpses submerged ® near cremation 

grounds are still brought to life by the force of the Sadhakas’ Mantras 

and made to render aid to Sadhana and Siddhi. Whilst still living in this 

mortal world Tantrik Yogis even now obtain, through the potency of 

Mantras, direct vision of the supersensual activities of the world of Devas. 

She, with dishevelled hair, the dispeller of fear from the hearts of Her 

devotees, still appears in great cremation grounds,® to give liberation to 

Her devoted Sadhakas who, made afraid by the fear of this existence, 

make obeisance to and supplicate Her. Sadhakas still merge themselves 

in the Self of Brahman by laying their Brahmarandhra at those lotus feet 

of Brahmamayi,^^ which are adored by Brahma and other Devas. The 

throne of the Daughter of the Mountain is still moved by the wondrous, 

attractive force of Mantras. This, in the eyes of Sadhakas, is the ever 

broad and royal road upon which they travel untiring to the city of 
liberation.” 

I Austerities, etc. (see ^ Principles of Tantra.” 

^Daiva. ^M^anam, Ucchatanam, Va^ikaranam, ^Tapas. 
® Sma^ana, where Sav^ana, Mun^asana, Lat^adhana and other Tantrik 

xites, are practised. 
^ Adept Tantrik men and women. 

® Before and whilst awaiting burning, the corpse is placed in the sacred 
rstream. 

® Mahasmasanas, where some of the most difficult forms of Tantrik 
Sadhana are practised. The auspicious Kaiika is thought of as with dishevelled 
hair (vigalitachikura), and so is the hair of the devotee (see Karpuradi stotra, 
verses 3, 10), 

10 The cavity of Brahman at the top of the head, here used for the head 
generally. 

II The Devi. 1^ The DevT Hano-hter of 
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The same forces^ howeverj against which this book^ as also other 

orthodoxies, protest, are in conflict both witli Hinduism in its present 

Tantrik form and with Christianity of the older type* In the present 

mingling of East and West, each is providing a ferment for the other,, 

which, when all is said, is as much a divine product as the Revelations 

which it sometimes appears to threaten* The embodied Atma, however^ 

Tnust ever seek itself revealing its search to us in that which we call the 

religious spirit/^ clothed though It must eJso be in forms new or 

renewed —its changing expression in a world ol' unceasing change* 
m ^ m 

For the understanding of the Tantrik, or, indeed, any other beliefs 

and practices, the usual dry-as-dust investigation of the savant is 

insufficient* In the first place a call should be made upon actual present 

experience* The primary inquiry- should be addressed to the ascertain¬ 

ment of the present belief and practice of those whose religious history is 

under investigation* It is obvious that the course of time effects changes*. 

But whatever these may be, present beliefs are the descendants of those of 

the past- Much, therefore, which was in the parent will be found m the 

child* A study of the present will help to an understanding of ancient 

documents which, if made the sole basis of research, often prove the source 

of error* For these reasons I have selected a modem exposition of the 

general basis of Tantrik doctrine by one who, as its adherent, has inlierited 

its ■ traditions (vaktradvaktrena)* We are now recommencing to value 

tradition, \vhich ever)^here provides the key to tmtli* It is in ah religions- 

of equal if not of greater truth than the imperlect and sometimes falsified 

documentary evidence we at present possess of their origin and history* 

Whatever may be the case upon the purely historical questions which 

have been raised in connection with the S^tra, with respect to doctrine 

and practice, the first and simplest course is to learn from the lips 

of its hving adherents what in fact they are, and, in so far as they can be 

given, the reason of and authority for them* 

Mere book-ieaming (piistake likita vidya), will not carry the student 

the full ivay without error. It must be sup]>lemented by information 

derived from die Tantrik Acaryiis and Gurus. The truth of learning so 

gained can only be tested by personal experience* 

Hindu beliefs, to be understood aright, should, if possible, be learned 

both of those who have not, as also of those who have, received an English 

education* The latter—in the past, at any rate—has generally involved 

the neglect of, and (prior to the recent national movement) often resulted 
in a contempt for, all that is ancient and s]>ecifically Hindu, whether 
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in Religion, Literature, or Art.^ In its tendency it is not only—under its 

present conditions, at any rate, and whether for good or ill—destructive of 

tradition, but also in varying degrees of the mentality which originally 

produced the beliefs, and by which alone they may be completely 

apprehended. Even in cases where competency assumes a favourable 

attitude towards the ancient teaching, there is often to be found a tendency 

to read modern ideas into it. 

A modern Indian publicist and author ^ makes upon this matter some 

very just observations. In treating of the concept “ mother ’’ as applied 

to India by her children, he says that there is no mere metaphor behind 

it, though most modern educated Hindus understand the word in a 

poetical and metaphorical sense. “ But this is, ” he says, “ because their 

education and environment have more or less completely diverted their 

thought and imagination from the ancient realities of their language and 

literature. There are, indeed, numerous words in common use amongst 

us to-day that have entirely lost their original sense, owing to the 

loss of the genuine thought-life of the people in the wilderness of un¬ 

understood and un-assimilated foreign words and concepts accumulat¬ 

ed by our present system of education. With the Europeanization of 

our minds and modes of thinking, even our words have been perceptibly Euro¬ 

peanized. ” This criticism has a very extensive application, and one is 

reminded of it at every step in reading the works of English-educated 

Hindus on Hindu life and thought, which their prudent reader will in some 

instances do well to peruse, bearing the above well-founded remarks in 

mind. As regards his countrymen, the author, in the second part ® of 

this work, observes: “Nowadays, most of those who represent the ideal 

type of a learned man in society are considered ignorant and devoid of all 

sense in the community of the Religious (Sadhakas).’’ It is also to be 

remembered that amongst the English-speaking Hindus who have attained 

success and even distinction there are many who, being of other castes, have 

neither inherited the traditions of the Brahmana nor had the benefit of his 

teaching. Interpretations coming from these classes are hkely (though 

exceptions may exist) to suffer by reason of their ancient disabihties. 

The Tantratattva (Principles or subject matter of Tantra), of which 

the first part ^ is here translated, is, so far as I am aware, the only 

^ As regards the two former, see the observations in Babu Dinesh Chandra. 
Sen’s valuable “ History of Bengali Literature/’ published by the Calcutta 
University, As to Art, a limited residence in India vtill afford distressing proof, 

^Bepin Behary Pal, The Soul of India, ” p. 145. 
^ S-^e chapter on Gumkida and Kulaguru. 
^The work was originally published in one volume. The second edition 

has been divided into two parts, of which the first only has been published, the 
other beinsf. when this was written, in the nress, TPublishers’ Note: Both the 
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considerable modern work of its kind. It was written in Bengali by Pandit 

Siva Chandra Vidyamava Bhattacharya,^ and Erst published some 

twcnt\" years ago, being now in its second edition. 

The present work is a defence of the Tantra^ of which Sastra the 

author is an adherent and a polemicj undertaken in the interests of Hindu 

orthodoxy in its S^ta and Tantrika form against Secularism on the one 

handj and on the other the religious eclecticism and various “ reforming ” 

movements, of which, when the book was first written, the Brahmasamaji 

was a leading type. In fact, m parts the book reads like an orthodox 

Catholic protest against modernism,” and is i:hus interesting as showing 

how many fundamental principles are common to all orthodox forms of 

belief, whether of West or East. 

The author of the Tantratattva is a well-known Tantrik Pandit, 

preacher, and secretary of the Sarvamangalasabha of Benares, who, happily 

for our purposes, knows no English. His work, which is written in Bengali, 

may therefore be taken to be an accurate popuhir statement of modem or¬ 

thodox views on the subject treated of by him. The word “ Tattva ” is a 

veiy comprehensive one, which it is by no means always easy to translate- 

I have rendered the title of the book as “Principles of Tantra,” though, 

maybCj as a friend has pointed out, it should be “ Subjects of Tantra.'* 

The work deals, it is true, with chosen topics of Tantra. This, however, 

also involves a statement of certain fundament al principles which govern 

Sastrik teaching on the subjects dealt with, <Lnd this as well as the con¬ 

tents of possible future volumes must be my justification for giving the 

book a more ambitious title. 

The author is both a poet and a preacher—circumstance which 

accounts for the rhetorical style and popular devotional character of the 

work. Apart from such intrinsic merits as it may possess, it is of value as 

a document which records the thought and workings of an Indian mind 

affected but little, if at all, by the current notions of the day. It deals in 

the main, and in a popular tvay, with the philosophical and religious 

grounds of the orthodox system in its Sakta form. As regards some of its 

practical aspects, the author has considered tliat this was a subject fitter 

for the reader’s Guru than for a book addressed to the public at large. 

It may therefore have proved a disappointment to those who, at the mention 

of Tantra, always expect to hear of rituals with wine and women, the 

midnight circle (Cakra), black magic in the cremation grounds, and so 

forth. The constant desire to hear of such things is not evidence of a true 

^ Editor of the lournal .^aivi, and author of several other works—“ Gitan- 
” “ Svabhava o abhava.^’ Vidvarnaver diirp-otsava ” rk 
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interest in the Sastra, but a confession of personal weakness,^ To such 

it may come as a surprise to learn that the Tantra also concerns itself with 

matters of undoubted respectability even to its critics, and of universal, if 

less sensational, interest. It is commonly assumed by such persons 

(though altogether erroneously) that the Tantra Sastra is only concerned 

with the Cakra ritual of those who are called (but incorrectly so) 

lefthand ” upasakas, who follow viracara.^ This, however, is of course 

not the fact. On the contrary, the main subjects of Tantra are Mantra 

and Sadhana in all its forms. It is also the chief repository of Yoga 

practice, and its general range of subject, as hereafter mentioned, is 

encyclopaedic. 
As Professor B. K. Sarkar has well said, the encyclopaedias of India 

known under diverse names, such as Samhitas, Puranas and Tantras, 

are really generic terms under which the whole culture of certain 

epochs in Indian history found expression and currency. He adds that, 

while it is difficult and sometimes impossible to assign to such store¬ 

houses of information respecting the national life the names of any 

particular authors or compilers and the question of their dates may never 

be solved satisfactorily, they furnish undeniable, though sometimes 

conflicting accounts, of the manners and customs, rites and ceremonies, 

^ects and Sampradayas, sentiments and traditions, which prevailed among 

the Hindus for epochs extending over hundreds of years. 

The translation is primarily the work of my friend Babu Jhanendralal 

Majumdar, himself a Bengali. My own part has consisted in its revision. 

The translation may read rather cumbrously in parts, but this is due to 

our desire to keep as close as possible to the somewhat discursive and 

rhetorical form of the original. I have added some explanatory notes to 

the text. I should have liked to have made the notes fuller if it could have 

been done without overloading the text. I have, however, referred in the 

notes to the Introduction written for my edition of the Mahanirvana 

Tantra,® where I have explained at greater length such terms as 

yantra,’’ mantra,” “ mudra,” “ nyasa,” “ panchatattva,” the 

satcakra,” and others, and have in a general and summary way dealt 

^ Inquiry as to these matters is, to use a chess term, a common though bad 
opening ” for those who have a real desire to know the Sastra. 

^ In ‘^Non-Christian Religions,” by Howard, pp. 77-7f The author, 
after a statement that the " Tantrik System ” originated with the Buddhist 
monk Asanga, says; ‘‘ Further than this we must decline to plunge, even with the 
parts of the Tantra accessible to English readers.” I am unaware of any parts 

accessible to English readers ” when this statement was made, and the 
author was evidently ignorant of any other. 

® The references to the Introduction are. unless otherwise stated, to that 
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TOtli sadhana, upasana, and hathayoga, I have retained certain technical 
Sanskrit terms in the text, as there is no corresponding English word 
which accurately gives their meaning* * 

The following pages deal with certain general aspects of the Sastra^ 
its nature, origin, age, and authority—subjects which were either not then 
treated of or were more summarily referred to* If upon some of these 
topics, such as the age of the Sastra, I have not presented sufficiently 
certain and detailed conclusions, it is because, for want of the necessary 
kno’wledge, I am unable to do so* The subject is a novel one, and 
possibly many years of inquiry into Indian, Chini^se, and Tibetan records ^ 
will have to be made before opinions of any finahty can be formed as to 
many matters in and touching the Sastra. 

^ ^ « 

Current definitions of Tantra as Sacred ^vritings of the Hindus, 
“ Scriptures of Saktas,” « Collections of Magiail Treatises,"* and the like, 
are either inaccurate and insufficient, or by their generality useless- A type 
of such inaccurate statements chai^acterized by the usual vagueness 
and indecision says that: The Tantras are a later development of the 
Puranic creed* They are the wridngs of S^tas or votaries of the female 
energy of some Divinity (sic), mostly the wife of Siva* Such ideas are not 
altogether absent in the Puranic works* But in the Tantras they assume a 
peculiar character, owing to the admixture of magic performances and 
mystic rites of perhaps an indelicate nature* Amarasinha knows not 
of them."* - In passing, it may be noted that this reference to the Amara- 
kosa is a common one* It is true that the word Tantra is not mentioned 
in the svargavarga of that book. On the other hand, those who so cite it 
omit to state that some other ancient Sutras, including the Atharvaveda, 
are not there mentioned; and in the Nanartha\arga reference is made to 
Agama Sastra, which is one of the names of Tantra* An anonymous 
author who writes on what he calls Transformed Hinduism ” ^ says, after 
a description of the Puranas, “ Another literature of a still more degrading 
type has been incorporated in the modem Hinduism, and this is the religious 
books called the Tantras, of which there are sixt>’-four volumes.^ These 
books are mostly manuals of mysticism and magic, written otherwise very 

^ Indian tradition connects China and the Tantra, and both Chinese 
and Tibetan records are reputed to contain Sanskrit works which have 
long since disappeared from India. 

- “ History of Classical and Sanskrit Literarure/* by M* Krishnama- 
charya* M.A., BX., p* 34* 

3 P* 180. 

* The author, in speaking of these volumes ” he calls them. Is thinking 
of the 64 Tantras assitmed to each of the tlrree krantas. whioh make 
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much on the same lines as the puranas. The religion advocated in these 

books is the exponent (jzV) of Saktism, the wife of iSiva {sic)^ under her 

various manifestations,” Whilst the Indian author last quoted rather 

vaguely refers to mystic rites of perhaps an indelicate character ” the 

book now cited more definitely affirms: “It is a licentious worship, 

and leads to cruelty, self-indulgence, and sensual gratification. Hence 

it is a blot upon the ^ Modern Hinduism,’ This sect goes under the 

name of the Bahm Marges or the secret sect.” ^ The Accounts of 

these and other uninformed authors treat the Tantra as a Sastra of the 

S^tas only where they do not as in the last cited quotation regard 

it merely as the iSastra of the Vamachara community of Sakta Sadhakas. 

The word Tantra has various meanings, and amongst others iSastra 

generally, and therefore does not necessarily denote a religious Sastra.^ 

In the sense, however, in which the term is most widely known and is here 

used, it denotes that body of religious scripture (Sastra which is stated 

to have been revealed by Siva as the specific scripture of the fourth 

or present Kali age (yuga). This is the definition of the Tantra 

according to the Sastra itself. 

There are four such ages (Mahayuga)—namely, the Satya yuga, or 

golden age; the Treta yuga, age in which righteousness (dharma) de¬ 

creased by one-fourth; the Dvapara yuga, in which dharma decreased by 

one-half; and the present Kali yuga, the most evil of the ages, in which 

righteousness exists to the extent of one-fourth only. At the close of this 

last age the Kalki Avatara of Visnu, the rider on the white horse,” 

will destroy iniquity and restore the rule of righteousness. Each of these 

ages has its appropriate iSastra, or Scripture, which is designed to meet 

the requirements of the men of each age. 

The Hindu Sastras are classed into Sruti, Smrti, Purana, and 

Tantra. The three last all assume the first as their base, and are, in fact, 

merely special presentments of it for the respective ages. It has been said 

that the Tantras “ are regarded by those who follow them as a fifth Veda 

^ The author means the vama marga, or vamacara, as it is ordinarily 
called. The Tantra does not only deal with this sect,” which is one only of 
its acaras, the tenets of which the author does not understand. Daksina- 
caras and others are also followers of Tantra, The work is incorrect both as to 
the Tantra and other Sastras and practices of the Hindus which it proposes to 
“ transform.” 

2 Thus in the Sabdasaktiprakafika it is said: “ Tarkangtantranchavidusha 
vidushangtoshakarika, kriyate jagadishena ”; where Tantra means the theory 
or science of argument. So the Pahchatantra, which the so-called “ Tantrik 
Order of America ” includes in its International Journal amongst the Sanskrit and 
Tibetan Tantras. is not a Tantra in the sense here dealt with at alL but a book 
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as ancient as the others and of superior authority.” ^ No Sastra is or 

can be superior to tlie Veda. That practical application of its teachings, 

however, which is prescribed in the Tantra is to be followed in preference 

to the vaidUtac^a in the Kaliyuga. The relations of the Veda to the 

Tantra has been compared with that of the Jivatma to the Paramatma. 

The Tantra is said by its adherents to represent the inner core of the 

former. Professor de la Vallee Poussin says “Si I’on veut instituer une 

comparaison qui d’ailleurs n’est pas sans danger on sera frappe des res- 

smblances inaper(^;ues qui permettent dc rapprocher ces deux manifestations si 

difierentcs de la pensee Hindoue, le V^disme et le Tantrisme.” These 

resemblances which struck the learned author are, of course, due to the 

fact that there is a base common to the Veda and the Tantra, the latter 

being, according to orthodox notions, a branch of the Vaidik tree. It is 

only those who would altogether disassociate the Tantra from the Veda 

who will experience any surprise at finding resemblances between the 

3astras for the respective ages. As the ELulamava Tantra says, for each 

age (yugal a suitable Sastra is given—namely, in Satyayuga, Sruti; in 

Treta, Smrti; in Dvapara the Puranas; and in the Kali age the Tantra.* * 

The trudi to be taught ever remains the same, though the method 

of inculcating it varies with the ages. Current definitions, when not 

incorrect, fail to bring out this character of tlie Tantra as a Yuga (agel 

Sastra and its relations to the other Scriptures. As, however, our author 

well says * it is by no means impossible that now towards the end of the 

Kali age a few parasites should be found growing on some of its branches. 

The original and highest somce of dharma is Sruti, or that “ which 

has been heard,” and which is the tpstssima verba of divine revelation. The 

Vedas are apauruseya (without any personal composer), manifested to the 

Rsis who were not their authors, but only their Seers (drastarah). The 

term “ Sruti. ” is sometimes used In (what is to some) an extended sense, 

as where Kulluka Bhatta speaks of Tantra (which has sometimes been 

described as the fifth Veda) as Sruti (vaidikl tantsrikicfaaiva dvividha 

kirttita Srutih). Popularly, howev'er, the term is limited to the four 

Vedas—Rk, Sama, Yajus, and Atharva—^and the Upanisads, of which,' 

1 Beveridge, “ History of India,” ii. 77. And to the same effect “ Biblical, 
etc., Encyclopaedia,” McGlintoch and Strong, xii, 864. 

* Bouddhisme Etudes et Materiaux. 

* Krite lirutyuktacharastretayyang smrtisambha\'ah 
Dvapare tu puranoktang kalau agamakevalam. 

See also Mahanirvana Tantra, chap, i, verse 28, and Kubjika Tantra, where 
Sruti, Smrti, and Purana are assigned to the tet three ages, and Tantra to 
the fourth. 

* See post. And as to the relation of Affama and Veda. .see lVr.nViphln?ior?)_ 
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Professor Paul Deussen says: “Die Upanisads, sind fiir den Veda was 

fiir die Bibel das neue Testament ist.” ^ In its primary signification the 

•term “ Vedanta ” means the latter part of the Veda. The Jhanakanda of 

the Vedas is therefore the Vedanta in the original sense of the word. As 

such it is ^ruti, and therefore in this sense the Vedanta is identical with 

the Upanisads, which teach as the gist of Vaidik doctrine the knowledge 

of the Absolute Being (Paramatma) and union with It. The Devas 

worshipped in the Mantras of the Karmakanda are^ as well as the whole 

visible universe, but manifestations of It—the “ Tat Sat,” or the Reality. 

Based on Upanisad is the Vedanta Darsana, or philosophy embodied in 

the Vedanta Sutras ascribed to Vyasa, which have again been the subject 

of the commentaries known as Sahkarabhasyam (of Sahkaracarya), 

Sribhasyam (of Ramanuja), Madhvabhasyam (of Madhva), and the less 

important Govindabhasyam. 

Smrti is “ that which is remembered,” and has been handed down by 

Rsis. It is regarded as the expression of the Divine Will conveyed to 

mankind by inspiration through the agency of human beings. It is divided 

into the Srauta sutras, dealing with Vaidik ceremonies, and the Grhya 

sutras, concerning the household rites; the prose Dharma sutras, which 

lay down rules of law properly so called (of which there are various 

caranas or schools, such as those of Gautama, Baudhayana, Apastamba, 

.VaMstah, and others), and Dharma Sastras, or metrical versions of 

previously existing dharma-sutras, such as the Code of Manu (Manu- 

^mrti), the Yajfiavalkya, Narada, Parasara Smrtis, and other frag¬ 

mentary Dharma Sastras and secondary Smrtis of later periods. On 

these Smrtis there are various commentaries, such as those of Medhatithi, 

Kulluka Bhatta, and others on the Manu Smrti; the commentaries on the 

Yajhavalkya Smrti by Vijnanesvara (known as the Mitaksara), and 

others; commentaries on the Parasara Smrti; and other commentaries 

such as those on the Mitaksara. These commentaries have given rise to 

various schools of law, such as the Mitaksara, Dayabhaga, Mithila, and 

others. Smrti provides for pravritti dharma, as the Upanisads had 

revealed the path of nivritti, or, as it is loosely called, “ renunciation.” 

The third Sastra, that of the Dvapara yuga, is that contained in the 

Puranas, the principal of those now extant being eighteen in number.^ 

They by myth and story convey in an exoteric manner the doctrines of the 

^ Die Geheimlehre des Veda ” (1909), 

^ The Visnu Bhagavata (it is a matter of dispute whether this is the Sri- 
madbhagavata or Devi Bhagavata, both of which are largely quoted in this 
book); N^adiya; Garuda; Padma; Varaha; or Vaisnava Puranas; Siva, 
Lihga, Skanda, Agni {or, according to other accounts, V%u), Matsya, Kiirma; 
or Saiva Puranas; the Brahma, Brahmanda, Brahmavaivarta, Markandeya, 

and Varna,na Pnrana^ 
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Vedas to the declining intelligence and spirituali ty of the men of the third 

age. Like, however, the Tantra, they deal with nearly every subject of 

knowledge—theogonies, cosmogonies, genealogies, chronology, the astro¬ 

nomical, physical, and other sciences. In addition to the Mahapuranas, 

there are the secondary Puranas or Upapuranas.^ Both of these are 

referred to in the Mahanm^ana Tantra, when dealing with the Sastra of 

the different ages, as Samhita. This word, which literally means 

“ collection,'' and, according to the Sabdaratnavali, includes Dharma 

Sasrra, Smrti, Srutijivika, also comprises® Purana, Upapurana, Itihasa 

(history such us Maiabharata and Ramayana), the work of Vahniki, 

Vasistha, and others. 

The specihe Sastra for the fourth or KaJiyuga (according to orthodox 

views, the present age) is the I’antra. Though there are Agamas or 

Tantras wliich are called Siva and Sakta or Devi (according to the 

particular form of the One which is regarded therein as Istade\'ata), it is, 

according to orthodox notions, a mistake to regard the Tantra generaOy as 

if it were a petty Sastra of any particular division of Hindu worshippers. 

It is said, on the contrary, to be a universal Sastra governing all men in 

the Kali age, though particular provisions in it may have reference to 

particular divisions of w'orshippers. Thus, while: certain communities who 

perform the rahasyapuja make use of wine in w'orship, others do not, and 

it is, in fact, forbidden to them by the Tanti^a itself, as is the specific Sakti- 

pijja associated with such use. So the Nitya Tantra prohibits the latter 

in the case of the Paiu^ (ratrau naiva yajedde^ang sandhyayang vaparan- 

hake). On the other hand, other portions of the Tantra govern the whole 

orthodox Hindu community. So not only the Sakti mantra, but also 

the Visnu and Siva mantras are T^trik. The Tantrika Sandhya may be 

said by all, and the Sastra is the source of the bulk of the generally 

current ritual. A remark of a friend who read the first part of this 

book, ^Mhat he could find little of the Tantira in it,” is typical of the 

general misconceptions which prevail as to the nature of the Sastra. 

It is true that the so-called “ ” Tantras prescribe, in the case 

of one of the Acaras, a form of sadhana peculiar to this acara known as 

the Panchatattva,^ or worship with wine, meat, fish, grain, and woman 

1 Kalika, Sanatkumara, Karasingha, and others, 

^ See Brainnavaivarta Purana, Jnanakhanda, chap, cxxxii. 

^ Because such worship comiotes noaithuna, which is not for the pasu on 
the path of pravritti, and who is still in the heavy bonds of desire. 

^ Because it does not deal witli those par Horn of the Tantra which are 
concerned witli the Panchatattva, vinicara, etc. 

^ This is the term used by T^triks themselves in speaking of the conjoined 
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iSakti): and not uncommonly the Tantra is associated with such worship 

only, with the result that a “ Tantrik ” has come to connote, in the minds 

of many, merely a Hindu who practises this Sadhana. Less narrow and 

crude notions popularly associate the Tantra with the Sakta cult only, 

though they would include all forms of worship within the Sakta com¬ 

munity, and do not limit the scope of governance of the Tantra to the 

community of Vamacarins worshipping with the rajasika Panchatattva. 

The reason for such views appears to be this: Though there may have 

been Saiva Tantras, as there have been what are called ^aiva Purmas, 

and there are Tantras such as the Radha Tantra, which deal with the 

Visnu cult; and though in ordinary worship there is adoration of the 

Five Devat^ * (Panchopasana), yet in those scriptures which are more 

usually referred to when the Tantra is spoken of, the worship of Sakti 

assumes a more special form, AH such notions, however, as regards 

Tantra, though popular, bespeak according to its followers a 

fundamental misconception of the scope of the Sastra.® Properly 

speaking, a Tantrik should be defined as one who is governed by 

and follows the provisions of Tantra which are applicable to his particular 

case. In 1881 Dr. Rajendra Lai Mitra^ ivrote that the followers of Tantra 

might be reckoned by the hundreds of thousands, and that the life of 

many an Indo-Aryan (he might have said, in one way or another, practi¬ 

cally all) was that of “ bondage to its ordinances.” As a Yuga Sastra, 

the Tantra claims to govern all orthodox communities of worshippers in 

the ICaliyuga. But this does not mean that all its provisions are appli¬ 

cable to each one of them. The contrary is the case. There are some 

matters, such as Mantratattva, which are of common applicability to all 

such communities. There are other matters which are peculiar to, and 

govern only, a particular community or section of it. But both the 

common and special provisions have the same Sastra as their source. It 

each of the ordinary names of the elements commences with that letter fmadya 
mangsa, matsy^ mudra, maithuna). Some of these have, however, esoteric 
names used by Tantnks amongst themselves. “ Lata Sadhana ” is a better and 
in some cases more accurate description of the fifth tattva than the word 

maithuna with its vulgar implications. 
^ Siva, Visnu, Surya, Ganesa, and the Devi. 

r J (whether historically justifiable or not) 
u whom I have discussed this matter, it is not as 

^ough there were separate and conmcting Sastras, but one Sastra—the 
antra ^th ^nferent sections appropriate to the various divisions in the 

community of worshippers. So^, again^ the Puranas constitute one body of 
bastra, though any particular Purana may appear to give support to a 
gctari^ hypothesis by reason of its emphasizing the cult of some particular 

® Indian Arvans ’’ vol 404 
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is, however, not here meant that e^very practice followed by the orthodox * 

communities is of Taiitrik ori^n. Some rites, such as that of Homa, have 

descended from Vaidik times. Others are of modern origin. Thus, to 

take one instance from amongst others: the Vaisnavas sing and dance 

and recite the name of Hari (Visnu) in Kirtims which are of a popular 

and emotional character. This mode of worship was introduced by the 

great Chaitanya Deva to meet tlie needs of his time, and has nothing in 

common with the formal and intellectual character of the Tantrik ritual. As 

to this, the author says “ WTien Chaitanya Deva deluged all Bengal with 

huge waves of the name of Hari, he observed that Brahmana, Ksatriya, 

and Vaisya families were on the verge of ruin. He thought that in the 

then state of society, full of middle-class (Navasakha) Sudras, incom¬ 

petent for either the Vaidik or Tantrik dharma, Harinam sangkirtana * 

was the best form of dliarma (religion), and consequently he preached 

that dharma.” Though some may nowadays be disposed, through ignor¬ 

ance or other reasons, to dispute their connection with the Sastra, the 

matter may be put to some very simple tests. If such a disputant be 

orthodox (whether Saiva, Vaisnava, or Sakta), he might, if he would 

answer such a question, be asked v/hether he ha;> been initiated, and, if so, 

in what form—what mantra he then received, and where that mantra 

comes from.^ And then, when worshipping before an image ® in Sahara 

upasana, the sixteen articles of worship (sodasa upacara), inquiry 

may be made as to the authority for such image-w'orship, and in what 

Sastra this ritual and die rules relating to Nyasa, Bhutasuddhi, and so 

forth, is to be found. The answer in all these and similar cases will be the 

Tantra. On the other hand, as above stated, certain prorisions of the 

Sastra may have no applicability to a particular Sadhaka. As the 

Istadevata of the various religious communities differs, so in some 

respects does the puja and sadhana. The Basil leaf (tulsi) is sacred to 

Visnu; the Bael (bilva) to Siva; the Scarlet hibiscus or China Rose to 

1 I thus exclude all the little sects, some of a very peculiar and original 
character, with which India abounds, though sometimes loosely afliliated, or 
claiming to be affiliated, to the larger one; such as, apparently, the Chaliya 
Pantha of Jodhpur, which Sellon, in his Annotations, calls Kanebiluas.” 

^ See post. r 
® The singing of Visnu’s (Hart's) name w-ith music and dancing. Among 

the Vaisnavas there is a good deal of worship of a congregational character. 

^ Thus in the Visnu mantra “ Kling kEng GopaJa,” KEng is a Tantrik 
bija which is to be found in no other Sastra but the Tantra. In die same way, 
in the Krsna mantra, given in the notes {see f/ost), Aing and Shring arc 
Tantrik bijas. 

® I include under this term not merely the image strictly so-called, but 
also the jar (ghata) in Devi w'orship, and the lingara and salagrama in Saiva 
_ _ __~__- 
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the Devi. Whilst animal sacrifice is made to Kali, it is forbidden in the 

worship of the aspect of the One which is named Visnu. The use of the 

rajasika pancatattva is prescribed for Sakta initiates in Vamacara. 

It is forbidden to the Sakta non-initiate, and to other communities of 

worshippers. But both the injunctions and the prohibitions have as their 

authority the same Sastra,^ which governs in some way or other all 

orthodox communities. 

In short, it is considered an error to regard the Tantra as the petty 

Sastra of any religious sect only, and a still greater mistake to limit its 

operation to that which is but one only of its particular methods or 

divisions of worshippers (acaras). 

As mentioned later, the Tantra deals_with all matters of common 

belief and interest, from the doctrine of the origin of the world to the 

laws wMc^goyjem kings _and the societies which they have been divinely 

appointed to rule^ medicine and science generally. The Tantra is^'not 

only the basis of popular Hindu practice, on which account it is known as 

the Sadhana S^tra, but it is the repository of esoteric belief and practices, 

particularly those relating to yoga and mantra-tattva. Indeed, as regards 

the last, which is one of the most peculiar, and at the same time most 

profound, aspects of Hindu teaching, the Tantra is to such an extent the 

acknowledged repository of this spiritual science that its other name 

is the Mantra Sastra. Its claims to such a name could not have been 

made good were there not some ground for its assertion that it is a Yuga 

Sastra for the Kali age. As to which Tantras, however, are authoritative 

there appear to be differences of opinion, such differences being due 

either to a mistaken sectarianism, or possibly to real divergences as regards 

doctrinal thought and historical descent. 

The Tantras are referred to as^^^amas. An Indian author ^ and 

student of the Saivagama expresses the opinion that the Agamas have 

branched out from the same stem of the Vaidik tree which produced the 

earlier Upanisads, and were at one time as widespread in India as the 

Upanisads themselves; that, like the Upanisads, the Agamas also became in 

course of centuries the basis of a number of “ creeds ” which, unanimous 

in accepting the essentials of the Agamic teaching, were divergent as 

regards rituals, observances, and minor essential details. He says: The 

^ This is overlooked in the common, though erroneous, appellation—right 
hand ” and * ■ left hand ” worship, used in a sense as if the two had no 
Sastrik connection with one another. The worship is not “right” and 
“left” in the sense of “proper” and “ improper,” orthodox and heterodox. 
Each is a recognized form of worship, presented by the “ Tantra for differing 
grades of its Sadhakas. Each has a common authority. Therefore no follower 
of the Tantra which prescribes these two acaras thus speaks of tliem. 

2 Dr. V. V. Ramana Sastrin, in his Introduction to J. M. Nallaswami 
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Agamas contend that they constitute the traest exegesis of the Vedas, and 

their origins are certainly as ancient as those of some of the classical 

Upanisads. If the Fire worship be regarded as the ritual inculcated in 

the Vedas as the outer symbo^m of spiritual truths, the temple worship 

may, on its side, be also said to assume a similar importance in regard to 

the Agamas. For the r®t, it will be seen that in India at the present 

day there is hardly a Hindu who does not observe some kind of temple 

worship or another, which points to the conclusion that the Agamas have 

had, in one form or another, an universal hold upon the continent of 

Hindu India, and that their influence tells.” The principles and ritual of 

Saivaism are said to be determined by the Agamas or Tantras, which are 

twenty-eight in number, from Kamika to Vatula. 
According to some, the Vedas, issued from four out of the five mouths 

of Siva and the Tantra of the “ higher tradition ” (urddhvamnaya) from 

His central or fifth mouth. Th(; other Tantra is said by some to have 

proceeded from the current issuing “ below die navel ” ^ of the Deva. 

According to another account, all the mouths of Siva gave issue to those 

Tantras which spring from the “ upward current,” and the others are the 

produce of the downward current ” “ below the navel ”.® According, 

however, to both versions a distinction is made between the two classes of 

tradition. In the Lalita Sahasranama, Bhaskararaya, commenting on the 

Sloka in which the Devi is addressed as Nijajnarupa Nigama, (the 

“ Nigama are the expression of Thy commands”), says: ® “ Athava santi 

vedanuyayini saivatantr^ kamikadinyastavingsatUi vedaviruddh^ * 

kapalabhairavadini cha tesu vaidikani nigamapadavacyani parames- 

varasya mukhadudbhutatvadajnarupani napunamabhyadho bhagadut- 

pannani vedaviruddhanltyarthah.” He there, referring to the Devi 

Bhagavata and Skanda Puranas, states that there are twenty-eight Saiva 

Tantras commencing with Kamika which adhere to the Vaidik injunctions, 

as there are others commencing with Kap^a, Bhairava, etc, (assigned by 

him to the “ downward current ”), which do not, and the reference in the 

Lalita to Nigama is, according to his views, to the former class. As they 

sprang from the mouth of Paramesvara, they are said to be the form ol 

the Devi’s commands. The five Tantras, commencing with Kamika 

sprang from the sadyojata face of Siva. From the other four faces— 

viz., the v^adeva, aghora, tatpurusa, and isana—sprang respectively 

tite'five Tantras, Dipta, and others of its class, the five Vijaya anc 

^ Scepo^t. ^ 
- See as to the meaning of these expressions ^ Verse 67. 

^ As to whether the rahasyapuja of the XaniTa is opposed to the Veda, sa 

post. In similar fashion Aufrecht (see Adikarmapradipa) says: “Subbag^ 
aoDclIata a via Vedis prasscripta non dcsccndunt ideoque samayachan 
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others, the five Vairocana and others, and the eight Tantras Prodgita 

and others. These twenty-eight are said to have sprung from the “ upward 

current,” and the others from the current issuing “ below the navel The 

Kamika identifies these twenty-eight Saiva Tantras or Agamas with various •< 

parts of the body of the Devi, Her ornaments and garments; and all other 

auxiliary and supplementary Tantras with the hair on Her body. For the 

body of the great Isvaii, who is one with Isvara Her Lord, is contemplated 

upon under the form of all the Tantras (Sarvatantrarupa). The same 
commentator,^ citing the Kurma Purana, observes: 

“ Yani sastrani drisyante Ibkesmin vividhani tu 

Srutismrtiviruddham dvaitavadaratani cha 

Kapalang bhairavangchaiva sakalang gautamang matam 

Evangvidhani chanyani mohanarthani tani tu 

Ye kusastrabhiyogena mohayanliva manavan 

Maya sristani sastrani mehayaishhang bhavantare.” 

In another place Devi says to Himavat: “ Whatsoever Scriptures are found 

opposed to Sruti and Smrti devoted to dualism—viz., Kapala, Bhairava, 

Sakala, Gautama, and similar ones—exist for the purpose of bewilderment.® 

Those who are confused by false scriptures also confuse the world. These 
were all created by me for the sake of bewilderment.” * * 

In the passage cited from the Lalita, Bhaskararaya refers to the 

Saivagamas or Saiva Tantras, and, according to his apparently sectarian 

view, the other Tantras are those which proceed from " below the navel ”. 

There are, however, what are called Sakta Tantras, and to these the 

term Tantra is more comnionly applied, because in this form they have 

been perhaps more known and spoken of. According to the view of the 

author cited, the “ Saivagamas are not related to the Sakta Tantras by 

any organic community of thought or descent”.’ Whatever be the 

historical basis of this conclusion, which is not stated, it is to be noted (for 

the thought is profound) that in the passage from the Lalita, though 

different types of Tantra are said to have sprung from different currents, 

they are yet both represented as issuing from the body of the God. Siva 

1 Urddhasrotobhava ete nabhyadhasrotasah parah; the former existing in 
the chaste (urddharetas), whose “ stream of life ” (retas) tends upwards. 

® Lalita, verse 137. 

’ The Devi is, while the great Liberatrix, also the “all-bewildering” 
(Sarvamobini). When devoid, of Her grace, men are bewildered by Her 
Maya, 

* Similar Janguage is used as regrads the Atheistic School in chap. Ixxvii 
of the ICalika Purana, which says: “ Vamah kayobrahma nopi m^gsa- 
modyadibhuktaye, kritomaya mohanaya charwakadipravarttakah.” The 
reference here is to the nastika doctrines of Gharvv^a and his followers. 
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is represented as the author of all Agamas, There is, in fact, but one 

source whence all forms of religion, as allelst:, come. If the ray of pure 

sattvik light appears to be variGu:dy coloured, or even at rimes clouded or 

obscured, it is not by reason of the alteration of its nature, but of the 

disturbing and darkening qualities of the other g:unas constituting the Devils 

substance manifesting in the Jiva* It is not without reason that Siva, 

the Friend of all, is represented as surrounded by Bhuta and the demoniac 

hosts. If the Devi, as Vidya, liberates, by Her Maya (from which the 

religious sense no more than any other is fiee), She also binds. The 

sectarian, whether a Saiva or other, naturally discovers abundance of 

this mayik play in the creed of his neigh]>our which he condemns. 

I doubt myself whether there exists at present material for conclusions of 

any degree of certainty as to tlie historical origin of the so-called Sakta 

Tantras. Certainly no one has yet collected such as may exist. They are, 

however, I believe, at base (whacever may be the accretions they are said 

by some to have received) an outcome from the same Vaidik source, the 

Mother of all Dharma, as the Saiva Tantras, though, having regard to 

the difference of acara, they may derive from this common source in 

different form. 
That which is commonly regarded as telling against this conclusion 

is the vfracara ritual with the Pancatattva. It is said ^ by a modern 

Sai\ite that the Saivagamas prohibit drink and the eating of flesh. 

Though we may recall both Vaidik usage and the curse of Bhrgu on those 

who follow the rites of Bhava: Visantu sivadiksayam yatra daivam 

surasavam;“ this prohibition is m accordance; “with the provisions of the 

“ SaJeta ” Tantras, which limit the ritual use of wine and flesh to the 

worshippers of Sakti initiate in vamacara. 
That the provisions of Tantra which relate to the Pancatattva arc 

opposed to the Veda is a notion which is declared by the Indian Tantrik 

pandits to be erroneous. Manu says: 

Na mangsabhaksane doso na madyc na c;ha maithune, 

Pravrittiresa bhutanang nivrittistu mahaphala.” ^ 

There is no wrong in the eating of meat, nor in the drinking ol 

wine, nor in sexual intercourse; for these things are natural to men. Ai 

the same time abstention therefrom is productive of great fruit/’ 

^ Saiva Siddhanta, 315, v. ante. 

2 Bhagavata Purana, cited in Muir, S.O.T., 377-382. 

^ So also the Mahaiiirv^a Tantra says : Eating and sexual union, 
O Devi, are desired by and naiuraJ to men, and tiieir use is regulated for theii 
benefit in the ordinances of Siva/" 

Nrinang svabhavajang devl priyang bhojanamaithunam 
Samkseoava hitarthava saivadharmme niruoitam/" 
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He is doubtless there referring to those enjoyments which belong to 

the Pravrtti Marga—the use of meat and fermented liquor during the 

Vaidik age being well known. But such use formed also a part of its 

-sacrificial and ritual system. As regards Latasadhana, the Kalikopani- 

sad of the Atharvaveda and . other Sastras are relied on as authorities by 

Tantrik Pandits in support of the Viracara ritual. It is unnecessary to 

deal with this ritual here, as its discussion forms no part of the author’s 

work. Not improbably (in part at least) originating in a doctrine 

intended for the detached non-dualistic initiate,^ and kept closely 

secret,^ it may have been perverted by the vulgar, to whom some portions 

of it became later known.* The abuses of these commoner people, as time 

went on, developed such proportions as to ultimately obscure all other 

matters in the Tantra, thus depriving them of that attention which 

is their due. 

The objections, however, which have been made to the Tantrik 

rahasyapuja have probably been the chief cause of the attack made upon 

the age and authority of the Sastra. It would be beyond the limits of a 

general Introduction such as this to enter at length into this difficult and 

debated question. As the view which is to be found more commonly 

stated is adverse to the Sastra on both these points, it may be shortly 

pointed out that the Tantr^i is referred to in works of acknowledged 

authority such as the iSrimadbhagavata, the celebrated Vaisnava 

^astra, the Devi Bhagavata (which in the ninth skanda speaks of it as a 

Vedanga), and in the Varaha, Padma, Skanda, and other Puranas. In 

the first-named work Bhagavan says: “My worship is of three kinds, 

Vaidik, Tantrik, and mixed (misra),” and in the fifth chapter of the 

eleventh skanda of the same work it is said that Kesava assumes 

different forms in the different Yugas, and should be worshipped 

in different ways, and that in Kaliyuga he is to be worshipped 

according to the injunctions of Tantra. The great Sankaracarya 

recognizes the Sastra in his Ananda Lahari and Saktamoda, as does 

Ananda Tirtha, the commentator of Purnaprajnadarsaiia. The Sastra is 

frequently quoted in the celebrated work on Smrti, the Astavimsati- 

tattva of Raghunandana, which is itself universally accepted as an authority 

throughout Bengal. In short, as the Veda issued from the mouth of 

Brahma, so the Agama Sastra is said to have come from that of 

^ Thus, as regards worship with woman (Latasadhana), it is said tliat it 
IS not possible for one who is a dualist devoid of the knowledge of Kula, and 
addicted to sexual intercoiirse, to duly follow Siva’s mandate. Hell follows 
lust. As the Tantrasara says, “ Lingayonirato mantri rauravang oarakang 
brajet ” (“ The Mantrin addicted to lust goes to the Raurava Hellthat is, 
the hell in which the qualities of the fiery tejas tattva exist in painful excess- 
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Sadasiva.^ Current objections to the Tantra on the ground that it lacks 

the authority of Srutij Smrti, or Purana^ and is of more recent date^ are 

based, according to orthodox views, on a misconception. According to 

those vie%vs, all Sutras are witiiout beginning and eternal, as indeed in 

one sense they are, though their phenomenal appearance may be success¬ 

ive, Letters or sounds are the sensuous manifestation of words, the 

essence of which resides in the sphota or concej^tion which existed from all 

eternity before ever these sounds or words were uttered. The phenomenal 

appearance of Tantra postdates the other Ji^tras in the same sense as 

that in which the Kaliynga is said to succeed to the earlier ages of the 

present Mahayuga, There is, in fact, but one truth variously presented 

to the respective ages. So the Tantra has been said to exist in the Veda 

as the perfume exists in the flower. While tlie theoretical portion of the 

Gayatri Tattva is contained in the Vedanta, the practical and ritualistic 

portion is in tlie Tantra, Both the theoretical exposition and practical 

application of universal principle varies with the needs of the ages and 

the Jiva living therein. It is said of the Devi : Many are the paths which 

^^ary according to the Sastras but all leading to fruition (siddhi) merge in 

Thee alone, as ail rivers merge and are lost in liie sea/^ 

For orthodox views on this matter I will here refer the reader to our 

author and to a recent essay on the ** Antiquity of the Tantra,” by 

Mahamahopadhyaya Jadavcivara Tarkaratna;^ The Pandit prefaces the 

matter by a notice of the views generally entertained by what are called 

'^educated” Indians, which he summarizes as follows: They hold, he 

tells us, that the Tantras are of recent production; that to the Vaidik age 

succeeded the Upanisadik, Then foUow^ed the Pauranik age, and then, 

quite recently, that of the Tantras, But even then the latter Sastra was 

not of general authority, having neither governance nor influence in other 

parts of India than Bengal, where alone it was predominant. There it was 

created by Bengali Pandits upon the model of the Buddhist teaching and 

practice of the Mahay ana sect,* These Bengali Pandits are also alleged 

to have incorporated therewith the worship of Sakti, the goddess of the 

aboriginal barbarian inhabitants of Bengal, The date of many of the 

Tantras is said to fall within the last three hundred years, and, amongst 

other proofs of this, reference is made to the fact that the Yogini Tantra 

mentions the name of the founder of the Coochbehar Raj, which was 
established within that time. 

1 Some other authorities will be found cited in the later pages of this book: 
and I summarize in the following pages the opinion of Mahamahopadhyaya 
Jadavesvara Tarkarama, m his article on the antiquity of Tantra (TanWer- 
prachinatva) in the S^itya Samhita of Assin, 1317. 
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These objections are then classified under four headings: (i) The 

Tantra is not an ancient Dharma I§§stra of the Aryan race having effect 

in all parts of India, but was in force in Bengal alone, being, indeed, an 

invention of the Bengalis, who naturally honoured their own creation. 

(2) Amongst Mahayana Buddhists there is worship of Tara, Vajrayogini, 

Ksetrapala, and the use of mantras, bijas, and japa, in the cult of such 

Devatas. There is similar worship in the Tantra, which must therefore 

be derived from Mahayana Buddhism. (3) Aboriginal tribes are worship¬ 

pers of iSakti, ghosts, snakes, and trees. The Tantras also deal with such 

worship, and have therefore adopted the worship of such aborigines. (4) A 

book which relates an incident which took place not more than three 

hundred years ago cannot itself be older. 

To these objections the Mahamahopadhyaya replies as follows: As to 

the first, he rejoins that Tantrik influences are to be found, not only in 

Bengal, but throughout India. Just as the Bengalis of the higher castes are 

divided into iSaktas, Vaisnavas, and Saivas, so it is with the peoples of 

Kamarupa, Mithila, Utkala, and Kalinga, and the Kashmirian pandits. 

The S^kti mantra, Siva mantra, and Visnu mantra, are each Tantrik. 

Amongst Daksinatyas,^ Mahamahopadhyaya Subramanya Sastri, and 

many others, are Saktas. The late Mahamahopadhyaya Rama Misra 

Sastri, Mahamahopadhyaya Rama Sastri Bhagavatacarya, and many 

others, were and are Vaisnavas. Mahamahopadhyaya Sivakumara 

Sastri, and a number of others, are Saivas. In Brindavan there are 

many Sakta as well as Vaisnava Brahmanas, though amongst the higher 

castes in Maharastra and other Southern Indian countries, Saivas and 

Vaisnavas are more numerous than Saktas. Followers of the Pasupata 

and Jangama cults are Saivas whereas those of Madhavacarya and 

Ramanujacarya are Vaisnavas. Many in the North-west are initiated 

in the Rama mantra, which is to be found only in the Tantra. It is still 

more remarkable that, according to this author, the pandas of Sri Puru- 

sottama ^ are all Saktas, and the priests of Kamakhya Devi ® are all 

Vaisnavas. 

Passing to the second argument, he denies that similarity between two 

doctrines and practices is necessarily proof that the first is borrowed from 

the second. It may equally be argued the other way. If, because the 

Buddhists worship Tara, Hayagriva and others with dhyanas and bijas 

similar to those in the Tantra, it is contended that the latter is derived 

from the former, it may equally well be urged that such Buddhist worship 

is taken from the Tantra. If the Hindu mind was moved by and drawn 

^ Pandits of Southern India. 

2 Jagannatha at Puri. 
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to the touching teachii^ of Buddhism, why, asks, should it concern it¬ 

self with the externals, and not with the fundamental principles of the 

religion to which it is so attracted? Why should the Hindu, instead of 

striving for Nirvana, stand before Buddhist images, fashioned after Buddhis¬ 

tic models, and with folded palms pray for beauty, victory, glory, and the 

destruction of foes? There is obviously a great difference between yoga 

undertaken for the extinction of all desires, and such prayers to the Deity 

for Avealth and the destruction of foes, as form part of the Vaidik religion. 

The Bhagavad^ta preaches niskiima karma,^ which, with the pursuit of 

spiritual knowledge leads to the acquisition of .such knowledge, and there¬ 

after to Nirvana; and on this account the “ educated ” say that the Gita 

is influenced by Euddliistic ideals. In the Tantra there is performance of 

work with desire, which is contrary to Buddhist teaching. Hinduism 

alone, of all religions, provides different forms of religious teaching for 

persons of differing religious competence (adhikara). Buddhism does 

not. How, otherwise, is it possible to account for Buddhadeva’s 

vairagya,® his loss of faith in Hinduism, and his discovery of the 

new path whereby man shall escape the infirmities of old age and death? 

Buddhism, out of pity for all Living creatures, forbids the sacrifice of 

animals. It is, he thinks, an astonishing proposition that Tantiikas 

followed such a religion, when at the same time they are supposed to have 

invented a novel Sastra, enjoining the sacrifice of goats, buffaloes, and 

other animals, before images of Devas and Devis, also drawn from 

Buddhism. While it is not to be expected that all will understand the 

complexities of Buddhist philosophy, pity is a virtue which goes with 

humble minds. If there be anything which might prove attractive in 

Buddhism to men in general, it is its prohibition against the slaughter of 

animals—an ordinance which melted the hearts of a large number of the 

Hindus and made them Buddhists. It is scarcely probable, then, that 

Hinduism should omit tliat which is fundamentally attractive in a religion 

which (in lus view) denies the existence of God, and should inaugurate a 

new Sastra (the Tantra) providing for the worship of Devas and Devis, 

according to the tenets of the Buddhist Mahayana school. It is modern 

Vaisnavism, on the contrary, which, in its prohibition of animal sacrifice, 
is inspired by the Buddhistic principle tliat “ cessation from the killing of 

animals is the highest form of religion In the great yajfia, which lasted 

a hundred years, Saunaka and ether Rsis used to listen to the Srimad 

Bhagavata from the mouth of Suta, and at the same time to sacrifice 

animals,® In the -Asvamedha yajna which King Yudisthira, the disciple 

of Krsna, performed under the guidance of Sri Krsna himself, a horse 

^ The performance of work selflessly, without desire for its fruit. 
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was killed, offered to Devas, and eaten, Bhagavan I^rl Krsna Himself 

Runted a boar under the command of Vasudeva for the satisfaction of the 

Pitrs in Sraddha, The eleventh skanda of the Bhagavata ^ explicitly 

L^tates that the killing of animals in sacrifice is no killing. 

Amongst the Vaisyas of Mathura, many had become Buddhists, and 

others Jains. Greatly moved as they were at the sight of Chaitanya’s love 

for Krsna, and drawn thereby to Hinduism, they yet hesitated to return 

to it on the ground that it sanctioned the slaughter of animals in sacrifice. 

It was perhaps at that time that the Vaisnava teachers announced that 

the killing of animals was not sanctioned by their tenets, and thus succeed¬ 

ed in converting Buddhists and Jains to their faith. It is probably from 

this time that Vaisnava families abandoned animal sacrifice on occasions 

of puja. Although common Vaisnavas eat fish, the flesh of other animals 

is forbidden. In Bengal, Utkala, and other countries, Buddhist teachers 

adapted from Hinduism the establishment of images of Devas, the worship 

of such Devas with mantras and bijas, and called themselves Mahay ana 

Buddhists—a sect which, of course, came into existence long after the 

passing away of the Buddha. The Lalitavistara,^ or biography of iSakya- 

singha, states that he had a special knowledge of Nigama, Puranas, 

Itihasa, and the Vedas. Whenever both Veda and Nigama are mention¬ 

ed in the same passage, the latter term refers to Tantra, which goes by the 

names of Agama and Nigama.^ 

Again, iSakyasingha is made to say to the Bhiksukas.^ “ Such fools 

:seek the protection of, and pay obeisance to, Brahma, Indra, Rudra, 

Visnu, the Devi, Kartikeya, Mother Katyayani, Ganapati, and others. 

Some perform tapasya in cremation grounds, and at the crossing of four 

roads.” ^ Speaking of the practice of heretics (pasandas), Sakyasingha 

mentions the use of wine and flesh. Had not the Tantrik form of worship 

been then in existence how could he have known and spoken ill of it 

Seeing, also, what the Lahtavistara says, can it, he asks, be contended that 

the Tantra is derived from Mahayana Buddhism? 

To the third objection the Mahamahopadhyaya answers that the 

views there expressed are similar to those given under the second heading, 

-and the rejoinder, therefore, is similar. It may, however, he says, be 

^ XI, Chapter v, floka xiii. 

2 Chapter xii. ^ Vide ante, 

^ Buddhist Sannyasis. ^ Lahtavistara, chap. xvii. 

^This, of course, does not necessarily follow. All that is here proved is 
that Tantrik practices antedated the Lahtavistara, whatever be the date at 
which the latter was written. From the standpoint of Western criticism this 
and all similar orthodox arguments are weakened by the too ready credit some¬ 
th cn'vpn to the acre and aiithoritv of the literarv materials on which thev 
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Bhattacharya, the great Smarta^ and K);^nanaiida Bhattacfaaryaj 

contemporaries of Sri Chaitanya, referred to and quoted it as an 

authority in the Smj^ritattv^a and Tantras^a* On the other hand^ it is 

common knowledge that if in some obscure family a great person (maha- 

purusa)j or a succession of great persons, is born, their descendants and 

disciples name the members of that family after those of some other welL 

known family, so as to create the notion that the two families are the 

same. It was perhaps in this way he surmises that the Raj family of 

Cooch Behar was raised to die position of being the descendants of Siva 

mentioned in the Yogirn Tantra* 

Madhavac^a, the commentator upon the Vedas, has, in dealing 

witii the Patanjala Daxsana in his compilation of the six Darianas, 

quoted many passages from the Tantra Sasti^a. with reference to the ten 

forms of Samskaras prescribed therein* Vacaspati Misra, the commen¬ 

tator upon the six Darsanas, has, in his commentary on the Patanjala 

Darsana, recommended dhyana of Devatas as prescribed in the Tantras* 

Bhagavan Sahkaracarya, also, has, in the Sariraka Bha^a, made 

mention of the Tantrik Satcakra, It is hardly necessary to say that 

none of these three great men—Sahkaracarya, Madhavacarya, and 

Vacaspati Misra,’—was a Bengali. Before the compilation of Ki^na- 

nanda’s Tantrasara, there were many compilers of Tantra, such as 

R^havananda, Raghavabhatta, Vtriipaksa, and Govindabhatta, In his 

obscr\'ations upon the Yantra of Nilasarasvati, in his Tantrasara, Krsna- 

nanda, observes: “Said by even Sri Sankarac^ya*^^ The famous Sakti 

Stotra, ^ named Anandalahari (vrave of biiss]t,^ is everywhere known 

to be the work of Sahkaracarya, and is, as such, urdversaUy recited 

by devotees before Devatas with feeling and reverence. Compilations of 

Tantra, such as the Ramarcana Candrika,^ the Mantramuktavall, the 

Sm^asamgraha, the Bhuvanesvariparijata, the S^dadlaka, the Tripura- 

sarasamuchchaya, the Svaciichhandasangraha, the Sarasamuchchaya, the 

Mantratantrapraka^a, and the Somabhujangavali, were prepared long 

before the time of Kj^nananda and Raghunandana, References to these 

books are to be found in the works of Krsn^anda and Raghunandana. 

In the well-knowm astronomical work called DTpika, days for taking 

Dlk§a (initiation) have been determined sef^arately from those for 

commencement of education and investiture with the sacred thread (upa- 

nayana). That Diksa must, therefore, be TaniTik Diksa, distinct from 

^ Hymn to Sakti. 

^ See Arthur and Ellen Avalon’s “ Hymns to ihs Goddess ’’ for this and 
■other Hymns to the Devi, 

^ Passages compiled in the Ramarchana Chandrika have been quoted by 
\ acasoati Ivliira in the chanter on Vasanii Pnia in his KritvarintaTnani 
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Vaidik Diksa or Upanayana. Compilations come into existence long 

after the preparation of original works and when capacity for 

their production has ceased. It is when ordinary folk find difficulty 

in establishing a concordance between the ordinances contained in 

numerous original and other works—that the learned undertake the 

making of compilations for the determination of the right forms of religious 

practice, the regulation of objections against the Sastra, the establishment 

of a concordance between apparently conflicting authorities and the settle¬ 

ment of all disputed matters. A period of at least a thousand years must, 

in this author’s opinion, be considered to have elapsed between the date 

of original works and that of compilations. Many of the compilers whose 

names have been mentioned lived a thousand years ago. There is there¬ 

fore no ground, in the Pandit’s opinion, for doubting that the Tantra 

Sastra is at least two thousand years old. In the eleventh skanda of the 

Srimadbhagavata it is said that Kesava (Visnu) should be worshipped 

in the manner prescribed in the Tantra l§astra;^ and, again, that men 

desirous of acquiring jnana (spiritual knowledge) should worship Bhagavan 

according to Vaidik and Tantrik ordinances.^ The same book in the 

same skanda also says: “ Hear how people should worship Me in the 

Kali age according to various Tantras.^ They should observe my Yatras 

(Dolayatra, Rathayatra, etc.), perform sacrifices, be initiated in the 

Vaidik and Tantrik modes, and undertake to perform the vrata in which 

I am worshipped.” 

In the Brahma Purana it is said that people should enter into the 

temple of Bhuvanesvara in the Garden of a single mango Tree,^ and 

there worship Mahadeva according to Vaidik and Tantrik rites. This 

passage has been quoted by Raghunandana in his Purusottamatattva. 

The Kurma Purana says: “There are found in the.world many Sastras 

antagonistic to Sruti and Smrti. The ordinances of such Sastras are 

tamasik.^ Karala, Bhairava, Yamala, and similar other books follow 

Vamamarga, ” ^ and so on. This passage, which is also contained in the 

Kurma Purana, has been quoted by Raghunandana and other compilers. 

The Pandit points out that Karala, Bhairava, and Yamala are Tantrik 

works, and that the Vamamarga is a mode of Tantrik worship. In the 

Ramayana there are references to Bala and Atibala,^ which are Tantrik, 

1 Chapter iii, ffokas 47 and 48. See Sridhara Svami’s note. 

2 Chapter v, sloka 28. Sridhara Svamf s note. 

^ Chapter v, sloka 31. Sridhara Svami’s note. 

^ The town of Bhuvanesvara. 

^ That is, the outcome of a state in which the tamoguna predominates. 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. 

’ Balakanda, canto xxii, slokas 12, 13, and 15. These are Vidyas taught 
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aiid the mode of acqiurmg which is given in the Tantrasara* Raghava 

Bhatia and Raghunandana quote Narada as to the nature of the Tantrik 

mode of worship for persons in impure. conditions. In the Parasara 

Bhasya there is a quotation said to have been origmally made by Govinda- 

bbatta^ which says that mantras with Om should not be taught to Sudras^ 

and so on. In Bhojaraja’s Vyavahaxasamuchchaya there is reference 

to a passage stating that UpaBayana and Diksa should not be performed 

whdst Brihaspati^ is in R^u,® The Var^a says that learned men should 

woi*ship Jiuiardana either according to the Vedas or according to the 

Tantras. The Padma Pur^a^ in its Uttarakhandaj asks how it is possible 

that one may become bhagavata ^ without taking diksa in the Vaisnavi 

cult? In the third chapter of the Narada Pancaratra it is said that whilst 

meditating on the six Cakras named Muladharaj Svadhisthanaj Mani- 

puraj Anahataj Visuddha, Ajfia, ^ri Krsna was seen in the thousand- 

pctalled lotusj resplendent, of the colour of a freshly-formed cloud, wear¬ 

ing yellow sUkj two-armed, beautihi), pure, and smiling, in the company of 

his ovm Sakti, KundaiinL Again, in the fourth chapter of the same book, 

the author uses the terminology of the Tantra Sastra when he says, 

Laksmirmaya Kamabijam,^" etc.,^ and thus inixoduces the great mantra 

of Sri Ki^na, consisting of by as, and formed of eight syllables, AU arc 

aware that the piercing of the six Cakras, their names, and the Devi 

Kundalini are matters of the Tantra Sastra,. There are references to 

Tantrik pranayama in the Patanjala Darsana and in the Bhagavadgita, 

and other places of the Mahabharata,^ It should also be pointed out here 

that there is indirect, though not direct, reference to the Tantra Sastra in 

Yudhisthira's question to Bhisma contained in the yth, 8th, and gth slokas 

of the 259th chapter in the Santi Parv^a of the Mahabharata, dealing 

with Moksadharma, These slokas may be tranislated as follows: 

“ 1 have heard that Vaidik ordinances are gradually coming into 

disuse, in the progress of ages- There is one;form of dharma for the Satya 

age, another for the Treta age, another for the Dvapara age, and another 

again for the Kali age. The Vedas contemplate different forms of dharma 

according to different capacities of men. The words of the Vedas are 

true, and from these words, again have emanated all-embracing Vedas,” 

and so forth. Now, here it may be asked, what are these all-embracing 

Vedas which have emanated from the Vedas? In the Mahamaho- 

padhyaya's opinion no other reply is possible but that the Tantras are 

here referred to, Smrtis also, like the Vedas, do not give to all castes 

equal adhikara (right) to them, and prohibit their study to Sudras. 

^ The planet Jupiter. 

^ Devoted to Bhagavan, 

^ The ascending node. 

^ Laksmi, Maya and Kama Bijas. 
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The “ all embracing Vedas,” therefore, cannot mean Smrtis. The 

Tantras give adhikara to people belonging to all castes, so that they alone 

are “ all embracing”. Moreover, there is no instance of the word Veda 

being used in the sense of Smrti. There is, however, ample use of the 

terms Agama and Nigama in the sense of the Tantras—terms which 

originally meant the Vedas. Just as, according to the Sastra, the Vedas 

have no author, but are merely remembered by fourheaded Brahma, so 

the Tantras also have not, according to the Sastra, any author, but have 

merely emanated from the mouths of Siva. Neither the Vedas nor the 

Tantras have emanated from the mouths of munis, rsis, or the spiritually 

wise (jhani). Brahma is Isvara and Siva also is Isvara, and the 

Sastra says that the Vedas emanate from the mouths of the former, and 

the Tantras have issued from those of the latter. More explicit are the 

slokas I2I, 122, 123, and 124 of chapter ccxxciv in the Santi Parva of 

the Mahabharata dealing with Moksadharma. Here Mahadeva says to 

Daksa: “Extracting from the Vedas complete with their six angas 

(limbs), and from the Samkhya-Yoga, I promulgated the Pasupata vrata 

with such austere and extensive tapas as no Deva, or Danava could 

perform. This vrata is superior to all practices ordained in the Vedas and 

other Sastras, all-good, beneficial to all castes and asramas,^ everlasting, 

performed in three years and ten days,^ secret, highly spoken of by wise 

men, spoken ill of by fools; opposed (viparitam) in some matters to 

Varnasramadharma,® though in many others similar thereto; prescribed 

by learned men; practised by men who have risen superior to Asramas,^ 

and beneficial. Daksa, you will obtain all the fruits of such Pasupata 

vrata,” and so forth. To what Sastra, the Pandit asks, other than the 

Tantra Sastra, can this Pasupata vrata belong ? It cannot be the Vedas, 

for the vrata is said to have been extracted from them. Again, the reader 

will, he thinks, be astonished to know that the Mahabharata has adopted 

the Tantrik terminology and Tantrik methods in the introduction of 

mantras. In the 74th sloka of chapter ccxxciv of the Santi Parva 

referred to above, the following mantra occurs: 

^ It is open to all, which the Veda is not. 

® Quaere. The text I have before me runs: Abdair das^dha sangyuktam, 
which according to Nilakantha, means that it may be acquired in years or 
shortly by the merit of those who practise the five yamas and five niyamas. 
Some read “ da^a ” (ten days) for “ da^dha.” There seems to be no 
reason for limiting the period of the vrata thus. 

® Thus there is no caste in the cakra; the smartha vratas, such as fasting, 
are not generally observed; puja in Vamacara is done at night and other 
matters. 
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Ghanti cham cheii mill brahma ka^/ikamagniiiam>” * 

Nilakantha explains this mantra as follows: 

“ GhantI = Om. The word ' Riidra ’ must be introduced. Agninam 

kayikam^the wife of Fire, or Svaha; Brahma ^Om, Thus the following 

mantra^ containing eighteen syllabies^ has been here quoted: Om Rudra 

chell cheii cheh cheii mih mill Om Svaha* In the 379th ^loka of 

chapter xiv of the Anusasana Parva, Sri KLrsna says to Yudhisthira: 

Eight days passed as though they were but a momentj and I took mantra 

from that Erahmana (Upamanyu),After this verse it is narrated how 

Sri Krsna performed austere tapasya in the worship of Siva by 

repeating this mantra; how being pleased, appeared before him in 

the company of Uma: how the h^mn sung by Sri Krsna pleased Siva 

and Uma, so that they granted him blessings and so forth. One is there* 

fore astonished to hear some educated persons say that nowhere in the 

Mahabharata is there any mention of Sakti save in the Virata Parva, 

where Yudhisthira hyiims Durga* In the story of Daksa’s yajna, related 

in the Mahabharata, there is no mention of the deailr of Daksa’s 

daughter,^ but it is said tliat Bhadrakali rose out of Her body for the 

destruction of the yajiia/ and that pleased by the hymn sung by Daksa, 

Durga appeared witli Mahadeva before him, and then disappeared. 

Amongst the thousand names spoken of by Krsna in the Anusasana 

Parva there appear ^^Vamadeva, and Varna, and Prak, and Daksina, 

and Vamana,” and “ author of the Vedas and author of Mantras, 

^ The fuil verse is-— 

“ Ghanto'ghanto ghati ghantT charu chelt mill mill 

Brahma kayikamagninang dandimundastiidandadhrik/’ 

The meaning of which is as follows; Ghantah=prakasavan, or shining— 
that is, Fiirnabrahmasvarupah, Aghantah = Mayavritatvena prachchhanna- 
praka^a—that whose shining is concealed on accoimt of its being covered with 
may a or jiva. Gathi= he who ghatayati (joins) men with the fruit of their karma, 
or who attaches fruit to the karma o f men, Ghanti=ghantavan, or possessor of 
ghaatah (<7. i/.). Gharu —those who move (charanti )—that is, jivas, movable and 
immovable men, animals, trees, etc. Chelj=piay^^r; as men play with birds, so 
Siva plays with us. Mill—one who has mila (attachment). Siva as the cause 
is attached to, or, as we should say, in, all effects. The word is mentioned twice 
for emphasis. Brahma = Pranava. Kayikamagmoam = the spoi^e of Fire, or 
Svaha. Dandimunda = ascetics, paramahamsas, etc. Tridandadhrik=holding 
the three staHs of bael, palasa and bamboo, as Is done in Upanayana, These 
staffs are thrown into the Ganges on the twelfth day following Upanayana, 
Siva is thus Purnabrahman; Jiva; the Giver of the fruit of Karma; the all¬ 
brilliant One; all-moving Jivas: He who plays w^ith Jiva; who as all Causes is 
in all effects; Pranava; and Sv^a; the ascetic and Grhastha life. 

^ This is according to the Gauras who say that Ghanti = Om; and insert 
Rudra in the vocativ^e case, and repeat cheii four times. 
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Mantras here cannot be said to refer to Vaidik mantras owing to the 

distinction made between the author of the Vedas and the author of 

mantras, and Nilakantha, the commentator, in fact, explains mantras as 

Tantrik mantras. By Varna and Daksina are meant (the Pandit thinks) 

the vama and the daksina acaras in Tantra, Tantrik Bija mantras are 

known to many. In the Anusasana Parva also, where moksadharma is 

treated of, it is said: “Four-mouthed Mahalihga and Carulihga etc,, 

ruler of bijas,” author of bijas, and so forth. There are even more 

explicit references to the Tantra iSastra in the Mahabharata. For instance, 

it is said, “O Rajarsi;^ the Sahkhya Yoga, the Pancaratra, the Vedas, 

and the Pasupata, know these Sastras, the purpose of which is to 

establish jnana,’’ and, again: “ Srikantha Siva, husband of Uma and 

lord of all things, promulgated the Pasupata Jhanasastra when in placid 

mood. Bhagavan Himself is the Knower of the entire Pancaratra. 

Sanskrit scholars in India, according to the Pandit, believe the 

Pancaratra to be a Tantra. Again, the injunction that in the Kali age 

people should worship Isvara in the manner prescribed in the Tantra 

Sastra leads many people to think that the Tantras are recent because 

they are intended for the Kali age. The Pandit replies that the 

Mahabharata itself answers this view in the Santi Parva, where 

it is said that in the Satya age Rudra, engrossed in Yoga, told 

the Tantra Sastra to Balakhilya® Rsis; but that subsequently it again 

disappeared through the may a of that Deva.^ In the 17th sloka of 

Chapter cclxvii ® of the Santi Parva, Maharsi Kapila questions Syu- 

marasmi as follows: “Tell me if you have seen any Sastra other than 

Agama.” In reply Syumarasmi speaks of many things, and at the end 

of each statement he remarks: “This is Sruti.’’ The Pandit then asks 

what is meant by the word Agama in Maharsi Kapila’s question. In 

his Commentary on the iSariraka Sutra, “ owing to the impossibility of 

generation,” Bhagavan Sahkaracarya refers to the fourfold division of 

Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha® as stated in the 

Pancaratra, and whilst he does not attempt to disprove it, he does dis¬ 

prove the theory of the generation of Sankarsana from Vasudeva 

^ Rsi and King. 2 ganti Parva, chap, ccc.ixl, si okas 64 to 68. 

® Small Rsis the size of a thumb (angustha), 60,000 in number. 
Markandeya Purana says they are children of the wife of Kratu and Urdhare- 
tas. It is believed that they still appear, and bathe on Pausa Sankranti Day 
at Gangasagara, 

^ Santi Parva, chap, ccc.xl.viii, see slokas 17 and 18. The reference 
should be to chap, 349. ^ This should be chap, cclxviii. 

® Vasudeva = Paramatma; Sankarsana = Jiva; Pradyumna = Manas; 
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advanced by the followers of the Pancaratra. Again, in his Commentary 

on the Sutra: The Lord cannot be merely the instrumental cause on 

account of the existence of diversity in creation,” he writes: ” Mahes- 

varas, too, admit it,” '* All this was taught by Paiupati, who is ISvara, 

for undoing the bonds of pasus,” etc. In his Sribhasya on the first 

Sutra quoted above, Ramanuja Svami writes, “ Elucidated by Narayana 

Himself in the Pancaratra Tantra,” and, again, “ Non-Vedic practices 

are opposed, and not the cults of Yoga and Pasupati; for Sahkhya, 

Yoga, Pancaratra, the Vedas and Pasupata, are self-evident, and 

cannot be disproved by reasoning.” and so fortii. Ramanuja Svami quotes 

as evidence all the passages of the Mahabharata above mentioned, as well 

as many other passages from the same epic, and other works. There is a 

scripture named Sutasamhita, of which the Brahmagita is a portion. Its 

speaker is Brahma, and throughout it deals with Sankara. Its annota¬ 

tor is Madhavacarya himself, the writer on all Darsanas, and com¬ 

mentator of the Vedas. At the end of eveiy Chapter he writes: “By 

Madliavacarya, an inhabitant of Kasi, a devotee of the Sakti of action, 

a server of the lotus-feet of the three-eyed Deva and illuminator of the 

path of Upanisad.” Here Madhavacarya calls himself a devotee of the 

Sakti of work (Kriyasakti), but the Tantra alone deals with Sakti of 

will, Sakti of knowledge, and Sakti of action. Not only in the Malia- 

bharata, but in all Puranas the greatness of the Devi, as extoUed in the 

Tantras, has been described either shortly or with elaboration. In the 

account of the greatness of Rudra contained in the Varaha Purana it is 

said; “ Sankara has as many aspects as there rure Mahasaktis. He 

wlio worships Her ever worships Him as husband.” Again: “ If he who 

worships the Devis pleases Rudra also, tliese Devis become for ever siddha 

to that Mantrin. There is no doubt of tlus.” ^ What is there in the 

Tantras, it is asked, more than what this verse says? In the Sahkara- 

Sainhita, which forms a part of the Skanda Purana, the Rsis ask Suta, 

“ Bhagavan, we desire to hear of the system of Viramahesvara,” and so 

forth. And Kmtikeya says to Mahadeva: “ There are few who know 

Saiva-Agama.” Sankara, in His reply, says: “The essence of the 

Vedas, the Agama, and the Puia-nas charms tiie mind and should be kept 

secret.” * According to the Mahamahopadhyaya, Saiva-Agama undoubted¬ 

ly means the Tantra-sastra,® as does the word Agama in the expression 

“ the Vedas, the .4gama, and the Puranas,” because it is mentioned sepa¬ 

rately horn the Vedas. There are many Upanisads other than the ten 

on which Sahkaracarya wrote liis Commentary. He selected these ten 

^ Varaha Purana, chap, xxci. ^ Chapter xxc. 
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because they supported his monistic theories. Just as there was no neces¬ 

sity to write a Commentary on the Vedas, so it was not necessary that he 

should write commentaries on the Upahisads which dealt with the 

methods of worship (upasana). The Aksamalika Upanisad enumerates 

the substances which should be used for the rosary with which japa^ is 

done. They are coral, pearl, crystal, conch, silver, gold, sandalwood, 

putrajivika, lotus-seed, and rudraksa. The Tantra Sastra mentions 

exactly the same substances. There are many Upanisads of the Atharva 

Veda, such as Atharvasikha,. Atharvasirah, Advayataxaka, Adhyatma, 

Annapurna, Amrtanada, Amrtabindu, Avyakta, Krsna, Kaula, Ksu- 

rika, Ganapati, Katyayana^ Kalagnirudra, Kundika, Tripura-tapaniya, 

Daksinamurti, Devidvaya, Dhyanabindu, Nadabindu, Narada, Narayana, 

Nirvana, Nrsimha-tapamya, Pasupata, Brahma-paingala, Paippalada, 

Vahvricha, Vrhajjav^a, Bhasma, Muktika, Rahasya, Rama-tapani, 

Vajra-pahjara, Varaha, Vasudeva, Sarasvati-rahasya, Sita, Sudarsana, 

Hayagriva, etc.^ As there are 21 recensions of the Rgveda, 109 of the 

Yajurveda, and 1,000 of the Samaveda, so there are the same number of 

Upanisads belonging to each of the Vedas respectively. The Sanskrit- 

knowing reader will have surmised from the name of the Upanisads 

above enumerated that each of them deals with forms of worship similar to 

that prescribed by the Tantra. There are many commentaries on the 

Nrsimhatapanlya Upanisad, one of which is written by Bhagavan 

Sahkaracarya and another by his great guru Gaudapadacarya, known 

by the name of Munindra. There is, therefore, no ground, it is contended^ 

for the supposition that this Upanisad may be a spurious one. Kulluka 

Bhatta, the author of the most authoritative commentary on the Manu 

Samhita, has, in his note on the first sloka of Chapter ii of the book 

quoted a passage from Harita’s work which says: “ Now we shall explain 

dharma. Dharma is based on the authority of Sruti. Sruti is of two 

kinds—Vaidik and Tantrik.” From this it is evident that the Tantra 

Sastra is nothing else than a part of the Vedas, and is, consequently, 

known by the names of Agama and Nigama. The passages above quoted 

from the Mahabharata prove that Mahadeva first promulgated the Vedas, 

and then the Pasupata dharma from a part of it. Thus, from the state¬ 

ment also made by Mahadeva Himself, we learn that the Tantra Sastra 

is a part of the Vedas, 

According to the Pandit, the Tantra Sastra is referred to by the 

word “ rahasya ” (mystery), used over and above the expression “ All the 

Vedas,” in the 165th sloka of chapter ii of the Manu Samhita, and also 

^ See Introduction to Tantra Sastra. 
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by the word “ vidya,’^ which is used in addition to the Vedas and the- 

Upanisads in the loth siikta of the 4th Brahmana in the 2nd varga of the 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad. The Vriddhaharitasamhita contains a full 

account of the T^trik form of initiation (diksa)* The Usanahsamhita 

makes clear references to the Pancaratra and the P^upata dharma. 

The Katyayana Samhita ordains worship of Ganesa, Ganri and other 

Devas and Devis- The Vy^a Samhita rtxommends japa of the 

guhyavidya^^ use of rosariesj with beads c^f crystal and the like^ 

and worship of Rudra with Gayatn. Nowhere else but in the 

Tantra S^tra is thei:e a Gayatri for Rudra or any other Devata* The 

Sangkha Samhita says that after dhyana of a Devata, japa should be 

made witli a rosary of crystals of other beads, the number of recitations 

being recorded by the fingers of the left hand. In the Vriddhagautama- 

samhita there is a list of the names of the authors of Dharma Sutras* 

In this list there occur the names of Brahma, as also those of Uma and 

Mahewara* It is unnecessary, in the Pandit's opinion, to further quote 

passages or to cite more authorities. Like the Puranas, all Smrti, and 

Samhitas contain references, direct as well as indirect, to the Tantra 

S^tra, but the Tantra Sastra makes no reference to either Smrti or 

Parana* This also proves the gieat antiquity of Tantra S^tra, There 

is a Tantrik scripture named Sivagama contaiiiiag Sutras which have been 

quoted as authorities by Krsnananda in his Tantrasara, Its cornmentator 

is Abhinavagupta, the Court pandit of Gonardda, King of Kashmir* 

Gonardda died the death of a hero in the great war of Kuruksetra," 

We need not here follow the Pandit in his speculations as to 

Buddhistic influences in Ancient America as established by Mexican 

architecture, or as to the simiiario^ of the ritual of Ancient Egypt ^ to that 

of the Tantra, beyond stating dial in his opinion such speculation supports 

the more direct inferences derivable from the smdy of Indian history and 

literature as to the antiquity of the Tantra Sastra, which his essay is 

wxitten to prove. The learned Mahamahopadhyaya concludes with the 

expression of a doubt whether the reasons and arguments he adduces will 

appeal to the great men, free of all prejudice, learned in Western language 

and science, with intellects brightened, sharpened, and coloured by Western 

philosophy,’^ and apologizes for himself, with perhaps some latent sarcasm, 

as follows: I had not the good fortune of learning deductive and 

^ Secret Mantra, 

® See the Rajatarangini of Kashmir, and the Commentary on Sivagama, 
of which there is a copy in the Library of the Maharaja of Darbhanga* 

^ He points out with regard to Horns, one of the Egvptian Devata, that 
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inductive logic. In the Chatuspathi of a native Brahmana Pandit, I 

learnt to argue ^ whether sound follows the fall of a palm-fruit or precedes 

it/ ” though he says it must not be supposed that other great logicians 

were mainly engaged in discussions of the “ palm-fruit-falling ’’ nature. 

Western writers and Indians influenced by their works and general 

outlook are much occupied with this question of the antiquity and date 

of the Tantra. To the orthodox all Sastra is eternal. Moreover, to the 

Indian temperament, as one of them has well said, sugar is prized for its 

:sweetness without regard to the land whence it came or the cultivator by 

whom it was grown. It can hardly be said that we have the necessary 

materials for* final judgment from the purely historical standpoint. If it be 

alleged that Indians have sometimes gone to opposite extremes, European 

critics and their Indian followers have, as a general rule, displayed almost 

a mania for belittling the antiquity of Indian religions, literature, and art. 

In coming to any conclusion on this matter, it is necessary first to inquire 

into the different elements of doctrine and practice, to distinguish what is 

original from what is alleged to be an accretion, or interpolation, and to 

consider the allegation of non-Aryan influences and so forth. It is necessary 

also to distinguish between Tantrik doctrine and practice so ascertained from 

its expression or record in any particular document. The latter may be of 

yesterday, and yet its subjects may be of the ages. Some would derive the 

Tantra from Mahayana Buddhism. Others contend that the Mahayana 

school appears to have adopted the doctrines of the Indian Tantra, which 

is in notable respects opposed to the original doctrines of the Buddha. 

The influence of his teachings are rather, it is said, to be found amongst 

the Vaisnavas, who have in their number many cryptic Buddhists, than 

in forms of worship which, not to mention other salient differences, 

prescribe the sacrifice of animals with elaborate rituals before the images of 

Devas and Devis. In fact, the Lalitavistara^ already cited represents 

Sakyasingha as condemning the “fools” who make obeisance to numer¬ 

ous Devatas and who perform tapasya in the cremation grounds and at 

the crossing of four roads, as also the, practice of “ sinful men and heretics 

(pasandas) ” who use wine and flesh, he haying prescribed the ascetic life 

and the avoidance of injury (whether by sacrifice or otherwise) to all beings. 

Professor Masaharu Anezaki/ after citing the Rajatarangim as evidence of 

Tantrik worship at the time of Afoka (240 b.g.)®, says that without a 

doubt the Tantra began to develop even before Nagarjuna (a.d. 200), and 

^ Chap, xvii, using that work, not historically, but as an indication of a 
Buddhist view of a Sastra which some would derive from Buddhism. • 

^ “ History of the Religions in Ancient India.” 

® I cite the author’s .views without myself expressing: an opinion oh the 
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that in observing Buddhism it has been successfil despite all efforts to the 

contrary* In facL as regards Buddhism, the Tantra, according to this 

view, stands for a Hindu conquest- How far, as some allege, the conquer¬ 

ing doctrine has been itself subjected to non-Aryan influences is another 

question* Some contend that here, as in most things, there is some trutli 

in both contentions, and that In-dian and BuddJiist thought are likely to 

have influenced one another. Such may think that the influence of the 

latter has predominated as regards certain Tsintrik schools and rituals. 

It is thus noteworthy that the Tara Tantra, which is said by some to 

belong to the northern tradition, states that Buddha and Vasistha were 

Tanti^a mums and Kula Bhairavas> According to the Rudrayamala, 

the worship of Tara was introduced from Mahacma in the Himalayas by 

Vasistha, who worshipped the Devi Buddhiivari, according to one of 

the Sakhas of the Atharvaveda* The solution may possibly be found in 

a more perfect knowledge of the various traditions, which are said by some 

to have existed, than we now possess. 

Whatever be the date of the first appearance of specifically Tantrik 

doctrines, which owing to the progressive natures of its developments, may 
never be ascertained, it will be probably found, upon a profounder inquiry 

into the subject than has been hitherto made, that the antiquity of the 

Taiitra has been much under-estimated* This, however, does not mean 

that all the current Tantras, or all their contents, are of great antiquity. 

The contrary is, I believe, the fact. The Mcru Tantra,- in a curious 

sloka, says: “ There will be born at London English folk whose mantra ^ 

for worship is in the Phiranga^ language, who will be undefeated 

in battle and Lords of the world.’" ^ Whatever be the age of this Tantra, 

it may be argued that this passage at least \vas probably not written 

earlier than the eighteenth century. 

Comparatively modern Tantras may, however, be based on older 

versions now lost.^ On the orthodox hj^othesis, moreover, there is no 

^ See A. K. Makra’s Introduction to this Tantra published by the 
Varendra Anusandhana Samiti. 

2 Twenty-third Prakasa, 
® That is, unlike some defiled (mlechcha) countries, it is not without 

a religion of its own. 
^ Here English. The term, which is ordinarily derived from “ Frank,” is 

applicable to the European peoples generally. Its iTteaning, however, according 
to tlie Sabdakalpadruma. is, those addicted to sin imd anger ”* It is also used, 
as a qualificative of disease, to denote syphilis, because of the prevalence of the 
disease in Europe. 

* Phirangabhasaya mantrastesangsangsadhanadlihuvi 
Adipam andal anancha sangramesvaparaji tah 
Ingrejanavasatpancha landraiaschapi bhavinah. 
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reason why new Sastras should not even now appear in the world. The 

work of Siva has not come to an end with the inception of the Kaliyuga. 

In this, as in other matters, Indian tradition, when rightly understood, 

may perhaps be found to largely justify itself. The following remarks of 

Professor Hayman Wilson have a bearing on this point, both on the; 

general question of the antiquity of the Hindu Sastras and that of the 

Tantra, if, as is commonly done, the date of the latter is to be fixed with 

reference to the alleged date of the Pauranik period, which, according to 

general European views, precedes them; “It is therefore as idle as it is 

irrational to dispute the antiquity or authenticity of the greater portion of 

the contents of the Puranas in the face of abundant positive and circum¬ 

stantial evidence of the prevalence of the doctrines which they teach, the 

currency of the legends which they narrate, and the integrity of the 

institutions which they describe at least three centuries before the 

Christian Era. But the origin and development of these doctrines, tradi¬ 

tions, and institutions were not the work of a day, and the testimony 

which establishes their existence three centuries before Christianity carries 

it back to a much more remote antiquity—to an antiquity that is probably 

not surpassed by any of the prevaihng fictions, institutions, or beliefs of the 

ancient world.” ^ 

The Tantras are generally cast in the form of dialogues between 

l§iva and his Sakti Parvati, the form in which Sati, his Spouse, re¬ 

appeared after her death at Daksa’s sacrifice, or in their forms as 

Bhairava and Bhairavi. I§iva is called Adinatha, the first Guru. But he 

is also Sakti, for he and the Devi are one.^ The Dev! is therefore includ¬ 

ed with him in the circle of Gurus. Sadasiva, as the Mahasvachanda 

Tantra states, promulgates as both guru and sisya (disciple), the Tantras 

in the form of question and answer, by the division of his real and mani¬ 

fested forms (prakasa and vimarsa). Where the questioning is by the 

Devi as sisya and the answers are given by Siva as guru, the Tantra is 

in the form called Agama. Where the Devi is the teacher, as in the 

Nigamakalpadruma and other Nigamas,^ the Sastra is known as a 

Nigama. Both terms are derived from the italicized letters of the Sanskrit 

verses which occur in the Agamadvaitanirnaya,^ and which run; “An 

^ Visnu Purana, xcix. 

2 Mahanirvana Tantra, chap, i, verses 14-16. Mainarupasidevitvam nabhe- 
do’stetvayamama; for in their ultimate ground both Purusa and Sakti are one. 

^ It is noteworthy that the Nigamas appear to deal largely with the 
Rahasyapuja. 

^ Agatang Sambhuvaktrebyah Nirgato girija vaktrat 
gatancha girija mukhe gatascha girisasrutrim 
matancha vasudevena matascha vasudevasva 
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Mahasiddhasara Tantra agrees with this as to Visi^ukr^ta and Ratha- 

kr^ta, but makes the A^vakr^ta extend ifrom the Karatoya River ^ (in 

the Dinajpur District) to Java- The following Tantras are assigned ^ to 

the several regions^ though there are differences of opinion as regards 

particular Tantras, Thus, in the first list some would exclude the Tantran- 

tara and include the \ ogaxnava* Some Tantras appear in more than one 
of these lists* 

The Tantras of the Visnukranta are said to be: 

I- Siddhi^vara 23* Kulaprakaiaka 44. Sanatkumara 
2. Kalitantra 24. Devikalpa 45* Yoni 
3- Kularaiava 25. Gandharva 46. Tantrantara 
4. Jnanarnava 26. Kiiyasara 47. Navaratnesvara 
5, Nilatantra 27. Nibandha 48. Kulachudamani 
6- Phetkari 28. Svatantra 49. Bhavachud^am 
7, Devyagama 29, Sammohana 50. Devaprakasa 
8- Uttara 30. Tantra-raja 51 - Kamakhya 
9- Srikrama 31, LaHta 52. K^adhenu 

ID* Siddhiyamala 32. Radhil 53. Kumari 
II. Matsyasukta 33. Malim 54. Bhutadamara 
12* Siddhasara 34, Rudrayamala 55. Yamala 
13* Siddhisarasvata 35. Erhat-Srikrama 56. Brahmayamala 
14. Varahi 36, Gavaksa 57. Viivasara 
15- Yogiui 37* Sukumudini 58. Mahakala 
16. GaneSavimarsini 38. Visud<iheivara 59. Kuloddisa 
17. Nitya-tantra 39* MaJini-vijaya 60. Kulamrta 
18, Sivagama 40. Samayacara 61. Kubjika, 
19, Chamuiida 41, Bhairavi 62. Tantracintamani 
20* Mundamala 42, yogim-hrdaya 63, Kahvilasa 
21. Hamsa-Mahesvara 43. Bhairava 64* Mayatantra 
22. Niruttara 

The following are given as Ratbakranta Tantras; 

I. Cliinmaya 7, Mah^ula 13* Vasudeva-rahasya 
3. Matsya-sukta 8. Maha-nirv^a 14. Brhadgautamiya 

3- Mahisamarddini 9. Bhuta-damara 15* Varnoddhrti 
4. Matrkodaya 10. Deva-damara 16. Chhayanila 

5- Hamsa-Mahesvara 11. Bijacintamani 17. Brihadyoni 
6. Mem-tantra 12. Ekajata 18. Brahmajuana 

’ A very sacred river which is_ notable in this—that it never loses its sanctity^ 
All others do so in the month of Sravan (July-August). 

- See Sadhanakalpalatika, by Nilmani Mukhopltdhyaya, part ii, pp, 22-26; 
and IntrOfiucHnn tn Vnf T nf ' Ac 
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19. Garuda 

20. Varna-vilasa 

21. Bala-vilasa 

22. Purascarana-r 

candrika 

23- Purascarana- 

rasollasa 

24. Paficadasi 

25. Pichchhila 

26. Prapancasara 

27. Paramesvara 

28. Navaratnesvara 

29. Naradlya 

30. Nagarjuna 

31. Yogasara 

32. Daksinamurti 

33. Yoga-svarodaya 

The Tantras of 

1. Bhuta-Suddhi 

2. Guptadiksa 

3. Brhatsara 

4. Tattvasara 

5. Varnasara 

6. K^yasara 

7. Gupta-tantra 

8. Gupta-sara 

9. Brhat-todala 

10. Brhannirvana 

11. Brhatkahkalinr 

12. Siddha-tantra 

13. Kala-tantra 

14. ISiva-tantra 

15. Saratsara 

16. Gauri-tantra 

17. Yoga-tantra 

18. Dharmaka-tantra 

19. Tattvacintamani 

20. Vindu-tantra 

21. Maha-yogini 

22. Brhad-yogini 

Particular Tantras 

34. Yaksinitantra 

35. Svarodaya 

36. Jhana-bhairava 

37. Akasa-bhairava 

38. Rajarajesvari 

39. Revati 

40. Sarasa 

41. Indra-jala 

42. Krikalasa-dipika 

43. Kangkalamalini 

44. Kalottama 

45. Yaksadamara 

46. Sarasvati 

47. Sarada 

48. Saktisanggama 

49. iSaktikagamasar- 

vasva 

Asvakranta are given as 

23. Sivachchana 

24. Samvara 

25. Sulini 

26. Mahamalini 

27. Moksa 

28. Brhanmalini 

29. Maha-moksa 

30. Brhan-moksa 

31. Gopi-tantra 

32. Bhutalipi 

33. Kamini 

34. Mohini 

35. Mohana 

36. Samirana 

37. Kamakesara 

38. Mahavira 

39. Gudamani 

40. Gurvarchchana 

41. Gopya 

42. Tiksna 

43. Mangala 

have been from tii 

50. Sammohini 

51. Acarasara 

52. Cinacara 

53. Sadamnaya 

54. Karalabhairava 

55. Sodha 

56. Mahalaksmi 

57. Kaivalya 

58. Kulasadbhava 

59. Siddhi-taddhari 

60. Krtisara 

61. Kalabhairava 

62. Uddamaresvara 

63. Maha-kala 

64. Bhutabhairava 

follows: 

44. Kamaratna 

45. Gopalilamrta 
46. Brahmanda 

47. Gina 

48. Mahaniruttara 

49. Bhutesvara 

50. Gayatri 

51. Visuddhesvara 

52. Yogarnava 

53. Bheranda 

54. Mantracintamani 

55. Yantrachudamani 

56. Vidyullata 

57. Bhuvanesvari 

58. Lilavati 

59. Brhachchina 

60. Kuranja 

61. Jayaradhamadhava 

62. Ujjasaka 

63. Dhumavati 

64. Siva 

ae to time printed, such 
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sex* The Snstra affords to all, vdth freedoni from Valdik exclusiveness, 

the practical inethod (more extensive than mere ritual in its ordinary 

English sense) which qualifies the Sadhaka for the reception of the Hgher 

doctrine of the path of knowledge (jnana tnarga), ']Qie_SMra_a^d 

woman not, as the case of Vaidikacara, under any ban. As the 
^utamiya Tantra says ^ people of all castes, and whether men or women, 

may receiv^e its mantras “ Sarvavarnadhikarascha narinam yogyameva 

ca.” In the Cakra there is no caste at all, even the lowest Candala^ 

being deemed, whilst therein, hight^r than Brahnianas. The Mahanirvana 

Tantra says:^ “That low Kaula who refuses to initiate a Candala or a 

Yavana ^ into the Kaula dharma, considering them to be inferior, or a 

woman, out of disrespect for her, goes the downw^ard way. All two-footed 

beings in this world, from the vipra ® to the infcTior castes, are competent 
for kulacara.” 

In the next place, as regards the subject matter in respect of which 

liberty is so given, it is necessar)'' to understa^nd the distinction which 

Hindus draw in religious matteis bet^^een knowledge {jnana) in the sense 

of actual experience, as distinguished from mere mental theorizing, 

and action (kriya). The answer, then, is that, the Tantra is above all a 

practical scripture primarily concerned with action and ritual, which the 

undisceming may tliink has. In any case, been prescribed to an excessive 

extreme- It is^ so concerned bec^nse, though action cannot alone and 

directly secure liberating knowledge, the attainment of the latter must 

necessarily be preceded by right action. For how otheiwise can such 

spiritual knowledge be gained ? In order to secure the development of the 

Jiva's body, certain physical exercises are necessary^ Similarly both these 

and other mental and spiritual exercises are required if liberating knowl¬ 

edge (brahmajnaoa) is to be att<iined. Such exercises are generically 

termed Sadhana,” and include both worship (puja) and all its ritual, 

Sadhana has historically varied with race and creed* The Hindu 

has his own in the Tantra which is called the SMhana Sasti-a. The pro¬ 

vision of such a definite training is the strength to a greater or less degree 

of all ancient orthodoxies, just as its absence may prove to be the rock on 

which the more modern forms of religion may split. Doubtless to the 

newer “ Protestant spirit, whether issuing from Europe, Arabia, or else¬ 

where, all ritual is liable to be regarded as “ mummery,’^ except possibly 

Chap, :L “ One of the lowest and most unclean castes. 
Chap, xiv, verses 187, 184. 

Here generally used for non-Hindu, a term specially applied to the 
Greeks^ or Bactrians. There is nothing, therefore, to prevent a non-Hindu from 
being initialed in Kaula dharma, provided that he be fit for such initiation, 
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the particular and perhaps jejune variety which it calls its own. For even 

the most desiccated “ Protestantism ” has not been able altogether to 

dispense with it. There is room for this spirit as for others, or it would 

not be there. Like, however, everything else, it may go beyond the 

purposes which are claimed to justify its origin. 

Etymologists have derived the word ceremony’’from “ cor ” and 

^^monere”. The derivation, though inaccurate, explains well the purpose 

of the thing itself. The sacred rites which are the expressions of inner¬ 

most feeling proclaim the religious truths which have inspired them and 

excite devotion, rendering man more sensible of the Divine Presence. 

So, as the Council of Trent declared, “ the Catholic Church, rich with the 

experience of ages and clothed with their splendour, has introduced mystic 

benediction (mantra), incense (dupa), water (acamana, pMya, etc.), 

lights (dipa), bells (ghanta), flowers (puspa),^ vestments, and all the 

magnificence of its ceremonies in order to excite the spirit of religion to the • 

contemplation of the profound mysteries which they reveal. As are its 

faithful, the Church is composed of both body (deha) and soul (atma). It 

therefore renders to the Lord (Isvara) a double worship, exterior 

(bahyapuja) and interior (manasapuja), the latter being the prayer (vanda- 

na) of the faithful, the breviary of its priest, and the voice of Him ever 

interceding in our favour, and the former the outward motions of the 

liturgy.” The human need for ceremonial in the sense of the necessity 

which man feels of an exterior manifestation which shall both stimulate 

and translate his inner feelings, is such that no religion of the past has been 

without its rites and ceremonies, and even the shallowest of epochs, whilst 

affecting a superiority to them, have yet preserved these ceremonies 

in its civil life. 

The necessity which is thus admitted exists with greater urgency 

in the spiritual sphere. It is idle to suppose that all or any may, through 

Vedantik talk or by the mere closing of the eyes in pious pose, realize the 

Nirguna Brahman. The great teaching of the Vedanta by itself and with- 

out accompanying Sadhana can achieve nothing of real worth. Its study 

may produce a Pandit. But to the Sadhaka the disputations of Pandits, 

whether philosophical or scientific, is like “ the cawing of crows There 

is both reason and humour in the Hindu saying that a logician will be 

reborn a jackass. It is Sadhana which alone in any system, whether Hindu 

or otherwise, is really fruitful. The Tantra claims to be practical and to 

be a pratyaksa Sastra in that it affords the direct proof of experience. 

It is therefore one of its common sayings that, “ Whereas other Sastras 

are concerned with speculation only, the art of medicine and Tantra are 

practical, self-evident and prove themselves at every step.” 
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The Tantra further claims not only to be practical and to contain 

provisions available for all without distinction of caste or sexj but also to 

be fundamentally raiionaL Nowhere else, in fact^ than in the Hindu 

Sastras do we find greater stress laid on the necessity of thought and 

reasoningp For in India it is said want of jreasoning involves loss of 

dharma. There is no sage who has not an opinion of his The 

virtue of its general method is not merely thaumaturgicj® but is inherent 

in the mental states induced by dhyana and cither physical and mental 

processes^ and the excitation of the exterior rituals; an inherence chiefly 

explained by the fact that as at base all existence is of the nature of mind^ 

the transformation of mind is the transforiBation of existence itself Thus 

the sacramental energy of the mantra, even when the Guru (who is 

himself the manifestation on the terrestrial plane of Adinatha Mahakala)^ 

has \dvificd it with consciousness (caitanya), depends in part for its 

ejflicacy on the competence (adhikara) of him who receives it. 

Profoundly based on truths however, as aJl ritual is, the Tantra yet 

recognizes that there is a stage in spiritual pre^gress in which it becomes 

not merely unnecessary^ but an obstacle to further advance^ If SMhana 

be, as it is, but a means to an end (brahmajnana, or the realization in 

personal experience of the Brahman), -mth the attainment of such end, and to 

the extent that approach is made to it, it becomes superfluous. As the 

Mah^rvana says: To him who has faith m the root, of what use are 

the branches and leaves?” This stage is, however, both a high and 

infrequent one, which the great majority (notvnthstanding the fancies of 

some of the “ emancipated ” in tins matter) have by no means reached* 

As the Mahanirvana Tantra says, Brahmasadhana is the highest state 

of mind; dhy^abhava is the middling state, and japa comes next. 

External worship is the lowest of all. Yoga is the process whereby union 

of the Atma and Paramatma is achieved, Puja (worship) is the union of 

worshipper and worshipped. But for him who realizes that all things axe 

Brahman, there is neither yoga nor puja. For him there is neither sin nor 

virtue, heaven, or future birth. There is none to meditate on nor one to 

meditated 

In the opening chapter of lixe Kular^a%'a Tantra it is said that 

** There are fools who, pleased with the mere name of the Karmakanda, 

deceive themselves with a multitude of rites. It is not by eating one meal 

a day that knowledge of the transcendent is attained.” If the ant-hill 

be struck, is the seipent thereby lulled? ” “ If the mere nibbing of the 

body with mud and ashes gains liberation, then the village dogs who roll 

1 Nasau muniryasya matam na b.tiinnam, as the Mahabharata says. 

2 S “e as to this De la Vallee Poussin, cit. ® Yoeini Tantra. 
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therein have attained it.” Ritual is necessary, but it must be accompanied 

both by sincerity and increasing knowledge, which leads to tattvajhana, 

the sole cause of liberation. It is not to be had by talk and self-conceit. 

Those who read the Scriptures and know not the truth, but pass their 

time in disputation, are like “ the ladle which, lying in syrup, knows not 

the taste of it.” Mere talk leads to nothing. One may discuss as to 

what is knowledge and what is knowable, for a thousand years.” “ Life 

is short. Many are the Vedas, many are the Sastras, infinite are the 

obstacles; therefore it is necessary that the essences be mastered, as the 

gander sips from the water the milk which has been mixed with it.” 

Ritual schemes exist to meet the requirements of all grades of competency; 

and their accomphshment with sincerity and intelligence effects their 

purpose. But of the perfected (siddha) Tantrika Kaula, who has passed 

through all preliminary acaras, it is said: “ The wise man who through 

study of the Scriptures has reahzed the Truth discards them all as he who 

gathers paddy throws away the husk and straw.” Jfiana derived from the 

Agamas leads to the Sabdabrahman. That which issues from viveka 

(discrimination) is the Parabrahman. There is no realization (tattva- 

jnana) with attachment to Vaidik and Agamic rites, however much these 

may be necessary as the preliminary means to its attainment. 

* * 

If the injunctions of the iSastra are to be rendered intelligible, 

certain general principles must first be understood. This is the necessary 

preliminary to the presentation of the ritual facts. For in these principles 

lie their ultimate significance. The author, in his preface, very truly says: 

“ I feel it keenly myself how useless it is to follow a religious practice 

without understanding it.” 

For those to whom the Indian way of thinking, expression, imagery, 

allusions, and metaphor are unfamiliar, it is not always easy to follow at a 

first reading the author’s discursive argument. A summary of that argu¬ 

ment in a Western and more ordered form would therefore be useful. 

The conclusion of our enquiry, however, appears to be the fitting time for 

such a summary", even were there space available for it in this volume. 

The author’s preface indicates the main lines on which he proceeds, 

which I here shortly state and amplify. 

The previous portion of this Introduction states the circumstances under 

which Indian Sastra was at one time neglected where it was not misunder¬ 

stood or condemned. Scepticism, unbelief, and then (according to ortho¬ 

dox views) heresy, passing under the name of “ reform,” had prevailed. 

The author, in the beginning of his Preface, rejoices to note a revival of 

true religion, but as an adherent of Tantra is grieved to observe that this 

Sastra had not, when he wrote, received its due share of attention. This 
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and of all Mantras and Yantras. Brahma-knowledge cannot be attained 

without self-purificadon, and for this the Tanixa provides the only means 

in the Kaliyuga. 
Doubtless there are (he \vritcs) to be found nowadays some superior 

Vedantic persons ^ who are wont at all times to say that the portion of the 

Sastras which relates to worship and ritual practice (Karmakanda) is only 

for diose who are devoid of icnowledge* This is so; but the implication 

that they have escaped this class has often but Utdc foundation. They are 

doers of action (Karma) ^ and as much affected by it as are others. The 

knowledge of which the Sastm speaks is not the metaphysical faculty (with 

its acquisitions) of tlie mind on tlie ordinary plane of jagrat consciousness 

but is that spiritual experience the existence of which constitutes the fourth 

stage of turiya consciousness attained by successful yoga. Notwithstanding 

—and, in fact, because of—their philosophical disquisitions, such persons 

sdll belong to the dualistic world, and there is nothing to be ashamed of 

in that. We cannot blow it away with our breath, and why should we 

trouble to do so if it is alleged to be a mere nothing. It would seem as if 

modem Monism had, through dread of the dualistic world shrunk all its 

limbs, and was trying to find a place wherein to hide its head in an un¬ 

happily existing universe.^ Monism (advaitavada) is doubtless true; but 

so also, necessarily, is the world of duality foi' that state of consciousness 

whence, indeed, it comes. In m own way, this world is as real as the 

Brahman whose lila ® it is. What else is the world play of the Brahman 

but that show of duality which surrounds us? 

Worship, by its definition, involves the dualistic idea, and is itself 

necessary for every dualist, since it is, whether in its ordinary sense, or in 

that in ivhich it is conceived as aH action dedicated to and informed by 
spiritual purpose and intention,^ the true and only expression of the Atma 

to Itself on tills plane. It is an essential verity that the Self alone knows 

the Self But how may complete self-recognition be attained except the 

preliminaiy stages of Sadhana and worship have been passed ? If the 

elect attain success along the path of knowledge {jnana marga), it is 

because, through action and de^^otion in this and previous births, they 

have become competent for that path. What the persons to whom the 

author refers really mean is that such Karma as consists in worship and so 

forth must be abandoned, but that which is required for the service of wife 

and children may be retained by the possessors of Brahma-knowledge. It 

is, however, only those who have truly acquij'ed siddhi who are thereby 

^ See post. ^ See post. 

^ “ Play When understood, a very profound Indian concept, proceeding 
on the ground that no other reason can be assigned for the world appearance 
than that which is inherent in the nature of the Brahman itself. See post. 
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released_from_ jobligatiqn of observing these rules of the Karmakanda, 

wlgch^ help to produce it.^ The Tantra does not, therefore, at the outset 

ignore this visible, palpable world. We must acknowledge and rightly 

tread this earth before the consciousness of the embodied Atma can be 

transformed into that other state of consciousness which reveals—for 

it is in fact—the unconditioned Atma Itself. But haste to know the 

Beyond should not blind us to that which is its present manifestation, 

constituting both the spacious field and material for Sadhana. He alone 

realizes the sweetness of the Divine Play “ who has plunged into non- 

dualistic truth after having churned the dualistic world,” which is Its 

expression to us. 
The Brahman is reached through Its universe-aspect. The world 

does not intervene, as though it were an obstacle hard to surmount be¬ 

tween man and God, and set to frighten us. It is the wealth of the Sakti 

of Visvesvari,^ whom it reveals. Tho_Tan^a, thereforCj t^es^^ into its 

arms, as if they were its two children, both Dualism and Monism, affording 

by its Sadhana and the spiritual knowledge generated thereby the means 

whereby their antinomies are resolved. It does not entertain the conceit 

that metaphysics, and still less science, however useful in their own sphere 

they may be to the full development of conditioned consciousness, can effect 

anything beyond it. Being but workings of the jagrat mind, they can 

never of themselves transcend the limits of those conditions which constitute 

it. The ultimate questions which that mind raises never receive an answer 

which it can verify whilst it remains in its conditioned state. The end of 

all Sadhana is the establishment of that fourth or higher state of conscious¬ 

ness, the existence of which is itself the answer to a question which is no 

longer put. The Tantra harmonizes Vedantik Monism and Dualism. Its 

purpose is to give liberation to the jiva by a method through which monis¬ 

tic truth is reached through the dualistic world. It immerses its sadhakas 

in the current of divine bliss by changing duality into unity, and then 

evolving from the latter a dualistic play, thus proclaiming the wonderful 

glory of the Spouse of Paramafiva in the love-embrace of Matter (jada) 

and Spirit (caitanya). Those who have realized this, move and yet re¬ 

main unsoiled in the mud of worldly actions the mere touch of which is to 

others the cause of their perdition. Though resting and rocking upon the 

waves of the saihsara, they are not of it, but detached, and as it were the 

petals of some wind-rocked lotus. Siva has therefore said; “ In the 

^ The results of sincere worship are patent. If, however, the cause of this 
be sought, it will be found to lie in the psychological truth that sudi a wophip- 
per grows akin to that which he worships—a truth which is expressed in the 
Indian notion of the blissful abodes, samipya, salokya, and others. The Devata 
becomes not only the content of, but the consciousness itself, of the SMbaka. 
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world some desire non-duaUstic, odiers dualistic, knowledge, but those who 
have known My truth have passed beyond Dualism and Non-Duahsm.” 

Sadhana, w'hich is of three kinds—^physical, verbal, and mental—must 
be accomplished by the body, senses, and intellect, according to present 
conditions of country, time, and person. These, however, are all now bad. 
India, which has for centuries eaten the bread of servitude to strangers, is 
to-day filled with persons born of parents of different castes, foreigners, 
defiled people, and adherents of otlicr religious faiths. Bad and filthy habits 
and practices, oppression, license, and prostitution prevail. In the impure 
body, lust, anger, greed, pride, delusion, and envy, contend as upon a 
battle-field. Restless are the senses, and doubting the heart. The circum¬ 
stances of the times render die carrying out of the Vaidik rites and disciplines 
impossible. That Aryan life no longer exists in which every event, from the 
conception in the womb to the cremation of the body, was accompanied by 
Vaidik Mantra. A heavenly body w'hich, through the control of the passions, 
has become a suitable vehicle for the development of Brahma-knowledge 
according to Vaidik rules, is nowadays impossible of achievement. Foresee¬ 
ing tliis, Siva revealed the path of Tantra, the Sadhana of which is framed 
to meet tlie needs and circumstances of the Kaliyuga, and the varying 
temperaments and proficiency of those who live in it. If there be any 
doubt of its efficiency, actual practice will verify the reality of its claims. 

It_,is_ not necessary that faith should precede Sadhana. This if sin¬ 
cerely peiformed, will produce faith by the effects it achieves in the mind 
of the Sadhaka. If the knowledge of the Brahman already exists, there is 
no use of Sadhana. It is in fact, the very want of such knowledge which 
renders all prayer and practice necessary. Further, whether one believes 
in it or not, medicine has the power' to cure disease. It does not wait upon 
the intellectual recognition of that fact. In the same way Siddhi 
(success), the visible (pratyaksa) {hrit of the Sastra, is the result of its 
inherent potency. Who knows v*'hat will happen in the next birth ? That 
is the best of all philosophies which bears actual and visible fruit in this 
world. For reasons which the author explains the pro'visions of the S^tra 
act with speed and efficiency, so that fniit ripens on the Tantrik tree 
before even blossoms appear on the Vaidik tree. Owing, however, to the 
neglect of these practical principles, no useful results w'ere being obtained 
from the renewal of the religious spirit beyond mere barren, pious velleities. 

The spiritual ambitions of some were far too presumptuous. Instead 
of attending to daily duty and worship, they were giving quite an incom¬ 
petent attention to such extremely subtle and advanced subjects as Nirvi- 
kalpa Samadhi, Videhakaivalya,* and the like matters, which are in no 

^ That is, the highest form of ecstasy: liberation from the gross body, etc. 
rf^Tn___ 
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way the concern of the vast bulk of men, who are making good progress, 

according to their state, if they worship God, and do not hate or cheat 

their neighbours. Others of greater spiritual competence, through neglect 

or ignorance of the practical directions of the Tantra, which alone reveals 

the path, had lost their way. After pointing out that it is idle to suppose 

that knowledge of the truth can be acquired by simply reading the Yoga 

Vasistha or Gita in the gloom and under the sway of the Kali age, the 

author, in an interesting passage, states that he has known many a spirit- 

ually disposed man who, under the influence of such a day-dream, “ has 

onded in becoming neither a believer nor an unbeliever, but a queer being 

half man, half lion.” By constant meditation on a misty nothing his mind 

and heart become such a vacuity that there is neither faith, reverence, 

devotion, nor love in them, but merely a bewilderment, with the inward 

lament, ^Alas! I am lost.’” He continues “In many places we have 

found such persons coming secretly to ask, ^ What means are there left to 

us ? ’ But their only difficulty is this—they want to know whether it is not 

possible for them to become Tantrik or Pauranik worshippers in secret 

whilst keeping up the show of the possession of Brahnia-knowledge, and 

without having publicly to wear the sacred crown lock, or thread, or to 

paint their body with the sacred marks.” “ Is it not deplorable,” he 

asks, “ that a man should be in this condition, repenting at last in this 

fashion, at the close of his life, after having gone through all its useless 

troubles? ” Doubts concerning the Tantra, the Sadhana Sastra, arise from 

ignorance of its true character. Here is to be found the reason why 

recourse has not been had to it. Common people had, no doubt, much 

talked about the Sastra, and quarrelled over it. Some “ illiterate traders, 

crafty discoverers of magic, and thoughtless and starving interpreters 

of the Sastra,” had busied themselves with it. “ But want of faith 

in the Sastra is becoming deeply rooted in people’s minds by the 

troubles into which they fall through failure to realize the truth, and by the 

exposition to vulgar gaze of things a proper understanding of which can be acquired 

from Gurus only^ ^ “ It is difficult,” he says, “ to guess how many 

hundreds of simple-minded Sadhus have been, and are being, deceived 

by the dangerous temptations held up before them by these people.” Want 

of understanding of the Sastra, together with actual abuses of its injunc¬ 

tions by some of its adherents, have led to the insults now levelled at it. 

Discussion and agitation and insult have, he says, to such an extent and 

with such constancy persecuted and wounded the community of Sadhakas 

that no one who is a son with a body of flesh and blood and strength can 

bear to see the sacred names of the Mother and Father of the universe 

^ See f)osU One of the causes of this deareneracv is referred to bv 
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slandered and abused in such manner.” “ Wlaose heart,” he writes, "is 

not pained to see the axe of biti:er abuse laid at the root of Siddhi and 

Sadhana? The object of our effort is to remove this great pain in the 

heart of the community of Sadliakas, We hope that the sons of the 

Ar^'an race will not hesitate to uphold the blissful standard of triumph 

in the assuring name of Her who destroys all Asuras.” ^ From the Tantra 

alone, must be learnt its principles, the exposition of which he lays as his 

daksina (offering) at the Lotus Feet of Daksiha (the gracious Devi). 

Arthur Avalon 
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the crescent moon, and more iDeautiful than the rain-clouds, and mort 

p a^ul than the wife of the rain-cloud,^ rescs on the soft, flowery bed o 

the breast of Mahakala,® intoxicated with the sweetness of supreme bliss. 

3 

O my heart, seek the shelter of that blue cloud-like Lady Who saith 

Whose restless curling hair .mahes lines of refulgent beauty, 
A hose graceful form is clothed with space,* Who charms the great 

bhairava ' with the soft and sweet delights of Her eyes, playful like two 
large bees.^ / r / 

4 

I bow at the lotus feet of the Supreme De\i; * at those feet which give 

joy to the heart of Him Who is ever joyful," whose form is the mantra’’ 
m the mahayantra,’ and Whose embodiment * is the Tantra. 

Mother, m Thy two aspects of Sakti» and ;5akta,i« Thou art the source 

of both Agama and Nigama Sastras.*^ What Thou hast said as Parvati ^ 

IS Nigama, and what Thou hast said as Siva is Agama. Thou alone, in 

Ihy two aspects of Sakti and Siikta, art the nurse and nourisher of both 

Agama and Nigama. Thou alone, in Thy two forms as Sadhika and 

Sadhaka,’8 holdeth in Thy bosom the Tantra Sastra, with its teachings 

concerning Sivatattva and Saktitattva.^* Again, it is Thou Who, in Thy 

aspects of Sakti and Sakta, art tire shelter and guardian of both Nio-ama 

^ That is, the lightning. 2 

That IS who is naked as both K.ali and Siva are represented to be 

M speaks of the eyes of Gouri “ as rcsembline the 
deters of black bees fluttering m the summer sky ” (Nirvaira Prakarana, chap. 

of the wS-S^'' ” creatrix, nourisher, and ruler 

end worshippers. Tantrik, Gurus names 

' Devi is Sarvayautratmika (Lalita, verses 53 and 56), 

® pJwT addresses Devi as Saratantrarupa. 

is Saktman, or one who possesses power. He in whom She as 
Sakti jnlicres, though in reality both are one. 

See Introduction to Tantra Sastra, 12 Spouse of Siva 

!! praciiscrs of Sadhana, and worshippers. ’ 

TJ„i relating to the Siva and Sakti aspects of the one 
Brahman. The Bern is n the form of Siv. (Siva„iMhl.S?ll “! 
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nd Agama. Whatever modes of Sadhana ^ have been prescribed in the 

antra l§astra are hidden in Thy bosom in Thy two aspects of Siva and 

akti. It was for this I said, O Mother, that it is Thou Who giveth birth 

), nourisheth, and guardeth Nigama and Agama in this world. But to 

estroy them, that even Thou canst not do. For the Tantra Sastra all 

ill of mantra is but another form of Thyself. Were the Tantra destroyed, 

'hou also would be destroyed. Though Thou Art the destroyer of the 

niverse, Thy power of destruction avails not against Tantra. So I say, O 

lother, that the Nigama and Agama which are in Thee will never be 

estroyed ! But destroy for once, O Mother, the Nigama and Agama 

^hich are in me. Make cease my repeated coming in and going out of 

lis world as Sakti, as Sakta, as Prakrti, as Purusa.* 
(Or it may be explained in another way).^ O Mother, Thou alone, 

s Sakti and Sakta (as Prakrti and Purusa), art the creator of the Nigama 

nd Agama ^ of Jiva.® It is by Thy law that Jiva,® through the union of 

'rakrti and Purusa, takes birth. It is Thou who, in Thy two aspects of 

akti and Sakta (mother and father),® nourisheth and .protecteth Jiva. 

"hou alone, O Mother, in Thy twin aspects of Sakti and Sakta, whereby 

"hou createth, and sustaineth and guardeth the outgoing and incoming 

f the world, art the cause of the outgoing, sheltering, incoming, birth, 

astenance, and preservation of JIva. 
By Thy Mercy, bring about the dissolution ^ of my world ® in these 

win aspects of Thyself as Sakti and Sakta. 
O Thou Who art Sakti-Siva in Thy universal Prakrti-Purusa form,® 

rant me wisdom so that the beauty of the world-enchanting Mother may 

11 my eyes, my mind, my heart, and the whole of my world.^ 

Appear, O Mother, in Thy eternal form illumining the ten quarters. 

With the collyrium paint of wisdom grant glorious vision to the eyes 

f Thy son blind since birth. 

^ See Introduction to Tanira Sastra, 
2 There is a play on the words Nigama and Agama, as meaning not only 

3rms of the Tantra but also the coming in and going out, the birth and death 
nd rebirth, of the human Jiva, who is the manifestation on the earthly plane of 
^rakrti and Purusa. 

^ That is, the Author says that this Sanskrit “sloka” may bear (and probab- 
Y was written to bear) another interpretation. ^ Birth and death. 

® The embodied spirit, which is the supreme Spirit, viewed under the appa- 
ently limiting conditions known as upadhi 

® The mother is always placed first, not “ father and mother,’’ as in English. 
^ Pralaya, or the dissolution of the world, which completes the return move- 

nent to its cause. 
® That is, the world as it appears to the Author. For to each person the 

rorld is his own creation; it is only imagined. 
® See to Prakrti and Pnrnsa Tntrnduris.an to I'nnira Sastra. 
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Grant to me that wheresoe\^er I may turn them, whether on earth, tl 

waters, or on space. Thy beauteous form may make me forgetful of tl 

appearance of the world. 

Invocation - 

Mothers in this world, all, before setting themselves to ought, mai 
invocations of varying kinds* 

But what invocation shall I make? 

I know of none but that to the feet of the all»good Gk>ddess. 

All that I am about to write in the Tantratattva is already known to The 

who know^eth the hearts of men. 

Yantra,” Mantra/ and Tantra are not distinct from Thee* 

But I, though in reality inseparate, wish to remain separate*® 

As Thou in thy substance art Brahman/ as Thou existeth in the form i 

the universe," so art Thou full of play and dancing**^ 

As Thou art all full of joy, will, consdousnesf; and matter,^ 

So, O Mother, I wish Thee to fill my mind, my eyes, my heart, with lovi 

Thou, too, art the power whereby it is in me to take Thy name. 

It is Thine own song which Thou wilt hear. 

In the love of Thyself Thou wilt dance* 

What invocation then can I make? 

The food which I shall give Thee is already Thine. Of it my portion wi 
be the sacred remnants only. 

Thou wilt be intoxicated and forget Thyself in Thine own joy. 

In the tranquil and solemn ocean of unity I shall swim, and raise therei 

the waves of duality which are the cry of “ Mother, Mother,^* 

^ Mangalacarana—m Bengali: the preceding invocation being in Sanskri 
with Bengali transiation and commentary. - See IniroducUon to Tantra Sdstn 

^ By the will to separate life, which while itself a manifestation of th 
Devi, is overcome by Her as Mahavidya: and because thus only can he enjo 
Her. 

^ Brahmamayi. In the Kurma Purana Siva says; “ The supreme Sakti i 
in me, and is Brahman Itself This Maya is dear to me, by which this world ; 
bewildered*^’ Hence the Devi in the Lalita is «::alled “ SarvamohinI ” (aO-bc 
wildering) * ^ Viivamayl* 

® Nrtyamayl and Lilamayi, The world is the movement and play of tb 
Supreme, as the Sutra says: Lokavattuliia kaivalyam. 

" Aaandamayi, Iccfahamayi, Ohinmayi and ?ilrinmayi. The Brahman i 
Sat^ (existence), Cit (consciousness), and Ananda (bJiss), Icchha (will) is on 
of its Safcds, and, having created the visible world, the Brahman enters into ii 
Tat ^rst\"a tadevanupravisat. The Devi is (Lalita, verse 76) Ksetrasvarupa— 
that is* the field, which is known hv th** Smil T inn- 
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f it vexes Thee, drown me with a thrust of Thy foot, but then in so doing 

Thou must first raise Thy foot from the breast of Mahakala.^ 

day be Thou wilt turn to Him with wrathful eyes, and say: “ Kill him.” 

But instantly I shall laugh outright and clap my hands, and say: 

“ This is Mother’s.” ^ O Dark Beauty, whose substance is a mass of 

consciousness ! ® O Mother! show me for once the full play of wrath 

upon the splendour of Thy world-bewitching beauty. 

Jreat is my desire, O Mother! to see the play of merciful fiames redden¬ 

ing with wrath * in that face of Thine adorned with smiles.® 

Jnless that desire of mine is fulfilled, Sadhana ® becomes full of pain. 

) Thou who dispeUeth fear from the heart of Thy Devotees ^ 

) Thou who gladdenest the heart of Bhava ® 

^hou knowest (the secret of) Thy play. 

Vhether Thou makest me afraid or makest me laugh or weep, teach me 

to say “ Mother,” so that in doing that which is auspicious (Mangala- 

carana) or inauspicious (Amangalacarana) I may take shelter at the 

feet of Her Who is good (Mangala),® dancing and shouting: 

Victory to the Mother.” 

Tctory to Kulendra Kulananda.^'* 

Victory to Guru,^^ Kamadeva Tarkika. 

Victory to Kuladananda and his disciples. 

^ Siva. The Devi is represented as standing on Siva, who is, as it were, a 
orpse, for he is bhokta (enjoyer) only, whilst she is karttri (actress). 

2 This is a play on the word “ ma ” (mother) which, as a noun in the 
ossessive case becomes in Bengali “ mar,” which is also the verbal imperative 
mar,” meaning “ kill 

2 Gidghana, as if Her body were a thickened mass of consciousness. 

^ The Devi is Krodhakar^kusojjvala (Lalita, verse, 2). This is explained 
i chap. XVIII of the second part. 

^ The Devi is (Lalita, verse 59) caruhasa (with beautifuj smile); the saying 
The moon is thy sweet smile ” means that there is a certain state of conscious- 

ess (prabodha), which gives the highest bliss, and which should be learnt from 
le Guru. ® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. 

^ Fearlessness, at which the Tantrik aims, and which is the special gift of 
le Devi. The Markandeya Purana says: “When you are remembered in 
mes of difficulty, you take away all fear of all beings.” She is Bhayapaha 
-emover of fear). Sruti says (Tai. Up., ii. 9-1): “ By knowing the bliss of that 
rahman, none fear anything.” 

® The watery form of Siva in the Astamurtih. 

® A play on the word “ mangalacarana,” which also means “ invocation ” 

Celebrated Tantrika. 

See the Lalita (verse 137): “We adore the Devi who assumes the form 
f the Guru (Secret) in the form of secret knowledge beloved by her secret 
evotees, residing in the secret place.” Hence she is Giihyarupini. 
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Victory to the Lord^ the Supreme Guru. 

Victory, Victory, Victory to Krsnananda.^ 

Victory to the most Supreme Guru. 

Victory to Guru, the object of highest desire. 

Victory, Victory to Bhairava and BhairavL^ 

Victory, Victory to the accomplished Sadhaka.^ 

Victory, Victory to the Sadhika who grants Siddhi.^ 

Victory to Yantra, Victory to Tantra. 

Victory, Victory to the Tantra Sastra. 

Victory, Victory to the revealer of the Tantra; 

Victory, Victory to the Isvaii^ of the Tantra. 

Victory, Victory to Her who fulfils all desires. 

Victory, Victory to Her who is all-good. 

Victory, Victory, Victory, Victory to the name “ The all-good Moth 

of the world,” ® 

1 Celebrated Tantrika. 

^ Siva and Sakti and their worshippers are so named. 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sastra. 

^ Success. 

5 Feminine of Hvara—Lord; the Devi the object of Tantrik worshi 
who is ruler or promulgator of all Tantras, Sai*vatantresl and Sarvatantraru; 
(Lalita, verse 53). 

® The Devi is the Holy Mother—Srimata—the first of Her thousand nan 
in the Lalita Sahasranama, where its commentator Bhaskararaya says: “T 
mother is usually called upon in times of sorrow, but our natural mothers a 
not able to remove the three forms of pain (tapatraya). Great men have sai 
' Since I have had many thousands of births, I have had many mothers a: 
many fathers. I know not how many I may liave in the future, O Treasu 
House of compassion, save me who am overpowered with fear, and have no oth 
refuge from the vast ocean of S^unsara, full of disaster,’ The greatest Wor! 
Mother is the only one who can remove the endless misery of existence, \ 
should oraise Her as the Mother, so that She may be induced to she 



VICTORY TO ^Rl SRI I^VARl, THE ALL-GOOD DEVi 

PREFACE 

iv the grace of the all-good Mother, the drum of Sanatana Dharma' 

eems to be again sending forth sweet and auspicious notes of triumph in 

Jharatavarsa,^ the land of Aryas. Just as an intelligent man, who has a 

food knowledge of music, is naturally impelled, as it were, by some 

nantra on hearing the deep and soft sound of musical instruments to beat 

ime at every measure; so also a child who has no knowledge of, but who 

oves and is charmed by, music, feels himself impelled to keep time at 

:very measure by shaking his head, or moving his finger, or clapping his 

lands, or dancing, or by some other movement. Similarly, every scion of 

.he Aryan race in India, be he intelligent or not, is to-day intoxicated 

vith the sweet music of the charming mantra of the widespread agitation 

)n the subject of the Sanatana Dharma, and is keeping time at every 

neasure and dancing. In this great festival, in this ancient Durga 

estival of India, astrology, philosophy, Smrti, Purana, Veda, Vedanta, and 

nany other musical instruments are playing in the extensive courtyard 

)f the universe. But we are grieved to find that the great instrument 

)f the Tantra Sastra, in which all other instruments are included, 

)n which all other instruments depend, and which is the sole 

iource of all yantras^ and mantras, is to-day silent. We know that 

.he proper place for the playing of this instrument is not a court¬ 

yard, but the interior of the temple of Tantra Sastra, which is full of 

nantras; as also that the proper place for its discussion is not at a 

neeting or by society at large, but in the heart of the accomplished 

iadhaka. But what can we do? We are players on the outside. So long 

IS we do not hear the solemn sound of sweet mantras from the accom- 

Dhshed mouth of the Sadhaka within the temple as also the triumphant 

lound of the bell in his hand, so long do we fail to make out what music 

1 In the present connection the phrase may be understood to refer to the 
eternal religion of the Hindiis. As to Dharma, see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. 

2 India. 
3 The imprints of the Sri Vidya Yantra, and that of Smasana Kali appear 
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to play~thc music of ablution, the music of arati,' the music of sacrifice 

or the music of bhoga.* The discordant noise of musical instruments i 

the majitra-less courtyard outside the seat of worship is the sole cause t 

all the disorder which now besets the work of preaching dharma^ even i 

spite of so much agitation, discussion, speech-making, and interpretatioi 

These musical instruments obsej-vc neither time nor measure. Perhaps { 

the place of worship the rite of great ablution * has not yet been begur 

but in the courtyard outside the music of the final oblation in homa 

is commencing. It is deeply to be regretted that the very communit 

ivhich trembles with fear, like a person suffering from constitutional fevei 

at the very mention of the rules of practice, is to-day constantly busyin 

itself with such extremely subtle and secret matters as nirvikalpa-samadh 

samadfai,' videha kaivalya,’' supreme love, and nirvana, liberation. Ti 

result is that this untimely and timeless music has come to be of n 
purpose and impossible of performance. 

In fact, the sight of this outward busde of science and philosoph 

made by the community devoid of siddbi and sadhana« reminds us of oi 

village (barwari) puja.® Just as the condition of the puja makes one fc? 
lest in course of time even the image itself should be dispensed tvith, s 

the condition of society to-day makes one afraid lest the talk of siddl 

and sadbana should one day disappear from the Aryan Society. Let u 

however, console ourselves with the knowledge that, even if it wei 

possible for the sun and moon to cease to move, it is impossible ff 

this puja'® to become a village puja. Although it is the property < 

common people, it is always uncommon; and, altliough it is always m 

common, everj'^ member of che Aryan Society has always a perfei 

right to it as an independent sadhaka. In this puja there is n 

priest (purohita). Its object is not self-deception, but sadhana for th 

self and acquirement of siddlii. In this temple of sadhana the worshippei 

arc not" unwilling to repeat the mantra on which we depend, but ai 

doubtful about its efiScacy. They arc not incapable of repeating th 

mantra, but are apprehensive lest it be of no effect. There is, therefor* 

a hope that if this doubt can be dispelled and this apprehension removet 

1 Arati (waving of light before the image). 

® Bali. ® Offering of food. * Mahasnana. 

® The sacrifice in fire. 

® Highest form of “ ecstasy ”. 

Kaivalya, in ivhich the Jiva becomes free from the trammels of the bod 
® See Inifoduciion to Tantra Sastra. 

® A puja carried out by subscription, in which often more attention is pa 
to the accompanying amusements than the puja (worship) itself, which is the 
justification. lo -phat is, Siddhi and Sadhan 
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a day will soon come when the ten quarters of India will resound with 

the united voice of innumerable Aryas, loudly declaring: “ There is no 

S^tra superior to Tantra, no guru superior to Tantra, no path superior 

to Tantra, no method superior to Tantra.” Emboldened by this hope, 

we make this novel entry into the field of work, depending on the 
community of Sadhakas for support. 

It may be said that when doubts have arisen about the Sadhana 

Sastra,* it is no easy matter to remove them. We, too, do not deny this. 

But we say that the fact that it is not easy does not make it altogether 

impossible. It is happy news that doubts have arisen. When thirst 

has appeared, one need not be anxious about getting water. An unfathom¬ 

able Izike full of water to the brim lies in front. One has only to come 

down to drink of the water. Having before us the well-arrayed presence 

of the Tantra Sastra full of the nectar of eternal truth,^ we need not be 

anxious about dispelling the doubts of the Aryan mind. It is only 

necessary to advance slowly in the path of truth. It is a matter for 

regret that, although thirst has appeared and the lake lies in front, it 

has yet become necessary to advertise the fact and to preach in order to 

induce people to drink the water. Advertisement is, however, in fact, 

required, not so much in order to induce people to drink the water, but 
that the path may be cleared. 

There is now much discussion, dispute, and quarrel among common 

people over the Tantra Sastra, and the path which leads to the inner 

truth has become very difficult, very tortuous, full of doubts and thorns. 

These thorns and doubts are not ascribable to any fault in lake itself, but 
are due to want of traffic thereto. 

Formerly, in the glorious days of happiness and good fortune of 

Bharatavarsa, Aryan sadhakas were wont to enjoy, even in their homes, 

the blessing of drinking the nectar of truth * granted to them by their gurus. 

It was not then necessary that they should bathe in a place of pilgrimage * 
for the purpose. 

Under the remorseless pressure of the wheel of destiny such days are 

now past for Bharatavarsa. One by one the crest-gems of the race 

of sadhakas have found rest at the lotus-feet of liberation * of Her who is 

all-merciful. For want of competent gurus the community of disciples is 

lamenting in deep darkness. We know not when again will the levari ® 

of the world illumine the hearts of devotees with the brilliant light of 

Her merciful glances; when again the blind children of the world, who 

• The Tantra which, being a practical Sastra, is essentially concerned with 
Sadhana, as to which see IntroSution to Tantra Sastra. 

2Tattva. ‘Tirtha. ‘Kaivalya 
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now live at a distance from their motherj will open their eyes of conscious- 

ness, and, immersed in die eflulgence of the beauty of Her whose substance 

is consciousness, get up on the lap of Anandamayi,^ crying with an 

overpowering joy “Mother, Mothernor when again shall we hear 

the words, “ The tie of the heart is broken; all doubts are dispelled and 

all karmas ^ are destroyed for him who has seen Him is higher than the 

highest.” 
It is true that the path of Tantra has become fiill of thorns, but if, 

on hearing this terrible news, we sit down for ever to ponder on it with 

fearful hearts, the thorns will never be removed* * If you wish to follow a 

path, you must take your stand on it. The thorns do not belong to the 

path, but have come to it from outside. Do not be afraid. The dry and 

worthless thorns will be broken and ground to dust under the heroic 

tramp of the feet of sadhakas.® Fearing lest you should not believe in our 

words, we shall, with our eyes fixed on the feet of sadhakas, be to them 

their shoes.^ We care not if we be cut, tom, wounded, and lacerated all 

over. We have a strong desire to reach the ]>ath of truth, holding the 

feet of sadliakas to our heart, and to sink for once in the vast lake of the 

nectar of Tantra, We hope that the communit)^ of accomplished sadhus ^ 

and sadhakas will not fail to fulfil this desire on our part. 

During the progress of the nineteenth century many Tantras have 

been printed and translated. Of tiu^se, the compilation made by Mahatma 

Ramatosana Bhattacarya under the title of Pranatosim,” and published 

by Prana Krsna Bisw^ Mahodaya, is a work which really gladdens 

the heart of the world of sadhakas. Next the Aryan Society has been 

greatly benefited by the publication, by Rasika Mohana Chattopadhyaya 

Mah^aya, of the Tantras^a with a translation, and of many other 

Tantras. A faint idea of many a Tantrik principle has thus been re¬ 

flected in the mirror of the hearts of sadhakas. But, unfortunately, 

these indistinct impressions have themselves become a source of terror 

arising from deep doubts. A study of the Sastra has served rather to 

make the intricate bonds of the heart stronger than to break them. Still, 

it seems to have been a source of great good; for, from the doubts it has 

raised, there has to-day appeared in society a spirit of inquiry into 

(scriptural) truths. With tlie exception of the Pranatosim and the 

Tantrasara, all works which have been published on the subject of Tantra 

are but thorns on the path of truth. 

^ The ever-Blissful Mother. ® Effects of action. 

3 Those who practise Sadhana: devotees. 

* As the shoe comes between the road and the: feet and protects them, so 
the Author will come between Sadhakas and the thorns to nrotect them. 
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Three classes of vipers are riding together over the Tantra Sastra— 

namely, a number of short-sighted and illiterate traders, a few crafty 

discoverers of practices of magic,* * and some thoughtless and starving 

spiritual interpreters of the Sastra. Through them society is to-day going 

down to perdition. It is difiBcult to guess how many hundreds of simple- 

minded sadhus have been, and are being, deceived by the dangerous 

temptations held up before them by these people. Want of faith in the 

.^astra is becoming deeply rooted in people’s minds by the troubles into 

which they fall through failure to realize the truth, and by the exposition 

to vulgar gaze of things a proper understanding of which can be acquired 

from gurus only. This want of faith cannot be eradicated by anything 

but the weapon of Sastra. One must stand at the door of Sastra in order 

to dispel doubts about it. From the Tantra alone must be learnt what 

the Tantra has said about the principles of Tantra^. 

Secondly, as regards worship,® many people think that faith must 

precede practice. But we do not think this possible, particularly in the 

case of those most hidden and obscure mysteries about Tantrik worship 

to which we find reference made. The intellect is powerless to understand 

why the Sastra has enjoined their performance. Nothing but disgust, 

hatred, disrespect and irreverence can find place in the conclusion at 

which man’s erring intellect then arrives. Not to speak of matters which 

are unknown to common people, even amongst such things as are of 

common knowledge, and thus well known to them, concerning Satcakra ^ 

alone there are innumerable interpretations, ideas, and experiences.® 

Most of those who, in the rush of the daily novel religious waves of the 

twentieth century, lose their footing and know not what to do, nowadays 

take the name of Kula-Kundalini,® in order to establish themselves on 
firm ground. 

Besides this, there is a class of yogis ’ devoted to the Upanisads and 

enlightened by the Yogava^istha, who often say that there is really a lake of 

clear water within the body, and that lotuses blooming in them form the 

Satcakra! In sorrow the Sadhaka and poet Ramaprasada has said: 

“ O mind, what search do you make for Her? Madman! She must be 

contemplated with feeling in a dark room. Can she be caught without 
such feeling ? ” 

But, with a loud voice intoxicated with the drink of the honey of 
lotuses he has sung: 

“In the bed of lotuses Kali, in the form of a female swan (hamsi), 
plays amorously with the male swan (hamsa).” 

* Indrajala. * Tantra-tattva. ® Upasana. 

« The centres in the body. s Pratyaksa siddhi. 
* The Devi whose seat is in the Muladhara Gakra. 
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It has become difficult to bear in silence ad the insult to which we 
see the Sastra subjected nowadays. Moreover, there is a class of pure 
sattt'iks^ who every now and then say that Kali is “butcher Kali’V that 
Tantra means “ licensed grog-shop ” that Siva wrote the Tantra 
Sastra under the influence of the fumes of ganj V and so forth. 

We have no time to pay any heed to the words of these Non-Aryas- 
Goats begin to cry as soon as the drum sounds the music of the Durga 
puja festival, but that does not do away with Puja.® Good deeds, of 
which the Daksayajna * is an example, will be taken care of by Virabhadra^ 
himself. We ^ow that there are reasons for saying some bard things, but 
how is Rail or Siva or Tantra to blame? The pity of it all is that those 
who abuse the Tantra in this way are themselves initiated in Tantrik 
mantra. But what can we do? It is the nature of unchaste women ta 
live on the means of their husbands, and at the same time to sing the 
praises of their paramours. We are not sorry to see the downfall of those 
whose nature is such. What we are sorry for is that the discussions and 
agitations carried on by these wicked people, and their example, constantly 
persecute and wound the community of sadhakas to such an extent that it 
is almost on the point of being destroyed. Who that is a son with a body 
of flesh and blood and possessed of strength, can bear to see the sacred 
names of the Mother and the Father of the universe slandered and abused 
in such a manner? ^Vhose heart is not pained to see the axe of bitter 
abuse laid at die roots of siddhi and sadhana? 'fhe object of our effort is. 
to remove diis great pain in the heart of the community of Sadhakas. We 
hope that the sons of the Aryan race will not hesitate to uphold the blissful 
standard of triumph in the assuring name of Her who destroys all Asuras*^ 

Thirdly^ we often find that of such membei-s of the Aryan Society as 
have been recently initiatedj or are willing to be initiated, many arc 
aimlessly moving about along various paths. Of some, perhaps, the gurus 
are dead; some have taken initiation from women gurus; some are sorry 
for the incompetence of their Gurus; some are disciples of sanayasis, who 
have gone away to distant places where it is difficult to go to them; some 
have only sons of gurus, who, too, are of immature age, ill educated, 

^Persons in whom the sattva guna predominates, “good people,” here 
used ironicaUy. 

2 Because animal sacrifice is made to this Devata. 
^ Abkari: the reference being to the use of wine in the ritual of the Tantrik 

Vamacarins, and the abuse of that ritual in disobedience to Sastric injunctions. 
Intemperance, as the Syamarahasya says, leads to Heli, 

^ Hemp {Cannabis indica). 
® At which they are sacrificed. ® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra^ 

The Great Bhairava produced by Siva to destroy Daksa’s sacrifice. 
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or unimtiated. In the case of some, the families of gurus have died out; 

and some, again, who have seen the different views of different munis * in 

the works of Tantra Sastra printed with translations and commentarieSj 

are, as it were, counting one by one the waves of a vast sea. Every one 
«ays: “Do this,” “ Don’t do this.” But if I ask why I should do this, he 

Becomes dumb. I do not disbelieve the words of the Sastra, nor do I say 

that it will be useless to follow them. I only want to know what it is that 

I do. Unfortunately, there is no means of my knowing it. Such a 

<iestructive thunder has fallen on the high head of the present high society 

that not only people are ignorant that the mulamantra ^ of the Istadevata, 

the Devata of one’s worship, has a meaning, but many are even averse to 

believing that it may have one. It might not have mattered whether I 

know the meaning or not, had not the Sastra itself, on the authority of 

which we base our practices, or the little of them we follow, said that it 

was useless and improper to follow a practice without knowing and 

understanding it. 
In the Kulaxnava Xantra it is said: “ O Spouse of Sambhu! fruitless 

are the worship and all the acts of those who do not know the true nature 

of Devata, the principle^ underlying yantras,® and the sakti ® of mantras. 

I cannot disbelieve the great saying of the Sastra, for how can I ignore 

the prohibitions of the Sastra whose commands I have to obey? Next I see 

it proved in my own case that it will be useless to follow a practice without 

knowing and understanding it. How can I disbelieve that of which I 

myself am a witness ? I feel it keenly myself how useless it is to follow a 

•reUgious practice without understanding it. The prohibition, therefore, 

must be acted upon, and in order to do so the thing must be known and 

understood. I have, however, already stated what the condition is of 

those from Whom I am to know and understand it. Owing to these 

circumstances, it has become necessary to find out a means by which 

people will be prevented from giving up practice through want of under¬ 

standing, trampling, through want of knowledge, on the Syamantaka gem 

which adorns His head, and thinking that daily worship and the like are 

-SO much waste of labour. It is necessary that I should have firm faith in 

the doctrine, that the truth which I have come by is unerring whether or 

not I can act according to it, and that the path which I have taken is the 

broad royal road to the seat of the Queen of Queens ^ of the universe. It 

is after a due consideration of the opportunities which the elements of time, 

place, and person may at present offer for finding out a means of effecting 

1 Sages (satirically). 
2 The principal Mantra of a Deva. ® Deity of the worshipper. 
4 _ ® Worshipped diaCTams. 
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She is^ the Queen without a. second of the kingdom of the universe, and 

Sastra * as the name of her universe-controlling and Mnfailjng will. You 

and I have not the capacity to understand the principles which govern the 

profound statecraft of the kingdom of eternal worlds which belong to the 

Empress of ±e universe. You and I are in this more insignificant than 

&e most insignificant, illiterate, and ignorant people. Our sole capacity 

IS to obey Her commands. They alone understand the world-play* of 

Brahmama>i,* who, by the mercy of Mahavidya and the grace of Brahma- 

vidya,* have been able to make their way through the mass of dualistic * 

darkness thick with illusion,® and to reach the ultimate truth of monistic 

doctrme.* You and I have come to this world with the duty cast upon us 

of advancmg only along that path which is marked by their footprints. As 

the courtiers of a royal court are not the authors, but merely the intcr- 

preteis, of statecraft, so the truth-seeing Rsis * lue not the originators of 

the Sadhana Sastra,® but its remembrancers merely.*® It is not a S^tra 

marred bj mistakes, errors, and deception. Bhagavan, the creator of all 

creatures and knower of all hearts, is its revealer. He in whom mistakes 

are mistaken, in whom error is erroneous, and in whom deception is itself 

deceived. Bhagavati,“ the supporter of the world is its hearer. Narada 

and other Rsis learnt the truth** from Brahma** and other Devas.** Vasistha, 

Viivamitra, Gautama, and other Gurus'® learnt in their turn from'the 

latter. It is these alone who are the courtiers of the royal court of the 

Empire of the Universe. You and I, the subjects of this Empire 

of the Universe, are merely the servants of that statecraft in the form 

^ Scripture. 

Kaiva^am^ Braiiman. As the Sutra says^ Lokavattulila 

® The E'evi who is one with Brahman. 

T> r destroyer of ignorance and illusion (Avidya), which veils the 

rif* ^'*1. *“ ^ J^*s ^aktis, like shade and 
lignt ol the sun, and are the respective causes of bondage and liberation. 

« Dvaita is that which sets the world and the embodied spirit f Tlva), apart 
from the supreme spint {Parabrahman), as opposed to Advaita which proclmms 
their unity. ® Avidya. * Advaita. 

revealed whom the Sastra were “ seen ”—that is, to whom it was 

® Sa^na is the nwans employed to attain an end; in this case the ultimate 
aim ot iJeing. The Tantra is pre-eminently a practical Sadhana Sastra. 

j u of Sastra is the Brahman (God). The Rsis merely heard 
and handed it down, ‘ ^ 

** Feminine of Bhagavan—the Devi. 12 That is, the Sastra. 

creative Deva of the “ Trinity » (Trimuiti), who must be distinguished 
from the Supreme Brahman in the neuter voice. 
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of Sastra which has been promulgated by them. They have had 

the privilege of being near the person of the King, and have thus had an 

opportunity of observing with their own eyes the principles which, even in 

the smallest matters, govern His actions. They have, with bowed heads, 

admitted the unerring truths of Sastra. To look, then, askance at these 

truths, to attempt airily, without reaching the greatness or acquiring the 

knowledge of the Rsis to set them aside is just as if one were to try to blow 

away the Himalayas—an act which is ridiculous enough to make the 

intelligent laugh, the mad man dance, and which is likely to bring a 

violent death to the foolish Non-Arya.^ 

Understanding of the Scripture 

I hear you say: “ Take me there; I will examine with my own eyes 

whether the thing be true or not.” But the answer is that it becomes him 

alone to say this who has eyes to see and feet to walk, and simply desires a 

knowledge of the path. As for me, I have neither eyes nor feet nor 

knowledge of the path, but only a demoniac, indomitable egotism, which 

prevents me from seeing what I have, and what I have not. Still, I know 

not how kind She is. Lame as I am, the Mother^ has carried me through 

the journey of eighty-four lakhs of births,^ fraught with the greatest of 

difficulties, and has placed me in an Aryan gotra^ in Aryavarta, in the 

land of Bharata,® where freedom has its fullest play. But how hard is the 

wheel of ill fortune! The moment I fall from the lap of the Mother,® 

that very instant my head is made restless with the waves of freedom. 

Now, I would rather sink in that sea of freedom which I love so much, 

and would rather die than believe that I am dying without ocular proof of it. 

You may say, My path leads to death, but, unless I die, how can I 

know that that path of mine is bad and that yours is good? This is all 

that I can say about acquaintance with the path.” Even he who is 

prepared to serve egotism with such deadly resolve, the ever-merciful 

Rsis call with a sweet tone softened with love, and say: “You are not 

asked to believe as a favour. Practise, and you will see for yourself that 

Medicine, Astrology, and Tantra produce visible results at every step.”^ 

^ The Hindus are properly called Arya, and their country Aryavarta. 

2 The Devi who is called Ambika and Srimata. 

® The^ previous births, as inorganic things, aqueous animals, creeping 
anjinals, birds, beasts, and man, through which the soul evolves. CJf. Empe¬ 
docles apud Diog. Leart., vlii. 77. ^ Lineage. ^ India. 

® Literally, “ the skirt of the dress ” of the mother, to which little children 
cling. 

^ A common saying establishing the pratyaksa and experimental character 
of the Sastra, which is primarily concerned not so much with speculation as 
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Lame though I am, I thus reach the place I sought by the blessing of the 

Most High: and by tlic grace of Sastra^ unbelieving even as I am, the 

path is made known to me. But still my wants are not supplied. With¬ 

out eyes, how can I see? How' can I look for the path? Instantly the 

Sastra says: ^'^Jiva,^ even though you arc blinded by the darkness of 

ignorance, seek shelter at the feet of the Gum»^ He with sdcks smeared 

with the brilliant paint? of wisdoni will open your celestial eyes,” The 

Sastra says: “ By whom the eye is opened,”^ But I hear: By whom the 

eye is rooted out.” ^ 

How may one avert this misfortune? What shall I do with this 

egotism which makes me feel ashamed to say to the Guru; “ I do not 

understand.” it was for this I SEtid that there is no peace until this 

indomitable egotism ceases. It is useless to take a Guru if you have your¬ 

self understood. But if you have not, why should you be ashamed to 

admit it? Perhaps you will say: “ Explain first, and then I shall believe^” 

Why all this useless importunit)"? If you think that you can show that the 

Sastras are mistaken by dint of your own intelligence, and that you will 

destroy it with the sharpened arrows of reasoning, argument and judg¬ 

ment, dieu you must have made good progress indeed! This S^tra is 

neither philosophy nor science. It is the Sadhana^ w^hich leads to Siddhi,® 

It must be practised as well as understood. By practice, even though 

without understanding, it will be made plain. But no amount of under¬ 

standing without practice wiU effect this, A Mahamahopadhyaya 

pandit^ who has conquered the whole world witli his learning is, if devoid 

of practice, not the equal of the meanest of insects in the domain of 

Sadhana. On the other hand, shciuld a great fool prove himself to be a 

faithful devotee attached to Sadhana, he is considered by S^tra to be one 

in a thousand. It lias been said: " Perhaps but one man in a thousand 

strives for Siddhi, and amongst a thousand of tliose who strive, maybe 

only one may be found who knews me truly.” It is not the hero of 

intellect, w^ho is not also the hero of austere practices,® who wins the 

battle of Sadhana. Just as all tlie efforts of a great charioteer who has 

with him an army complete in all its four component parts® are useless 

^ The embodied spirit, here the human being. ^ Spiritual director. 

® Collyrium, applied with stick to the eyes, which is believed to clear the 
vision. ^ A play on the words unmilitam ” and “ unmulitam.” 

^ Art and practice. 

® Siddhi means success generally. It includes die eight lesser great powers, 
such as domimon over the elements, and the great Siddhi or liberation (Mukti). 

’ A title of honour given to learned pandits. 

® Tapas. 
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if he be himself unarmedj so all the learning of a pandit of mighty intellect 

is but a vain thing if he be not equally possessed of the power which 

arises from Sadhana. Whoever with the resolve, “ I will accomphsh my 

object or die in the effort,” has jumped into a fire, to him, a crest-jem 

amongst devotees, the Sastra gives shelter in its secure arms. If to-day 

all men had the strength of faith of Kamadeva Tarkika, hero most power¬ 

ful in the field of austerity, or of Ganesa Upadhyaya, whose life was one 

long surrender to the mother; or of Ramaprasada,^ who was, as it were, a 

bee intoxicated with the honey of the lotus feet of Sakti,^ should we in that 

case have had to sing in Tantra Tattva" the song of all these evil designs 

(against the iSastra)? But the day is now lost to us. That unflinching 

faith in Tantra, the Sadhana-Sastra, has been shaken. 

Doubts Concerning this Scripture 

It is said: “ We have the Vedas the Sastra of prayer. Why, 

then, has the Tantra Sastra again been put forward? ” This is the 

first point of doubt in the present-day society of men vain of their 

education. What appears to them as a matter of still greater doubt and 

the mere raving of a madman is the assertion that by means of the 

Tantra Sastra such Siddhi may be gained in one life, in one year— 

nay, in one week—as can only be otherwise with uncertainty attained after 

the practice of age-long austerities. Why, they say, should Bhagavan ^ be 

so merciful to the Kali age ® with all its most heinous sins, as to make it 

possible to attain in one hfe or in one week that which was rarely attained 

even by Devas like Indra.® If such be possible, then Isvara,"^ they say, 

must be highly partial. At such talk it is difficult to restrain a smile. 

^ The celebrated Bengali poet and Sakta. 

^ Sakti is Devi—that is, both the power of God and God Itself. Each of the 
Devas has His iSakti or power worshipped under the form of His spouse. 

® This book. 

^ God; that is. He who is possessed of the six forms of aisvarya which 
pertain to Sri (auspiciousness), Virv'^a (power), Jhana (wisdom), 
Vairagya (dispassion), Kirti (glory), and Mahatmya (greatness). 

® The fourth or last of the four ages in which the orthodox consider the 
world now to be, and which is marked by sin and weakness. The first, or Satya 
Yuga, was the golden age; in Treta Yoga virtue declined by one-quarter; in 
Dvapara Yuga by one-half; and in Kali Yuga by three-quarters. 

® Deva of the firmament. King of the celestials. 

^ The “ personal God,” Creator and Ruler of the world, the Brahman with 
qualities; thought of witii Prakrti; associated wi th, but not Himself subject to, 
Maya (Mayavichchhinnam caitanyam ca Pararnesvara) (Vedanta Paribhasa, 
9). The supreme individuality is the quality of livara. In the Visvasarira 
chapter of the Virupaksapaheasika it is explained as Lordship, activity. 
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You and I might just as well be inspectors of the kingly work of ISvara, 

whose reputation for administration would in tlia^ case depend on your or 

my criticism. On the other hand, I ask, if He is partial, what do 

you or I lose by that? If He who is the highest, all-powerful, omni¬ 

present, and the knower of all hearts becomes partial, how can you or 

I prevent that? You may say we shall blame Him, But what does it 

matter to Him whether you and I blame Him? He who knows the 

hearts of die meanest insect, does He not know that you and I will 

blame Him? In spite of His knowing it. He has taken on Himself the 

blame, and, solemnly declaring, True, true, again true—true there 

is DO doubt/^ has said: It is true and beyond all doubt true 

that in the Kali age there is no liberation for him who forsakes the path 

laid down in the Agama,’ and attempts to pursue another. In the Kali 

age the fool who seeks to attain Siddhi by the paths shown in other 

Sutras is like a thirsty man who digs a well on the very banks of the 

JaJinavL^ For the attainment of happiness in this world or the next there 

is no path which leads to both enjoyment and salvation ® so excellent as 

that shown in the Tantra,” * 

What will you gain by threaterimg with your blame Him from whose 

own mouth has come this unerring conclusion ? He who is afraid of blame 

or pleased by praise may be your Isvara, but he is not the God of the 

world. He who is God (Isvara) of the world is the Lord (I^ara), His 

divinity and lordship over the universe stands supreme, spuming both 

glory or disgrace, praise or blame* This is the wealth of his Vaikuntha*^ 

If you please, you may blame, you may chastise, you may deal hard blows 

with your fist at the foot of the Himalaya Mountains, yet the immovable 

Lord of mountains will not be shaken, though your fingers will be torn and 

broken. Those who, in endeavouring to discuss the truth as to the divine 

(Isvara Tattva), have realized the effect of doing 30 may desist* But those 

who judge God by their otvn ideas of justice will not be satisfied with that* 

We ourselves do not deny the apparent partiality alleged, but we say that 

His strict adherence to justice has not been broken by the mercy shown to 

the creatures of the Kali age* On the contrary, not to have treated them 

with such kindness would have been unjust. We ask what sort of justice 

^ Here tlic Tantra* " llie River Ganges. 

^ The peculiar claim of the Tantriis is that it gives both worldly enjoyment 
and salvation. It as Bhuktimuktikariimea* In Yoga there is no enjoyment 
(Bhoga), and in enjoyment no Yoga (union with the Supreme)* But the 
Tantrik has both (Mab^iiv'aiia Tantra, chap, i, verses 50, 51; Mundam^a 
Tantra, chap* ii) . Bhoga, or enjoyment, is of five kinds—pleasure arising from 
sound, touch, sight, taste, and smell. This enjoyment may be had on earth or 
in the transitory heavens of enjoymi^nt, which are to be distinguished from 
mukti, or liberation, the state which alone endures* 
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was it on the part of God to give to them of the Satya age ^ a longevity of 

a lakh of years,^ with their hfe centred in the marrow,® and then to give to 

men in the Kali age a longevity of a hundred years, and hfe dependent on 

food? If one injustice is done, that is no excuse for doing a hundred 

others. Moreover, what can you do if injustice has been once done? But, 

as a matter of fact, “ Poison is the remedy for poison.” What does it 

matter to you or me if He has made up for the deficiency injustice caused 

by the grant of greater longevity in the Satya than in the Kali age, by, 

according to Sadhana, a more rapid effect in the Kali age than in the 

Satya age? In fact, in Him there is neither deficiency nor the reverse. In 

this drama of the world He is both the Chief Actor and the Chief of 

Actresses. This drama commenced in the beginning with the union of 

Actor and Actress, and wiU conclude, according to His unfailing will, at 

that night which is the end of time. 

Those who are acquainted with the principles of Sanskrit drama know 

that it is composed in the form of the tail of a cow.^ I do not know on 

what evidence rhetorical poets discovered this form of composition, but, so 

far as one can surmise, it appears that form was adopted in imitation of 

the ideal drama of that Primeval Poet,® the Creator of the universe. 

From the description of the four ages—namely, Satya, Treta, Dvapara, 

and Kali ®—it would seem that in the ideally composed play of the 

universe the chain of things from Brahma, the Hiranyagarbha and grand¬ 

father ^ of men, to the close of the Kali age is arranged in the form of a 

cow’s tail. When the close of the play approaches, the King of actors, 

Mahakala,® will after hastily withdrawing all the materials for the play, 

lay down to rest upon the couch of Mahapralaya® in the last world-scene, 

the great cremation ground strewn with ashes. The Mother, the Queen 

of actresses and Charmer of Mahakala,^*’ will place Her right foot on His 

heart, and, losing Herself in the waves of love and joy of the great mass of 

1 The first, or golden age, marked by virtue, prosperity, happiness, health, 
etc. (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), ^ 100,000. 

® The Hindu belief is that in the first age life was centred in the marrow, in 
the second age in the bones, in the third age in the blood, and in the last or 
present age is dependent on food. 

^ As Sloka, 277, of the Sahitya Durpam, says: Gopuchchhagrasamagrantu 
vandlianantasya kirtitam. The acts of a drama should be so arranged as to be 
reduced in size from the first to the last, just as the tail of a cow beginning 
broadly tapers to a point. 

^ Brahma, so called in the Srlmadbhagavata, and elsewhere. 
® See Introduction to Tantra :§dstra. ^ Lokapitamaha. 
® Siva (see Mahanirvana Tantra, chap. v). 
® The great dissolution of things, when all will return to that from which 

they on the morning of the day of Brahma originated* 
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consciousness^^ appear^ as it werCj a dancer maddened by untiring dancing, 

The hasty closing and destruction of the Kali age is but a preparation for 

this dancing, and nothing else. The thought of this scene may make the 

unbelieving and impious tremble with fear, but these happy tidings will 

raise joyous waves of love in the heart of the devout. The will of Her 

whose substance is will' shall be fulfilled, for it Is in the power of none to 

frustrate it. 

Next, when you become jealous at the mere mention of His unfathom¬ 

able mercy towards His creatures of the Kali age as compared with that 

which He showed to those of the Satya age, it would seem as if you 

thought tliat the creatures of these two ages consdtuted two distinct classes 

at feud one with the other, and never meeting in each other^s home, A 

creature of the Satya age will not (you suppose) appear in the Kali age, 

and one of the latter age will not have apf^eared in the former. No 

matter; be it so. Bnt I ask: Everyone admits that not every creature in 

the first three ages has attained Siddhi,^ nor, on the other hand, is every¬ 

one in the Kali age devoid of Siddhi, What, then, is the fate of such 

Sadhakas * of the first three ages who have not attained Siddhi, and of 

such men of the Kali age as are not, but are about to become, Sadhakas? 

According to your argument, no creature of the Kali age will have appear¬ 

ed in the Satya age, and no individual of the latter age will appear m the 

Kali age. In other words, at the close of these ages such persons will 

attain either Nirvana,^ and be totally absorbed in the Parabrahman,^ or 

wall sink at once into an eternal hell. Blessed be this judgment to which 

your justice leads you! What an unerring decision! ^ You were startled 

at hearing that the Jiva® in the Kali age can attain Siddhi in one 

lifetime. But the Jiva of your Sat>'a age attains Nirvana the moment it 

commences Sadhana, It may thus, indeed, happen that a man who by 

good fortune is bom at the close of the Satya age may attain without 

labour in one life, and by the mej-e circumstance of his birth at the close 

of that age, that same Siddhi which another has only attained in the same 

^ Gidghana, Cit, the pure Braliman, is the hearth of fire from which, 
according to the Lalita, the Devi springs (Cidagnikundasambhuta), 

^ IchchhamayL The substance of the Devi is the three Saktis, Ichcha 
(will or desire), Jh^a (knowledge), and Kriya (action), 

^ Tliat is, become a siddhapurusa, 
^ That is, those worshippers who practise Sadhana. 
^ Thai is, complete unconditionecl Mukti, as distinguished from the tempo¬ 

rary and conditioned padas koowm as S^okya, S^ufjya, Samipya, and Sayiijya, 
® The unconditioned, attributelcss or higher Brahman, as contrasted with 

the same Brahman manifesting itself with attributes in creation.—the apara or 
lower ” Brahman, ^ Valihari. 

S 1^ A ItapItt 
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age by the practice of austerities for ten million years.^ Advocate of 

Justice, tell me now of what kind of justice is this the impartial and 

carefully considered opinion ? 

You and I, whose knowledge does not extend beyond, at most, a 

hundred years, are not in a position to argue as regards that justice, the 

wheel of which turns but once in eighty-four lakhs ^ of births. In the 

Visvasara Tantra the Sastra says: “ There is no birth like unto the human 

birth. Both Devas ® and Pitrs ^ desire it. For the Jiva the human body 

is of all bodies the most difficult to come by. For this it is said that 

human birth is attained with extreme difficulty. O Parvati,® amongst 

those beings who have obtained this rare human birth, those who have 

conquered all doubt are very few, and of those who have conquered doubt 

such as are attached to Mantra ® and Tantra are again very few. Among 

such pious men as are attached to Mantra and Tantra, such as are pro¬ 

ficient in Tantra, which is adored by all, are the best; and, again, amongst 

the latter the Sadhaka is the best of all, who is deeply versed in all the 

Tantras.” 

“ It is said in all the Sastras that of the Jiva’s eighty-four lakhs of 

births the human birth is the most fruitful. In no other birth can JIva 

acquire knowledge of the truth. Human birth is the stepping-stone to the 

path of Hberation. But rare are the meritorious ^ who come by it.’’ 

“ O Daughter of the mountain,® Jivatma, which decreaseth not, 

passes through eighty-four lakhs of births as inorganic things, insects, 

birds, beast, and the like. And after that, O Supreme Devi, it attains that 

human body which is so difficult to acquire.” 

Jiva attains the position of the twice-born,^ having had thirty lakhs of 

births as inorganic things, nine lakhs of births as aqueous animals, ten 

lakhs of births as creeping animals,’® eleven lakhs of births as animals of the 

air,“ twenty-four lakhs of births as beasts, and four lakhs of births as human 

beings, having thus in all travelled through eighty-four lakhs of births. 

When Jiva attains the human body, it becomes Lord of Dharma.’^ It is 

^ A crore, or an hundred lakhs, or 10,000,000, ^ 8,400,000. 
® Devas, the celestial intelligences intermediate between Isvara, the Lord, 

and Man. ^ See IntToductionlto Tantra Sdstra. 

® The spouse of the God Siva. The Tantras are generally cast in the form 
of a dialogue between Her and Her husband. 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. Punya, 
® A title of Parvatl as daughter of the mountain-king Himavat, 
® That is, the three superior castes, Brahmana, Ksattriya, and Vaisya which 

upon the Upanayana ceremony become twice-born, and have thus both a 
natural and a spiritual birth. 

Worms, sements. etc. A lakh= 100.000. 
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again born and again dies. In this manner, controlled by the bonds of 

Kai-ma,' the Jiva takes birth from various som-ces,® and dies eighty-four 

lakhs of times. By the command of Yama,* Jiva goes to the Brahmaloka.* 

On its return from thence, it obtains the hum?m body, which is so rarely 

obtained, and is able to secure from a good Guru initiation in the mantra 

of Maha\ddya and knowledge of the truth. Then alone does the Jiva gain 

the supreme liberation, and by the grace of Miihavidya has not to return 

so long as the universe ® endures. In its eighty-four lakhs of births as in¬ 

organic and organic things, beasts, birds, insects, flies, and the like, the 

Jiva enjo)^ longevity according to its Karma. Some live one hundred 

years, some a thousand, some a lakh, some even more, and some live 

crores ® and crores of years. It passes my understanding that Sastra can 

be your authority for the notion that all Jivas—past, present, and future— 

of this enormous cycle will attain the highest Samadhi,' owing to the 

simple circumstance that an age has come to an end, and this in spite of 

the fact that their Karma is of all forms fulfilled, unfulfilled, and partly 

fulfilled, and partly unfulfilled, worked out and unworked out, partly 
worked out and partly unworked out.® 

But you may, as a last resort, say; “ I do not believe in eighty-four 

lakhs of birtlis.” But it does not become you to say this either j for the 

ver\' autliority and reasoning upon which you accept the four ages spoken 

of in the Sutras are the same as that on which you are bound to accept 

the statement as to eighty-four liikhs of births. Both are conclusions of 

S^tra. Who will believe the man who accepts one part of the Sastra and 

judges the other mistaken? Who thinks the right half of a man’s body to 

be conscious and the left unconscious? Let me put to you a plain question. 

Why should you not believe? What is the cause of your unbelief? You 
will say. The number eighty-four lakhs. But I reply that that very 

niunber which is the cause of your unbelief is the git>und of my firm faith. 

Who are you to say tliat, because these eighty-four lakhs of births are 

unseen by you and me, that what is unseen does not exist? The most you 

can say is that you do not know whether they exist or not. For the same 

reason, that I cannot say that it exists because I have not seen it, you 

1 Karma is action and the product of action. Each action produces its 
necessary result. So long as a man’s Karma is not worked out, and the thirst 
for separate life is not exhausted, so long he remaLas in its bonds. It is of two 
kinds, good and bad, both constituting the “ impurity of action ”. 

® Yoni. ® Lord of tlie lower world and of death. 

^ Satj'a; region of Bralima, the highest, or, according to some, the three 
highest of the upper worlds—Satya, Mahah, and Tapoloka. 

® Brahrnanda, lit. “ egg of Brahma 

® A crore is 100 lakhs, or 10,000,000. ’ Here “ end 
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cannot say that it does not exist because you have not seen it. If it is 

non-existent because I have not seen it, then the world does not exist for 

the blind man. The blind man, moreover, does not see himself. Is it, 

therefore, to be concluded that he does not exist for himself ? It matters 

not if he does not exist. But I ask, who is it that affirms the negative ? 

He who is himself non-existent cannot affirm or deny anything. 

At the time of the happening of that cause which gives fatherhood to 

man and motherhood to woman, the child exists in the atoms of semen 

and blood. He does not see that incident. Why do you, then, without 

visual evidence on your part and on the faith of others’ words believe that 

those who are called your father and mother are such? Maybe on 

principle you will object and say that you do not believe in that also. On 

rare occasions a real cause may exist for this unbelief. But, being a man, 

can you boldly assert it? Are we to suppose that every father and mother 

in the world is subject to such a doubt? Such a statement, even if one 

were able to make it, would be nothing but the raving of a madman. 

I have no objection to your doubting the eighty-four lakhs of births. 

But I say in that case let it be strictly a doubt. Do not bring it 

under the category of things certain. For the doubt is whether the 

eighty-four lakhs of births exist or not, and no doubt can exist without a 

knowledge of either existence or non-existence. There can never be a 

doubt about the existence of that which you know to be non-existent. 

It does not exist. This is not a doubt, but a certainty. This is why I said 

that, should you be doubtful, say that you do not know whether the eighty- 

four lakhs of births exist or not. To arrive at once at the conclusion 

that they do not exist because it is doubtful whether they do exist is but a 

shocking manifestation of ignorance. In our discussion upon reincarna¬ 

tion we will set ourselves to dispel this doubt. Here we shall say this 

much—that when the number of eighty-four lakhs is definitely given, it 

would be wise to believe in it. Of him who does not admit the fact of 

reincarnation in any manner, whether partly or incompletely, directly or 

indirectly, I ask: “ Are the eighty-four lakhs of births mentioned in the 

religious book of any other religious community of any country of which 

we know the history? ” Can either the philosophy of Carvaka,^ or the 

Koran or Bible, proclaim boldly that the Jiva takes eighty-four lakhs of 

births ? Whose sight can stretch to the extremity of the universe, so as to 

be able to penetrate through the molecules and atoms of the fourteen 

worlds—namely, Bhuh, Bhuvah, Svah, Mahah, Janah, Tapah, Satya, 

Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Talatala, Rasatala, Mahatala, and Patala,^ and thus 

^ Sceptic and atheist, 
2 The worlds from Bhuh (the earth) to Satyaloka are the upper world, and 

from At^ila tn the nether world whirh accord in o' to some, accounts miLSt 
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gaining knowledge of the nature of every Jiva with grave solemnity affirm 

and say: ^*Jiva has eighty-four hikhs of births* True, true, true again— 

tmej there is no doubt," Not to speak of pointing this ouL how can one 

even boldly say that the number of births is eighty-four iakhs? The 

through change of the cuniain of memoi^y in every birth, forgets its 

previous birth. Its memory is opened and closed. It is not, then, within 

its power of intelligence to say with certainty, either by philosophy, 

science, perception, or inference, that the number of births is eighty-four 

lakhs. Only that Dharma and that Sastra can affirm this, which takes its 

birth in the heart ^vhose substance is will of Her who is the infinite and 

eternal Intelligence/ who dwells in the hearts of all Jrvas who are mani¬ 

fested with Her breath,® Who can measure the extent of the births of the 

Jiva but that S^tra which has emanated from the mouth of Anandamayi ^ 

Herself, at whose feet this small world is but a plaything for Her eternal 

play? It is only that Sastra which dances with joy at the sight of the play 

of creation, preservation, and destruction taking place at every twinkling 

of the eye which can boldly assert that the number of births is eighty-four 

lakhs. If other Sastras be astounded, let them remain so. You and I 

have no need to faint away on hearing that. At present merely understand 

this much: that as he who can count a thousand has surely known the 

mathematical sign for that number, so he wiio can assert the number of 

eighty-four lakhs of births has surely seen them. 

Reasoning on the Scripture 

You may have heard that a reasonable saying should be accepted even 

from a boy, and that discussion wthout reaso:ning causes loss of Dharma, 

But perhaps you have not had the leisure to discern what is the subject of 

that reasoning, and what kind of reasoning it is. The reasoning by which 

the Sastra asks you to discuss is tliat reasoning which is within the control 

of your intellect—'the reasoning of practical Sastras helpful to discussion. 

How can you, with w^orldly reasoning, prove the truth of that unworldly 

spiritual S^tra which, if studied and followed with constancy, will 

develop the intellect and will, and when Siddhi is attained by such 

Sadhana, open the portals of the super-sensual principle ^ which is within 

you? Do not lament because you have intellect, nor be ashamed because 

you cannot come to any decision without it. It is true tliat you have an 

^ Caitanya—the supreme is Sat (existeiice), Cit (intelligence, conscious¬ 
ness), and Ananda (bliss). The De\a is Chin may! (Lalita, third hundred). 

® The world is the out-breathing of the Supreme. 
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intellect, but the pity of it is that you have not the intelhgence to under¬ 

stand what sort of intellect it is. You may feel sorry and ashamed, but 

that will not open the lock. If you put too much pressure, the key will be 

broken, and even a Bengal lock ^ will not open. This is why I was saying 

that if you proceeded to open the lock of spiritual principles with the key 

of worldly reasoning, even the play of native intelligence will cease, and, 

being unable what to decide, you will find yourself at loss in everything.^ 

For this reason the Sastra has, after careful consideration, and taking the 

oath upon its head, said: “ Do not attempt to deal by argument with 

things which are beyond the range of thought.” 

What, again, may be asked, is the necessity for a Sastra, in respect of 

a matter which you and I can decide by argument and discussion? That 

is called Sastra which deals with things beyond the reach of the senses, 

which are unthought of, unseen, and unattained by you and me. Where 

direct vision is blind and inference lame, there Sastra alone reigns supreme. 

The fact that you and I have got eyes does not enable you and I to see 

what the animals moving in the unfathomable depths of ocean see. The 

power of sight is different in that kingdom from ours. You and I are 

bhnd in this respect, despite our eyes. Similarly you and I have not the 

privilege to behold that which the Rsis, seers of deep truths immersed in 
the Divine bliss,^ have seen. 

Many people are heard to say in argument as follows: “ How can 

those whose minds are constantly occupied with the thought of the feet of 

the Devata of their heart in Nirvikalpa Samadhi Yoga,^ by the complete 

immersal of their own mind and Prakrti ® in Paramatma,® find time to 

observe also the physical principles ’ governing the molecules and atoms ® 

of the untold millions of universes^® each of which is composed of fourteen 

worlds? How, again, can Yogis,^® Rsis, and Munis whose state is one in 

which the illusion of a dual existence disappears through their acquire¬ 

ment of non-dualistic truths,find time to turn their eyes from Brahman 

to observe the Brahmanda? ” Brahman, you say, cannot be seen unless 

the Brahmanda is forgotten. The Brahmanda cannot be seen unless the 

Brahman is forgotten. You argue, therefore, that it is impossible to 

harmonize these two mutually conflicting statements. We, too, do not 

^ That is, locks manufactured in Bengal, which are (or were) of inferior 
quality, 

2 Literally, ‘'to fall off from here and be lost from there.” 

® Brahmananda. ^ Ecstasy. See Introduction to Tantrd Sastra. 

^ Ibid. ® The Supreme Spirit. 

’ Vastutattva. ® Anu and paramanu. 

® Brahmanda, “ Egg of Brahma.” 

iri Vncra 
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deny the difficulty, and, although this is not the place for an elaborate 

explanation, will briefly refer to one point. 

Poets have said that if a pearl and a java ^ flower are brought to* 

gether^ the red hue of the java will redden the pearl, but the white lustre 

of the latter will not whiten tlie former. This is because the pearl is free 

of all impurity,^ wMle the java is not so, A thing which is naturally 

ti*ansparent will take the reflection of other things, whilst that which is not 

so may itself be reflected but cannot receive reflection. For instance, my 

face is reflected in a mirror, but tlic mirror is not reflected in my face,, 

because the mirror is pure, whicli my face is not. Similarly tu a Brah- 

manda made impure by Maya,® everything is impure. Only that one 

Brahman who is beyond Maya is pure. The impure Brahmanda cannot 

receive a reflection of the pure Brahman, but is itself naturally reflected 

in it. 
Looking at a spot of ground on the bank of some lake or river, we see 

only the verdant land and dumps of trees, but not tlie stretch of water. 

Yet the instant we withdraw our sight from the bank and cast it on the 

water, we sec everything thcrexn^—the trunks, the tops, the branches, twigs, 

fruits, and flowers of the d^ees, and their very roots, together with the 

verdant land on which they stand. We sec also the immense zone of the 

firmament covered with countless clusters of stars. We thus see all things 

one after another displayed in the lake. But that which faces upwards on 

land faces downwards in the water, and that which faces downwards on 

land faces upwards in the water. Similar is the vision of those who are 

immei'sed in the sea of truth;^ Just as we can sec everything up to the 

very zone of the firmament merely by looking at die water of the lake and 

without casting our eyes around it. so the without glancing at the 

Brahmanda produced by Maya, cast their vision upon Brahmamayl,^ 

and see tn Her person, whose substance is a mass of conscious bliss,® endless 

millions of worlds in the hollow of every hair of Her bodyJ now appearing 

and now disappearing in each twinkling of the eyes, as it were bubbles in 

1 The scarlet hibiscus, the flower of the Tantriks. 

2 Literally, is dirtless.” 

® Illusion, the power of the Supnsme whereby It makes Itself to appear 
other than It really is. Maya enshrouds and conce^s the nature of the Atman. 

^ Tattva. ® The DevL ® Gidghanananda. 

’ The Kamika is quoted as saying that there are 224 worlds, which should 
be meditated upon as if they were the hairs on the body of the Lord. This is^ 
the Bhuvana method. Others are the “ letter ” method of meditadon on fifty 
letters, as on the skin of tiie Lord of Devas; the mantra method of meditation 
on the blood of Siva by means of Mantra; the “word” method, where they 
stand for the flesh of the blood-vessels of the Lord; and the “ Tattva ” method, 

t . .. _I_* ____ ..1.. £■__ 
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water. No need is there for them to take any wearying journey, nor to 

waste their lives, nor to pass over the courtyard ^ of the world so hard to 

traverse. But they merely, by the eye of wisdom,^ in the bed of medita¬ 

tion,^ in the house of SMhana, see that beauteous dream of the three 

worlds, and that truth ^ to which the Jiva cannot attain even in its causal 

Body, and which, notwithstanding the break of ecstasy,® they cannot forget. 

Their vision has, however, this peculiarity: whatever you and I, acquaint¬ 

ed with the scientific truths of the gross world, see and think of appears to 

us to be elevated and of uplifted face, as if nothing else in the samsara was 

more elevated than they; but, on the other hand, the devotees, looking at 

the reflection cast upon the waves of blood of the causal sea in the womb 

of Bhagavati, perceive that that which is elevated in this world is low at 

the feet of Brahmamayi, and that whatever was downcast in the world has, 

on approaching the Mother, received Her caress and joyfully lifted its 

head on seeing the Brahman aspect of Anandamayi. The same things are 

there in both cases. What was seen on land appears again in water, but 

reversed through change of the medium through which we view it. For 

those who only see the Brahmanda in the Brahmanda, what can be higher 

to them than it ? But those who have seen the Brahmanda in Brahman 

have seen the Queen of Queens, Brahmamayi, sitting on a throne made 

of all the highest things of the Brahmanda from the regions of the pole- 

star, moon, and Brahma ® to the cloud-piercing peak of Mount Sumeru 

on earth. Seeing that all-pervading^ pl^y of Sakti which makes the 

universe stare with wonder^ Devas and Rsis have bowed their heads to 

earthj and said; Obeisance, obeisance to the Devi who, as consciousness,® 
pervades the entire universe,” 

“ Is it necessary to say, O great Devi, that She lives in the bodies of 

all living creatures when She is present in the form of energy,even in 

such lifeless things as stocks and stones ? There is no place in the world 
where the substance of Mahamaya is not.” 

Man, how dare we expect that that divine sight of theirs and this 

carnal 12 sight of yours and mine will be the same ? The Sastra says that 

this play of the universe is nothing but the play of the waves in the sea of 

consciousness. Just as those who have gone to the sea, need, in looking 

at the sea, make no special effort to see its waves, so those who had seen 

^ That is, the surface. ^ Jhana. 

® Dhyana (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), ^Tattva. ^ Samadhi. 
® Dhruvaloka, Gandraloka, and Brahmaloka. 
^ Mount Meru, wherein is the pole of the earth. 
® Virat Tattva. ^ Gaitanya. 

Tejas, which also denotes fire, brilliancy, glory, and energy. 
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Brahraamayi had not to make any effort to see the Brahmanda. They 

did not see the tiniverse with the help of telescopes or of vehicles on landj 

in water, or in air. When tliey saw the Isvarl ^ of the universe it was then 

they saw the latter- also resting at Her feet. The difference between the 

sight of those who nowadays display their knovdedge of science by a 

discussion of the principles of matter ® and that of the Rsis is this: The 

former^ in their short lives ha\'ing seen but a small portion of the small 

worldj gasp out with tired voices: Who knows w^hat lies beyond this? 

However^ on seeing this world-play, one only feels that wonderful indeed 

must be the nature,'* of the real form of Her whose play it is, and that if 

one would have knowledge of that wonderful Sakti,® there are no better 

means in human life than to study the principles of the universe. It is 

here that ^Lsis are wont to say that this sport is nothing wonderful for Her 

who is full of eternal and ever-novel play. The playful manifetation in 

the molecules and atoms of a single world counts For an incident scarcely 

worth mention for Her upon whose mere glance ® depend tlie creation, 

preservation, and destruction of countless millions of universes. The 

universe docs not appear wonderful in the sight of him who has seen the 

primordial Sakti/ the source of birth of this perfect play, there¬ 

fore the !Rsis disregarding the Samsara with its charming display 

of actors and acting, have sunk in the fathomless sea of the ocean of Her 

who, holding the thread of the universe in Her hand, makes all those 

actors act. They, after an attentive view and the attainment of Siddhi, 

have thrown up their hands, and cried and said: “ Do not let your mind 

and heart be charmed with the varied beauty of this world. This pleasant 

illusion win not last for ever. As you hope for peace, surrender your mind 

and heart at the lovely lotus-feet of Anandamayi j^la^ing on the breast of 

Sadananda,^ Cast oflF the threefold sorrow^® and you will then discover 

that millions of worlds mov^e and move around eveiy petal, every filament,, 

every particle of pollen, of those lotus-feet, and then disappear immersed 

in the love-pollen of those lotuses,’^ 

To our ears these words, though true, appear somcw*hat strange. To 

disregard the joys and sorrows of tlie visible world, and to be immersed in 

the joy of tlie unseen Brahman, is a remote affair. For the present anyone 

who avers it seems to be an unsocial, witless fellow. This advice to run in 

^ Feminine of Isvara (Lord). Title of the Devi, ^ Tattva. 

^ Bhutatattva. The Bhuta are the elements. 

^ Tattva,, ^ Power, 

® “The series of worlds arise and disappear with the opening and shutting 
of Her eyes ” (Lalita Sahasranama, v, 66). 

'' Adya Siikti, the Devi as primordial source and manifestation of the 
Divine enersrv. 
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search of something unseen, in disregard of the visible phenomenal 

samsara, is thought to be as unbearable and inopportune as would be 

flippant talk to a person who, disconsolate and with flooding tears, is 

holding his dead child to his breast, or as would be a request to accompany 

a funeral procession to a young man adorned and joyful on his way to 

his marriage. Owing to the unacceptable nature of the advice, you and I 

consider the adviser mad; but the latter is not to be put off from his 

purpose by that. 

Let us suppose that you and I do not know what acting is, but are 

present at a representation of the Ramayana. The grief of Kausalya, the 

death of Dasaratha, the lamentation of Sita, the tears of Mandodari, move 

us to profuse tears. On the other hand, the heroic valour of Laksmana, 

the world-subduing military skill of Ramacandra, the pride of Indrajit, 

the war-cries of Ravana, fill us now with joy and delight, now with fear, 

astonishment, and awe. At the same time we observe that someone who 

is sitting in our midst, but whom we do not know, has been shaking his 

sides with laughter at the very same scenes. You and I will probably say 

that the man is mad, but that will not stop his laughter. I say that it 

does not matter whether or not you call the man mad. Still you ought to 

reflect why the man laughs. The place is the same, the scenes are the 

same, the subject is the same. But while all other people are laughing 

at one time and weeping at another, why does that one man alone 

constantly laugh ? If we seek to know why this is so, we shall discover that 

there is only one cause for the laughing and weeping, and it is this: 

You and I have come to see the play without either knowing how to act or 

what acting is. But that man has come to it with the full knowledge of 

what acting is. To us Rama and Ravana appear as real, and so we make 

a great display of weeping, and so on. But that man sees that Nilambara 

Cakravarti ^ is playing the part of Ravana and that Pitambara Cakra- 

varti^ is crying in the part of Sita. What to our eyes are Rama and Sita 

to him are Nilambara and Pitambara, and so he is full of laughter. 

We become restless at the sight of the incidents in the play, but that man 

who sees what is at the back of them is calm. We are calling him mad, 

but you may be certain that he is forgiving us on account of our igno¬ 

rance. The man whom we slight by repeatedly referring to him as 

“that man, that man,” is not mad. From the spiritual point of view, 

he it is who is possessed of the highest wisdom, and is the crest-gem of the 

race of devotees. He who knows that all things on the stage of Samsara 

are merely the materials for the play is not, on seeing the performance, 

charmed with the acting, but is intoxicated with the blissful love of the 

actor and actress whose acting it is. Rsis, though calm, are yet maddened 
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by that love; and so they have told ns not ti3 waste this human birth, 

which is so difficult of attainment, by thinking of the little things of the 

Samsara, but to think that thought only which will save us from all further 

thinking. And, so speaking to himself, the Sadhaka has thus expressed the 

purpose of his heart: 

^^The time of life (Kala) is past, death (Kala) approaches; let me 

repair to solitude. 

In deep seclusion let me sing the glory of Kalakamini/^ ^ 

The day upon which you and I shall be on their side, and shall 

believe or attain the fitness for believing their word, on that day all 

thinking will be at an end. And we, too, shall understand that the 

Samsara is but a mock representation, and that both the things we see, as 

well as the people themselves who see, are She, the Brahmamayi,- full of 

the bliss of the mass of consciousness who has entered the Samsara as Jiva, 

and is revelling in this joyous play. But because: you and 1 have not eyes 

to see, we say : 

“ What sort of a play is this of yours, O Mother? It is not a play, but 

the very father of imprisonment. 

The first scene of the play is a gathering on the stage before the actor 

and actress. 

Here the actor is nowhere to be found, so who can find the actress? 

With the first act begins the play; next the scenes of a drama 

are required. 

Here, be it the first act or the last, from beginning to end, the drama 

is full of scenes. 

The scene in which the son appears is that in which the father 

disappears. 

Instantly the curtain is dropped before the eye, and then who is the 

son, and who is the father? 

You and I have restless hearts, and so we become disconsolate with 

weeping. But the very same play raises weaves of love in the heart of a 

calm devotee, Kamalakanta, the peaceful Sadhaka, has therefore sung 

as follows: 

“ You know not, O mind, the highest cause 

Syama - is not always in the form of a woman. 

At times assuming the colour of clouds, 

She takes on the form of a man. 

With dishevelled hair and sword in hand, 

She strikes terror into the hearts of the sons of Danu. 
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At times She comes to the city of Vraja/ and, playing on the flute, 

captures the hearts of the women of Vraja. 

At times, holding the three gunas,^ She creates, preserves, and destroys. 

Oh! She binds HerselP with her son Maya,** 

The sufferings of the world She Herself endures. 

In whatsoever form one thinks of Her, in that form She grants 

one's desires. 

In a lotus in the lake of Kamalakanta’s heart She appears.” 

It is for this, I was saying^ that in what the Sastra has said there is 

nothing to discuss, but there is ground for faith. Of Her to whom 

the Sastra belongs, the Rsis have said that that eternal highest Vidya,® 

who is the sole first cause in samsara both of bondage and liberation, is 

the creatrix of all creators.® The creative power of none surpasses Her 

who is the creatrix of all creators. Whether you and I understand it or 

not, the unfailing wheel of state of that Queen of Queens,"^ whose sub¬ 

stance is will, is sure to turn in eighty-four lakhs of births of the Jiva. 

Should you ever after this ask why it should be so, and what is the reason 

for it, I shall not in reply need to say much, but will simply put you this 

question: What reason is there which establishes that the present birth 

has at all taken place? At base the reasoning is the same for all births. 

For reasoning which establishes this birth establishes that which follows it. 

If one section of a wheel turns, all sections turn at the same time. This 

is the law of Her nature. From Brahman, the Jiva who is His avatar a 

has come into this samsara. There after wanderings and wanderings, it 

will again assume the aspect of Brahman and be absorbed in the Para- 

brahman. This is the natural law in the world of Jivas, In our discourse 

on the principles of reincarnation, we will enter into a detailed explana¬ 

tion as to the law under which, and the process by which, this will be 

accomplished. 

Should, even after this, anyone say, “ Everything ends with death. 

Who will then be born again?” to him also we shall explain in that 

discourse that he is probably ignorant of what life and death mean. He 

who knows the nature of life knows also that Jiva has no real death 

except that in Nirvana.® What you and I speak of as death is but the 

death of the mind, and not the death of Jiva. In short, just as it is 

impossible to make a complete survey of a life in its various stages of 

^ That is, in the form of Krsna. 

2 That is, the three ‘‘ qualities ” which form the substance of Prakrti— 
namely, sattva, rajas, tamas (see Introduction to Tanira Sastra). 

® That is, in the person of Jiva. ^ Power of illusion. 

^ The Devi. ® Isvari of all Isvaras. Raiaraiesvari. 
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boyhood, youth, manhood, old age, and so forth, so also it is impossible to 

judge of the justice or injustice of eighty-four laihs of births, or even the 

justice or injustice of any single birth—w'hich forms but a fraction of the 

entire life of a Jiva. Bhagavan Ramacandra, crest-gem of the race of 

Raghu,‘ after killing all Raksasas * in Visvamitra’s yajha,’ threw Marica 

with the force of his ar rows to the other side of the sea. On hearing this, 

a short-sighted, restless man might easily form the idea that Ramacandra 

felt weak after slaying so large a number of Raksasas, and thus, while able 

with such strength as he still retained to throw Marica to a great distance 

from die seat of the sacrifice, was yet unable to kill him. But he who has 

read the whole of the Ramayana from the Ayodhy^anda to the Aranya- 

kanda * knows that Maiica reappears in the guise of a deer in the forest of 

Dandaka at the time of Sita’s abduction and has at the same time under¬ 

stood whether Ramacandra had strength or not. Bhagavan, dweller 

in Vaikuntha, who ever relieves the burden of earth, there incarnated to 

carry out the work of the Devas—the killing of Ravana. It was because 

he knew that the work of destroying Ravana would, later on, have to be 

commenced through the same Marica, that Ramacandra, instead of 
killing him, threw him to the other side of the sea. Had this not been so, 

no greater effort would have been needed to send Maiica to the other 

side of the sea of existence ® than to send him to the other side of the 

salt sea. To understand the deep mysteries underlying this play of 

Bhagavan, the dweller in hearts, it is necessjiry to know the incidents 

of the Aranyakanda; otherwise I should not understand more than this—- 

that the Ahnighty had not sufficient strength in His body to enable 
Him to kill Marica. 

Similarly, in order to judge of His justice or injustice towards 

Jiva in the Satya and Kali ages, I must know the history of all the 

ages to their final chapter, Brahraakaivalya or Nirvana. Then only 

can be considered the justice and injustice of the entire existence of 

Jiva. It is therefore the height of impudence to judge the justice of 

Her tvho is the eternal ever-present truth by a life of forty years’ 

duration. If we are to judge His justice upon the strength of reason¬ 

ing alone, why should we not suppose that it is the Sadhakas of the Saty^a, 

Treta, and Dvapara ages who failed to acquire Siddhi and have there¬ 

fore been reborn in the Kali age through the revolution of the wheel 

of time, and the attraction of the mass of their religious merits. Tiiis 

mass, which is nearly ripe, is about to bear fruit through the oppor¬ 

tunities offered by place, time, and person. They, the children of the 

^ The solar race, celebrated in the Raghuvamsa. 
^ Demons. ® Sacrifice. 
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Mother, will again get up on Her lap. You say that Siddhi has been 

attained in one age, but I see that Siddhi has been attained in Kali, 

the fourth age, after austerities which have extended over three ages. 

The jack-fruit which ripens in the month of Asadha does not first grow in 

that month. It first grows in winter, increases in spring, and matures in 

summer. The bael fruit first grows in the month of Caitra. It also 

ripens in Caitra. From this fact a European eating the fruit, but who 

had never seen it growing, might draw the conclusion that the growth, 

death, and final dissolution of a bael fruit all took place in one and the 

same month; but a descendant of the Aryas living in India knows that: 

“ In the month of Caitra the bael grows 

In the month of Caitra it ripens. 

In one Caitra it grows. 

But in another Caitra it ripens.” 

On meeting Sadhakas^ 

You may ask, “ Why, then, is the number of Sadhakas so small in 

the Kali age? ” But I reply: “ Who says that it is small? ” You may 

rejoin that if the number be riot small, why do we not see them every¬ 

where, in every village, in every city? I, however, say that the popula¬ 

tion of a country may be considered to be small if people are not seen 

everywhere in it, but the number of Sadhakas cannot on similar grounds 

be so considered. It has been already stated that the Creatrix of the 

universe, incarnated as Daughter, told Her father that “ one in a 

thousand struggle for Siddhi, and perhaps only one amongst such 

thousand knows me in my true aspect.” The same was said^ to Arjuna 

by Bhagavan, the Lord of Vaikuntha on the battlefield of Kuruksetra. 

She has again said: “It is only on attaining Siddhi after many births 

that Jiva reaches the highest station,” Again: “Jiva attains to me only 

upon the acquisition of knowledge after many births.” In the Niruttara 

Tantra it is said: “The root of knowledge is that which relates to the 

union of Siva and Sakti, Knowledge of Sakti is acquired after many 

births. O Devi, without a knowledge of Sakti, Nirvana can never be 

attained.” 

How, then, dare you and I expect to see crowds of travellers upon a 

road on which the Sastra says they are so very scarce. There is a full 

number of Sadhakas even should but one man in a hundred thousand 

become such. Wise men have said that a ruby is not to be had in every 

hill, and that every elephant's head does not contain a pearl. A saint ^ 

^A Sadhaka is he who does sadhana (set Introduction to Tantra Sastra)s2t, 
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that we should not desist from visiting a Kulasadhakaj considering him to 

be a mere man* It is not a human body that the Kaulika possesses* The 

Siva Sakti aspect ^ is that of which the Kanlikas are worshippers, and is 

that which the world is so eager to behold* In that aspect Siva and Sakti 

unite and, as Ardhanarisvara,^ live in the enjoyment of perfect joy in the 

body of the Kulasadhaka. To see him, therefore, is the same as seeing 
Their undivided and united form* 

"'If a Gum of Kulatattva livtjs even afar, ^dsit him, but not a pasu,^ 

even if he be near*” By the term Kaulika,” worshippers should 

understand a Sadhaka of Kulac^a,^ the characteristics of which we shall 

explain in our discourse on x4caratattva* By Paso is meant a person bound 

by the eight fetters of shame, etc*® “ Sacred is the land in which a 

master of Kula is bom* By seeing and honouring a Kaulika one gives 

deliverance to thrice seven generations*” 

“ Seeing a master of Kula born in their family and living in their 

house, his ancestors in heaven say, ^ At length shall obtain the highest 

abode/ As cultivators with craving eyes pray for rain, so the ancestors 

in heaven pray with eager hearts that a son or grandson of their family 

may be initiated in the trudis of Kula doctrine* Then blessed will that 
sinless great man be in Samsara*”' 

Beloved after death, masters in Kula joyfully come to me* When a 

great Kaulika comes to the Kaulika house/ Ycginls,^ with Yogis, come to 

see and welcome him.” " Even Pitrs and Devatas seek the protection and 

pay homage to the great Kaula Yogi* And for this great men devoted to 

the knowledge of Kula should be hemoured and worshipped*” 

“ Devi, such sinful men as after the adoration of Thyself fail to 
worship Thy devotees never win favotu of Thee*” 

When Sadhakas place the Naivedya ® before me, I accept it by sight 

only* But, O lotus eyed, I eat it by the mouths of the saintly devotees.” 

“ Devi, there is no doubt that if one worships Thy devotee he 

worships Me, so that he who would do that which is pleasing to Me 
adores Thy devotees only,” 

1 Murti, or form. 2 xhe bisexual form of Isvara. 
^ Vide ante^ See post See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra, 

^ One and the highest division of Tantrik worshippers, whose way of life 
(acara) is according to Kula doctrine. 

5 See ibid. The reference is to the classification of the Kularnava Tantra. 
The aiHictions ” which are variously niimbert:d, are given as five in 
the Linga Purana. The Devi Bh^* Pr. says: " In the knower of truth they 
sl^p* In the Yogis they are burned up. In those attached to die world they 
arise unimpeded/"^ 

^ That is, to Siva^s abode. ^ Female yogis, 
e C It 1 . rv rv. . * _ ... 
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Whatever is done in the name of Kula disciples is done in the name 

of Deva. All Devatas love Kula. Therefore should Kaulikas be 

worshipped.” 

“ Parvati, even if in any other place,' I am worshipped with great 

reverence, I am not so weU pleased as when a great Kaulika is worshipped.” 

“ The fruit which he cannot obtain even by pilgrimage, austerities,^ 

gifts, sacrifices,® and voluntary religious practices,^ that the Jiva can 

obtain by the worship of a Kaulika. O, Ambika,® even if a Kaulika 

(not to speak of any other) dishonours a master of Kaula, all his gifts, 

sacrifices, homas,® austerities, worship, and recitation of mantra ’’ are 

of no avail.” 

As a reward for what religious merit can worldly creatures like you 

and I expect to meet those unworldly great men whose greatness 

the Sastras have declared by lakhs of such evidence? To what hill, to 

what forest hermitage, to what great cremation ground, to what great 

shrine® have we been? In what Muni’s hermitage,® in what saint’s 

humble abode, in what Dancfi’s matha,®® in what Brahmacari’s i® abode 

have we sought protection? What mantra have we recited according 

to the rules of Japa?'* What Devata have we worshipped? In what 

Vrata'® have we been initiated? Along what path have we advanced? 

Restraint of mind and body, contentment, forbearance, medita¬ 

tion, concentration of thought and process towards ecstatic contem¬ 

plation—which of these have we practised? Listening,thinking,i® 

and constant meditation,'® which of these have we done? Of discrimi¬ 

nation,®® dispassion,®' what have we understood ? In the name of Dharma 

open your heart and say, brother, what have we done to deserve to meet 

the saintly Sadhakas whom even Devas rarely meet? You will say, maybe, 

we have not done anything, but still we honour and revere them, bow 

to them, and anxiously pray to meet them. That is not altogether 

untrue. We pray in our minds, but what of our actions? Had we 

acted, we should not have remained satisfied with mere prayer, but 

' That is, than in the person of a great Kaulika. 

® Tapasya (see Introduction to Tantra Sastra). ® Yajna (ibid.). 

® Vrata (ibid.). Voluntary, as distinguished from those which are obligatory 
(Nitya). ^ 

® Mother, title of the Devi (see post). 

® The sacrifice made by pouring clarified butter into fire. 

® Japa (see ibid.). ® Mahapitha. ® See post. 

'® Sadhu. " A class of ascetics. Monastic institution. 

'® Celibate ascetic. See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. Ibid. 

Samadhi. Sravana. Manana. 

Nididhvasana. ®® That is. between the real and the unreal. 
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we should have run with passionate Iiearte without looking at the 

pathj and having found Mnij we would have prostrated ourselves and 

clasped his feet, and said: “ Loi d^ I have it ade no provision- How 

shall I be saved? Say truly, O brother, has anyone’s heart wept 

in this fasliion? If it bad, it would not have had to weep any more- 

The pious poet Dasarathi Ray has, on the subject of the coming ^ of 

the Mother of the world,' said: 

“ My child, the mother says, you will come to know. 

You will no longer have to weep. 

Incessant tears have brought an end to weeping, 

The child who clings to and calls ^ mother,’ 

That child holds the mother fast- 

The mother is ashamed to let it weep. 

Mother docs not care for the children who mix with others 

And go about laughing and playing- 

She does not go to them and easily obtains leisure, 

And takes the child who weeps on her lap.” 

O Thou who art full of mercy for the poor, teU me, O Mother, 

when wiU the day come for Thy Sadhaka, when I shall weep as I ought 

to weep for Thee, the day on which Thou wilt come and say ; “ No longer 

weep- Incessant tears have brought an end to weeping? ” 

A patient in delirium suffering from Sannipatika fever® feels no 

sorrow- Hari, Hari/ shall we leam to weep? If, when we are at 

worldy work, anyone should happen to stand before us in the dress of 

a Sadhaka we instantly leave the work, and with all the frown and fury at 

our command, expel him from our house and then find peace- Being 

such as we are^ will our sinful hearts weep to obtain Sadhakas, instead of 

weeping for Hell. O thou Dweller in the Heart! O thou Saviour! Dost 

thou know, O Mother, how long it will be before wc are delivered of this 

sin? With a heart such that the vei.y attempt to speak of it makes me fear 

because of the fearful visions of sin which it rmses before my eyes, I am 

prepared to dishonour Sastra, Sadhu, and Dharma- With such a heart 

again I proceed to meet Sadhus. How great is my shamelessness! To say 

that were there living any saintly Sadhaka, lie would surely one day 

or other meet me in my house, argues great vanity on my part. W^at a 

ridiculous display of impudent presumption! * Why, what Indras, 

Candras, Vayus or Vaninas, have you and I become that we should 

meet Sadhakas without having to stir from our houses? You will say, you 

^ Agarnani. ^ Jagadamba, a title of the Devi. 

® A violent fever, said to affect the blood and produce delirium. 

^ Name of Visnu. 
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have learning, wealth, and a following. You have. But what is that to 
the Sadhaka ? It is our mistake which leads us to tell him we have learn¬ 
ing. Shall I speak of learning to him who, through the grace of Maha- 
vidya, holds the eight forms of Siddhi ^ in the palm of his hand? Shall I 
boast of my wealth to those who, possessing the priceless wealth of the feet 
of Tara,^ consider even the position of an Indra as of no worth? I want to 
show the strength of my following to the son of that Mother, Creatrix of 
all. Whose very glance commands the service of everyone from Sankara ^ 

Himself to the molecules and atoms of the Brahmanda! How mighty is 
the strength of my intellect! And even should we, whilst sitting at home, 
or going to places of pilgrimage, or moving about cremation grounds or 
places of execution, ever come across Sadhakas are we able to recognize 
them ? Have we come to know Devata because He is installed in every 
house ? ^ When, after killing Hiranyakasipu, Bhagavan Nrsimhadeva ® 
wished to grant a boon to Prahlada,® crest-gem of devotees, the latter at 
once said: “As worldly persons who are unable to discriminate the 
unreal from the real, form lasting attachments to wife, children, and other 
things, so often as they willingly or unwillingly constantly think of them, 
so may I constantly remember Thee. May my love for Thee never 
forsake me.” Bhagavan, the abode of the supreme love, was then stand¬ 
ing in a visible form before him, but yet PrahlMa did not say: “ I want 
Thee.” Without seeking Bhagavan himself, he prayed that he might 
have devotion towards Him. For, Prahlada, the crest-gem of those who 
have true knowledge,^ knew that the presence of Bhagavan was not rare, 
since He pervades the universe. He knew, however, that what is rare is 
devotion to His feet. To him who desires to possess devotion, the pre¬ 
sence or absence of Bhagavan are the same, since there can be no 
realization of Bhagavan without piety. But if a man have devotion, 
Bhagavan, even though he were at a distance of hundred crore of yojanas ® 
must appear before him wherever, and in whatsoever form, he desires. 
Just as the water of a river when mingling with the sea cannot be 
distinguished from it, so the existence of a devotee mingling with 

^ The eight great powers, as to which see Inlraduction to Tantra Sdstra, 
^ One of the ten great forms (Daia Mahavidya) of the Devi (see Dasa 

Mahavidya, Up^ana Rahasya, by Prosanna Kumar Sastri). 
® Siva, 
^ Referring to the image (Pratima) installed in Hindu households. 
® Visnu in his man-lion incarnation, undertaken for the destruction of the 

atheist Hiranyakasipu, who had cruelly tortured his son Prahlada because the 
latter was a devotee of Visnu. 

® For his great devotion to the Deva. 
’ Literally, persons proficient in tattva. 
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Paramesvara Hunself. We do not deny this, but would point out that 
the very Veda whkh they know to be the language of Paramesvara has 
been d^crjed to be Brahman Itself by its Revealers, those three most 
'Worshipful Devas. 

In die Vrhaimila Tantra i it is said: 

'Tu of the mountain! know the Veda to be Brahman Itself. 
The Veda has no author, but is self-manifested. Of yore the Veda was 
sung by Bhagavan to Svayarabhu Brahma.^ From Mahadeva Himself* 
to the Rsis all are, age after age, the remembrancers of the Veda, but 
none is its author/' 

S^tra says that the Rg Veda and other Vedas came out with 
e breath of Brahma. Many consider this to be strong evidence of 

Paramesvara s authorship of the Veda. But it is not that, but evidence of 
toe revelation of the Veda. Because the Veda was breathed out by 
Br^ma, it does not follow that He was its author, for no one is toe author 
of 1^ own breath. We are simply instruments of inspiration. None of us 
is their creator. For he who can create breath is indestructible even in 
tiic great dissolution of things.'* Brahma’s body, unUke our own, is not 
mack of gross matter consisting of the five elements. That body of His is 
a Himself, full of the play of eternal consciousness. It is some particular 
part of Himself which has emanated from Him as Veda in the form of 
breath This is why the Sastra has said: “ Daughter of the mountain, 
know toe Veda to be Brahma Himself.” 

Bhagavan, though capable of creating aU things, is incapable of 
creatmg another like Himself—that is, something which is not Him but is 
yet similar to Him. Rama, Krsna, Ganga, Vistiu, Durga, Kali, whomso¬ 
ever you may mention, aU arc Himself. You cannot point to anyone who 
js different from, and yet is like, Him. Had there been, or could have 
been, another like Him, he would never have been sole Mistress® without 
a second.® As I can only appear and disappear with my own selfness 
bitt cannot create another like myself, so Brahma, too, cannot create the 
Veda, which IS but another aspect of Himself. He merely reveals the 
Veda as His expiration at the beginning of creation, and withdraws it as 
His inspiration at the time of the great dissolution. The Sastra has 
toerefore said: «In respect of the sayings of a man, it is permissible to 
inquire whether there be error or not, but in the case of the Veda, as it has 
no tHc (Question of error does not arise at aO,” 

Here someone may say that, if that be so, ParamesvaraVereation 
Itself IS an impossibility, for if you and I, and every other Rva are all He 
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Avhom then does He create? If, however, creation by Brahma becomes 

impossible, we are not at all afraid. Why should the descendants of 

Ary as be astonished to hear that “ there is no creation,” when all their 

:l§astras freely say that, in a real spiritual sense, there is no creation, 

preservation and destruction by Brahma, all such being a mere illusive 

display? As a matter of fact, although in a real sense there is no creation, 

yet for us Jivas subject to Maya, of which we are the product, creation 

undoubtedly exists. But the Veda was not created even in the sense of 

that which we call creation. Just as Rama, Krsna, and the other incar¬ 

nations are the eternal Brahman, so is the Veda. Just‘as It, although 

self-manifest, manifested Itself in the womb of Kausalya^ or Devaki^ by 

means of its Maya; so also the Veda, though self-manifest, appeared in 

the heart of Bhagavan, and came out with His breath at the will of Her 

whose very substance is will. The Vedas, Puranas, Tantras, and other 

3§astras, are self-manifest and self-evident. Language, which is the gross 

form of sound, is its own author.^ It matters very little if at the first 

hearing these things seem impossible. In our discussion as to the princi¬ 

ples of Mantra, we shall proceed to decide this point according to the 

iSastras. For the moment the Sadhaka wiU excuse me a few intervening 

Chapters. 

Here let us understand what harm will result if the Dharma Sastra of 

the Aryas is supposed to be, of human origin. What is that defect for 

fear of which it has been declared to be self-manifest and emanent with 

the breath of Isvara? We reply not for fear of any defect. The Veda is 

called self-manifest because it is so. It is not for fear of darkness that we 

admit the fact that light gives lustre. Whether darkness be present or not, 

it is for ever evident that a light is self-manifest. That which cannot be 

manifested by another, but which itself makes manifest all things, is called 

self-manifest. The Sastra says: There is no need to sweeten by means 

of something else a thing which is sweet by nature, and which imparts 

sweetness to things which are not sweet, nor is there anything which can 

impart sweetness to that which is naturally sweet. We sweeten things like 

milk, cream and curd with gur,^ sugar-candy, honey and the like. But 

there is no need to sweeten honey in a similar way; nor is there anything 

in the world which can sweeten honey. We reveal the courtyard, and 

interior of a house, and all things in it by a light. But to reveal that 

light another is not required. The light reveals itself, and is therefore 

called self-manifest. Light alone of all things in the world possesses the 

power to reveal. Light is itself luminous; what else, then, can reveal it? 

Like honey and light, the Veda also is self-manifest. The Veda reveals 

^ Mother of Rama. ^ Mother of Krsna. 
in tViP ctatp ?inr) in orrosQ form aci Rnpech 
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imagination ? It matters not if you explain them away as mere imagination, 

but save your own head. If you call it all imagination, then, as the salt sea 

is imagination, as Bh^'atavarsa is imaginatio]!, so you and I too are 

imagination. We would advise instead of calling so many things 

imagination, to consider yourself alone as imaginary, in which case all 

trouble ^vill be at an end. Not to speak of you and I, who are but the 

meanest of insects, even those whose acute and overpowering intellect 

penetrated into Brahmaloka^ have, when dealing themselves with things 

which are beyond the senses, trampled on all kinds of evidence, and 

loudly declared to tlie world Sastrayonitvat.”" In that deeply dark 

place where all kinds of evidence fail, Sastra alone is the glowing light* 

We know not how powerful must be the evil K^irma^ acquired from birth 

to birth of him who suspects or believes the Sastra to be of human author¬ 

ship* It is said^: Thieve not, lie not, believe in and love the Creator, 

and you will attain eternal peace.” A Dharma S^tra, the foundations 

of which are based on a few such settled m;axims as these may be the 

fruit of extensive experience* To be induced by such a form of faith to 

doubt or disbelieve the Sanatana Dharma and Sanatana Sastra,® visible 

manifestation of Brahman himself, is the greatest degradation possible* 

Itj^may be that in the case of that Sastra which has as its main object the 

maintenaaice without conflict of a balance between the four actions of 

eating, sleeping, fearing, and sexital intercourse, its responsibility may 

cease with the provision of a few such maxims as Thieve not, 

lie not, etc*” It is, however, the greatest impudence for us to discuss 

the truth or otherwise of that Sastra the object of which is to declare 

the principles relating to the molecules and atoms of the endless 

crores of Brahmandas, each consisting of fourteen worlds* These 

principles we shall state, so far as it lies in our power, in our 

discourse on worship*^ Man is imperfect, and whatever he does 

is imperfect* The imperfect can never attain the goal, and that which 

has not reached the goal is ignorant of the full truth about the Brahman* 

Who dare proceed along an unseen path in reliance upon the word of such 

an ignorant guide ? Instead of relying upon their own words, Devas and 

R^is have therefore admitted the evidence of Sastra, composed of authori¬ 
tative sayings, to be alone the sole authority* 

^ The highest of the seven upper worlds. 
- “ On account of its having Sastra as its source,” the third aphorism of the 

First Part, chap* i, in the Vedanta Suma. 

® Prarabdba, or that Karma which has begun and is already bearing fruit 
(see Introdmiim to Tantra Sastra^ “ Karma 

^ By “ reformed ” Hinduism. 
The eternal and immntahlp srrinfnrp pinH rkf rlnt-ir 
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Responsibility for the education of children always rests with the 

parents. How can a senseless child be saved unless warned by parents, 

who point out to it which is the path of life, and which is the path of death ? 

It is under this responsibility that, after the declaration of the truth, 

Bhagavan Himself has, descending on earth in the form of Sastra, said: 

Both Turiya^ and Sabda Brahman^ are my eternal bodies.’’ Though 

invisible to human eyes, the Supreme Creatrix, ^ taking the world which 

She maintains upon Her lap has, as it were, with the finger, pointed out, 

and declared: “ Do not, through misunderstanding, fall away from truth, 

and Dharma, and the Veda. Do not stray from the path of right 

practice.”^ Following upon the echo of that solemn sound, millions of 

sacrificial pits® have been lighted on mountains, riverbanks, in fields, 

forests, hermitages, temples, sacrificial chambers of monarchs, and house¬ 

holders, and in the abodes of celibate ascetics. The very tops of the 

palaces in Heaven ® have been reddened with the light of the sacrificial 

fires on earth. None can say how many millions of Aryan great men ^ 

have done sacrifices in religious observances ^ extending over twelve, 

a hundred, and a thousand years, and have with bodies cleansed of sin by 

their austerities,® entered through its open portals the Brahmaloka.^® 

Introduction of Tantra 

The curtain of the drama of time gradually and inexorably continued 

falling. Slowly evil days of unrighteousness,^^ murky with Maya, continued 
to cast a gloom of impure practices^^ over the world of Dharma. 

Unknowingly, men steeped in that darkness began to enter wrong paths. 

Disease, sorrow, grief, and anguish sorely oppressed the life of the world. 

A diseased child brings death on itself by eating, under the influence 

of delirium, unwholesome food. Although the child does not understand, 

1 The fourth state of consciousness above dreamless slumber (susupti), the 
sleep of dreams (svapna), and the awakening (jagrat). According to the 
Upan^ads, there are the three last states; three functions—creation, pre¬ 
servation, destruction; and the three individual Jiva (VMva, Taijasa, Prajha), 
the collective Jiva (Vaisvanara, Hiranyagarbha, Sutratnian), and the Para- 
matman. The fourth state above these is the Turiya, Saiva doctrine speaks 
of a nameless fifth beyond Turiya, and two functions, viz^^i Turodhana, the 
function of Isvara, and Anugraha, the function of Sadafiva. 

2 The manifested Brahman with attributes-—the sound or word as dis¬ 
tinguished from the attributeless, unmanifested absolute—the Parabrahman, 

^ Paramesvari—the Devi. ^ Acara. 

^ The Kunda, in which the sacrificial fire is lighted. 

® Svarga. Mahapurusa. 

®Vrata. ®Tapas. 

The highest, or the three highest, of the fourteen worlds. 
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the Mother^ who foresees the consequences, does. The thought of the 

child’s inevitable harm naturally pains the heart of the mother, who is 

goodness mcamate. In accordance with this natural law, the loving 

heart of the good AH-Mother Creatrix of the three worlds was moved, 

and the Mother, deluded by Her o\m play with a grieving hearty questioned 

Vaidyanatha,^ sa>dng: “ Deva ofDevas, how shall the Jiva be saved? ’’ 

In the Kularnava Tantra we read; 

Dcvl said: * Bhagavan, Thou art the Deva of even Devas, Thou art 

Isvara, the ordamer of the five duties, omniscient, easily approached by 

devotion, and merciful to tliy supplicants. Though Paramelvara, Thou 

art the Isvara^ of Kulasadhatas and the only source of the nectar of 

mercy. Deva, in this worthless dark Samsara, all Jivas are oppressed with 

the gloom of sorrow. The countless multitude of Jivas inhabiting all kinds 

of bodies constantly suffer the pains of both birth and death. There is no 

end of all this. None is happy, but all arc oppressed with a deep sorrow* 

O chief of Devas and Lord, tell me how these may be delivered from the 
bonds of existence/ ” 

Here the Mother has given full expression to the purpose for which 

She has willingly become the Mother of the world. The heart of the 

Mother of the world was the fiist to weep at the sight of its miseries. 

Though Herself ever changeless, Her heart throbbed with the agitation 

caused by the immense rolling waves of emotion into which Her eternal 

mercy was now thrown, Mother, this Erahmanda is Thy image and 

reflection. Thou seest Thine own face in the mirror of Maya, and art 

intoxicated with Thine own love. The day upon which, at sight of the 

misery of the world, Thy mercy shadowed with gloom that eveijoyful 

countenance of Thine, on that same day the countenances of Thy children 

were shadowed with the thought of the pain which comes of separation 

from Thy love. From that day the world which had been separated from 

its Mo tiler knew the love of the Mother’s heart. From that day Thy 

children in the universe have learat to call Thee by various names: 

Durga, when they have fallen amidst the insurmountable difficulties of 

the world; Tara, when they behold the huge waves of die ocean of 

existence so difficult to traverse; and Kali, whi^n crushed by the torment 

of a terrible fate. Glory to the stream of mercy in the merciful Mother, 

Glorv’ to the wave of pity in Her who is full of pity. Glory to the Mother’s 

endless love. From that day the never-ceasing currents of Thy love flow 

through all the veins, the marrow of the bones, and the heart of Jiva. 

And so to-day, O Mother, should even a rile, hellish sinner like myself 

^ Siva, as chief physician of all human ills. 
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forget in his danger all else, he cannot forget Thy name. Whenever the 

fearful form of danger appears, Someone opens, as it were, the door of 

the heart, and at that instant the courtyard of the universe resounds with 

the cry: ^ Victory, Victory, Victory to Tara! ’ I know not whether others 

hear the sound; but, Mother, since Thy own substance is the sounds 

Nada and Bindu,^ what sound, then, wilt Thou hear? Whether Thou 

hear it or not, I hear, O Mother, that as I sound ^ Victory to Tara,’ another 

instantly araises as an echo: ^ Fear not, have no fear.’ Who is that Other, 

O Mother? Glory to Thy eternal play. O Mother! Thou knowest and 

Father knows.” 

When the pain of disease becomes unbearable, I am instantly 

healed by saying: “ O Mother! ” But the disease is again made worse 

by the taking of a bad diet. The heart is again attacked by doubts, 

misgivings, and reasonings. Nowadays our ears are constantly tormented 

by the ravings of that Sannipatika delirium. Wherever we go we hear: 

“ Why is there the Tantra when there is the Veda? ” The patient does not 

understand that the delirium has got worse, and that his end is near. 

Upon this the chief of Physicians^ is at a loss to discover what He should 

do. He then searches His entire store of remedies, and prescribes rasayana.® 

At other times it is poison, but for dehrium it is the elixir of life.^ In a 

healthy body poison is the messenger of death, but in delirium it acts as a 

great mantra, renewing life. This is the reason why, O Sadhaka, a Sadhana 

of acute, powerful, and burning mantras, is prescribed for us in the Tantra. 

It is when all other medicines, all other Sadhanas, have failed that the 

necessity arises for the Tantra Sastra, because in the storehouse of Sastras 

there is no other Sadhana than that prescribed in the Tantra. Sastra has 

therefore said: When the south wind blows strongly from the Malaya 

mountains, there is no longer need to wave the palmleaf fan.” By Sadhana 

we nowadays understand something which has to be done upon one day 

in our life, like vaccination against small-pox.^ Formerly we took the 

Bengal form of vaccination.® What does it matter that we now take the 

English form?7 Formerly we did both Sadhana and Bhajana® according 

to the Veda, Purana, and Tantra. What harm (you say) will follow if 

^ From the Sakala Paramesvara came Sakti; from Sakti came Nada, and 
from Nada issued Bindu. The Devi Paramesvari is container of them all (see 
Saradatilaka, chap. i). 

^ Vaidyanatha or Siva. 
® A class of medicine in the Ayurvedic system. 

^ Literally, Amrta, or nectar. 

^ The true nature of Sadhana is long and persistent effort and self-training 
until success (Siddhi) is achieved. 

® Vaccination direct with small-pox virus. 
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we now do them according to the Bible or c^ven the Koran? No other 

harm is done than this, that life is itself harmed. It may be enough for 

those to whom religion and duty are mere forced labour.^ But in the 

case of those who wish to see Dharma as a thing directly visible^ and who 

wish by its minute vision to realize all supersensual things, their resolve 

extends to death, their purpose to fruition,® theti path to the Biahmaloka, 

and their destination is tlie Brahman Itself* OJIvas of this earth! Con¬ 

ceive to ^vhat highest of abodes they, after penetrating through this 

cauldron-shaped Brahmanda, must ascend, whose final aim is the lotus feet 

of the Mother of tlie world,^ kissed by the head of Him who bears the 

crescent moon*^ 

This great Siddhi is the Jiva^s perfect wealth to be gained by 

Sadhana, without tvhich none can come by it; sought for as it is even by 

Him who is worshipped by all creatures. Sadhana is the name of that 

which ends in Siddhi. If I want that Siddhi [ must do Sadhana, which 

is the work of a Sadhu.^ So that if I have to do Sadhana, I must become a 

Sadhu, or if I do Sadhana, I shall, as a matter of course, become a Sadhu* 

That Sadhana is of three kinds: physical, verbal, mental. Siddhi and 

Sadhana I must accomplish with my body, senses, and mind according to 

circumstances, country, time, and person. Now it must be remembered 

that all my best wealth consists only of what I shall be able to acquire 

under the following conditions: It must be acquired in this countiy, 

crowded by Varnasamkaras,® Mlechchhas, Yavanas/ and persons who 

adhere to other religious beliefs; in the Kali stge, with its bad practices, 

filthy habits, oppression, Licence, and prostitution; with an impure body 

where lusi,. anger, greed, pride, delusion, and envy ® contend as upon a 

battlefield; with restless senses, a doubting heart, and in a life which will 

last at the most a hundred years. All my commerce in the market of 

this world is with this capital only, and in its use I must both guard the 

capital and see to the profits. Now tell me who wiD perform religious 

ceremonies^ and sacrifices^® lasting twelve, a hundred, or a thousand 

years? Where shall I get the Vaidik Hotars, Rtviks, Adhvaiyus, and 

Ac^as,^^ versed in mantra for such a sacrifice? Of the thousands of 

Sakhas of the Veda, but a few‘ now remain as memorials; the rest are 

^ Begar, done by compulsion and without reward. “ Siddhi* 

® Jagadamba. Siva called Candra^ekhara* 

^ Pious person. ® People born of parents of different castes, 

" Defiled person and foreigners of different kinds. 

®The six sins—K^ia, Ki odha, Lobha, Moha, Mada, Matsarya* 

® Vrata. ^ ^ Yajna. 

\'arious classes of Vedic priests, 
r%r rvCWfls' tbp trafTifinnal tpvf frillriwed hv a nart:rn!ar 
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lost. Which mantra of which of the these Sakhas wiU to-day draw down 

which Deva to the seat of sacrifice? From whence will the needed lakhs 

of heaps of Samidhi be to-day daily procured? Will it ever again happen 

in that Bh^atavarsa,® in the capital of which a thousand cows are now 

daily slaughtered, that the milk and ghee of milch cows will flow in 

streams like rivers? Will the glowing fire be ever again gratified by 

the offering purified by mantra of mountainous heaps of the holy flesh 

of animals sacrificed? Will Bhagavan Vaisvanara,® with bearded face 

and matted hair effulgent with Brahmik light, ever again rise from the 

sacrificial pit and, bursting through columns of fire playing in fearful 

tongues of flame, stand before the giver of the sacrifice,* * and say: 

“Choose thy blessing?” Will the Lord of Vaikuntha ’ ever again leave 

Vaikuntha ® at the prayer of Rsis oppressed by Raksasas and Asuras ’ 

and descend to earth to guard the sacrifice from the harm which they 

fear? WiU a master of truth® like Sukadeva,® or a great Sakti like 

Draupadi, “ be ever again born of the sacrificial fire? Will Taksaka, 

King of Nagas, ® trembling with fear because of a sacrifice, ever again 

have to seek the protection of Indra? Will the Deva of a thousand eyes 

ever again be about to fall with Taksaka into a sacrificial pit, whirled 

down through space by the power of Brahman as and the wondrous 

potency of Mantras? India has to-day lost her old strength , and the 

vigour of her austerities.’® Gone is that old faith, strength, and fortitude; 

gone is that courage. In what an unlucky moment was the fatal snake 

sacrifice’* commenced! Then worshipped Fire became displeased with 

India, because of the deprivation of his worship. Then the mantra 

power of the Brahmana became offended at being prevented from 

consuming the King of the Devas with Taksaka. That displeasure and 

that offence has been in operation ever since. The old day has never 

returned. The curtain of the sacrificial world has finally dropped. It 

has not been raised again. How contaminating must be the effect of 

the Kali age, that, despite the presence in their full strength of Devatas, 

Mantras, Brahmanas, and the materials for sacrifice, the latter 

was never completed. Who can unravel the mystery of the play 

of Yajnesvari? 

’ Wood used for the homa, sacrifice. ^ India. 
* Agni, Lord of Fire, or the Bhagavan Himself in His aspect of fire. 
4 Yajamana. ® Visnu. ® The heaven of Visnu. 
’ Demonic beings. ® Tattvajna. ® Son of Vyasa. 

1* Wife of the five Pandus. ” Serpent divinities of the nether world. 
12 Indra. Tapas. 
1* Sarpasatra, performed hy King Janamejaya for the purpose of destroying 

all snakes, a snake havine killed his father, Parlksit. 
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For ihis reason I was saying: “ O ^va, born in the Kali age, how 

dare either you or I proceed there where Mah^ajas Pariksit and Jana- 

mejaya failed ? ” And even if we were to advance, would that make every¬ 

one happy? Yajna' is the Sadhtma of only those who desire enjoyment, 
wealth, and heavem® Are tltose who, being supplicants for the ambrosial 

feet of th e spouse * * of Sankara,^ set no value upon the abode of the Suras,® 

Indra, or Brahma®—are they to be tempted by Yajna? What is to 

be done for such as these? With what Sadhana will you gratify them? 

You tvill say by purity of mind and body,’' living in the Guru’s house, 

listening,® thinking,* constant meditation,’® contemplation,^ concentra¬ 

tionand ecstasy.’® These means exist in lie Vaidik path for the 

acquisition of the truth. True; they exist as jewels exist in the sea. But 

what is that to you or me? Who can be such a sacrificing monarch as 

Ravana that Varunadeva’^ shoidd collect the jewels and present them to 

him ? Who is such an Emperor in the domain of austerity like Vasistha, 

Visvamitra, Jabali, Janaka, or Jaimini, that Bhagavan will chum the 

ocean of the Veda, and place all the jewels of the knowledge of truth in 

his hand? WTio can acquire a heavenly’* body with the effulgence of 

Brahman,’® like that of Naciketa, so as to enable him to go to the house of 

Yama,’’ and there from Yama himself receive instructions in the knowl¬ 

edge of the Brahman ? No more is to be found that Aryan life in which 

every event from the conception in the womb to the cremation of the 

body was accompanied by Vaidik mantra. It is no exaggeration to say 

that a heavenly body, the passions of which have been controlled, and 

which is thus made a suitable vehicle for the development of the knowl¬ 

edge of Brahman according to Vaidik rules, is nowadays impossible of 

achievement. Need it be said that no longer does anyone lie with lawful 

wife but once only after her monthly period “ kindling the sacrificial fire 

’ Sacrifice. 2 Svarga. 
®That is, of the Goddess, or Devi. i gjva, her husband. 
* Devas. «Lord of the Gelestials and the creative Brahm^ 
’ Brahmacarya. ® Sravana ® Manana. 
Nididhyasana. ” Dhyana. 
Dharana. Samadhi. 
Lord of the waters. Divya. 

’®Brahmatejas. Lord of death. 

According to the ancient Vaidik rule, sexual union must take place once 
a montli, from the fourth or fifth to the fifteenth day after the menses (the 
conceptual period), and then only, without breach of that continence which 
governs married state. The follower of this Vaidik rule is described as Paiu 
in the Nitya Tantra (Rtukalam vdnadcviramanam paribarjayet). 

’®The union of man and wife is a veritable sacrificial rite, a homa, wherein 
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with a heart set steadily on the Parabrahman,^ in the desire to get a son 

who will himself be full of the divine spirit. The ancient Brahmamk fire ^ 

has sunk to ashes through eating the bread of servitude to foreigners ^ for 

hundreds of generations. No longer are our blood and seed pure and 

vigorous with the strength of austerity^ and mantra. No longer do 

parents observe continence.® And so I was saying, long past is that 

day when the summit of the edifice of the Vaidik Brahma-knowl¬ 

edge could be made to rest upon the foundations of an unswerv¬ 

ing purity.® Men no longer meditate on the Parabrahman with 

closed eyes, restraining the senses of perception and action, merging 

the mind in Prakrti.’ Amongst those who nowadays shut their eyes^ 

and make a pretence of such meditation you will discern a move¬ 

ment in their shuttings and blinkings even in the darkness. All this is but 

a show of self-restraint. Bhagavan, speaking even of those who have really 

controlled their senses, but who have not through habit been able to dispel 

the mass of impressions which these have made upon their minds, has said 

in the Gita: The fool who, after controlling hisjsenses of action, inwardly 

thinks of the objects of those senses, is called a hypocrite.” 

Is it not a vain presumption on our part to hope to be able to success¬ 

fully travel along a path in which the discipline is so strict and the trial is 

of so searching a character? Sri Krsna, who was Bhagavan in person, failed 

to impress the truth on Arjuna, though he pointed it out to him, as it were, 

with a finger in the Yuga-Sandhya,® at the close of the Dvapara age and the 

commencement of the Kali age. He failed (Arjuna being a Ksatriya ®), to 

make him hold fast in his heart the knowledge of the truth which is the 

possession of Brahmanas. We are surely, therefore, not awake but dream¬ 

ing if we hope to acquire knowledge of truth by reading the Yogavasistha, 

Ramayana, and the Gita while sunk in the gloom and under the full sway 

of the Kali age. We, on the contrary, know that many a spiritually dis¬ 

posed man, who, under the influence of such a daydream, has attempted 

to become a Yogi along the Vaidik path, has ended in becoming neither a 

believer nor an unbeliever, but a queer being, half man, half lion. By 

1 The Supreme, Similarly the Tantra (Yogini, chap.vi) says that union should 
be performed with a divine feeling and disposition (Maithunam pracareddhiman 
devatabhavacestitam), accompanied by the mantras given in the Tantrasara. 

2 Brahmatejas. ^ Yavanas. ^ Tapas. 
^ See post. It is a mistake to suppose that brahmacarya (continence) is 

limited to one of the asramas only. It governs all, including the married state 
(see Yogiyajhavalkya, chap. i). ® Brahmacarya. 

^The Source whence the senses (indriyas), mind (manas), and all the 
phenomenal being, derives. 

s That is, the period of transition from one Yuga to another, reckoned at a 
thousand years. * 
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constant meditation upon a misty nothing,^ Ms mind and heart become such 

a vacuity that there is neither faith, reverence, devotion, nor love in them, 

but merely a bewilderment with the inward lament: Alas, I am lost! ” 

In many places w'e have found such persons coming secretly to ask: “ What 

means are there left for us ? ” But their only difficulty is this: They want 

to know whether it is not possible for them to become Tantrik or Pauranik 

worshippers in secret, whilst keeping up the show of the possession of 

Brahma-knowledge and without having publicly to wear the sacred crown 

lock,® or thread,® or to paint their bodies with the sacred marks.^ Is it 

not deplorable that a man should be in this condition, repenting at last in 

tins fashion at the close of his life, after having gone through aU its useless 
troubles ? 

It was tvith the knowledge that man might have to die such an un- 

hallow'cd death even after the acquisition of the precious human body, 

w'hich is, as it were, a thornless step to the door of Brahman, that She who 

dwells in the heart prescribed the remedy millions of years ago. But what 

can we do ? As I have said, a diet which is daily bad aggravates the disease. 
The musical Sadhaka * has therefore said: 

“ It is the fault of none, O Mother Syama. 

It is I myself who dig and thus sink in the water.” 

And is that death an easy one? The sufi'ering of that repentance is 

more unbearable than even the torture of a hundred rods at the hands of 

Yama. The thought of the remembrance of such a horrible death melts 

the hardest heart, and flooding tears wet the livid visage of the dying man. 

Then, w^ith unrestrainable force, a fountain of tears bursts forth from the 
innermost recesses of the heart. 

“What shall I do, O Mol her? Day by day the malady grows 

stronger. I am in grave danger through the disorder of Pitta as Sattva, 

Vayu as Rajas, and Kapha ® as Tamas. This time the delirium is that of 

S^nipata,^ O Mother, it is my destruction,® and thus I weep inces¬ 
santly ! ” 

At the close of such a life, wanting in trust and full of lament, both 

inward and outward restraint® are impracticable. The ecstatic trance'® is 

^ Akasa: literally, ether, space. 

® The Sikha, or long strand of hair worn at the back of the top of the head 
by orthodox Hindus from after the date of the Gudakarana ceremony. 

® Worn by tlie twice-bom classes among the Hindus. 

“ Tilaka, or sectarian marks, and Nama, or names of the Deities. 
® Ramaprasada, 

®BUe as sattva, the manifesting principle; wind as rajas, principle of 
activity; and phlegm as tamas, principle of inertia. 

® A fever, ® Sannipata—a play on the word, • 
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impossible. The dawning of the truth that all is Brahman^ is a far-off 

thing. In consequence, a journey along that difficult path, with a body 

decrepit such as mine, is hardly to be thought of. To take to the Vaidik 

path and then, upon failure to acquire a knowledge of truth, to judge the 

Veda to be ineffectual, is as though one were to judge a tree to be without 

fruit after we had touched its roots only, when the tree gives its fruit 

to him alone who can reach its topmost branches. There is more chance 

of getting the fruit some day or other without even touching the tree if 

one has but faith in the existence of the fruit, and takes up one’s abode in 

its shade. 
It may seem a mystery hard to unravel that the mere sitting down at 

the foot of a tree which gives its fruit only to him who can reach its 

topmost branch, without even touching its root and in d^endence on 

faith alone, will yet one day or other surely secure the fruit, yet, in fact, it 

is not such an impossibility as it appears to be when first stated. 

It often happens that parents walk about in the gardens attached to 

the houses of rich landholders, enjoying the evening breeze, holding by 

their hands their son and daughter. It may also happen that on such an 

occasion a tree is discovered in the garden to be laden with ripe fruit. 

The parents, desirous of seeing how the hearts of their children yearn for 

the fruit, speak to them, and pointing out the fruit, say: “ See what nice 

fruit has ripened on the tree.” Instantly turning their eyes to the fruit, 

the rich man’s children, bred up in softness and indulgence, are unable to 

restrain themselves, and at once assail their parents with weeping and the 

cry: “ Give, give, give! ” Out of play the parents say: “ Then climb up 

the tree and bring the fruit down.” But the children know that they 

cannot do so, and the parents’ fun only fires them with anger. They then 

throw themselves about on the ground weeping. The heart of the loving 

mother is melted, and she says to her husband: “Enough now, find out 

the means.” Then father and mother take up the two children in their 

arms, and hold them up to the branches of the tree. Thus supported by 

their parents’ arms, the boy and girl pluck the wished-for fruit with their 

own hands and dance with joy. And thus we see that it is not impossible 

for the children of the rich, brought up with indulgence, to make 

unreasonable demands, and yet to have them satisfied. 

Sadhaka, tell me what King and what Queen you consider to be the 

greatest in the world ? Who is a King before the King of Kings of three 

worlds? And who is a Queen before the Queen of the greatest Yogi? ^ She 

whose feet are worshipped by Upendra and Surendra?® You and I are 

^ Literally, the tattva of advaita Brahman. 
2 That is, Siva, who, by His great austerities, is the Lord and exemplar of 

all ascetics. 
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tmth unknown to Siva which was promulgated by His incarnation? 

How can we believe that a spark can bum the whole world, and that 

yet there is no heat in fire? As a matter of fact, the principle of monism, 

which was taught by the Vedanta philosophy, has been brought into 

harmony with the principle of dualism in the Tantra Sastra. It is hard 

to say how many hundreds of Yogis and Rsis, Sadhus and Sadhakas, 

have been slain or wounded in the fights over dualism and monism. 

Bhagavan, the Creator of all things, has in the Tantra S^tra brought 

that fight to a close by harmonizing prakrli and vikrti.* But those 

who are by nature inclined to fighting ever consider peace to be a trouble, 

and this is tvhy even to-day there are to be found many dualists in the 

community of the learned who are hostile to Xantra. But the idea of a 

quarrel between Jiva and Siva at one and the same time shames us and 
makes one laugh. 

Looking at the matter with the eye of a philosopher, it seems as if 

monism and dualism are as much asunder as the eastern and western 

seas. On the one side monism says that the Samsara is a mirage, a wave 

t*f Maya, an effect of illusion, just as the mistaking of a rope fi>r a serpent, 

or of the nacre of an oyster shell for stiver. Brahman, who is knowledge, 

eternal, pure, and without attribute, is beyond ignorance, attributes 

and the samsara. He has no desire, activity, endeavour nor is 

subject to Karma. In short, only He exists, and nothing else. 

On the other hand, dualism says that He has desire, activity, 

endeavour, care, and is subject lo Karma.* In short, all things which 

axe said to exist, exist in Him. There is nothing which does not exist in 

Him. Both are Sastras. The one is not, in authority, either superior or 

inferior to the other. Which will give way to which? Both have Bhaga¬ 

van for their witness and Judge. The settlement of this dispute is 

impossible by mere men. Therefore, to dispel the doubts of the three 

worlds, She who dwells in all hearts Herself assumed the r6ie of questioner, 

and He who dwells in all hearts and is the beloved consort, of the all-good 

Devi answered Her questions, and Narayana® Himself accepted the 

answer as the truth* Agota, or issued from the mouth of Siva; GcttHi 

is, literally, “change,” as of form—here effect. The meaning is 
that the 3 antra harmonizes the origin of things with its effects—God and His 
world. 

“ All manifestations of Deity are .subject to both time and Karma. Thus it 

LS said, Namastat karmabhyo vidhirapi na yebhyah prabhavati (Salutation to 
Karma, over which even the Creator Brahma cannot prevail), and. 

Ye samasta jagatsptisthitisamharakarinah 
Te pi kalesu liyante kalohi balavattarah 

(The Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer, in time become extinct; because time 
is the stronger). 
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or entered into the mouth of the Daughter of the Mountain; ^ and Ahhimata^ 

or approved of by Vasudeva.^ 

For these three reasons, and taking the initial letters of the three 

words, the Tantra Sastra is called Agama,^ Where Parvati is the 

questioner and Mahesvara answers, there the Sastra is called Agama. 

Where, to heighten the sweetness of the play, Mahadeva is the questioner 

and Mahesvari answers, there it is called Nigama, The Tantra Sastra is 

called Nigama by taking the initial letters of the three words nirgata, gata, 

and mata, in the verse in which it is said—Nirgata^ or issued out of the 

mouth of the Daughter of the Mountain; Gata^ or entered into the mouths 

of the five-mouthed Deva; ^ and Sammatay or acquiesced in by Vasudeva.® 

The Tantra Sastra is divided into these two parts of Agama and Nigama. 

Just as, however, there is in reality no difference between Bhagavan and 

Bhagavati, the male and female speakers of Tantra, so there is none 

between Agama and Nigama revealed by them. The sole purpose of both 

is to give liberation to the Jiva by a method through which monistic truth 

is reached through the world of duality. 

Despite the essential truth of the monistic principle, its comprehension 

by all is an impossibility in this duahstic phenomenal Samsara. For this 

reason it has not been generally accepted as the path to be followed, though 

it has been preached even to the farthest quarters of the earth by 

^ankaracarya himself, and successive generations of thousands of disciples 

who have followed him. Amongst those who have travelled along the 

monistic path, scarcely one in a thousand has succeeded in reaching his 

destination safely, without trouble. When we speak of the nondualistic 

path shown by Sankaracarya, many may think that that which is devoid 

of Tantrik practice and is advocated solely by the Vedanta is that path. 

But we mean nothing of the kind, nor is it our purpose here to say any¬ 

thing as to whether that path is or is not accompanied by Tantrik practice. 

This much only we now say—namely that the monistic path advocated 

by Sankaracarya is one which is characterized by the force of an intense 

^ Girija, or the Devi as Parvati. ^ Visnu. 

^ The author here refers to the definition of Agama— 

“ Agatang sambhuvaktrevyah 

Gatanca girij^ukhe 

Matanca vasudevena 

Tasmat agama ucyate. 

^ Siva. 

^ The definition as ordinarily given is: 

Nirgato girijavaktrat 

Gatasca girisa srutim 
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for his devotees has said in the Xante: “ In the world some desire non 

duahsne, others dualisnc knowledge, but those who have known My trutl 
Jiave passed beyond both dualism and non-dualism.” 

Had those who would do away with the dualistic world as unrcaJ 
been ready able to do so, then no harm would have been done. But on 

many occasions we see that, whether they have or have not this power, 

^ey unquesuonably do away with themselves. Why do you, who consider 

It to be notog, dread the dualistic world, which you think to blow away 

wi your breath? Again, why take so much trouble to blow away that 

which IS not^g? On listening to the lamentation of non-dualists, one feels 
as if the duahsuc Sarasara had been created merely to frighten them. For 

them there IS no peace, love, freedom from disease, or joy in the Samsara, 

^ \ ^ AlaSj I am lost! ” and tiie lamenting call to “ Save 
save. It IS as though, from dread of the dualistic world, monism had 

s^k all Its limbs, and was trying to find a place wherein to hide its 

ead m the eternal Brahmanda. Where shall it go to save iteelf? Where¬ 

soever it goes, it finds a dualistic world. It is of the dualistic principle 

that the world-play of Brahmamayi is made. Who, fiving in the world 

can und^tand monistic truth by ignoring the duaHstic world? What 

^eatcr foUy can there be than to expect that you and I can with a frown 

do away with the duafistic world, which even men like the royal 

Rsi Janaka, Sukadeva,i Saiikariicarya,* and others could not ignore. 

Not to mention others, even Paramesvara Himself, the Gum of aU moving 

and motionless things, at whose feet Suras* and Asuras* pay homage 

made pretence to be deluded by Maya, and sought protection at the Ll 
or Her whose it was. 

In the Tar^ahasya it is said; 

r T Devas * in obeisance prostrated himself at the lotus feet 
o Jagadamba/ and said: ‘ Devi, I have been through 120,000 books, and 

am yet unable to say what is Kalatattva.* O Suresvari,® do thou relate 

o me that Kalayoga! O Devi, lover of devotees, O Mother Kalika, be 

pleased with me! ’ Hearing these words of MaheSvara,® the Saviour of the 

three worl<^ smiled and said: ‘ All men in the Brahmanda are TBy 

dayr ^ ^ yoga 

XJ Sadhaka here particularly take note. Here MaheSvari 
Herself is the teacher, and Mahesvara the pupil. Mahadevais Sadhaka; 

^ The Rsi, son of Vyasa. 

The expounder of the V^edanta philosophy. 

^ Devas, ^ Demonia^c spirits. ^ Siva. 
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Mahadevi answers his questions. The men and women of the world are 

the objects of Sadhana. Though omniscient and Lord of all, Siva himself 

is bent on practising this yoga of knowledge/ and She who dwells in all 

hearts warns to-day even a disciple such as Siva, and says: “ Mahadeva, 

practise this yoga day by day.” ^ The crest-gem of the greatest Yogis 

will practise Yoga, and that by means of daily meditation. Though He 

is Himself the Creator of the world, He must worship the world before the 

Truth of Sakti ^ can bloom in his heart. It is only when it has fully 

bloomed that the dualistic universe will disappear in the knowledge which 

draws no distinction between Siva and Sakti. The disappearance of the 

Brahmanda will lead to the knowledge of the true substance of Brahma- 

mayi. The Sadhaka will now understand how the truth as to the 

Brahman ^ may be reached through Its universe. 

To this objection may be raised that there are not only men and 

women in the world, but rivers, seas, tanks, forests, groves, fields, 

mountains, earth, air, sky, sun, moon, planets, and stars. How will these 

be eliminated? We reply that nothing will be eliminated, but everything 

will remain. When direct knowledge of the truth of Sakti ^ is gained, the 

Sadhaka will perceive that the entire Samsara is nothing but the wealth 

of the Sakti of Visvesvari.® The dualistic world will then no longer 

appear to be inimical to Sadhana. On the contrary, this Samsara will 

then be recognized to be a most spacious and sacred field full of materials 

for Sadhana. We will fully discuss this matter in the Chapter on the 

worship of form (Sahara Upasana) and the play of Sakti (Saktilila). Here 

we close, after giving a mere hint of the matter in connection with the 

subject of the necessity of Tantra. 

Next, many people express an anxiety as to the possibility of attain¬ 

ing knowledge of this hidden Yoga during this polluted Kali age. This 

also is not the place for a full reply. This much only I here say, 

that just as rasayana ® is the proper treatment for a delirious 

patient, so also the delirious condition of a patient is that which 

is proper for the application of rasayana. By the beneficial law of 

nature, delirium generates such force and strength in the patient’s body 

that, when he drinks poison, he is able easily to counteract its life-destroy¬ 

ing, and to absorb its life-restoring, properties. Similarly, the corrupt in¬ 

fluence of the Kali age has generated such a strong poison in the body of 

Jiva that in the delirium which is born in the malady of existence ’ he 

^ That is, as Siva and Sakti are the objects of Sadhana; so are men and 
women, who are their vibhutis. 

2 Jnanayoga. 3 Saktitattva. 

* Brahmatattva. ^ Mistress of the Universe. 
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overcomes the life-destroying property of that mighty cure, full of the fire 

of Yogfe and Ehairavis,^ the Tantrik Mantra, and with the help of its life- 

renewing properties attains to the position of a conqueror of death. Con¬ 

sequently, the Kali age is as fit for the Tantra Sastra as that S^tra is for 

the Kah age. 

Non-dualistic Siddhi in the attainment of knowledge of Siva and Sakti 

existing in aU men ^ and women ^ may be new to you and me, but in the 

domain of Sadhana it is the utterance^ ever true and eternal, of Deva. In 

the Kul^iava Tantra it is said: 

“The substance of the world is Siva and Sakti'—that is to say, 

Prakrti and Purusa. "W"hether this truth exists or not, Kuladharma eternally 

exists. On account of this sovereign privilege, Kuladharma is the greatest 

of aU Dharmas. How can that which is greatest be common to everybody ? 

That is to say, since qualification for Sadhana in Kauladharma arises only 

after the achievement of Siddhi in other dharmas, how can it be said to be 

upon equality with them? ” 

It is by virtue of this direct knowdedge of the Brahman in the form of 

Siva and Sakti that Tantrik Sadhakas ever conquer the world. Strength¬ 

ened by it, the Sadhaka does not deign even to cast a look at other Sastras, 

To him to whom the realization of Siva and Sakti throughout the world is 

a constant achievement, the world is but an insignificant thing. Even the 

Brahmaiida itself cannot contain the love which the Father and Mothcn 

eveiy^where present in it, bear for him who has realized that Jiva is Siva 

and Siva is Jiva, w^hether in Suras,^ Asuras,*" or men, or moving, or im¬ 

movable things, insects, flies, water, land, space, or in the eternal millions 

of moving and non-moving things. It is the intoxication of that love that 

the Sadhaka poet Ramaprasada has said: 

“ The Mother is present in ever>^ house. 

Need I break the news as one breaks an earthen pot on the floor? 

Janaki goes with Rama, 

Notwithstanding younger brother Laksmana is with him. 

Ehairavis are with Bhairavas, and boys with girls. 

Ramaprasada says: " What shall I say of mother. 

Daughter, wife, sister, or other? ^ 

Think for yourself.^' ^ 

Tantra Sistra has discovered the hidden path by which one may learn 

tlie monistic irutli through the dualistic world.. It has immersed the world 

1 Women yogis (yogini), adepts in the Tantrik yoga. 

^ Purusa. ® Prakrti. ^ See Introduction to Tantra <§dstra, 

® Devas. ® Demoniac spirits. 
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of Sadhakas in the current of the divine Bliss ^ by now changing 

duality into unity, and again from the latter evolving a dualistic 

play. It has proclaimed the wonderful glory of the beloved spouse 

of Paramasiva in the love-embrace of Matter^ and Spirit.® At 

the sight of all this, one feels as if duality and non-duality were 

two boys who, quarrelling with each other and maddened by anger, go 

weeping to their mother, and stand before her in the eager expectation 

to see whom she will caress and whom she will rebuke. But, on the 

contrary, the mother instantly puts forth her two arms and takes both 

upon her lap, when each melts with the love she bestows upon him. 

Then in their love for their mother, with hearts full of, and gazing upon, 

her, they both forget themselves in their joy, and fall asleep on their 

mother’s lap, her mere presence having put an end to all their quarrels 

and disputes. Here the Sadhaka will receive particular help from the 

last song in the first part of Gitanjali^ entitled, The great subject of 

discussion between the Tantra and the Veda is the Mother.” 

^ Literally, current of the rasa of Brahmanda. 

^ Jada. ® Caitanya, 



CHAPTER III 

THE EPHEMERAL AND MODERN MONISM 

We shall have to refer to many a picture painted by former accomplished 

Sadhakas. Here we reproduce two modem exampleSj joyous and sorrow- 

fulj of dualism and non-dualism. Although it is not a picture of pure 

non-dualism, as advocated by the Ved^ta, yet we refer to it as having 

been drawn in that light, Sadhakas will pardon me for such a quotation, 

which, though out of place in the Tantra Tattva, is necessitated by the 

corrupt state of things produced by a revolution in dharma, A thinker, 

overpowered by a dread of the dualistic world, has said: 

Thy intoxication of pride is unceasing, and Thy desires are unending. 

Thou knowest that thy body and mind pass away; 

Still thou doeth as if thou knew it not 

The seasons, tithis,^ and months will come as before, 

But thou dost not once think whither thou wilt go. 

So listen, I bid you. Abandon the gunas of rajas and tamas.^ 

Think of Him who is stainless. 

And thy dangers will then cease, 

To this song tlie high-souled Tantrik Sadhaka Digambara Bhattacarya 

has made the following reply: 

“ Om intoxicates the mind. Desire is etemaL 

The body is true, the mind is true. 

And so is the Sadhana of Syama,^ 

Winter, summer, all six seasons,* come, stay and depart. 

The Sadhana of the Mother’s son endures. 

And so does the kindness of the Mother’s heart; 

^ Lunar days. ^ The qualities of passion and darkness or sloth. 

^ The Black One—a title of the Devi as Kali. 

^ There are six seasons—viz*, Grisma, corresponding with parts of March 
and April (Vaisakha and Jyestha); Varsa, May, June (AiMha and Sra- 
vana)- Sarat, July, August (Bhadra and Alvina); Hemanta, September and 
October fKartika and Aerahavana): Sita, November, December fPausa and 
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So I say to you, listen. Cease saying; ‘ Untrue, untrue ’ ! 

Seek the Devi, who is Herself truth. 

Free then shall thou be of thoughts untrue.” 

The Sadhaka will here reahze the difference between the two. The 

non-dutilist says; “ Thy body and mind pass away—thou knowest this—yet 

still doeth as if thou knew it not.” But Digambara, despite his knowledge 

of the ephemeral nature of body and mind, says that, though they may be 

ephemeral in and as part of the Samsara, yet “ The body and mind and 

practice of the Sadhana of Syama are true.” If the mind and body be un¬ 

true, how can I expect to reach the true and eternal Mother by doing 

Sadhana with these false materials? And can you, too, think of “ Him who 

is stainless ” with your false mind? The pursuit of the false Samsara makes 

the work of the mind and body false. But the work of the same body and 

mind will turn out to be true if these undertake a search for Her whose 

substance is truth.^ If the body and mind be false, why should your dread 

be true? Next, the non-duaUst, says: “Winter, summer, and the other 

seasons, the tithis, and twelve months, will come as i before j but whither 
thou wilt go thou dost not once think.” 

These words, however, do not lie well in the mouth of a believer, as 

if there were no certainty as to where I shall go on leaving the world in 

which there are the tithis, and twelve months, and other seasons; as if all 

things changing and revolving in the world will remain, but I only shall 

not remain; as if this will be my final end.^ This is much hke what infidels 

say: “ Can the body return after it has once been reduced to ashes? ” 

However that may be, the beheving Sadhaka has frowned upon this 

lament of the transitoriness of things, and with an unflinching heart has 

said: “ Winter, summer, six in all, come, stay, and go. The Sadhana of 

the Mother’s son endures, and so does the kindness of the Mother’s 

heart.” Nothing goes away anywhere for ever. Things remain at the 

place to which they belong. The only difference is that they go, and 

return as new things. As in the Samsara all things go, and return in a new 

form, so the kindness of the Mother is ever with the Sadhaka Her son in 
birth after birth. Nothing is lost for ever. 

The Sadhaka will here take note of the divine vision of the accomp- 

Hshed devotee. “ Winter, summer, six in all, come, stay, and go, but the 

son’s Sadhana and the Mother’s kindness alone endure,” Everything is 

ephemeral in the world which you know to be ephemeral. Only the son’s 

Sadhana and the Mother’s kindness endure. To the eyes of the Sadhaka 

privileged to know that truth, the ephemeral world also appears as eternal. 

Again, the non-dualist says: “ I say to you, listen. Abandon the gunas of 

^ Literally, the true tattva. 
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rajas and tamas. Think only of Him who is stainless, and your dangers 

will cease.” That is, “ These gunas are merely inimiGal to Sadhana; so 

drive them away; do not tread a path infested by robbers. On the other 

hand, tliink of Him who is stainless, and your perils will be at an end.” 

That is, He who is to be thought of is stainless. His beauty 

is of a pure and perfect whiteness. Tlie gunas of rajas and tamas are, as 

it were, stains. Witli such stains one cannot think of Him who is stainless. 

Thus we must understand that the white Sattva guna is necessary in 

order to think of the white Brahman. Now, I ask, is not Maya a bond, 

and is it not composed of Sattva as well as of Rajas and Tamas ? Some day 

you will have to throw off that Sattva gu^a also. Perhaps you wiU say 

that constant thought of the Stainless One will cause the Sattva guna to 

fall off of itself To that I would ask. Is that thought of yours, which can 

drive away even the Sattva gur^, so afraid of the other gunas that it cannot 

appear in their presence? Thinker, your thought is full of cares. That it 

is which makes you so thoughtftil. It is because Rajas guna and Tamas guna 

ever maintain the false show of the Samsara that they have to be discarded, 

and the mind made to rest on the Stainless One. 

It is at this point that the Sadhaka says : Brother, if you are a hero,^ 

with the keen sword of Sadhana in your hand, why should you be a&aid 

of the robber? It: is only the frail coward who fears him.” In reliance 

upon the fear-dispelling name of Abhaya^ you cry: Victory to Jaga- 

damba!” and advance to conflict face to face, and by the grace of 

Vijayabhairavi,^ victory wiU, without doubt, be yours. See, however, that 

you do not destroy anything in the dominion of Rajarajeivarl. Put your 

foes under your feet, and then you will see that these very enemies will be 

charmed by your dauntless bearing, and become your obedient servants, 

and will be to you like sons, friends, and attendants. Then joy wiO over¬ 

power you at the sight of the eternal and the transitory playing with one 

another. Do not despise anything as untrue. Digambara the Sadhaka 

has therefore said: “So I say, listen. Give up repeating, * Untrue, 

untrue! ’ Seek the Devi, who is truth Herself, and you will be free of 

untrue thoughts. Just so long as the truth ^ of Her whose substance is 

truth itself does not possess the mind, so long the world will appear to be 

fleeting. When, however, the rays of the beauty of the Mother who is 

Tnitli itself come to fill the heart, when the eyes are filled with the vision 

of the Mother, then the variegated picture of the world is merged in the 

Mother’s Self.” 

Vira. 

The Devi as dispeller of fear. The true Tantrik is essentially the fearless 

one. ^ Devi of victory. 
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In whatever direction I turn my eyes I see nothing, nothing but the 

Mother. In water, on land, and in space the Mother dances before the 

eyes of the Sadhaka, to whom the world thus appears true. When the 

world becomes full of the Mother, then all the gunas cease to be enemies. 

Nothing is then a stain. It is no longer necessary to regard the world as 

stained, and to look upon another as stainless. When the Mother, paint¬ 

ed with brilliant collyrium,^ dispeller of the fears of Her devotee, seats 

Herself in his heart, then everything, be it stained or stainless, becomes 

but the ornament of Her lotus feet. When great waves of emotion rise in 

the ocean of the Sadhaka’s love, then the three worlds sink in the surging 

billows of its waters. The lustre of the black ^ beauty of Her who 

charms the three worlds, falhng whereon, lays open the gate of 

Brahmanda. Maddened with joy, the Sadhaka also then opens the door 

of his heart, and sings: 

“ He who takes shelter at the feet of Syama 

Never goes to the house of Death. 

Whose heart and soul revels to drink the nectar of Syama’s name. 

Whose thought and meditation Syama fully possesses, 

For him, in hfe and death, Syama is his death’s destruction. 

Opening wide the portals of heaven and earth. 

Raising on high the standard in Syama’s name, 

By his own strength he goes to the cremation-ground; 

Yet, having attained Sivahood, he does not become a corpse. 

How can he become a corpse whose Yoga has been done on hundreds 

of corpses ? ^ 

He who holds in the cage of his heart the Syama bird ^ 
Makes Syama one with the Self, 

And ever beholds the Self in Syama. 
In love and with joy Syama, uniting with the Self, dances. 

Oh, the hair of my Syama is dishevelled! 
In Her black hand She holds a black sword; 

The dark moon adorns Her dark tresses; 

On Her dark face a dark smile plays. 

The dark rays of Her body darken the face of the three worlds. 

The spirit (Atma) is Syama, 

The body is Syama, 

^ Anjana, put on the eyes to increase brilliancy, to cure redness, burning of 
the eyes, etc. 

^ Syama, a name also of the Devi as Kali. 

^ Referring to the Tantrik Savasana, or posture in which the fearless 
Tantrik performs his rite, seated on a corpse, 

A A T ._ -l! _ 1 1 r 
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The Samsar is Syama, 

Syama is one’s home. 

Nothing exists but Syama. 

Delusion also is full of Syama. 

In the false vision, which is Syama, 

The only cure of this Syama malady 

Is a draught of the pure nectar of Syama’s name. 

Oceans and rivers and aU other waters 

Become one in the waters of dissolution;^ 

All these are but corpses at the feet of Syama. 

The memory of Syama fills the Samsara with Syama. 

When shall the form of Syama meet my gaze 

In the form of corpses and in the form of Siva? ” ^ 

The community of Sadhakas will consider whether he is non-dualist 

or duality itself, the mirror of whose heart reflects the scene; 

“ The spirit is Syama; 

The body is Syama; 

The Samsara is Syama. 

Syama is one’s home, and ocean and rivers. 

And all other waters become one in the water of dissolution.” 

Difference between and Similarity of Veda and Tantra 

The world, of course, appears to be thus blissful in the eyes of every 

Sadhaka, be he Vaidik or Tantrik, who by the grace of Anandaraayi has 

attained Siddhi. There is, however, this difference, that the T^tiik 

Sadhaka does not—in this unlike the Vaidik Sadhaka—see a hell 

in the Samsara. The hateful and hideous picture which the Vaidik 

Sadhaka has drawn of the Samsaxa, full as it is of wife, sons, friends, 

attendants, and other relations, is enough to create a re\ailsion in the 

mind of even an ordinary man. But it is a matter for great 

wonder that Tantrik Sadhakas have discovered the play of the waves 

of Brahma-Bliss in this very Samsara, and have pointed out, as it were 

with the finger, tliat every process of cause and effect which obtains in the 

Samsara is in a direct maimer the stairway of Sadhana. It is a matter 

of still greater wonder that Tantrik Sadhakas, like fish, move and yet 

remain unsoiled in the mud of worldly actions, the mere contact with 

which would send you or I to perdition.^ That pure transparent heart 

of his is not soiled or stained by anything. Even in the midst of fierce 

^ Pralaya. 

^ The above verses are from the Author’s Gitanjali. 
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waves he remains as free as the petals of a lotus in water. A Vaidik 

Sadhaka^ also, on attaining Siddhi, does not think of the Samsara as being 

anything but Brahman. There is, however, this much difference, which 

we may illustrate as follows: 

Let us imagine that there is in a forest an ancient royal palace, 

the inner rooms of which are adorned with untold treasures. I approach 

the building with a desire freely to see or to take them. But such a 

foul stench comes from all sides that it is difficult to stay there for even 

a minute. Unable to settle what to do, I look about in every quarter. 

I find that at my very side there is a flight of stairs. The lower wall 

bears elaborate ornaments, but the stench prevents me from standing 

there to closely examine it. In particular, I note that, though there is 

ornament, there is no sign of a door whereby to enter the house. I am 

therefore obliged slowly to ascend by the flight of stairs, and with 

good fortune find myself at the top of the building. I there find that the 

entrance door of the palace is wide ajar, as if to welcome visitors. 

Entering by that door, I descend by a staircase, and in every room 

discover proof of the incomparable wealth of the King of Kings illuminat¬ 

ing it with the lustre of its beauty. Whilst gazing with astonishment 

I descend into the lowest room. I then see the leaves of a side door flung 

open at my very side, through which another visitor enters into the build¬ 

ing. Astonished and curious, I say to Him: " Sir, I did not know that 

there was a door here. When I came I examined the wall for a long time 

but could only discover ornament, and not a door.” The new-comer 

laughs, and says: “ There was, of course, the door, but you could not find 

it.” I again say: “ But you found it. How was it that I did not?” He 

says: “ You came by the right path, but I by the left one,” ^ upon which 

the following dialogue ensued: 

/. What is the difference between the two paths, New-comer? 

jV. The decorations of the right path merely beautify the wall, 

whilst in the left path there is, besides beauty, a device whereby the 

lines of a door are worked into it. 

/. How came you to know of this device ? 

W. By the instruction of the Guru. 

L But how came the Guru to know of it ? 

jV. By command of the Great Architect who built this edifice, 

/, When you pushed, did the door at once open, or was a key 

required? 

JV". A key was required. 

L Where did you get the key? 

jV. Gurudeva gave it to me. 
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L But how were you able to stand in that foul smell? 
The bad smell is on the right path only. The left path is ever 

pleasantj fragrant with the scent of full-blown flowers^ and illumined by 
their beauty, 

Upon this I am veiy^ much astonishedj and ask: 
As both are paths to the royal palace, why, then, this difference 

between the two ? 
X. (laughing). The portion on the left is the inner apartment,^ 

Seekers of justice and favour and payers of taxes alone pass along the right 
patli. It is their evil conduct and contact which renders the path on the 
right so miserable* But should anyone amongst those who have more in¬ 
timate acquaintance with the royal family desire at any time to see the 
Queen of Queens (Rajarajeivari), he goes along the path on the left. 

/. What intimate connection, then, have you with die royal family ? 
jV, The Queen our Mother is my dharma-mother.® 
/, In our country the relationship between a dharma-mother and a 

dharma-son is a very distant one. How, then, do you call it intimate? 
X. I have said She is my dharma-mother. 
/. But what of that? 

JV*. You have said that in your country a dharma relationship is a 
very distant one, but in this our royal palace the relationship is very inti¬ 
mate, so I say She is no mother according to your dharma, but my 
dharma-mother. 

I am abashed, and, taking Mm with me, leave the house. Standing 
by ihe sides of the door, I mark with his help tlie places of juncture. I see 
thai the lines meet in such a fashion that one cannot avoid giving innumer¬ 
able thanks to the artist, and showering a thousand curses on the blindness 
of one’s ovm eyes. The edges of the door leaves are so neatly formed that 
it is not possible to discover them without knowledge of the secret sign. 
Looking with ordinary eyes, one sees nothing but decorations on the wall. 
Moreover, one is likely lo receive a sudden fright at the sight of the snake¬ 
like markings to be found at eveiy joint. However that may be, I am 
happy to see and hear. But I ask myself why, in spite of the existence of 
this path, I took the needless trouble to traverse one which was so circuitous. 

Sadhaka, the I ” of this dialogue, is a Vaidik, and the new-comer a 
Tantrik Sadhaka. The building is our gross ^ and subtle body.^ The foul 
smell whidi surroiuids it is egoism, attachment, delusion, affection, hatred, 

1 Antahpura, occupied by the ladies, who in all Hindu households live in 
the zenana, apart from the men. 

^ Persons not connected by blood, but who entertain tender feelings for 
each other, establish such relationship by rnakiiig Dharma their witness.' 

^ Sthula, or material body of food. 
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■shame, anger, fear, slander, and the like. The flight of stairs is the succes¬ 

sion of Sadhanas. The open door at the top of the edifice is knowledge of 

Tattva.' The store of jewels therein is Siddhi or Brahmavibhuti.^ The 

paths to the left and right are the Tantra and Veda respectively. The key 

is the Tantrik Mantra given by the Guru. The decorations of the 

wall are the mechanism of the human body. The door leaves in the 

wall are the Muladhara,^ and the snake-like markings are Kula- 

iundalini Herself.^ What else remains to be understood cannot be 

revealed. This much alone we can disclose. The rest, the Sadhaka 

will understand of himself. The Vaidik Sadhaka does not enter the 

house,^ or even wait a minute on the ground-floor, for fear of the foul 

smell. He has no knowledge of the Satcakra®. In deep disgust he 

goes up, and there attains the knowledge of the unity of the Jiva ’ 

and the Brahman, which is the meaning of all such great sayings as 

Thou art that.’’ ® But from the moment that knowledge of “ That 

thou art” causes him to see the Brahmanda as a Brahmavibhuti,® he 

slowly acquires knowledge of the truth as to Jiva through knowledge of 

Brahman. And then, not to speak of the ground-floor,^® even the despicable 

hell of foul smell which surrounds it appears to him as nothing but the Brah¬ 

man. On acquiring this Siddhi, the world no longer has any terror for him. 

Then the Vaidik Sadhaka at last comes to see the Brahmavibhuti in the 

Samsara.il On the other hand, the Tantrik Sadhaka renounces the 

Samsara whilst seeing the Brahmavibhuti in the Samsara itself,i^ Although 

the latter is full of foul smells, his nostrils are pleased with a divine 

fragrance, nor has the Samsara power to make its own foul smell per¬ 

ceptible or to quench this fragrance. For who can quench that sweet 

I The Brahman. ^ power, wealth, and manifestation of Brahman. 

® The lowest of the six cakras (Satcakra), or centres in the body, situate in 
the perinaeum, between the genital organs and anus. 

^ The Devi who abides in this cakra, coiled round the Svayambhu Linga 
(see the Satcakra Nirupma^ edited by Arthur Avalon). 

^ That is, on the ground-floor of the Samsara, with its senses and passions. 

® Doctrine of the six cakras or centres in the body, which is one of the 
fundamental principles of the Tantrik Yoga. 

The embodied spirit, which is one with Brahman, 

® The Mahavakya of the Upanisads (Tat Tvam Asi), which establishes 
this unity. 

® That is, he sees the universe as a flowering of that tree which is God’s 
power. 

1® The Samsara, or transitory world. 

II That is, the display of the Brahman in the Samsara itself which is but 
Its aspect to us. 

1^ He neither denounces the Samsara nor becomes attached to it, recoghizr- 
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perfume which by a natural law proceeds from its navel/ and spreads 

over a yojana?^ And, similarly, when the Kulakundalini Mantra, with 

its fragrance of musk, awakes in the cave of the Muladhara at the base 

of the Sadhaka’s navel, the universe becomes filled with fragrance, which 

intoxicates the world. The Sadhaka himself, overpowered by his owrr 

joy, scatters the lustre of that joy throughout the Samsara. Such would 

also be the case were the Samsara really a hell. But, in fact, and when 

viev^ed with discernment,^ the Samsara is neither a heaven nor a helL 

It is only that which is its root ingredient,^ Just as, by whatever name 

you or I may call a thing, whether cup, jar, bowl, or vessel, it remains 

in reality nothing but eatth; just as, by whatever name you or I may 

call a thing, whether earring, bracelet, or necklace, it is in reality nothing 

but gold; just as water is water, whether you call it a river, lake, or sea* 

so the Brahmanda, by whatever name we may call it, husband or wife,, 

father or son, friend or stranger, is but one or other aspect of the Brah- 

mamayi.^ You or I may not understand or admit it. But call upon all 

Dharmas,® all Dharmai^tras/ and all the religious bodies on earth, and 

ask them. None will be able to deny the glaring truth told in Chandi:®^ 

“ O Thou all-pervading Devi, Thou art the Sakti ® in all things spiritual 

or gross,whatsoever or wheresoever they be. How is it possible to^ 

hymn Thy praise? ” 

The whole world will surely and loudly admit the truth of this 

Sastrik Tattva. What, then, will you hate as being a hell, or foul smelling? 

In the Vaidik path the perception of this truth is the fruit of Sadhana; 

in the Tantrik path it is both the root and the fruit. The Vaidik. 

Sadhaka first tastes the sweetness of the fruit, and then waters the root; 

the Tantrik Sadhaka, though he does not find sweetness in the root, yet 

waters it in the hope that he may enjoy the sweetness of the fruit. This 

is the reason why fruit ripens on the Tantrik’s tree long before blossoms- 

appear upon the Vaidik’s tree. It is impossible for a Vaidik to attain in, 

a hundred years the Siddhi which a Tantrik has in the palm of his hand, 

in the course of one yean Tantra therefore says: Without doubt, Jiva^. 

during its sojourn in Samsara, will quickly reach the abode of liberation 

^ Nabhi, as in the case of the musk deen 
^ A distance of eight to nine miles. 
® Viveka. 
^ That is, it is only that which it really is—an aspect of the Brahman*- 
® The Devi, or God, 
® Codes of religioB, duty, etc* ^ Scripture touching the same. 
® The most sacred portion of the Markandeya Parana, reciting the actions - 

and praises of the Devi. 
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if he but tread the great path of Kula Dharma.^ For this reason the 

protection of the Kaula Dharma should be sought.” 

Many, whilst admitting without doubt that the essential conclusion 

of all Sastras is that She is all Sakti, and pervades all things, yet ask: 

What is the use, so long as knowledge of this fact is not realized, of 

worshipping according to the Tantra Sastra? ” Such an objection inclines 

one to laughter. We in turn ask: If the knowledge that ^ She pervades 

all things ’ is realized from the very beginning, then what is the use of 

^adhana at all ? ” It is, in fact, the very want of that knowledge which 

makes all prayer and Sadhana necessary. It is not want of knowledge 

"which should make one desist from practising Sadhana. On the contrary, 

this circumstance should increase one’s attachment to it. 

To prescribe giving up food because the patient has a distaste for 

it is not the advice of an intelligent man. On the contrary, an honest 

physician will advise that morsels of food be eaten every day, so that 

thereby the distaste for it may be overcome. In Tantra Sastra, also^ 

the chief of Physicians ^ has given this very prescription. Different diets 

Lave been prescribed in different cases,® according to the nature of the 

disease.^ But all the trouble and danger of which we hear nowadays in 

the community of Tantriks are fundamentally due to mismanagement of 

those diets. The patient, through greed, eats bad food. Local medical 

men, for the sake of self-interest (and it may be, perhaps, without knowing 

the condition of the patient), wiU assent to his doing so. At last, when 

•death arrives, a number of laymen will come and say that the fault is 

-attributable to the system of medicine, and to nothing else. Similarly, 

through the disciple’s greed and the Guru’s fault, many an untimely death 

happens in the community of Sadhakas. Seeing that, a number of laymen 

“belonging to the outside world are of opinion that the fault is that of the 

Tantra Sastra, and of nothing else. Hearing this, many people show 

their intelligence by asking: “ Is initiation in the Tantrik mode indispen- 

•sable?” Vahhari!^ What a conclusion! We say: Why take all this 

trouble, when medicine makes a distinction between good diet and bad 

diet imperative? May not all treatment be dispensed with? You and I 

find fault with Siva and with the Sastra, but the suffering patient plaint¬ 

ively says : 

Whom else shall I blame, O Mother, 

But myself only and through fault of my own? 

^ Tantrik Dharma of the Kaulas. 
® Vaidyanatha, a title of &va. 
® Adhikara, which is also a division of Hindu treatises on medicine. 
^ The reader should note the following passages; which give the Author’s 

explanation of the corruptions which have taken place in practice. 
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I was mine^ but said I was Thinej 

And thus in a falsity I am caught/’ 

Old men say that if both the diseased and the disease be on one sidcj not 

even the physician’s father or grandiather can cure him. But as ill-fortune 

would have it^ in our case the diseased, the disease, and the physician are all 

three on one side. That even in this state of things a few cures are taking: 

place is due to the unfailing fitness of the S^tra. 

Consensus of other Scriptures as Regards the Authority 

OF the Tantra 

Who asks the wind to make the fire blaze? As wind comes of itself to 

a smoking fire and reduces villages, tovmSy forests, and groves to ashes, so 

when the first signs of chaos in Dharma appear through the crooked 

influence of time, suspicious doubt and unbelief manifest themselves, and 

the heart of man, well furnished with the wealth of heaven, is burnt by 

the fire of irreligion, and reduced to ashes. Just as a fire first breaking 

out in a poor man's cottage gradually turns even the royal palace into a 

mass of charcoal, so if unbelief takes root in the mind of any member of a 

religious body it makes even the hearts of Pandits of the greatest intellect 

shake. An inflammable thing burns itself and at the same time any other 

thing which comes in contact with it. Similarly, an unbelieving man 

himself falls from Dharma, and also turns others who come into contact 

with him into unbelievers. For this reason all Sastras, from the Veda 

and Tantra to the ordinary NitiSastra,^ have counselled the companion¬ 

ship of pious men/ In the course of time society has long been denied 

the sight of such* Moreover, impious men have proudly usurped their 

seats, and, though themselves deceived, deceive society. The were 

w^ont, sitting on the banks of a lake, to w’orship the Devas and the Pitrs,^ 

and to throw the oflferings into the water* In the belief that the Rsis are 

there, and attracted thereby, the fish in tlie waters swarm near the shore,, 

but, fools that they are, they do not know that the Rsis have gone, and 

that their place is to-day occupied by fishermen who spread their nets^ 

They who werc^ wont to practise austerities and to distribute for the good 

of living creatures the offerings accepted by Devas have disappeared, and 

it is beyond the power of the ordinary man to penetrate the motive 

of those who have spread nets of selfishness from their place. Moreover,, 

it is these people who lead the hosts of different sects and different 

Sastras- They are very often heard to say that other Sastras have no 

sympathy with the Tantra S^tra, and that the latter is not a Sastra,. 

^ Prescribing .srood conduct. ^ Sadhus. 
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which all admit to be authoritative. By other Sastras are meant princi¬ 

pally the Vedas, Puranas, Samhitas,' and Jyotisa,^ and, following them, 

the Dhanurveda,® Ayurveda,^ Gandharva-veda,® and other J§astras. 

The severe blows of political and religious revolutions have left us but 

portions of all Sastras. The rest are lost. Rk, Yajur, Sama, Atharva, 

Dhanuh, and Gandharva Vedas are almost entirely lost. Of Tantras, 

Puranas, Jyotisa, and Ayurveda, portions only are extant. All present 

criticism must therefore be made to rest on ruined columns. Let us 

suppose that three subjects have been dealt with in the beginning, middle, 

and end of a Sastra, and that only a portion of the first, middle, and final 

part of the Sastra is extant. Every intelligent man will admit that it is a 

very wrong inference to draw if in such a case it were said that the 

Sastra sought to establish only what was mentioned in that particular 

portion, and nothing else. It is, therefore, a sign of one-sidedness and 

shortsightedness to conclude that the Tantra is authoritative only if 

its authority is acknowledged in such fractional Sastras as are now 

current, and not otherwise. Next, if these current Sastras anywhere assert 

the Tantra to be unauthoritative, then the Tantra is authoritative; for 

Sastra which disproves the Tantra must be subsequent to it. If the 

Tantrik cult had not been in vogue previous to such iSastra, how could it 

proceed to disprove it ? 
According to Aryan principles, all Sastras are without a beginning, so 

that none is anterior or posterior to another. Even now, in almost all of 

the extant Sastras mention is made of all other Sastras. Such a deeply 

secret tie binds them the one to the other that, should anyone slip from it, 

all are torn and scattered. It is, therefore, impossible for one Arya Sastra 

to disprove another. Such adverse criticisms as, despite this fact, we see 

nowadays paraded as “ opinions of the Sastra ” on the Tantra Sastra, 

are not the opinions of Arya Sastra at all, but the mere outcome of the 

activity of non-Aiy'an intellects. Upon the question whether there is in 

reality any opposition to the T^trik cult in the Arya Sastra, we shall lay 

before Sadhakas a few Sastrik authorities, so that they may for themselves 

see whether other Sastras approve or disapprove of the Tantra. 

Upanisad says: The Supreme Siva,® the Author of all Sastras and 

ordinances, prepared the eighteen Vidyas of Sruti ® and all the Darsanas,® 

manifesting Himself therein in play.^® Being anxiously requested by 

^ Such as the Manava and other Dharmasastras. 

2 Astrology. ® Veda of the art of warfare. 

^ Veda of the art of medicine. ^ Veda of the art of music, etc. 

® Paramafiva. ^ Branches of knowledge described post, 

® Revelation. ® Systems of Philosophy. 

That is, by incarnating Himself as the Rsis, who were their revealers or 
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Bhagavati,* * who is inseparable from His own Self, He revealed them from 

His five mouths in five amnayas ^ as the highest good,^ The eighteen 

Vidyas are the four Vedas—RJc, Sama, Atharva, and Yajur; the four sub- 

Vedas—Ayurveda, Gandhai'va Veda^ Danda Niti, and Dhanurveda;’* six 

Vedahgas—liz-y Siksa, Kalpa, Vyakarana, Nirukta, Chhandah, and 

Jyotisa;'^ and Purana, Nyaya^ Mimanisaj and Dharma S^tra; and, lastly, 

the six Darias “—Vedanta, Yoga, Sankhya, ^Cmamsa, Visesa, and 

Nyaya/" 

We believe that no one is ignorant of the fact that a fundamental part 

of Tantrik Sadhana is Satcakrabheda,^ The first aphorism® of the 

Satcakrabheda comes from Upanisad itself We are unable to quote the 

Vaidik Mantra in a book,^ but for the purpose of illustration we shall refer 

only to its substance. It says: " One hundred and one nadJs^® emanate 

from the base of the heart. Of these, only one—Susumna^—passes out 

through the head.^^ If at death the life-giving Sakti passes upward along 

this nadi, the Jiva penetrates through the gate of Suryaloka,^^ and attains 

liberation. All other nadis are the cause of the Jiva’s return to SamsaraJ® 

Susumna alone leads to liberation,” 

The same is stated in the seventh Mantra of the Prasna Upanisad. In 

the KaJika, Tara, Narayana. Siva Upanisads, the Nmmhatapam, Gopala- 

tapani, and other works, short but pregnant aphorisms deal with the 

appearances of Devata, Mantras, Dhyana/“ worship,^® and otlier things 

alone related in the Tantra. This, we believe, is not unknown to any 

worshipper. In addition to this, the greater part of the processes dealt 

^ The Devi. ^ Teachings handed down from Guru to Guru, 

® Paramartha, 

^ Medicine, art, code of punishments, warfare. 

* That is, pronunciation of words, or euphony, ritual, grammar, glossary, 
prosody, astronomy, and astrology. 

® Systems of Philosophy. 

^ That is, the piercing of the six cakras or centres in the human body by 
rousing Kundalini in the Muladhaxa, and leading Her to and through each of 
them successively, by the passage of the Susumna Na^i (see Arthur Avalon’s 
Description of the six centres or Satcakranirupana). 

® Sutra, ® This being forbidden. 

Generally translated ‘'nerve” or “ artery,” but as used in the case of the 
Susumna and other similar nadis, the word also denotes more subtle channels 
of energy than the nerves and arteries of the gross body. 

This nadi is centrally situated in the Memdanda, or spinal column, 
between Ida and Pihgala, 

Abode of the sun. The world. 
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"with in Tantra relative to killing, driving away, and so forth,^ is contained 

in the Atharvaveda. Many Vaidik Mantras have also been prescribed 

in Tantrik worship. Then who can say how many hundreds of Tantrik 

npasana tattvas ^ have disappeared with the loss of hundreds and thousands 

of Sakhas ® of the Vedas ? Other examples are unnecessary. 

In our discussion upon the principle of Mantra, Sadhakas will be 

given clear proof to show that even the Pranava,^ the greatest treasure 

and very pith of the Veda, is not outside the scope of the Tantrik Mantras. 

In the Naradapahcaratra ^ it is said: “Meditating on the six cakras, 

Muladhara, Svadisthana, Manipur a, Anahata, Visuddha, and Ajhakhya,® 

he sees his own adored Devata, Sri Krsna, in his heart, seated on the 

lotus of a thousand petals embraced by the Sakti Kundalini smiling, 

beauteous, pure, having the lustre of a young cloud, ^ garmented in 

yellow silk. In the following Sloka ® the great eight-lettered Mantra 
of Bhagavan Sri Krsna is given: 

“ Laksmirmaya kamavijam ’ng’entam krsnapadam tatha 

Vahnijayantamantranca mantrarajam manoharam.” ® 

In the Varaha Purana it is said: “Beloved, the remembrance, 

praise, sight, or even touch of a Candala who is devoted to Bhagavan “ 

•easily purifies the world. Lady! knowing this more than earthly 

power of devotion to Bhagavan, intelligent men should worship Janar- 

dana by the rites prescribed in the Veda of Agama.” 

^ This refers to the Tantrik §atkanna, or magical powers—Maranam 
(destruction); uchchatanam (driving away); vasikaranam (bringing under 
control, which would include hypnotism); stambhanam (arrest—staying a 
storm, striking a man dumb); vidvesanam (causing antagonism between 
persons); svastyayanam (curative and helping power in disease, misfortune, 
and danger). 

^ Forms of, or discourses concerning, worship. 

® Branches of the Veda. ^ The Mantra Om. ^ Chap. iii. 

* These are the names of the six cakras situate in the perinaeum and in the 
regions of the genital organ, navel, heart, throat and between the eyebrows, 
respectively. 

’ A cloud when first formed—black with a tinge of blue from the sky 
behind it. 

® From chap, iv of same work, 

^ The author does not translate this verse, which, however, runs as follows: 
The charming King of Mantras is LaksmI Maya, Kama bijas, together with 

the fourth case ending of Krsna (Ki^naya), followed by the wife of fire.” 

Vahnijaya is Svaha, the wife of the Lord of Fire. Nor does the author give 
the Mantra, which is: Aim, Srim^ Klim, Krsnaya Svaha. The first three 
words are Tantrik bijas of Laksmi, Maya, and Kama, respectively. 

One of the lowest, untouchable castes. God. 
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la the Kalika Purana^ it is said: The Devi should be meditated 

upon as ten-handed, and worshipped according to Durga Tantra,*^ 

This is merely an indication of the line of worship- The entire Kalika 

Purana follows the Tantra* All the bijas-, Mantras and Murtis of 

Bhagavan Mahesvara® which are given for the Sivakavaca^ in the 

Brahmottara Khanda ^ of the Skanda Purana are inspired by Tantra- 

The Padma Parana says.® " O Devi of beautiful thighs,^ the religious 

arts of the uninitiated avail not. Such a one is begotten a beast after death- 

How can Jiva be beloved of Bhagavan without Vaisnavi initiation, without 

the Gauri’s favour, and without Vaisnava Dharma? ” 

In the Devi Bhagavata w'e read: “ In this manner in the Satya \uga^ 

Brahmanas used to make constant japa ® of the Gayatri, Tara, and HxiUekha 

Mantrasf' Hrillekha is a Mantra spoken of in the Tantra, Besides this, 

the whole of tlie Upasana Khanda of the Devi Bhagavata is ornamented 

with garlands of Tantrik Mantras. 
In the Mahabhaxata ^ we have Bhagavan Mahesvara’s words to Daksa 

on the subject of his sacrifice: O doer of good deeds, I shall again grant 

you a blessing. Accept it, and hear the message of this blessing with joyous 

countenance and attentive raind_ This auspicious P^upata Vrata was of 

yore created by me. It is a vrata extracted by me with careful considera¬ 

tion from the Veda with its six arigas and the Sahkhya and Yoga Sastras. 

It is performed with severe and long austerities by Devas and Danavas 

hitherto unknowm; of universal application and everlasting effect. It may be 

accomplished in five years, is secret, never blamed by the wise (or it is 

blamed by fools), and is opposed to the Dharma based on caste distinc* 

tions.^® It is above akama dharma and is practised by the greats 

^ Saradiya Adhikara. 

2 T^trik “ Seed ” mantras, such as kliin, liiim, ^hrim, hum, etc- 

^ Siva- 
Amulet of Siva, borne as an armour (Kavaea) against evil- 

^ A portion of the Skanda Purana. 

® Uttarakhanda (last part). 
^ See Lalita Sahasranama; Kamesajnatasaubhagya mardavoru dvayanvita- 

® The first or golden age. 

^ Recitation of Mantra. 

The portion of the Devi Bhagavata dealing with worship. 

Santi Parva (sec translation, Introduction, ante)* 

Voluntary religious vow or rite. 

Parts (seepost). Demonic spirits. 

Varnairamadharma—relating both to caste and the airama, or stages of 
life: brahmacarl (student), grhastha (householder), v^aprastha (recluse), 
bhiksu (religious mendicant). Historically, the Tantra appears to represent in 
some degree influences contrary to caste and BrMxmanical claims. 
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who are not afraid of death. High-favoured Daksa! Enjoy, without even 

performing the great vrata, the great fruits which it bears to those who 

duly perform it. Cease to grieve at the destruction of the sacrifice. 

Granting this blessing to Daksa Prajapati, Bhagavan Mahadeva, of im¬ 

mense might, disappeared with his consort and followers.” The community 

of Sadhakas will understand that this great Pasupatavrata was according 

to the Tantra. Besides this, there are many places which closely follow 

the Tantra. It is needless to mention them all. 

Next comes the Mahabhagavata. It is unnecessary to say that this 

great Purana follows the Tantra, seeing that it is eternally set on the 

thousand petals of the lotus, whereon Jagadamba is seated, and that it is 

that which Bhagavan Vedavyasa^ declared to be only another form of 

Tantra. It is needless to quote any single piece of evidence from the 

book, for the whole of it, from beginning to end, is evidence. 

In the Yoga Sastra, the philosophy of Patanjali, it is said: “ Siddhi 

is of five kinds—namely, acquired by birth, drugs. Mantra, austerity 

and ecstasy.^ Some are in possession of Siddhi from birth, such as 

Kapila, Prahlada, Suka, and others. Some get it by taking drugs, 

such as the Rsi Mandavya. Some acquire it by constant japa of 

the Mantra, such as the successful Sadhakas. Others obtain it by dint 

of austerities, such as Visvamitra and others. Some attain to it by means 

of ecstasy,® and such are Yogis.” 

All these five forms of Siddhi are the results of practice in Yoga in 

former births. In the present life they are simply revealed by the help 

of such causes as birth, drugs. Mantra, etc. That form of Siddhi which 

comes from constant repetition of Mantras cannot be acquired without 

the help of Tantra, the Mantrasastra. Again, according to the Tantra, it 

is not the highest, but the second form of Siddhi. 

As to the Ayurveda, every good physician knows (as is also not 

unknown to Sadhakas that all forms of worship directed in connection 

with the saying of Mantra ^ over medicines, preparation of metallic drugs 

of the ash of mercury, and other things, as described in the Ayurveda^ 

follow processes prescribed in the Tantra and employ Tantrik bijas^ 

Mantras, etc.® We are unable to openly quote all those Bijas, Mantras,, 

etc. Competent inquirers will obtain a mass of evidence by going through 

this Sastra. 
In Jyotisa it is said: “ At inauspicious times, such as unclean months,, 

the following acts should not be done: commencement of education,. 

1 Who arranged the Vedas, wrote Mahabharata and the eighteen great 
Pur anas. 

^ Janmaja, Oshadhija, Mantraja, Tapoja and Samadhija. 
® Samadhi. ^ Amantrana. 
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piercing of the eaj>lob€Sj tonsure^ mvestiture with the sacred thready 

marriage, bathing for the first time at a place of pilgrimage, seeing the 

Anadi-devata/ examination, enjoyment of ease, puraicarana/ and initia¬ 

tion.^" 2 Had not the Tantra S^tra been an ever-existent authority, how 

eould purascarana and diksa have been dealt with in it? 

Smrti Agastya Samhita says; The Mantra, which Guru gives with 

satisfaction and a joyous countenance . * . performing these prelimi¬ 

naries and mentioning the time of solar eclipse, it has been said that the 

Mantra which a person receives from his Guru at that time becomes easily 

successful ^ for the Sadhaka,” 

In the Mah^apila Pahcaratra we find: Instruction in Mantra 

given by Gum at the said Naksatra, Titlii, Karana, Yoga, and Vara,^ 

becomes auspicious to a Sadhaba.’^ 

According to Pingala, “ a Mantra, once rightly accomplished, be¬ 

comes propitious even if it is not practised and worshipped (afterwards).” 

In the Mantramuktavali: * “ Initiated persons should duly make japa 

of Mantras and worship Devatas, for no sin or uncleanliness touches the 

initiated who are self-controlled.” 

It has been said in the Narada Samhita: Next, we shall provide 

for puja, as prescribed in Agama/ concerning persons tainted with 

uncleanliness. 

Besides this, there is a mass of proof in Brahma Purana, Siva Purana, 

Visnu Pnr^a, Markandeya Purana, Agni Purana, Aditya Purana, Vayu 

Puraija, Linga Purana, Nandikesvara Purana, Bhavi^a Purana, Matsya 

Pur^a, Kurma Purana, Gamda Purana, Erahmanda Purana, Brahma- 

vaivarta Purana, Matsya Sukta, Siva Samhita, Isana Samhita, Siva 

Dharma, Siva Sutra, and other Sastras. Were we to quote the evidence 

of every book, it would not be possible to find room for them in this small 

vollime. We are, therefore, obliged to refrain from doing so against 

our will. 

Next, it is necessary to inquire in this connection whether there were 

ever any Sadhakas or Sadhik^ ® initiated in Tantrik Mantras, and possess¬ 

ed of Siddhi therein, amongst those who were discoverers, controllers, and 

founders of Sastras, or amongst those who were worshipped throughout 

the world as successive generations of gurus for their practices, study, 

^ Siva lingam. 
^ A rite in which mantras are repeated at prescribed manner of times (see 

Iniroduclion to Yantra Sdstra), 

® Diksa. Siddha. 
^ Star, lunar day, a division of the day (of wliich there are eleven), con- 

junction, week day. 
® Adhxkara (chapter) on A^uca (uncleanliness). ” Tantra- 
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SMhana, and Siddhi in every Sastra, or amongst those who descended on 

earth from the Deviloka and Devaloka,^ for the establishment of Dharma, 

the preservation of the human race, and the promulgation of Sastra. We 

shall make no reference to the community of Sadhakas coming after them. 

Those only we shall present here whose names the Sastras have proclaimed. 

The Kulacudamani says: “ Manu, Candra, Kubera, Manmatha, 

Lopamudra, Mani, Nandi, Sakra, Skanda, Siva, Krodhabhattaraka. 

Pancami, Durvasa, Vyasa, Surya, Vasista, Parasara, Aurva, Vahni, Yama, 

Nirrita, Varuna, Aniruddha, Bharadvaja, Daksinamurti, the Ganapa, the 

Kulapa, Laksmi, Ganga, Sarasvati, Dhatri, Sesa, Pramatta, Unmatta, 

Kulabhairava, Ksetrapala, Hanuman, Daksa, Garuda, Kasyapa, Kutsa, 

Kunta, Jamadagni, Bhrgu, Brhaspati, the Chief of the Yadus, Dattatreya, 

Yudhistira, Arjuna, Bhimasena, Dronacarya, Vrsakapi, Duryodhana, 

Kunti, Sita, Rukmini, Satyabhama, Draupadi, Urvasi, Tilottama, Puspa- 

danta, Mahabuddha, Vala, Kala, Mandara, Kailasa, Ksirasindhu, Udadhi, 

Himavan, Narada—aU these are Virasadhakas.' They have been spoken 

of as great Viras,® and by the grace of Mahavidya * they have attained 
Samadhi in their respective hnes of action.” 

The Jnanarnava® says: “ The said Vidya ® is worshipped by Manu 

and the Daksinamurti Samhita says: “ The above-mentioned Mantra is 

worshipped by Surya,” and “ the said Vidya is worshipped by Agastya,” 

and as to another Mantra, “ The said Vidya is worshipped by Durvasa.” 

In addition to all these, Dattatreya, Parasurama, Visvamitra, Rama- 

candra, Balarama, Sri Krsna, Brahma, Visnu, Mahesvara, Mahakala 

Himself, the imperturbable Narada, Matanga, and other Bhairavas, 

Sanatkumara, Gautama, Kapila, Katyayana, and other Rsis, were all 

initiated in the Mantras of Tantra, and attained Siddhi therein. From 

the special mention of these persons as initiates it does not follow that the 

rest were uninitiate. Sastra has merely mentioned the names of those 

whom circumstance has made renowned in all the worlds, and of the 

names mentioned but one small sutra has been quoted. In one word, it 

may _be said that, amongst those whose names have been mentioned in 

the Arya Sastras, Smrtis, and Samhitas, those who were uninitiated in 
the Mantras of the Tantra are very rare. 

On hearing that even Mahakala, imperturbable Brahma, Visnu and 

Mahesvara, Ramacandra, ;§ri Krsna, Ganga, Laksmi, Sarasvati, Sita, 

Rukmini, and others, were initiated in Tantrik Mantras, let none think 

that their greatness was lowered thereby. Their store of greatness is not 

^ Abode of Devi and Devas (heaven). 
^ That is, Sadhakas following viracara. 

® Here one of the Tantrik divisions of worshippers. * The Devi. 
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so small as youn or mine that it is liable to be dried up at ever>‘ wind. 

The addition or subtracoon of one or two waves makes very little differ¬ 

ence in a greatncKJ which is of endless extent, unfathomable, and solemn, 

like a vast ocean unmflaed by any wind. How can their greatness be 

lowered unless they worship another? ^ It is because we are talking that 

we arc obliged to use the word “ their But from the spiritual point of 

view it should be His Sadhaka, know it for certain that, under the 

names of Kali or K^na, Hari or Hara,® it is Him whom we know—He 

who, moved by the sweetness of His own play, and with the desire to shed 

the joy of love and Brahma-bliss upon the hearts of His devotees, 

saves the universe in five^ forms, though but one Brahman in reality. He 

is five in one and one in five, and, together with the universe, is one 

without a second. What other, then, is there w^hom He can worship? If 

in any form, in the course of play or in any incarnation. He has worship¬ 

ped, know that worship to be nothing but the tapasya of Nara Narayana ^ 

in the Badatikakama,® the pancatapah of Jagadamba in the Himalaya,® 

the worship of Gcjvardhana in Brindavana/ the Katyayanl-Vrata,® the 

love for Sri Krsna, and worship of Krsi^a-Kali by Sri Radhika, and the 

worship of Mahadeva by Sr! after receiving initiation from Veda- 

vy^a. He has made obeisance to Himself, and that not in order to 

worship another, but in order to preach to the world the potency of 

Mantra, Tapas, and Dharma, Whenever it has become necessary to 

preach any Sakti to the religious world. He Himself has shown the path 

by acquiring Siddlii in the Sadhana of that Sakti, worship being but the 

means to the attainment of Siddhi. He has thus given instruction to all 

people* Bhagavan appears in the heart of Guru, and Himself gives His 

own Mantra to the disciple* In this His greatness does not suffer* How 

can the son leam to make obeisance to his parents unless the parents 

themselves show it to him? The parents of the w'orld have, therefore, 

made obeisance to themselves, and so taught the world how to make 

obeisance to them. As His full Brahmahood is not affected by His 

^ That is, they worship themselves. 

^ Visnu and Siva. 

^ 'The paheadevata: Siva, Visnu, Sakti, Ganesa, and Surya. 

^ Nara, an ancient rsi, and Narayana is Visnu. Both did tapas in the 
Badank^rama (Badarinath) in the Himalaya. Nara subsequently incarnated 
as and Narayana as Sri Krsna, at the end of Dvapara Yuga* 

^ See last note. 

® Gauri performed the pancatapah (five penances to secure Siva as Her 
husband). 

Sri Krsna worshipped the mountain Govardhana. 

® Vrata which Sri Krsna asked the Gopis (herdswomen) to perform before 
^ Vi "1? Cap-4-1 T m 1 
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appearance as a daughter of the Lord of Mountains as the fruit ^ of Maha- 

deva’s austerities and for the destruction of the demon ^ Taraka, or by his 

appearance as the son or daughter of Nanda as the fruit of the devotion 

of the herdswomen^ and for the destruction of Kamsa and others, so 

neither His sole unity without a second nor His greatness are affected by 

His initiation in Tantrik Mantras and the attainment of Siddhi in worships 

prescribed in the Tantra, done to show to the world the potency of 

Mantra. 

It is needless to point out that Dattatreya, Gautama, Sanatkumara, 

Kapila, Narad a, and other Rsis were Tantriks. Works such as the 

Dattatreya Samhita, Gotama Tantra, Sanatkumara Tantra, Kapila 

Pancaratra, Narada Pahcaratra, and others, are obvious proofs of it. 

Probably there is no Sadhaka who does not know of the great Rsi 

Katyayana. Drawn by the intensity of his devotion, Devi Herself assumed 

the form of a girl, full of youth, and appeared at the root of a bael tree 

on the sixth evening after the new moon, in the month of Asvina, for the 

destruction of the Demon^ Mahisa. Since then the Victrix of Mahisa 

has been worshipped in autumn^ under the name of Katyayani or 

daughter of Katyayana. It is this Rsi Katyayana who is the author of 

the Grhya^ of the Yajur Veda. 

The Direct and Superior Power of Tantra 

It seems the result of some great sin even to harbour the thought that 

upon the favourable or unfavourable opinion of other Sastras the authority 

of that Tantra depends which keeps living and safe in the shadow of its 

mighty arms all things moving and unmoving in the universe and world of 

Sadhana from the creation of the First Self® to the great dissolution.^ 

Authors of Smrti, Samhitas, Puranas, and Darsanas, have, even after the 

practice for ages of severe austerities, failed to discover Her, and, pro¬ 

strating themselves to the earth in obeisance, have said; “ O Thou whose 

gunas ® are unknown to all Nigamas,^ how can we, O Mother, describe 

that beauty of Thine which is visible only to Paramasiva ? ” 

Again, it has been said: “ O Mother, Creatrix of all! who else is able 

and will dare to describe the greatness of Thy gunas, which even Brahma, 

the Lord of creation,^^ with his four mouths; the victor of Tripura, with his 

^ Siddhi. ^ Asura. ^ The gopis, who loved Sri ,Krsna. 

^ Sarat, the months of Bhadra and Asvina. 

^ Grhya, or household sutras of that Veda. 

® Purusa or Ego. ^ Mahapralaya. ® Qualities, functions. 
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five mouths;^ Kartikeya, commander of the celestial armies, with his six 

mouths;® and Anantadeva, the Lord of serpents, with his thousand 

mouths,® are unable to describe? ” 

Puspadanta has said: “ If Sarasvati herself were to write for unending 

ages \vith a pen made firom an indestructible branch of the Kalpa-tree,-* * 

with ink in volume equal to that of the Black Mountain contained in the 

ocean as its pot, upon the wide surface of the earth as -writing-paper, even 

then She would fail to record Thy gunas.” 
It is a dangerous learning which to-day makes a man, in order to 

prove the authority of Tantra Sastra, the word of Siva Sakti (who is 

beyond the mind and speech of this world, Whose merciful regard the 

three worlds supplicate, whose meanest servants, the Yogis, Rsis, Munis, 

Siddhas, Sadhus, and Sadhakas,® are honoured throughout the world), 

depend on the words of the self-same Rsis. 
Learned man! lay aside this learning of yours, and be not ashamed 

for having done so. If any have come to this world with a perverse 

intellect, you undoubtedly are their chief. Disputes, questionings, doubts, 

and misgi-vings on this subject arise in your and my minds. But in none 

of the Sastras do we find those who are to remove our doubts themselves 

raising a whisper against Tantra. Nowhere therein do we find it ques¬ 

tioned whether the Tantra Sastra is authoritative or not. You will say 

that perhaps they had not such an all-embracing vision as we have got. 

But there is no " perhaps ” in the matter. Such scepticism w'as not in their 

nature. You and I, though born of Brahmana parents, are to-day 

behatdng like Candalas ® through bad companionship. And so we consider 

it derogatory to our honour to bow our heads at the feet of our parents. 

But they were sons of Brahmans, and Brahmanas themselves, and thus 

the sceptical question suitable only to a Candala’s nature never found a 

place in their minds. Where there is no question, how can there be an 

answer? 
Just as people fearl^sly enter the palace of their King at the time of 

payment of their yearly taxes, and seek his protection when unavoidable 

danger appears, so, whenever any unavoidable difficulty has arisen in 

1 Siva called Tripurari from his victory over the Demon Tripura, or as some 

say, the three cities of the Asuras. 

® Son of Siva. 
s Who, from under the nether worlds (patala), supports the universe on his- 

head (see Visnu Piurana ii, chap. 5). 

* The heavenly tree, which granted all desire as its fruit. 

® Adepts in Yoga, Seers, sages, the perfected (siddha), holy men, and 
religious men who practise Sadhaoa. 
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matters of worship or any adhyatmik, adhibhautik, or adhidaivik danger ^ 

has arisen, all Sastras have stood at the door of Tantra and given instruc¬ 

tions in its name for man’s safety. And at other times, whenever there has 

been occasion to describe practices,^ rules of caste,® history, and the like, 

they have timidly assumed silence, considering the saying of Tantra to be 

as weighty and solemn as royal messages, and beyond penetration on their 

part. Consequently, they do not launch into a discussion upon Tantra 

at every word. This is not due to want of faith, but bespeaks perfect 

reverence on their part. 

It is in Bengal alone that we hear people, now here, now there, 

raising the grating cry ofTantra, Tantra! But in other provinces, such 

as Maharastra,^ Dravida,® Utkala,® Kasmira, and Nepala, people do not 

call that Sastra, Tantra, but Mantra Sastra, just as people do not take the 

name of their fathers, but call them “ Father The meaning of this is 

that worship of Isvara ^ is every person’s daily duty, and that Mantra is 

essentially necessary for worship. If Mantra be necessary, then one must 

necessarily ask the help of a Mantra Sastra. If, in spite of such eternally 

vahd evidence as the words of Sastra, lives of Rsis, immemorial practice, 

anyone still says “ Unauthoritative ” to such we, as followers of the iSastra, 

will reply: The Vedas, Smrti and words inspired by the spirit of 

Dharma are authority, and if to any person all this is of no authority, 

then who will accept his words as authority? ” 

Such evidence is sufficient to prove the acquiescence of the Sastras, 

but the acquiscence which is required by polemics is different. 

In anticipation of danger from doubt, which is the characteristic of 

the Kali age, the great Ordainer has made adequate provision against it. 

Other Sastras have repeatedly and clearly said: “ The doubt of a person 

without faith is no example ”—that is, should an unbeliever do any work 

ordained of Sastra, and yet derive no benefit from it, then his case does 

not stand for an example, “ because everywhere it is only a believer who 

is competent ® for the performance of Vaidik rites.” Whatever may be 

the reason, the Sastra will only bear fruit for those who have faith in it. 

The matter is, however, otherwise with Tantra. For I cannot disbelieve 

it even though I be the greatest and most obdurate of sceptics. I may 

not have faith in Veda or Sastra, in God, the next world, sin and 

righteousness. Heaven and Hell, yet I cannot but believe in Tantra. 

Of the three forms of evidence ®—namely, perception, inference, and 

Sastra the sceptic may not have faith in inference and Sastra, but he 

^ See post. ^ Acara, ® Varnadharma 
^ Mahratta country. ^ Dravidian country—Madras. 
® Orissa. The “ personal ” God. ® Adhikara. 
^ Pramana. That is, pratyaksam, anumanam, Sabda. 
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yields to and accepts direct perception as the only true form of evidence. 

And thus, even though I be the greatest sceptic, I cannot ignore Tantra, 

which is a Pratyaksa Sastra “ The potency of a thing does not wait upon 

intellectual recognition.” Whether you believe it or not, medicine has 

power, and will cure disease. It does not wait upon your intellectual recog¬ 

nition of tlie fact. There is an inherent power in fire to bum. It will bum 

the hand which is knowingly or unknowingly put into it without waiting for 

the belief or unbelief of the owner of that hand or anyone else. Similarly 

Siddhi, the visible ® fruit of the Tantra Sastra, is the outcome of its 

natural potency. Whether you or I believe it or not, Tantra Sastra 

will, when applied as directed by itself, bear visible* fruit. The combined 

determination of laklis of persons such as you or I will not avail to prevent 

that. Relying on the strength of its own arms, Tantra does not recognize 

the efficacy of anything, caU it reasoning or evidence, judgment or infer¬ 

ence. All Sutras, in making ordinances in conformity with Tantra, have 

guarded their individual honour. For as it would matter little to the 

sea if all the waves were to become cross and to turn their currents away 

from it, so it would matter little to the Tantra even if all other Sastras 

were to go against it. 
You may rush towards a lion with marshalled herds of furious 

eleph2int3, but at the moment the resounding roar is heard of the maned 

King of Beasts, subduing even the loudest voices, then everyone will fly, 

one knows not v/hither. Sitmlarly, place all Sastras on one side and 

Tanira on the other, and then you will see that the directly perceptible * 

war cry of Mantras, resounding like the solemn booming of thunder¬ 

clouds, will make them senseless, and disperse and drive them away to 

places of which there is no knowing. It is because of this eternally self- 

evident ® superhuman virtue of the power of Mantra that the Tantra and 

the Devata worshipped therein are eternally awake. Who will with 

impunity tlirow weapons of crooked and fallacious argument at one whose 

voice is guided by the Devata, who directs all intellects in the Brahraanda, 

and who dwefis in every heart? The fancies of inference® are ever 

trampled under foot by direct perception,® Tantra has therefore said: 

“Kulaiastra* is eternal evidence, because it bears visible® fruit. Putting aside 

the sceptics, even such animals as beasts, birds, and the like, admit \'isible ® 

things to be evidence. It is by force of the realization of such ewdent ® 

fruit that Tantra has destroyed all perverse arguers. Who knows what 

will happen in tlie hereafter? ® That is the best of all philosophies ® which 

bears actual and visible ® fruit in this world.” This is what Sastra says. 

1 A practical Sastra of experience. ® Pratyaksa. 

® Anumanam. * Tantra. 
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When, however, in society it is found that on many occasions Tantrik 

rites bear no fruit, doubt arises in the people’s mind. We ourselves are 

much pleased to see and hear all this. For where they complain of 

a want of fruits we do not discern it. Is it not a fruit if Svastyayana * 

leads to dire consequences? Through our ill-fortune a mango-tree bears 

amda,2 or through lack of intelligence we wash an amdah-tree to bear 

mangoes. This it is which gives rise to the difficulty about fruit. Your 

and my belief that “ we do a work according to the Sastra ” is really a 

wicked vanity on our part. And it is because Sastra and Devata are 

unable to bear with this insolenee of ours that they shatter our conceit in 

giving us fruit the opposite of what we sought. And then we think “ alas! 

what has happened? faith is shaken! ” but if we understand the matter 

rightly it is only a wrong belief which is dissipated. Neither place, time, 

nor subject is according to faith, yet still there is the meaningless and 

unreasoning cry, “according to SastraWhy should Sastra tolerate 

this wrong? Sastra ordains that a puja is to be held at dead of night. 

But maybe, either from fezir of keeping up at night or attracted by the 

mahaprasada,* you sit in worship in the early evening. Why then should 

not what is begun in early evening end in misfortune? For this reason 

Sastra has said: “ Who does not worship Mahavidya,® or repeat Mantras.” 

It is only for want of one thing—namely, the proper disposition ®—that 

there occurs a want of fruit. It is a very difficult thing to worship Her 

with a heart inspired with true feeling for Her. Ramaprasada has there¬ 

fore said: She is to be sought through feeling. Can we without feeling 
find Her? ” 

In fact, it is great foolishness to doubt Mantra or Devata on account 

of one’s own deficiencies. It bespeaks great stupidity to put out a fire by 

pouring water on it, and then to opine that it has not the power to bum. 

Similarly, it is a heinous sin to misdo Tantrik work and then to doubt 

Sastra. It is always the mark of a weak, feminine nature to endeavour 

to establish one’s superiority on the issue of a verbal quarrel, whereas it is 

the sign of a man to desire to conquer the world by the strength of one’s 

own arms. Similarly reasoning, argument and inference may be the work 

of other Sastras, but the work of Tantra is to accomplish superhuman and 

divine ’ events by the force of its own Mantras. The power to destroy, 

to banish, and control,* are, with others, matters of daily accomplishment. 

^ A rite to dispel evil and to bring about good. 

^ A sour, skinny fruit. 

® That is, everyone nowadays is speaking of Sastra, but none really cares 
for or applies it. 

^ The great food or flesh of the animal of sacrifice. 

^ The Devi, 6 Bhava, 
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Thousands of great and accomplished Sadhakas still illurnine all India 

with the glory of their austerities.^ In every Indian cremation ground ^ 

the refulgent and divine halo of Bhairavas and Bhairavis ^ is yet to be 

seen miughng with the %ht of the flames of funeral pyreSj rending apart 

the tvaves of nocturnal dai-kness and illuminating the wide expanse of 

Heaven* Dead and putrefying corpses submerged ^ near cremation grounds 

are still brought to life by the force of the Sadhakas’ Mantras, and made 

to render aid to Sadhana and Siddhi. Tantrik Yogis even now and in 

this world obtain, through the potency of Mantras, direct vision of the 

world of Devas, wliich lies beyond our senses. She, with dishevelled hair, 

the DispeUer of feai' from the hearts of those who worship Her, still 

appears in great cremation grounds,^ to give liberation to Her devoted 

Sadhakas, who, fearful of this existence, make obeisance to and supplicate 

Hen Sadhakas still merge themselves in the Self of Brahman, laying their 

Erahmarandhra ® at those lotus feet of Brahmamayi,^ which are adored by 

Brahma and other Devas. The throne of the Daughter of the Mountain ^ 

is still moved by the ^vondrous, attractive force of Mantras* This, in the 

eyes of Sadhakas, is the ever broad and royal road upon which they travel 

untiring to the city of liberation. Maybe there is nothing but darkness 

for the bedridden and dying blind man* Yet know^ that of a surety, oh 

blind man, that the darkness exists only in your eyes. 

We are obliged to say something else* In Bengal a species of 

liigh-class creatures called educated critics ” has come into exis¬ 

tence, who at every word are wont to say: The Tantra Sastra is a 

recent production. The age of the earth is 5,000 yeai^ in all. Within 

this period the creation of man dates back 3,000 years. Previous to that 

his forbears were, according to some, frogs, and according to others, 

monkeys/’ Whose antiquarian researches have led to such discoveries? 

It is no w-onder iliat they should deem the Tantra Sastra a recent thing. 

We, too, cannot oppose or be sceptical of their view^s* Even if we think 

we shall not believe it, our intellect believes of itself. For had not such 

^ Tapas. 

2 Smasana, where Savasana, Mundasana, Latasadhana, and other Tantrik 
rites are practised, 

® Adept Tantrik men and women. 

^ Before and \^^hilst awaiting burning, the corpse is placed in the sacred 
stream. 

^ Mahasmasanas, where some of the most difficult forms of Tantrik Sadhana 
are practised. The auspicious Kalika is thought of as with dishevelled hair 
(vigalitachikura), and so is the hair of the devotee (see Karpuradi stotra, 
verses 3, 10). 

® The cavity of Brahman at the top of the head, here used for the head 
generally. 
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been the state of their forbears, why should the descendants be such as 

they are ? Alas! O Providence,^ we know not whether you ever dreamt of 

such a perversion of intellect, of such a disastrous change of nature in 

the children of Manu. Be the idea sound or superstitious, we still say: 

From the time that the Devas were established in the seven heavens,^ on 

the summit of Mount Sumeru, from that time we Brahmanas have 

belonged to the race of Brahma. So long as Ganga^ endures on earth, 

we, too, shall endure in the race of Brahma. So long as the sun and moon 

shine in the sky, we, too, shall endure in the race of Brahma,” In 

^astra alone does a Brahmana hve, so that the existence of Brahmanas; 

and Sastras are one and the same thing. Judging from the point of view 

of those for whom the creation of man is 3,000 years old, Tantra wiU be 

a recent creation of, say, a 100 years’ age. Intelligent men must therefore 

now consider that within these 100 years only, in the midst of four or five 

revolutions caused by minor forms of Dharma,^ in the course of contest 

with sceptics, the Tantrik Sastra and initiation have been promulgated 

and preached through heaven,^ the mortal world,® and the nether world,^ 

to the ears of every man and woman of every home in Bharatavarsa, con¬ 

sisting of Gina, great Gina,® Nepala, Kasmira, the Dravidian Land,® Maha-? 

rastra,!® Anga,i^ Banga,i^ Kalmga,i3 Saurastra,^^ Magadha,^^ Pancala,^® 

Utkala,^^ and other countries and continents beginning from the mount of 

■sunrise to the mount of sunset.^® What blessed criticism! It is on this 

account that old far-sighted grammarians gave the prefix sam ” instead 

of any other to samalocana (criticism). Historical critic, what shall we 
say to you? Valihari! 

There is yet another sad thing to tell. In the community of worship¬ 

pers there are a few persons belonging to the Vaisnava sect who believe 

^ Vidhata, 2 gvarga. 

® The holy River Ganges, ^ Upadharma, used in a bad sense. 

® Svarga. « Martya. ^ Rasatala. ^ s Mahacina. 

® Madras country. 

Mahratta country. 

Country about Bhagalpur, Tirhut. 12 Bengal. 

13 Part of Orissa described in the Tantras as from Puri to the Krsna 
River. 

Surat. Southern portion of Behar. 
1® Punjab. 17 Orissa. 

Udayacala and Astacala: the mountains from which the sun is said to 
rise, and on which it sets, respectively. 

Samalocana. 

A pun; the word “ sam ” in Bengali meaning “ a clown.” 

A form of exclamation which literally means “ I am beaten.- I have no 
words for it. Astounding.” 
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that the Tantra is the Sastra dealing with the worship ^ of Saivas “ and 

Saktas^ alone, and that it is in thorough antagonism to the Vaisnava 

Dharma. We do not know what to say in reply to this. To those who 

hold such a belief we with folded hands put the question: What Tantra 

is this? The name of the Tantra of which they have heard from their 

Lords ^ is Svatantra,^ while that which is Sastra is called Tanfcc'a. When 

dealing with the subject of the characteristics of Tantra, it has been said 

that it is that which is “ approved of by V^udeva". ® In this there is 

nothing to %vhich a true Vaisnava can take exception. But then we have 

nothing to say to those witii whom the objection lies, because they are 

Lords/ When they interpret the S^tra of Devotion,® it seems that they 

are Lords of Vaisnavas alone; but when they sit in judgment disproving 

Tantra, it would seem that they are Lords of Visnu also; otherwise, how 

can they dare to disprove the words of tlieir Lord? ® If the Tantra Sastra 

is hostile to Vaisnavas^ we then ask by whose grace did they receive that 

Visnu Mantra, initiated in which they, in their pride of Vaisnavism, cast 

sinister glances at the Tantra S^tra ? It is, indeed, a sign of great scepticism 

to be an enemy of Tantra after initiation in a T^trik Mantra. We know 

that honest Vaisnava Sadhakas are never inimical to Tantra. But stilly 

for those who arc so mistaken, it is necessary to point out what the Tantra 

itself has to say in this respect. 

Tantra says: “ KaH alone in the Kali age, Krsna alone in the 

Kali age, Gopala and K^ika in the Kali age, are the Devat^ who are 

awake.” 

“ Mah^aJl and Mahakala exist in the manner of a grain of gram. 

Just as the grain of gram has on the outside a covering, and is in the 

inside divided'into two equal portions dosely touching each other, so the 

Parabrahman^^ is covered on the outside by Maya, and exists interiorly as 

Siva and Sakti in equal parts closely united the one to the other. It is 

^ Upasana Sastra. 

^ Worshippers of Siva. 

® Worshippers of the Goddess, or of Sakti the Devi. 

^ Prabhu, the title by which the gosvamis, or religious preceptors of 
Vaisnavas, are called by their disciples. 

® Svatantra means “ different”. There is a play on the words, the meaning 
of the passage being that Tantra is S^tra, but what they have heard is different, 
that is not Sastra. 

® Visnu, Lord of Vaisnavas (stcpost.). 

‘ Prabhu, the title referred in footnote 4 above. 

® Bhaktisastra. ® Visnu, by whom the Tantra is approved (see post.), 

Krsna and Kali. 

That is, active; whose activities are efficacious. 
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this Paramatma existing in the forms of Siva and Sakti who is Maharudra, 

Mahavisnu, and Mahabrahma. The one only Brahman is called and 

differentiated by the three names Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara.^ But 

he who looks upon the different forms which pass under these different 

names as really different never attains liberation.” ^ 
In the Mundamala Tantra ® it is said: “ So long, O Supreme Devi, 

as it is thought that there is a different Spirit in different beings,^ so long 

only is the world multiform, activities different, and feeling diverse; 

Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara distinct; Ganesa, Dinesa,’ ^ Vahni,® 

Varuna,’ Kubera,® and the Dikpalas» different Devas; effort is of many 

kinds; beings are masculine, feminine, and neuter; bael leaves^® are 

different from tulsi leaves,J^va, Drona, and Aparajita are different frona 

Tulsi-leaves; the Divya, Vira, and Pasu forms of worship are different,^® 

the idea of difference exists in Tantra; different forms of worship are 

prescribed for different Devatas; and so long (O Mother of the world) 

is Hari deemed separate from Hara,^ and so long (O Siva) are Kali 

with the terrible jaws. She with the beautiful matted hair,^"^ Sodasi 

and Bhairavi,^® different Devis; Bhuvanesvari, Cinnamasta, Annapurna, 

Bagalomukki, Matangi, and Kamalatmika are different Devis, and 

Sarasvati and Radhika are distinct. As long as the notion of unity at 

the lotus feet of Bhavani^i does not exist, so long endeavours, activities, 

modes of worship, and practice are different, O Devi of fair body I 

O Sahkari! 22 when perception of the truth grows in the lake of the 

Sadhaka’s pure heart, then in the resplendent bloom of the flower of 

non-duality, which is the lotus feet of Tarini,^^ the vision of one only 

Brahman, not only in all Devas and Devis, but in every being in the 

Samsara, opens to the view of the Sadhaka.” 

^ Siva. 

2 Such as he who worships Visnu, thinking him to be different from 
Siva. ^ Chap, vi. ^Jiva. ^ The Sun. 

® The Lord of Fire. Lord of water. ® Lord of wealth. 

® The regents of the ten quarters. Sacred to Siva. 

The holy basil (ocymum sanctum), sacred to Visnu. 

The hibiscus, drona (a white flower) and clitoria—flowers sacred to the 
Devi. 

The three different forms of Tantrik worship (Upasana). 

Visnu. A title of the Devi. 

Tara, one of the Dasamahavidya, or ten great forms of the Devi. 

Jata. Forms of the Devi. Ibid, 

Sarasvati is Devi of speech, and Radhika the beloved of Krsna. 

Title of the Devi; Bhava is Siva. The Devi and Vayu Puranas say that 
the Devi is Bhavani, as giving life to Bhava. 

Sankari is feminine of Sankara, a title of Siva. 
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The Sadhaka who contemplates Mahesvari,^ knowing that She 

is not different ffom Gum^^ Visnu, and Mahesvara, and Mantra^ is 

undoubtedly Mahcsvara^ Himself, even though he be a Jtva*” ^ 

To say that the Sastra in which such a universally accepted conclusion 

is the object of Sadhana and Siddhi, is yet antagonistic to Vaisnavas, 

though it does not harm Tantra, yet smears the spotless Vaisnava name 

with the mud of indelible infamy. 

To bring about harmony in place of their quarrels, Puspadanta has 

said in die Mahimnastava: ® All the conflict of opinion winch exists in 

the threefold Sastra,^ Sahkhya/ Yoga, cult of Paiupati,® and Vaisnava 

Sastra,^ k due to differences of ideas, and is nothing but the doubt 

whether this or that is the right path. But, O Lord! just as the waters 

of all rivers, in whatever direction they flow, and whether in straight 

or sinuous course, mingle in the end in one great ocean, so Sadhakas 

(whatever be the path they follow) are at their journey’s close sure to 

meet each other in Thee Who art the one only ocemi of Unity/’ 

Sadhaka, know it for certain that that is the final conclusion of every 

Sastra, be it Veda or Tantra- 

There are present-day Vaisnavas who revel in daily new emotions,^” 

who are not satisfied with the forms of the ten incarnations of Bhagavan, 

or the four armed Narayana V^udeva dwelling in Vaikuntha,^® nor even^^ 

with the conjoined^® fomi of Bhagavfoi Sri Krsna, the perfect incarnation, 

and who in many instances abandon the Caitanyaless Mantra of Visnu 

and Krsna worshipped by their forefathei-s, and received by them at die 

time of initiation, and get initiated in a Mantra which has Caitanya in 

it/^ Amongst such people there are many who say that it were better if 

^ Tide of Devi, as spouse of Siva, Mahesvara. 

^ Religious preceptor. ® Siva. 

^ An embodied spirit; here, “ man 

® Hymn in praise of the greatness of Siva. 

^ Trayi-—die Veda. So called because it consists of the three things—-song, 
prose, and ^■e3^se; or because the first three Vedas are alone included. 

Philosophical school. ® The Tantra. 

® Sastras dealing with the cult of Visnu. 

Rasa. Murti. Avatara of Visnu. Visnu’s heaven. 

Yugalamurti, or that in which the persons of both Krsna and Radha are 
shown together. 

Purna avatara. See next note. 

There is here both pun and sarcasm. Caitanya means consciousness or 
intelligence, and is also the name of the celebrated Vaisnava Saint who is the 
iiead of a large section of the Vaisnavas. The meaning is that some people 
have the audacity to think that the Mantra of Visnu is without caitanya 
(acaitanya)^—that is, without consciousness—because not associated wfth the 
Saint Caitanya and to think that a Mantra associated with the same Caitanya 
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Tantra Sastra ceased to exist. They have both the daring and the 

-opportunity to say this because, considering the nature of the daily novel 

Mantras in which they are initiated, and which are found neither in 

Veda, Purana, nor Tantra, the existence of the Tantra !§astra is a source 

of danger to them. However that may be, it is not necessary to waste 

time in writing about them. The only refuge of the Hindu race is the tree 

of Veda, which is manvantaras^ and kalpantaras ^ old. The five forms ^ 

of Tantrik worship are its five branches. 

It is by no means impossible that now, towards the end of the Kali 

age, a few parasites should be found growing on some of its branches. 

Those, however, who know the original tree will recognize the parasites 

the moment they see the leaves. However that may be, we do not 

consider them as included in any of the five communities of worshippers, 

and are therefore unable to accept their opinion as that of Hindu society. 

We know them only as Vaisnavas who are initiated according to Sastra 

in Visnu Mantras. If they want to destroy the Tantra Sastra they will 

dimply destroy themselves, because the Visnu Mantras themselves are 

stated in Tantra alone. To become inimical to Tantra owing to enmity 

with Saktas,^ caused by difference in practice, is like turning a father out 

of home because of a quarrel with a brother. 

There is another thing of which we are ashamed even to think. We 

are really pained to see so much anger and enmity in Vaisnavas who 

worship such an amiable, peaceful, smiling, and sweet-faced Devata, and 

who daily eat havisya ^ without flesh. If in this matter they were to ask 

their Gurus, instead of venting independent opinions of their own, then 

we, too, shall be saved. If Tantra Sastra be deemed merely the Sastra 

of the Saktas, then by the grace of what iSastra have Vaisnavas and the 

Gosvamis of the well-known families of Advaita, Nityananda, and others, 

who are Gurus of the Vaisnavas, and who give initiation, preserved their 

great glory so long? Blinded by anger, people often forget their relation 

with others, and abuse them, but that is another matter. As a fact, both 

^Saktas and Vaisnavas are equally initiated in Tantrik Mantras. The 

authority of the Srimad Bhagavata is held by the Vaisnavas in much 

higher esteem than that of any other Purana or Tantra. That I§rim.ad 

Bhagavata® says: “He who would free himself of the bond of the heart 

^ A manvantara is a fourteenth part of a Kalpa {sec post.), 

^ A Kalpa, or day of Brahma, is 4,320,000,000 years. 

® Vaisnavas, Saivas, Saktas, Sauras, Ganapatyas. 

^ Worshippers of Sakti, or the Devi. 

® A very pure form of food, prepared with fruit, vegetable, and rice. 
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should worship Bhagavan in the manner prescribed in Tantra.” Again, 

after referring to the forms of worship prescribed in both Veda and 

Tantra, it refers separately to the Tantrik form of worship for the Kali 

age, and says: Hear also how worship is to be performed in the Kali 

age according to the ordinance of various Tantras/’ 

Commenting on this verse Sridharasvami says: '^By a separate 

reference again the superiority of the Tantrik path in the KaK age 

is shown/’ 

In the same work Bhagavan counselled Uddhava, the crest-gem 

of devotees, as to what should be done in His own w^orship, “ In all 

parvas ^ in the year provision should be made for Jatras^ and Vahs ® 

in my honour, Vaidik iniriation ^ and Tantrik initiation should be 

received successively, and the Caturmasya,® EkadasI/ and other 

Vratas^ should be observed.” Again, “All articles of Puja, such as 

water for washing the feet,^ for sipping, ® and the others,should be 

set out in order. Marking out a seat for me with Dharma and other 

Saktis, nine in all, make therein a lotus of eight petals bright with the 

pollen of its womb. Then worship me with Mantras prescribed in both 

the Veda and Tantra Sastras for the attainment of siddhi in both,” Here 

Sridharasvami has in his Commentary laid dowm that worship, according 

to both Veda and Tantra, is requisite for the acquisition of both enjoy* 

mentis and liberation,as stated in both Veda and Tantra. “Worship 

of me is of three kinds—-namely, Vaidik, Tantrik, and mixed (that is, 

Vaidik and Tantrik and mixed, or Pauramk), I should be duly adored 

according to all the three fonus.” “ If the Sadhaka adores me by the 

Vaidik and Tatxtrilc paths of Kriyayoga,^^ he wilt receive from me siddhi in 

both Veda and Tantra.” 

^ Auspicious tithis (or lunar days) for religious observances, 

^ Festivals in the worship of Krsna, such as Rathajatra, Dolajatra, Snana- 
jatra, 

^ Worship (puja) with offerings. 

^ Diksa. 

^ Four monthly. 

® On the eleventh lunar day after new or full moon. 

Occasional and voluntary religious observances. 

® Padyam. 

® Acamanam. 

That is, the other (ordinarily fourteen) upacaras. 

Bhoga. 

Moksa. 

The author’s Bengali translation appears here to differ somewhat from the 
Sanskrit, which runs: Trayanamipsitenaiva vedhina mam samarchchayet,” 
or “ I should be adored by whichever of the three forms it is desired.” 
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We ask those who have faith in Bhagavan and the Bhagavata whether 
they have faith in these commands of Bhagavan, as stated in the Bhaga¬ 
vata. Now the Sadhaka, who stands arbitrator in the dispute, will see 
whether the Tantrik initiation and Scripture do not form the very life’s 
stay for the Vaisnava who follows Sastra. When the time for the dissolu¬ 
tion of a family comes, we find that both inmates and outsiders become of 
the same mind, and so through the misfortune of the present Aryan society 
we find that in many cases to be so. 



CHAPTER IV 

GAYATRI mantra 1 AND IMAGE WORSHIP" 

Although all admit that the Gayatri is tlie fundamental part ^ of worship 

as directed in Sastra^ yet the characteristics of the present time make it 

nccessarv^ to consider it both in some degree separatelyj and also in con¬ 

nection with Tantra. For there are nowadays some who even ask; “ What 

is the necessity for the adoption of T^trik Mantras when there is the 

Vaidik Gayatri?” The reply is that there is no necessity if necessity for 

initiatioB ends with mitiation; but those who^ on the contrary, have to 

perfoiTu worship based on initiation must certainly be reinitiated according 

to the Tantra, For in the Kali age worship of Gayatri is not possible 

according to the Vaidik method* Without reinitiatioii in Tantrik Alantra, 

wctrship of the Gayatri even cannot be considered to be accomplished- 

Should anyone on that account regret because he thinks the Gayatri is 

disgraced thereby then Gayatri Herself^ will judge the matter* But there 

is no cause for lament* There is no fear that the line will fail even if the 

son should feel himself insulted and therefore die, when the grandson is 

taken in the arms* It is asked, what is the necessity? But we ask, where 

is even the 'want of it* Who will say that the boy who has passed the 

matriculation examination will not in time be eligible for studies suitable 

for a degree examination? However that may be, more of this hereafter* 

At present let us discuss what Gayatri is according to Aryan notions. Is 

the Gayatri mere words or Mantra ? If it be merely the former, how can 

it be so supreme as to be accepted as the fundamental part ® of worship, 

the supreme Brahman Himself? If the glory of Gayatri is due merely to 

its being a great saying, weighty and solemn, pure, full of sense and truth, 

then there arc hundreds of thousands of great sa)dngs in the Aryan Sutras 

^ Gayatritattva. The Gayatri, the famous Mantra, is the essential tattva of 
Vedas: “Om, let us contemplate upon the wonderful spirit of the Divine Creator 
of the terrestrial, atmospheric, and celestial regions. May he direct our minds 
(towards the acquisition of Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa).” 

^ Sakara upasana. ^ Tattva. 

^ For the Mantra is the Devi Herself. 
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which are equally replete with truth, and marked with more feeling and 

sweetness. Why, instead of worshipping them, do we worship Gayatri 

alone as the essential portion^ of all the Vedas? Why am I, whether 

learned or ignorant, with or without understanding, called a Brahmana 

provided I am initiated according to Sastra in the Gayatri Mantra? Put¬ 

ting aside the world, why has the Lord of it said: “ Every Brahmana is 

my body, be he learned or unlearned.” In Srimad Bhagavata, l§ri Bhaga- 

van has said: “ Even this four-armed form^ dwelling in Vaikuntha is not 

dearer to me than a Brahmana. A Brahmana is full of all Vedas, and I, 

too, am full of all Devas.” That is to say, the world is maintained by 

both Veda and Devata, and both are therefore equally worshipful. But 

as all Vedas and myself who are full of all Devas, unite in the Brahman 

body of a Brahmana, the latter is the most worshipful of all.® “ Malicious 

and misguided men who know not this truth slight me who am the all- 

pervading Supreme Spirit, the Guru of the three worlds, and Brahmana 

in form, by worshipping my images and symbols only ” (that is to say, by 

omitting to worship a Brahmana as Bhagavan). Manu says: “ On the 

birth of a Brahmana, Isvara Himself^ is born on earth in order to guard 

the sheath of Dharma of all creations.” For him who neglects the Gayatri, 

Sastra again says in the Gayatri Tantra; “ It is the embodied spirit of a 

twice-born person formed of Gayatri who is the worshipper of Devata, 

and not the body nor senses, nor anything else. Visnu, Siva and other 

Devatas are fit objects of worship for him only who is such a Devata. A 

Brahmana who neglects the Gayatri should not touch tulsi leaves nor take 

the name of Hari. A twice-born who neglects the Gayatri is like the 

lowest Candala. What will he gain by worshipping Sri-Krsna ? If through 

ill-fortune a miscreant who forsakes Mantra, Guru and Deva is born in 

one’s family, he as well as all his kith and kin of the same gotra ® should 

do expiation for it. An effigy made of fifty kusa leaves should be burnt 

according to the rules prescribed in Veda. Otherwise his sin will soon 

enter into all his relatives of the same gotra, and such as come in contact 

with him will share in his guilt. In the Kali age the number of such 

sinners will daily and particularly increase.” Again in the same Tantra 

it is said: “ The twice-born who through wilfulness or neglect omits to do 

japa ® of the Gayatri is of a surety born of the seed of a Yavana.'^ The 

Brahmana who is without faith in even the Gayatri is, O Devi, truly a 

Yavana, and being such how can he repeat the Gayatri? Fallen is the 

country in which that sinful Yavana dwells, and fallen also is the Ruler of 

that country. Brahmanas who associate with him are fallen and infamous. 

^ Tattva or principle. ^ Murti. 
^ A Brahmana is called earth-deva,” (Bhudeva), 
4 The Lord.* ^ Linea^-e. 
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Food given by a person who neglects the Gayatri is worse even than food 

given by a Yavana, It were better to partake of the food of a Yavana 

than even to drink water brought by a sinner who neglects the Gayatri.” 

Why? Why is it that the influence of a few words makes a man 

worthy of adoration by Devatas ? And again, why is it that the want of 

those few words makes him the lowest Candala, lower than a Yavana?^ 

The Sastra has neither enmity nor friendship with Jiva, It rebukes none 

and caresses none. It says only what is true. If anyone’s feelings are 

wounded on account of the statement of a truth, then not he who utters 

that truth but die truth itself must be considered the cause, and therefore 

inquiry should be made into that. The truth about Jiva will be revealed 

if the true principles ^ concerning Gayatri, according to S^tra, are dis¬ 

covered, In fact, it is because we do not know the true nature^ ofGayatii 

that we hear of aU these “ why’s”. The moment we realize the true 

aspect of Gayatri then no “ why ” will remain. Then we shall understand 

that there can never be distrust in Gayatri unless a Brahmana’s nature 

becomes fundamentally corrupt, and that in such a case the epithets of 

Candala and Ya^^^ana are not exaggerated, but merely appropriate expres¬ 

sions, The authors of Sastra knew at least as mt!1 as you or I that it is 

of little moment whether a few words arc said or not. You or I have 

not done well in thinking that the Gayatri, which even a muni/ who has 

taken a vow of silence, may not omit to inwardly repeat without ceasing 

to be a twice-bom, is mere language and words. It should be understood 

that that which makes a Brahmana by its presence and a Yavana by its 

absence is not mere language, but the great supersensual Maotrasakti'* 

which controls the Brahmanda, and appears as eternal consciousness; and 

that what have taken for mere words and feet of verse is not so, but 

a great Mantra, full of brilliance appearing in the form of characters 

replete wdth transcendent principles/ A firestick ® may be only an ordin¬ 

ary" piece of wood to a Savara ^ gathering fuel in the forest, but to the 

performer of sacrifice with the fire it is a veritable womb which bears 

luminous fire. Similarly the Gayatri may appear only a string of letters 

to an unbeliever, but to a Sadhaka of divine wisdom it is a very mass of 

radiant shining energy» of Mantra. Just as when, sitting even in a dark 

room, the sacrificer lights the sacrificial fire by the friction of fire-sticks, 

^ Foreigner, 

^ Gayatri Tattva, or the nature of or principles concerning Gayatri. In a 
general way Gayatri Tattva means the subject of Gayatri. 

^ Sage or saint. 

^ Mantra power. 

^ Gayatri Tattva, or the nature of or principles concerning Gayatri. In a 
general way Gayatri Tattva means the subject of Gayatri. 
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and by casting the offerings in that fire offers full oblation ^ in homa,^ 

so the sadhaka living in the deep dark samsara illumines the cave of his 

heart with the light of Brahman,® kindled by the friction of mind and 

Mantra. He then offers to that burning fire of the Parabrahman in the 

fire-pit of consciousness ^ existing as mind engirdled with the three gunas, 

all the three forms of action done in waking, dream, and dreamless sleep, 

whether sattvik, rajasik, or tamasik,^ and whether by mind, speech, or 

action, and lives in a state of constant and perfect liberation. 

The effect of mere language is to produce ideas of skill and emotions 

and sweetness, whilst that of Mantra is to stimulate the mental faculties 

with the divine radiant energy,® and to thus lead to a full understanding of 

constantly visible supersensual realities.'^ A mere collection of words is 

something gross, whilst Mantra is full of consciousness. A word is a mere 

display of letters, whilst Mantra is a mass of radiant energy. Sayings 

give advice to men of the world, whilst Mantras awaken ® superhuman 

^akti. A mere saying is, therefore, like a Jiva, subject to birth and 

death; whilst a Mantra is Brahman Himself, unwasting, undecaying. So 

long as there is a difference between gross matter and consciousness, 

between Jiva and Brahman, so long will there exist this difference between 

a saying and a Mantra—-a difference as wide as that between the heaven 

and the nether world. This is why, as regards the Gayatri, the notion 

that sayings and Mantra are identical is a false and mistaken idea. In 

order to guard ourselves against it, we must first understand the word¬ 

meaning of Mantra, and then proceed to deal with Mantra Sakti.® In 

the Gayatri Tantra it is said: “ That is called Mantra by the meditation 

upon which Jiva acquires freedom from sin, enjoyment of heaven, and 

liberation,and by the aid of which he attains in full the fourfold fruit.” 

Again: “Because She is sung (gita) in meditation from Muladharato 

Brahmarandhra —that is to say, She enjoying the music of the lute,^^ ever 

resides as the Mother, consisting of the fifty letters in the regions which 

extend from the four-petalled to the thousand-petalled lotus — there¬ 

fore is She gdyaf,^'^ and because, if meditated upon. She gives liberation 

^ Ahuti. ^ The sacrifice into fire. ® Brahmatejas. ^ Gaitanya. 

® That is, possessing the characteristics of the three gunas—sattva, rajas, and 
tamas. ® Tejas. 

Tattvas. ® Literally, make to shine. 

® Power of Mantra. Manana. Moksa. 

That is, dharma, artha, kama, moksa. 

The lowest Gakra in the perinaeal region. 

The cavity of Brahman on the crown of the head. Vina. 

1® That is, from the Muladhara padma to the Sahasrara padma. 
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(trana) to Jiva by the piercing of the sheath of the Satcakra/ therefore 

is She in. By the combination of gayat and tri is formed the word 

Gayatrij which is the name of that great Sakti who consists of Mantra* *’’ 

In another Tantra it has been said: Mantra is so called because 

it is achieved by a mental process* Dhyana is meditation* In Samadhi ^ 

the self merges wth the Self of the Istadevata/ and Homa is so called 

because in it offerings arc made*” 

The nature of mind and its faculties is thus explained in Sastra : * 

Mind is the master of the ten senses, and is situate in the centre of the 

lotus of the heai^t. It is also called antahkarana/ because, without the 

senses, it has no power of action as regards external things—that is, if 

the ear does not hear a sound, if the skin does not feel a touch, or if the 

eye does not see a form, if the tongue does not perceive a taste, or if the 

nose does not perceive a smell, mind becomes incapable of perceiving the 

nature of anything* The mastery of mind consists in this alone, that 

when the senses have been directed each on its own object, mind sits in 

judgment on them* Mind examines what is good and what is bad* 

Mind has three gunas namely, sattva, rajas, and tamas. It is from 

these gunas that all the different changing states of mind arise* The 

gunas being three, therefore, the three mental states are also threefold 

according as they are sattvik, rajasik, and tamasik* The sattvik states are 

non-attachment to the world,® forgiveness, generosity, and the like* The 

rajasik states are passion, anger, greed, striving, and the like; and laziness, 

error, lethargy, and the hke, are tamasik states. Sattvik states lead only 

to virtuous acts, rajasik only to sin, and t^asik states give rise neither to sin 

nor virtue, but merely waste a life, which is spent to no purpose.” 

“ Antahkarana ” ® is fourfold—namely, manas, of which the func¬ 

tion is doubt; buddhi, of which the function is certainty; and 

* That is, the process called Satcakrabheda by which the roused Kundalini 
pierces and ascends the six Gakras until She unites with the Siva of the 
Saha'-rara. ^ Ecstasy. 

^ That is, the Ddty which a particular person worships. 

* The Paiiehada:>i* ^ Literally, means doing inside 

Qualities or principles. ^ Vikara* ® Vairagya* 

^ The antahkarana, which is the ego in general (Ahomartlaa antahkarana 
samanyam^Yoga V^istha), is really one, though its functions are distin¬ 
guished as above. 

Manas is that mental feculty which considers whether the subject present¬ 
ed to it is this or that—“ doubt —manah sankalpa vikalpakatraakam 
(Saiikhya Tattva Kaiimudi)* 

After manas functlom it presents its object to the self w^hich sets itself as 
subject against it. Then Buddhi, w^hich is determination (Adyavasaya buddhi, 
ti rhJointer, viii. Svitra. Sahkhva Pravacana DarsanamL follows with its oualitv 
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ahahkara ^ and citta, ^ of which the functions are egoism and remem¬ 
brance^ respectively. 

The function of antahkarana, consisting of doubt, is called “manas”; 

the function of antahkarana, consisting of certainty, is called “buddhi”; 

the function of antahkarana, consisting of self-consciousness, is called 

“ ahahkara ”; and the function of antahkarana, consisting of remembrance, 

is called ‘‘ citta In the sphere of worship “ citta ” occupies the first 

place. Remembrance of Mantra and Devata, contemplation on the mean¬ 

ing of Mantra, and meditation on Devata, and all such related matters, 

are accomplished by processes of the function of “ citta”. The meaning 

of “ aksa ” is sense. The taking cognizance by the senses of anything is 

called in the Sastra pratyaksa A sense devoid of consciousness 

cannot perceive. The senses are but the doors through which the 

antahkarana perceives all directly perceptible things. This is the reason 

why in dreamless sleep,^ swoon, and delirium, the mind, being unable 

to function, even things close by are not perceived, despite the existence 

of the senses. When mind has perceived a thing through the gate 

of sense, the thought of that thing continues like the steady flow of a 

current in the antahkarana, which is not possessed by any thing else. But 

just as innumerable waves rise and fall during the rainy seasons upon the 

heaving bosom of a river, so various operations of the mind, working upon 

the innumerable things of the outside world, come and go in the antah¬ 

karana of Jiva. In consequence, no particular function of the mind is 

stationary even for a moment. Some other appears and thrusts it aside. 

That process by which the antahkarana endeavours to put aside a later 

and to recall an earlier operation is remembrance, or function of citta. 

The next question is, What will citta remember? How can citta remember 

that which has not been registered by the senses and perceived by the 

mind? Unless a thing has once been perceived, its remembrance is not 

possible. Here it may be objected that persons in dreams perceive heaven, 

places of pilgrimage, and the effulgent forms of Devas and Devis which 

they have never seen before. How can these things be reflected in the 

mind during dreams without having first been seen by the physical eye? 

This objection has no force, because all such things as are perceived in 

^ Self-consciousness—the ego recognizing itself (abhimana ahankara, ii, 
chap, xvi, Sutra, Md,). 

2 A term, in its wide signification meaning “ mind ” or the antahkarana in 
general, but here meaning that which functions as cinta, “ contemplation ” of a 
present or remembered object of thought. In Safikhya, as opposed to Vedanta, 
Cinta is included in Buddhi. 

3 Involved in all contemplation. 

^ Direct nercention. ^ SusuDti. 
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dreams are mentaL During sleep aU the senses become inactive, mind 

alone remaining conscious. In tiie dream-play mind is the only actor, so 

that, whatever is shown, the acts and scenes of that play arc but the sport of 

that one actor assuming different characters. Lions, tigers, snakes, bears, 

wife, son, friend, and servant, heaven and hell, and all such things seen in 

dreams are nothing but transformations of the antahkarana. Whatever 

the mind has at any time seen, heard, or thought, remains engraved there¬ 

on like marks on a stone. For various reasons, in sleep subsequent 

superimposed impressions disappear, laying former marks exposed to view. 

As the outer curtain is raised, the inner scene is revealed. It is not that 

heaven has never been perceived. All that can say is that it has not 

been perceived in this birth. We have no right to say that it was not 

perceived in any previous birth. These matters^ will, however, be ex¬ 

plained in our discourse on reincarnation. This much only we shall say 

here, that mind is the builder^ of the heaven seen in dream, when it 

perceives not by aid of the senses, but works only witli the aid of such 

materials as were perceived by it before. It is with such materials that 

the mind builds in dream heaven, earth, hell, and all such things. Mind, 

then, without the aid of eye or ear, sports with such things as it has seen 

or heard by die eye or ear, but with this difference, that by bringing one 

thing in contact with some other previously perceived thing, it makes 

both, appear in a form different from their real one. True, we see heaven 

in dreams, but the idea that that heaven is heaven is but a reflection of 

the heaven which the ear has perceived through Vedas and Vedangas. 

Plad we not heard the beauty of heaven described by Itihasas,^ Puranas, 

and the like, and impressed that heaven in our minds, the idea of heaven 

would never have been found within us, and without such idea we should 

never have seen heaven in dream. It is the previous impressions caused 

by our having heard of heaven which makes us see heaven in the dream 

picture. In this lies the distinctive character of the picture. The palaces, 

temples, woods, and groves which we see in it are but reflections of things 

which wc have seen on earth, with this difference, that through its previous 

impressions the mind decks them out in various ways. In the case of a 

shining city seen in dream the brilliance as well as the city are of previous 

perception. !Mind only puts the brilliance and the city together. Dense 

forests full of animals of prey have always existed, but to-day mind places 

me before a tiger in such a forest. In this alone is to be seen the handi¬ 

work of mind, the hidden mystery of the drama, the characteristic of the 

dream. It is for this reason that I have said that a thing which has not 

been perceived by one of the five senses can never be seen in dream, for 

mind, the showman, does not contain it in his store-house. Dreams 
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relating to Devatas worshipped by Sadhakas are, however, brought about 

by a different process, which we shall explain in the chapter on the eight 

forms of Siddhi of a Sadhaka. 

This instance of dream proves that, whether in waking or sleep, 

citta cannot remember anything which has not been heard, touched, 

seen, tasted, or smelt. 

Even in the case of meditation upon a Mantra some one or other of 

these five sense-principles must be present. In the case of the Gayatri 

there is much difficulty on this point. 

Worship of Gayatri 

Many people nowadays believe that it is the Brahman without attri¬ 

bute who is the Devata of the Gayatri, so that with the Gayatri Mantra 

only his attributeless aspect should be contemplated. But in this there 

is a difficulty. The attributeless Brahman is beyond the range of the 

mind, speech, or senses, and how can mind think or citta remember that 

which is not within the range of the senses. If it is impossible even in 

dream to see anything which has not been previously perceived by the 

senses, how is it possible to do so when awake ? The contemplation of the 

Gayatri Mantra is thus rendered impossible. Secondly, the attributeless 

Brahman is beyond all attributes. That which is such shows neither 

favour nor disfavour, neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction, so that nothing 

should be desired or expected from it in this Samsara. And what is the 

use of going to that from which nothing can be obtained, of which nothing 

can be expected, and to whom nothing is near, and nothing is distant? 

It may be said that Gayatri does not ask anyone to go or come, but 

only to sit down and meditate. But meditation is not possible without 

mind. The latter is intimately associated with the three qualities. The 

supreme Brahman is without them. It is, therefore, as impossible to hold 

the firmament between a pair of tongs as it is to worship the attributeless 

Brahman by a mind with attributes. Thirdly, whether we be on the paths 

of knowledge,^ devotion,^ or work,® worship of the Brahman without 

attribute is against all opinions, reason, and Sastra. The mental process 

by which the self is related to the Brahman with attributes is called 

worship.” For this reason it would have been preferable that anything 

else than worship should be done in relation to the attributeless Brahman, 

which it is supposed the Gayatri seeks to establish. But how can we help 

it? The Sastra has, again, said: “ The twice-born—that is, Brahmanas, 

Ksattiiyas, and Vaisyas—are all Saktas,^ and not Saivas orVaisnavas; 

^ Jhana. ^ Bhakti. ® Karma. 
M xtr 1 ' _^ ___3 *__6:__i _... 
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for they all worship Gayatri Devi, the Mother of the Vedas.” This 
means that, whatever one may become afterwards, whether Saiva, 
Vaisnava, Saura,^ or Ganapatya,* one is at base a Sakta. 

For Gayatri, who is the Mother of the Vedas, and from whom a 
person derives his twice-born character, is Herself an embodiment of 
mighty Sakti. 

Here also it has been said: “ All worship Gayatri Devi.” How can 
one who is attributeless be made the subject of a mind with attributes ? 
Fourthly, it is said that the Brahman which Gayatri seeks to establish is 
attributeless. Sasti-a, however, says that, when meditating on Gayatri 
during japa,® She should be contemplated under three Ibrms according as 
it is morning, noon, or evening. In the morning She is Gayatri, and 
appears as a young girl, rosy like the young sun. She is two-armed 
Brahmani,* riding a swan,® holding in her hand rudraksa beads,® the 
thread, and begging-bowl,’ residing in the disc of the sun, the presiding 
De\'i ® of the Rgveda. At noon She is Savitri, and appears as a young 
woman, dark as the petals of a blue lotus. She is Vaisnavi,® riding the 
bird Gai uda, holding in Her four arms a conch shell,®® discus,*® mace,®® 
and a lotus, residing in the orb of the sun, the presiding Devi of the 
Yajurveda. In the evening She is Sarasvati, and appears as an older 
woman of spotless white beauty. She is three-eyed Rudrani,®® crowned 
with the crescent moon, riding a bull, holding a trident®* and drum,®® 
residing in the solar disc, the presiding Devi of the Samaveda. 

In the commentary of Sankaracaiy^a on Sandhya,®® as prescribed in 
the Yajurveda, the following passages are quoted: “Gayatri at mom. 

® Worshipper of the sun. 2 Worshipper of Ganesa. 

® That is, Dhyana, during recitation (japa) of mantra, as the Catholic 
when saying the rosary, thinks, of each scene of tlie joyful, sorrowful, or siorious 
mysteries* ^ 

^ Feminine aspect or Sakti of Brahma. 

which is also described as a goose or flamingo, the vehicle 
(Vahana) of Brahma. 

® The seed of a fruit, used for mala (rosary), etc. 

^ Kamandalu, used by ascetics lo carry food given to them. 

® Adhistatri. 

® Feminine aspect or Sakti of Visnu, whose Vahana is the Bird-Kins- 
Garuda. lo gahkha. 

Cakra. is Gada, all three held by Visnu. 

^3 Feminine aspect or Sakti of Rudra (Siva), whose Vahana is a bull, 
Trisula. 

®® Damaru, a small » hour-glass ” drum, held as well as the trident by Siva. 
Daily worshiD, -Detfbnned at TnomirKy. nAnrv 
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Savitri at noon, Sarasvati at eventide. She bears these three names at these 

three times of the day, and She herself is Sandhya at all three times (Vyasa). 

“ The morning Sandhya is Gayatri, the noon Sandhya is Savitri, 

and the evening Sandhya is Sarasvati” (Yajhavalkya). 

“ Gayatri is red, Savitri is white (according to some * Veda), and 

Sarasvati is dark (according to some^ Veda). These three appearances of 

Gayatri have been mentioned for the three Sandhy^. In meditation at 

other times She should be contemplated upon as being of a white colour ” 
(Vyasa). 

“ Three-footed Gayatri who in Her three feet embodies the three 

Saktis^ of Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara; Her alone should the twice- 
born seek and worship in three forms.” 

Again, it has been ordained that this very Gayatri, who appears 

as §akti, should be contemplated as a male at the time of pranayama ^ thus: 

^ At the time of inspiration ^ of breath contemplate (according to 

some ^ Veda) the Mahatma ® dark as the petals of a blue lotus, with four 

arms in the circle of the navel. At the time of retention of breath ® 

contemplate (according to some ^ Veda) Brahma, the grandfather of 

the world,^ red of body, with four mouths seated on a lotus in the region 

of the heart. At expiration ^ of breath contemplate Mahesvara/^ the 

Destroyer of sin, clear, fair and white, like the purest crystal in the region 
of the forehead.” 

Oh, thou Brahmana, who hast privilege in Veda and worshippest 
Gayatri, tell me now, do these forms represent that aspect of the Brahman 
which is without attributes ? 

Whether the Brahman be with or without attribute, and possessed of 

form or not, will be hereafter discussed. iSastra says that the Brahman 

whom the Gayatri speaks of is without attribute, but it also says that at 

time of japa and pranayama His form with attributes should be contem¬ 

plated. How are we to harmonize these two statements of iSastra ? If in 

Gayatri He is explained to be without attribute, why does Sastra again 

enjoin that He should be contemplated with attributes? How shall we estab¬ 

lish a concordance between these apparently conflicting statements ? We 

shall deal with this matter afterwards. But here we ask why has this conflict 

come about? Has Sa^tra itself the power to determine anything in Him?'^ 

^ Sic in original. 2 Powers. 

^ Regulation of breath, or breath exercises Introduction to Tantra Sastra), 

^ Puraka, ® Great Spirit; here Visnu. 

^ Kumbhaka. ’ Sic in original, 

® Loka. 9 Recaka. 

Literally, enjoyest adhikara in Veda.” 
10 Siva. 
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Of course not- Is it not bound to say that which He really is? Had the 

Sastra been the creation of mere human authorship then there would 

certainly have been much ground both for aflSrmancc and deniaL But 

according to the Aryan view Sastra is not a human productions but the 

production of Him concerning whom these questions aiise. How then 

can objection arise as to why the Sastra has said this or that? Bhagav^ 

Himself takes his own portraits in His own camera. These portraits 

reproduce the different appearances in which He is sitting before it. His 

will is the sole cause of these differences. For this reason an objection as 

to why Sastra has said this or that is fundamentally impossible. 

The Vagya^ and Vagaka^ Saktis of a Mantra 

Sadhakas \viD particularly bear in mind that not only in the Gayatrl 

but in every Mantra there are two Saktis—the Vacya Sakti and the 

Vacaka Sakti- The Devata who is the subject of a Mantra/ is the Vacya 

Saktij and the Devata who is the Mantra itself® is Vacaka l&akti. For 

instancCj the Devata presiding ^ over all Visnu Mantras is Durga in the 

Mantra of the hymn of one diousand names of Durga. Durga is the 

Devata and Mahamaya is the Sakti, In the hymn of a thousand names 

of VisnUj Paramatma Sri Krsna is the Devata, and the son of Devaki ® is the 

Sakti, and so on. As the seed lies inside the fruit so the Vacya Sakti lies 

within the Vacaka Sakti. As one cannot see the seed without penetrating 

through the fmit, so one cannot perceive the true nature of the Vacya 

Sakti without first worshipping the Vacaka Sakti. It is the Vacya 

Sakti who is the life of a Mantra, and the Vacaka Sakti is that by which 

such life is sustained. Without life what is there to sustain? And if 

it be not sustained life is not possible. For this reason, without both of 

these two Saktis a Mantra cannot even be awakened ® and Siddhi cannot 

be obtained in In particular, without worship of the Vacaka Sakti 

life cannot be infused into a Mantra.® To think of Sadhana and Siddhi 

in coimection with an unconscious Mantra is as though one were to take 

^ These terms are explained in the text. 

® Pratipadya Devata. ® Mantramayl Devata. 

^ Adhistatri residing in or presiding over. Every mantra has its Adhistatri 

Devata. ^ Mother of Krsna. 

® Tliat iSj there is no mantracaitanya. Unless the mantra is awakened in 
and by the consciousness of the sadliaka the mantra thus becoming parcel of 
the consciousness of the sadhaka himself, it is mere dead sound and letter 
and without fruit. Mantrasiddhi (see Introduction to Tantra , 

® The conditioned consciousness necessarily works by and through form 
(which is the nature of its thinking) to the formless “ That which manifests to 
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a dead child in one’s lap, and thought to attain worldly prosperity with 

its help. By worship ^ the Sadhaka must here understand not the worship 

of the twentieth century spreading like some contagious disease, but the 

worship ordained by Sastra for the Aryan race. For the fruit of this 

worship, to which we shall refer, is stated in the Sastra. The Mantra of 

this worship is not prayer or self-dedication, ending in roaring thunder 

and storm-clouds in an autumnal sky.^ The first fruit of its utterance is a 

shower of glances from Devas powerful enough to deluge the universe, and 

the last is the wealth of Siddhi. As the waters of earth drawn by the sun 

gather in the sky, and then fall on the earth as rain and are dried up, and 

again and again are drawn by the sun, and fall and are dried up, so is 

this dualistic world drawn towards the brilliant solar orb which is the sub¬ 

ject of the Gayatri, and then descends as knowledge of the non-dualistic 

truth,® flooding the dry dualistic samsara, making a current of non- 

dualistic Brahma-knowledge and Brahma-bliss to flow all over the dualistic 

universe, setting aside illusive dualism, drawing non-dualistic knowledge 

towards Her from whom dualistic existence originates. And in the 

meantime the wealth of the eight Siddhis ^ grows and ripens, filUng the 

vast universe, the field of action ® belonging to that worthy cultivator the 

Sadhaka. For this reason we are not to understand by the Gayatri 

Mantra the beginning of a storm, but the Mother, who is fair as clouds 

laden with water. The attributeless Vacya Sakti, who is the subject of 

the Gayatri, knows that Her aspect without attribute is unapproachable 

by Jivas who have attributes. She has therefore blessed the world of 
devotees by the assumption of form with attributes favourable to the 

Sadhana and Siddhi of the Sadhaka, and it is this form dwelling in the 

hearts of devotees which is the Vacaka iSakti resident in the Gayatri 

Mantra. It is the lustre of Her colours, white, yellow, blue, and red, 

which manifests itself in the lustre of Kulakundalini,® voicing the fifty 

letters of the Alphabet. It is of Herself that every letter speaks. Sastra 

therefore says: “ Oh, Muni, who can relate the unparalleled greatness of 

that Adya Sakti?^ Siva Himself, with his five mouths, has failed to 

describe it. When death approaches the dweller at Benares who longs for 

liberation, to him Sambhu ® Himself appears, and utters in His ear the 

great Mantra called Taraka-Brahma in the form in which it was given by 

his Guru, and thus grants him the supreme liberation of Nirvana. Oh, 

Jaimini Brahmana and Rsi! it is that great Sakti who gives the hberation 

of Nirvana, for She alone is the bija ® of all Mantras. Oh, high-souled 

^ Upasana. ^ That is, in moaning, weeping, etc. ® Tattva. 
^ See Introduction to Tantra Sastra. ^ Karina. 
® The Devi whose seat is in the Muladhara. Primal Sakti. 
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maoj all Vedas have described that Gum of liberation as the Devata who 

resides in all Mantras, In the city of Benares, Mahesvara, desirous of 

granting liberation to all creatures, even to such as hares, insects, and the 

like, who have received no initiation. Himself utters in their ears at the 

time of death the name Durga, the great Taraka-Brahma Mantra,” ^ 

Again, in the chapter on Creation in the same Sastra, it has been 

said: “ High-souled man! in this manner Bhagavan Brahma created the 

whole world, and Prakrti Devi, appearing through part of Herself 

as Savitrl, whom the twice-born worship at three sandliyas,- received Him 

as Her husband. Similarly the Devi incarnated Herself in part as Laksmi 

and Sarasvati, and in Her play received Visnu, the maintainer of the 

three w^orlds, as Her husband,” 

Over and above this there are descriptions of Her innumerable mani¬ 

festations^ in the form of the Matrka varnas,'* To these aspects we shall 

refer in their proper place. In fact, there is no difference in substance 

between the different states, Vacya and Vacaha, of Sacchidanandamayi,'^ 

As clouds are the compact state of water, so the aspect with attributes of 

the Vacaka Sakti is but the compact state of the attributeiess Vacya Sakti, 

As clouds moved by the wind liquefy and pour rain, so, moved by die 

love of devotees, the Deva with form and attributes gratifies them by 

manifesting to their view that aspect of Hers without attributes which 

pervades the universe, Sadhana and Siddhi are the necessaiy^ processes 

to secure such gratificatiGB, For this reason we find in Sastra that when¬ 

ever She has out of Her extreme favour to a devotee fuUy manifested 

Herself, She has, despite of Her being formless, shown die world-form ® as 

Her own form. Had the Vacaka Sakti been separate from the Vacya 

Sakti, how were it possible for the unlimited Sakti extending throughout 

the universe to appear in that limited form ? How could the womb of a 

limited form hold this universe? And so, oh, devotee, I say the cloud is 

but a condensed mass of paiticles of water. Open your heart, cry Oh, 

Mother! fan it ’vitb the wind of devotion/ and then you will see that a 

copious incessant downpour will deluge the three worlds. And then, not 

only ourselves, but the whole dualistic world %vill enter and sink in the 

unfathomable womb of the one and only existence,® When the Sakti with 

attributes resident in the Mantra is, by dint of the Sadhana of the 

Sadhaka, awakened. She will open the gate of the monistic truth, when it 

will become possible to see the true nature and essence ® of this universe. 

^ Mahabhagavata Discourse between Vyasa and Jaimini. 

2 Morning, noon, and evening. ® Vibhuti. 

^ Letters of the alphabet. 

^ She whose substance is existence, consciousness, and bliss: the definition 
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Just as in order to obtain a knowledge of the magic art of acting the 

actors and actresses must themselves play their parts, so unless the Actor 

and Actress in the play of this world themselves graciously show us their 

art, none can give a true perception of what is Brahmavidya.^ But the 

matter is different for those who, appearing themselves in the character 

of actors and actresses, make a play of that play, who in reading dramas 

themselves become the dramatis personae, and who the moment they close 

their eyes cause the universe with attributes to vanish, and see the attri¬ 

buteless Brahman.2 For they are themselves both exhibitors and specta¬ 

tors, both actors and audience. They can change their character ten 

times in an hour, and themselves enjoy the sight of it. They can do what 

they like. We have nothing to say to it. Nevertheless, whatever others may 

say, they themselves know that they are not one whit better than what 

they were before, but have merely assumed a part. So much about the 

playing of parts; the seeing of the real play is a different matter. But 

the thirst of the heart of those who hope that He will play, and they will 

see; that He will dance, and they will be the cause of His dancing; that 

He will show His real aspect and they will enjoy it to their hearts’ con¬ 

tent, cannot be satisfied by the sight of this worthless play. Their solemn 

resolve is that so long as new and charming clouds do not appear in the 

sky, they would rather cry with plaintive hearts and parched throats 

incessantly, like a cataka,® in this life, tormented by the three kinds of 

sorrow,^ than, being drawn by the false attraction of the mirage, rush 

towards it like foolish deer, and be untimely consumed with the fire of a 

burning thirst. Sooner or later a day must come in the year of human 

life when the eye will be soothed and the heart refreshed by the blissful 

world-filling beauty of the soothing shining cloud, and the thirst of the 

ieart will be satiated for life by the shower of Her gracious glances full 

of nectar. For this reason the devotee depends on Her alone, is all sub¬ 

mission to Her, never begs at the door of others, and says: “ Oh, Mother, 

I know that Thy true aspect is Brahmakaivalya,® that Thou art without 

attribute, and attainable by true knowledge alone. I know that Thou 

art also full of kindness for Thy devotee. I know that Thou art our Lady,® 

and that the universe is Thy form. I know that Thy substance is existence, 

consciousness, and bliss, and that Thou in various forms grantest the 

^ Knowledge of Brahman. 

^ A remark directed against the Brahmo sect, who are here described as 
thinking that they can do without Sadhana, and by simply closing their eyes 
can see the Nirgtma Brahman. 

® A bird which is said to live only on rain, ^ Vide ante. 

® The supreme liberation. 
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desires of SadhaJcas. I know that Thou lioldest the three \\rorlds 

in play, I know, oh^ Mother^ that Thou art the ordainer of all ordainers. 

But still I know that for the man who is helpless, destitute, and woebegone^ 

who seeks a shelter from danger, and who has no means of fulfilling his 

desire, Thou art the sole amulet^ Mantra, and healing balm. It is in 

order that She may grant this prayer of the Sadhaka and to prove the 

truth of this faith that She who is the Vacya Sakti, whose substance is 

eternal consciousness, assumes playful forms as Vacaka Sakti. Dwelling 

as Daughter in such a form the Mother of the world said to Her Father, 

Himalaya: ' None can comprehend my subtle ^ form without first having 

duly meditated - on my gross ^ form. The sight of this subtle form releases 

Jiva from the bonds of Sams^a, and gives him Nirvana Samadhi,* For 

this reason a Sadhaka who desires liberation must fii^t seek refuge in my 

gross forms, and then, having by Kriyayoga duly worshipped these forms- 

slowly and step by step, think of My supreme, unwasting, subtle form,’ ” 

The Sadhaka will from this realize that it is only after full worship of 

Her in Her aspects with form that he has the right to think, little by little, 

of Her subtle aspect. Now where is that subtle aspect, and where stand 
you and I? 

As in Gayatri, so in every Mantra, the Vacya Sakti is without attri¬ 

bute, and the Vacaka Sakti is with attribute, for the latter is the object of 

worship and the former the object which is to be attained. The Vacaka 

Sakti must be used as a means and support in order that the Vacya Sakti 

may be attained. 

So long as I must worship with this, my mind and heart preserving 

the distinction that I am tie worshipper and She is the worshipped, so 

long there is no other alternative than to worship that aspect of Her 

which has both form and attributes. But on the day that my mind and 

heart sink in the womb of Prakiti the twenty-four tattvas ® will dis» 

appear in Herself, all egoism will be destroyed, and I shall lose myself in 

that state beyond all speech and thought, in which neither you nor I 

exist ”, On that day where am I or who is mine? Your existence depends 

on mine, so that if I cease to exist where, then, are you? And even if 

“ you do exist there will be no “ Ito discover you Only so long 

as a river does not fall and lose itself in the sea docs the distinction 

between river and sea exist. But when the river mingles with the sea the 

former ceases to exist; and so does the sea to the river, which is lost in 

it, though it exists for all the world besides. The individuality of the 

^ Suksma. ^ Dhyana. ® Sthula, ^ Ecstasy of liberation, 

^ See Introduction to Tantra §astra. 

® Of Sahkhya—viz^y Prakrti, Mahat, Ahahkara, Manas, Indriyas, Tan- 
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river ceasing to exist, it can no longer say what it has become owing to 

the loss of its self. There is then no means of either separating the “ self” 

of the river, nor can the river separate itself. For this reason I say that 

when I cease to exist She, too, notwithstanding Her existence, ceases to 

exist so far as I am concerned, for with the destruction of my individuality 

Her individuality in its relationship to me has also been destroyed. Now 

teU me, O Sadhaka! whom shall you worship when sinking in the attri¬ 

buteless aspect of the Self. This state is not worship, but the ultimate 

fruit of it called Nirvana or Brahmakaivalya. In this state the worshipper 

becomes one with the worshipped. There remains neither worshipper 

nor worshipped, but only She. If you consider this as also suitable for 

worship, I know not where in the domain of the Lady with dishevelled 

hair ^ you can get liberation. However that may be, the question is one 

which concerns only those who have attained that state. We say to you, 

Jiva, that so long as that state of a Jiva lasts, no other means are available 

to you but worship. So long as you must worship you must, in order to 

maintain that worship as such, continue to worship a Deity which possesses 

form. Do not be afraid. Neither you nor I will have to clutch indis¬ 

criminately at anything or everything. 

She who created Jiva knew aforehand the pangs of the Jiva’s heart, 

and because She must be attained the Daughter of the Mountain has 

surrendered Herself to various forms. Because of this we on earth may 

dare to stretch our hands towards heaven to seize Her. Although, whether 

on earth, in heaven, or in the nether world. She is one without a second. 

She has yet assumed various forms as Mother of the duahstic world. It is 

the sight of this grand play of Brahmamayi which has led Sastra to say in 

the Kularnava Tantra: ^ 

“ Brahman, who is all consciousness, without body or part, and 

beyond the power of speech and mind, builds forms for Himself for the 

benefit of Sadhakas.” 

In the Mahanirvana Tantra, Sadasiva says to the Devi: “ Hear why 

Thou art worshipped, and why Thy Sadhana leads Jiva to Brahma- 

Sayujya Thou art the supreme Prakrti of the Supreme Soul. O Sive! ^ 

the whole world is born of Thee. Hence Thou art its Mother. O Lady I 

everything in this world, be it great or small, moving or unmoving, has 

been created by Thee, and exists under Thy control. Thou art the 

Mulaprakrti^ of all Vidyas,® and the origin of even Us Thou knowest 

^ Devi as Kali and other appearances (Murti) is so represented. 
2 Chap. vi. 2 Union with Brahman. 
^ The Devi. 
^ The root or primal Prakrti, ® Saktis. 
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the Tattva ^ of tlie entire itniverse^ yet none knows Tliy true aspect* Thou 

art Kali* T^a, Durga^ Sodalij BhuvaneSvari^ and Dhumavad* Thou art 

Bagala, Bhairavij and Cinnamasta. Thou art Annapurna“ and the Devi 

of speech.^ Thou art Mahaiaksmi, who dweUs in a lotus. Thou dost 

embody all Saktis, In Thee are all Devas* Thou art subtle as well as 

gross, manifested as well as unmanifested. Formless, Thou dost possess 

ako forms. Who can know Thy true aspect? For the success of worship* 

pers, the welfare of the whole world, and the destruction of the Danavas,^ 

Thou assumeth all kinds of bodies* Thou art four-armed, two-armed, 

six-amied, and eight-armed* For the preservation of the universe Thou 

holdeth all kinds of arms and weapons. Mantra, Yantra/ and other 

modes of Sadhana, as well as the three forms of worship, Pa^u, Vira, and 

Divya,® are all described in Tantra in accordance with these different 

aspects of Thine,” The same Tantra says: “Thou dost embody aO 

Saktis; Thou art the supreme Adyasakti,'^ Our Saktis® as Creator, 

Preserver, and Destroyer of the universe, are derived from Thy Sakti* 

Thy eternal forms are of varied colour and shape, and adored by means of 

various forms of Sadhana* Who can describe ail these? It is by the grace 

of a drop of Thy mercy that it has been given to Me to describe in 

Kulatantra Agama and other Sastras the mode of Sadhana and worship 

of those forms of Thine*” 

From these Sastrik references it appears that the Daughter of the 

Mountain, knowing the incapacity of jTva to conceive any idea of Her 

subtle nature,^ incarnated Herself in various forms for Sadhana and 

Siddhi, the welfare of the three worlds, and for the relief of earth from 

the burden of its sins*^^ This is the firm faith of those who proceed along 

the path of Sadhana under the control and protection of Sastra* Dif¬ 

ferent is the opinion of those who hurry along the path of selfishness, 

keeping Sastra under their control. None can object to another preaching 

his own individual opinions* But those w^ho hide themselves under the 

cloak of S^tra, and in an unnatural way kill or wound it, stabbing its 

heart with wrong meanings and perverted interpretations, pouring into it 

the poison of selfishness, proclaiming to the world that they are doctoring 

the S^tra from the poisonous bag, full of sharp weapons of selfishness 

belonging to modem social reformers, founders of religion, critics, and 

^ Truth, Principle, Nature, Essence, 

2 Various forms of the Devi, including the Dasamahavidya. 

® Sarasvati. 

^ Demons. ^ The worshipped diagram. 

® The three Bhavas. ^ Primal Sakti. 

® That is, the powers of Brahma and others. 
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murdering charlatans, must be exposed in order to show with what 

excellent remedies they trumpet their doctoring of the religious world. 

We must also see whether the very wasted, contracted, and slumbering 

state of re%ion which they have brought about in the present time by 

virtue of their treatment is merely a sleep of rest for religion, or its eternal 

sleep in death. In this section we shall disclose to Sadhakas that new 

treatment of SMhanadharma by these doctors, which consists of hitting its 
head with the Brahma-weapon: ^ 

Cinmayasyaprameyasya niskalasyasaririnah, 

Sadhakanam hitarthaya brahmano rupakalpana. 

That is to say. Brahman who is all consciousness, without body or 

parts and beyond the reach of speech and mind,^ builds forms for the 
benefit of Sadhakas. 

We have given before the interpretation of this verse, based on the 

authority of Sastra. But the above mentioned doctors are opposed to this 

interpretation. They say that worshippers have themselves given imaginary 

forms to Brahman for their own purposes, although, as a matter of fact. 

Brahman has no form. If this be true, then Sadhakas have not only given 

imaginary forms to Brahman, but their alleged purposes and benefit must 

be imaginary. If Brahman has really no form, how can we believe that a 

true purpose can be served by attributing false and imaginary forms to 

Him? You may say that contemplation of form merely produces con¬ 

centration of mind, and that, by His grace, gives siddhi. Here we ask. 

Does it not make one feel inclined to laugh when one thinks of something 

as existing which one knows to be non-existing? It is neither contempla¬ 

tion nor concentration, but the play of a child with Brahman. • A girl 

knows well enough that a doll can never be a living thing. She is 

not also ignorant of the fact that she is a little un-married maiden. Still 

when she plays she shows great concern for her doll-son, pretends that it 

is crying, feigns to give it milk, takes it on her lap, caresses it, and so 

satisfies her own mind. The attribution of false forms to Brahman is 

exactly similar. I know that the attributeless Brahman has no pleasure, 

displeasure, virtue, vice, attraction, attachment, pity, generosity, no 

love, affection, dual relation, or even body. Is it not then absolutely 

useless for me to meditate upon imaginary forms of that attributeless 

reposeful Brahman who has no form, and to worship Him to gain His 

favour ? Who will deny that they are madmen who believe that during 

the eternal flow of worldly events from time immemorial Aryan worshippers 

have been simply wasting their energies in such a useless task? 

^ A pun; the Brahma-weapon is a very dangerous’ one. Here it refers to 
the modern eclectic sect, called the Brahma Samaj, 

2 
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Secondly, if forms are imagined in order with their help to acquire 

concentration of mind, why abandon such forms as are naturally beautihil 

and calculated at the very first glance to captivate the mind; and why 

make the restless mind still more restless by the imagination of all kinds 

of unnatural and various forms for Devas and Dews. There is no objection 

to such an argument in the case of those who have imagined such un¬ 

natural forms. But such an idea is dangerous to those whose success 

depends on the dictates of Sastra. Whilst worshipping, I am independent, 

but at the time of receiving the fruits of worship I am dependent on 

Sastra! It is very difficult to enter into this monstrous mystery. 

Does Siddhi obey my command ? Is it not the height of impudence 

or the raving of a madman to suppose that Siddhi vidll appear and move 

in the way I shall order it, and follow upon whatever form I shall con¬ 

template? Knowing that this vanity of firee thought in Sastra must one 

day be shattered, Bhagavan, in the discourse between §ri.Bhagavan and 

Uddhava in the Snmad Bhagavata,* says: 

" The Sadhaka who disobeys Sastrik ordinances and does sadhana 

according to his Avil!, not only fails to achieve siddhi, but also goes to 

Hell.” His licence deprives him of siddhi, and the great sin of disobe¬ 

dience to Sastra leads him to Hell. 
Will you and I to-day give imaginary- forms to Him whose will has 

created the infinite of the Brahmanda? It is, indeed, creditable to you that 

you, being a mac, have been able to believe it. I ask, What is your 

authority for this imagination of forms? You will reply that Sastra had 

said: “ Sadhakanamhitarthaya, brahijianorupakalpana.” “ I find nothing 

to object to in what Sastra has said, but the danger lies in the manner in 

which it is understood. 

^ Chap. xii. 

® Vide ante-, the proper translation is, “ For the good ofsadhakas Brahman 
builds forms,” but, as pointed out later, the author’s opponents translate the 
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Sastra, which sees Brahman as He really is, has said that Brahman Him¬ 

self builds forms for Himself for the benefit of Sadhakas. But you take the 

Sastra to mean that worshippers have given imaginary forms to Brahman. 

The word Sadhakanam is formed by adding the sixth case-ending to the 

word Sadhaka. This sixth case, according to you, indicates the nomina¬ 

tive, and you take the word Rupakalpana with Sadhakanam. Again, the 

word Brahmanah which is formed by adding the sixth case-ending to the 

word Brahman is supposed by you to have its sixth case in the genitive 

sense. You thus explain the whole thing as “forms have been imagined 

by Sadhakas in relation to Brahman ”. But this is not its right explana¬ 

tion. It is the word Sadhakanam, which has its sixth case in the genitive 

sense, and should be read with the word hitarthaya. Again, the word 

Brahmanah has its sixth case in the nominative sense, and should be read 

with rupakalpana. Thus the whole verse comes to mean “ forms have 

been built by Brahman for the benefit of Sadhakas ”. Although both sides 

may be equally liable to mistake, still the view which I have taken har¬ 

monizes with the context of the Sastrik saying. For the above verse 

appears in the Kularnava Tantra in connection with the worship of Devas 
possessing forms. First Devi says: 

“ I now desire to hear of the character of worship, so tell me the 

mode of worship in the purification of Kula articles, etc. ” In answer to 

this question Bhagavan Siva, the Creator of all things, explains in the 

chapter on Worship, the necessity or otherwise of invoking Devas, and 

establishes the fact of the possession of form to be the very foundation of 

invocation. It is in this connection that the verse appears whilst making 

provision for the worship of embodied Deities. To say that it is impos¬ 

sible that they should have aspects with form is not merely irrelevant, but 

disproves the very thing which it is sought to prove. This instance affords 

no opportunity for the service of selfish ends by giving a fallacious inter¬ 
pretation of the Sanskrit verse. 

Secondly, there are ample grounds for the support of my view, 

namely, (i) If Sadhakas give, according to their desire, imaginary forms to 

Brahman, why should the eternal iSastra accept such as evidence? (2) If 
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hard to guess the number which have been already created by innumer¬ 

able Sadhakas of different casts of mind, and the countless forms which 

will also in the future be created. Besides, if worship of all these forms 

gives siddhi, why has not Sastra separately provided in the case of them 

the mode of worship, consisting of Dhyana \ Mantra, etc. ? (3) If I am 

independent in the matter of the imagination of forms, why should not also 

the mode of worship be guided by my own free-will? (4) If I imagine 

a form according to my own desire, what is there to oblige Isvara to 

appear in that form? {5) If I can build forms, why cannot I build Mantras 

as well ? (6) If ifantra Sakti ^ is guided by my Sakti, why, instead of 

expending it on Mantra, do I not worship in some other way? (7) Why 

should one accept a guru in respect of a worship which is to be performed 

by me according to my imagination? (8) What sakti^ is there in Jiva 

himself wliereby he may obtain supersensual, superhuman siddhi witliout 

the help of Sastra? (9) When have I seen, or heard, or been convinced 

by argument of such siddhi having been obtained by any person so that 

I may believe it? (lo) Who wiU be responsible if in tr\^mg to obtain such 

siddhi I happen to fall? (ii) Who knows in what time such siddhi may 

be attained? (12) If siddhi may be attained according to one^s own desire, 

what is the necessity of worshipping Gayatri, whose substance is mantra, 

as said in Sastra? 
These and other grounds are as favourable to my view as they are 

unfavourable to yours. How wiU you dare to say that Sadhakas imagine 

fotmis without first answering fully these questions I have put against you? 

When dealing with Her dhyana, the Gayatri Tantra has said: 

has adopted playl'ul bodies according to Her own desire.” Again, in 

Bhagavadglta,^ Bhagavan Himself {whose form is in question here), 

has said; 
“ Though unliom, the imperishable Self, and also the Lord of all 

beings, brooding over Nature, w^hich is Mine own, yet I am born through 

My own Power, 
“Whenever there is decay of righteousness. O Bharata! and there is 

exaltation of unrighteousness then I Myself come forth, 

“ For the protection of the good, for the destruction of evil doers, for 

the sake of firmly establishing righteousness I am born from age to age. 

“ Any devotee who seeketli to worship with faith any such aspect, I 

verily bestow the unswerving faith of that man."* ® 

1 Meditation. ^ Potency of mantra. 

3 Power. ^ Chap, iv, verses 6, 7, 8; and chap, vii, verse 21. 

® For convenience, reference is made to a published translatiDn. This and 
the other extracts from the BhagavadgUa are from Mrs. Besant*s translation. 
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The Markandeya Purana in Devimahatmya * saysEternal is She 

whose appearance ^ is the universe which She pervades, yet hear from me 

of Her birth in various forms. Wherever She appears to do the work of 

Devas She is known in the three worlds to be born (although She is in 
reality free from birth and death).” 

The same book in the hymn in praise of the Devi says: “ Mother, 

Thou hast by dividing Thyself into many forms, achieved the destruc¬ 

tion of great Asuras,^ the enemies of Dharma. By whom else can 

this be done? ” 

The following discourse between Himalaya and Parvati appears in 

Bhagavati Gita in Mahabhagavata: 

The Devi said: “ O father, Lord of Mountains, of my own free-will 

have I divided My own form for the purpose of creation into the dual 

aspects of male and female. Of these, Siva is the supreme Purusa, and 

Sive the supreme Sakti.^ Great King, Yogis who discern the truth ^ speak 

of Me as Brahmatattva, with its two aspects of Siva and Sakti.® As 

Brahma I create this universe of moving and non-moving things,^ and as 

Maharudra I, of My own will, destroy it at the time of dissolution.^ High- 

souled Himalaya, it is I, too, who, for the putting down of evil-doers, 

maintain as Visnu, the supreme Purusa, this entire created universe. High- 

souled Himalaya, it is I, too, who, by repeated incarnations on earth as 

Rama and others, destroy Danavas ^ and save this world. Father! of all 

these eternal and occasional forms of Mine, the greatest is that consisting 

of Sakti, for it is certain that without Sakti, the spirit in the form of 

Purusa has no power of action. Great King, know all such forms of Mine 

as have been above mentioned, as well as my forms of daughter and the 

like visible to you, to be My gross forms. I have already told you what 

My subtle form is. Great Mountain, none can apprehend My subtle 

form, the sight of which gives nirvana kaivalya to Jiva without first medi¬ 

tating on My gross form. For this reason a Sadhaka who desires libera¬ 

tion must first seek refuge with My gross forms, and after having fully and 

duly by Kriyayoga® worshipped these forms, slowly and little by little 

meditate on my unwasting, subtle, and supreme form.” 

Himalaya then said: “ Mother Mahesvari, many are Thy gross forms. 

Which of these should Jiva seek refuge with in order easily to attain to 

liberation? As thou wouldst favour me, Mahadevi, tell me this.” 

The Devi replied: “This universe consists of my gross forms. Of 

all these, the Devi form deserves the highest worship, and soon grants 

^ Chap, i, * Murti. * Demons. 
^ That is, the supreme “ male ” and “ female” principles. 
® Tattva. ® See note 2. ’ That is, the organic and inorganic world. 
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liberation. High-souled Himalaya, that Devi form is also manifold. Of 

these, the Maha'/idyas grant liberation speedily- Great King, hear their 

names from me: Mahakall, Tara, Sodasi, BhuvaneSvari, Bhairavi, 

Bagala, Chinnamasta, Mahatripurasundarl,* Dhumavati, Matahgi.® All 

these insure liberation. If Jiva wiU give his devotion to these forms 

liberation is of a certainty soon within his reach. Father, by means of 

Kriyayoga seek the protection of any of these forms. Directing your mind 

towards Me alone you will of a surety possess Me. O Mountain, high- 

souled people who have found Me are never reborn. For them there is 

no birth in this life transient and full of sorrows. King! to the devoted 

yogi who ever remembers me with undistracted devotion I grant liberation. 

If one but once remembers Me with devotion at the time of death he is 

nevermore overcome with the mass of worldly sorrows. High-souled man! 

to him who worships Me with devotion and singleness of heart I grant 

eternal liberation. Seek My protection in My aspect as Sakti. It is that 

which surely procures liberation, and liberation will be attained by you. 

Great King! even those who worship other Devatas with respect and 

devotion really worship Me alone, for I am in all and the giver of reward 

in every sacrifice. [That is, since I am in everything there is, leaving 

■aside Devat^, nothing in this world which, in a spiritual sense, is separate 

from me. And as to Devatas, whoever of them may be worshipped, 

they are merely manifestations of My own greatness; so that, whatever 

sacrifice may be performed, it is I who, in the form of the Devata wor¬ 

shipped therein, grant in return for such worship its reward.] But, great 

King! liberation can never be obtained by those who are devoted to these 

Devatas alone [that is to say, who in their devotion to the Devatas whom 

the\' worship are indifferent, disrespectful, or wanting in devotion to other 

Devatas, considering the latter to be different from the former]. There¬ 

fore with thy mind under control, seek shelter with Me for the loosening 

of the bonds of physical existence, and without a doubt you shall find Me.” 

In the Niruttara Tantra it has been said: “ Devi, Siva and Sakti are 

each divided according as they are with or without attribute. The 

supreme attributeless Brahmasanatani * is full of lustre, as is also the 

supreme attributeless Purusa,^ who shines like a great blue jewel. But 

that aitributeless shining Daksinakalika ® is far removed from all prapancas' 

[that is to say, Her attributeless aspect, being imperceivable by physical 

^ Kamala. 
2 The ten forms which the Devi assumed prior to Daksayajna (see Intro¬ 

duction to Tantra &£stra). 
® Sakti. * Siva. ® See note 3. 
® Objects, consisting of the combination of the five tattvas; “ earth,” 
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beings formed by Maya, lies at a great distance, for it is beyond the reach 

of Maya, and therefore, so far as Jiva formed of Maya is concerned is 

situate beyond the sea of Maya], 

“ In Her attributeless aspect that unbounded Sarasvati is of un¬ 

measurable power, and the Mulaprakrti of the fifteen phases of Sakti, such 

as Kali, Kapafini, Kulva, and others. Again, in Her state with attributes, 

when She gives birth to the three Devas—Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara 

—in the great ocean of the original cause,^ Her womb; it is She who gives 

birth to Mahakala, the first-born. It is She who, assuming a female form, 

gives birth to the entire universe, consisting of moving and unmoving 

things. It is She who, as Visnumaya and Mahalaksmi, has spread Her 

charm over this entire universe. That Adyasakti Daksinakali is Siddha- 

vidya, and, as such, She is Mulaprakrti and Purusa. Prakrti and Purusa 

are inseparably connected. One does not exist independent of the other. 

United with Sakti, Purusa attains Sivahood; and united with l§iva, 

Prakrti attains Saktihood. It is the inseparable connection consisting of 

this union which is Parabrahmatattva. It is in this union that they 

should be contemplated. It is of this union that Siva Mantra consists. 

In Dhyanayoga ^ alone should japa be made of this union. The Mantra 

consisting of this union of theirs is the Mahamantra, and gives both enjoy¬ 

ment ® and liberation.^ He who desires enjoyment attains the four 

abodes, Salokya and others,® and he who desires liberation is absorbed in 

nirvanakaivalya. Kali, unbounded Sarasvati, is the great desire-gratifying 

tree ® of those who long for the fourfold fruit of dharma, artha, kama, moksa,^ 

for She is the sole source of enjoyment and liberation even for Brahma, 

Visnu, Mahesvara. [That is to say, imperfect Jivas alone, completely 

under the influence of Maya, seek from such a tree that fruit which is 

according to their individual desire. But the peculiarity of this tree is that 

even those who are the guardians and controllers of Maya, and who are 

perfect Isvaras, have to depend upon it for their individual enjoyment 

and liberation.] A Sadhaka should be initiated by his Guru, and by 

virtue of his grace worship Kali, that great tree gratifying the desires of 

Mahakala, who embodies all Mantras and Tantras.” 

The following are Sadasiva’s words to Devi in the Mahanirvana 

Tantra: ^ Mahakala, the destroyer of the universe, is but another aspect 

of Thyself. At the time of the great dissolution Kala will swallow the 

entire universe. Because of this gathering unto death and destruction of 

all created things. He is called Mahakala and you Kali. The three worlds 

^ Karana. 

^ Moksa. 

2 Yoga by meditation. 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra, 

® Bhoga. 

® Kalpataru. 
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sing of Thee as the Primal One/ because at the time of giving birth 
Thou didst give birth to even Mahakala, the first Purusa; and as Kali, 
because at the time of destruction Thou dost gather into Thyself even 
Mahakala, the Destroyer of all. Then Thou alone, in Thy formless aspect^ 
unknowable and beyond speech and mind dost exist. Thou art formless^ 
though possessing form [that is to say, Thou art not bound to any parti¬ 
cular form, as a Jiva is who possesses form], for by means of Maya Thou 
dost assume innumerable forms according to Thy desire. Thou Thyself 
art without beginning, and yet art the beginning of all [that is to say, 
there is none prior to Thee]. It is Thou who createth, preserveth, and 
destroyeth the world.” 

On Formlessness and Form 

Sadhaka, what do you understand from these statements of Sastra? 
Are the forms of Brahman imagined by Sadhakas or built by Himself? 
What clearer evidence than this do you expect from S^tra? This is why I 
said that there can be no objection to what Sastra has said. It is the fault 
of our intelligence which does all the mischief. Sastra has repeatedly said 
that He took forms according to His own desire. But you and I are 
ashamed of believing this, because on first entering school it dawned on us 
that “ Isvara is formless and consciousness itself.” Every dawn has its 
setting, but in the " Dawn of Sense” ^ there is neither dawning nor setting. 
From beginning to end, in both purpose and effect, it is only full of 
accounts of Isvara^s own self Many people are therefore troubled with 
the thought that Sastra is Isvara’s ® word, and the Dawn of Sense ” is 
also Isvara’s * word, so they know not which to disregard at the risk of 
going to Hell. The ISvara of the nineteenth century is truly an extra¬ 
ordinary and wonderful thing: for though^ according to Sastra, Brahman ^ 
and Isvara are in one sense one and the same, yet in another sense they 
are not so. Brahman is without, whilst Isvara is with, attributes. Brah¬ 
man is inactive, while Isvara creates, preserves, and destroys. But in the 
various little religions ® of the nineteenth century Brahman and Isvara 

^ Adya. 

^ Eodhodaya, the title of a work for children by the late Pandit Isvara 
Chandra Vidyasagara. The following passages are a satirical play on the word 
Isvara as denoting the Pandit and also the name of God, 

® God. 4 The Pandit. 

® Braliman as the unknowable Supreme without attributes is contrasted 
with that aspect cf It which manifests Itself in the work of creation, etc., and is 
adored as the personal ” God (I^ara). 
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have come to mean one and the same thing. Such a golden cup of stone 

ivas never seen before.^ This also, indeed, is part of Isvara’s sport! How¬ 

ever that may be. He whom the Sastra names Isvara can never be form¬ 

less, for His function is aisvarya, or lordship over the universe. He who 

has this self-consciousness of lordship cannot be without attribute, and it 

is impossible to be formless without being attributeless. Again, self-con¬ 

sciousness is a particular state of mind. He who has mind has surely 

body, and it is mere tautology to say that He whose body is eternally 

established possesses form. To call Isvara the Lord of the universe, devoid 

of form, whether done under the authority of Sastra or reason, is as though 

one said that the ocean was devoid of water. An Isvara with form is 

necessary for the creation of a universe with form. Had He been devoid 

of form. His creation also would have been devoid of it. 

Such were our dawning ideas as the result of our training under a 

schoolmaster in boyhood. What we have subsequently understood of our¬ 

selves, and which science is supposed to confirm, is that an Isvara possess¬ 

ing body can never be omniscient; for we suppose that, having a body, 

He miust necessarily be bound by Maya, and possessed of limited knowledge. 

Such being our inference, it would be wrong to hold that Yogis and Rsis, 

who were free of the bonds of life, were unerring either; for they, too, had 

bodies. Not to mention Isvara, the powers of Yogis, Rsis, iSadhus, and 

^adhakas, derived from Siddhi are still daily visible. Even infidels cannot 

ignore this directly perceptible ^ truth. Believers as we are, how can you 

and I ignore it? Is He, then, by whose worship even Jivas with limited 

knowledge and under the influence of Maya become free from the bonds 

of Maya, and acquire omniscience—is He not omniscient also? Is not this 

a point worthy of thought? As when the door of a room is opened the air 

within it is united with the great spaces without, so by the opening of the 

doors of their minds composed of the three gunas the individual ® and the 

supreme * principles unite, and are merged in the Self of the Parabrahman, 

Is He by whose grace they achieve this unable to keep Himself free of the 

influence of Maya because of His having of His own free-will assumed 

form? 
Sastra ® says: “ How can He be subjected to bondage because of His 

having taken to Himself a body of his own free-will—He who gratifies by 

the enjoyment of the pollen of His lotus feet Munis who, by the force of 

Yoga, have thrown off the ties of all Karma, and are no longer bound 

whatsoever they may do ? 

1 A Bengali saying for an impossibility. ® Pratyakga. 

3 Jivatattva. ^ Parabrahmatattva. 
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Bhagavan, then, in spite of His contact with Maya due to the 

sumption of mayik forms^ is free from the bondage of Maya, This, of 

course, is a thing unattainable in the Jivatattva,^ But how can we help 

that? He is Isvara for the very reason that such superhuman conditions 

are possible with Him, His livrahood consists of this superhuman power. 

Sastra has therefore said: “ Anima, Laghima, Prapd, Prak^ya, Mahima, 

liitvaiy Vasitva, and Kamavasayiu^a—these are the eight Siddhis of 

Isvara/’ - 

The Srimad Bhagavata, in the discourse between Bhagavan and 

Uddbava, says: “ Arnma is minuteness so fine as to be imperceptible by 

the senses,^ Mahima is greatness. Laghima is lightness. Prapti is knowl¬ 

edge of all which the JIva perceives by His senses, due to the fact that 

Isvara is the presiding Devata of the senses of all living creatures. 

Prakamya is the enjoyment of all things heard, seen, etc., Isitva is the 

application of &Bk\i or the spreading of the Sakti of His own may a over 

every Jiva in the universe. Vaiitva is freedom from the thxee gunas of 

sattx^a, rajas, and tamas, Kamavasayitva is the attainment of whatsoever 

I desire. Good mani these are My eight natural siddhis/’ 

He is Isvara or Isvari, Bhagavan or Bhagavati, in whom these eight 

siddhis eternally exist. Now tell me, O Jiva, are these human powers? 

Without such powers He becomes a mere Jiva like you or me. If He 

becomes subject to maya like you or me, what difference is there between 
Jiva and Kvara? 

Though eternally connected with maya, maya is yet subject to Him. 

Though full of maya J He is above it. It has therefore been said in the 

Vedanta doctrine: 

Prakiti, in which the Brahman, who is all consciousness ® and 

blissis reflected, and which consisis of the three gunas, sattva, rajas, 

and tamas, is twofold. Prakrti consisting of pure sattva guna is maya, 

and prakrti consisting of impure ^ sattva guna is avidya. The image 

of consciousness reflected in maya is called Isvara. When reflected in 

avidya it is called Jiva, As maya has but one aspect, so Isvara, the 

reflection in it, has but one aspect/ Avidya which consists of many 

gunas, has many aspects, with the result that Jiva, the reflection in it, has 

also many aspects. The difference between Jiva and Isvara is that while 

Isvara rules maya, Jwa is subject to it/’ 

^ World of embodied spirits. ^ See post and following passage. 

® That is, the power to make oneself as little, as big, as light, as heavy, 
etc., as one will. 

^ May^aya. s 6 Ananda. 

^ That is, sattva and the other gunas. 
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Both are connected with maya, but whereas may a is subject to Isvara, 

Jiva is subject to maya. This is the difference between Jiva and Isvara. 

It is only because man cannot conceive the superhuman force of Isvara’s 

Sakti that he wonders how Isvara can be almighty and omniscient if he 

possesses form. Foreseeing such an error, Bhagavan said to Arjuna: ^ 

“ The foolish disregard Me, when clad in human semblance, ignorant 

of My supreme nature, the great Lord of being.” 

In the Bhagavati Gita^ the Mother of the universe ^ gave the same 

instruction to Himalaya: 

“ Similarly all other sattvik, rajasik, and tamasik dispositions which 

exist derive from Me and exist in Me under My control. But, Great 

Mountain! I am not under their control. Great King! Jivas, charmed 

by My maya, fail to recognize this all-pervading supreme, unwasting, non* 

dualistic form of Mine. But, Father! only those who with a single mind 

worship Me with devotion can cross this vast ocean of maya and enter 

into that supreme form of Mine.” 

As we cannot directly see the beauty of the lunar orb unless the moon 

rays come in contact with the eye, so unless the mind and heart become 

intoxicated with the worship of Him, His true essence ^ cannot be per¬ 

ceived. For this reason, although Sastra gives a thousand and one 

instructions to persons who have not yet acquired a fitness to receive 

them, they are but as music to the ears of a deaf man. 

The root objection nowadays is that as something without bounds 

cannot be contained in a receptacle with bounds, as unbounded space 

cannot be held in a Hmited room as a lake which measures a yoj ana ® 

cannot contain such a mass of water as can deluge the universe, so the 

limited body of Isvara cannot possibly hold the sakti ® of Isvara. But here 

let us say that while illustrations and comparisons may be of value and 

adornment in history and literature, yet illustrations taken from the things 

of this world have not always equal application to matters touching super- 

worldly realities. It is the height of folly to proceed to discuss the matter 

with the notion that only that is true which fits with our illustrations, and 

that that which will not so fit is false. For instance, in worldly matters 

whoever does a thing, does it with some object. There is no inclination 

to action which has not a selfish interest in it. If, however, you apply 

this rule to the matter^ of the creation, will you tell me what selfish 

interests Isvara served, or will serve, by creating this universe ? Ask all 

Sastras and Sub-Sastras on earth, Veda, Tantra, Purana, Koran, the 

Bible, etc,, and see if you get an answer to this question. Who can say 

^ Bhagavad Gita, chap, ix, verse ii. ^ Part of the Devi Bhagavata Purana. 

® Jagadamba. ^ 1 attva. ® Eight miles. 
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that for a selfish end Isvara has created this world ? Ask of the greatest 

and bravest of warriors, Why has this world been created? ’’ and he will 

at once be vanquished and fly from the field, AH discussions, disputes, 

inferences, and theories of Philosophy ^ are concerned with such questions 

as to how the world was created^ is preserved, and will be destroyed. 

But directly the question arises as to why the world was created the six 

systems of darsana (philosophy) become adarsana (sightless),^ The 

authors of Yoga, Visesa, Mimamsa, Nyaya, and Samkhya, the Veda 

and Vedanta, arc all blind to the path whereby an answer may be got to 

the question, Why does this sams^a exist? ” The Sadhaka poet Rama- 

prasada has thenTore sorrowfully said : Six blind men wrote books, and 

they were called Darsana (philosophies),’* When Sastra does not 

answer this question I must either be a sceptic, or say Isvara must have 

some selfish purpose. But to say tliat He has self-interest is to divine 

Him, There can be no self without others, nor self-interest without self 

As there can be no happiness without sorrow, nor sorrow without 

happiness, no light without darkness or darkness without light, so there 

can be no “ others* interest ” without self-interest,” and no self-interest ” 

mthout others’ interest”* If Isvara, then, created for His own selfish 

interest, there must certairdy have been other interests existing before the 

creation. For there can be no self without another. And if there are 

others, then Isvara is not one without a second, and there must be some¬ 

one else to dispute His sovereignty (the idea of the Mussalman’s Satan 

comes in imperceptibly here). Secondly, if before Him there was anotlier 

different from Him, who created that other ? If someone else created that 

other, then Isvara is not the creator of all. And if it be said that Isvara 

Himself created him, then in the first place was He such a fool as to Him¬ 

self create His own enemy ? In the second place, had Isvara any interest 

in creating him? If He had such interest, who was that other in respect 

of whom such interest aroseand against whom did Isvara create him? 

Proceeding continually in this manner to think of others and others, the 

world is filled with others only. And if then Isvara begins His creation 

He becomes a creator no better than Visvamitra/ Secondly, if Isvara 

created him without self-interest, what was the reason of being self-inter¬ 

ested when creating us? 

But be His interest served or not, what right has He to throw me on 

the rack of this samsara and crush me? You say He is almighty. That He 

^ Darsanasastra, 

^ Darsana means sight. Philosophy is said to be the cause of sight. 

^ A play upon the word Svartha ” (own interest) and “ parartha ” 
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may or may not be; but I am weak, and He is sufficiently mighty to 

crush me at every step. Is not, according to you, Isvarajust? Now, what 

sort of justice is it that He should crush me day and night at every step 

because He is mighty? You will say that I suffer the fruits of my own 

karma, and that for this He cannot be blamed. Then I reply: “ Who 

created me and gave me this propensity for doing karma? ” ^ It was the 

work of your Isvara, and I am unable to understand what sort of mercy 

this is of your merciful Isvara to put a thorn into one’s eyes, and then to 

chastise one for crying on that account. Advocates of illustrations tell 

me now: shall I become a sceptic, or say that Isvara is extremely partial 

or selfish? It is to such a conclusion that your illustration leads. Ask this 

illustration for once whether the selfish propensity of ourselves has any 

correspondence in Isvara, and you will see that it will follow the same 

path as Veda and Vedanta have followed. Press it hard, and the 

illustration will say: “In the name of Dharma my name is drstanta 

(illustration). I am the end (anta) of what is visible (drsta). I am not 

even the beginning, not to speak of being the end, of that which I have 

neither seen nor heard. Illustration is the conclusion of only such things 

as we perceive by natural processes. But we must understand whose is 

this natural process ? The nature of Jiva is to exist only, whilst that of the 

Mother of the universe is to create, exist, and destroy. How can we, 

with our nature made to exist only, judge of the nature of her of whom 

we know neither the beginning nor the end? Illustration has not the 

power to move a step in a matter unheard and unseen beyond the scope 

of intellect.” 

Puzzled by this problem of the solution of questions by illustrations, 

Gitanjali^ sings, with a sorrowful mind, as follows: 

Whose sport is this? this Samsara bound by Maya from which there 

is no escape. 

Who arranges this dance and clown show? Whom should I blame? 

Who is the author of Yoga, Visesa, Nyaya, Sankhya, Veda, and 

Vedanta? ^ Why this Samsara? 

All are blind to the answer of this question. 

The bUnd put forth their shoulders to lift the blind thereon that they 

may trample on opponents and wave the banner triumph. 

These six systems of philosophy are a fearful sight. 

They are mere disputations, like the rumblings of clouds. 

Hence difference of opinion is likely to bring death by thunderstroke. 

^ Pravrtti. 

^ A volume of verse bv the author. 
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True it is Thy sport is eternal, and Thou playest the instrument 
of Maya. 

So decked like a clown we all dance. The whole is like a juggler’s 
display. 

Bands of ghosts play with dust, bUnd to the time Thou keepest. 

From five ghosts innumerable ghosts are created. 

The Samsara is but the playground of ghosts. 

But, O Mother! I ask again, It is Thou who makc^t the Samsara dance, 

And it dances; but what fruit dost thou reap from its dance. 

That Thou should make it dance incessantly? 

If Thou sayest Thou desirest no fruit, then the dance closes. 

Who is it that Thou makest to dance? 

It is Thyself who dances under the enchantment of Thy own Mantra, 

Discrimination says all are one; or may be I am different from Thee. 

Thyself am I; or I am Thine, according as it is unity or separation. 

A\\ are transient. Such is the supreme truth. Why, then, is Jiva 

in bonds ? 

The fire of the Samsara burns the heart. Why does Jiva suffer so 

miserably ? 

When a madman dances, what interest has he to dance? 

Similarly it is Thy nature to dance. There is neither beginning nor 

end of the dance Thou dancest. 

Unceasing is Thy dance on the lotus of Mahakala’s heart. 

That dance makes dance the Samsara, and all its Jivas in die womb 

ofK^a (dme). 

Whoever Thou mayest be, O Brahmamayi! thou art the place of 
birth of the Brahmanda. 

“ “ You,” and “ All ” exist in Thee without whom all are blind. 

The joyous dance of the Dancing Lady is in the hearts of all. 

When it ceases, then Jiva ceases also. 

All this, O Mother! is surely fruit of Karma. ^411 are subject to 
Thy will. 

Thou art full of desires to create, preserv^e, and destroy. 

It was Thyself who existed before and exists now. 

There is nodiing of I ” in me. 

In Thee all is bom and destroyed. 

That only which remains is the relation of Mother. 

If in Thy aspect of Jiva Thou constantly makest Jiva dance. 

Or laugh, or weep, wherein is the harm? What matters it? 

Thine is the rule. Thyself art the ultimate cause. 

This knowledge, too, I possess, but the mind is blind. 

So, O Syamal O Mother ! I say mayest thou destroy Siva Candra’s 
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For this it was that I said that all things do not equally come within 

the province of illustrations. If in spite of his having (as you say) no 

attributes, you impute attributes to the attributeless Isvara, and call Him 

Creator, why, because of the absence of attributes are you so unwilling to 

admit that Isvara with form has omnipotence ? 

Secondly, you are unwilling to admit that a small receptacle can 

contain a vast number of powers. But how is it that you will admit the 

existence of these powers where there is no receptacle at all? Sastra says: 

“ He takes swiftly even without hands, moves swiftly even without feet, 

sees even without eyes, and hears even without ears. He knows the 

universe, but none know Him. It is Him whom Sastra has called 

Pradhana and Adipurusa.^ The Brahman without body and without 

hands, feet, eyes, and ears, can yet take, move, see, and hear. Why, then, 

are you astonished when told that the embodied Brahman, who has hands, 

feet, eyes, and ears, can take, move, see, and hear. The possibility, then, 

of applying the illustration that a small receptacle cannot hold a vast 

number of saktis is removed to the distance of a hundred yojanas.^ You 

will next say that if He can see and hear without eyes or ears, why should 

He take eyes and ears to Himself? Do you really take the sloka to mean that 

He has no eyes and ears, and still sees and hears ? If this be so you under¬ 

stand it wrongly. Just consider that seeing and hearing are functions of 

eyes and ears. Where did He who had never eyes and ears learn to 

see and hear? Who will believe that there is action without acting? 

As a matter of fact, He has neither action nor acting. He who is 

the sole cause of all causes of “ acting ” has not to wait for “ acting ” 

Himself. 

He has no eyes, ears, nor sees, nor hears. He is the embodiment of 

eternal knowledge, and is all consciousness. Ignorance cannot avail against 

Him so as to make Him lack the knowledge of anything in the universe. 

Even without the organs of sense. He is full of that knowledge which you 

and I acquire only through direct perception by means of the organs of 

sight, hearing, and so forth. He does not lack knowledge because of the 

absence of sense-organs. He knows all without seeing or hearing. Sastra 

has therefore said: “He knows the universe, but none know Him.” In 

fact, it is not the purpose of Sastra to say that He sees even without eyes. 

Sastra means that He has knowledge of all things even without seeing. 

For what we understand by sight is not possible without eyes. For this 

reason Sastra only says at the end, “ None know Him,” instead of saying 

at each of the different parts of the sloka: “None hold Him,” “None go 

to Him,” “ None see Him,” “ None hear Him.” The sutra consists only 

^ That is, material and efficient cause. 
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of that part of tlie Sloka which says *^None know Him/' All other 

portions are merely explanatory and arc required that wc may under¬ 

stand it, ^astra first of all taking a comprehensive view of the various 

forms of knowledge acquired by direct perception mentions the sense 

organs through which such perception is had, and then says that the 

knowledge which we acquire by direct perception through the organs of 

sense exists eternally in Him despite the absence of such organs* There¬ 

fore at the end only it is said: None know Him*” ^ The conclusion is 

that although He knows everybody, none know Him; or, in other words, 

He is the vessel of all knowledge, but none are the vessel of His knowledge. 

All knowdedge rests in Him, and has Him as its end. This is what Sastra 

means, and not that He sees even wthout eyes* 

Thirdly, you say that eternal Sakti cannot exist in limited forms, by 

which you wish to say that His Sakti of seeing all things is infinite, but 

that the eyes of a limited body are small. It does not, however, follow 

from this that you have no faith in His possessing a body or eyes. On 

the contrary, your dissatisfaction appears to rest on the ground that the 

eyes I speak of are very small* You wish to see a body much bigger than 

tliat to w'hich I refer; so big that we cannot see the whole of it from head 

to foot all at once. You are then a more profound believer in Isvara’s 

body than I am. In fact, whenever Bhagavan (or Bhagavati) has shown 

His (or Her) true appearance to a devotee in order to gratify the desire 

of the believer in His or Her body, whenever a devotee, weeping, has 

eagerly prayed to see Its true appearance, then Bhagavan, who is ever 

merciful to devotees, has shown His universal appearance; and knowing 

that that appearance, boundless and of shining brilliance, is invisible to 

ordinary* eyes, He has first granted Divine vision to the devotee, and then 

manifested that appearance to Him. The following occurs in the 

Bhagavad Gita: 

O Supreme Lord, even as Thou describest Thyself, O best of beings, 

I desire to see Thy form omnipotent* 

" If Thou thinkest that by me It can be seen, O Lord, Lord of Yoga, 

then show' me Thine imperishable Self” 

The Blessed Lord said: “Behold, O Partha! a Form of Me, a 

hundredfold, a thousandfold, various in kind, divine, various in colours 

and shapes. 

“ Behold the Adityas, the Vasus, the Rudras, the two AsvinSj and 

also the Maruts; ^ behold many marvels never seen ere this, O Bharata.” 

“ Here, to-day behold the whole universe, movable and immovable, 

existing in My body, O Gudakesa, What else desirest thou to see? 

^ Aphorism, verse* 
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But verily thou art not able to behold Me with these thine eyes. 

The Divine eye I give unto thee. Behold My Sovereign Yoga.” 

Sahjaya said: “Having thus spoken, O King, the great Lord of 

Yoga, Hari, showed to Partha His supreme form as Lord. 

“ With many mouths and eyes, with many visions of marvel, with 

many Divine ornaments, with many upraised Divine weapons. 

“ Wearing Divine necklaces and vestures, anointed with Divine 

unguents, the God all-marvellous, boundless, with face turned everywhere. 

“ If the splendour of a thousand suns were to blaze out together in 
the sky, that might resemble the glory of that Mahatman.^ 

“ There Pandava beheld the whole universe, divided into manifold 
parts, standing in one in the body of the Deity of Deities. 

“ Then he, Dhanahjaya, overwhelmed with astonishment, his hair 

upstanding, bowed down his head to the Shining One, and with joined 
palms spake.” 

Arjuna said: 

“ Within Thy Form, O God, the Gods, I see 

All grades of beings with distinctive marks; 

Brahma, the Lord, upon His lotus-throne, 

The Rsis all, and Serpents, the Divine 

With mouths, eyes, arms, breasts multitudinous, 

I see Thee everywhere, unbounded Form. 

Beginning, middle, end, nor source of Thee, 

Infinite Lord, infinite Form, I find.” ^ 

The following passage occurs in the discourse between Devi and 

Himalaya in the Bhagavati Gita in Maha Bhagavata. Himalaya said: 

''Mother, although Thou art eternal (devoid of birth and death), 

Thou hast graciously taken birth in my house. The cause of this grace 

must surely be a store of religious merits accumulated in many births in 

consequence of which I am favoured to see Thee in this appearance of a 

Brahmamayi daughter. (But for the fruit of austerities and devotions 

earned in scores of births this could not have been even with a thousand 

years of prayer. By the sight of this appearance of Thine all the fruit of 

religious merit has been exhausted. I am thus, O Mother! destitute and 

without claim. Formerly you were bound to show mercy to me; but 

now, O Mother! I am a mendicant for your mercy.) Of Thy grace show 

unto me now Thy appearance as Mahesvari. (Visvesvari, Thou art the 

Isvari of the universe—Visva. Poor as I am, what can I do for Thee ? 

What is there, O Mother! in my power to do? All that I am capable of 

^ Great Spirit. 

* Bhagavad Gita, chap, xi, verses 3-16. I have slightly altered Mrs. Besant’s 
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is to offer my lasting obeisance to those beauteous lotus-feet of Thine.) 
I bow to Thee.’^ 

Visve^vari Devi said: Father, I grant you divine vision. (With that 

vision) look at my appearance as Isvara of all. Destroy ail the doubts of 

your heart, and know Me as holding all Devas in Myself.” 

&tI Mahadeva said to Narada: “ Thus granting the most excellent 

(knowledge of Brahman) to the King of mountains who made obeisance, 

Devi then sho^ved him Her divine Mahesvara aspect eflfulgent with the 

brilliance of ten million moons; bearing on His head, with its clusters 

of matted hair, the beautiful crescent moon; holding in His left hand a 

trident, and with the right bestowing blessings, yet awesome and terrible 

to see.” Himalaya was struck with wonder, and (with a heart fearful 

and unsatisfied) said again: 

“ Mother, show me another aspect of Thine.” Thereupon, O great 

Muni! the Devi, etemai and of universal form, withdrew that appearance 

of Hers and showed another. 

This next was beautiful as the moon in autumn. The head bore a 

beautiful crown, and the four hands were adorned with a conch-shell, 

discus, mace, and lotus.^ The form was brilliant, with three lustrous 

eyes, clad with celestial garments, hung with celestial garlands, anointed 

with celestial perfumes, and its fair lotus feet were adored by great yogis. 

The King of mountains saw that from all sides of this vast" body in¬ 

numerable arms wxre extended, and innumerable feet were displayed, 

and that faces with opened eyes were all over its body. The sight of this 

supreme excellent appearance, replete with the qualities of Isvara, filled 

the Great Mountain with wonder. Prostrating himself at the lotus feet of 

his daughter Brahmamayl, Himalaya said: 

Mother, the sight of this supreme and excellent appearance of 

Thine, replete witli the qualities of Isvara, has filled me with wonder. 

Again I pray Thee show me another aspect of Thine. O Highest Isvara, 

for him tvho possesses Thee none in this world can griev^e. He is truly 

blessed, (There is no one in this world who has not a want of some 

sort, but, O Mother! what w^ant can he have wiio possesses Thee; whose 

self is merged in Thy vast Self; whose littleness has by its force compelled 

Thee to abandon Thy greatness, and to attach Thyself to the heart of 

Thy devotee; w^hose force has compelled the Isvara of aH to supplicate 

the supplicant, the Kalika maintainer of the universe entreating the 

devotee that he may be satisfied; and has even compelled, O Mother! 

the mother of the three worlds, to incarnate as daughter. A want must 

exist in relation to something, but, O Mother! where Thou existeth such 

^ Sankha, cakra, gada and padma of Visnu 
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a want can never exist. Thou art the Sakti in all things good or bad, 

lifeless or living, in the world. So I say, O Mother; he who possesses 

Thee of universal form can, because of Thee, have no want, not merely 

in this universe alone, but even in untold millions of universes. People 

grieve for him alone who is destitute. But who will grieve for him who 

holds Thee ? who boldest all things in Thyself? Sinking in Thy existence 

Jiva is beyond all want and its satisfaction. Though he be the meanest 

and poorest of men in the samsara, he is by Thy grace a King of Kings. 

None therefore grieve for him. All rather envy him, and being unable 

to emulate him speak of him as a man thrice blessed. O Mother! by 

Thy grace favour me; even after receiving such grace I again seek grace, 

for how else shall I dare to look at the true appearance of Her 

whose appearances are numberless?) Knowing that I shall receive 

this grace, I say, O merciful Mother! obeisance to Thy feet for 

evermore.” 

After seeing many other forms of his daughter, Himalaya, at the 

end of the hymn, says: “Mother, who is there, Deva or human being, 

in the three worlds capable of fully describing this universe, which is 

Thy appearance, or Thy qualities, even by the effort of many ages? 

(Devi, Thy true aspect is unapproachable by even Brahma and the other 

Devas.) What can one of small intelligence like myself say of it ? What 

I have to say, O Mother! is this: If Thou hast mercy for me, by Thy 

grace, charm me not by Thy great maya. I have nothing else to say to 

Thee. O Mother! Isvari of the universe, I bow to Thee.” 

Oh, thou advocate of formlessness, after witnessing aU this vast play 

full of forms and attributes as described in the Sastra, do you still grieve 

at the smallness of His appearance ? Wheresoever you will look you will 

see innumerable eyes, innumerable feet, innumerable hands, innumerable 

heads, which even infinite space is unable to contain. What more eternal 

sports of eternity do you wish to see? Even Arjuna, conqueror of the 

three worlds, was tormented with fear at the sight of the terrible Kala- 

aspect of Bhagavan, and, weeping, said: 

“ Radiant, Thou touchest heaven, rainbow-hued. 

With opened mouths and shining vast-orbed eyes. 

My inmost self is quaking, having seen. 

My strength is withered, Visnu, and my peace. 

Like Time’s destroying flames: I see Thy teeth, 

Upstanding, spread within expanded jaws; 

Nought know I anywhere, no shelter find. 

Mercy, O God! refuge of all the worlds.” ^ 
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(Formeriy I thought that you were a Deva, now I know that you are 

Devesa^ Lord of Devas. Formerly I thought that Thy abode was in the 

universe* Now I know that the universe is in Thee: So I say, O Lord! the 

conclusions at which I^ a Jiva, have arrived are false. Be now pleased 

with Thy natural graciousness to grant me power to see Thy true aspect,) 

Sadhaka, do you stiU believe that you and I have the courage to 

look upon that appearance? Does this enormous power which shatters 

the Brahmanda and destroys all tlie regions bespeak, in your opinion, but 

a small sakti? The quantity of water which the sea holds is not small, 

but the jars which you and I possess are small. The Saktis and Vibhutis ^ 

in the body of Bhagavan are unlimited and eternal, but neither your nor 

my brain can contain them. The smallness of the quantity of water in 

our jar makes us, when sitting in our houses, think diat the endless sea is 

small when in truth it is not. In case you should say that a perfect 

display of Isvara’s Sakti was not proved by the fact that it overpowered 

the weak human heart of Arjuna, frightened at the prospect of kith and 

kin, I will cite another example. It is true that Aijuna, in his play as a 

human being,^ was already afraid of committing an unrighteous act. 

That fear was the fear of a Jxva, but He w'ho is above both righteousness 

and unrighteousness, and is ever feared by Indra, Yama, Candra, and 

Surya, is a&aid of nothing. The heart of the almighty Supreme Purusa, 

higher than the highest, who alone among the Devas is the vanquisher 

of death, whose name, Parameivara, is the true epithet of His real self, 

who after he has destroyed the Brahmanda ® at the time of the great 

dissolution/ Himself exists for ever as Purna Brahman;^ Mah^ala, 

unwasting, untouched by time, immortal, is neither weak nor afraid of 

anything. Yet, notice how He, too, once trembled with fear and w'as 

beyond Himself when He could not find a path of escape. 

When Maha<ieva refused Jagadamba permission to attend Deiksa’s 

sacrifice/ even though She repeatedly besought it, the daughter of Daksa/ 

who is eternal perfect Brahman, seeing that Bhagavan w^as infiueneed by a 

husband’s vanity/ assumed a terrible aspect, vrith the object of shattering 

that vanity. Sastra gives the followung account of this in Maha Bhagavata, 

Sri MahMeva said: 

^ Manifestations. 

2 Arjuna was an incarnation of the Rsi Nara. 

^ The egg of Brahman, or universe, ^ Mahapralaya. 

^ Perfect or complete Brahman. 

Yajha. 

’ That is, the Devi (Jagadamba) in Her incarnation as Sati, wife of Siva. 

^ Thinking himself superior to his wife: as appears from the text a very 
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When thus spoken to by Mahesvara, Sati, the daughter of Daksa, 

with eyes reddened with anger, pondered for a moment. Sankara ^ has 

obtained me as His wife (by virtue of My own gift) after long prayer and 

severe austerities; 2 yet to-day He slights and speaks harshly to Me 

(though in the play of incarnation He is my husband, I shall forsake this 

proud Mahadeva, as also My father, the arrogant Prajapati, and in My 

own play live for some time in My own abode, the region of Kaivalya). 

Later on, being begged (and entreated in severe sadhana) by this 

Mahesvara, I shall reappear as Himalaya’s daughter, and become 

Sambhu’s wife. Pondering thus in Her mind for a moment, the daughter 

of Daksa opened Her three fearful eyes, and overpowered Sankara with 

illusion,® Sambhu stood still at the sight of the Devi, with Her lips 

parted in anger and eyes shining like destructive fire. On being thus 

looked at by the frightened Mahesvara, the Devi suddenly displayed 

the terrible teeth in Her terrible mouth and laughed aloud. On 

hearing that frightful sound of laughter, Mahadeva was paralyzed 

with fright. Opening His three eyes with great effort He saw (but once) 

the world terrifying aspect of Jagadamba. When He looked upon Her, 

Her body immediately lost its golden colour, and took on that of a dark 

mass of crushed eye-paint.^ She appeared naked as space, with dis¬ 

hevelled hair, with a lolling tongue, and four arms. She was languorous 

with desire,® terribly furious, bathed in sweat (caused by her anger), and 

of frightful countenance; garlanded with skulls, bearing on Her head a 

brilliant crown and a crescent moon, shining like ten million suns. Her 

voice thundered loudly. 

In such a fearful aspect Sad, dazzling by the mass of her own 

brilliant energy,® stood before Mahadeva, and uttered loud peals of 

laughter. Seeing the wonderful appearance of the Devi, Mahadeva lost 

all self-control, and, bewildered with fright, sought to flee in all directions. 

Seeing the Lord of Kailasa thus overcome by fear, the daughter of Daksa 

again uttered peal after peal of dreadful laughter, and, with the object of 

reassuring Him, shouted: “Fear not! fear not!” Hearing this cry and 

the fierce peals of laughter, Mahadeva was so bewildered with terror that 

He frantically rushed again in flight in every direction. Seeing her 

husband so overcome with fear Paramesvari was moved to pity, and with 

a view to restrain Him stood for a moment before Him at each of the ten 

quarters of the Heaven in the form of the ten Mahavidyas. In whatever 

direction He ran with haste He thus saw a fearful form standing before 

Him. In fright He fled in another direction, only to be again confronted 

by another such form. After having thus run towards each of the ten 

quarters of the Heaven He saw that there was none without danger for 

^ Siva. 2 Tapasya. ® Moha. 
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Him, Then, feeling altogether helpless, He sat do^vn on earth and shut 

His three eyes, and (a moment later as through an inner fear) he opened 

them. He saw before Him Syama, Her smiling face was like a full-blown 

lotus. Her breasts were large. Her eyes wide and terrible, and Her hair 

dishevelled. She was four-armed, naked as space, shining with the light 

of tea million suns (although black in colour like a fresh cloud) ^ and 

stood facing the south^ the heavenly form of Daksina. Seeing Her thus (of 

a strange form full of an uncommon beauty), Sambhu, as if in great fear^ 

asked: “ Who art Thou, Syama? ^ Where has Sati, my beloved, gone?” 

Devi said: Mahadeva, I am Thy Sati here standing before Thee^^ 

and yet Thou dost not recognize Me! Why is Tliy mind so confused 

to-day? Do I appear to Thee different from Thy Sati? ” 

Siva said: “ If Thou really art my beloved Sati, daughter of Daksa, 

why hast Thou become black and fearful? Who are these forms of terrible 

aspect standing in ail directions around Me? Amongst these which art 

Thou ? TeU me everything^ for these wonderful forms have made Me 

greatly afraid,” 

Sad said: I am the subtle (beyond the reach of speech and mind) 

Mahaprakrti who creates and destroys. Owing to the promise I had 

aforetime given Thee (to bless Thee for Thy tapasya) I (put my true form 

under restraint, and) incarnated as a fair girl in Daksa^s house merely 

to get Thee as My husband (to charm Thee by becoming Thy wife), 

I have to-day assumed this fearful aspect for the destruction of father 

Daksa’s great yajna. But, O MaheSvara! Thou hast no reason to be 

afraid of Me (for this fearful aspect is assumed to terrify Daksa alone)* 

The ten terrible forms which Thou seest in each of the ten directions are 

each of them My aspect. Oh^ Sambhu! Thou possesses! immense wisdom. 

Be not afraid (but see wdth Thy eye of wisdom)* Thou art My most 

beloved husband, and I am Thy wdfe. Seeing Thee so greatly afraid and 

turning in all directions^ I stood before Thee blocking them by these ten 

forms of Mine.” 

Siva said; Thou art the subtle (beyond the reach of speech and 

mind) Mulaprakrti who creates, preserves, and destroys. It is not possible 

that one should know Thee who art beyond the reach of speech and 

mind, so, not knowing Thee through great illusion, I have said unpleasant 

words to Thee, Pardon me, O Paramesvari, the offence which I have 

thus committed. Tell me, O Consort of Siva with fearful eyes, the names 

of each of these ten most dreadful forms of Thine standing in each of the 

ten quarters.” 

DevT said: " O Mahadeva, these Mahavidyas are but different 

aspects of My own Self Listen! Their names are Kalij Tara, Sodasi, 
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Bhuvanesvarl, Bhairavi, Chhinnamasta, Sundan,i Bagalamukhi, Dhuma- 
vati, and Matangi,” ' / 

Siva said: O Devi! who supporteth the universe, if Thou art 

pleased with me, tell me which of these forms*bear these respective names.” 

Devi said: “The dark^coloured form, with terrible eyes, which 

Thou dost see before Thee is Kali, She who is above Thee of Syama ^ 

colour is Mahavidya Tara, the very image of Mahakala, The lean, 

destitute and very frightful Devi whom Thou dost see on Thy right side 

is, O high-souled Mahadeva, Mahavidya Chhinnamasta. O Samhhu, the 

Devi on Thy left side is Bhuvanesvari. She who is behind you is De\d 

Bagalamukhi, Destructress of foes. She who appears as a widow on the 

south-east is Devi Mahavidya Dhumavati, a great Isvari, The Devi on 

the south-west is Tripurasundari,^ In the north-west is Matangi, and in 

the north-east Mahavidya Sodasi, a great Isvari. She who is below Thee 

is Bhairavi.^ O Sambhu! be not afraid (at the sight of these ten forms. 

^ Kamala or Mahalaksmi. 

^ Grass green, dark blue, blackish. ^ Kamala. 

_ ^ See Dasa-Mahavidya-Upasana-Rahasya, by Prasanna Kumara Sastri, 
which illustrates both the figures and yantras. The text also illustrates the 
positiom as follows: 
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which are My manifestations, and destroy the fear of existence,) Of My 

many forms (ninety millions of manifestations)^ these ten are the best (the 

most perfect vibhutis),- To such Sadhakas as worship them with devotion 

they grant the four-fold fruit ^ and all that is desired, O Mahesvara! all 

such thin^ as Sadhakas desire, such as Marana, Ucchatana, Ksobana, 

Mohanaj Dravana, Stambhana,* Vidvesana, arc granted by them. Each 

of these ten Mahavidyas is to be kept secret and never revealed. Thou 

shalt be the ordmancer and interpreter of yantras, mantras^ PAja, homa,. 

purascarana,^ stotra/ kavaca practices, rules, and all else conceming 

them which may be required by Sadhakas, There is none else in the world 

who can reveal them. The Agama Sastra which Thou shalt reveal from Thy 

mouth will be renowned in the three worlds, O Sankara! Agama and 

Veda are my two arms. With them I support the entire universe of 

moving and unmoving things. The world is maintained by Dharma, as 

ordained in Tantra and Veda, The fool who disregards them through 

delusion falls assuredly from the arms which save the three worlds. I am 

unable to save him who, in disregard of Agama or Veda, worships Me in 

a manner different from that ordained in it. This is nothing but the 

strictest truth, Agama and Veda are both causes of liberation. But both 

are difficult to understand and carry out. Knowledge of them is hard to 

attain even by intelligent men. They are eternal and without end. The 

intelligent will know that the purpose of both the Sastras is the same, and 

will practise dharma accordingly. The wise will never, through delusion^ 

consider them to be different. Those who worship these ten Mahavidyas 

will act like Vaisnavas, but in rapt concentration will rest their hearts on 

Me. The Sadhaka will with great care keep secret, and never speak to 

others of mantra, yantra, kavaca, and other matters which he receives 

from his guru. If these things are given out siddhi will be unattained and 

evil will result. A good Sadhaka will therefore conceal them with every 

care, High-souled Mahadeva, I have now spoken to you of the subject 

of w'orship. (Let not the sight of these aspects of Mine strike terror into- 

Thy heart, and make Thee doubt My single-minded love for Thee. I am 

Thy beloved ivife, and Thou, too, art My very beloved husband. To-day 

I wish only to humble the pride of my father, Prajapati, So I pray to 

Tliee, O Deva of Devas^ that if Thou will not go to the place of sacrifice 

permit Me so to go. O Deva! it is my intention, with Thy permission,. 

^ Vibhutis. ^ See post, 

3 Dharma, artha, kama, moksa. 

^ “ Magical ” powers of destruction, driving away, perturbing, enchanting,, 
putting to flight, stopping or paralyzing causing dissension. 
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to go and destroy the sacrifice ^ of My father, Prajapati Daksa (and not to 
frighten Thee).” 

Mahadeva said to Narada: “ Hearing these words of Devi, iSambhu 

stood as one struck with intense fear, and then spoke as follows to the 
fierce-eyed Kali.” 

Siva said: Devi, I know that Thou art Paramesvari, the best, per¬ 

fect, and supreme Prakrti, Pardon me the unbecoming words which, 

overpowered by delusion, I have in forgetfulness used towards Thee, Thou 

art the primal ^ supreme Vidya ^ who existeth in all created things. Thou 

art independent and supreme. Thou art Sakti. Who is there to order 

Thee to do or to desist from doing anything? O Sive ^ if Thou goest to 

destroy Daksa’s sacrifice, what power have I to restrain that? And why 

should I dare to do so? O Mahesvari, pardon me for what (presuming 

on my position as Thy husband) I have, under the influence of intense 

delusion, said to Thee. Do Thou as it pleases Thee.” ^ 

Interpreter of ^astras, do you consider that that display of power is 

of no account, at the sight of which even Maharudra, who causes the 

great dissolution, was astounded, trembled with fear, and sought to flee ? 

When Nisumbha was killed in the battle with the Devi,® Sumbha, 

seeing BrahmanI, Vaisnavl, Mahesvari, IndranI, Kaumarl, Varahl, 

NarasinghI, Camundl^ KaufikI, and Sivadutl,"^ fighting with fury, sarcasti¬ 
cally addressed Her who rejoices in war, saying: 

^ Because Daksa had, to offer him a slight, purposely neglected to invite 
Siva, Her husband. 

2 Adya. 

® As opposed to Avidya, though She is both. 

^ The Devi as wife of I§iva, 

° Sad then went to the sacrifice (yajna). There, Daksa poured invectives 
on the head of Siva. Sad^s great devotion to Her husband (the Hindu girl 
prays that she may become like Sad and get a husband like Siva) could not 
bear to hear Daksa^s abuse of Him, and She gave up Her life, Nandi hastened 
to Kailasa and told Siva, who rose in terrible wrath. Fire flashed from His 
eye and took the fearful form of Bhairava, who went with a host of ghosts and 
goblins to destroy the yajna. Siva followed. The yajna was destroyed. Nandi, 
Siva’s follower cut off Daksa’s head and threw it into the fire. Siva then 
took up the dead body of Sad and went away bearing it on His shoulder. 
The sto^ continues with the history of the Mahapithas. Sati reappeared 
in Her incarnation as daughter of the Mountain-king. The story of the 
Daksa-yajna is one of the most ancient, as it is one of the best known, of all 
Siva and Sakti legends. 

® The brothers Nisumbha and Sumbha were Lords of the Demoniac 
Danavas, who had defeated the Devas. The Devi, however, in whose body 
was the united Sakd of all the Devas, slew first Dhumralocana, Ganda, and 
Munda, who had been sent against Her, and then the gr^t D^ava Raktabija, 
and finally both Sumbha and Nisumbha (see Candl of Markandeya Purana). 
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O Durga, proud of the strength of Thy arms^ be no longer proud. 

She who fights with the help of the powers of other Dcvas has no reason 

to pride Herself so much as the single-handed conqueror of the three 

worlds,” ^ 

She who dwells in all hearts and who ever leans to mercy showed it 

then without stint. In that field of battle she made Sumbha a reply 

unheard of even by great yogis who had attained siddhi and become pure 

and free of the bonds of life* Jagadamba knew that the King of the 

Daityas was moved in his actions by an ill-directed intelligence and a 

naturally wicked nature. Thus, just as a mother cannot foi'sake her son 

even if he commits hundreds and thousands of ofiences against her, but 

rather with smile and joy takes him on her lap, and then with feigned 

anger calls him wicked, so the Mother of the universe, looking upon 

Sumbha with merciful eyes but with such a feigned anger, said: “ Wicked 

one, I alone exist. Who other is there in the world? Look! All these 

manifestations ^ wall enter into Me, I will then dispel the doubt which 

has arisen in your mind at the sight of a number of Devasaktis,” (The 

mother, as if caressingly, said: Wicked one, you see these Devasaktis, 

and now by a trick wish to know the truth concerning them,”) Then in 

an insmnt, at the will of Her who is all will Herself, Brahmani and all 

other Devis entered into Brahmamayi's body, and (Sumbha saw that irt 

the battle-field) there was none but Ambika alone. 

Then Devi again said: "I withdraw the many foims in which I 

(displaying My wealth of manifestation) “ appeared, I now alone stand 

in die battle-field. So, Sumbha, now desist,” 

It was as if a boy on seeing many mothers was disconsolate on being 

unable to recognize his own. The Mother therefore showed him Her 

real self, and consoled him, saying: ^LLook, I am thy Mother, so be 

quiet,” But Sumbha was not one to be satisfied with knowing what She 

was without letting Her know^ what he was, so putting on the arms and 

accoutrements of the hero, the hero son of the heroine Mother advanced 

to heroic struggle. O Mother! he who runs to your arms with his owm 

strength is not a mendicant for your mercy. So the music of war rang 

out, fiercely shaking heaven, earth, and the nether world, and the ever- 

triumphant Lord of Daityas stood in hand-to-hand conflict, to the sound 

of victory-giving shouts from this and other worlds, 

Sastra says that when, wounded in the heart by the Devi’s spear he 

fell dead and dropped from the sky to earth, the latter, with its seven 

principal mountain ranges,® seven seas, and seven islands, shook with the 

^ That is,. iSumbha himself. 

^ Vibhuti, see dost. 
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unbearable weight of his body. At his death all the regions rejoiced. The 

whole world regained health. The sky, hitherto overcast with a deep 

mist, cleared. Inauspicious clouds which had been shooting meteors all 

around, disappeared. Rivers, the flow of which had long been stayed by 

the din of the twang of his bow and his thundering shouts, became on his 

destruction again free, and moved along their channels. The hearts of 

Devas were filled with immeasurable joy. Gandharvas ^ commenced to 

sing in sweet tones. Kinnaras, Siddhas, and Sadhyas ^ began to play 

on musical instruments. Apsaras ® commenced to dance. Pure air again 

flowed; the sun at length assumed his natural radiance. Fires could at 

last burn quietly, and without making the heavens resound with the 

sound ,of their burning. 

Sadhaka! whose power can compare with the power of him for whose 

sake the ordained course of Nature was arrested? Is it not a sign of the 

shortness of our life, intelligence, good fortune, and sadhana that we 

presume to deem small the power of manifestation ^ of Her whose great 

maya charmed even the great charmer Sumbha, ruler over the three 

worlds? Can you say that the Sakti is small of Her who can make the 

impossible possible, whose maya made even Bhagavan Ramacandra 

forgetful of himself upon the occasion of the destruction of the hundredr 

headed Ravana ? ® Does not Her play in Her incarnations as a fish, tortoise, 

and boar, whereby She saved the Vedas, supported the universe, and held 

the earth on the end of the boar’s tusk, bear evidence of a full display of 

divine Sakti? ® The sudden appearance, bursting through a crystal pillar, 

of the strange half-man, half-hon, in order to save Prahlada, chief among 

devotees; ’ the display of the Brahmanda within Her mouth to mother 

Yasoda; ® the destruction of Putana by sucking milk from her breasts; » 

^ Celestial beings (Devayonis) who, according to the Visnu Parana, were 
sons of Brahma, “bom imbibing melody”; celestial musicians and choristers 
who play and sing at the banquets of the Devas; belonging together with the 
Apsaras—their wives—to Indra^s heaven. 

^ Other classes of Devayonis. 

^ Beautiful and voluptuous Devayonis of Indra’s Heaven; wives of the 
Gandharvas; produced at the churning of the ocean. ^ Vibhuti. 

^ When Rama was returning from Lanka, he met the hundred-headed 
Ravana. On seeing him, forgetful that he was Bhagavan, Rama did not dare 
to fight. 

® Various incarnations of Visnu. 

’ The Nrsimha Avatara of Visnu. 

® Yasoda was wife of Nanda, in whose home Krsna was brought up. The 
infant Krsna showed to Yasoda the imiverse in His mouth. 

® Putana was a female demon (Raksasi) with poisoned breast, sent by 
Kamsa to destroy the infant Krsna, who, however, destroyed her by sucking her 
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the upholding of Mount Govardhana by a boy of seven * * ; the charming, 

unknown to the three worlds of Brahma through one whole year, by the 

raising of calves, cows, and cowherds by maya*; the humbling of the 

pride of Kandarpa ® by the assumption, in playful favour to devotees, of 

thousands of forms in early youth for the gratification ofherdswomen 

who were maddened with love, and had attained siddhi by the practice 

of tapas for many ages*; the showing of the virat* aspect toAkrura* 

in the waters of the Yamuna ’—aU these are doubtless not perfect mani¬ 

festations so far as the perfect Brahman is concerned, yet, O man, I ask 

you, can you imagine even in dream anything greater than these? The 

world of Jivas could (were it to desire it) obtain even greater things of Him. 

But there are none who have the capacity to entertain such a desire. 

“ Manifest Thy divine Sakti to such an extent.’* It is beyond the 

power of Jiva to measure His greatness by saying “ to such an extent ”. 

For this reason the extent to which He has manifested His Sakti for the 

removal of the burden of the earth in consequence of the tapasya per¬ 

formed by the devotees is sufBcient for Jivas. So I say, Do not trouble 

yourself with the ihought that the receptacle is small. It is not really so; 

it assumes a small form to serve the extremely small purposes of the small 

world. You and I, the small Jivas of this small world, do not count even 

as much as the smallest atom in His view. AVhat right have w'e to see 

His universal aspect, which is rarely seen by Brahma and other Devas? 

Secondly, the Lord of the universe has no need to show that sort of lordli¬ 

ness which you and I show to others with greatness, largeness and the like. 

What avails our ignoring of His lordliness when even Sumbha, Nisumbha, 

Ravana, and Kuinbhakarna,® could avail nothing by their ignoring it? 

So I say that when the gready powerful King, Bali, could not save 

himself by looking on Vamanadeva* as really a dwarf, why do we, who 

are really dwarfs, stretch out our arms to catch the moon shining in the 

firmament of die devotee’s heart? As you use the illustration of water to 

show that a small receptacle cannot contain a vast sakti so I will take diat 

of fire to show diat an immeasurable sakti can be eternally hidden even 

^ By Krsna. 

2 Brahma stole the calves and cowherds of Gokula in order to test Krsna’s 
power. The latter assumed the forms of the stolen cows and cowherds, so their 
absence was not noticed. This lasted for one year, when the calves and 
cowherds were restored by Brahma, and Krsna withdrew his maya. 

® Deva of love. The reference here is to the Rasalila. 

* That is, the Gopis. ® Universal. 

« Uncle of Krsna, who induced Rama and Krsna to go to Mathura and 

kill Kamsa. 
River Yamuna. 

® Daityas and Raksasas. The last was brother of Ravana. 
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in a small receptacle. Put a spark of fire on a mountain heap of grass, 

and you will see that spark will extend throughout it and will illumine 

every side with enormous tongues of flame, kissing the cheeks of the 

firmament. The spark is no longer a spark, but has become a destructive 

fire flaming terrifically and fit to consume the whole heap. Similarly, 

however small Bhagavan’s appearance in His incarnation may seem to 

you to be, bring to it a substance fit for the display of divine manifesta¬ 

tion 1 and you will see that the Brahmanda is filled with the eternal 

Brahma-play of Sakti and has become the field for the display of Sakti 

such as the Nrsimha of Prahlada,^ iSrikrsna of Arjuna, Gopala^ of Yasoda, 

Syamasundara ^ of the herdswomen/ Nandanandana of Akrura,® Syama 

of !§umbha,7 Uma of Himalaya,® Sita of Rama,® and Sati of Siva.^® You 

will then realize that His greatness is not small, but that the Jiva’s capacity 

is small; His appearance is not small, but the eyes of Jiva are so. He is not 

small, but you and I are so. So I say, O Sadhaka, do not suppose that a 

small receptacle cannot hold the eternal Sakti, or proceed to measure the 

greatness of Mahamaya, whose power can make that possible which 

seems impossible. 

But while there is yet time, seek the protection of Her feet, and 

opening the door of your heart say: “ Mother, all my intelligence, learn¬ 

ing, and reasoning are at an end. Now be gracious to me. In my 

struggle with doubt stand before me as Thou didst stand before Arjuna 

and before Sumbha. Fill the world for once with Thy true appearance so 

that my birth may be blessed, my life may be blessed, my eyes may be 

blessed, and I, O Mother, may sink in Thee, becoming wholly Thine.” 

1 Vibhuti. 

2 The man-lion incarnation of Visnu for the protection of the son of 
Hiranyakaflpu. 

® One of Krsna’s 108 names. That by which he was called by Yasoda. 

^ The name by which Krsna was called by the Gopis. 

^ Gopis of Vraja who loved Krsna. 

® Name of Krsna; as to Akrura, sgg post, 

’ The Devi Victrix of the demon Sumbha (see post). 

® The Devi as daughter of Himalaya and wife of Siva. As to the derivation 
of tl(ie name see the first canto of Kalidasa’s Kumara-sambhavam, Uma 
unmarried, is the sakti of will, as the Sutra says, “ Icchasakti uma kumari.” 

® Wife of Rama. 

Devi, wife of Siva and daughter of Daksa. 



CHAPTER VI 

WORSHIP OF DEVATAS 

Sadhara, against our wish we are obliged to say again that the healers 

of whom we have spoken are wont to quote four sayings from the Maha- 

nirvana Tantra as evidence in favour of their views. Though these 

statements are supposed to be evidence on their behalf^ we shallj in order 

to show what this evidence iSj quote the entire text consisting of the 

DeyPs questions and the answer of Sadaava, From these texts the right 

thinking will readily understand how difficult it is to become a healer 

without killing thousands,^ 
In the fourteenth Ullasa of this Tantra,^ after Mahadeva had spoken 

of the rules and ritual relating to the consecration of the images of Devas^ 

Devi said; 
“ Lord, tell me truly what devotees should do if, for some unforeseen 

reason, the consecrated image of a Devata is left without worship. Tell 

me also through what faults images of Devas become unfit for worship^ 

for what faults they should be rejected, and what means exist for remedy¬ 

ing those faults,” 

Sada^iva said: 
If there be an omission to worship for a day^ then the worship 

should be twice performed; if for two days, then the worship should be 

four times performed; if for three days it should be celebrated eight times. 

If the omission does not exceed six months tlien the Deva should be bathed 

with eight jars full of water, sanctified by His mantra, and then worshipped* 

If the omission to perform worship exceeds six months, then the image 

should again be consecrated and then worshipped* If the image of a 

Deva is defective, cracks, or breaks, it should be consigned to water. If 

it has fallen on unholy ground it should not be worshipped* A defective, 

cracked, or broken image should be consigned to water, but an image 

polluted by touch should be purified and then again worshipped* 

*■ That is to say, without having had experience at the cost of others. 
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Mahapithas ^ and Anadilingas^ are free from all faults—that is to say, the 

above-mentioned causes do not operate on them to detract from their 

virtue. For this reason the people should worship their own Istadevas^ in 

them for the attainment of their desired blessings.^ Mahamaya, I have thus 

related to you in detail all that you wished to know for the good of men 

who act with a view to the fruits of action,”® 

As He thus spoke the eye in the forehead of Bhagavan Mahakala 

opened as if to peer into futurity. 

Nowadays one meets with many an adept in TatWa,® who professes 

to have renounced action, and says at every opportunity: “ The karma- 

kanda ^ is intended only for those who are devoid of knowledge; why then 

should he who has attained to it do action? ” 

Unfortunately, most of those who say this are themselves doers of 

karma.® What they therefore say must mean that such karma alone as 

consists in the worship of Devas is for those who are devoid of true 

knowledge; while such karma as is required for the service of wife, children, 

and the like may be done even by those possessed of true knowledge. For 

their Sastra says: “ It is also by doing what pleases Him that He is 

worshipped,” However that may be, it was as if He thought of what 

would happen in the future that Bhagavan, who dwells in the hearts of all 

wise men, said® : No Jiva possessing body can be without karma for even 

half a minute. Helpless he is drawn by the current of karma even 

against his will. That is to say, just as everything follows the wind, 

which it is unable to check, so everyone follows the irresistible flow of 

karma. By karma alone Jiva enjoys happiness, by karma alone he 

suffers misery. Under the influence of karma alone he is born, lives, and 

dies. For this reason I have made mention of various kinds of karma in 

^ Holy shrines where the body of Devi as Sati fell to earth (see Intro¬ 
duction to Tantra Sdstra), 

2 Anadi, without beginning. That is, those lingams which spring from 
earth supernaturally (called Svayambhu, or self-existent), as distinguished from 
those fashioned and installed by men. Of the former class are the lingams at 
Vaidyanatha, T^akesvara, the Candra^ekhara at Chittagong and other places. 

® The worshipper’s own chosen Deity. 

^ Dharma, Artha, Kama, Moksa. 

® That is, those on the path of pravrtti, who act interestedly (sakama 
karma), as opposed to those who renounce, and who act rightly and unselfishly 
without thought of gaming fruit of their action (niskama karma). 

® Sacred science. 

The portion of the scripture which relates to worship, ritual practice 
(karma), which last word means that which is done, action. 

® See post, 

® Verse 104 et seq. of chap, xiv of the Mahanirvana Tantra. 
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sadhanayoga, in c^der to attract the minds of those of little knowledge to 

nirvana-dharma ^—that is to say, in order to induce them to work until 

they reach the stage which follows nirvikalpa samadhi,^ and to keep them 

away from wrong action (that is to say, if the mind remains ever engaged 

in the thought of good things, no bad thoughts can germinate in it} /’ 

Sadaiiva next proceeded to explain the subject of karma with more 

explicitness ^ Kaniia is of two kinds, auspicious and inauspicious. 

Through the latter JIva suffers acute pain and, O Devi! through the 

former Jiva becomes attached to the fruits of action, and controlled by 

the bonds of karma, sojourns again and again m this world and the ncxt/^ 

That is to say, you must correct your notion of a twofold bond of karma 

to the effect that karma consisting of worship of Dcvas and Devis is the 

cause of bondage, whilst that done in the service of the world removes 

bondage; and you must understand that whatever you do is karma, that 

what is good karma is auspicious, and what is bad karma is inauspicious, 

and that both auspicious and inauspicious karma are instrumental in 

causing the bondage of Jiva to samsara, 

“ Not even in a hundred kalpas^ can Jiva attain liberation unless both 

his auspicious as well as inauspicious karma come to an end that is 

I'o say, as good karma will come to an end so will bad karma come to 

an end with it; otherwise, if all your good karma pass away, leaving the 

flow of your bad karma the same or gradually increasing, such a 

destruction of karma will not remove bondage to sams^a- Rather the 

want of good karma will break the tie with Heaven and make that with 

Hell yet firmer still through the influence of bad karma, “ As it makes 

no difference to the binding power of a chain whetlier it be of iron or 

gold, so karma, tvhether auspicious or inauspicious, is equally powerful 

to bind Jiva,” ® Accumulated karma, whether good or bad, inevitably 

acts so as to bring the Jiva back to samsara, ^^Jiva, even though he be 

in constant action and endure hundreds of austerities, cannot attain 

liberation so long as he does not acquire true knowledge ® “—that is to 

say, if knowledge is not sought as the accompaniment of action the latter 

alone can never be directly instrumental to secure liberation. It is 

only after the destruction of sin and the purification of the heart by 

thought upon Tattva {the thought that Brahman alone in an essential 

seme exists, while the world does not—that is to say, that the world 

is nothing but a display ^ of the Brahman) and by performance of 

^ That is, to the path which leads to liberation. * 

^ See Introduction to Tantra §dstra, 

® Mahanirvana Tantra, chap, xiv, verse 107. See post, 

® Mahanirvana Tantra, chapter xiv, verses 109, 110. 
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disinterested action ^ that knowledge dawns ^ ”—that is to say, that 

knowledge only appears when the mind has been so purified by the 

practice of Brahma-Tattva and constant worship of Bhagavan with karma 

performed without desire for fruit, that no sinful propensity arises in it, 

but only the presence of the pure sattva guna is felt without the least 

appearance of the rajas and tamas gunas. 

“ From Brahma to a blade of grass everything in the world is the 

creation of maya. Parabrahman alone is the sole truly existent one. When 

knowledge of this tattva is gained then the Jiva attains true happiness ® ” 

—that is to say, whatever variety we see in the dualistic world, is like a 

dream or a magic show, the creation of maya. Just as the magician 

alone truly exists and all which he does is illusion, so the nondual 

Parabrahman alone is true and all the things raised by Him to form the 

samsara are illusive. Just as when sleep is dispelled all dreams disappear, 

so, when, by the grace of Bhagavan, the sleep of maya is dispelled, this 

samsara, full of maya, disappears at the same time. As when Jiva awakes 

he sees that he alone and neither sleep nor dream remains, so when Jiva 

becomes self-conscious he sees that neither maya nor the samsara remains, 

but only he himself as the Supreme Spirit.^ It is only when Jiva thus 

sinks into the sea of Tattva ® that he gains such happiness as never gives 

place to sorrow, 

“He alone is free from the bonds of karma who, renouncing name 

and form, has attained to the knowledge that on the immutable Brahman 

all things ® rest,” ^ One must rise above name and form and make all 

things ® rest in the true immutable Brahman. From this it must be under¬ 

stood that if Brahman is true and immutable, names and forms are false 

and mutable. What is true is stable and what is false is unstable, so that 

to reach the true the false must be abandoned. To sink in Brahmatattva, 

which is above maya, names and forms which are made of maya must be 

abandoned. By name and form we must understand not true name and 

form, but the name and form which arises from change of nature,® For 

instance, the true name of earth is earth. Its form is the ordinary 

ground. When, however, cups, jugs, pots, dishes, and other like things. 

1 That is, niskama karma (opposed to sakama karma), or right action done 
unselfishly without hope of reward arid simply because such action is right. 

^Mahanirvana Tantra, chap., xiv, verse 112. 

^ Ibid,^ verse 113. Brahma is the first Deva of the Trinity, a transitory 
manifestation of the supreme Brahman. 

^ Paramatma, ® Here the infinite waters of the ocean of Brahman. 

® Lit. “ all Tattva rest,” ’ Mahanirvana Tantra, ibid,^ verse 114. 

® Vikara: change of form or nature; transformation; deviation from natural 
state. In Sarikhya, Vikrti is that which is evolved from a previous source or 
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are made of it> the names and forms of those articles are due to nothing 

but change—that is to say^ had not the true form of earth been transform¬ 

ed into the changed forms of cups, and the Hke, the substance earth 

would never have received the names of cups^ jars, and the like. When 

these break and return to the form of common earth those names also 

disappear along with those forms* Gups, jars, and the like, are all false; 

earth alone is true. Just as in undeiBtanding tlie nature^ of earth I 

cannot leave out of consideration cups, and the like, so in directing the 

mind to the nature ^ of Brahma I must not omit to consider the Brah- 

manda consisting of names and forms. It was earth before the formation 

of cups, and subsequently it again became earth. Only for a short time 

between these two states the cry of “ Cup, cup! arose, which alone is to 

be considered false. Sa^tra has therefore said: If a thing wliich* did not 

exist either before or afterwards appears to exist during a middle period, 

knoM^ it also to l^c false**^ Tliis falsehood, again, is not fundamentally 

false. A thing seen in a dream may be false, but neither dream nor 

sleep is false. Similarly, this world may be false, but the maya at its root 

never false. If sleep be false, who shows the dream ? If maya be false, 

who creates the samsara? If maya be false, then the samsara becomes 

true* Maya, therefore, exists and w^ill exist, and it is through this maya 

that mother Mahamaya must be seen. 

Git^jali “ therefore sings: 

Veda says: vain is our effort, for every’thing, 

O Brother! is Maya. 

Tantra says through Maya is heard the laugh of Maliamaya; 

For it is the Mother’s Maya.” 

Veda says: “ Whatever is designated by speech and called bv name 

is Vik^a.^ Only earth is true.” ^ Vikara is not false; it is only the state 

of change of tliat which is real, A changed thing is only the real thing 

in another state; it is only the changed name and form which appear and 

disappear. The true form has neither appearance nor disappearance* 

Just as cups, jars, dishes, or whatever else you may make with earth wiii 

undoubtedly remain earth in substance; as wrist-chains, bracelets, earrings, 

or whatever else you may make with gold will be gold in substance and 

nothing else, so in this duahstic world, with all its variety of names and 

forms, father, mother, brother, sister, wife, son, daughter, you and I, non¬ 

moving and moving things, insects, flies, and the other names and forms 

which we see, are all only the Parabrahman manifesting Itself in different 

forms, such forms being due to change by Maya, and in reality nothing 

^ Tattva. 2 ^ volume of verses by the Author. ^See post.. 

^ Referring to the simile of a arhata HarV. What is rallprl lar 1C Kilt 
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but a manifestation of Brahman.^ The only distinction is that in the 

body of Isvara this power of manifestation ^ is fully manifested, whilst in 

the body of Jiva it is not so, I therefore said that because changed names * 

and forms are false, the true names and forms are not so. 

In the domain of Sadhana this is Brahma-vision. Gitanjali ® has 

therefore put into the mouth of Menaka: 

“ Uma is the adored of the world; 

No mere daughter is She, 

With Brahman as Kara, on a bejewelled throne. 

She sits as Parabrahmasanatani.^ 

Thy Tripurasundara Digambara ^ exists. 

Far excelling in lustre ten million suns. 

On the left of Kara sits my Uma, 

Whose golden beauty shines as a thousand million moons. 

There laughs Sadanana,® in Sadananda’s ® arms; 

Gajanana ’ dances in Jagadamba’s ^ arms, 

The Music of Sambhu’s dambura * 

Draws peals of laughter from Kumara 

And from Ganesa, at the clap of Uma’s hands. 

In the arms of two Brahmas rest the two Brahma-children, 

And you and I again are Brahma’s father and mother. 

This samsara instinct, with Brahma-bliss, is but a Vikara^® of 

Brahman, 

And thus my perfect Brahman is His charming spouse. 

O Mountain! I hear another strange thing— 

Brahma, Visnu, and Hara are Uma’s sons; 

Uma is not thine and mine alone. 

She exists as everything moving or immovable in the Universe. 

Grandfather says She is grandmother 

Who gave birth to Pitambara and Digambara.^^ 

Upon hearing you and me call her ‘ daughter ’ 

How She must laugh in her mind! 

Being thus ashamed and afraid to call Her daughter, 

^ Brahmavibhuti. 
2 Referring to the simile of a ghata (jar). What is called jar is untrue; but 

the earth of which it is composed is true. 
® A volume of verses by the Author. 
^ Devi as the eternal Parabrahman. ® Siva, 
® The six-headed Kartikeya, son of Siva. 
’ Elephant-headed Ganesa. Devi. ® iSiva’s drum. 

Kartikeya, vide ante, ': Devi and Siva, Kartikeya and Ganesa. 
See/»ojt. Visnu, who, as Krsna, weaira yellow cloth. 
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The Queen (Mcnaka) may wtll call herself the daughter’s daughter 

But that daughter is not daughter to the Queen alone, 

If entreated She becomes even the daughter of a beggar-woman; 

Siva Candra says, O Lady of the Mountain! (Menaki) 

Why, now that you know all, do you still call Her daughter? 

Be yourself daughter for once. 

And oflFering Jaba flowers to the daughter’s lotus feet. 

Cry: ^ Victory to Mother! ’ ” ^ 

One must rise above names and forms and make all things ® rest on 

the immutable Brahma, In order to rise above written names and forms 

discrimination ^ is necessary. Discrimination ^ is nothing but the under¬ 

standing of the true nature of things. In discussing the fundamental 

nature of name and form the whole attention must be directed to the 

Parabrahman, just as in discussing the question of the substance of a cup 

the attention is directed to the earth (of which it is made). But because 

you must use names and forms this does not mean that you must 

leave this Brahmanda, with its names and forms, and go to Uve in 

another Brahmanda, Judge as you are, your name and form wUl accom¬ 

pany you to whatever Brahmanda you may go. One cannot, therefore, 

discuss name and form by throwing off name and form altogether. Just 

as the true nature of light would not be known were it not for the exist¬ 

ence of darkness, so the non-dualistic existence - cannot be known without 

the existence of' this dualistic Brahmanda composed of names and forms, 

Without it there could have been no judge of dualism and non-dualism, 

nor indeed any necessity for such a judge. To understand the true nature 

of earth it is not necessary to go to a country where there are no pots and 

potters, A person of intelligence will place a pot before himself, and see 

that under its form there is really nothing but earth. He who has re¬ 

cognized this is not astonished at the sight of a pot, but is, on the contrar)^, 

pleased to see the wonderful capacity which earth possesses of taking 

on forms. Similarly, he who has mastered the Br^matattva ^ is not 

astonished at tlie sight of this created universe, but is, on the contrary, 

overjoyed to see the eternal sakti of ErahmamayL He forgets all names 

and forms and sees in every form the Brahma-form underlying the worldly 

form. As ever^^one secs that there are pots, but the wise alone know that 

there is nothing but earth, so, although all see the samsara full of wives, 

sons, and relations, the Tantrik sadhaka alone kno’svs that it is nothing 

^ The gist of these verses is that P^vati and Siva are not merely the 
daughter and son-in-law of the Lord of Mountains and Menaka, but are the 
one Supreme Spirit, manifesting as, and dwellii^ in, all forms, 

^ Tattva. ® Viveka^ 
^ who knows that all, whatever may be its varied appearance, is but 
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but Brahmamayrs self. He who has understood that in order to rise 

above name and form it is necessary to forget that things have distinctive 

properties giving rise to such names and forms, and to know that the true^ 

§akti of Brahma alone exists, he alone has risen above name and form and 

has perceived that all is but the immutable Brahman. 

No amount of japa, homa, and fasting will give liberation. It is- 

by the realization alone that' I am indeed Brahman/ that Jiva will gain, 

liberation.” 

As the mind of a drunken or deeply slumbering man is not affected 

even if he is embraced by a young woman, so self-realization or perception 

of the real does not come to one who is intoxicated with an intense delu¬ 

sion ^ and is under the influence of the sleep of maya, even should he be 

animated by Sadhana. If Japa, Homa, Vrata,^ and fasts are not accom¬ 

panied by self-knowledge they avail nothing, even though they be 

practised for a hundred years. It is not, however, meant that all japa, 

homa, etc., is ineffectual to gain liberation. For why, then, should it be^ 

necessary to state that (under certain conditions) they are so ineflFectual? 

As a matter of fact, japa, homa, fasting are so many means of attaining 

self-knowledge. Sastra has consequently said that liberation will not be 

gained even after a hundred years by the mere performance of the 

ordinary karma,® if there be complete disregard for what is fundamental— 

namely, self-knowledge. Sastra does not mean that one who has known, 

the self^ has no karma to perform; it rather means that none but those 

who know the self have a right to perform karma. 

Atma ^ is witness ® (that is, it only looks upon the working of the 

universe caused by maya without interest therein) and is omnipresent, 

perfect, true, without a second and higher than the highest. (Like the 

space in a room) Atma possesses, yet does not possess, body (that is, 

although Atma inhabits the body, it remains ever detached from its 

qualities). Jiva attains liberation when he realizes this truth. He is 

without a doubt liberated who has cast off all idea of name and form as 

mere child’s play and has become solely devoted to the Brahman. 

^ Moha. ^ See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra, 

^ Ritual acts. 

* Presumably the author here and in next line refers to the stages prior to* * 
complete self-recognition—regard for and endeavour to obtain self- 
knowledge. ^ The Spirit. 

® And so it is said: Atma saksi chetah kevalo nirgunasca ” (Atma is 
the sole intelligent witness without attributes). To its endurance as permanent 
witness of all changing states is due the Kantian “ synthetic unity of 
apperception 

’ That is, space has no form itself but takes form from the room in 
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During play children think of their dolls as sons and daughters; but 

their names and forms disappear when play is over. In the same way^ 

however much you may build in your own mind names and forms by the 

establishment of reladonships, whether by way of wife^ son, father, and 

mother, with jivas who are the maya-dolls in the play-ground of this 

samsara, know it for certain that with the end of your earthly life all such 

names and forms will disappear. Therefore, he who has ceased from play 

and cast aside ail mayik ^ names and forms while there is yet time, 

and who, setdng his mind and Atma on the Parabrahman who is above 

maya, has united himself with the Paramatma, such an one^ even though 

inhabiting the mayik ^ body, is undoubtedly eternally free, like the 
Brahman Itself 

If images imagined in the mind could give liberation to Jiva, then 

one could also become a King by rccehdng a kingdom in dream,” 

As, despite his mayik body, Jiva may obtain freedom from birth by 

knowledge of the essential truth,^ the perception of the truth of the Self 

being the sole cause of such freedom, so a Sadhaka may attain nirvana 

kaivalya by the worship (with knourledge of the Self) of an iznage of Jaga- 

damba in the form in which She appeared in maya for the benefit of Her 

devotees, and by perception of the greatness of that image—that is, of the 

presence in it, in eternal forms, of the eternal Sakti of Her who is eternity 

itself Tliis is the sole cause of such nirvana kaivalya.® 

He J who wdth loins girt with yellow cloth, sat as Partha^'s ^ charioteer, 

glorious with the glory of his devotee, on the seat of Aijuna's chariot as 

the P^davas’ friend, holding the reins of the white horses in his left, and a 

whip in the right hand; He, who but a moment before, finding his friend 

Aijuna overcome by impatience and delusion,^ and unwilling to do his 

own dharma,^ had counselled him in words of ^visdom; He, in the 

twinkling of an eye, changed that form of His^—that sweet form of a 

delicate, dark hue, like that of a freshly formed cloud, charming the minds 

and hearts of the whole world, and disappeared, and in the twinkling 

of an eye thousands of hands ^d feet of the universe-embracing great 

body extended to each of the ten quarters of the heavens, and a terrible 

mass of light, issuing from thousands of widely-expanded eyes, dimmed 

the rays of the sun. Notwithstanding his endowment of divine vision, 

that Prince of Heroes, Aijuna, shook with fear, and with trembhng voice 

and folded hands said: cannot see the quarters of space nor am I at 

case. Have mercy, O Lord of Devas! in whom the world resides.” 

^ Made of and by Maya. 

2 Tattva. 3 Supreme liberation (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 
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InExili’s^ Yajna® heaven, earth, and the nether world were covered 

by the two feet of the Vamana Brahmana.® By Bali’s good fortune a 

third foot, hitherto unseen by even Brahma and other Devas, shot out 

from Bhagavan’s navel, through the wonderful sakti of the Almighty. 

Advised by his Queen, who was learned in spiritual lore, King Bah 

bowed down, and then the foot, the dispeller of fear and the wealth of 

devotees, was placed on his head. The fortunate King Bali went to the 

nether world, and Bhagavam, 'the reliever of the burdens of the world, 

abandoned even Vaikuntha, and Himself became Bali’s door-keeper in 

the nether world. To-day, only if he permits and kindly opens the door, 

can one see King Bali. The Lord of Vaikuntha,* the monarch of mon- 

archs. Himself stands at Bali’s door, though at His own door of Vaikuntha 

Brahma and other Devas evef remain standing, praying for admittance 

to His presence, the all in all of a devotee’s life. Bhagavan, the creator 

of all things. Thou alone, O Lord! knowest the greatness of a devotee. 

And you. King Bali, a Prince of Daityas, s are a Prince of Devotees. 

What kingdom is it which you have acquired, to guard which the Supreme 

Monarch of the universe has Himself become your door-keeper? 

Again, on the banks of the Yamuna, at the root of the kadamba-tree, 

the sweet flute ® sounded. By what mantra of what secret sadhana we 

know not, the fair women of the city of Vraja stood in their thousands in 

the ecstasy of their great love^’ surrounding Bhagavan, the. son of Nanda, 

as immovable stars surround the full moon. Instantly, by virtue of his 

wonderful Vaisnavi maya, Bhagavan appeared to each of them in a 

separate body, and threw his arms round the neck of each of the fair 

women, unseen by the others. The Devas assembled in the sky above 

Brndavana in order to see the incomparable beauty of the body of 

Krsna in the waters of the Yamuna, on land and in space. Admidst 

showers of flowers offered by them with reverence, to the joyous sounds 

of music and dancing by Vidyadharas, Siddhas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, 

Apsaras, Yaksas, and Caranas,* to the song of triumph by the herds- 

women, and admidst the manifestation of the perfect greatness of Purna 

i Bali was a Daitya, grandson of Prahlada, who conquered the three 
worlds and then performed a great yajna, in which he intended to give away 
ill that belonged to him, when Visnu as Vamana appeared before him and 
isked for land sufficient to put three feet on. This was promised, when the 
Vamana with two feet covered the world. 

^Sacrifice. ■''' 
® The Visnu avatara of that name—as dwarf. 

* Visnu’s heaven. ® Demonic beings. 

* Of Sri Krsna. ’ Rasa. 
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Brahmasanatana,^ the huge waves of the heroic valour of the charmer oJ 

Madana ~ rolled in the sea of the play of love.* * 

The sight of the misery of Dcvas, caused by the oppressions oi 

Mahisa the Asura, pained the loving heart of Her who is full of merc> 

for all sufferers. She, who embodies all iaktis, manifested Her sakti and 

appeared in the form of a mass of fury bom of the anger of the Devas. 

The earth sank under the weight of the beauteous lotus feet of that form, 

all full of consciousness of Her who is consciousness itself. Her crowr 

pierced the firmament, and, delighting in war. She stood extending Hei 

thousand arms over the field of battle. Seeing the Brahman aspect of the 

Brabmamayi the immortals shouted: “Victory! victory! victory!” anc 

in joy began to worship the lotus feet of the blissful Devi. 

Again, when previous to the destruction of Sumbha and Nisumbha,' 

Kausiki ® emerged from the body of P^ati, beautiful as a golden champal 

flower, the fair appearance of Parvatl became instantly changed into tht 

shining blue lustre, more beautiful than that of a blue lotus, of Uma, whe 

appeared as Syama. Into the glowing fire of Her presence the King o. 

the Daityas jumped and was thereupon consumed as if he were a men 

insect. Again, in the battle with Canda and Munda,* the sakti o 

Camunda® burst forth from the forehead of Syama, wrinkled witi 

wrath. In the battle with Raktabij a,* Sivaduti® issued from Syama, whe 
is Mulaprakrti. In the fight with Sumbha it was into Her body tha- 

Brahman! and other Saktis suddenly disappeared. Prior to Daksa’: 

yajSa ’ ten Mahavidyas appeared from out of the single body of Sad anc 

again disappeared into it. Again, at the time of the destruction of that 

yajna, a shadow-Sati ® appeared from out of the original body of Sati, anc 

the mayik body was abandoned into the fire of yajna. Later, in tht 

home of Himalaya, he was shown the world-form manifestation o: 

Brahman in the newly-born body of a daughter,* and into that bod) 

again those manifestations were withdrawn. 

The appearance and disappearance in the manner of innumerablt 

pla)dul bodies from and into Her single body clearly proves that the bod) 

of Sacchidanandamayi is nothing but Sacchidananda; that the variety ir 

forms is due to variety in maya made by Her own desire, and that then 

^ The full eternal Brahman. 2 Deva of love. 

® The passage refers to the rasalila play of love of Sri Krsna and the Gopis 
* Demons (see the Devi-Mahatmya). 

® A terrific form of the Devi. « A Sakti issuing from. Syama. 
’ See Introduction to Tantra Sastra and ante. 

® Chhayasati. 

® Devi incarnating as Parvali. 

The Devi as existence, knowledge, and bliss. Sacchidananda is the 
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Ss no means of specifying any of Her particular forms as being Her real 

form truly defined by unquestionable signs. From the One comes the 

infinite, which becomes One again by the disappearance of the infinite. 

In this manner, in Her body, in the twinkling of an eye, there is creation, 

• and in another twinkling a dissolution.^ In this state of things to 

■endeavour to ascertain the forms of Her who is co-extensive with the 

universe is but the counting of the waves of the sea. Again, in the 

-hearts of Sadhakas who have attained Siddhi She appears and disappears 

'eternally in infinite forms, such forms changing at every moment; this 

■being so, it is impossible to say that She is in reality bound to any one 

particular form. To know, therefore, the truth ^ as to Her form, 

we must understand that Her real Self is above all forms. Though 

-connected with infinite forms. She is, in fact, unattached to any form. 

Whenever the Icch^ayl* * puts forth any form of maya according to 

-Her desire, then a reflection appears of the form which She willingly 

; assumes. Seeing that reflection in the mirror of maya She becomes 

■ charmed with Her own form and, like an enchanted girl, the Ananda- 

ma^ * dances with joy and claps Her hands. In the estabhshment of a 

dual relationship between Jiva and Brahman She dances in Her own joy, 
into which She sinks. 

Overwhelmed with emotion at this play of Hers, a Sadhaka, had said : 

“ Kali, Charmer of the mind of Mahakala! Thou who art ever full 

■of bliss. Thou danceth in Thy own joy, O Mother! and Thyself dost clap 
Thy hands.” 

He who, when practising Sadhana of the Brahma-forms of the Brah- 

mamayi, does not possess this knowledge concerning the Brahman is not, 

in fact, competent to worship Her forms. Whenever, during creation, 

preservation, and destruction, a necessity has arisen for any particular 

form She who is will itself has entered into that form, and when Her 

purpose has been served, that mayik form has at once disappeared. The 

forms, however, with which the eternal flow of the universe is eternally 

concerned and in which the three principles ® of creation, preservation, and 

destruction are contained are ever true and eternal. As they are eternal 

before creation, so they are eternal after the great dissolution; for the 

^Sastra has said that such eternal forms are resident in the non-dualistic 

region unknown to this ephemeral mayik world.® 

^ So in the Lalita Sahasranama (verse 66), it is said: “Unmesa- 
:nimisotpannavipannabhuvanavalih ” (The series of worlds arise and disappear 
■with the opening and shutting of Her eyes). * Tattva. 

® The Devi whose substance is will. 
* The Devi whose substance is bliss. ® Tattva. 
« That is, the forms referred to exist in potential state, otherwise there could, 
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Veda has said : 
“Just as one fire in entering into the womb of earth assumes^ 

in every object its fomij so the one Dweller in all objects assumes 

their forms,'^ 
Fire exists in a subtle form in every object in this world composed of 

the five elements ; but from without it is not at all visible. If, however^ 

there is friction by mutual contact, or fire from without touches it, the 

fire burns forth. It is the law of Nature that what does not exist in a. 

thing can never appear in it. Had not fire existed in a subtle form in 

everything in the worlds all things would not have been combustible- We 

must therefore understand that fire exists eternally in the subtlest form in. 

every atom of any objectj and that it also exists in a subtle form in the 

gross body of any object (which is but a conglomeration of atoms), per¬ 

meating every part of it. For this reason the body of a piece of wood 

composed of the five elements should also be considered as the body of 

one of those elements—namely, fire. Similarly, Paramatma,^ which dwells 

in all things, enters and exists throughout the body of the universe.^ 

Tantra has therefore said that he cannot worship images who is ignorant 

of the spiritual knowledge, that “ She exists as Sakti in even vehicles,, 

stones, and metals.^’ Again, Srimad Bhagavata has said images are of eight 

kinds^—namely, those made of stone, wood, iron, vermilion, sandal paste, 

etc.; painted, made of sand, jewels, and mental, “ At the time of wor¬ 

ship a Sadhaka first of all worships the mental image inwardly,® and then,, 

after communicating the spirit^ of Brahman within him to the image 

without, commences external worship. Again, those who worship yantras®' 

without an image, worship the mental image of the Devata. This is the 

fundamental principle^ relating to Her eternal presence and manifestation 

in yantras and images. For those who do not understand Her omnipre¬ 

sence and this communication of the inward spirit, but merely think to 

attain liberation by the simple imagination of a form in their minds, such 

liberation is but a dream.” S^tra has therefore said: 

“If the mere imagination of forms in the mind, without spiritual- 

knowledge and sadhana, can secure liberation, then people can also* 

become kings by receiving kingdoms in dreams.” 

Along, with the contemplation of images the entire fundamental tmtR 

concerning them must be understood. When this is understood it must. 

^ The Supreme Spirit. 

^ The Brahman is ift, though also beyond, the Brahmanda. 

® Literally, inward yajha,” as to which see Intraduclwn to Yanira Sdstra 
and last chapter. ^ Tejas—light, force, brilliance, spirit. 
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be realized/ and then the spirit must be communicated to the external 

image, when the process of giving it life will have been accomplished.^ It 

is only when in this manner the Devata has been established that the 

lustre of consciousness of Caitanyamayi ® will burst through that earthly 

image and scatter its rays around, illuminating the heart of the Sadhaka,. 

filling him with joy and liberating his soul from physical existence. The 

Sadhaka will find this subject ^ dealt with in greater detail in the Chapter 
on ordinary worship. 

Preserving the former sloka,® in the form of a sutra/ Bhagavan Him¬ 

self has explained it in the form of a clear vrtti: ^ 

^‘Without knowledge men cannot attain liberation, even though they 

practise severe austerities with the full belief that images made of earth,, 

metals, wood, and the like are Isvara Himself.” 

Ritual action ® is futile if, in performing it, one is ignorant of the 

supreme Truth which is to destroy the bonds arising from action. If I do 

not know by what process this earthen image which I worship is changed 

into an image full of consciousness, then my image worship is nothing but 

earth worship. Sastra has therefore said that without knowledge no amount 

of severe austerities will enable one to see the True Form of Her Who is 

the embodiment of all spiritual and intellectual knowledge. It is the 

sight of Her alone which frees one of bondage. He who is devoid of 

such knowledge is therefore not qualified to worship images.. Without 

knowledge neither asceticism ® nor enjoyment of worldly pleasure can give 

liberation. 

To illustrate this Bhagavan has said; 

If performance of Karma alone, without knowledge of the Brahman, 

can give liberation, then those who by fasting have reduced themselves to 

skeletons, and those who, through gluttony, have become big-bellied, can 

gain liberation by such abstinence and indulgence. But in truth are they 

really liberated ? ” “If the mere performance of a vow to live on air, grass, 

broken particles of rice, or water alone can give liberation, then serpents, 

beasts, birds, and animals of the waters also (who live on such things) can 

be liberated (in spite of the absence of knowledge).” 

^ Literally, “ made Fratyaksa.” There are four kinds of proof, according to 
Nyaya, and ti^ee according to Sankhya. The latter are: (1) Pratyaksa, or direct 
perception by the mind and senses of sight, smell, touch, taste, and sound; (2) 
anumanam, or inference; (3) sabda-pramanam, or scriptural proof; to which 
the Nyaya adds (4) upam^a—that is, analogy or recognition of likeness. 

= That is, the pranapratista rite (see Introduction to Tantra Sastra), 

® The Devi Whose substance is consciousness. 
^ Tattva. ^ Verse. ® Aphorism. 
^ A form of commentary. 
® Karma. Tapasya. 
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“ I have thus related to you the truth ^ about knowledgej the direct 

cause of nirvana liberation. This is the highest treasure of the four 

classes of avadhutas*” ^ 

The religious healers, of whom we have already spoken, quote the- 

following four slokas out of those above-mentioned as strong evidence in- 

support of their theory that He is devoid of form:- 

“ He alone is free from the bonds of Karma who has risen above 

name and form and has made all principles and things rest on the true 

immutable Brahman." ^^He is undoubtedly liberated who has shaken 

off all notions of name and form as though they were child’s play, and 

has solely devoted himself to Brahman." If forms imagined in the mind- 

can give salvation to Jiva, then men may also be Kings by receiving 

kingdoms in dreams." “ Without knowledge men cannot attain liberation 

even though they practise severe austerities with the full belief that images 

made of earth, metals, wood, etc., are Hvara Himself.” 

From the explanation which, along with those slokas we have given 

of their meaning, supported by consideration of the context, conclusion,, 

and object, Sadhakas will understand to what perversion of i^trik con-- 

elusions the wrong interpretations of present day interpreters, blinded by 

selfishness, lead. Sastra says that Jiva, before he can attain liberation,, 

must forget the condition of Jlva subject to m%a, assumed by Brahman 

in the maya-built Erafamanda, and sink himself in the unity of Jlva and 

Brahman, which it is the purpose of aU great sayings, such as Thou art 

It,” to establish. Jiva must rise above all names and forms which 

are the object of dualistic knowledge. According to our notion of 

this non-dualistic perception of the truth ^ we, whilst keeping intact 

the names and foims of our own selves and relatives and also of 

the whole world, consisting of moving and non-moving things, yet 

consider it to be tlie pith of the teaching that it is only the names and 

forms of Devat^ which are false and that these only should be abandoned^ 

I fail to understand the necessity for such hurry in doing aw^ay with that 

particular name and form which alone will endure, whilst keeping those 

names and forms which will prove to be false. It is as though a great 

^ Those who have renounced the world: ascetics. The life of the avadhuta. 
is the Sanny^rama of the Kali Vuga (see Mah^irvana Tantra, chap, viii,, 
verse 2). The term has been defined as follows: 

“ Aksaratvat varenyatvat dhutasamsaravandhanat. 
T’attvamasyarthasiddhatvadavadhutobhidhiyate.” 

[An avadhuta is so called on account of his being possessed of undecaying 
greatness, having washed off the bonds of sams^a and leamt die meaning oF 
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famine threatens the market of Brahmajnana’—a famine which will make 

all things so dear^ that whatever purchase be now made will then be 

profitable. I do not want to deprive them of this profit. What I am 

sorry for is that the names and forms which constitute the bonds of sam- 

sara remain, whilst the names and forms which will cut those bonds is - 

done away with. Hearing that the price of things will go on increasing 

our purchasers have been in such a hurry that they have forgotten to 

bring even the wherewithal to make purchases at the outset. Even He has ’ 

been forgotten Whose worship gives the fruit of the knowledge of Brahman. 
I know that they say; For him whose nature has become Brahman 2 ■ 
there is no longer any necessity for puja, dhyana and dharana,” We, too, 

do not deny this. iSastra has said: “ Whose nature.” That is, the case 

of the man who, even without dhyana and the like remains immersed in 

Brahma-bliss as naturally as he eats or sleeps. For one who has thus 

become Brahman or, in other words, whose condition of a Jiva has 

disappeared and been converted into Brahman; for him there is no longer 

any necessity for dhyana, dharana, and puja. But through our ill-fortune 

it has nowadays so happened that a number of persons who, by nature,, 

are Brahma-ghosts,® have appeared who have neither dhyana, nor dharana,. 

nor puja, nor adoration. The words of the Sastra cannot be false. As a 

matter of fact, such self-willed people who pervert the true meaning of the 

Sastra have no right to dhyana, dharana, puja, or japa. Consequently, 

these things do not exist so far as they are concerned. The four slokas on 

which they rely are preceded by the sloka: “ From Brahma to a blade of 

grass everything in the world is the creation of maya, and Parabrahma 

alone is the sole truth. When this knowledge is attained Jiva attains 

liberation.” The sloka: “ Atma is witness, omnipresent, perfect, true,, 

without a second and higher than the highest. Atma possesses body and 

yet does not possess it. Jiva attains liberation when he realizes this truth,” 

is in the midst of the slokas cited. The following sloka follows them:' 

If, without knowledge of Brahman, performance of Karma alone can 

give liberation, then such men as are reduced to skeletons by constant 

fasting, and such men as become big-bellied by excess of eating may be- 

liberated through such abstinence and indulgence. But are they really 

liberated ? ” We fail, then, to understand how these four slokas, can be- 

put forward to prove that “ Brahman cannot have any form,” seeing that 

they relate to knowledge of Brahman. Sastra of course, says: “From 

Brahma to a blade of grass everything in the world is the creation of maya,. 

^ Knowledge as to the Brahman. 

2 Svabhavat Brahmabhuta. 

2 The reference is to the sect of Brahmos. There is here a pun on the 
term, “ bhuta,” which, used as a suffix, means “ state,” and used independently 
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and Parabrahman ^Uone is the sole truth and we, too, do not deny this* * 

But in the world, where everything from Brahma to a blade of grass is false, 

are you and I—advocates of the theories of Brahman possessing form, and 

Brahman being formless respectively—are we true ? If this word false ” 

means non-existent, then you and I too do not exist, I admit that 

spiritually you and I do not exist, but because we admit it do we really 

feel it? Is it possible that such men as do feel it question whether 

Brahman possesses or docs not possess form? Where you and I turn 

out false, where your “ you-ness and my “ I-ness ” disappear, two 

persons cannot exist* And where two do not exist, with whom can there 

be argument? Now, w^ill the dualistic world become non-existent because 

you and I desire it to be so ? S^tra has said everything from Brahma to 

a blade of grass is false; but the question is, whether we have ever been 

able to make even a single blade of grass false as the Sastra says? If we 

have not, why do we, who have not the power to do away with a blade of 

gi'ass, presume to do away with Brahma? Do we feel ashamed even to 

think of this? Why, the ver>^ Sastra which is invoked to do away with 

the existence of Devas and Devis, who are Brahmas with forms, that very 

Sastra itself says: “ From Brahma to a blade of grass.” If Brahman does 

not take form^ whence comes this Brahma? And if it is “ from Brahman ” 

instead of “ from Brahma,” then everything vanishes, and nothing 
remains as true* 

Sastra is the command of Devata. For Jivas it contains ordinances 

and teachings. Because it has said tliat the world is false you and I 

cannot beat time to that tune and dance* The speaker of Sastra is 

Bhagavan, who dwells in all things, and is above maya* Its hearer is 

Mahesvari* She who dwells in all things is turiya-caitanya ^ incarnate, 

and governs universal may a* To diem the falsity of the world is a matter 

of direct perception; but to you and me it is Brahma-tattva/ attainable 

only by age-long Sadhana, and beyond the reach of mind and speech* 

WTiat the result of a battle will be is the concern of the King or Queen; 

the soldier^s only duty is to start for war immediately on receiving an 

order to do so. The King and Queen know that in this war their victory 

is inevitable, so that in their conversation on the subject they can express 

satisfaction and joy. But if, on hearing this conversation, their soldiers 

were to think, Since victory is inevitable what is the use of fighting? ” 

and were to give themselves up to rejoicing, it is most likely that the 

banner of triumph v^^^ould fly in the dust. You say: Mahadeva has said 

that the world is false; why, then, should I worship and adore names and 

^ As to the turiya state of consciousness, see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra 
*and ante. 
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forms? with this idea that the world is nothing' but Brahman, 
Sadhakas were to give up performing worship and ritual,i the kind of 
Brahma-knowledge which will be attained, and is, in fact, being nowadays 
attained, is not worth mentioning. Veda has said: “ When everything in 
relation to a Jiva has been unified with Brahman what will he then see, 
what will he hear, what will he smell, etc., and with what? ” That is to 
say, where mind, intellect, body, senses, and everything else is Brahman, 
then worship and ritual ^ is impossible. It is of no use to see Brahman, to • 
hear Brahman, etc., with Brahman. The author of Vedanta Paribhasa 
concludes: “ Although the world is false, it is not false to those who are 
in the samsara. That is to say, a dream is not false when a person sees 
it. Had dreams been false when seen, why should we have cried with 
terror at the sight of tigers in dreams? Sruti, again, says as the result of 
a spurious perception of a dualistic world, Jiva becomes instantly sepa¬ 
rated from Brahman and sees the world in a separate aspect. Philo¬ 
sophers have therefore said as follows: Although the notion that 
the body is the Self is spiritually false, it is yet deemed an established 
fact from the worldly point of view—that is to say, people consider the 
body to be the Self and say: I have become thin, I have become ■ 
fat, I have been cured, I am ill, etc. yet Atma, which is nothing 
but existence, consciousness, and bliss, is neither thin nor fat, diseased 
nor cured, but is ever free from change or corruption, joy, sorrow, disease, 
grief; thinness, fatness, etc., which are conditions of the body alone. Just 
as people consider the body to be that Atma, and consider all these 
conditions to be established facts in the worldly state, so the dualistic - 
world, though in fact false, must yet, so long as Brahman is not perceived 
in all things, be considered as an established, separately-existing fact. 
We know that the sun always rises in the east; still, if we go to a new 
place, it appears that the sun is rising in the west, north, or south. Just 
as, in spite of knowing the truth in this matter and disbelieving the 
opposite, we become firmly convinced that that opposite itself is reaUy 
true; just as this mistake in the matter of the direction or the sun’s rising 
is inevitable, so this false perception of the dualistic world also is inevit¬ 
able. We cannot be asked as a favour to accept the dualistic world as 
an established fact. Until this dream of maya is dispelled, until the ■ 
bonds of Karma are destroyed, until the idea of difference between 
“ you and me ” disappears, Jiva capnot but have faith in this dualistic 
universe, call it false, a dream, or fancy, as you may. The influence of 
Karma, the force of action, will compel me, even against my own ■will, 
to believe in it. Just as a weak fish caught in a net in water can never- 
pass outside the net, however much it may move about inside it, so the- 
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worldly Jivs. caugiit in the maya of the sams^a can never sever the 

bonds of maya and enter into the unfathomable depth of Brahmatattva 

outside of maya. Just as, in spite of being in water, the 6sh is prevented 

from moving out by the bondage of the net, so, in spite of being in the 

universe full of Brahman, Jiva is prevented by the bondage of maya 

from entering freely into that Blissful Presence, Living in this duaiisric 

world, you and I, mayik Jivas, are, therefore, bound to believe in it as a 

constant reality even agaiiMt our will, although it Is in fact not so. 

Every worshipper is actuated by an earnest desire to know the 

nature ‘ of his re^ self; but the existence of the desire does not bring 

. about its fulfilment for all. It is for tlie accomplishment of this desire 

that sadhana is requii-ed. Without sadhana it can never be fulfilled. A 

child in the womb may, of course, form a desire to see its mother, but 

so long as it is in the womb it is impossible for it to do so. The desire 

can be fulfilled only for that child who has fortunately been safely born. 

Similarly, it is impossible for people living in Mahamaya’s maya-womb 

of this univewe to see that beautiful appearance of Hers which charms 

the heart of the conqueror of Death." He who has, by the accumulation 

of religious merits in many births, been delivered from the sheath of the 

womb of maya of the Mother of the Universe, he alone is a fit cliild to 

see the Brahma-form of the Brahmamayi. It is only such a child who 

truly has the right to suck that milk from the breast of Brahmamayi, 

which even Brahma and other Devas rarely obtain. He alone may share 

Her assuring lap with ICartika and Ganesa. however, on seeing the 

pains of austere Sadhana practised by any of Her children, the merciful 

Mother should gratify him; if She, who dwells in the heart of the 

Lord of Yogis,® should rend the deep darkness of the black night * in 

Her womb by the mass of light issuing from Her black, cloudlike appear¬ 

ance. which dispels the fear of death and Herself appear in the heart of 

the child lying in yoga in her womb; if She cuts the bonds of samsara- 

maya with the sharp edge of Her own maya sword and takes the devoted 

sadhaka up on Her lap—then also in such a case know that this is done 

as the inevitable ixult of much austere sadhana practised in many 

previous births, and that none of these things have been accomplished 

wthout sadhana. It is a domain which none can reach but through real 

sadhana. Although the desire for going out may be strong, yet the door 

of the room in which Jiva is shut is not within his reach. The utmost that 

Jiva can do is to lie down on tlie bed of maya and weep ; but it is Mother 

alone who can open the door. Jiva can only weep loudly and awaken 

the Mother. By virtue of austere sadhana the Sadhaka can awaken Mother 

^ Tattva. 2 Mrtyunjaya, or Siva. 
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Xulakundalim,^ sleeping in the Muladhara.^ If She rises and opens the 

door of Brahmarandhra,^ then alone may Jiva come forth ; otherwise all 

worship and adoration are but a crying in the wilderness. The siddhi, 

which is attained in Sadhana by the piercing of the six chakras,^ is 

never attained by Jiva whilst he is crushed by the wheels of the Samsara. 

Secondly, it is not within the province of Jiva to say whether Brahman 

Tias or has not name and form and even if he speaks none will hear him, 

for the matter^ is beyond the knowledge and intellectual perception of 

Jiva. Our belief and unbelief in this world are due merely to the fact 

that what we believe has been stated, and what we disbelieve has been 

denied, by a Sastra, which is revealed and not of human origin. The 

point is this : the very Sastra which says that Brahman has no name and 

no forms also says, “ From Brahman to a blade of grass everything in the 

^orld is the creation of maya.” If the practical existence of a thing could 

be done away with by the mere statement that it is the creation of maya, 

why, then, does this world, consisting of moving and non-moving things, 
exist? 

The world is not a thing imperceptible to Jiva, If it is perfectly true 

that in the world created by maya even a blade of grass can exist, we are 

unable to understand what it is which makes the existence of Brahma in it 

impossible. If, by a far-fetched interpretation,® it is said that the root 

word Brahman here does not refer to fourheaded and red-coloured 

Brahma possessing a body, there is an end of the matter. If even formless 

and attributeless Brahman becomes the creation of maya and, conse¬ 

quently, false along with a blade of grass, then what remains as the true 

Brahman ? To cut the branch of a tree on which one sits ; to do away with 

formless Brahman in endeavouring to dispense with Brahman possessing 

form is a Kalidasa® kind of intelligence which will produce an inevitable 

fall for the interpreter. In this connection we have nothing to say but to 

give a warning. It is on the authority of that Sastra we say that Brahma 

is included in the world, so that Brahma will exist so long as the world 

-exists, or the world will exist so long as Brahma exists. As the world is 

not false to you and me, in spite of its being the creation of maya, so 

Brahma and other Devatas also are not false to Sadhakas. 

Thirdly, if, in spite of its being untenable according to reasoning, 

argument, and authority, we were to accept the interpretation of the 

followers of the theory that Isvara is formless and to say that Brahman 

1 Vide ante and Introduction to Tantra Sastra, ^ See Introduction to Tantra Sastra, 

® Satcakrabheda {vide ante). 

*Tattva. ® Adhyatmik, in the sense of untrue. 

® Kalidasa, the great poet, is said to have been in his early years such a fool 
in practical matters as to have attempted to cut down the branch of a tree 
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has really no name and form, then also there is no escape. If Brahman 

has no name and form, who is it, then, that says, “ Brahman has no name- 

and form ” ? The speaker of the Mahanirvana Tantra is Sada^iva and the per¬ 

son spoken to is Adyasakti, both being the Brahman with names and forms. 

Sastra says; “Mahes^'ara has introduced the Tantrasby means of questions 

and tinswers. Himself taking the places both of Guru (teacher) and Sisya 

(pupil)”—that is to say, in Agama the Devi has put questions as disciple 

and Mahadeva has answered them as guru, and in Nigama Mahadeva 

Himself has asked questions as disciple, and the Devi has replied as Gum; 

or, in aspect inseparable from the Devi, the Deva Himself has, in both 

places, revealed tlie Tantras both as gum and pupil. If Brahman has no 

name and form, then this Deva and this Devi become false; and if the 

Deva and the Devi become false, how can the Tantra Sastra remain true? 

Tantra is the most glorious of all Sastras because it is the word of Maha¬ 

deva and Mahadevi. If to-day that Deva and Devi, the speakers of 

Tantra, turn out to be false, where then is the glory and authority of 

Tantra? If Tantra is not the command of Devata it may be easily 

explained away as the mistaken word of man and, consequently, imworthy 

of respect. No one will then bow his head to the authority of the Maha- 

nirvana Tantra. If the follower of the theory of Brahman possessing no 

form says that he does not believe that Brahman has name and form, the 

follower of the theoiy' of Brahman possessing form will instantly reply that 

he has no faith in the authority of Mahanirv'ana Tantra. Thus all dis¬ 

cussion and reasonings w^ill cease, all interpretations will be useless, and 

ail authorities and evidence will be of no value. I therefore say, where 

there is no means of defending one’s own side, it is the height of folly to 

try to serve one’s purpose by tricks. 
Another thing. If in discussion a position of authority must be 

assigned to Sastra everything which is said in it should be accepted as- 

correct. If a sadhaka abandons the worship of images and takes to 

dhyana and dharana alone, then the mental image formed by him in his 

mind becomes the object of his dhyana and adoration. If an image im¬ 

agined in the mind is supposed to be unable to give liberation, then there 

is no reason why dhyana and dharana ^ without image worship should 

give it, because in that dhyana also the sadhaka has to depend on a mental 

image. And if dhyana does not bring liberation, then Devarsis, Maha- 

rsis, Rajarsis,® Yogis and Munis ^ are mere fools, who waste their days in 

useless labour. Accomplished great sadhakas also become deprived of 

siddhi. Moreover, why in that case should the Mahanirvana Tantra have 

said: “ The dhyanabhava is the middle form of worship ” ? Who says- 

^ Meditation and concentration of mind {se^e, Introduction to Tantra Rostra), 
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that only the four slokas of the Mahanirvana Tantra, referred to above, 

are worthy of being considered as authority and the rest of the book, 

consisting. of two voluminous parts—Uttarakhanda and Purvakhanda— 

is erroneous? If this Tantra is correct, then the whole of it must be 

correct; if incorrect, then the whole of it must be incorrect. What sort 

of impartial judgment is it to consider only four slokas which are to one’s 

liking as correct and all the rest incorrect ? I take out four palmfuls of 

water from the Ganges and consider that small quantity of water as 

Brahmamayi Ganga, who dwells in Brahma’s Kamandalu,^ and all the 

rest of the stream flowing in an irresistible current from the Himalaya to the 

sea, as but ditch-water. What sort of faith is this ? The Mahanirvana Tantra 

deals with Varnakama,^ Yugadharma,® Yogatattva,^ the six Cakras,® 

pohtics, Vyavahara dharma,® Sadhana dharma,’ creation, preservation, 

and destruction, the divisions of the Brahmanda,® the fourteen worlds,* * 

seven svargas,® and seven pat^ax,i“ names, seats, and worships of Devas 

and Devis, the divya, vira, and pasu forms of worship,Mantras and 

Yantras of Devat^, the consecration of temples and images, the various 

kinds of liberation,^® and with a whole mass of rules and regulations on 

various other subjects. 
To consider the statements contained in the book on all these subjects 

to be incorrect with the exception of four flokas, and these only subject to 

a wrong and perverse interpretation, is not judgment but treachery, 

intense selfishness, lawlessness,^® or the raving of a madman. Everywhere 

the Sadhana dharma has been classified under the three distinct sections 

of Karma, Jnana, and Bhakti, whether according to Tantra or Veda or 

Purana.^* According to this system Bhagavan has, in the Mahanirvana 

Tantra, given instructions in the Jnana division after purification of the 

mind by performance of Karma. It is from these instructions, when 

handled by the senseless interpreters of the present day, that all this 

scepticism, by which nothing is gained but everything is lost, arises. Just 

1 A vessel carried by ascetics. ® Caste system and rules. 
* The peculiar characteristics and Dharma of the different ages. 

* Science and art of Yoga. 
® Centres in the body which are dealt with in works on Tantrik yoga 

(see Introduction to Tantra Sdstrd). 
6 Law. ’ Rules relating to Sadhana {Introduction to Tantra Sastra). 

® Universe. * See Introduction to Tantra Sastra. 

See Introduction to Tantra Rostra. 
Suited to the three classes of men. 

1® Mukti, which is not gained at one step. 
1® Svecchha—that is, acting according to own will, and not according to 

law or rule. 
14 tnnwleHcre a,nH HftVOtioiL. 
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as milk put into tlie mouth of a naturally venomous snake is turned 

into poison, so S^tra, handled by selBsh persons who are naturally 

faithless, gives rise to such scepticism. As a matter of fact, it is not the 

case that those who are deternuned thus to ruin the Aryan society by 

wrong interpretations of Sastra are themselves unaware of their own 

treachery; but although they are aware of it the selfishness of the weak 

human heart pnrvents them from acting according to that knowledge. 

What they knoM' remains within them, and what they try to make 

illiterate and foolish villagers understand is something quite different. 

Nowadays we can, in speaking of them, merely use the expression 

“ double-tongued.” one tongue being within and another without. But 

we can dare say that had an Aryan Prince now ruled the country the 

tongues of such interpreters would forthwith have been actually made 

double.^ 

Again: It is not to be wondered at that he should always speak iU of 

that, the excelicnt virtues of which he has no knowledge; just as a 

huntswoman throws away the pearl which is formed in the heads of 

elephants and adorns herself witli a garland of berries," Aryan poets have, 

therefore, said that such things should not be regretted, for what one has 

no power to comprehend one neglects but docs not dishonour. “ The 

nose alone smells the fragrance of Mallika and Malatl flowers and not tlie 

eye.” The eye does not, however, commit any offence thereby; it is 

merely devoid of the power of smelling. Similarly, should a person (who 

has yei to await many births before he acquires that Jnana and Bhakti 

and purity of mind which befit one for the worship of images) say that 

worship of images is a mistake, he must not be understood to commit any 

offence or to deserve any punishment. In fact, he is an object of pity 

to the public, for Bhagav^ has not yet granted him the power to 

comprehend the deep and solemn truth ^ relating to the worship of images 

of the Deity. It should be understood that although he is a manava 

(man) in outward appearance, internally he is stiU imperfect in mana- 

vatva,^ He is still a stranger in the human world only just elevated from 

the low'er stratum of being. However that may be, wayfarers need be 

warned before giving moral advice to a highway robber. All this argu¬ 

ment should be postponed and first of all society should be w'amed. 

Fortunately, the robbers have, by their inopportune howling, made them¬ 

selves known, and wayfarers have recognized their voice. The Aryan 

Their tongues would have been slit for' their heresy. 

2 Gunja, a red. blackberry, used by goldsmiths in India as a small weight. 

® Tattva. 

* The proper state of a descendant of Manu or Humanity. As some one 
has remarked, the bulk of human beings now existing can only be said to be 

frtr triif- hitmanifrv 
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‘Society has for some time discovered the hidden purpose of these inter¬ 

pretations of the Sastra. The Mother of the world, the subduer of 

Daityas,^ has appeared in the hearts of devotees and saved the world 

from these Daityas of Kali Yuga. At that part of the Srimad Bhagavata 

where Bhagavan, the dispeller of the fear of existence, in dealing with 

sadhana dharma,^ discusses with Uddhava, the Prince of devotees, the 

subject® of devotees. He says: 

“ Tirthas ^ consisting of water are not such tirthas; images of Devas 

made of earth and of stone are not such Devas as sadhus ^ are, for tirthas 

consisting of water and images of Devas made of earth and stone purify 

sinners after long service and worship, whilst sadhus possess such wonderful 

power that their sight alone sanctifies Jiva.’^ 

“ He who worships my image without (through illusion) knowing 

me, as Atma-Isvara, the dweller in all things, merely pours oblations 

into ashes,” ® 

The aforesaid healers consider these two slokas also as evidence in 

favour of the tlieory of the Deity possessing no form. From the first 

sloka they glean that tirthas consisting of water are not tirthas at all, and 

images of Devas made of earth are not Devas at all. But, I ask, had it 

been so, why should it be said that they purify after a long time? By what 

power can a tirtha which is not a tirtha, and a Deva who is not a Deva, 

purify Jiva even after long service? When Bhagavan has said that they 

purify if they are long served, the Moka must be understood to mean that 

the power of purification which pious devotees possess is greater than that 

of tirthas and images of Devatas. Purification by tirthas and images of 

Devas (depends on long service and worship by Jiva, but this is not needed 

to gain purification by the gracious look of devotees who freely dispense 

their mercy. We are confident that sadhakas will forgive the thieves who 

possess so little intelligence and cunning as to proceed to commit theft 

in the first and second parts of a verse, in the third of which they are 

■detected. 

.Again, from the second sloka they have gathered that those who 

worship images instead of praying in this fashion, “ Isvara, who dwells 

in all things,” merely pour oblations into ashes. We regret to say that 

the thought of this illustration in connection with such an illustrator 

Demons^ 

^ The rules relating to Sadhana. For Dharma, see Introduction to Tantra 
Sdstra, 

® Lit.: states the tattva.” 

^ Places of pilgrimage, such as Kalighat, Gaya. Kamakhya, Puri, etc. The 
esoteric tirthas are in the human body itself. 

® Saintly men. 
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induces us to smile as well as puts tis to shame. Why do such men 

as have no faith in puja, japa, stava, and horaa* make use of the 

illusiration of pouring oblations into ashes? It is because oblations 

are actually poured into fire that the expression “ pouring oblations 

into ashes ” means the contrary thing. To pour oblations into fire 

is an. act of worship towards an embodied Deity. If this worship of 

embodied Deity is itself a mistaken act, whence comes this illustration 

drawn from homa? However that may be, Bhagavan has said that 

whoever worships His image without the knowledge that He dwells in all 

things and is Atma and livara, merely pours oblations into ashes, because 

without the knowledge that He is in all things, sentient as well as non- 

sentient, how can one believe in His existence in that image and in the 

possibility of the invocation of His life into it, and the like ? In other 

words, whoever has not the knowledge that He is Brahman without dis¬ 

tinctions is even totally unfit for image worship. The import of the 

sloka, therefore, comes to this, that without knowledge of Brahman, 

im^e-worship is of no avail; but by virtue of the pernicious influence of 

the present time it has come to. mean that whoever worships images- 

merely pours oblations into ashes. Great man! keep your interpretation 

to yourself. Do not, with an uncalled-for generosity, come forward to 

preach that to people which will make them as poor as street beggars. Do- 

not, I pray, any longer create mischief in the name of interpretation. 

1 Vn7TV>Yl a 'i /'sep Tnfrndurlinn 



CHAPTER VII 

WHAT IS SAKTI?' 

Here, in the course of the present discussion, it has become necessary to 

decide a few points about Sakti-tattva. Whether because of the parti¬ 

cular age we live in, or of sectarianism, there exist in Bengal a number of 

leaders, or pseudo-leaders, of the religious community who think and 

preach that they alone and a few other persons belonging to their com¬ 

munity and holding their views are learned in all Sastras, competent 

to pass judgment on all Tattvas and Diksa-gurus of sadhakas^ belong¬ 

ing to all communities. We know not by what curse of Bhagavan ^ 

they consider it a great sin, for which there is no atonement, to 

believe that Bhagavan and Bhagavati are one and the same being, nor 

why they look down with hatred and disgust, even as though their 

touch were polluting as that of hell-worms, on all persons who entertain 

^uch a belief. Such conduct by men towards their fellow-beings is not 

altogether impossible; but there is no escape for even Devatas, no 

pardon for even Isvara, from them. A little inquiry in confidence 

will reveal to Sadhakas that in most places these people, being them¬ 

selves Vaisnavas, first worship Sri Krsna, and then offer to Sri Radhika 

the articles already offered to Him. The reason for their doing so is that 

Sri Krsna, who holds all Sakti, is Lord and Sri Radhika, who is Sakti 

Herself, is His handmaid, and that it is the duty of the handmaid to 

partake of the leavings of Her Lord’s food, leavings which are tokens of 

His favour and, consequently, precious and particularly dear to Her. 

The honour of Radhika, however, is thus in a fashion maintained, because 

■She is the companion or, at least, handmaid of Sri Krsna. But the case 

■of Gayatri, who is single, is different. Had She been the companion of 

any Deva they could easily have included Her in the same class with 

RMhika; but Gayatri, the Mother of the three Vedas, and the progenitrix 

^ Sakti-tattva. Sakti is that which makes able, or that Power by virtue of 
which things happen or act (see post). That power belongs to, or more properly 
ij, the Brahman, and is of various kinds, as to which see following pages. 
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of the triad of Devas^^ is no one's companion, and thus there is no oppor¬ 

tunity to call Her anyone's handmaid. For this reason they have altogether 

abandoned Gayatd^ considering Her to be ^^bare Sakti", Born in the line 

of Erahmaj these people yet think that it is a great sin to repeat Gayatri 

or even to admit that She is Brahman or Isvara^ and consider that it is 

improper to divulge to the public this intense secret devotion in the store 

of sadhana. It is only with a view to keeping up social and family custom 

and distinction of caste in the sight of others that Brahmana Puroliitas^ 

are called in, as a formal matter, to invest dieir children with the sacred 

thread.^ If, unable to make time himself, the Purohita requests the father 

or grandfather of the invested boy to teach him Sandhya^ and Gayatrl,®^ 

it is often found that the greatest difficulty arises. 

Besides this, there are a few philosophical ® pandits who say that 

worship of Sakti is not directly worship of Brahman. In their opinion 

such an inference is not even contrary to the teaching of Sastra. They 

have decided that Adyasakti Mahamaya ^ is She who is called maya ® or 

avidya ^ by the Vedanta. This maya or avidya is gross matter, something 

devoid of consciousness. It is only when Atma, who is consciousness itself,, 

is reflected in Her that She appears to possess consciousness for Her work. 

For this reason these people say that He who possesses sakti is fiill of 

consciousness while sakti is gross matter. What, then, are those who 

worship gross matter instead of Brahman but gross matter themselves? 

Let us see whether this conclusion of theirs is approved of by the 

Sastra. What the Tantra-^astra has said about ^akti we reserve for 

subsequent discussion. For those people firmly believe that the purpose 

of the Taotra S^tra is to give predominance to sakti, and, consequently, 

evidence drawn from this source wDl not appear to be of much weight to 

them. For this reason we shall first of all quote evidence from the 

Srimad Bhagavata. The following appears in the hymn to Siva by Brahma 

contained in the Chapter on Daksa's sacrifice in the Srimad Ehagavata: 

I know that thou art the Isvara {creator) of tlic universe. I know 

also that Thou art Parabrahman, in whom are inseparably united Sakti 

and Siva, the w^omb (yoni) and tiie seed from w^hich the universe is bom. 

Bhagavan, it is Thou who dividest Thyself into the tw'O forms of Siva and 

^ Brahma, Visnu, Mahesvara. ^ Priests. 

^ At the upanayana ceremony. 

The prayers and ritual which go by that name (sec Inlroduction to Tmlra’ 
Saslra). 

^ The maham antra of that name. 

® Darsanik. ' The Devi as primal Sakti. 

® Illusion (see Introduction to Tantra §dstrdS. 
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Sakti, and, like a spider in play, dost create, preserve and destroy the 
universe/’ 

Here Brahma Himself says that Parabrahman is the non-differentiated 

substance ^ of Siva and Sakti, He, therefore, has not embraced Brah- 

maism by omitting that part which consists of Sakti. Again, in the 

Srimad Bhagavata, Bhagavan says to Uddhava: 

“ Prakrti, the material of this universe, the supreme Purusa, its 

receptacle and Kala (Time) its revealer—I am Brahman divided into 
these three parts.” 

In the Srimad Bhagavadgita, Bhagavan says to Arjuna: 

“ Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, and reason also, and egoism 2— 
these are the eightfold division of My nature. 

“ This the inferior. Know My other nature, the higher, the life- 

element, O mighty-armed! by which the universe is upheld.” ® 

Here Bhagavan first speaks of gross ^ Prakrti, which is divided into 

eight parts, and then calls the Sakti, who is eternal consciousness ^ itself 

and gives life to all Jivas, as His (Supreme) ® prakrti, thus dividing prakrti 

into two main parts according as She is “ gross ” and conscious ”. 

Again, “ Brooding over nature (prakrti) which is Mine own, I am 
born through My own Power (maya).” 

Here, also, Bhagavan has differentiated between His own true prakrti 
and maya. 

The following appears in the hymn to Siva by Putatma contained in 
the Kasikhanda of the Skanda Purana: 

“ O Visvesvara,8 Thou art the universe itself. There is no difference 

between Thee and the universe, for Thou art omnipresent and the subject 

of praiseful hymn,® the maker of the hymn and even the hymn itself. 

Thou art both with and without attributes. Even yogis are without 

spiritual perception of this truth concerning Thee, O Lord, who moveth 

as Thou willeth. She is Thy Sakti who appeared as an embodiment of 

Thy desire when Thou wert no longer able to enjoy Thyself alone. 

Though one in reality, Thou hast acquired a dual aspect according as 

Thou art Siva and Sakti. Thou art Bhagavan, the embodiment of 

knowledge and desire is Thy Sakti. Thou, in Thy twofold aspect of Siva 

and Sakti, gave rise in Thy play to the Sakti of action, and from this 

^ Tattva. 2 Manas, buddhi, ahahkara. 
® Bhagavadgita, chap, vii, verses 4 and 5. ^ Jada. 
^ Gaitanya. e Paraprakrti. 

^ Bhagavad^ta, chap, iv, verse 6. A slight departure has been made 
from Mrs. Besant’s translation in order not to differ from the author’s Bengali 
version. Mrs, Besant’s translation is: “Though brooding over nature, which 

own T -srri tVirmtrrk 
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Sakti of action has been generated this world. Thou Thyself art the 
embodiment of the Sakti of knowledgCj Uma is the embodiment of the 
Sakti of desire, and this universe is the embodiment of the Sakti of 
action,’ Thus Thou art the sole cause of the universe,” 

Again: “Thou as Prakrti and Puxusa first created the Brahmanda, 
and then inhabited it as aU things moving and non-moving. Therefore, 
O Thou who pervadeth the whole world, nothing is different from Thee, 
All things exist in Thee, and Thou pervadeth alt things,” Valmiki says 
in the Uttarakhanda of Adbhuta Ramayana: 

“J^aki is primeval, etemaL She is the visible Prakrti itself. 
Thi'ough Her, austerity is fruitful and heaven is gained. She is the eternal 
vibhuti of vibhiis.- It is that Mahasakti whom Brahmavadts ® describe 
in the two forms of Vidya and Avidya. She is Riddhi;* Siddhi, full of 
gunas, made of gunas, and above gunas. She exists as botii Brahman 
and Brahm^da. She is the cause of all causes. She eternally plays as 
Prakrti and Viki^ti,® She is full of consciousness, and blooms in conscious¬ 
ness. She exists in all things, is Brahman and MahakundalinL All tliis 
world, consisting of moving and non-moving things, is but Her play, O 
Brahman. Holding Her in their hearts, yogis sever the hearths ties, and 
exist under their own true aspect, O Good Doer 1 whenever dharma * 
becomes tarnished and adharma^ flourishes, Mahaprakrti appears through 
Her own maya, Rama also is the supreme light, the supreme abode, and 
the supreme Purusa in flesh and blood ; for there is, in reality, no real 
difference betw^een Sita and Rama. It is because sMhus have realiEed 
this that they have thrown off the slumber of maya, awakened to the state 
of the knowledge of truth, and crossed from the jaws of death to the otlier 
side of the sea of sams^a. Rama is incomprehensible, full of eternal 
comciousness, orrmisdent, omnipresent, the sole creator, preserver, and 
destroyer of all things, blissful and all pervading. Yogis contemplate 
Him inseparably with Sita. I shall ti’uly relate, by way of illustration, 
how, though in truth biithless, Prakrti and Purusa, who exist in causal 
bodies, take high and wonderful births. Being in truth formless, They 
assume forms for the salvation of mankind and out of their mercy for it.” 

Again, when thousand-headed Ravana was killed by Sita in the form 
of Kalika, Ramacandra said in his hymn to Her: 

^The three iSaktis—Jnana (cognition), Icchha (volition), Kriya (motion). 

^ Vibhuti is the thing which characterizes the higher nature. Vibhu is 
one who is all-pervading, and vibhuti is both that which it displays and the 
powejr by which it displays. 

® Worshippers of the Brahman. 

^ Freely rendered as As cause and effect.” 
^ Spiritual wealth. 
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“ Blessed is my birth to-day, and successful is my devotion; for, being 

unrevealed to the world, Thou hast favoured me by appearing to my 

view. All the world is Thy creation, and Pradhana^ and other Tattvas^ 

are seated in Thee, At the time of the great dissolution this world disap¬ 

pears in Thee, Thou art the highest goal of Jiva, Some speak of Thee 

as Prakrti, different from Vikrti, while, O Companion of Siva, others of 

the spiritually wise describe you as Siva, Pradhana Purusa, Mahattattva, 

Brahma, Isvara, Avidya, Niyati, Maya and Kala® and hundreds of other 

limbs emanate from and exist in Thee. Thou art the supreme Sakti, 

which is eternal and the highest good. Thou art free from all differences, 

and the shelter of all differences. Thou existeth as Thine own true Self, 

O Yogesvari, who art Paramesvari. It is by entering into Thee Purusa 

makes and unmakes Pradhana ^ and all other things of the world. It is 

by uniting with Thee that Purusa, the supreme Deva, enjoys the bliss of 

His Ownself. Thou art the supreme bliss and also the giver of supreme 

bliss. Thou art the supreme space, the supreme light, immaculate, Siva, 

omnipresent, subtle, Parabrahman, and eternal.’’ 

The following appears in the Mahabhagavata: 

“ I bow to the Devi, who grants heaven and hberation, by worship¬ 

ping whom Virihci ^ has become the creator, Hari ® the preserver, and 

iGirisa'^ the destroyer, of this world ; who is the object of contemplation by 

Yogis, whom Munis possessed of spiritual knowledge describe as the 

primal and supreme Prakrti. 
“ May She preserve us ® who on creating this world according to Her 

free will has taken birth in it, and receiving Sambhu for Her husband, 

and whose feet Sambhu placed on His breast when receiving Her for His 

wife as the fruit of His austerities.” 
Suta® said: “High minded Maharsi Bhagavan Vyasa the speaker 

of endless Dharmasastras, chief of all men, learned in the Vedas, and 

proficient in spiritual knowledge, received no satisfaction from his work in 

connection with the seventeen Pur anas. He then bethought himself ^ How 

shall I relate that Mahapurana, than which no greater Purana exists on 

earth, and wherein the supreme Bhagavati is dealt with in all detail ? ’ 

Failing to know the truth^® about the Devi, his heart became agitated. He 

1 The material cause. ^ Its derivatives. 

® Siva ; the material and efficient cause ; the Tattva Mahat, first of their 
issue ; Creator ; Lord ; nescience ; destiny ; power of illusion and time. Niyati 
also is the Saiva category of space. ^ Vide last note. 

® Brahma. ® Visnu. ^ Siva. 

® The author’s rendering is free here. He writes : “ May the creatrix of the 
universe who is worshipped by Siva preserve the three worlds.” 
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thought, ‘How can that supreme and most abstruse truth > be known to 
me which is not known to even Mahesvara of vast knowledge?’ So- 
thinking, and finding no other means, Vyasa of great intelligence set his 
whole-hearted devotion® on Durga, went to the Himalaya, and there 
practised severe austerities. The consort of Siva, who is ever fond of Her 
devotees, was pleased ivith such devotion and, remaining unseen in the 
sky, said, ‘Mahiimuni Vyasa, go to Brahmaloka where all the Srutis 
incarnate® live; there you will know my stainless supreme existence.^ 
There sung by tlie Smtis, I shall become visible and do what is desired of 
by you.” Hearing the message from above, Bhagavan Vedavyasa at once 
repaired to Brahmaloka, bowed to the four Vedas and asked, “ What is the 
supreme and undecaying Brahman?” 

” Great Muni, hearing the Rsi ask this question with modesty and 
submissiveness, the Vedas at once replied by turn.” 

Rgveda said: “In whom are contained all things, out of whom 
appear all things, and whom ail describe as the highest Being,* that Adya 
(primal) Bhagavari is Brahman itself.” 

Yajurveda said: “The Isvari who is worshipped in all yajnas and in 

yoga and for whose existence we (Vedas) are deemed the authority^ that 
Bhagavati alone is Brahman itself/^ 

Samaveda siiid: “By whom this universe is moved, w'hom all yogis 

contemplate, and by whose light the universe is manifested^ that world- 
pen^ading Durga alone is supreine Brahman.” 

Atharvaveda said: “ The Isvari of Suras ^ whom all who are favoured 

for their devotion see^ that Bhagavati Durga all Sastras describe as 
Supreme Brahman.” 

Suta said, hearing the incarnate Srutis thus express themselves: 

“ Vyasa, the son of Satyavatl, became certain that Bhagavati Durga was 

supreme Brahman.” After they had spoken as above mentioned, the 

Srutis also again said unto the Mahamuni: “ What we have said we shall 

make directly visible to you.” So saying, the Srutis began to sing in 

praise of that Paramesvan who is existence, consciousness, and bliss, who 
is pure, and who holds in Herself all Devas and Devis. 

The Srutis said: “Supreme universe-embracing Durga be pleased* 

The tliree Purusas ^ Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara, are created with their 

individual gunas according to Thy will for the threefold work of creation, 

preserv^ation, and destruction. But, O Mother, Thou hast no creator in 

the three worlds. Who in the w^orld can therefore describe Thy qualities^ 
unpenetrable by die inteUect of Jivas? 

^ Tattva. 2 Bhakti. 

® That is, the four Vedas incarnate (Murtimati). Literally, '^possess¬ 
ing form 
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O Mother of the three worlds, it is by worshipping Thee that Hari 

destroys invincible Daityas and thus preserves the three worlds, and it 

was by holding Thy feet on His breast that Mahesvara was able to drink 

poison deadly enough to destroy the three worlds.^ What can we say 

which will describe the force of that (incomprehensible) nature of 

Thine? ” 

“ We bow to Thee, O Mother who art the body, the consciousness,, 

the iSakti of motion, and other Saktis, and the highest Sakti, constituted 

of Thy own gunas by the instrumentality of maya of the supreme Purusa 

(Paramatma), and Thou art She who residest as consciousness in the 

bodies of Jivas, who, charmed by Thy maya and with differentiating 

knowledge,^ describe Thee as Purusa.” 

Brahma-tattva is that aspect of Thine which is devoid of all 

distinctive conditions,® such as masculinity, femininity, etc. Next, Sakti 

is that primary desire of Thine which arose in Thee for creating the 

world. That Sakti appeared in one half as the supreme Purusa, so that 

both Prakrti and Purusa are but Sakti in different forms. Both are but 

manifestation of Thy maya. Even Parama-brahmatattva, therefore, is. 

nothing but Thyself as Sakti.” 

“Just as to a searcher for truth things like hail formed of water and 

yet hard, are known to him to be water, so to an inquirer into the nature ^ 

of all things in this world which has its origin in Brahman, the latter has 

no separate existence from that of Sakti. Buddhi as Purusa, when 

realized as Sakti, also is Brahman; for Sakti is manifested Brahman.”^ 

“ The six Sivas, beginning with Brahma, which exist in the six 

cakras in the body of the Jiva are, when considered separately from 

Thee, only pretas (that is to say, gross matter® in regard to their individual 

functions). It is only when they come under Thy protection that they 

attain Paramesvara-hood (that is to say, become Sivas under the influence 

of Sakti). So, O Sive, Isvara-hood is not in Siva, but in Thee. 

universe-pervading Devi Durga, O Mother Whose lotus feet are 

worshipped by immortals, have mercy on us.” 

Suta said: “ Thus, sung in a hymn by the incarnate Srutis, the eternal 

Mother of the universe showed Herself to them.” 

^ At the churning of the ocean, poison was one of the things which issued 
from the waters. As this poison was powerful enough to destroy the worlds, 
Siva drank it, holding it in His tliroat, which made it blue. Hence He is called 
Nilakantha (blue-throated). 

^ Bhedajhana; that is, knowledge distinguishing between Purusa and' 
Prakrti, who are, in reality and according to monistic knowledge, one. 

® Upadhi. ^ Tattva. 

® If we realize Buddhi to be Sakti, and Sakti is manifested Brahman, then 
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Seeing NSrada, the great Devarsi, thus engaged in prayer, Bhagavan 
Visnu looked toMfards Deva Mahesvara and said; 

Visnu said: " Narada, the son of Brahma is devoted, wise and 

modest. Thou ought by all means to favour him, for Thou art gracious 
to devotees.” 

Vyasa said: “ Hearing these words of Visnu, Maliesvara, too, who is 
•ever gracious to the supplicant, said, ‘ Be it so.’ ” 

Then high souled Narada, possessed of pure knowledge, again 
questioned Mahadeva, the seat of mercy and Deva of Devas. 

Narada said: “ It is by worshipping Thee, Visnu and Brahma, the 

Lord of the Univeise, that Indra and other Lokapalas ^ have attained 

high states. O Chief of Devas, who is the perfect, immutable Devata 

whom Ye worship? Tell me this if Thou hast favour for me. If Thou 

wilt tell me by whose favour Ye have attained such high Isvarahood, 
then shall I know that Thou art gracious unto me.” 

Vyasa said; “Thus addressed, Bhagavan, high-souled Sankara, 

the Lord of Yogis, receiving Naxada’s words in good grace, revolved all 

things 3 in His heart, repeatedly contemplated the lotus-feet of Sri 

Durga, and began to speak to Narada the great Muni of the one perfect 
and supreme Braitman.^^ 

Mahadeva said: “She who is pure, eternal Mulaprakrti is Para- 
brahman itself and the Devata We worship. 

“That Mabesvari is the sole Mistress» of the millions* * of Brahmas, 
Vispus, and Mahesvaras who are Lords of creation, preservation, and 

destruction, in different Brahmandas just as this Brahma, this Janardana, 

and myself, Mahesvara, are the Lords of creation, preservation, and des¬ 

truction in this Brahmanda. Though really formless, that Maliadevi 

-assumes bodies in play. This entire universe has been created, is being 

maintained, and will, in the end, be destroyed by Her. And during its 
■existence the world is overpowered by Her enchantment.” 

“ In Her own play She, in former times, incarnated Herself in full ® 

as the daughter of Daksa Prajapati; She also incarnated Herself as Uma, 

daughter of Himalaya. In partial incarnation * She is the consort of 

Visnu as Laksmi and Sarasvati, and the consort of Brahma as Savitri.” 

Narada said: “ Chief of Devas, if Thou art pleased with me, if Thou 

hast kindness for me, then, O Lord, tell me fully and in detail how that 

1 Regents of the quarters, Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirriti, and others. 

^Tattva. «Vidhatri. 

* Crores. Each world-system has its own Brahma, Visnu, and Siva. 

= Purna—that is, in such incarnation all the Vibhutis (see Post) of the 
Bhagavan are mamiested, not so in partial (Aiisik) incarnation. 

n -i _ __ ' * 
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perfect Prakfti formerly took birth as Daksa Prajapati’s daughter, and 

how Mahesvara obtained Her who is in truth Brahman for wife; again, 

how She took birth as Himalaya’s daughter, and how three-eyed Mahadeva 

obtained that tKree-eyed Devi for His wife; and again, how that Mother of 

the universe gave birth to Her two sons, invincible and six-headed Kartikeya 
and elephant-headed Ganesa.” 

“ Before creation this world was devoid of sun, moon, and stars, and 

without day and night. There was no fire and no distinction of directions. 

The Brahmanda was then destitute of sound, touch, and the like, etc., 

devoid of other force,^ and full of darkness. Then but that one eternal 

Brahman of whom the Srutis speak, and the Prakrti, who is existence, 

consciousness, and bliss, alone existed.” 

“ She is pure, full of knowledge, beyond the reach of speech, per¬ 

petual, immaculate, unapproachable by even yogis, all-pervading, 

untroubled, eternally blissful, subtle, and devoid of all such properties as 
heaviness, lightness, and the like.” 

Subsequently, when that Anandamayi became desirous to create 

in order to manifest Her own play of bliss, that supreme Prakrti, though 

in truth formless, at once assumed a form by the strength of Her 
own will. 

“ That Devi with form was of the colour of crushed collyrium.^ Her 

face was fair and as charming as a full-blown lotus. She had four arms, 

fiery eyes, dishevelled hair, and full and erect breasts.^ She was naked 

as space, terrific, and seated on a lion. 

“ She then at once created, of Her own will, a Purusa (Mahakala) 

with her three gunas, sattva, rajas, and tamas. But the Purusa was even 

then devoid of unconsciousness.” 

“ Seeing that Purusa made of three gunas unconscious. She com¬ 

municated to Him Her own desire for creation.” 

“ Being thus possessed of Sakti through the communication of the 

■desire of Mahasakti, that Mulapurusa^ created with delight three 

Purusas, according to the threefold division of gunas—namely, sattva, 

rajas, and tamas, and the three Purusas thus created were termed 
Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara.” 

Still, when She saw that there was no sign of creation, the Devi 

divided that Mulapurusa into two parts—namely, Jiva and Parama- 
purusa.” 

^ Tejas. 2 Ahjana. 

® The Devi is generally represented as so formed. They and other physical 
features are the signs of the Great Maternity. See passages cited in A. and E. 
Avalon's “ Hymns to the Goddess 
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“ Prakrti also divided Herself, according to Her own will, into three 

parts—namely, Maya, Vidya, and Parama.” 

“ Of these Maya is She who charms Jivas and is the Sakti who 

creates the Samsara. Parama is the Sakti, full of consciousness and life, 

who is the cause of movements in Jivas, and Vidya is She who is made of 

pure spiritual knowledge and who is the Sakti which dissolves the 

samsara.” 

Mayavrto hi jivastang paramang neksate mune 

Tabhyang samasritastespi purusa visayaisinah 

Babhuburmunisarddula mugdhastanmayaya tada 

Sa trtiya para vidya pancadha yabhavat svayam 

Ganga durga ca savitri laksmischaiva sarasvad 

Sa praha prakrtirvidya brahmavisiaumahesvaran 

Pratyaksaga jagadhatrl viniyojya prthak prthak 

Sristyarthank purusa yuyang maya srsta saijecchhaya 

Tatkurusva mahabhaga yathechha mama jayate 

Brahma srijatu bhutani ^thavarani caranl ca 

Vividhani vicitrani casamkhyeyani samyatah 

Visnuresa mahavahuh karotu pratipalanam 

Nihatya jagatang ksobhakarakan valinang varah 

Sivastamogunakrantah sese sarvamidang jagat 

Nasayisyati nasecchha yada me sambhavisyati 

Parasparahea srstyadikaryesu trisu vaidhruvam 

Vidhatavyang hi sahayyang yusmabhih purusatrayaih 

Ahanca pancadha bhutva savitryadya varanganah 

Bhavatam vanita bhutva viharisye nijecchaya 

Tathangsatasca sambhuya sarvajantusu yositah 

Prasavisyami bhutani vividhani nijecchaya 

Brahmangstvang manasing srsting karotu mama sasanat 

Sampratam nanyatha srstirvistrteyam bhav4yati 

Ityuktva tanmaiiavidya prakrtih sa paratpara 
Svayamantardadhe tesang brahmadinanca pasyatam i 

O Muni! overpowered by Maya, Jiva does not see that Parama^ 

Subject to these two (Parama and Maya), O great Muni, those Purusas 

(Brahma, Visnu, and Siva) also became at that time attached to the 

world, being influenced thereto by Maya. The third supreme Vidya is 

She who divided Herself into five forms—namely, Ganga, Durga, Savitri, 

Laksmi. and Sarasvati. Addressing Herself to Brahma, Visnu, and 
Mahesvara separately, that Prakrti Vidya, the visible Jagaddhatri (holder 

^ The author does not translate these verses, an English rendering of which. 
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of the universe), said to them: ^ You, Purusa, have been created by me of 

my own accord for the purpose of creation. O high-favoured Devas, do 

that which is my desire. Brahma, do Thou create with care all things, 

movable and immovable, of various kinds, diversified and innumerable* 

Visnu, this great-armed Deva, the best of the strong, do Thou maintain 

by destroying all such as oppress the worlds. I§iva, through the tamas 

guna, will in the end destroy all this world when the desire for destruction 

will arise in me. In these three works of creation and the like do you 

three Purusas render help to each other. I, too, will divide myself into 

five forms as Savitri and other fair women, and being your wives 

move as I desire. And becoming, with a part of myself, the female 

among all living things, I shall give birth to various beings of my own 

will. O Brahma, do you, under my order, make a rnental creation. At 

present no other creation should be made.’ Saying this to them, that 

Prakrti Mahavidya, who is supreme over the supreme. Herself disappeared 

from the sight of Brahma and the other Devas.”] 

The following appears in the second chapter of Devi Bhagavata: 

“ The Parama (supreme) Adya (primal) Sakti, who is called Vidya 

according to Sruti, She who dwells in all things, resides in all hearts, 

destroys the bonds of samsara, and is incomprehensible to the wicked; She 

who is ever visible to munis who meditate upon Her^—may that Bhaga- 

vati, whose substance is existence, consciousness, and bliss—grant a pious 

mind to Jiva.” 

She who, after having created the universe as sat ^ and asat ^ and 

jada ® and caitanya,^ maintains it by Her own sakti consisting of three 

gunas; She who, again, at the end of the Kalpa, alone sinks in Self-bliss 
after destroying the manifestation of this universe—I remember that 

Mother of the Universe in my heart.” 

It is generally known that Brahma creates all this universe; but 

those who are acquainted with the Puranas and Vedas say that He took 

birth in the navel-lotus of Visnu. They have thus indirectly said that 

Brahma is not an independent Creator of the world for He, too, has had 

to be born elsewhere according to another’s desire.” 

“ For when in Mahapralaya Visnu lay on the bed of Ananta,® Brahma 

appeared in His navel-lotus. Here, too, thousand-headed Ananta Deva 

supports Visnu on His body. How can Bhagavan be said to possess 

independent Sakti when He has to depend on another for His support? ” 

When in Mahapralaya the world is converted into a single ocean the 

water of that single ocean is undoubtedly liquid. All admit that a liquid 

^ True, permanent. ^ Untrue, transient. 
3 Gross, material, immovable. 
^ Consciousness, moving sentient life. 
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can never eijost without a receptacle. But Visnu supports Brahma, 

Ananta Deva supports Visnu, and the water of the ocean supports Ananta 

Deva; but who supports this mass of water? Extremely difficult to under¬ 

stand is this matter. When, on carefully examining one receptacle after 

another, one comes to the end of all receptacles, then it is that there is 

disclosed the Supreme existence ^ of the Maha^akti who supports all 

things. I make supplication to that Mother of all things. 

“ I make supplication to that Supreme Sakti, to that Devi to w'hom 

Brahma, seated on the navel-lotus, prayed when (on the occasion of the 

destruction of Madhu and Kaitabha) he saw Visnu with His eyes shut in 
yoga-nidra.” ® 

Again the foDowing appears in the fourth chapter of the same book: 

Suta said: “ Thus, asked by Vyasa, high-minded Narada, proficient 

in the knowledge of Veda, spoke, with great delight.” 

K^ada said: “ High-favoured son of Barbara the matter which you 

ask me was, of yore, asked by my father, Brahma, ofBhagavan Madhu- 
sudana.” * * 

“ Seeing Harl, the chief of Devas, Lord of the world, and husband 

of LaksmI, rapt in meditation, my father was astonished and questioned 

that Vasudeva, immersed in intense devotion, who is decked with tlie 

Kaustubha Jewel,* holds the conch-shell,* discus,® and mace,’^ bears the 

Srivatsa* mark, and is dressed in yellow garments^ He who is four-armed, 

the cause of all Lokas,® the Guru of the world, the Lord of the world, 
the Deva of Devas.” 

Brahma said: O Janardana, Deva of Devas and Lord of the world, 

since Thou art Thyself the Isvara of past, future and present, why dost 

Thou perform austerity and devotion, and whom dost Thou contemplate? 

This is a matter of great wonder to me. Being Thyself the Lord of all 

the world, yet Thou contemplateth another. What, O chief of Devas, can 
be stranger than this ? " 

“ Sprung from Thy navel-lotus I am Creator of this entire universe. 

Thou art the cause of ail causes. What greater Devata can there be in 

this world than Thyself? O husband of Laksmi! tell me this.” 

“ Lord of the world, I know that Thou art the firet of all, the cause 

of all, the creator, preserver, and destroyer of all, the doer of all work, 

and the possessor of all Saktis. Great King, I create this world according 

^ Tattva. ® Sleep of Yoga. 

® A name of Krsna as the destroyer of Madhu, the demon, 

* A gem secured by Visnu at the churning of the ocean. 

® Sankha. ® Cakra " Gada. 

® A patch of white hair on the breast of Visnu. 
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^to Thy desire; and Hara, who destroys it at the time of dissolution, is 

.also always guided by Thy words. 

“ Isa/ it is under Thy orders that the sun travels in the sky, the wind 

^blows auspiciously or inauspiciously, fire gives heat, and clouds pour rain. 

“Being Isvara of all, what Devata dost Thou contemplate? This I 

cannot conceive; for as for myself I do not see a greater Devata than 

'Thyself in the three worlds.” 

“ O Noble-doer, I pray Thee, kindly tell me this, for Smrti says that 

great people seldom make a secret of anything.” 

iHearing these words of Prajapati,^ Visnu said: “Be attentive; I shall 

tell you.that which I have in my mind.” 

“ Although Devas, Asuras, and men know Thyself, Myself, and 

Mahadeva to be creator, preserver, and destroyer, yet Thou, versed in the 

Veda, know that it is through iSakti that Thou art creator, I am preserver, 

^and Mahadeva is destroyer.” ^ 

“Tn Thee exists the Rajasi Sakti who brings forth the world, in 

Myself the Sattviki Sakti, who maintains the world, and in Maharudra 

^the Tamasi Sakti, who destroys the world.” 

“jDevoid of these Saktis Thou art no longer Lord of creation, I am 

unable to maintain the world, and Mahadeva also is unable to destroy it.” 

“ Vibhu;^ both directly and indirectly we are always: subject to that 

Jsvari -of all. O Noble-doer, listen to an instance of this.” 

“ It is true that in Mahapralaya^ I lie on Ananta as my couch, but 

-even then I am certainly dependent; for subject to that Mahasakti, I again 

awake at the proper time under the influence of Kala.” ® 

“ It iis under Her that I ever practise austerity and at times freely 

■ enjoy the company of Laksmi, and at times I am engaged in terrific wars 

with Danavas—wars Tearful to all Lokas and oppressive to the beings 

^therein.” 

“ Knower^of Dharma, of yore, in that one ocean, I fought a hand to 

hand fight'for five thousand years. You saw that with Your own eyes.” 

“ It was i through the grace of the Supreme Devi that I was able to 

kill the two wicked Danavas, Madhu and Kaitabha, intoxicated by vanity 

and born of the dirt of my ears.” 

“ Did You not perceive even then that the iSakti aspect alone, 

supreme over the supreme, is the cause of all action? Great Soul, who do 

You, then repeatedly ask about the matter ? ” 

^ Lord Grdainer. ^ Brahma. 
® And so the Kubjika Tantra says that it is not Brahma, but Brahmi, who 

• creates; it is not Visnu, but Vaisnavi, who preserves; it is not Rudra, but 
jRudrani, who destroys. Their husbands are as inert as corpses. 

^ Omnipresent Deva. 
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“ She is the cause of all causes, created by t\diosc will I, as Purusa^, 

live in the one ocean and incamate myself age after age as tortoise, boar, 

half-man and half-lion, dwarf, and the like*” 

” No one in the three worlds wishes to be bom as a lower animal, I, 

too, did not of my own free will, take birth as a boar and as other lower 

animals.” 
Who will willingly take birth as a fish or the like, forsaking the 

blissful company of LaksmI in Vaikuntha? What independent Purusa 

leaves a soft bed for the back of Ganida ^ and proceeds to wage formidable 

wars with invincible Daityas? ” 
O birthless Deva, in ancient time, when the bow-string slipped in 

your presence, my head was severed and thrown off, no one knew where. 

At that time You cut off the head of a horse and had it attached to my 

body by Visvakarma, the great artisan.” - 

” Since then I am known by the name of Hayagriva, Lord of Lokas.®' 

That incident You saw with Your own eyes. Had I been independent 

why should I have suffered so much trouble amongst the Lokas?” ^ 

“ Know, therefore, that I am not independent, that I am in every 

way subject to Sakti, and that I always contemplate that great Sakti. 

Lotus-born Deva, I do not know of any truth** superior to this,” 

Narada said : “This was told by Visjau to the lotus-born Deva* O 

great Muni, the lotus-bom Deva subsequently told this truth"* to me,” 

“ Do you too, therefore, worship the lotus-feet of the Devi in your 

heart without misgiving, for the attainment of your object*” 

Sadhaka, can anyone who has no bias as regards Sakti and no malice 

also as regards Visnu, if chosen an arbiter, ever say, on seeing all this evi¬ 

dence drawn from the S^tra, that he who considers Sakti to be devoid of 

consciousness^ is a believer? In all ages, and particularly in the Kali age, 

the career of religious revolution is indomitable. When Caitanya-deva ^ 

deluged aU Bengal with huge waves of the name of Hari, he observed that 

Brahmana, Ksattriya, and Vaisya families were on the verge of min. He 

thought that in the then state of society full of Navasakha Sudras,^ 

1 The Bird-king, vehicle (vahana) of Visnu, 
“Hence Visnu is called Hayagriva (horse-faced one). The incident is relat¬ 

ed in Devi Bhagavata. Visnu fell asleep resting on his bow, Brahma and 
others, wishing to awaken him, induced the white ants, called vamris, to bite 
through the bow-string. The mighty bow was released and cut off Visnu's 
head, which was not fotmd, and a horse’s head was then joined to the body. 

®The fourteen regions. See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. ^Tattva. 
® Jada. ® The Vaisnava Saint of that name. 

Milkman, gardener, oilman, weaver, confectioner, betel-grower, potter, 
smith, and bart^er castes—middle-class Sudras, as opposed both to the highest 
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incompetent^ for either the Vaidik or Tantrik dharma, Harinam Samkirtana^ 

was the best Dharma, and consequently he preached that Dharma. 

In those days, owing to the degeneration of Brahmanas in a society 

full of Sudras and of the lowest classes, such Puranas as Devi-bhagavata, 

Mahabhagavata, etc., in which the greatness of Sakti is established, ceased 

to be preached in Bengal. Moreover, owing to the steady increase of the 

lowest classes through the influence of the Kali age, only such Puranas and 

iSastra as are favourable exclusively to the preaching of the name of Hari, 

and mainly and elaborately describe the greatness of Visnu amongst all 

Devas and Devis, began to be read, explained, recited, and so forth. 

Although the teachers® and Brahmanas of the country proficient in iSastra 

were in many cases worshippers of the !§akti Mantra, most of them were 

yet dependent on Sudras for their living, so that in spite of their knowledge 

of the Sastras in which the greatness of Sakti is established, they dared not 

bring them forward to the public notice for fear of thereby losing their 

means of livelihood. 
Next, those who became Prabhus,^ upon the spread throughout the 

country of branches and sub-branches of the Caitanya® community, have 

from generation to generation shown extreme partiality towards one part 

of the Sastra, so that the inferences which they have drawn therefrom touch 

only that part of the Sastras, and are alone revered as essential truths within 

their own community. It is these one-sided inferences of the Prabhus 

which have brought ruin on Bengal. Ordinary Vaisnavas have been given to 

understand that the Lord is the owner of iSakti and that Sakti is His servit- 

xess, so that they worship Radhika with articles of food already offered to 

Sri Krsna.® At the present time the book Candi, contained in the Markan- 

deya Purana, which describes the greatness of the Devi, is commonly taken 

to be the Sastra in which Sakti stands supreme. The Prabhus, quoting it 

as their authority, say that as one of the names of Sakti is Visnumaya, she 

must therefore be a great Vaisnavi.'^ It is thus because iSakti is considered 

to be a great Vaisnavi, that modern Vaisnavas do iSiva the favour of taking 

Him for a “ Spiritual brother ”. Let Bhagavan judge their conduct. Here 

we shall merely discuss the Sastrik evidence, on which the notion that 

Bhagavati is a great Vaisnavi is; based. 

^ Adhikara. 

2 Singing Hari’s (Visnu’s) name with music and dancing. 

® Adhyapakas. 

^ Gossains, or religious preceptors of Vaisnavas. 

^ The Vaisnava Saint of that name. 

® Literally, leavings of food partaken by Sri Krsna. 
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It has been said in Caji^ : 

“ Under the influence of the Mahamaya of Bhagav^j who preserves 

the samsara, Jivas fall into the pit of illusionj^ with its eddies of ^ mine- 
ness ^ 

Do not, therefore, be astonished at this* Mahamaya is the Yoga- 

nidra ^ of Hari, the Lord of the universe, and it is by Her that this world 
is charmed* 

That Dev! Bhagavat! Mahamaya forcibly draivs the mental faculties^ 
of even the wise and gives them over to illusion/' 

By Her is created this world, consisting of things moving and non- 

mo\dj[ig, and She alone, when so pleased, is the dispenser of blessings and. 
gives salvation to Jiva* 

“ That eternal (Supreme) Vidya ® Is both the cause of salvation, and. 

the cause of Jivas’ bondage in Samsara, She is the Isvaii of the Isvaras- 
ofalL”« 

The Vaisnava Prabhus here say that the two adjectival expressions,. 

The Yoganidra of die Lord of the Universe and The Mahamaya of 

Had,’' prove beyond doubt the subordination of Mahamaya or Sakti to- 

Han, otherwise, " Why/^ they argue, “ should S^tra call Her the Maha¬ 

maya of Han or the Yoganidra of the Lord of the Universe ?” What is 

known through another is surely subordinate to that other ; asj for in¬ 

stance, expressions such as man’s sleep, mao's intelligence, and man's 

power indicate sleep, intelligence, and power subordinate to man* 

We shall subsequently refer to the Sastrik interpretations and infer-^ 

ences regarding the points in issue* Here it is merely necessary to under¬ 

stand whether Bhagavan’s Yoganidra is a thing similar to your or my 

nidra/ Assuming, for argument, that Yoganidra is nothing but the nidra- 

sakri® subordinate to Bhagavan ; the question still remains, why, in the’ 

chapter relating to the destruction of Madhu and Kaitabha, and in which; 

the power of Yoganidra has been described, Brahma, seated on the navel- 

lotus of Bhagavan, is said to have prayed to Nidra instead of to Vjsnu for 

Visnu's awakening? Who is there in the world so foolish as to pray to 

sleep, a thing ujiconscious, instead of the sleeping conscious person for his 

awakening? Again, the killing of Madhu and Kaitabha by Bhagavan 

redounds to the glory of Bhagavan alone* But why, when about to relate 

the greatness of Sakti in the Candi, does M^kandeya, the great Rsi, first 

^ Moha. 2 Mamata (egoism). ® Sleep of Yoga of Isvara. 

^ Moha; and so also the Kalika Purana states that the Devi leads men into- 
confusion, egoism, sensual desire, etc* She is the be^vilderer (sarvamoliini)^ 
(Lalita Sahasranmna, verse 1S7J, bewildering the world with Her uiaya (Kurma 
Purana) * 

^ The Devi (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), ® Lord of all Lords* 
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of all speak of the greatness of Visnu as illustrated by the killing of Madhu 

and Kaitabha? 

We deem it a sin even to believe that anything said by the great 

Rsi^ Markandeya, can be tainted with the fault of superfluity. What, 

then, is the right solution of these questions ? Some interpreters of the 

Candi have, with the object of arriving at that solution, devised forced 

meanings of the slokas concerned, and by their means endeavoured to 

establish the greatness of Sakti. But we say that a solution arrived at 

through forced meanings of the words of iSastra can never be a right solution. 

Again, what danger has there appeared which is so great that the unsus¬ 

pecting world must be deceived with forced interpretations of the words 

of Sastra? What does it matter to you or to me if, according to iSastra, 

Visnu becomes supreme and iSakti His subordinate? In reality, what the 

interpreters consider to be a danger is none at all, but rather a blessing. 

None can become subordinate or supreme. What one is, one remains. 

Only you and I, through the perversity of our intellects, ascribe to Devatas 

the states of superiority and subordination to which we ourselves are 

subject, and, being thus unable to perceive the subtle Sastrik truth,^ we go 

down to perdition. The Sakti-tattva made of maya, with which you and 

I are acquainted, is not the same thing as the Sakti-tattva superior to 

maya which belongs to Bhagavan, The sleep consisting of delusion^ and 

maya, which we know of, is not the same thing as Bhagavan’s sleep, which 

consists of constant consciousness. Just as you and I are overpowered by 

sleep, so your and my sleep is also corrupted by the corruption of non- 

conscious gross matter.® But when Bhagavan is overpowered by sleep, His 

yoganidra is that great Sakti which is ever awake and full of light.^ When 

a Jiva sleeps his imperfect sleep, another can awaken him by any means; 

for any sharp contact with sound, touch, etc., causes the Jiva’s senses to 

ruffle the imperfect power of sleep and to awaken him by his own consci¬ 

ousness; thus you and I can awaken a sleeping person by calling or 

pushing him. 

But not so with Bhagavan. He possesses all saktis. No sakti in Him 

is imperfect. For this reason, while Jiva’s sleep is sleep, Isvara’s sleep is 

yoganidra. Your and my maya is called simply maya. But this maya is 

called yoga-maya. You or I can, at the utmost, be a yogi, but Bhagavan 

is the Isvara of all yogas, and so His Sakti is Isvari of the Isvara of all 

yogas. A Jiva can rarely acquire an infinitesimal part of that sakti by 

dint of yoga, but that sakti is eternally present in Bhagavan. Jiva is 

imperfect; so Jiva’s sakti also is imperfect. Bhagavan is perfect; so His 

Sakti also is perfect. Jiva is constituted mainly of the inert ® principle; 

^ Tattva. 2 Moha. 
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and so Jlva’s sakti is also predominated by the same principle* Bhagav^ 

is made of consciousness; so His Sakti also is made of consciousness* 

Your or my sakti of sleep is constituted of the inert principle, but Bhaga- 

Sakti of sleep is constituted of the conscious principle* 

Even when He is asleep. He remains awake; for while your or my 

sleep is merely constituted of the tamas guna, His sleep is superior to 

tanias although constituted of it* For this reason^ at the time of 

the great di^lution ^ the Mother of the universe assumes the aspect of 

sleep; and, taking on Her lap all Her sons and daughters from Brahma, 

Visnu and Maheivara downwards, inhabiting the innumerable crores of 

Brahm^das, She puts them all to sleep* But She who is CKistence, 

consciousness, and bliss, and supports the universe, Herself remains awake* 

When, after a whole day's play, the son stands before the mother in the 

evening, with a weary body, she at once takes him on her lap and removes 

the weariness by putting him to sleep* It is this subject “ which has been 

so well depicted in the illuminating story of the killing of Madhu and 

Kaitabha, After the great dissolution ^ when the world remains immei'sed 

in the one ocean, Bhagavan sleeps in Yoganidra to the close of ages, 

shutting his eyes and lying on Ananta in the midst of that mass of water 

which deluges the Brahmandas* 

Visnu is the preserver of the world* Whom will He preserv^e when 

the great dissolution ^ is accomplished ? When there will be creation again, 

then there will he necessity for preservation. The long period intervening 

is the time for Visnu^s rest* Visnu plays till the arrival of the great 

dissolution, and instantly the son's play is ended the Mother lays Him on 

the bed of rest and puts him to deep sleep. Unlike other mothers, She 

has to make no effort in order to put the son to sleep* The universe-per¬ 

vading Devi is Herself in one aspect sleep* In proper time She appears 

in that aspect, and lays Bhagavan on Her lap* He cannot, therefore, be 

awakened by being called like other sleeping persons. He can rise only 

when the Devi, who appears as sleep, frees Him from Her own tamasik 

bonds* When, therefore, Bhagavan Brahma failed to break Visnu's sleep 

by all manner of prayer, entreaty* etc*, He understood that that sleep, 

which was in reality consciousness, was not ordinary sleep* Perceiving 

that the mercy of Yoganidra, the Mother of the world, could alone save 

Him, He began to praise Her. From the very fact that all the prayers, 

entreaties, loud calls, and the like, of Brahma, with His four mouths, 

could not break Visnu's sleep, it must be understood that sleep was not 

subordinate to ^^isnU3 but Visnu was subordinate to sleep* Had it been 

Visnu's sleep, it would have been easily broken; but it was sleep's Visnu, 
and therefore the sleep did not break* 
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Again, in the place where Bhagavan is described as being tired with 

fighting with Madhu and Kaitabha, Sastra says: 

“ Charmed by Mahamaya those two Daityas, maddened with the 

pride of their great strength, requested Kesava ^ to ask for some blessing 

from them.” What kind of thing was that charming by Mahamaya? The 

Gandl does not particularly relate when and how She charmed the Asuras, 

and why the two Daityas also all at once asked Bhagavan to seek a blessing 

from them. In fact, although the greatness of the Devi has been des¬ 

cribed in the Candi, the description is very short. We cannot, therefore, 

get a correct answer to these intricate questions from the Candi itself. 

For this reason we shall quote from the Devi-Bhagavata the relevant 

portions of the account which it gives of the killing of Madhu and 

Kaitabha. Seekers of truth will know from them the deep mystery which 

surrounds the story of the killing of Madhu and Kaitabha and free their 

minds from doubts. 

When, after having performed severe austerities for a thousand years, 

and having received, on that account, the blessing of death-at-will ® from 

the Devi, Madhu and Kaitabha advanced to fight with Brahma in order 

to wrest from Him His lotus-seat, Brahma prayed to Visnu in great fear 

but failed to awaken Him. Here Sastra says: 

“ Seeing that all His prayers were of no avail in. awakening Bhagavan 

Hari, who was lying under the influence of Yoganidra, Brahma thought 

to himself that Visnu was surely sleeping under the influence of that 

Mah^akti. What will my sorrow avail, when the Founder of Dharma® 

.Himself will not awake at this crisis of Adharma? * 

“ The two Danavas, puffed up with pride, have come with the object 

of killing me. What shall I do—where shall I go? There is none to saye 

me.” Revolving this in His mind, Brahma decided and resolved to pray 

to Yoganidra with unswerving devotion. He considered in His mind that 

in the insurmountable danger which faced Him at the time, Mahasakti 

alone could save Him; that Mahaiakti, under whose influence even Visnu, 

whose substance was eternal consciousness, lay deprived of the power of 

movement. 

“Just as a dead man does not perceive sound and other qualities of 

the things of the world, so Hari also, with eyes closed in sleep, does not 

perceive the prayers that I am making to Him.” When, in spite of my 

many and earnest prayers. He does not shake off His sleep, I know of a 

-certainty that sleep is not under His control, but that He is under the 

•control of sleep. He who is under the control of another is surely that 

Visnu. 2 Death only when desired. 
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■or is young in age. Besides this, for five thousand years I have fought 

singly with you two brothers, who are both equaUy powerful. You have 

alternately taken rest. But from beginning to end I have fought singly, 

so that I shall first take as much rest as you have done, and then fight 

with you. .Although you are strong and intoxicated with pride, you are 

in justice bound to wait so long as I take my rest. And after rest I too 

shall, as injustice bound, engage in fight with you.” 

Suta said; “Hearing these words uttered by Bhagavan, the two 

D^vas became assured, and, being resolved on fighting, sat at a dis¬ 

tance from the field of battle. Seeing the Daityas sitting at a consider¬ 

able distance, \'asudeva began to think to himself how their death might 

be caused. In meditation Bhagavan, the Dweller in all things, came to 

know that Deid had given them the blessing of death-at-will, and, conse¬ 

quently, the hard labour of fighting could not weary them. He thought; 

Uselessly have I fought so long, useless has become my labour, and now 

that I have for certain known the trudi, how can I fight with them? But 

if I do not fight, how will these two Danavas, puffed up with the blessing 

which they have received, and who are the source of constant trouble to 

Devas, be destroyed ? The blessing which Bhagavati has granted to them 

is but little likely to be fulfilled; for even they who have most cause for 

grief do not willingly court death.* When even the diseased and poverty- 

stricken do not desire to die, why should these two Asuras, in the intoxi¬ 

cation of pride, court death willingly? However that may be, I shall to¬ 

day seek the protection of Mahavidya who is Sakti and fulfiller of all 

desires; for, unless She is pleased, no desire can be fulfilled.” As He 

thus thought, Bhagavan Visnu saw Yoganidra, the consort of Siva, appear 

in a charming form in the sky. Thereupon, almighty Narayana, the 

master of yoga, began to pray with joined hands to that Isvaiiofthe 

world, the dispenser of blessings, for the destruction of the two Asuras. 

Visnu said; » I bow to Thee, O Devi, Candi Maharaaya, Thou who 

has: no beginning and no end, who dost create, preserve, and destroy, 

who grantest both enjoyment and salvation, and who art the consort of 

Siva. Devi, I know ndtiief your form with attribute,* nor your attribute- 
less ^ aspect. 

How can 1, therefore, know the innumerable forms under which 

Thou appearest ? Although it is impossible for me to gauge your power, 

this much at least I know, that I slept and was unconscious under Thy 

influence. I could not awaken, though repeatedly and assiduously sum¬ 

moned by Brahma. Mother, because my five senses of knowledge, and 

I I l u death-at-will, and as no one desires death there is no 
likelihood of this blessing being fulfilled—that is to sav. of theiV 
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my mind, contracted under Thy influence, I became wholly unconscious. 

I awoke only when I was released by Thee, and after that I have fought 

much. This long fight has tired me, but failed to tire these two Asuras- 

whom your blessing has made great heroes. When the Danavas, intoxi¬ 

cated with pride, came to kill Brahma, I challenged them in fight in any 

fashion they might choose. Since then I have fought hard with them in 

this vast ocean. 
“But, O Giver of honour, who can dishonour those whom Thou 

hast honoured? When, after five thousand years of fight, I saw that they 

neither desisted nor were tired, then I came to know that Thou hadst 

granted them a wonderful blessing in the matter of death. Knowing this, 

I seek the protection of Her who protects all who are helpless. Mother,, 

in the long fight I have become tired. O Destroyer of the foes of Devas, 

help me in the work of the Devas. Through haughtiness caused by the 

blessing granted by Thee, the two Asuras, who are incarnations of sin, 

have now become ready to kill me. Mother, what shall I do now,., 

where shall I go (but seek Thy protection in this great peril) ? ” Thus- 

addressed, the Devi smiled, and said to the bowing Lord of the world:: 

“ Vasudeva, these two heroes can be deceived and then killed. Narayana, 

I shall charm them with arch glances. Thus charmed by my maya yoii 

shall, O Narayana, soon destroy them.” 

Suta said: “Hearing these loving words of the Devi, Bhagavan 

reappeared in the field of battle in the midst of that vast ocean. Then, 

those two composed and mightily powerful heroes came to the same place 

and were delighted to see that Visnu had already arrived there. They 

said:^0 high-aspiring one, stay (we are two-armed), but you are four- 

armed. Still take the field of battle, knowing for certain that victory and. 

defeat depend on fate. The strong ever win, but the weak also do some¬ 

times win by chance. Wise persons should, therefore, indulge in neither 

joy nor grief in these matters. Enemy of Danavas, many Daityas have, in 

former times, been defeated by Thee. But now, fighting with us, you are 

defeated.” 
Suta said: “Seeing that the two long-armed Danavas who had thus 

spoken were prepared for fight, Visnu, with wondrous skill, dealt blows 

on them with his fists. They also, intoxicated by their great strength, 

began to strike Bhagavan with their fists. Thus they waged terrible 

war with each other. Seeing the powerful Danavas thus engaged in 

fighting, Narayana, with a pained look, cast his gaze upon the Devi’s 

face.” 
Suta said: “ Seeing Visnu thus looking pained and pitiable, the Devi 

(whose three eyes were like the morning sun) deeply reddened them, and, 

glancing at the two Asuras, laughed. Then, smiling softly, she pierced 
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and were as the five arrows of Kama*t Sorely struck by the arrows of 

desire, the two sinful Danavas, thinking that the arch glances of the Devi 

meant favour to them, were charmed. They stood motionless, regarding 

the transparent beauty of the DevL Visnu, too, who knows the purpose 

of every action, understood the Devi's object, and perceiving that the 

Danavas were charmed, smiled and sweetly said, with a voice which 

sounded like the rumbling of clouds: ^ Heroes, I have been much pleased 

with your fighting- Ask for any blessing which you may desire and I 

shall grant it- Formerly, I have seen many Danavas fighting; but I have 

neither seen nor heard of any Danava who can fight as you have done- I 

am, therefore, greatly pleased at the incomparable strength of arms pos¬ 

sessed by you two brothers, and am ready to grant you any blessing which 
you may desire.” 

Suta said: The two Daityas, who were overcome by lust, at the sight 

of Mahamaya, in whom all the world find delight, said, their vanity being 

wounded by Visnu's w*ords: VHari, what is it that you desire to give us? 

We .arc not beggars, rather we are ready to give to you. Know us to be 

givers and not beggars. Hraikeia,^ ask for whatever blessing you may 

desire- V^udeva, we too have been pleased with your admirable fight¬ 

ing-’ Hearing these words, Janardana- said in reply: * If you have been 

pleased, grant me to-day this blessing that you be killed by me-' ” 

Suta said: Hearing these words of Visnu the two Danavas became 

extremely astonished and, thinking themselves to have been deceived, 

were grieved at heart- Then, seeing aU the world full of water and 

destitute of land- they bethought themselves, and said to Visnu: * Lord of 

Devas, Janardana Hari, you are truthful, therefore grant us now the 

blessing desired of ns, which you promised us but a while ago; kill us in 

some extensive place where there is no water. We have kept our promise 

by being willing to be killed by you, and now you too keep your promise 

and be truthful.’ Remembering His Sudariana calsra,® Bhagavan 

Visnu smiled and said : ^ High-favoured Danavas, I accept your proposal, 

and shall kill you in an extensive place %vhere there is no water,' So say¬ 

ing, the Lord of Devas extended His thighs and displayed them as a water¬ 

less place above the waters of that vast ocean, saying to the two Danavas : 

‘ Here there is no water : lay your heads upon them so that I may keep 

my word and you too may keep yours.’ Hearing these words of Bhagavan 

in keeping with His promise, the two Daityas devised a plan in their 

minds and extended their bodies to an extent of one thousand yojanas^ 

^ Deva of Love, 

2 Visnu. ® Sudarsana is the name of the weapon (cakra 
or discus) of Visnu and means of good appearance. 
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each. Seeing this, Bhagavan also extended His thighs to double those 

dimensions. Madhu and Kaitabha were astonished at seeing such incon¬ 

ceivable power of maya possessed by Narayana, in whom all maya is seated, 

and laid their heads on the two wonderfully extended thighs of Bhagavan. 

Thereupon, Visnu of great prowess, rapidly severed with His Sudarsana 

cakra, the great heads of the two Daityas lying upon His thighs. Thus the 

two Daityas died, and the mass of fat which was emitted from their bodies 

covered the whole surface of the ocean. Because of this, the earth is every¬ 

where known as medini, and for the same reason (that is to say) because 

formed in mixture with that'mass of fat soil is unfit for eating. 

“ Great Munis, what you asked me I have related truly and precisely. 

Wise men should worship Mahamaya, who is also Mahavidya. She is 

Parama iSakti, whom Suras and Asuras and all worship. There is no truths 

higher than this in the three worlds. This is the truth, the truth, and the 

truth again. This is the spiritual truth which the Veda Sastra establishes. 

Worshipful is that Paxama iSakti, whether in Her form with attribute or in 
Her attributeless aspect.” 



CHAPTER VIII 

WHAT IS SAKTI ? {Contd.) 

In the case of the ordinary followers of the theories that Sakti is uncon- 
scious or that She is a great Vaisnavt, we entrust judgment upon their 

opiniDns to the Sadhakas of these communities respectively.‘ Let them 

consider whether the above two classes adopt their respective conclusions 

because there is Sastiik evidence in their support^ or because of their in¬ 

ability to enter into the deep and weighty truth which the Sastra reveals in 

the siokas above quoted, or because they have not seen or heard of all this- 

Sastrik evidence, or lastly because, even if they have so seen or heard it, 

they do not, through vanity, care to take note of it- The above-quoted 

Sastrik evidence proves that Saktitattva is divided into two parts—first, 

mayasakti, that is, Sakti whose substance is gunas. and second, citsakti,, 

which is abovt: giinas, and is massive bliss* By mayasakti has this vast 

and variegated drama of samsara been composed. In this drama citsakti 

appears as Purusa and Prakrti who, though free from all attachment in 

their real aspects, as Jivas perform this vast Bralimanda play. Giving 

birth to all things from Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara, to the minutest 

insect, and spreading the manifestations^ of Herself both as gross and 

intelligent substance/ She pervades the world. If you and I were tO' 

understand the Mother’s maya, which charms the minds of even mimis, 

with whom will that Anandamayi play the play of the unconscious w^orld? 

Blind man ! should you be proud of your philosophical knowledge ? False 

devotee ! If, in spite of your being an enemy of Saktas,^ you deem yourself 

to be a learned devotee, it is not the glory of the Sastra which will be in 

any way dimmed, but it is you who will be liable to punishment. You 

and I may hate or be malicious towards Saktas and yet not consider our¬ 

selves sinners, but Hiranyagarbha Brahma® becomes a Sakta, and says : 

1 That is, the Sadhakas of the same communities to which these theorists 
belong are a superior order of men, not likely to be swayed by such foolish 
ideas. To their judgment, therefore, the question may be safely left. The 
theorists are those who form the bulk of the Nastika and Vaisnava communities^ 
Nastika as here used means a person who thinks that Sakti is unconscious, 

^Vibhuti. ^Jada and Gaitanya. ^Worshippers ofSakti. 
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“ O Thou who art all things, how canst Thy greatness be hymned ^ 

when Thou art the Sakti in everything, asat or sat,^ which is anywhere iu 

the world ? Who can hymn Thee by whom even Bhagavan, the creator, 

preserver, and destroyer of the world, has been overcome through sleep ? 

From Thee, Visnu, Myself, and Isana® have derived our bodies. Who is, 

therefore, capable of making hymn to Thee who art the origin of even 

Brahma and others ? Devi of unspeakable power. Thy own vast powers be 

praised : and do Thou charm these two indomitable Asuras, Madhu and 

Kaitabha.’’ 

Again, Visnu says : “ Devi, I know not any form in which Thou ap- 

peareth, be it with attribute or attributeless. How, then, can I know the 

innumerable aspects of Her of whose form even I am ignorant? ” 

After the war with Mahisasura all Devas, descendants of Devas, and 

Maharsis^ stood before Katyayani, who visibly appeared to them, and 

said ; 

“We bow with reverence to the lotus feet, worshipped of all Devas 

and Maharsis, of the Mother who has assumed form by the withdrawal of 

all the iSaktis from the bodies of Devas, and who has, by Her own Sakti, 

created this world consisting of things moving and non-moving. May She 

grant us good things! May Candika, whose incomparable power and 

strength even Bhagavan, Ananta, Brahma, and Mahesvara are unable to 

describe, resolve to maintain all this world and destroy pernicious fear! 

Mother of the world 1 Thou art the cause of all this world, but still Thou 

containeth three gunas. From Brahma to Brahmanda everything is 

covered with these gunas, so that not even Hari, Hara, and others are able 

to penetrate this covering and know Thy true reality. For Thy great¬ 

ness is unfathomable. Thou art the shelter of all things. All this world 

is derived from a part® of Thee and yet Thou art above this world. 

Thou art unchanged,® primal. Supreme Prakrti,” 

Advocate of the theory that Sakti is unconscious gross matter or 

force I ^ O man 1 blundering Jiva as you are, will not your tongue become 

void of strength before it enounces your conclusions that that Sakti is 

unconscious® whose nature even Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara have 

described to be indefinable and beyond the reach of mind and speech ? By 

constantly thinking of Prakrti-tattva as “ Prakrti of the world ” your 

mind has become void of understanding,® and so to-day you dare call 

^ Stava or hymn in which the powers and doings of the Deity adored are 
lauded. 

2 That is, jada or caitanya {ante). ® Siva, ^ Great Rsis. 
® That is, God, though in the world, is yet more than the world. 
®Avikrta: that is, Prakrti in the state in which no vikara (change) has 

nrmrred onnn'ipd to the evnlvincr state of Pralcrti. 
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Mahaprakiti gross unconscious matter^,, who is Herself existence, consci¬ 

ousness, and bliss. But have you ever considered Prafcrti-tattva in the light 

that "^^the world is of Prakrti ” instead of Prakrti being of the world ? Had 

you done that you would not have fallen into such a gross blunder as to 

the true nature of Pralqti, Leaving aside philosophical theorems/ if your 

knowledge extends to even the root meanings of words, I ask you, do the 

expressions Prakrta-tattvaand Prakrta-tathyam which you are 

wont to use, signify things false? Or do they signify things true? If the 

meaning of Prakria be “ not true/^ what will you call Vikrta?^ In the 

Sams^a there are two things^ one Prakrti, and another Vikrti* That 

which is instinct wdth Prakrti is Prakrta, and the rest Vikrta. Leaving out 

of consideration differences of gender due to sufSxes, Prakrti and prakara® 

are one and the same thing. What is one’s svarupa*' is one’s prak^a; as, 

for instance, the expression Of what prakara is such and such a thing ?” 

means What is its svarupa?” Svarupa is nothing but another name for 

Prakrti. For this reason, to explain a thing as what it is, an idea of its 

Prakrti has to be given. In common parlance, therefore, what is a thing’s 

Prakrti is called that thing’s svabhava.'^ Analyzing tlie word svabhava we 

get sva, signifying self, and bhava, signifying substance,® Svarupa, Prakrti, 

or Sakti, In conclusion, therefore, that which is the Svarupa of Self is 

svabhava or Prakrti, Now, tell me, O philosophical advocate of the 

theoiy^ that Sakti is unconscious,^ is Brahman’s Erahmahood, Sakti, 

Prakrti, or Svarupa false? If not, on what authority do you call Sakti 

unconscious?^ Brahman of eternal consciousness is, as you say, truth in 

substance.^® Unless Sakti be false, it can never be separate from Brahman 

who is truth m substance; and unless it be something separate from 

Brahman, who is all consciousness, it can never be called unconscious.® 

The ultimate conclusion, therefore, of this theory is that it is the svarupa 

tattva of Brahman who is all consciousness which is unconscious.® 

Philosopher! praised be your knowledge of Sakti! Wonderful is your faith 

in the Supreme! It is from seeing and hearing all this that a Sadhaka has 

said: Who knows that K^, the darsana ^ of whom the six Darsanas 
do not obtain ?” 

It is by trying to understand Prakrd-tattva, according to the notion 

that “Prakrti is of the world,” that Carvakas^® have become sceptics. 
Different is the method of understanding for the faithful. 

^ Jada. 2 Tattva. 3 Real truth. 

^ Untrue; that which is changed, transformed, or, as it is some times said, 
corrupted. & Kind; nature. 

® Own form; what a thing or person really is. The thing or person in 
itself or himself. ’ Own nature. s Sattva. 

® Jada Satyasvarupa. Sight. Systems of Philosophy. 
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The faithful will understand that Prakrti is not of the world, but the 

world is of Prakrti. 
The expression “Prakrti of the world” conveys no idea to a man; 

for the world is of infinite extent and destined to last till the end of the 

Kalpa/ while the longest stretch of longevity for man is one lakh of 

years.2 And he, although superior to all other worldly Jivas, is yet liable 

to mistakes and blunders. The only wealth of man is his little intelligence 

and he is, moreover, oppressed by hunger and thirst, boyhood, youth 

and age, disease, sorrow, and fear. For man to judge of the substance of 

the Brahmanda is tantamount to the acquisition of a thorough knowledge 

of the sea by a shallow-water fish (that is to say, both are equally 

impossible). An Aryan Sadhaka desiring to understand the Prakrti-tattva 

of the world will have to become a slave of the Mother of the world 

instead of the world itself. He must adore Her world-embracing 

form by seeing Her reflection in the mirror of the Sastra. He must 

form an idea of the appearance of the son by seeing the appearance 

of the mother; to know the truth ® concerning the Brahmanda by 

sinking into the self of Brahmamayi. Those who have known the matter 

in this fashion have earned immortality in mortal life and laid down their 

Jives as an offering to the lotus-feet of Paramesvari! To say that Prakrti is 

of the world first of all gives rise to the suspicion, in an ordinary mind, 

that if the world be nothing else than a composition of the five elements,* 

then Isvara, Devata, Brahma, Prakrti, or Sakti—in short, nothing superior 

to gunas, maya, and the world—can exist; for Prakrti is then what the 

world is. Thus scepticism slowly appears in the field, and to a sceptic’s 

«ye the samsara appears full of only such things as are perceptible to the 

senses.® But if, with the vision of the faithful, it is realized that “ the 

world is of Prakrti,” no danger of such doubts exists, for whether made of 

five elements, or unconscious (whatever the world may be), there is no 

possibility of such qualities being necessarily attached to the self of Prakrti, 

because of the mere fact of Her being known through the world. It is not 

necessary that the mother’s body should resemble the son’s body limb per 

limb On the contrary, there must be some resemblance of the mother in 

the son. Similarly, whether the Mother of the world has anything in Her 

of the world or not, the world has surely some sakti of the Mother in it. 

This is the method of understanding for those who are subject to differentiat¬ 

ing knowledge,* although, according to the spiritual vision of adepts in 

spiritual science,® there is no difference between the world and the Mother 

of the world. Again, to know the world merely in relation to itself we 

* See post. 

® Tattva. 

2 100,000. 
* Bhutas; elements—earth, air, water, fire, ether. 
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have to know the world and the world^s sakd, but to know the world in 

relation to the Mother of the world, we have to know the world, the 

world’s saktij and the great Sakti superior to the world. Although I am 

imperfect in the world, the Mother of the world is perfect, eternal 

Brahman. Consequently in order to know Her I must rise above the 

imperfect existence of the imperfect world and reach that most perfect 

existence in which all things besides Herself are imperfect and yet aU such 

imperfect things are full of Her perfection. For this reason Aryan 

worsliippers, the best of faithful men, are averse to respect imperfect 

knowledge at the cost of a disregard for perfection, or to discuss created 

things in disregard of the supreme subject for our thought—the Crealrbc 
of the Creator of Jill created things. 

Another thing. It is indeed a terrible mystery that you should, 

through perceiving the visible world to be unconscious,^ have come to 

tliink that the great Sakti who has created that world is also so. If you 

consider the world to be unconscious/ I do not want to dispute the 

matter with you for the present; but I wish to know on what authority 

you coosider the Sakti who works the world to be unconscious.^ On the 

one hand, philosophers say that although the Sakti of the world is 

unconscious^ it appears as conscious owing to the reflection of the Sakti of 

consciousness^ in it.^’ On the other hand, Brahma himselfsays: “ Thou 

art the Sakti in everything, asat (jada) or sat (Caitanya).”® In each of these 

statements both the states of sakti have been demonstrated but with this 

difference, that while philosophers say that it appears as conscious on 

account of its reflecting consciousness thrown upon it, Brahma says that it 

seems to be unconscious ^ because unconsciousness appears in it (otlierwise 

nothing is so).* * According to philosophers, the Sakti of the world is in 

reality unconscious, but appears as conscious because it reflects the Sakti of 

consciousness; and according to Brahma, the Sakti of the world is in reality 

conscious, but seems to be unconscious because that state ^ appears in it.^ 

Now, whether the Sakti of the world reflects consciousness or 

unconsciouness, each of these views admits the existence of both consci¬ 

ousness and unconsciousness at least in the ordinary state of things, if not 

^ Jada. 2 3 That is, in gross and intelligent substance. 

* That is, asat: that is, otherwise nothing in the world would be 
unconscious. 

® The meaning of these passages is as follows: Brahma has said that ^akti 
is in everything, conscious and unconscious. On the next page it is said that 
imconsciousness is a false or mayik manifestation. Hence it follows that Sakti 
is in reality conscious, but sometimes appears as unconscious on account of the 
pl^ of Maya in it, and which Maya also is itself nothing but a peculiar aspect 
of Sakti. Thus unconsciousness is but a mayik phase of conscious Sakti, and 
in this sense a thing which reallv exists: otherwise Rmhnna’?: 
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in the state of spiritual vision. It is admitted on all hands in the com¬ 

munity of the faithful that unconsciousness ^ has come out of conscious- 

ness,^ and that the Sakti of the world has its origin in the iSakti of 

consciousness. The world is all full of Brahman.” “ One alone exists 

and no second.” “ The world is all full of Vasudeva.” “ The universe is 

all full of Siva and Sakti.” “ There is no difference between Thee and 

the universe,” “ Hari is the world and the world is Hari.” “ When Hard 

is both within and without, what is the use of performing austerities? ” If 

-all these great sayings of the Sastra be true, if He alone exists and no 

second thing, whence have come this unconscious ^ world and the Sakti of 

the world ? In reply to this question, it must either be said that the world 

and the Sakti of the world are the Brahmavibhutis ® of that great Sakti, 

or that the world and the Sakti of the world have no existence. Otherwise, 

the singleness of Brahman or Sakti cannot be maintained. It can by no 

means be said that the world does not exist and again it is not the view 

of the Arya Sastra that anything besides and second to Brahman exists. 

It must, therefore, be said that the world, the iSakti of the world, or what¬ 

ever else they may be, all are nothing but the pure display ^ of that great 

iSakti; or, in other words, nothing really exists but the Sakti of consci¬ 

ousness.^ All which is seen as unconscious matter in the world, full of 

maya, although it appears to be true, is not in reality so, but is only a 

display of error.® Again, that error itself is a manifestation^ of Brahma- 

:sakti and that manifestation^ is called maya. Of that maya, consisting 

■of three gunas, the part in which the rajas and tamas gunas predominate 

is called avidya; the state which includes everything from pure sattva 

guna to the attributeless Brahman is called vidya; in that vidya again, 

:She who is turiya sakti above all,"^ and whose substance is pure bliss, is 

called Mahavidya. Overpowered with joy in love for Her who is pure 

-existence, consciousness and bliss, the ever-joyful Isvara of all has said 

in the Camunda Tantra: 

“Kali and Tara are Mahavidyas; Sodasi, Bhuvanesvari, Bhairavi, 

Chhinnamasta, and Dhumavati are vidyas; Bagala, Matangi and Kamala 

are Siddhavidyas.” These ten Mahasaktis are Mahavidyas, Vidyas, and 

Siddhavidyas in order. That is to say, in these ten Mahasaktis which 

embody perfect manifestations of the Saktitattva must be sought the 

harmonious setting forth of Mahavidyas, Vidyas, and Siddhavidyas, in the 

above order. This is the meaning of the above quotation as it appears 

from the wording of the Slokas. In the Syama-Rahasya, however, all the ten 

:^aktis have been called Mahavidyas. “ Kali, Tara, Sodasi, Bhuvanesvari, 

^Jada. 2 Gaitanya. ® Brahma manifestations (see 

^ Vibhuti (seepost). ^ Citsakti. ® Bhranti. 
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Bhairavi, Chhinnamasta, MatangT, Kamala, Dhumavatf, and Bagala are 

called Mahavidy^.** In another place of the same treatise it has been' 

said: “ In the Kali age Siddhi in all the Mahavidyas is the best.” Here 

the word “ all,” which expresses combination, and the use of the plural 

number, signify that all the ten are called Mahavidyas. Besides this, in 

the Visvasara Tantra it has been clearly stated that “ Mahavidya is pre¬ 

ceded by the prefix malia.” For this reason all Tantrik teachers are of 

opinion that in the last line—“ eta da^a mahavidyah siddhavidyah pra- 

kirtitah ”—of the above quotation from the Camunda Tantra all the ten- 

have been indirectly called by the general names of mahavidya and 

siddhavidya. Heiice, according to Visvasara Tantra, Kali and Tara are 

Mahamaha-siddhavidyas, Sodasi, Bhuvane^vari, Bhairavi, Chhinnaraasta, 

and Dhumavad are MahasiddJiavidyas, and Bagala, Matan^, and Kamala 

are Siddbamahasiddliavidyas. 

In the Chapter on the play of Sakti, we shall attempt to show, so far 

as it will lie in our power, what appearances of massive Bliss they have in 

the aspect of turiya consciousness. At present we shall discuss, according, 
to Sastra, whether She is maya or maya is Hers. 

The Mother’s name is Mahamaya, and this, too, is a maha (great) 

maya of Hers. Blinded by this Maya pandits of imripe intelligence fall 

into the pit of erroneous inferences, and losing themselves in it, think diat 

maya is nothing but the material of the gross unconscious’ world and that 

She, too, is maya by whom that maya is held, and who is primal, eternal, 

and perfect Brahinan. If She too is maya, then why has She the name 

Mahamaya ? If maya and the person possessing maya are one and the 

same thing, if the seed and the tree are one and the same thing, then why 

should there be difference of conditions of names and aspects? In fact,, 

wherever Sastra has made mention of that Mah^akti, with reference to 

the part of Her which is maya, it has given Her the name of Mahamaya j 

and again, wherever it has made mention of Her with reference to Her 

Brahma-aspect, there also it has called Her Mahamaya. In both places- 

the root-word mahat is the adjective of maya with this difference that in- 

the place where reference is made to maya the samasa® is Karmadharaya® 

—that is to say, She who is mahati (great) maya is Mahamaya, while in 

the place where reference is made to the Brahma-aspect the samasa is 

Bahubrihi ’—that is to say, She who has mahati (great) maya is Maha¬ 

maya. Just as the larva of a silkworm is botli the instrumental and the 

material cause of the production of thread—^instrumental because threads 

are produced by its will, and material because they are produced from its 

body—so Mahasakti is both the instrument and tlie material cause of the 

^ Jada. “ Compound. . 
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work of the world. She is the instrumental cause because, being will 

itself, She has willed to create the world in Her blissful true resolve, and 

She is the material cause because She has spread maya which is her own 

vibhuti,^ and out of it fashioned all things both moving and non-moving. 

That instrumental aspect is Sakti or Brahman, and this material aspect is 

Maya. 
In the process of creation also, in the body of the Jiva, the Brahma- 

aspect is Atma and the Maya aspect is antahkarana.^ In the illustration 

of the larva of the silkworm itself there appears another phase of maya. 

Imprisoned in the web of threads produced by itself, which it thinks 

belongs to itself, it remains for some time bound by them and yet does not 

feel itself to be so. In course of time its aspect undergoes a change under 

that covering of threads, and after a while that very larva assumes the 

form of a butterfly, rends the sheath formed of its own threads, and with 

its sublimely beautiful body flies forth, spreading its fine and transparent 

wings in the infinite sky, in perfect bliss, with an unfettered life and a free 

heart, leaving behind on earth only its rent sheath of threads. Similarly, 

the maya aspect, mind, which is bound by the self-created threads of 

samsara and is attracted to and crushed by that samsara, controls, by 

means of self-restraint, all affection, attraction, and attachment of and to 

the samsara, and is even while confined in the womb of samsara, absorbed 

in the thought of the beauteous lotus-feet of Her who holds the universe in 

Her womb and dwells in the heart of Visvesvara. Thus absorbed, its 

form changes of itself, unknown to the three worlds; then, in the fullness of 

time, it rends, with its own strength, the maya-sheath of samsara. Blessed 

with the merciful regard of the Charmer of Mahakala® and dispeller of the 

fear of death, it spreads its two wings of discrimination^ and dispassion,® 

and taking with it the brilliant and shining Atma which then forms its 

body, the pure and sattvika maya, which is mind, becomes a Prajapati 

(Lord of the Universe through Sakti). As Vidya® it rises above the universe 

and soars high in the infinite expanse of heaven towards the seat of 

existence, consciousness and bliss, which belongs to Mahavidya. The 

flame of the forest fire is lost in the orb of the sun; lightning shot from its 

region is lost in the body of the cloud of massive bliss.’ The broken cage 

of mind—that is to say, the body composed of five elements—is alone left 

behind in the samsara. 

1 Manifestation, 
2 Mind, etc. (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), ^ The Devi. 
^ Viveka, the power to distinguish the real and the unreal. 
^ Vairagya, indifference to worldly things. 
® Spiritual knowledge; as the soul which knows {vide post). 
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It is tliis phase of may a consisting of spiritual knowledge which is 

called vidya. By virtue of this vidya one reaches Her, the Mahavidya, who 

is adored of all the world, and is the object of sadhana. Sadhaka, he alone 

in the world has acquired useful knowledge whose knowledge is employed 

not to earn worldly riches, but spiritual wealth or Mahavidya, In this 

vast sea of samsara he alone is past master of the art of sailing across the 

world who has moored his vessel in the port of Kulakundalim. Thus, O 

SMhaka, the Mother is yours. Am I, tlien^ motherless? Have I no 

mother, although the three worlds have their mother? Say then, O 

Mother, that you arc the Sadhaka’s Mother. Extremely ignorant and 

devoid of siddhi and sadhana as I am, what will become of me? Although 

a son of Mahavidya, I have, O Mother, been blinded and benighted 
by deep avidya.i 

What, then, will be my fate? This vessel of mine is drifting down the 

stream of samsara with the ebb of pra'^^tti “ I cannot hold it back; I have 

not tlie power to stay it wdth nivrtti.® Nay, Mother, the vessel is unable 

even to drift on any longer. It is a small craft, and has, moreover, 

nine openings in it,^ The sea has, by constantly breaking over 

it, filled it with its salt waters, and has left not even standing-room. Now 

I shall sink, and that not to rise. Daughter of the earth’s supporter/ hold 

me, hold me, O Mother, There is no strength left in these my weak arms. 

Extend for once, O Mother, your two hands of blessing and assurance.® 

Merciful Mother, turn once and look at me* My Mother, in this vast sea 

this witless, helpless child of yours has none else whom he can call his own. 

O Mother, Mother Kula-kundalini, be a mother and take me up once 

into your bosom. Let this vessel sink for good."^ The Sastra says that you 

are Mahavidya, because you can be reached through vidya. But, I ask, 

how are you Mahavidya unless you can save the child of yours who is 

destitute of vidya ? Through my vidya I sink,® Now through your vidya 

save me, and prove that you are rightly called Mahavidya. Let the vanity 

which this sinner entertains of having acquired vidya, such a vidya as has 

led to Ms downfall, be destroyed. Glory to you. Mother Mahavidya! 

^ Ignorance ^ 'pjig path of desire. See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. 

® Cessation of desire. 

^ The vessel is the body. The nine openings are the two eyes, the two ears, 
the two nostrils, the mouth, the genitals, and the anus. 

® DharMhara, the mountain. 

® The Devi’s hands make the mudras, vara and abhaya. 

^ ^ That is, let the vessel sink for good so that it may not have to struggle 
again on the surface of the wwidly ocean of samsara. Let it sink in Her bosom 
where there is no such struggle* 
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Whether I have the power or not, you are the wealth which the world seeks 

in sadhana. 

Sadhaka, just as mental Sakti, which is manifested maya, is called 

vidya when it becomes free from the bonds of samsara and rushes towards 

the Mahasakti with dishevelled hair ; so it is called avidya when it forgets 

Her and is intoxicated by the things of the world—wife, children, and the 

like. In this connection we may cite the following from the Markandeya 

Purana : 

“ That Devi Bhagavati Mahamaya forcibly draws the mental faculties 

of even the wise, and gives them over to delusion. By Her is created all 

the world, consisting of things moving and non-moving, and She alone, 

the dispenser of blessings, when pleased, grants salvation to Jiva. That 

eternal supreme Vidya is the cause of liberation. She, again, is the cause 

-of Jiva’s bondage in samsara. She is the Isvari of all Isvaras.” 

Again : “ King ! although eternal, that Devi Bhagavati incarnates 

Herself again and again in the manner aforesaid, and maintains the world. 

,By Her is this universe deluded, and She gives birth to the universe. If 

pleased. She grants wealth and knowledge to all who beg it of Her. Lord 

of men ! at the time of the great Dissolution^ this entire universe is pervad¬ 

ed by that Mahakali in the form of a great destructive power.^ She it is 

who at times appears as a destructive power ; She it is who again appears 

as the creation ; and, again, it is that unborn eternal Devi who at times 

preserves all things. In prosperity She is Laksmi in the houses of men 

granting increase. In adversity She becomes Alaksmi for their ruin. (Here 

it may be objected, why, then, worship Her, if, according to men’s lot, 

She appears as Laksmi and Alaksmi in prosperity and adversity in order 

to do service or disservice to them? In answer to this question the follow¬ 

ing is said): When duly prayed to and worshipped with flowers, incense 

and the like. She grants wealth, progeny, and other things to the Sadhaka 

who desires such things, and beneficial attachment to dharma^ to him who 

does not desire them,” 

Again, in the following Chapter it is said: “ Oh King, I have thus 

related to you the greatness of the Devi, which is the best of all things 

which man can relate. So wonderful is the power of the Devi who sup¬ 

ports the world. Even as She holds the world under the spell of maya- 

moha,^ so also the same Bhagavati Visnu-maya provides it with vidya.^ 

‘That may a has deluded and deludes you, this, Vaisya, and all other people 

^ Mahapralaya. 
^ Mahamari, which generally means a great plague. 
® Duty, religion (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra). 

* The delusion which is caused by maya. 
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who have the faculty of disciimination/ and wiU delude all such people 

born in future. Great King, seek the protection of that Paramesvarl, 

Being worshipped, She grants worldly happiness^ heaven/ and liberation ^ 

to men,” Here, too, the Rsi has in view two aspects of Sakti. In relation 

to the bondage of samsara, He speaks of the maya aspect, and, again, for 

liberation from that bondage he points out the Brahma-aspect for worship, 

and says: “ Seek the protection of ParamesvarL” “ She alone, the Dispenser 

of blessings, grants liberation to Jiva when pleased/' “ O Devi, a spell of 

delusion spreads over all this world. Being pleased. Thou alone in the 

world can grant liberation/’ 

It is when the Mother of the world, in the aspect of maya, appears as 

the deluder of the world that She assumes various forms, the variety of 

which is due to differences in sattva, rajas, and tamas gunas in them, and 

it is then that She plays the Acts and the Scenes of the drama of Samsara, 

Such forms are intelligence, sleep, hunger, chhaya,'* power, thirst, forbear-- 

ance, caste and class, shame, peace, reverence, beauty, wealth, function/ 

memory, mercy, contentment (inclination), error, intellect, earth, nourish- 

raent, brilliance, restraint, and other innumerable ^aktis. At the root of 

ail these forms lies She who is eternal consciousness, and who, again, is, as 

maya, known in the three worlds by the name of Visnu-maya. It is a 

sight fit only for the divine vision of Devas- When, therefore, through 

fear of Sumbha and NiSumbha, they began to worship Her w^ho dwells in 

the heart of Sambhu, they first of all showed that She was the Ordainer of 

the universe as maya, and then made prayer to Her by calling Her 

“ Saviour So at tlie beginning of the hymn it is said: 

** To the Devi who is Visnu-maya in all things, obeisance, obeisance, 

obeisance to Her, obeisance, obeisance. To the Devi who is called con¬ 

sciousness in all things, obeisance, obeisance to Her, obeisance to Her, 

obeisance, obeisance* To the Devi who exists in all things as intelligence,, 

obeisance, obeisance to Her, obeisance to Her, obeisance, obeisance,” and 

so forth* 

It is here that the philosophers who advocate the theory that sakti is 

unconscious ^ have given supreme evidence of their intelligence and learn¬ 

ing* They think that all these saktis held in the body of the JIva are gross ^ 

^ Literally, “ pi>ssessing viveka ”, This is ordinary’" discrimination vvliich 
distinguishes one thing from another in the common world of appearance^ as^ 
for instance, happiness from sorrow, and not the higher form of discrimination, 
which distinguishes the real from that which appears to be such* 

“ Svarga* ® Mukti* 

^ Lit : shadow or reflection. (See A. and E* Avalon’s " Hymns to the 
Goddess/’) 

® Vrtii. The vrtti of a thing is the work that it does, and therefore function* 
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saktis. The Devas have said: “ The Devi who is called the iSakti of con¬ 

sciousness in all things,” “ who pervades this entire universe as conscious* 

ness, obeisance, obeisance, obeisance to Her.” The Devas say that She is 

consciousness itself, but the philosophers possessing so-called acute vision, 

think that She is unconscious. For this we cannot blame the philosophers, 

for of course nothing that they say is unsupported by reason. And the 

reason here is this: If She is not unconscious,^ whence have the philoso* 

phers got such an idea, notwithstanding Her being intelligence, memory,, 

and the like? What they say is, therefore, true. What difference would 

there be between Deva, Danava, and man, if what Devas see as conscious 

does not appear as unconscious to the eyes of men? Whilst the sight of a 

lovely child makes the milk flow from a mother’s breast it causes the 

lolling tongue of a wolf to quickly waggle. The form in which She 

appears before a person depends on the peculiar tendencies with which 

he is endowed by Her. Moved by fear for Madhu and Kaitabha, Bhaga- 

van Brahma made prayer to the tamasi jada-sakti,^ appearing as sleep, 

and instantly that sleep, which robs people of consciousness, became 

consciousness itself, and, assuming the aspect of a four-armed Devi riding 

a lion, stood forth in the firmament. Philosopher, if you are a believer, 

if you have faith in the words of Devas, explain to me by means of reason¬ 

ing and arguments why you understand this Sakti to be unconscious^ 

Sakti. What shall I say to you? To Her alone I say, O Mother, in the 

Satya age you destroyed the Daityas Surnbha and Nisumbha by first 

spreading your vibhuti saktis® and then withdrawing them, but how 

much longer will you allow these Daityas of the Kali age to live! Or who 

is such a Sadhaka in this Kah age as can, like the Devas, bring You to 

earth with his prayer ? I, therefore, ask, O Mother, when will such a 

powerful Sadhaka be born as will be able to sacrifice these Daityas before 

You, and with their blood make the current of your worship again flow 

strong in India ? 

So much about what philosophers have understood. What Sadhakas 

will next hear will astound them. The very remembrance of the thing 

makes me feel as if the gates of hell are opening under me. The Brahma- 

daityas ^ of the nineteenth century have arrived at still another conclusion. 

They say that the Sakta-Dharma ® is a result of the coalescence between 

Hinduism and Buddhism.® In sorrow for such things as this have poets 

^ Jada. 

® The unconscious sakti, whose substance was the tamas guna. 

® Kausiki, Kali, and so forth. 

^ The sect of Brahmos, against whom the book wars, and who are called 
demons of the nineteenth century. 

® The religion of the worshippers of Sakti. 
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sting: “What do not people see when the sunsets! Innumerable stars 

shine m the sky^ lights show their power in every house, and even the 

tiny young of glow-worms spread their lustre in every direction*^' There 

is nothing in what they (the Brahmos) say which deserv^es a reply rather 

than mere ridicule. To-day the sun of Bharata’s^ Dharma has, in circling 

round Bharata-Sumem/ disappeared on one side, and in the darkness 

wMch has ensued Daityas, Danavas and Pisacas® have made their appear¬ 

ance. Community of Sadhakas! this state of things udli not last much 

longer. Ruddy rays of the young sun have become visible on the summit 

of the Sumeru. She who grants all desires Hei^self stands forth to reply, 

and, with high arms outstretched, says: “ Fear not, fear not! Sit for one 

more moment on the vira’s seat of sava-sadhana in this great cremation 

ground and firmly continue the japa^ of the great mantra of the great 

Sakti. The sun of siddhi for the T^trik world is about to rise. She 

to whom the Tantra belongs says: ^No Pasus^ will remain on earth, 

but oniy Kauias.' 

Even here the trouble does not end. Towards the close of the above- 

mentioned saying of the Devas relating to the aspects of the DevI^ and 

while dealing with the maya-vibhutis ® of the Mayamayi, they say: “ To 

the Devi who exists in all things as error, obeisance, obeisance to Her, 

obeisance to Her, obeisance^ obeisance.” But this expression of truth from 

the small hearts of Devas has found no place in the large heart of this 

little religion,^ A wife may enter into the apartments of a queen 

and steal her ornaments, but on reacliing home she is at her wits’ end to 

know which ornament to put on which part of her body. 

Similarly, the eclectic fraternity, which is bent on establishing con¬ 

cordance between jiU schools of thought, has, by purloining this statement 

of the aspects of Maya-Brahma from the Markandeya-Gandi^ put it on the 

head of the new Brahman of theirs, which is partly with and partly with¬ 

out attributes^ and have at last found, with utter astonishment, that “ The 

Devi exists in all things as error/’ Horror of horrors! This cannot be. 

The Merciful Father can never exist as error; for everyone professing the 

“ little religion,” ^ is imerring and above all error. The Brahmo has, 

therefore, substituted the expression “as good” (mangala-rupena) for the 

expression “as error” (bhrantirupena). O what depth of learning! 

His kiiov/ledge of versification is commensurate with his knowledge of 

^ India. ^ Mount Meru. 

® Deraons and filthy and malignant spirits. 

^ An allusion to the Tantrik rite in which the sadhaka recites mantras 
seated on a corpse, 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sdsira, ® Maya-manifestations. 
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Brahman! The Brahman who is supposed to be formless, taintless, and 

made of all sorts of negation, has nothing to do with whatever is frightful, 

horrible, oppressive, and dangerous, or with the darkness, sorrow, grief, 

disease, dirt, abomination, damnation, and sin which there are in the 

world, but sits still and alone in a formless abode of peace, selecting and 

gathering by Its side only such things as are good according to Brahmos. 

Around It the infinite multitude of Jivas inhabiting the infinite universe 

are consumed in the fire of sin, trouble, grief, sorrow, disease, and suffering. 

But Brahman, who is Isvara and Bhagavan, and aware of their existence, 

takes no heed of them, but in hatred and disgust turns His face against 

them. Tell me, brother Brahmajnam,^ does not this bespeak onesidedness 

on the part of the universe-pervading Creator of the Universe? Brother, 

you take pride in your knowledge of Brahman. But what is the meaning 

of the word Brahman? The verbal root “bringha” means pervasion. 

What is all-pervading is called Brahman. Is it possible for Brahman who 

is all-pervading to be so one-sided as to be associated with what is good to 

the exclusion of what is bad, with smiles and not with tears, with heaven 

and not with hell—to be in virtue and not in sin? Our Brahman is a quite 

different thing; the Brahman of the Aryasastra, from which you have 

obtained the name of Brahman, exists as well in heaven as in hell, as well 

in virtue as in sin, as well in desire as in cessation of desire,^ as well in 

good as in evil, as well in creation as in destruction, as well during 

awaking as in sleep, as well in Atma as in mind, as well in prana as in 

the senses. It exists the same everywhere, in every molecule and atom ® 

of the innumerable millions of universes,^ consisting each of fourteen 

worlds^; It exists everywhere in unconsciousness,® consciousness,^ and in 

the play of consciousness. It is She who causes bondage, and it is She, 

again, who brings about liberation. For this reason, after the killing of 

Mahisa, the Asura, the Devas understood that just as the worshipping pro¬ 

pensity in their hearts came from Her, so the fighting propensity in the 

hearts of Asuras also came from Her. Just as She provided the Devas 

with Svargalaksmi® for their prosperity, so also She was the cause of the 

fatal night of Asura Mahisa’s death. When the Devas perceived this, 

they said: 
Oh Devi, who art Laksmi ^ in the houses of virtuous men, Alaksmi 

in the houses of sinful men, intelligence in the hearts of cultured men, 

reverence in the hearts of pious men, and shame in men bom of good 

^ Knower of Brahman; here, a Brahmo. 
® Anu and paramanu, 
® Bhuvanas, ® Jada, 
® The tutelary Devi of Svarga, or Heaven. 

2 Nivrtti. 
* Brahmandas, 
’ Caitanya. 
® Devi of prosperity. 
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families, I bow to Thy iotus-feet- O Devi, maintain the universe,” It is 

because, as avidya, which is error/ She can bind, that as vidya, which is 

knowledge,- She can again remove the bondage. Otherwise, who is She 

to liberate who has not the power to bind? It can never be that while the 

judge win order imprisonment, the jailer will give release. Just as the 

judge'^s order is necessary^ for imprisonment, so it is also necessary for 

release. The Aryasastra is not so blind, so foolish, and so erring, as to be 

terrified on hearing that “ She exists as error,” The Sastra therefore says: 

That eternal supreme Vidya is the cause of liberation. She, again, is 

the cause of Jiva's bondage in samsaxa. She is the Isvari of the Isvaras of 

aUI Although, according to prison rules, a prisoner can sometimes obtain 

temporary freedom to walk in the prison yard, such freedom cannol give 

him permanent release, for his hands and feet remain stiU firmly bound 

by iron chains. Similarly, although one can live in heaven^ and similar 

regions ^ in consequence of having performed works of high religious merit, 

one does not thereby become free from the bondage of raaya. Unless 

Mahamaya, in whom are the three gunas and w^ho holds in Her hand the 

cords of the three gunas constituting the bondage of maya. Herself removes 

the bonds, who else in the world can grant release? The Sastra has, 

therefore, said, “ She is the Isvari of the Isvaras of all that is to say, 

although Brahma and other Devas are Isvaras of all, they have to pray to 

Her, the supreme Isvari, for the removal of their bondage and liberation. 

She is the sole Isvari of the isvaras of all. 

The aforesaid physical saktis—^intelligence, sleep, hunger, thirst, 

beauty, memory, intellect, restraint, etc,—which appear unconscious® to us 

in our ordinary vision, are not in reality unconscious. Just as light cannot 

be dark, so sakd cannot be unconscious. Different parts of the maya-Sakti 

which consists of the three gunas, sattva, rajas, and tamas, can only differ 

from each other in so far as one or other of the gunas predominate; for 

instance, the sattva guna predominates in saktis like mercy, peace, beauty, 

shame, forgiveness, and reverence; the rajas guna predominates in Saktis 

of passion like desire, anger, greed, effort, intoxication of mind® and 

vanity ; and the tamas guna predominates in saktis like delusion, lethargy, 

error, drowsiness, and sleep. 

Of these, the sattvik ^ktis are always naturally manifest and consci¬ 

ous; the tamasik Saktis are always uomanifest and seemingly unconscious, 

full of delusion, and insensible; and the rajasik saktis are partly manifest 

and partly unmanifest, partly conscious and partly unconscious. On seeing 

^ Bhranti. ^ Jnana. 

® Svarga, one of the fourteen regions (lokas). 

^ Loka (see post and Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 
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the tamasik saktis above-mentioned, a person may easily arrive at the con¬ 

clusion that they are unconscious. But does he never ask himself, whence 

have these saktis come ? According to Jiva’s destiny, from the very time 

that he takes a body, an inseparable relationship is established between 

him and the enjoyment of happiness and suffering of sorrow. The senses, 

the mind, the function of life and the whole of the Jiva’s body are made 

in such a manner as to be suitable for this enjoyment and suffering. For 

this reason sleep is as much necessary to him as food. And according to 

this necessity She, as Jiva, appears both as enjoyment and suffering as well 

as sleep. If She does not exist as consciousness at the root of sleep, who, 

then, is its cause ? Light in the moon, radiance in the sun, power of burn¬ 

ing in fire, motion in air, coolness in water, smell in earth—these saktis 

may ordinarily appear to be unconscious, but in reality they are not so. 

They merely seem to be unconscious. To admit that all these saktis are 

really unconscious is almost to accept the atheistic^ principle ; for self-ori¬ 

gination of material sakti is the same thing as creation, preservation, and 

destruction of the world by Nature. In the eyes of the faithful there is 

nothing really unconscious in the dominion of the Mother, who is made of 

•consciousness. All the things which we know to be unconscious are, to the 

sight of wise men, nothing but emanations of consciousness from Her 

whose substance is consciousness ; only, by reason of the incapacity of the 

world which is composed of the three gunas to manifest pure consciousness, 

they are darkened just as are the sun’s rays when passed through a blue 

glass, with this difference—that while the sun’s rays and the blue glass are 

different things, in the case of this light the sun, the rays, and the glass are 

one and the same thing. 

In the root She is all-Brahman ; in the stem She is all-maya ; in the 

flower She is all-world, and in the fruit She is all-liberation. Brahman, 

Isvara, Maya, and Avidya—these are Her four aspects. Dividing Herself 

into these four parts, the Player of the blissful play throughout the world 

becomes Herself mad in the intoxication of Her own joy—Herself taking 

birth, Herself dying. Herself dancing in Her own cremation ground, and 

Herself becoming Siva in Her own corpse. She Herself enjoys the play. 

She is Herself Purusa,^, Herself Prakrti, Herself the spouse of Mahakala, 

Herself attachment, inclination, and goal, and Herself the daughter of 

Supreme bliss. She is Herself maya. Herself non-maya, and Herself She 

who yields maya. She is Herself vidya. Herself avidya and Herself the 

eternal Devi who is the object of sadhana. Ask the Vedas, the Vedantas, 

the Puranas, or the Tantras, and every one of these Sastras will bear un¬ 

mistakable testimony to this Her (monistic) character. In this sastrik 
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, vision of faith^ a ;5adhaka sees the Brahmanda-play in both Her aspects of 

vidya and avidya, and sits on the Mother’s lap in both bondage and libe¬ 

ration, The world regai'ds the bondage as due to mayaj but he sees it to 

be caused by the Mother, It then inspires him with love and a feeling of 

wounded pride. Softened by that love^ and hardened by that feeling of 

wounded prides he sits lo’^dngly on the lap of the Mother, holding Her 

hand with his hands, which are bound with the bonds of maya, and, over¬ 

whelmed with tender feeling, says : Mother, what a mad^ girl you are! ” 

The mad Sadhak Vilambara has therefore said, addressing the mad 

mother: Is it for nothing that I tell yon, O Kali, that you were a 

magician’s daughter? Otherwise, why should you have enchanted the 

whole w^orld witli maya-magic? ” 

Again, the peaceful Sadhaka Kamalakanta has sung: Tell me, what 

is bad and what is good in you. Some you save by granting them know¬ 

ledge in the form of vidya. Others you cover with avidya and draw down 

into the pit of delusion. Many people say that every Jiva is Siva, Why, 

then, does He who is ever joyful become destitute of joy? Mother Kali, I, 

Kamal^anta, tell you my mind. Some enjoy happiness followed by 

happiness^ while others pass their lives in sorrow.” After seeing, hearing, 

and thinking over all this, one can only say: I always seek Thee who 

art above maya, fiiU of maya, universal maya, eternal, pure, blameless, one 

without a second^ and, again, the cause of the world’s liberation through 

maya,^ the bridge over the sea of existence*” 

Those who, on merely hearing the name of sakti, leap to the conclu¬ 

sion that sakti is maya without understanding the three-foid division oF 

sakti-tattva ^ into vidya, avidya, and pararaa, and without knowing the 

difference between maya-sakti and Brahma-sakti—to them it is needless to 

show any evidence other than the words of that Maya and professor of 

Maya; for these words are sufficient. When the Mother of the world was 

bom of the womb of Menaka in the house of Himalaya, the King of 

mountains was astonished at the sight of Her form possessing the lustre of 

a crore of suns, l^earmg on Her head the crescent moon, large-eyed, and 

eight-armed and, bowing down to the earth before Her, with folded hands, 

and voice trembling with reverence, said 

As pointed out by Babu Dinesh Chandra Sen History of Bengali Lan¬ 
guage and Literature,” p. 119), the English word “ mad ” does not convey the 
meaning of the word “pagla,” for in Bengali it is tinged with a feeling of ten¬ 
derness, and persons so called are greatly loved. The term denotes rather a 
person of amiable and eccentric character, and is akin to the Persian dewana. 

Maya is here both the binder and the liberator (see post), As binder She 
is universal maya, and as liberator She is above maya* In what sense Maya 
can liberate, is explained, see posL 

^ Here meaning sakti. 
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** Mother, who are you of wonderful form, possessing large eyes and 

auspicious marks? My child, I fail to discover who you really are. Yourself 

tell me the truth about Yourself.” 

In reply to this question put by Himalaya, the Devi said: 

“ Know Me to be (supreme) Sakti, the Genitrix of the world, under 

whose protection Mahesvara lives, whose substance is all aisvaryas ^ and 

knowledge, and who is the cause of all activities and the ordainer of 

creation, preservation, and destruction. I dwell in the hearts of all things; 

I carry men across the sea of samsara; I am eternal bliss; I am eternal. 

Brahman in substance and Isvari.^ Father, pleased with the austerities 

practised by you and mother Menaka, and worshipped as daughter by 

you both, I have, through your wonderful good fortune, taken birth in 

your house.” Here, also. She has described Herself as parama-sakti,^ 

above maya. 
Again, in the same book,^ where reincarnation is dealt with, She says r 

“ On coming out of the mother’s womb, Jiva is deluded by my maya^ 

and forgets the pains it suffered therein.” 

“ Father, for his liberation from the chains of body a seeker of salva¬ 

tion should contemplate nie as blameless, subtle, beyond the reach of 

speech, pure, attributeless, transcendently luminous, all-pervading, the 

sole cause of creation, preservation, and destruction, without a second,, 

without beginning, whose substance is existence, consciousness and bliss.” 

“ Great King, deluded by my maya, Jivas fail to know that supreme and 

undecreasing form of mine which is in everything and is without a second. 

But those who worship Me with devotion cross the great sea of this maya.” 

Himalaya also himself says: “ Do not delude me any longer with Thy 

supreme maya. O Isvari of the universe, I bow to Thee.” 

In the Devi Bhagavata, and other books also, the same thing has been 

said. Now tell me, O advocate of the maya theory! If Sakti Herself is 

nothing but maya, what is that other maya which She specifies as “ my 

maya ” ? 
The following appears in the Mahanirvana Tantra®: 

“The Devi asked: What is the form of Mahakali who is the origin 

of mahat ’ and other tattvas; who is subtler than the subtlest, greatly 

luminous, and the primal iSakti? Form is possible in only such things as 

are the work of Prakrti. But She is above Prakrti, and supreme beyond 

all. Deva, be pleased to dispel thoroughly this doubt from my mind.” 

^ Qualities of lordship of Isvara (see post), 

2 Ruler. ® Tapas (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 

^ Supreme Sakti. ® Chap. xvii.. 
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Now^ if She is merely Prakitij why^ then^ does the Devi say that it is 

not possible for Her to have a form originated from Prakrti? ^ 

In the Knlarnava Taniraj Mahadeva says to the Devi: He who 

is deluded by Thy maya sees not while he sees, understands not while lie 

hears, and knows not the truth ® while he reads*” 

(Here^ also, il' tlie Dcvi is only maya, why, then, does Mahadeva say 

“ Thy maya?”) The Sastra says that She is maya, whose substance is 

maya, and who is yet above maya- Advocate of the maya-theory t forget 

for once the maya of maya and be charmed by the maya of the Mother. 

Know this maya to be not maya only^ but the Mothermaya—seeing 

the maya-play of the Mother sink in the sweetness of maya. It is because 

this maya exists that as children of the Mother we strive to sit on the lap 

of the Mother. It is with reference to this maya-thcory that in Gitanjaii ® 

it is said; “The Vedas say that all efforts are in vain; for, O brother, 

everything is maya. The Tantras say that Mahamaya smiles through 
maya, for it is the Mother's maya/' 

View^ed with a little discrimination, the very maya which is nothing 

but the cause of bondage in samsara appears as attractive as an elysium 

of bliss. Cannot the very same maya, by the influence of which we 

become attached and bound in love to father, mother, wife, children, 

etc,, also liberate us, if through it we become attached by lo\^e to the 

Mother who is all full of maya? It is because this maya exists that there 

exists the difference between the worshipper and the worshipped. Once 

the tie of tins maya is broken, the relation between the worshipper and 

the worshipped will cease, as much as that between father, mother, wife, 

children, and the like. A devotee is, therefore, afraid lest maya should dis¬ 

appear, and he should thus be debarred from taking the name of Mother. 

Although a jnam ^ desires to be altogether free from maya, a bhakta,^ 

wliile he throws off maya so far as the samsara is concerned, secretly and 

carefully nourishes maya for the Mother in the core of his heart. Leaving 

the samsara of maya, he enters into the samsara of the Mother* All who 

live In this samsara of the Mother constantly sing: “ Parvat! is our 

Mother, Deva Mahe^'ara is our Father^ the Bhairavas are our brothers, 
and the three worlds arc our home.” 

But lest, tlirough the influence of the Mother's name, which is 

antagonistic to maya, this maya should disappear, leaving no means of 

^ That is, if Mahakall is, in substance, nothing but Prakrti, then it is but 
natural that She should arise out of Prakrti and have a form. The very fact 
that the Devi tliinks it impossible f>r hlahakali to have a form arising out of 
Prakrti proves that She is more than Prakrti. 

^ Tattva. 3 author’s work of that n;ime. 

^ He who follows the path of jnana, or knowledge. 
5 1LT_l_ _ ,1 f'l 1 1 . 
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protecting the self, I desire, while there is yet time, to take the name of 

the Mother to my heart’s content; lest, when the Mother and the son will 

meet, there should be left no opportunity for the son to take the Mother’s 

name; lest there should be for the rest of my existence an end to my 

taking the name of Mother—the Gitanjali mournfully says: 

“The day passes; it will last no longer. How much longer, O 

Mother, shall I bear the torments of the bondage of existence? ” 

“ To this samsara full of may a you make me return time after time, 

under the influence of maya. My heart is rent; I can bear it no longer*” 

“ If everything in samsara is possessed of maya, then grant me, O 

Mother, that maya in which the son knows none but the Mother.” 

“ Untie the cords of the present maya, and tie, O Mother, the cord of 

that maya by virtue of which the fire of maya will not touch me.”^ 

“ Putting away from me the three-fold fire,^ take me up, O Mother, 

on Thy lap. Let me, for the last time in my life, call ^ Mother, Mother,’ 

and then I shall call no more.” 

“ My life burns with an intense hunger. Give me, O Mother, the 

nectar of Thy milk to drink. The fire of woes burns constant and furious. 

It will not be extinguished but by that nectar.” 

“ O Spouse of !§iva, do not fear that if once I get that nectar I shall 

not seek it anymore. Simple child! do you not know that the thirst for 

nectar is not satiated with the drinking of it? ” 

Such Pauranik evidence as has so far been produced on the subject of 

:Sakti-tattva proves that it is from iSakti that the entire and universal 

Brahmanda takes its birth; that She alone creates, preserves, and destroys 

it, and that She alone is the highest and the best, and the object of 

worship to even the Devas whom the world worships. Because of this 

Saivas, Vaisnavas, Sauras, and Ganapatyas® should not think that !§iva, 

Visnu, the Sun and Ganapati avail nothing. As a matter of fact, all the 

Devas who are worshipped according to the five forms of worship 

(paficopasana)^ are equally instinct with Sakti; none is superior or inferior 

to another. When Rsis have had it in mind to intensify the piety and 

devotion of a class of Sadhakas, they have described the character and 

play of a particular Devata in a Purana, and shown that Devata of that 

Purana to be the highest of all Devatas. So much is this so that in books 

hke the Devi Bhagavata, the Skanda Purana, the Kalika Purana, and the 

Kurma Puranas, the greatness of Siva, Visnu, or Sakti has been describ- 

^ed in such a way in one part, and in such another way in a 

1 That is, instil vidya in order that avidya may be dispelled. 

2 That is, the three-fold sorrows (tapatraya), 

2 Worshippers of Siva, Visnu, the Sun, and Ganesa respectively. 
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subsequent part, that the two parts seem to be mutually contradictory. 
The contradiction, however, lies in our human vision, full of differentiating 
ideas. It did not in the least exist in the divine vision of the great B-fis, 
who were endowed with the non-differentiating faculty.^ They say that 
the Devata whose greatness they were describing in one place under the 
name of Kali or Siva, was Visnu Himself, and that the Devata whose 
greatness they are describing in another place under the name of Visnu 
was none other than K^i or Siva. Questions of inconsistency, superi¬ 
ority, exaggeration, or false imputation, did not, therefore, at all arise 
in their minds. They revealed for the liberation and benefit of the 
followers of the five forms of worship, the manifestations ® of Brahman (of 
which great Rris, possessed of divine virtue, had direct knowledge), in the 
course of their description of the play of the particular Devatas the latter 
individually worshipped. This point will be more elaborately explained 
in the section on " Concordance between the five forms of worship ”, 
Sadhakas will, on inquiry, find that DevataS like Siva, Visnu, and others, 
have been extolled immediately before or after the places from which we 
have quoted evidence on the subject of sakti-tattva. There is scarce room 
in the small volume of the Tantra-tattva for illustrations of every instance 
of this kind. It is only with the object of acquainting Sadhakas with the 
learning and inteliigence of this class of precocious, avidya-bom, and 
matricidal monsters, who give expression to their malice against Maha- 
vidya by calling Her maya, jada, avidya, a great Vaisnavi®, and so on, 
that we have said a few words concerning the Mother of the world. 

“O Devi, nirvana cannot be attained without a knowledge of 
Sakti”—this is the conclusion of the Tantra Sastra. At first sight it 
would seem to mean that no Devata other than Sakti has the power to 
grant nirvana salvation. But if this matter * is understood in accordance 
with the purpose for which, and the mariner in which, it has been ex¬ 
plained in the Tantra Sastra, there will remain no ground for any such, 
conclusion. 

We shall dierefore quote here what the Tantra S^tra itself has said 
in brief about Sakti-tattva: 

“ Brahmani creates, and not Brahma. So, O Mahesvari, Brahma is- 
undoubtedly a mere preta*. Vaisnavi preserves, and not Visnu. So, 

O Mahesvari, Visnu is uiidoubtedly a mere preta. Rudrani destroys, and 
not Rudra. So, O Mahesvari, Rudra is undoubtedly a mere preta, 

^Tattva. ®Vibhutis. 
® As explained in preceding pages. 

^This term literally mear^ the' human spirit after death and before the 
perforiMnce of the Sraddha; in the general sense, a ghost. Here used in the 
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Without the part of Sakti which they possess, Brahma, Visnu, Mahes- 

vara, and other Devas are all without power,^ for it is beyond all doubt 

that without Prakrti they are unable to do anything by their own efforts,” ^ 

Now it remains to be considered what is the true nature of that which 

is called iSakti. But here we are in a difficulty. All Sutras have at the 

conclusion of their specification of all aspects of Her nature, merely said 

the term “ iSakti,” and, after a low obeisance, retired from the field. How 

can it then be possible for us to specify the nature of that Sakti who is 

Herself Herself?® The juice of the sugar-cane ydieii boiled becomes 

molasses,^ the molasses when boiled becomes uncrystallized sugar,® the 

uncrystallized sugar when boiled becomes crystallized sugar,® and the 

crystallized sugar when boiled becomes sugar-candy."^ After the state 

of sugar-candy, the juice admits of no more condensation. . Similarly, the 

consequence of Brahman is the Brahmanda; of Brahinanda maya; of 

maya Isvara; and of Isvara Sakti; that is to say, in order to know 

what there is in the cause it should first of all be seen what there 

is in the effect. To understand the truth ® concerning Brahman, it 

is necessary to understand, first of aU, that concerning the Brahmanda.® 

If the beginning, middle, and end of the Brahmanda is considered, 

the sole and final conclusion is maya. In order to understand the 

fundamental truth® concerning maya, it is necessary to fix the mind 

on Isvara, the possessor of maya. And in order to know the funda¬ 

mental nature of Isvara, it is necessary to fix the mind on Sakti. Beyond 

Sakti there can be no discussion of anything.® Sakti is the real nature 

of all things,^® but the nature of Sakti is nothing but .Sakti Herself. 

The sun reveals all things, but nothing reveals the sun: s^ve itself. 

However that may be,: just as the Sakti of the seed can be guessed by 

observing the fruits, flowers;, leaves, branches, roots, stem of the tree, 

so we shall proceed to open the Tantra-door of the temple of Sakti-tattva 

by observing the process of creation, preservation, „and destruction of 

Brahmanda, the seat of Her eternal play. 

May the Mother of the universe hold the lamp of Self-revelation in 

Her hand, and showing to Her children, who are living separate from 

their Mother, the path leading to Her own Self, ultimately take them up 

on Her lap. 

^ Jada. 2 The above is from the Kubjika Tantra. 

® Svarupa: who is Herself Herself. * Guda. 

® Sarkara sikata, called dalo. 

Sitopala, called misri, 

® The universe, or egg of Brahma ’ 

® Sita sarkarai 

® Tattva. 
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The word “ sakti” is formed by adding the suffix ” to the verbal 

root ^^sak’’ in the passive voice. The verbal root sak means sakti ” 

just as the word gammeans “gati (motion). The philosopher would 

explain “ Sakti-tattva ” by means of discussion. 

This method, however, has little pertinency. At the very outset the 
grammarian has, in trying lo define the term “ Sakti/’ found himself at 
sea, and left the matter exactly where he found it. The root Sak ” 
means Sakd’^; the passive voice means the same thing as does the root^— 
that is to say, Sakti and the w^ord that is formed by adding the sufiBx 
to the root is also **Sakti”, It therefore comes to this, that the gram¬ 
marian has explained the word Sakti” as Sakti, Sakti, Sakti; as if he has 
sworn thrice and said: In the name of dharma, the word ^ Sakti ’ means 
^Sakti, Sakti, Sakti’,” 

Sadhakas will here see tliat, if the interpretation of the word itself 

has led to such difficulty, how much more difficult must be the inter¬ 

pretation of the thing denoted by the word. In the opinion of phi-’ 

losophers “ mutual dependence ” is a fault, but grammarians adopt it as^ 

the fundamental principle for safe guidance. The object of grammarians, 

is to state the true nature of a thing in confonnity with its use, while the 

object of philosophers is to explain a thing with a show of learning and 

intelligence, A grammarian will plainly say. The root gam ” means 

^^gati” (motion); but a man, if a philosopher, will, with a show of keen 

intelligence, explain the same thing as: " Going is that particular form of 

action in which there is produced a cessation of touch confined to one place 

with a view to establish at the same time a touch confined to another 

place.” ^ The w^ord gati,” consisting of two syllables only is thus explained 

by thirty-five syllables. And one can easily increase this number by 

adding to the interpretation a few more “ tva-tva-avacchhinna,”^ But 

what is the result of so much labour ? If a grammarian asks a philosopher. 

Have you eaten ? ” the latter will most probably reply, “ I have made 

food to go ”—that is to say, I have made food to leave the plate and be^ 

deposited in my stomach.” Agaioj w^hen the same food leaves the stomach 

and returns to the earth as in vomiting, a great difficulty arises if this 

action, too, has to be named according to the definition of leaving one 

place and establishing touch with another. After all the trouble taken 

over the interpretation, eating, going, and vomiting become one and the- 

same thing. 

^ Purvadesavacchinnasamyoga bhavasahakrtottaradesavacchhinnasamyo- 
ganuku Iavyaj>aravi^ogamanara. 

2 LimitationK, such as “ness,” “ness,” “ confined to,” etc., for which the 
Nj. 
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To avoid this difficulty the clever philosopher has added the expression, 

“ a particular form of action/’ meaning thereby that every act of aban¬ 

doning one place and establishing touch with another place is not going,^ 

but that a particular form only of such action is called going. Now, if it 

is asked. What is this particular form of action which is called going ? the' 

philosopher will reply ; “ It is touching another place with the feet.” But 

in that case kicking also becomes going. One is therefore at last obliged 

to say that “ going ” is the name of that action which people call “ going 

It thus comes to this ; “gamana” (going) means “gati” (motion), and 

“ gati ” (motion) means “ gamana ” (going). It is because he will, after 

all, have to die this death that the old and intelligent grammarian has at 

the outset accepted the death, and said in plain terms that gamana ” 

means “gati”. But the philosopher will not easily accede to this. He 

will die the same death at last, but with a frown on his brow. This is 

what is called having too much intelligence. A philosopher’s wisdom con¬ 

sists in puzzling the intelligence with a voluminous combination of words 

while he knows full well that there is no other means than “ mutual depen¬ 

dence It must therefore be understood that the loquacious philosopher 

and the sadhaka who knows the truth ^ concerning things are not one and 

the same person. The fundamental principle of a sadhana sastra is 

attainment of siddhi, while the fundamental principle of philosophy is 

merely looking abroad with the eyes wide open. In the present discussion 

of Sakti-tattva we shall therefore depend entirely on Sadhana-sastra,^ and 

have nothing to do with philosophy; for millions of systems of philosophy 

may disappear from view, but not the least change can occur in a sadhana- 

sastra.® However that may be,, what we understand from grammar is 

that, as in the case of “ gati,” there is no means of understanding sakti with 

the help of any term expressive of quality other than the same word 

“ sakti ”. Considering the manner in which the word “ sakti ” is ordinarily 

used, it appears from the adjuncts of sakti in such expressions as intellec¬ 

tual sakti, mental sakti, mnemonic sakti, visual sakti, aural sakti, active 

sakti, vital sakti, etc., that sakti merely takes different names according as 

it manifests itself in different places, while in reality the thing sakti is every¬ 

where the same. What is the root of the saktis which are in the branchy 

the leaf, the fruit, and the flower ? What is that sakti under the influence 

of which these saktis disappear ? And what, again, is that sakti under the 

influence of which they appear ? It is universally admitted that the answer 

to this question is, .that Atma is at the root of all these saktis. Now we 

must understand what this Atma is. 

There is a class of believers who, when they hear the Upanisads 

taking the name of Atma, become senseless with emotion, and say that 
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Atma is “ attributeless artd omnipresent ”, On the other hand, there is a 

class of sceptics who take up the sword at the very mention of the name 

of Atm^ saying that it is “ a fake and fanciful thing Put under the 

edges of the saws applied by these two classes of people, Atma has, in the 

nineteenth century, become finer and finer^ and has ended in being 

something almost non-existent* It is only because Atma has an Atma of 

its own that it has not altogether ceased to exist* For this reason, in order 

now to find out the true nature of Atma, it must be rescued from the 

hands of both these classes of people, kept in a scpai'ate place, and viewed 

from there. 

In dualistic vision cause and effect are two different things, but 

looked at from the monistic point of view, they are the same. That which 

is the effect is also the cause, and that which is the cause is also the effect; 

for what did not exist in the cause cannot exist in the effect, and what 

does not exist in the effect cannot have existed in the cause* The Sakti 

which does not exist in the seed can never appear in the tree, and the 

Sakti which does not appear in the tree cannot have existed in the seed* 

A consideration of the similarity between the seed and the tree leads 

to the conclusion tiiat the seed is the latent state of Sakti while the tree is 

in its patent state. Similarly, all the Saktis which appear manifest in fife ^ 

—the senses, the body, and the mind—are but patent states of Atma, that 

great Sakti of the seed. To say that Sakti resides in Atma is to present the 

thing in the form in which it may be understood by means of ordinary 

intelligence. The final decision of the Sastra, however, is that in reality 

Sakti is Atma and Atma is Sakti, It is but a mode of speech to say that 

fire has the power (Sakti) of burning. The truth is that fire exists as 

power of burning and the power of burning appears as fire. We in our 

ordinary vision see only the material and gross aspect of fire. 

The Sastra has therefore called that easily perceptible aspect by the 

name of fire, and designated the power of burning as its Sakd (power). 

But leaving the material aspect aside, spiritually speaking fire is nothing 

but Sakti. Although the expression “ My Atma,” used in ordinary 

parlance by worldly people, means, in reality, What is Atma that I am,” 

yet, by falsely considering the physical body to be the person (Atma) we 

are w^ont to say my Atma ” in the sense that Atma exists in this my 

physical body. Here, also, if we leave out of consideration the physical 

side, Atma becomes nothing but Sakti, because no such thing exists in 

the world as the Sakti of Atma, That which k Atma is Sakti, and that 

which is Sakti is Atma, In many places in the S^tra there is mention of 

the Sakti of Atma, but in all such places it is Atma alone which has really 

been ,spoken of, just as people speak of the water of the Ganges, the head 
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of Rahu/ the refulgence of the sun, the light of the moon, etc., although, 

in reality, the water is Ganges, the head is Rahu, the refulgence is the 

«un, the light is the moon, and so on. Just as, in order to express the 

power of Sakti, a distinction has to be imagined in ordinary usage, and 

expressions like “ the water of the Ganges ” have to be used; so although 

what is iSakti is Atma, yet authors of Sastras have, in order to enable 

people to understand the iSakti-tattva,^ often spoken of the iSakti of Atma; 

but in conclusion they have unanimously, and with one voice, said: 

There is no distinction between Sakti and the possessor of iSakti.” In 

.«pite, however, of this absence of distinction, they have had, even while 

^tablishing such absence, to speak of two—namely, Sakti and the possessor 

of Sakti—in order to explain the matter to people whose knowledge consists 

of distinctions. Without two there can be no distinction, and without 

distinction there ean be no establishment of the absence of distinction. 

There is yet something more for consideration. What is the true 

nature of that Atma over which there is so much quarrel, dispute, and 

•discussion ? Why do we admit its existence ? Looking at this part of the 

question we see that the body of the Jiva is unconscious, his senses are 

unconscious, and even his mind is almost so, for although the mind pos- 

:sesses a little of consciousness, it cannot exist independently and supported 

by itself. It is, therefore, a subject for consideration under whose subjec¬ 

tion all these dependent things exist. This matter has been very clearly 

decided in the form of a question in the Kena Upanisad. There it is 

asked. By what are the senses of work, the senses of knowledge, mind, 

intellect, etc,, able to perform their respective functions? What is the true 

nature of Him who is the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear, the life of the 

life, the mind of the mind ? He has been called the eye of the eye, the 

ear of the ear, the life of the life,” but not the Atma of the Atma; because 

if the nature® of Atma is decided first of all, the question “ By what? ” 

•cannot at all arise. For that is the final point, the ultimate goal. However 

that may be, after all these questions the Kena Upanisad goes on to say: 

Indra, Candra,^ Vayu,® Vanina,® Agni,’ and other Devas who preside 

over the senses in the Jiva’s body were directing the working of the uni¬ 

verse with their various powers and boasting of their victory over Asuras, 

when suddenly a mass of indescribable brilliance ® appeared before them. 

Unable to make out what that enormously powerful mass of light was, 

Agni and other Devas, deputed by Indra, went over one by one to It and 

•were asked by It who they were. First of all Agni said that he was Agni 

^ One of the navagrahas (planets). 

® Subject of or principle concerning Sakti. 
® Tattva. ^ Moon. ® Air, 
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(fire) and Jataveda,^ and that he could burn die whole world. There¬ 

upon that Dcvata made of light, placed before Agui a blade of grass and 

said, Bum it,” Agni tried his best but failed to bum the grass. 

Subsequently, after Vayu and other Devas had been equally put to 

shame and had rtitumed^ Indra liimself went, but in an instant that 

Devata, the refulgent mass of light, disappeared. Seeing the mass of light 

disappear, ladra understood that It had disappeared because, although 

He was the ruler of the three worlds, He was yet not a fit person even to 

approach that Devata, Thus shattering the pride of Indra, She, who is 

perfect Brahman and eternal, assumed the fairest form of Gauri and 

appeared before tlie Devas, illumining the firmament with Her lustre^ 

Then, when the Lord of Devas ^ questioned Her about Her real nature, 

She replied. 

We are unable to divulge Her reply to the public, for that is Upani-^ 

sad- We shall, however, quote, from the elaborate account of this^ 

subject given in tlie Devi Bhagavata, that portion in which the DevFs 

reply is contained. From this sadhakas will know Her real nature, 

The Devi said; “This aspect of mine is Brahman in reality, the 

cause of all causes, the seat of maya, witness to all and free from all defect- 

Divided into two j^arts, I create the entire world- One of these parts is 

Sacchidananda-Prakrd and the other is Maya-Prakrd, That maya is 

my Parama ^ Sakti, and I am the Isvari who possesses tliat Sakti. But 

just as moonlight is not distinct from the moon, so I am not distinct 

from maya* O Lord of Devas! during the dissoludon^ of the whole 

world this maya exists inseparate from me in a state of equilibrium,, 

and again, in consequence of the past karma of Jivas, this unmanifested 

maya becomes manifest. The aspect of Sakti, in which She is inward 

looking, is called ^ maya,’ and that in which She is ouU\'ard looking is 

called ^avidya’. It was from tamas, the outwarddooking avidyaj that 

sattva, rajas, and tamas, the three gunas, appeared at the beginning of 

creation, and from that threefold division appeared Brahma, Visnu, and 

Mahesvara. The rajas guna predominates in Brahma, the sattva guna in 

Visnu, and the tamas guna in Rudra, who is the embodiment of all 
causes*^ 

^ A Vaidik name for Agni* The word means “ known by all things that 
arc born,” or known as it is born ” (spreads) {Sayana’s commentary on 
Rgveda), 

^ Indra. ^ Supreme. ^ Pralaya. 

^ The Bengali Avord is “ Karana ”, All effects lie in a potential state 
in their causes. This potential state represents tamas guna. Rudra, in v/hom 
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“ In this Brahmanda (which is but a manifestation of avidya con^ 

sisting of tamas) Brahma is hke my gross ^ body, Visnu is like my linga 

body, Rudra is like my causal ® body, and I myself am turiya caitanya.* 

It is in my state of equipoise that I reside in all things. Beyond that,, 

I am Parabrahman, devoid of form. I have two aspects, according as I 

am with and without attributes. The aspect which is above maya is 

attributeless, and the aspect with maya is with attributes. Thus, possessing 

two aspects, I create the world as Maya, enter into it as Brahman,, 

and send Jivas along their respective paths, whether good or bad, 

according to law and karma.” ^ 

“ It is I, again, who appoint Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara to do 

the work of creation, preservation, and destruction of the three worlds. 

It is out of fear of me ® that the wind blows, the sun rises and sets, Indra 

gives rain, fire burns, and death takes the lives of Jivas. For this reason 

I am called ^ the best of all ’ (sarvottama), ‘ the ruler of all ’ (sarvesvari.) 

It is through my grace that ye triumph in all things. Ye are but puppets 

in my hand. Being will in substance, I ever act according to my own 

will, and according to your karma I grant victory at one time to you, and 

at another to Asuras. Through pride, and overpowered by intense 

delusion, you forgot me, the dweller in all things. For this reason, in 

order to favour ye, my energy,’ the Sakti, which is ^ the best of all,’ 

emerged from out of your bodies and appeared before you as what you 

thought to be a Yaksa.” ® (That is to say, separated from that great 

Sakti, you failed to recognize your individual Saktis and also were unable 

to do the works for which you are appointed in the world.) 

“ Henceforward, by all means shake off pride and seek the protection 

of me, who am existence, consciousness, and bliss.” (That is to say, 

knowing me to be the controller of all, attribute the fruits of all works,, 

done or undone, to the full exercise of my great Sakti, and be gratified on 

thus resigning yourselves to me.) 

Adya-Sakti (primal Sakti) says: “Divided into two parts, I create. 

One of these parts is Sacchhidananda-Prakrti, and the other is Maya- 

Prakrti.” Again, when maya is Her Sakti She is the Isvari possessing^ 

Sakti. Spiritually speaking, Sakti is not different from Her, just as 

moonlight is not different from the moon. It is the said part which is* 

pure Sacchhidananda which has been designated as Atma in all Sastras. 

The body, the senses, the mind, the life, all are subordinate to Him, all 

^ Sthula. 2 Subtle body. ^ Karana, 

^ Consciousness in its fourth state (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 

^ See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. 

® That is, in obedience to me. ’ Tejas. 
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■functions are within His control; for all things m the body are unconscious 

and tliat Atma which is consciousness is the sole cause of their being 
possessed of consciousness. 

Just as the sun is the only source of all light during the day, so Atma 

is the only source of all physical consciousness. As the sun is not a 

"different thing from its light, so Atma is not a different thing from Sakti or 

consciousness. The ultimate point to which atma-tattva^ leads is, therefore. 

What we know as consciousness is called Sakti. In explaining 

the word Sakti it may finally be said tliat Sakti is that thing which makes 

able—that is to say, that power by virtue of which the body, the senses, 

■the mind, and die prana,^ which are all unconscious/ become able to act 

like conscious things. It is because Sakti is universe-pervading that its 

■other name is Atma. What pervades is Atma; He who pervades all is 
called Atma. 

In the driving of a carriage we see that the carriage, the driver of the 

•carriage, the person driven, and the horse, all four in fact, are in motion. 

Of these four, only one is independent and conscious, two arc dependent 

and conscious, and the remaining one, though itself unconscious, is 

drawm like a conscious thing. The horse, though conscious, is under the 

control of the driver; the driver, though conscious, is under the control of 

the person, driven; and the carriage, though itself unconscious, is suc¬ 

cessively under the control of all three—the person driven, tlie driver, 

and the horse. Sadhakas constantly see such a carriage-driving within 

their bodies. The body composed of five elements is nothing but a 

carriage for carrying a person in and out on this journey of samsara. 

The ten senses are its ten horses, the mind is its driver, and Atma, that 

great Sakti, is the person driven. Just as the driver guides the horses 

according to the directions of the person driven, so the mind also, urged 

by the Sakti of Atma, sends the senses to their individual pursuits. 

As the carriage runs drawn by the horse, the body moves drawn by 

the senses. The mind and the senses are both conscious under the 

influence of the consciousness of Atma. In all the pursuits of the senses 

the body appears as conscious. The body is subordinate to the senses, the 

senses are subordinate to the mind, the mind is subordinate to Atma. Of 

the four, therefore, three are dependent, and only Atma is independent, 

all the others being subordinate to Him. There is, however, this 

peculiarity here, tliat, unlike the ordinary person, seated in a carriage, 

the person w^ho is driven in the carriage of the body does not travel along 

any path fixed by Him; He simply orders the driver to drive the carriage 

^ The discussion of the Atma—spiritual science. 

2 Consciousness is the ultimate Sakti. ® Vital principle. 
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and then retires. The driver is left to choose whichever path he likes, and^ 

to enjoy or suffer from the comforts and discomforts of the path on which 

his choice may fall. The person driven has neither comfort nor dis* 

comfort. Atma is ever free from attachment. 

The driver may, with unerring discretion, take the carriage safely 

through the paths of sin and virtue which the JSastrk indicates; but if he is 

weak, there is danger for him. The ten wayward horses draw the 

carriage in ten different directions and, consequently, the small carriage, 

built with five pieces of wood^ and full of innumerable joints, breaks; 

down in mid-path. Besides this, the hero who has taken charge of driving 

the carriage is hardly able to control himself, not to speak of controlling 

the horses. He has a dread of the two reins sama and dama,^ which are 

prescribed for controlling the horses. Even the thought of them often 

greatly frightens him, and, in many cases, he is of opinion that the idea of 

handling and using them in tightening or loosening the hold on the horses, 

is but an incredible fancy. It is owing to such weakness on the part of 

the driver that in the hunt for happiness in the samsara, Jiva so often 

forgets his aim. 

It is here in the samsara that the terrible catastrophe begins- 

Although the driver is weak, he can cast his eyes towards the person 

sitting in the carriage, and then, forgetting fatalism,® one becomes 

inclined to say: “O Mother! what play is this of yours? The strength 

and intelligence of the driver are not unknown to You; why, then 

knowing everything, have You placed the carriage in charge of such a 

worthless driver? True it is that I am a great sinner, but for that You. 

cannot abandon me. In this great crisis neither the driver nor the 

person driven^ can save himself. I know that I must suffer the fruits of' 

my own karma; but still, O Mother! I desire to see You once in this 

broken carriage® of mine.” 

As in Ravana’s last drive in a carriage, so in this last drive of mine 

appear for once, O Mother! mad and shouting, ^ Fear not! fear not! 

Stand in the carriage, holding me to Thy bosom. Do not disappear, but 

appear for a moment in my heart, so that I can for once see the lustrous 

glory of your world-encompassing beauty, filling my eyes, filling my mind, 

filling my life. O Mother! let the light of that death-conquering black 

^ The five elements. 

2 Equanimity and self-restraint, external and internal. 

® Adrsta vada. 

^ There is no escape for the driven, because he, too, is associated with the 
sufferings of the Jiva, though he does not feel them. 
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beauty of yours, w^hich has the lustre of a million moons, dispel the 

darkness of my fear of death, O Mother! may I, climbing to your bosom 

and becoming yours, die the death ^ for which even immortals^ regardless of 

their privilege of immortality, long. So I say, come, O Mother! let us 

two, Mother and son, together undertake today the journey by carriage. 

Let me for once see, O Mother! your Car-joumey^ in the carriage of my 

body, in the carriage of my eyes, in the carriage of my mind, in the 

carriage of my heart. I have heard that there is no return journey® in 

your carriage, and hence this desire on my part.” 

‘ Of the individual self in the bosom of the Mother, 

^ Rathajatra, or car festival, in which the Deva or Devi is drawn in a car. 
Here the human body is the Devfs car. 



CHAPTER IX 

ISIVA AND SAKTI 

Sadhaka, no Sastra or community denies that the above-mentioned Atma, 

who is Sakti, is Brahman. Differences of opinion exist among those 

whose knowledge consists of distinctions only, in respect of the three words 

.Atma, iSakti and Caitanya.i The word Atma is masculine, the word 

Sakti is feminine, and the word Ghaitanya is neuter. As there are 

differences of gender between the three as names, so there are also 

differences of kind between them as things—Brahma, Visnu, and 

Mahesvara are male, Sakti is female, and Caitanya or Brahman is neuter. 

As there is no scope for distinction of kind in attributeless Citsakti the 

iSastra has designated Caitanya or Brahman as neuter. Again, owing to 

differences in the forms in which the iSakti of will, the Sakti of knowledge, 

:and the Sakti of action appear,^ the Sastra calls the Deva male and the 

Devi female, in accordance with the male or female principle inherent in 

all fathers and mothers in the world, beginning at the root from the 

Father of the world and the Mother of the world. This is no mere 

imagination on the part of the authors of the Sastra; it is but a statement 

of what is really true. Femininity and masculinity exist wherever there 

is a description of creation, preservation, and destruction caused by maya 

through a union of the two persons. The neuter state, or the state beyond 

that of a male or a female exists when the aspect above maya is described. 

To speak of neuter does not imply complete absence of the male or the 

female principle; it implies only an unmanifested or undeveloped state of 

those principles (Sakti). Even in the bodies of neuters we see in life that 

both the masculine and feminine marks are found to be present. In some 

-cases the neuter’s body is found to be more like that of a male, while in 

others it is found to be more like that of a female, the only distinction 

Being that the male or the female principle is not fully developed. 

From what the Sastra says about the generation of neuters it appears 

that when neither the male nor the female principle can subdue the other. 

^ That is, spirit, power, and intelligence or consciousness respectively. 
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a neuter is createdj in whom the two principles exist in a state of equili¬ 

brium. The Saradatilaka ^ says; excess of menstrual blood causes^ 

the birth of a female, an excess of seed that of a male, and an evenness^ 

of the quantities oi blood and semen that of a neuter. This is certain.*^ 

The Matrkabheda Tantra says: “ An excess of the Sakti’s (woman’s) 

blood over the purusa’s (man’s) seed causes the birth of a female child;: 

its opposite causes the birth of a male child, and if the blood and the 

semen be equal in quantity a neuter is bom. This is certain: ’ It has 

also been stated what proportions of blood and semen mean equality 

in quantity, 
“ At the time of procreation twenty-two ^ units of menstrual blood 

and fourteen units of seed are produced in the bodies of the woman and 

the man respectively* This is equality. If the blood be in excess (that 

is to say, if twenty-two units of blood mix with less than fourteen units 

of semen), a female is born; and if tlie semen be in excess (that is to say, 

if fourteen units of semen mix with less than twenty*-two units of blood),, 

a male is born; and if the above-mentioned numbers of units of blood 

and semen remain the same, a neuter is born*” 

Even in this equality of the numbers of units the excess ® of half a 

unit one way or the other leads to the appearance of female marks or 

male marks in the body of a neuter; and according to tliese marks neuters^ 

may be divided into male-neuters and female-neuters. But the Sastra,. 

which notices the result only, has rejected this useless classification and 

has ordinarily treated all neuters as the same. Nevertheless, although the 

difference between male neuters and female neuters makes no difference 

in the fruit, it makes some diiffcrertce at the root and in the flower; other¬ 

wise, the difference would not have appeared. At the root there is the 

difference between the quantities of blood and semen, and in the flower 

there are differences, physical, mental, and functional* The neuter whose 

body resembles that of a male develops mostly masculine tendencies, and 

the neuter whose body resembles that of a female develops mostly feminine 

tendencies. Similarly, just as the male and female principles exist un¬ 

developed in neuters, their developed forms being the male and female 

entities, so both the principles of Sakti and Siva exist unmanifested in the 

Brahman, their manifestations being Uma and Mahe^vara, Laksmi and 

Narayana, Radha and Knna, Sita and Rama, and so on. Besides this, 

that blissful Brahman aspect of Siva and Sakti, wherein They are manifest 

^ See also as to the process of sexual union, chap, ii, of the Matrkabheda 
Tantra, chap* i, S^tanandataranginl; Pranaiosini, p* 29. 

^ See Saradatilaka. 

® The equality is supposed to hold so long as there is not the difference of 
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and yet unmanifest and are inseparate from each other, and which can 

be worshipped only as an undifferentiated mass of consciousness and 

bliss—that aspect is Mahavidya, primordial, beginningless, worshipped 

of Brahma and other Devas and sought by the three worlds. 

We shall possibly, while dealing with the subject of sadhana, be able 

to present to the scrutiny of Sadhakas a sketch of a part of that aspect 

wherein bliss has its full play and which is monistic and eternal and 

above maya. Here we must understand that Caitanya^ is nothing but 

Sakti^ although the word itself is neuter in gender. To this end we shall 

quote a single sutra from the Tantra Sastra, in which the all-luminous 

aspect of Brahman is established. The Nirvana Tantra ^ says: 

“ In the Satyaloka Mahakali and Mahanidra live, embracing one 

another inseparably. That eternal Sakti, possessing the lustre of the 

moon, the sun, and fire, taken together and united with the eternal 

Purusa, exists like a grain of gram. (That is to say just as the two halves 

of a grain of gram are attached to one another, so they too are attached 

to one another.) As a grain of gram is covered by an external shell, so 

She is covered by Her own covering of maya. As the shell of a grain of 

gram is dark and hard compared with its brilliant and soft valves, so 

maya also, discordant with its three gunas, is dark and hard compared 

with Siva-Sakti, full of brilliance and soft with supreme bliss. As the whole^ 

consisting of two halves and a shell, is called gram, so the whole consisting 

of Siva-Sakti and maya, is called Brahman. To an ordinary observer^ 

making his observation from outside the shell, a grain of gram seems to 

contain only one thing, but he who can see through the shell finds within 

that grain two halves facing and inseparably attached to one another. 

Similarly, he who judges Brahma-tattva through maya finds Brahman 

to be but one. To the eyes, however, of an adept in such knowledge,^ 

an accomplished Sadhaka, who is aware of the deceptive character of 

maya, there are manifested both His aspects of Siva and Sakti, all full 

of supreme love. As sparks shoot from a burning fire, so Jivas, forming 

parts of Her body, shoot from the limbs of the luminous Devi into 

infinite millions of Brahmandas.” 

The male and female forms, different from one another, are, whether 

they appear in the aspect of Isvara or in that of Jiva, but instruments in 

the dualistic play. They are different only as instruments, but not as 

agents. The agent is the same for both the instruments, and that is Atma 

or Sakti. Again, as in the bodies of males and females, so in the bodies 

of neuters also, Atma or Sakti is the presiding Devata. It therefore comes 

^ Consciousness. 

2 This is not to be confused with the Mahanirvana Tantra. 
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to tills, that the bodies of males, females and neuters are alike seats of the 

play of Citsakti. There is no other alternative. It is an extremely 

erroneous conclusion that because words ending in the sufiBx “ kti ” are 

feminine, sakti must always refer to the female body and have no concern 

with the male body. 

But, then, it may be asked, Why does the word sakd mean a female 

only? To this quesdon we shall be bound so far as it will be in our power 

to give a suitable answer in its proper place. Here, we shall say this 

much alone, that the word Sakti, meaning the female principle, is 

Yogarudha,^ for, fundamentally, Sakd is the same as Prakrd, and males 

and neuters are but chared forms of that Prakrd. The assumpdon of 

the male form by Sakti for the purpose of creation is but an exhibition of 

play. At the cicse of the play of samsara, Maha^akti will withdraw this 

form and exist in that which is really Her own. This is the conclusion of 

those who believe in a perfect Maha-pralaya.® But the arguments and 
authorities in favour of this view are very weak. 

The Tantra Sastra, therefore, holds that the purusa side * * is the cause 

of the bondage consisting of attachment to the samsara, and that the sakti 

side is the cause of liberation * or cessation of attachment to the samsara. 

There is no ground for the occurrence of a perfect great Dissolution ® of 

the flow of worlds. For this reason, eternal arc the creation, preservation, 

and destruction by Her who is eternally blissfljl. Eternal is Her bondage, 

and eternal also is Her liberation. In the eternal form of Her who is ever 

liberation itself, eternal also is Purusa as the seed of creation. But in the 

case of liberation in the form of perfect nirvana, the PurusaSakti exists 

only to enjoy the play of bliss. Waves of creation no longer play in Her.® 

^ That is, a word which has an etymological as well as a special or con¬ 
ventional meaning, but is used only in the latter sense. Thus, pankaja, which 
etymologically applies to wiiat is "mud-born,” is used only in respect of a 
particuiar thing—liz-, the lotus of which it is the synonym. 

® A pralaya (dissolution of things) after which there is no creation. 

3 Literally, " part ” (of Sakti)—that is, the Sakti of creation. Purusa is 
not here used in the Samkhya sense, but in that of the male side of creation. 
Accordii^ to Hindu ideas it is the male who creates; the mother side is the 
support—adhara only. 

* In so far as Sakti represents the supreme motionless Brahman, and Purusa 
the Daksina sakti its manifestation (see Mah^^a Tantra, Post). 

® Mal^pralaya. For karma is eternal, and after pralaya exists in the 
Braliman in a latent subdued form, which, on the rewakening, becomes the 
seed of new worlds. 

® Tliat is, in liberation (mukti) that aspect of Sakti which is creative ceases 
to create, and there is then only lilananda-mukti, the play of the supreme 
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For this reason, keeping that sakti ^ beneath Her as a mere instrument 

of play, the Mahasakti, who grants liberation, stands upon it and, lost in 

the enjoyment of the sweetness of Brahma-bliss, assumes the part of a mad 

woman, subduing the inactive Purusa, or creative sakti,^ under Her feet. 

She of dishevelled hair proclaims the victory of liberation, and, extending 

Her uplifted hands, gives assurance to Her children, frightened by the 

■dread of existence, with the cry, “ Fear not! fear not! That Purusa, the 

■creative sakti, is Mahakala, and on his breast that Dispeller of the fear of 

■death, that Delighter of the heart, Charmer of the mind of Kala holds 

Her Kaivalya-play. It, has, therefore, been said in the Mahakala Tantra: 

“ Purusa is called right (Daksina, because he is the right side of the 

body), and Sakti is called left (Varna, because she is the left side of the 

body). So long as the right and left, the male and female, remain equally 

powerful, so long alone does the bondage of samsara: endure. When, by 

■dint of intense sadhana, the left sakti has been awakened, when the left 

’has overpowered Purusa, the right Sakti, and lost Herself in gracious joy 

on His body (that is to say, when both the parts of right and left are 

filled with Her power), then She (who is bliss unalloyed) grants highest 

liberation ® to Jiva. For this reason, the Mother, the saviour of the three 

worlds, is called Daksina Kali, Just as the body of a neuter, which 

represents the unmanifested state of both the male and female sides, is not 

produced without a union between a male and a female, so the Brahman 

.aspect does not appear without the presence in it of Siva and Sakti, the 

Father and Mother of the Brahmanda in an unmanifested state. 

“ As a neuter cannot give birth to children, so the Brahman aspect, 

which is above the three gunas, is devoid of the creative, preservative, and 

destructive activities. Again, in its state with attributes there appear from 

it Brahma, Visnu, Mahesvara, Surya, Ganesa, Savitri, Laksmi, Sarasvati, 

Gauri, and other forms, according to distribution of gunas, and as the 

male and female agents for the control of those gunas. It is from the 

same aspect of Sakti that the creation, preservation, and destruction of 
untold millions of Brahmandas take place.” 

It therefore follows that Brahma, Visnu, Mahesvara, Rama, Krsna, 

Surya and Ganesa, RMha, Laksmi, Sarasvati, Savitri, Durga, Rukmini, 

and whomsoever else, male or female, you may mention, are all aspects of 

Sakti. Brahma is the aspect of Sakti in Her play of creation, Visnu is the 

aspect of Sakti in Her play of preservation, and Mahesvara is the aspect 

of Sakti in Her play of destruction. Surya is the aspect of Sakti in Her 

^ That is, Purusa. 

2 Though the creative agent. He has ceased to create. 
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“ The neuter state of monistic existence, which is the result of the- 

union of Siva and Sakti, is revealed of Itself, Avithout any separate- 

worsWp thereof.^ The attributeless aspect, which is the fruit of all sadhana,. 

and in which, at the conclusion of all sadhana, the worshipper sinkg and 

loses himself, cannot be attained while sadhana continues. It is attained 
by the great siddhi known as nirvana.” 

Whatever form She may assume in Her aspect with attributes is but 

Her form. Thai; Sakti alone who grants enjoyment, salvation, and 

devotion, is in ail such forms. Now the SMhaka may, if he so desires, 

knov/ Her as Visnu, Krsna, Siva, and Rama, or as Kali, Tara, Radha, 

Durga, Sita, and Laksmi, or please himself by calling Her mother, father,, 

friend, and well-wisher. It does not matter whether the Vaisnava con¬ 

siders Her as Visnu in the form of Sakti, or the Sakta considers Her as- 

Sakti in the form of Visnu. When we sink in the ocean of Her substance, 

which is Cit-sakti,^ forgetful of all differences of masculinity and femininity 

appertainii^ to forms, then Krsnasakti, Sivagakti, or Kalisakd, and all 

other Saktis, will be mingled into one by the waves of that ocean. 

That Mahasakti is everywhere the real giver of liberation, from 

whomsoever it may come, whether Siva, Visnu, Durga, Ganesa, or Surya.. 

This condition of unity does not arise without a knowledge of Sakti-tattva. ® 

Nirvana liberation is impossible so long as all things do not combine into 

a state of unity. It is for this reason that the Tantra has said: “ O Devi! 

Nirvana can never be attained without a knowledge of Sakti.” Rama- 

prasada ^ also, whose life was in the Tantra, has sung the same air: ‘‘ You 

assume five principal forms, according to differences of worship. But, O 

Mother! how can you escape from the hands of him who has dissolved the 
five and made them into one? ” 

To our great misforttme, our doubts thicken round the very names 

of the Mother of the world on account of that very sadhana, with which 

devoted sadhakas sink into the sweetness of Her being* and are 

blessed and liberated from the state of a Jiva. One of Her names, 

which are suspected to contain imprints of Mayavada,® is Visnumaya.. 

It is out of this name that Her title of “ great Vaisnavi ” has been evolved. 

It has been said in the Yogini Tantra^: “Remembering tlie time when. 

* That is, the male and female forms arc assumed by the Supreme for 
sadhma. When a sadhaka has attained siddhi in any of these forms, the neuter 
form reveals itself before him without any further effort on his part. 

^ See post. ® The truth relating to Sakti. 

’ Rama Prasa-da Sen, the great Bengali poet, Tantrik, and worshipper of 
Kali Ma; born 1718, died 1775. 
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after the destruction of the Asura, Ghora, in the waters of pralaya, Adya- 

sakti gave to Brahma^ Visnu, and Mahesvara the charge of creation, pre¬ 

servation, and destruction respectively, Mahadeva said : ^ O Spouse of 

Sambhu ! that Mahakali granted us the sakti of will, the sakti of knowl¬ 

edge, and the sakti of action for doing the work of creation, preserva¬ 

tion, and destruction. She gave the sakti of will to Brahma for creation, 

the sakti of action to Visnu, and the sakti of knowledge, which is the 

embodiment of all saktis, to me.’ ” 

According to differences in the mutual relation of the gunas of maya 

which consists of three gunas, the rajas guna gives rise to the sakti of will, 

the sattva guna gives rise to the sakti of action, and the tamas guna gives 

rise to the sakti of knowledge. In Her play, wherein She appears as em¬ 

bodied beings, these three forms of sakti constitute the forms of Brahmani, 

Vaisnavi, and Mahesvari. In these three forms She is as much Brahma- 

maya and Sivamaya as She is Visnumaya ; but still, in most places, the 

Sastra has spoken of Her as Visnumaya. The reason for this is that from 

the commencement of creation to time of pralaya, Jivas, in this samsara 

are subject to the preservative Sakti. The preservative Sakti rests in 

Visnu, and the presiding Devi over the act of preservation is Vaisnavi- 

sakti or Visnumaya. The Devas have therefore said in this hymn to the 

Devi : 

“ O Devi ! thou art Vaisnavisakti of infinite power. Thou art Parama 

(supreme) Maya, which is the seed of the universe. All this world is 

deluded by Thee, and Thou, again, when pleased, grantest liberation to 

Jivas.” Although as Maya She is Sivamaya and Brahmamaya also, the 

Devas said : “ Thou art Vaisnavisakti, Thou art Parama (supreme) Maya,” 

because preservation of the Universe is impossible without the influence of 

Vaisnavi-Maya. For this reason they again said : “Thou art the seed of 

the Universe,” because “all this world is deluded by Thee ”—that is to 

say, without delusion the Universe cannot exist. It is under the power 

of Visnusakti that Jiva is overcome by delusion,^ and for this reason one of 

the names of Visnu is Janardana, or He who overcomes Jana.^ 

The world, whilst in the condition of preservation, has not so much 

concern with the Maya of Brahma, by which it was created in the past, 

or the Maya of Mahesvara, by which it will be destroyed in the future, as 

with the Maya of Visnu, which has operation in the present time. At the 

time of creation Jivas had no independence in the matter of coming into 

the world, for the Jivahood of Jivas was created by the force of the will of 

Him who also created the world by His will. Again, at the time of the 

great Dissolution,^ Jivas will have no independence in the matter of 

leaving the samsara for the Jivahood of Jivas is withdrawn by Him who 
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the aspect of Visnu is but an aspect assumed by Her who is Maya or 
Sakti. 

Again^ some communities, proud of their Vaisiiavism, are nowadays 
heard to say tha^: Ehagavat! is a great Vaisrmvi. To serve as if it were 
one s own self” (to serve God as one would serv^e oneself) is the conclusion 
(idea) of the Vaisnava S^tra. We have therefore nothing to say to the 
Vaisnva who holds that Bhagavati is a great Vaisnavi, because this 
notion merely bespeaks his own nature. There is, moreover, this delight¬ 
ful inconsequence, that while the Mother is considered a Vaisnavi the 
Father is a spiritual brother.^ Blessed be thou, O Vaisnava ! Bravo to thy 
conclusion! Living in the society of men, you alone have realized the 
beauty of this relationship. If you have such a strong desire to call Maha* 
dev a your spiritual brother in order to create a precedent (which they 
follow^) for your own community, then why not treat every one equally, 
from the Mother of Brahma, Visnu and Mahe^vara to the mother of the 
smallest insect ? Let the Sakta and the Vaisnava unite their voices in sing- 
ing : Jiva is Siva ! Siva is Jiva ! ” Then, why Mahadeva alone ? All 
Devas, Adhidevas, ^ Upadevas, ^ Danavas, ^ M^avas, ® and all the crea¬ 
tures in the Brahmanda w'iU appear to be nothing but the children of 
Jagaddhatri, ® who brings forth endless millions of worlds/ 

There will then exist no other relationship but that of the spirit, so 
that the three w^orlds will then be full of spiritual brothers only. Can you 
tell me, O Vaisnava ! when, by the blessings of Vaisnavas and the grace 
of Visnu, the day will come on which you will realize Sakti, not as- 
Visnumaya, but as \^isnu? Sakti is called Vaisnavi, not because She is 
possessed by Visnu, but because She is progenitrix of Visnu. Ganga^ 
is called Bhagiratlii because She was W'Orshipped and brought down by 
Bha^ratha. The reason for Her being called after the name of Bhagi- 
ratha is not that She, whom even Brahma and other Devas are rarely 
able to worship, is under the protection of Bhagiratha, but that, urged 
by the tender desire " to be called the mother of Bhagiratha,” and in 
order to immortalize in the three worlds the immense glory of Bhagi- 
ratha, that crest-gem of devotees, the Alother of the universe, dweller on 
the head of Sankara, and dispeller of the sorrows of samsara, has^ 
proclaimed to the three worlds, out of love for Her devotees, the greatness- 
of devotion showm to Her, by the adoption of the name of Bhagirathi. 

That is, Siva the Father must be a Vaisnava if the Dcvi be Vaisnavi j and 
as Vaisnava he is a spiritual brother—that is, one of the same sect. 

^ Ruling Devas. 

^ Subordinate Devas. 

^ Men. 
^ Demonic spirits. 

® Devi as sunnorter of 
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Similarly, in spite of Her being the progenitrix of Brahma and other 

Devas, and Mother of the universe, She has proclaimed Her saktis of 

creation, preservation, and destruction by adopting the names of Brah- 

mani, Vaisnavi, and Mahesvari. She was born as Brahma, Visnu, and 

Mahesvara and was, again. Herself their Mother. If you call Her depen¬ 

dent, She is dependent on Herself alone. If you call Her patroness, She 

patronizes none but Herself. There is, therefore, no possibility of Her 

being iiyured by anything which may be said about Her. What, however, 

we can do is to march along the path to hell. So I say, O Sadhaka, 

beware! save yourself from aU these sinful notions. 
Another of the names of the Mother is Brahmamayi. This, too, 

gives to the detractors an opportunity to object that She who is Brahman 

can never be Brahmamayi. If She is Brahmani why, then, is She called 

Brahmamayi? She might very well be called Brahman. In reply to this 

objection we shall not, after recitation of the whole of Ramayana, proceed 

to give an account of Sita.i It is no wonder that man, whose nature it 

is to err, will be deluded by Her maya, which sometimes deludes even 

Brahma and other Devas ardently devoted to Her. Sadhakas who are 

inquirers after spiritual knowledge^ should, however, know that just as 

beads are made of gold,® images are made of earth,* * Ganga® is made of 

water,® and the sun is made of light and heat,^ so the substance of the 

Mother of the world is Brahman.® The word Brahmamayi has been 

formed by adding the suffix mayat to the word Brahman in the sense of 

“ Own form ” *. 
What is Her “ own form ” that is Brahman; or what is Brahman’s 

“ own form ” that is She. Even while embodied, Brahman She is, in 

reality, above all gunas, and so She is called Brahmamayi. Her hands, 

feet, and other limbs, her raiments, ornaments, and conveyances, the 

members of Her family, etc., are all Brahman’s “ own form,” and so She 

is Brahmamayi. The meaning of the term Brahmamayi is not •“ One 

who pervades Brahman,”** but “ One who is Brahman ” **. Brahman 

pervades the universe, but the Arya Sastra makes no mention of any¬ 

thing which can pervade Brahman. 
From all that we have so far said on the subject of ^akti-tattva, 

Sadhakas have surely come to understand that the sakti to whom ill- 

disposed Saktas and Vaisnavas refer is not the same Sakti as forms the 

subject of the Tantra Sastra. 

* That is to say, to repeat which is a useless task. 

® Lit.: “ inquirers of tattva.” ® Svarnamayi. * Mrnmayi. 

* The River Ganges. * Jalamayi. ’ Tejomayi. 

* Brahmamayi. * Svarupa. 
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Radha, Laksmi, Sita, Rukimm, Savitri^ Sarasvatij Ganga, Gauii, 

Ganesaji Sfirya^ Siva, Visnu, Indra, Candra, Vayu, Vanina, Deva, 

D^ava," Gandfaarva, Kinnara, Yaksa,^ Raksa,'* man, beast, bird, insect, 

and the endless universe which is full of all such moving and motionless 

tilings is Sakti in substance- Again, Radha, Laksmi, Sila, Satl, and other 

manifestations of Brahman, are but the Kaivalya play^ of Mahaiakti- 

In the quotation which we have already made in connection with the 

destruction of thousand-headed Ravana, Sadhakas have obtained a notion 
of Sitatattva.® 

Here we shall make a few quotations to illustrate the manner in which 

the Sastra supports^ the contention of the Vaimavas that Radhika is 

Siikrsna’s handmaid,and their practice of worshipping Radhika 

with aiticl(^ of food first offered to Srikrsrm- From this play of the waves 

of sastrik authority, Sadhakas will form a conception of the \^ast expanse 

and grave solemnity of the sea of the nectar of Radhatattva*® 

In the Devi Biiagavata® Sri Narayana says to Narada: “ In the region 

of Goloka^® Radhika was first of all worsliipped by Krsna, the Paramatma, 

Avithin the Rasamandala^’ on the full-moon day in the month of Kartik- 

Next, under the command of Bhagavan, She was worshipped by the com¬ 

pany of herdswomen and cowherds, their boys and girls, the cows, and 

Surabhi, the queen of the race of cows. Since Her worship by the in¬ 

habitants of Goloka, Brahma, Visnu, Mahesvara, and other Devas, and 

the Munis inhabiting the city of immortals ever worship and adore Her 

with devotion, with flowers and incense* On earth She was first worshipped 

by Suyajfia in the sacred field of Bharatavarsa, under the direction of 

Bhagavan Mahadeva. Subsequently, under the command of Srikrsna, 

the Paramatma, the inhabitants of the three worlds began to worship 
Her/’ 

iRadha, beloved of Krsna; the Deri Laksmi; ^viFe of R^a; wife of 
Krsna; wife of Bralima; the Devi Sarasvati; the River Ganges (considered as 
Devi); the elephant-headed Deva, son of Siva, 

2 The sun; Siva; Visnu; Lord of the Devas; the moon as a Deva; the Lord 
of air; the Lord of waters; Deva; and demonic spirit, 

® Devayonis of those names (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra). 

^ Demonic beings. 

^ That k, the play of unity in divei'sity, Radhi, Laksmi, Sita, and Sati 
are Mahasakti, and so one with Her* 

® The subject of Sita, wife of Rama. 

’ That is, does not support. 

® The subject of Radha. 

Krsna’s heaven (see Visnu Parana, I. iii). 

® Chap. ix. 
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In the second Ratra^ of the Naradapahcaratra it is said: “Just as 

^rikrsna, who is Brahman in reality, is above Prakrti and free from attach¬ 

ment,^ so Radhika, who is also Brahman in reality, is above Prakrti and 

free from attachment. Just as, for the sake of work to be done. He at 

times assumes forms with attributes, so Mahaprakrti Radhika also, for 

the same purpose, at times assumes the form of gross Prakrti. In gross^ 

form that subtle Prakrti lives, by the force of yoga, in the life,® the tongue, 

the intellect, and the mind of Srikrsna, the Paramesvara. Narada! at 

times She seems to appear in, and disappear from, the world formed of 

maya; but in reality She neither takes birth, nor is dependent on the 

action of any other being or person. Like Bhagavan Hari, Bhagavati 

Radhika also is eternal and truth in substance. O Muni! the Mahasakti 

who presides over the life of Bhagavan Srikrsna appears as Radha, and 

She who presides over His tongue is Sarasvati Herself. She who presides 

over His intellect is Durga, the destroyer of evil, who has now incarnated 

Herself as the daughter of Himalaya, the Mountain-king, the destroyer 

of the enemies of the Devas, who, by appearing in the form of the mass- 

of energy^ of all the Devas, crushed the race of Daityas,^ and gave back 

to the Devas the sovereignty of the kingdom of heaven; She it is who holds, 

the three worlds, who appears as hunger, thirst, mercy, sleep, contentment, 

nourishment, forgiveness, shame, and error, who rules over all Jivas, and 

who, in particular, presides as Savitri over the hearts of Brahmanas. It 

was from the left side of Radhika that Mahalaksmi appeared, She who 

is the presiding Devata over the wealth,® of Isvara. From a part of that 

Mahalaksmi appeared the sea-born'^ Kamala, who arose from out of 

the sea of milk what time it was churned. It is She who is the earthly 

Laksmi on earth, and the spouse of Narayana who lies upon the sea of 

milk. The heavenly Laksmi also, who presides over the dwellings of 

Indra and other Devas, appeared from a part of Devi Mahalaksmi who' 

Herself is the spouse of the Lord of Vaikuntha. Savitri, who dwells in 

the Brahmaloka, is the wife of Brahma. At the command of Bhagavan, 

Sarasvati had already divided Herself into two parts. The first part 

remained as Sarasvati and the second became Bharati.® Both were accom¬ 

plished yoginis by dint of yoga. Of them, Bharati is the wife of Brahma, 

and Sarasvati is the spouse of Visnu. Paramesvari Radhika, the mistress 

of the play of Rasa,® is the presiding Devata, over the Rasa-circle, and 

^ Chap. ii. 2 Nirlipta. 

® Prana, the vital principle. 

^ Tejas. ^ Titans, 

® Aisvaryya, that which constitutes Isvara-hood (seepost), 

Sindhubala, who came out of the sea. 
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that eternal Brahmasanatani incarnated Herself in full in the region of 

BrndavanaA Within die Rasa-circle She was the principal actress of 

the play of Rasa^ making use of the occasion of the love-play to show Her 

love to devotees, Bhagavati ate betel chewed by Bhagav^, and Bhagavan 

ate betel chewed by Bhagavati (in order to show their love for devotees, 

or to show that both of them were, in fact, the same). In reality both of 

them have the same body, (In outward vision they appear to possess 

different bodies, to enhance the sweetness of their play, but in reality no 

such difference exists,) The difference between them is like the difference 

betw'ecn milk and its whiteness, that is to say, just as the substance milk 

is an aggregate of such constituent qualities as whiteness, liquidity, sweet¬ 

ness, and so forth, so the substance Brahman is an aggregate of existence, 

consciousness, bliss, and the like. Just as the state of milk cannot be 

determined if w^e omit any of its qualities, such as whiteness, liquidity, 

sweetness, and so forth, so Brahmanhood cannot be determined if we omit 

any of its qualities, such as ^ti, possessor of sakti, sakti \ibhuti,^ and the Hke- 

Just as substaBtially no difference exists between the constituent parts of 

a thing, although., according to the method of linguistic exposition, differ¬ 

ences are imagined to exist between them, and different names are assigned 

to them, so actually no diffei^ence exists between Radha and al¬ 

though they are different in the aspects they assume in play. Brahman is 

both Radha and Eli^na. She who is Radhika is also Krsna, and He who 

is K^na is also Radhika, Those who distinguish between Radha 

and Ki^na, who constitute one non-differentiable, non-duaixstic supreme 

Being,^ will not escape the torments of hell so long as the sun and moon 

will endure. The heinous bodies of those who make a distinction be¬ 

tween them, and, failing to understand the play of Brahman, speak ill of 

Radhika, the supreme Prakrti, will be boiled in the Kumbhipaka hell 
so long as Brahma lives.“ 

Again, in the sixth Chapter it is said: “ First utter the name of Radha 

and next that of Kr^na or Madhava.-* 'WTioever reads in the opposite 

way surely commits a sin equal to that of murdering a Brahmana. Radhika 

is the Mother and Siikrsna is the Father of the universe." Although both 

are the same in substance, yet in the incarnation They take in play, and, 

according to human® custom, the Mother is the object of a hundred times 

greater glory, adoration, and worships than the father/^ 

1 Tile town Brndavana, in the united Provinces. 

2 Manifestation of Sakti (see post), ^ Tattva. 

^ Madhava is one of the names of Krsna as destroyer of the demon Madhu. 

^ The mother’s name is always placed first. ® Laukika. 

See post. The child should regard its mother and father as two visible 
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It is in order to maintain this glory that Sastra has enjoined men 

to take the name of Radhika first and that of grikrsna next. It is natural 

to expect that because the mother is the wife of the father her position 

will be less glorious than his, according to men’s notions; but here custom 

is inspired by dharma,^ and is, consequently, approved by the Sastra. 

Not only the custom of men, but even the gastra itself says: ^ In glory the 

mother surpasses the father a thousand times.’ The reason, also, for this 

has been stated in the gastra. It says that: 'The mother is an object 

of greater glory than the father because she holds the child in her womb 

and nourishes it.’ He is the Guru of the world by whom the world is 

educated and initiated. Prakrti tests this education and initiation of 

the world—that is to say, the Guru can teach only what the Jivas^ (nature) 

can accept. Prakrti, therefore, has the charge of testing the passion or 

dispassion for education. 

“ This Prakrti, the examiner of the world, however, has also to receive 

education and initiation from mother Mahaprakrti.® For ten months 

and ten days before its appearance in the world of men the child’s Prakrti 

is initiated in the mantra which is contained in the mother’s body, food, 

senses, and mind, and educated therein. It has already been shown that 

in the proportion of seed and blood the quantity of blood, which is the 

mother’s portion, is the greater. For this reason the mother’s contri¬ 

bution to the Jiva’s body is larger than the father’s. At the very outset 

this gives to the mother superiority over the father. Next comes the preg¬ 

nancy for ten months and ten days. During this period the record of 

the Jiva’s destiny lies engraved on the foundations of the mother’s body. 

The child’s body is built and developed according to her thoughts, her 

doings, and the humours ^ and blood flowing in her body. 

After this, again, for five years the child drinks the mother’s milk. 

Taking all these matters together, it appears that the child’s indebtedness 

to the mother permeates his veins, arteries, bones, marrow, vital airs, 

body, senses, mind, and, indeed, every molecule and atom from the tip 

of his toe to the top of his head. His indebtedness to his father is only 

in respect of the act of procreation. This is the law of nature. The 

child’s indebtedness to his father for acts done subsequent to procreation, 

such as performances of the ten samskaras,^ education, maintenance, 

and so forth, is not such as must naturally appertain to the father, for 

in his absence these actjs may be done by any other guardian. For this 

reason it does not matter very much to the child if the father dies after 

^ A religious spirit. 

2 Prakrti. ® The greater Prakrti. 
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procreation; but if the mother dies after conceptionj not even the united 

power of the three worlds can supply her place. 

“ Under tlie weight of this great and solemn glory the Sastras ordaining 

household duties havCj with heads bowed downj said: ' The mother is 

a thousand times more gloiious and more won^hipful than the father/ 

Such being the decision of even such Sastxas as deal principally with domestic 

duties^ it need hardly be said that in the spiritoaP vision of the Tantra 

S^tra, which deals principally with sadhana dharma,^ there is in this no 

difference between the w^orldly mother and the spiritual Mother (or Sakti)^ 

In die chapter on Saktilda® we shall try, as far as it will be in our power, 

to show how the principle^ (of the superiority) of human motherhood is 

applicable to Radha, the embodiment of the unattached^ Brahman, and 

what the Tantra Sastra says on the subject. Here we desist, for to do so 

would be to digress. For the present, the very notion under which Sadhakas 

know Her as Mother ^vill enable them to understand this much, that 

the name of Radha should be taken first and then that of Krsna, and that 

a reversal of this order is faulty worship in their sadhana for trath.^ 

Those who speak ill of Radhika either through perversity of intellect 

caused by unavoidable fate, or through blindness due to ill-feeling towards 

Vamacara,^ or through ignorance or sin, do not know that Radhika is^ 

an aspect of Hari’s own. seif, and that an enemy of Radha is also an enemy 

of Hari. In the next world the place of such a man will be in a cauldron 

of boilmg oil in the midst of the Kumbhipaka heU for the life-time of a 

hundred Brahmas, and in tliis world the extiBction of liis progeny and 
his own total ruin is inevitable/’ 

(So long as that detractor of sakti shall not die), he will fall (from 

his own dharma^ through unrighteousness)/ and be deprived of the 

power to arise on account of malice against Sakti; he will be prostrate 

on earth and suffer from endless disease and perils at every step. In the 

Brahmaksetra,® the Puskai’a tirtha, this (truth) about Radha was told by 

Hari to Brahma, and subsequently I heard it from Brahma. Sadhus 

(who are themselves pure and purif)^ others) constantly worship the lotus- 

feet of Radha, who purifies the thr4^e worlds. Ehagavan Srik^na Him¬ 

self ever offei-s arghya^ with devotion at those worshipfiil lotus-feet. Besides 

^ TatU^a ^ Rules as to ritual practice, worship, etc. 
® The play of Sakti. 

^ Nirlipta. The supreme inactive Brahman, unaffected by, and unattached 
to, the Brahmanda (universe), 

® \'amaG§ra is one of the Tantrik Acaias (sec IniroducHon to Tantra Sastra). 

® Svadhamia. " Adbaima. 

® At Puskara, in Ajmer, where there is a temple to Braliraa, 

® An ofierine' of erains of Tjaflrlv anH hlarle*: nf Hflnra tr\ ^ 
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this, (during the play he enjoyed) in the woods and groves of Brndavana^ 

Bhagavan (possessed of a form sweet with love) painted with devotion 

(by soft touches of his own finger) the tips of the toes of the lotus-feet of 

Her (who was all full of love and Brahman incarnate) with the cool and 

brilliant paint of alakta.” ^ 
In the Radha Tantra it has been said: “ In the great mantra consist¬ 

ing of Radhika’s thousand names, Srikrsna is the Rsi, the great Devi who 

crushed Mahisa is the presiding Devata and Gayatri is the metre. The 

application of this mantra is for siddhi in Mahavidya.” ^ 
The Rsi of a mantra is he who was the first to be initiated and attain 

siddhi in it.® There is nothing to say to those who are worshippers of 

the yugala form^ and with a knowledge of monistic truth do not discri¬ 

minate between Radha and Krsna. But even from the dualistic stand¬ 

point sadhakas should now understand how Radhika stands in relation 

to Sri Krsna.^ 
Again, in the Narada Pane aratra it has been said: “ Of the great 

mantra consisting of one thousand names of Radhika, by whose grace 

Sri Krsna is the Sovereign Master of the region of Goloka, and has attained 

the position of supreme Lord of the great mantra, Narada is the Rsi, and 

(owing to its being a different mantra)® Radhika, who is supreme over 

the supreme, is the Devata. Its application is for the fulfilment of the 

fourfold aim.” ® 
Radhika is the handmaid, initiation in whose mantra, and education, 

and accomplishment in whose Tantra, made Bhagavan to become Bha¬ 

gavan. To worship Her, even the Lord of the universe descended on 

earth from Goloka and became Her servant. In the hope of kissing Her 

graceful feet the head of Cintamaniio—the thought of whose feet gratifies 

the world of moving and unmoving things, who is the crest-gem of the 

four-headed Deva touched the dust. If, then, you call Her who is 

such an one Sri Krsna’s handmaid, then whom would you call Sri Krsna’s 

Isvari ? I would not of my own accord, say all this. I am obliged to do 

1 Red lac paint, with which the soles of the feet of Hindu women are 
painted. 

2 The successful attainment of knowledge of Devi Mahavidya. 
® And who reveals it. 
^ The form in which Radha and Krsna are combined. 
^ That is, even if they make a distinction between Radha and Krsna, 

sadhakas should understand from the above the relation of the one to the 
other. 

® Chap. V, 5th Ratra. ^ Adhisvara. ® From the preceding. 
® Dharma, artha, kama, moksa (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra). 

One of the names of Krsna. Brahma. 
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so in reply to your words. It is for this reason that there is so much dis¬ 

cussion about honour and dishonour. My Kisna has neither a hand¬ 

maid nor an Uvari; but when your Krsna has necessity for a handmaid, 

why should he not have necessity for an Isvari as well? The moment you 

step Mrithin the bounds of duaiistic knowledge He, in spite of His being 

Isvara, will have, by your gi-ace, to suffer inevitably as well the state of 

a ser\’ant as that of a master. Or, if in your language, the person served 

is called handmaid and the person serving is called master, then we have 

nothing to object to this servitude and lordship. However that may be, 

O you whose knowledge is of a duaiistic kind, take note that it is the nine¬ 

teenth century of the Kali yuga, and apparendy the custom of the age 
is to call mothers and aunts handmaids I 

However that be, it requires now to be seen what we gain or lose, 

whether or not there exists a relation of master and servant between 

Bhagavan and Bhagavad. If it exists, a worshipper has no right to dis¬ 

cuss it, nor is there the necessity to do so. If Radliilca is to be worshipped 

merely on the ground of Her being Bhagavan’s handmaid, and if, in that 

worship, Her satisfaction is to be sought, then surely it is necessary to 

ascertain and arrive at a final conclusion as to whether She is really Sri 

ICrsna s handmaid or not* But, then, who will judge the matter? If you 

say that we shall be the judges, and Radha and Krsna themselves wiU 

supply the evidence, then, too, it will be extremely difficult to arrive at 

a definite conclusion. For in the pHy of love which thev eiyoycd during 

their stay at Vraja, \^^hen Radbika said to Sri Krsna, “ You are my aU,” 

Sri Krsna said to Radhika, “ I am unable to call You ‘ You To call 

You ‘ my own ’ is not much.” i Putting aside even what Sri Krsna said, 

which is more 2 than what RMhika said, if the two are considered to be 

of equal positions, then, also, one of them cannot be a servant or handmaid 

of the other. Now, how can the matter be judged on the evidence of 

such witnesses? If, therefore, you want to judge the matter by a considera¬ 

tion of acts instead of words, then it is not for you and me to judge and 

arrive at a final conclusion on the matter. In this effort to appease the 

angers of Radhika, Bhagavan Himself finally decided the question at 
the feet of Radhika. 

But if you say that you will call Radhika Sri Kisna’s handmaid, and 

worship Hei with food first offered to Sri Krsna in reliance only on the 

sentiment expressed by the words, “ You are my all,” spoken by Radhika 

to Sri Krsna in a temporary moment of service—a ripple, as it were, in 

1 The meaning of tliis is: » You and I arc the same,” so that the relation- 
Ship 01 the speakers is not fuliy expresseti by the expression You are my all 

2 For Krsna did not discriminate between Him and Her 
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the midst of waves of play in the sea of love—then even Radhil^ cannot 

be called inferior to Krsna. If you can worship Radhika with food first 

offered to Sri Krsna, then I, too, can, in reliance upon the incident m which 

he appeases Radhika’s anger, represent him as hankering after the leavings 

of Radhika’s food and driven off with weeping. The service I speak of 

is as much one of sentiment as the one you speak of. As your words are 

sweet, but your acts are deceitful, so I am obliged to make my acts and 

words similar. In this state of things it is impossible for us even to come 

together, much less to arrive at any decision. 
In sorrow have poets said-i If two persons be both candid, then the 

love that grows between them remains for ever candid ■ and unshaken. 

If one of them be candid and another crooked, then love between them 

endures for a few days only-—^that is to say, so long as the crookedness 

of the crooked person does not show itself. And if both of them be crooked, 

there can be no love between them, much less a permanent love.” O 

you who speak of distinctions, this crookedness of youi-s and mine pre- 

-cludes the possibility that love may grow between us. Think but once 

that They who are referred to in this discussion on the subject of love are 

both very crooked,^ with three bends in their bodies,^ and yet unite to 

form one person.* The devotee has therefore said: “The moon will 

perish, the sun will perish, the Bralimanda formed by the spread of the 

three gunas will perish, in the great dissolution, but it is the firm con¬ 

viction of the Harivamsa* community that the constant play of Radha 

and Krsna at Bmdavana will never come to an end.” 
So, I say, 6 Sadhaka, see the threefold play of creation, preservationj 

and destruction in the thrice-bent and fair bodies of the Father and the 

Mother of the universe, and forget all distinctions. Call, for once, the 

Father Mother and the Mother Father, and making the Father and the 

hlother one, take them to the Sahasrara.® There, in the heart of that 

full-bloomed and thousand-petalled lotus, shining with the refulgence 

of the sun and moon, in that seat of the undifferentiated « kaivalya-play 

of Him who is full of light and Her who is full of light, stand with folded 

hands, and with a disconsolate heart weep, and say: “ I know not who 

you are? Be you Father or Mother or another, tell me whose I am? ” 

1 Kutila. 
2 Xrbhanga; a favourite representation of the body with Indian artists is 

that with three curves, formed by the inclined neck, trunk, and legs. 

® Bhagavan and Bhagavatl are here called kutila and trbhanga because of 

the inscrutability of Their ways . 
' ^ Vaisnava. Harivam^a, or " family of Hari,” is the name of a Pauranik 

^ork which gives the history of^the family of Hari or Krsna. 

^ The thousand^ctailed Ipttis in the head, above the six cakras (see 
Introduction to Tantra Sdstro)^ 
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O you discriminating Vaisnava! How dare you extend your authority 
over Visnu, after whose name you arc caUed a Vaisnava, and who is. your 

authority in everything? Being the servant of Visnu’s servant’s-servant, 

what makes you so proud that you insult the Devata whom Visnu adores? 

'iou would not admit the superiority of any over the Devata you worship. 

Very well. But ought you, on that account, to divide one thing into two 

parts, and attribute lordship to one and servitude to another? Why should 

you call Radha Krsna’s handmaid instead of Krsna’s own. self? * And 

even should you do so in the spirit of play, why do you not also call Krsna 

Radha’s servant, just as you call Radha Krsna’s handmaid? Or. do you 

think that Krsna’s lordship cannot be maintained without calling Radha 

His handmaid? Is this your idea of Krsna’s Brahmahood? He who is the 

Lord will always be so, whether Radha becomes His handmaid or not. 

O brother, you proceed to estabUsh Krsna’s lordship on Radha’s servitude; 

you proceed to worship the adored Devata of Krsna with food first offered 

to Him. But you do not even once desire to understand why vou are in 

such a miserable plight in spite of your worship of Krsiia? Why are you 

not saved in spile of the presence of the Lord, tlie Saviour of the tliree 

worlds? To strike with a weiipon the left limb of Him whose right limb- 

you worship! Ah, we know not whetlier, in consequence of such worship, 

Bhagavan will gratify you by appearing before you, or greet you with His. 

Sudarsana.s Friend of die poor! Merciful Deva! Thou alone art the 

Saviour of the three worlds. Thou art ever the reliever of burdens of the 
earth. 

Lord, save the community of Sadhakas from these false beliefs. 
Or, O Lord, it is miserliness shoun by your self of your own accord. It is 

because Thou, O Krsna, art unwilling to make the being ® of Radha in 

which Thou, hast sunk and lost Thyself the property of all, that Thou, 

O crest-gem of schemers,^ hast turned the wheel of the intelligence of 

Jiv^. So I say, O discriminating Vai-snava, if your understanding of the 

subject is of a dualistic character, then understand this ako, that it is 

doubtful w'hether even after a hundred crores ^ of births, you will be able 
to worship Her whose worshipper Krsna Himself is.” 

Amongst those who, by throwing all these thorns upon the spiritual 
path, consider themselves to be learned,® there are some who are even 

heard to say that sakti can exist only by the support ^ of the possessor , of 

^akti, and therefore ask what is the necessity of worshipping the thing 
supported instead of the supporter? 

Sadliakas have already been given ample evidence to show the nature 

of this relation of the supporter and die supported, between the possessor 
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of sakti and Sakti. What new answer can we now give to the above ques¬ 

tion? If, however, the matter must be judged from the point of view of 

the supporter and the supported, then, leaving aside considerations of 

sakti-tattva, we see that Brahma is supported by a swan,i Visnu is supported 

by Garuda, Mahadeva is supported by a bull, and the Devi is supported 

by a hon. Should we, then, for this reason ignore Brahma, Visnu, 

Mahesvara, and Mahesvaii, and worship the swan, Garuda, the bull, and 

the hon, in the behef that as supporters they are the more important of 

the two ? The relation between the possessor of sakti and Sakti is the same 

as that which exists between the carrier ^ and the person carried. This is 

the only fit reply to a fit question. 
In reality, there are no such two things as Sakti and possessor of sakti. 

There is no evidence of, nor is there any necessity for, the existence of the 

two things. Male, female, and neuter, all are Sakti. Body, senses, mind, 

and Atma, all are manifestations ® of sakti. Citsakti * as Atma is, like 

the solar orb, the condensed and massive form of sakti; while body, senses, 

mind, and other things are, like sun’s rays spreading on all sides, but fluid 

parts oft hat great massive sakti. Although the sun is in reality energy ® 

in substance, yet for common nnderstanding such expressions as “ the sun 

is possessed of energy ” and “ the sun’s energy ” are used. Similarly, although 

Atma is Sakti itself in substance, yet in order that Jiva may the better under¬ 

stand, Sastra has used such expressions as “ Atma is possessed of ^akti ” 

and “ Atma’s lakti ”. This is the only difference between Sakti and the 

possessor of sakti. In a spiritual sense, nothing exists as possessor of sakti 

besides Sakti. 
Even the Purusa-form,® which you and I, according to our language 

and understanding, know as the possessor of sakti, is but another or 

changed ’ form of Prakrti. Other evidence is unnecessary. Paramesvara 

. himself, the sole and best Purusa in the world,® who presides or dwells in 

all Purusas, has said in the Nirvana Tantra: 
“Just as trees grow on the earth and again disappear in it; just as 

bubbles are formed in water and again disappear in water; just as lightning 

is formed in clouds and again disappears in them; so at the time of creation 

Brahma, Visnu, Mahesvara, and other Devas are born of the body of that 

beginningless and eternal Kalika, and at the time of dissolution they again 

disappear in Her. O Devi, for this reason, so long as Jiva does not know 

the supreme truth® in regard to Her who plays with Mahakala,^® his desire 

for hberation can only give rise to ridicule. From a part only of Kalika, 

^ Hamsa, or some say goose, duck, or flamingo. ® Vahana. 

® Vibhuti. * See ante, ® Tejas. 

« Murti. ’’ Vikrti. 
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That which IS white, spotless, pure, attributeless and non-duaUstic, that 

realization by the Atma, that is the highest 
State of Mahadevi/ ^ 

A/r- tlie same Purana are: “ The supreme aspect of 
Mine the substance of wliich is consdousness,r sole,^ and pure- the 

immortal state which is free from aU upadhis,^ and eternal, that is only 

attmnable by knowledge alone. Those who see the Atma as knowledge * 
undoubtedly enter into Me.” ® 

In the Devi Agama it is said: “That Mafaamaya, who in reality is 

comaousncM and Parabrahman, has assumed various forms out of favour 
to devotees,” 

The \ ogini Tantra says: “ He who exists pervading the visva 

^mversej as Deva Visvesvara is Himself Visve^vari, tlie universe-pervading 

Whatever saku anything pos.sesses, that is Devi Visveivari, and all 
diosc things are Dev^a Viive^vara. She into the holiov^^ of whose every 

hair millions of Brahmandas constantly disappear; She it is who grants 

the desires of Sadhakas by the assumption of various forms in play ffor 
such is Her kindness}.” t'JK 

In the Navaratnesvara it is said: “ That Devi who is absolute existence, 

absolute consciousness, and absolute bliss, should be thought of as a female, 

or as a male, or as pure Brahman. In reality, however, She is neither 

male nor female, nor neuter—{that is to say, she is not bound to any 
particular form). 

“ Still, just as a kalpalata = is called by a feminine name, so She, too 

IS cal ed by a feminine name [Sakti—that is to say. one obtains from a 

kalpalata anything which he desires, be it the fruit of a creeper (lata) or 

that of a tree, and this reveals a drione « sakti beyond that of a lata (creeper) 

or of a tree]. Still, just as a kalpalata is a lata (creeper) in form, so She 

assumes a female form,' in spite of Her being all forms and above all forms.” 

Just as the form of a lata (creeper) is the real form of a kalpalata, in spite 

of Its bearing fruits of trees, so the form of Sakti is Her real form iu spite 

of all male appearances,a such as Devas, D^avas, and so on, which are 

Her fo^» only. Whether in dualistic or in non-dualistic play, in the 

form^ of Bi ahman or in the form of jiva, the female is sakti, and the male 

IS ^akta. Sakti is the person worshipped, and Purusa is the person 

worsliipping. This is the last step of sadhana, the highest state of spiritual 
realization.^^ 

^ Ginmaya, 

® Apparent limitations, vide ante. 
2 Kevala. 

^ Jnana. 
I' 1 • 
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Although male and female are both Her aspects, yet Her sakd is^ 

naturally revealed more in the female than in the male form, and this is 

the cause of the distinction of worshipper and the worshipped/ and it is 

on account of this greater manifestation that females are called sakti • 

From this one must not suppose that ^akti is less present in such 

appearances ^ as Siva, Krsna, Rama, Surya, Visnu, Ganesa, and so on^ 

For although these appearances are actually male, they are not bound to 

the male form. They are merely formed in the play of Her who is con¬ 

sciousness in manifesting consciousness- If a Sadhaka who is a worshipper 

of the form of Krsna desires to see Him as Kali, then Bhagavan, the fulfiller 

of the desires of devotees, is bound to appear before him in that form. 
Raditika Herself has, by pretending ^ to be afraid of -Ayana/ given 

evidence of this perfect Sakti of Ehagavan.® It is with reference to this 

force of perfect Sakti in the female form that Mahesvaii Herself has said,, 

in the Durgagita of the Mundamala Tantra: 
It is I who am Radhika in Goloka, Kamala in Vaikuntha, and 

Savitri and Sarasvati, the presiding Devi of speech in Brahmaloka. It is- 

I who am Parvati in Kailasa, Janaki in Mithila, Rukmini in Dvaraka, 

and Draupadi ® in Hastinapura, I am Sandhya and Gayatri, the 

Mother of Vedas, the objects of adoration to all the twice-born people. 

Among Yogas ® I am Pusa, among flowers I am black Aparajita,® among 

leaves I am the bael-leaf,^** among pithas I am the Yonipitha,^^ I am Maha- 

vidya formed of Hari and Hara/® and I am also the woi'shipped of Brahma,. 

Visnu and Siva. O Lord, O Sankara,'" it is only by my special favour 

that Jivas can know me (what more need I say, O my husband!); wherever 

there is Sakti (a female) there I am. O Mahadeva, know for certain that. 

this is the manner in which I am best contemplated. Whoever forsakes 

this path of Sakti and proceeds along another path in search of Me throws^ 

away the jewel which is in the palm of his hand, and runs after a heap 

of ashes.” 

1 The female principle is called sakti because there is more sakti revealed 
in it than m the male principle. As the Mundamala Tantra says, Wherever 
there is a female (sakti), tliere I am.” For the same reason the female is 
worshipped by the male. 

2 Murti. " Abhinaya. ^ Radhika’s husband. 

® This point here is not at all clear. For the story is that Krsna took the 
form of Kali for fear of Ayana. 

® As to these names, vide ante. 

Morning, noon, and evening prayers personified (see Introduction to Tantra^ 

Sdstra), 

® See post, ^ The flower clitoria, Sacred to $iva. .. 

11 Kamrun in Tnirodueiiftn io Tantra Sasird)^ 
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This is the command of Sastra. If, after this, any of you wish to 

solve the matter by a thorough understanding in the light of science or 

philosophy, in that case also it must be admitted that there is no 3akti or 

possessor of Sakti other than the Sakti of Atma, by which body, senses, 

mind, and life ^ are guided. If everything is performed by Sakti, then 

why wait for a possessor of Sakd ? II you ask by whose support * * this Sakti 

exists, then do you yourself tell me by whose support the possessor of Sakti 

exists. If the Brahmasakd who supports the Brahmanda has to wait for 

another s support, then this Brahmanda must go to perdition.® Who is 

the container ^ of the contained Sakd ? By whose energy ® does fire bum ? 

By whose speed does wind blow ? Such questions do not bespeak a natural 

state of the mind. However that may be, it is because Purusa is enabled 

by the support of Sakd to display Himself* that Sastra has designated 

him as Saktiman (the possessor of 3akd). The Brahmanda play of 

Brahmamayi manifests the same principles. For this reason, in the 

creatioiij preservation^ and destruction of the duaJistic material worlds^ 

the Piuusa aspects ol Sakti are Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara, and Her 

Prakrd aspects are Brahmani, Vaisnavi, and Maheivari. In the Gayatii 

mantra also it is these two Purusas and Prakrd aspects which have to be 

worshipped at the commencement in pranayama.* Brahma, Visnu, and 

Mahesvara are the Punisas, and at the end, in the Gayatii dbyana,® 

Brahmani, Vaisnavi, and Mahesvarl are the Prakrds. The Gayatii is 

merely a Sutra (aphorism), and the Sandhya-prayers are its vrtti 

(exposition) or Bha^a (commentary). In the Gayatii mantra five forms 

of Brahman’s self have been specified—namely, pervadcr of the umverse,ii 

creator of the world/® object of worsliip/® playful Deva,®* and instigator of 

Jiva’s inteJligence.is Of these five, the epithet “ pervader of the universe ” 

denotes the Self-aspect,and comes first. Next follows the introduction 

of the dualistic world. The world cannot be created in the attributeless 

State, and without fully bringing into play the three gunas. By whom will 

He be worshipped if no worshipper exists? Play is impossible if no desire 

® Prana. a Asraya, 3 Rasatala. * Adhara. * Tejas. 
* Lit.: to spread his own vibhutis (.■seepost). 

’’ Prapanca, * Breath-control (see Introdmion to TatUra Sastra). 

® The formula of meditation on the Gayatri. “ Svarupa. 

Bhurbhuvah suvali. Tatsavituh. is Varenyam Bhargah. 

Devasya dhimahi. - The Deva is described in the text as playful 
(lllamaya), for lila is a characteristic of Devas. 

isphiyo yo nah pracodayat (sec Introduction to Tantra SSslra). The 
Sajisknt in notes 10 to 14 tli^ portions of the Gayatiri referred to, thoug'h 
not ex Dressed- in the tevt. 
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exists. Lastly, why should He direct Jiva’s intelligence if He has not 

taken upon Himself the lordship of the Brahmanda ? Intelligent Brahmanas 

will now understand from the Gayatri mantra itself whether the Devata, 

who forms its subject/ is attributeless Brahman or with attribute. Brahman, 

whom the Gayatri seeks to establish, is neither attributeless nor with 

attribute—that is to say. It is both attributeless and with attribute. A 

Sadhaka, when he has attained siddhi in the sadhana of Brahman with 

attribute will, in natural course, lose himself in the attributeless Self.^^ 

He need not before this time shut his eyes and see darkness for three ages.® 

By Brahman with attribute you and I may understand a small Brahman.. 

But in the eyes of the Sastra, Brahman is neither small nor great, as you 

think. 

As an aquatic animal must pass through the rivers if it wishes to- 

journey to the sea, so a Jiva must pass through the dualistic world if he 

wishes to make his way to the Brahman. Sastra has, therefore, said 

that to reach mahanirvana, which is His attributeless aspect, one must 

proceed by the aid of the support of His forms ^ with attributes. By the 

term “ attributeless ” one is not to understand that Brahman has no 

attribute,® but that, although with attributes,® He is not attached ^ to 

them. The Sea is not waterless. But as, notwithstanding its fullness of 

water, it is the Lord or presiding Devata over waters, so Brahman, with 

attribute or attributeless, is, notwithstanding such attributes. Lord or 

presiding Devata over attributes. Every attribute bears eternal evidence 

of the infinite number of attributes of Her in Whom are all attributes.® 

To say, therefore, that She is attributeless is only to show one’s ignor¬ 

ance. The manifestations of Sakti in the forms ® of Devas, Danavas, and men, 

signify nothing but the spread of attributes belonging to Her who holds 

the three gunas. Attachment, inclination, permanence, peace, self-control, 

patience, error, enjoyment, liberation, devotion, and the like are all nothing 

but Sakti. Thanks, then, to the tongue of him who says that She is 

unconscious. She in whose substance hearing, thinking, going, seeing, and 

other acts of consciousness exist. Whether a person who asks if he has 

got a tongue has really got it or not, will be understood by others if not by 

himself. But he, too, ought to understand this much, that if he has not 

got a tongue, with whose help, then, does he ask: “ Have I got a tongue? ” 

Similarly, an advocate of the theory that Sakti is unconscious,^^ ought 

at least to ask himself under whose influence earthly Jivas become 

conscious ? If Sakti be not really consciousness, by whose grace do I possess^^ 

^ Pratipadya. ® Svarupa. 

® That is, he has not got to wait, but the result follows immediately. 

^ Murti. ^ Guna. ® Gunamaya. Lipta. 
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the power of asking whether Sakti is consdoxis or unconscious? I know 

not what severe punishment for tenibic crimes committed in previous 

births it is which smites a man so senseless as to cause him to make so 

delirious a statement as that “ Sakti is unconscious He is saying that 

of a Sakd the beams of the moon of whose consciousness arc powerfully 

manifested in every vein, every artery, and in every atom of a Jiva’s body. 

Sastra has said; “ O Devi, without a knowledge of Sakti nirvana cannot 

be attained.” Do you think, O Jrva! that you will gain the knowledge of 

Saktitattva which leads directly to nirvana liberation, merely by virtue of 

your being a great polemist, and without the possession of a wealth of 

sMhana stored by in many prenous births? 

Are you to possess the wealth which is worshipped by Brahma and 

other Det'aS'—tlte treasure which lies eternally hidden in the storehouse of 

Sadananda’s heart? Hari, Hari, Haii! You and I want to obtain Her by 

the force of intelligence, but we fail to realize that we have not the power 

•to understand anything beyond what She, who is the intelligence of even 

intelligence, has, with proper judgment, given us the competence to under¬ 

stand. Not to speak of anyone else, even Sahkaracarya himself, O 

:Sadhaka, played at this sport. 
When Bhagavan Sahkaracarya, upholder of tiie maya doctrine, 

preacher of the Vedanta philosophy, and crest-gem of philosophers, arrived 

at KaSi after having proved himself a conqueror in eveiy- quarter; when 

followers of other systems of philosophy, wounded all over by the powerful 

arrows of his arguments, had been dispersed and scattered, he, by some 

play of the Mother of the world which we know not of, commenced, to 

the immense joy of the Saiva community, to hurl relentless thunderbolts 

on the heart of the Sakta community. For he proceeded to establish that 

“ nothing exists as Sakti ” besides Siva. Saktas thus sorely oppressed by 

him, though defeated outwardly by arguments, were undefeated in inner 

reasoning. They were, however, intensely grieved to see such scepticism ^ 

proclaimed against the Devata whom they woi'shipped. Who but She 

who dwells in all hearts can realize the intensity of such grief in the hearts 

of Sadliakas? Sahkaracarya, however, could not understand this even 

then; for his ideas did not go beyond the notion that “ Kari * belonged to 

Siva.” Ir was even then unknown to him that there was also a Mistress ® 

of Kaii. The throne of Her who is Sakti in reality', was therefore moved 

to appease the pangs of the hearts of Sadhakas, and to lift the curtain of 

error which had fallen upon Sahkaracarya, the incarnation of all 

devotion.^ 

Nastikavada. 2 The city of Benares. 
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One day, therefore, Sahkaracarya, after an untiring discussion; 

lasting till midday, lay with a wearied body on the Manikarnika ghat, 

enjoying in his mind his triumph in having disproved the Sakti doctrineA 

He then saw a girl of serene appearance slowly approaching the ghat,^ 

carrying a small pitcher on her lap. Sahkaracarya was lying with his 

head towards the south and feet towards the north, in such a way as to 

completely block the path. On coming near him, the girl very meekly 

said: “ Bhagavan, please raise your feet so that I may fill my pitcher with 

water and go away.” Sahkaracarya said: “ Mother, you may step 

over me. There will be no blame in your doing so.” The girl replied: 

“ How can that be? You are a Brahmana. How can I step over you?” 

^Sahkaracarya, proud of his knowledge, said: “ Mother, you are an 

ignorant female, and in that a mere girl. Brahmana, Ksattriya, Vaisya, 

Sudra, female, male—all such differences merely arise from our ignorance.® 

In the eyes of the wise everything is, in a spiritual sense, in substance. 

Brahman. You may pass over me, and will commit no sin thereby,” 

The girl looked greatly grieved, and said: “ Lord, you yourself have said 

that I am an ignorant female, and have no competence for such spiritual 

knowledge.^ I can by no means step over a Brahmana. Be good enough 

to raise your feet so that I may pass.” Sahkaracarya was displeased, 

and said: “ Mother, I have repeatedly told you what to do, and yet you 

will not hear me? My body is extremely tired, and, moreover, suddenly 

I feel, I know not why, as if I had not the sakti (strength) even to raise 

my feet."” The girl, who appeared to be somewhat frightened, said: 

Lord, pardon me. Had I but known that you had not the sakti to do 

rso, I would never have asked you to raise your feet. I am one who is 

not fit to understand your spiritual knowledge, and have, in consequence, 

disturbed you repeatedly through my great fear at having to step over a 

Brahmana. Had you, instead of speaking of spiritual knowledge, told 

me, at the beginning, plainly that ' you had not the sakti to move,’ I 

would myself have raised your feet and gone down to the water. How¬ 

ever that may be, if you will now let me, I shall myself raise your feet.” 

ISankaracarya was greatly abashed at these words of the girl, and said: 

You may do what you like.” The girl then raised his feet vdth her own 

hands and put them aside, and then went down to the water, filled the 

pitcher, and ascended the steps. Sahkaracarya, who was lying pros¬ 

trate with fatigue, called to the girl, and said: “Mother, I have been 

long thirsty, give me a little water.” The girl smiled, and asked: “ Why? 

You are lying on the water-side. How is it, then, that you suffer from 

thirst?” Sahkaracarya replied: “How many times more need I tell 

^ Saktivada. 2 Steps leading down to the river. 
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you that I have not the sakd to rise ? ” The girl then rolled her eye,^ and 
making the banks of the Ganges resound tvith Her solemn voice, said: 
“Sankara, is it not you who ignore Sakti?” Wounded by the echo of 
that hcartpenetrating solemn sound, Sankaracarya, who had been like 
a sleeping child startled by lightning, shut his eyes for a moment, and 
then, as he fearfully opened them, he saw that in the angiy eyes of the 
girl waves of unbearable light, such as might proceed from hundreds of 
suns and moons, w'ere playing. Instantly, as he cried “ Mother! ” and 
with outstretched arms rushed to clasp Her feet, the play of that playful 
Devi closed. The great light of Her w’fao is Light itself,* * which had shown 
itself in the form of a girl, disappeared. None but a kindred sufferer can 
understand the darkness into which Sankaracarya sank upon the dis¬ 
appearance of that light. The summit of pride of Brahmajnana * to which 
he had risen wns shattered into pieces by a single glance of the daughter 
of the King of Mountains,* as the summit of a moimtain is shattered by 
a thunderbolt. Then, like a blind man who has fallen, like a child which 
has lost its mother, he wept loudly, and crying, “ O my Mother, where 
have you gone? “ ran with breathless speed tow'ards the temple of Anna¬ 
purna. Now the mother’s son belongs to the Mother, and goes to the 
Mother’s temple crying, “ Mother! ” Although there was nothing strange 
in this, yet the .sight of such an unprecedented change in Sankaracarya, 
the sceptic about Sakti, charmed the Saktas with the greatness of the 
Mother. The temple-yard was filled with their cry: “ Victory to the 
Mother of the world.” Surrounded on all sides by the assembly of Sakta 
devotees, Sankaracarya came to the door of the temple of the Rajara- 
jesvari ’ of the three worlds, the Queen « of the Lord ^ of Kasi, and, trembling 
rvith fear at having committed so grave an offence, placed his head on 
tlie slirine of the feet touched by the heads of Suras and Asuras, of Adya 
Sakti, the Mother of the world. Then, weeping, he said: “ O Mother, 
Siva is able to maintain His Lordship only if He is united with Sakti; 
otherwise (if He is separated from Jlakti) He is unable not merely to main¬ 
tain His Lordship, but even (to maintain His own existence) to move 
His eyes. Explained in another way: According to Tantra, Sakti is 
denoted by the letter * i Siva is Siva so long only as He is joined with 
Sakti—that is, with * i The instant He is separated from Sakti-—that 
is, from ‘ i ’—He ceases to be Siva, and becomes a motionless Sava [corpse], 
Thou art, therefore [Adya Sakti] an object of worship to even Hari, Kara, 

* In surprise and resentment. 

* Jyotirmayi. s Knowledge of Brahman. 
* The Devi, who had thus appeared to the philosopher. 

® Queen of Queens. « Adhisvari. ^ I^vara 
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Virinci 1 and others who are themselves worshipped by the world. O 

Mother, how am I, who have done no act of reUgious merit, able to bow 

my head to, or hymn the feet [the lotus-feet, difficult of attainment by 

the three worlds, at which Brahma and other Devas lay their heads] 

that is to say, unless Thou thyself reveal it, who has the power to know the 

Sakti-tattva, which is in reality Thyself? Brahma, Visnu and Mahesvara. 

who know but a part only of Thy greatness, have sought shelter at Thy 

feet. That tattva is not revealed to any who have not a store of reh^ous 

merits acquired by Sadhana in many a previous hirth. It is not within 

the power of Jivas to know the nature of TarV who is beyond ffie reach 

of mind and speech. It is therefore that a Jiva faik to know Thee O 

Mother, even though he hes on Thy lap. O Mother such is my state 

to-day. Out of fear of the offence I have committed, I have not the 

courage either to make hymn or to bow to Thee.” 
In this manner Sahkaracarya made hymn to the Mother of the 

world by one hundred and three verses, in which he described Her appear¬ 

ance, quahties, and greatness. In the conclusion he said; To make 

hymn to Thee with words uttered by Thy grace is like the waving ol 

lights* brfore the sun in his worship, or the preparation of Arghya or 

the moon with the particles of water secreted by a moon-gem, or the 

offering of libations of its own water to the sea.” 
Thus gratified, Sahkaracarya made provision so that none among 

the descendants of his disciples might ever be deprived of the wealth o 

the Sadhana of Sakti, or fall from Tantrik initiation, notwithstanding 

that they were Sannyasins in the Vaidik cult. For this reason we see 

the Yantra of Sri« established wherever there are Mathas, temples, an 

the Uke, founded amongst such Dandis* as are followers of Sahkaracarya. 

This fact people daily see even at the present time, except that it is in 

some places openly displayed, and in some places kept secret as Sadhakas, 

who know the secret, are fully aware. ■ ■+„„i 
However that may be, we have something to say about the spiritual 

error of Bhagavan Sahkaracarya, an incarnation of Sankara, in ffie 

incident described above. Bhagavan Sahkaracarya was an inc^nation 

of Siva, who is Sakti Herself. It is extremely astomshing th^at He who 

has in His original form laid His breast under the feet of Mahasakti, and 

1 Visnu, Siva, Brahma. . r j x- 
2 That is, the tattva of Tara, one of the Mahavidyas (see Introduction to 

Tantra Sdstra). 
3 Arati, or the waving of lights in worship before an image, 

I VckT''o -t-n 

* An offering made to show respect to a person on meetii^ him, or to a 
5 Gandrakanta mam. A he JJevi. 
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sunk in Brahma-bliss by resigning Himself to the Brahma-form of Brah- 

jmay, should, in His incarnate form, commit such an errin 

shatt^ t?e ^pride^f kT ^ ^ 
filled the f Wdedge, consisting of eternal ignorance, which 
filled the followei-s of the Ved^tik system of philosophy, who were advo¬ 

cates of the Maya doctrine,i deluded by the Maya of Mahamaya that 

and thV^*^*^^l who is perfect and eternal Brahman 
^d then proclaimed the greatness of the Mother of the world by holding’ 

ug Her ^ace, the ever-triumphaat banner of the Tantra Sastra’ 
m Ins own hand Otherwise, it is not to be believed that the author of 

hymn of which we have quoted the beginning and the end, and which 

bespea^ a deep and impressive knowledge of the entire Tantra gastra 
was a disbehever m Sakti, or did not know or worship Her. 

Gaura Candra,^ the full-moon of the Sea of Gaura,® descending 

of Bhagavan Sahkaracarya? 
followers, fts Guru who initiated him in asceticism,* was Sw^ml Ke/ava 

I'" community 
Intelhgent Sadhakas will, therefore, easily understand in what systet 

STrsSr Itiri'tT' accustLed 

Sa^aka, whom shall I recognize as a greater philosopher than 

Bhagavan Sankaracarya, who played his part in the above-mentioned 
sport. VVhere is the advocate of the theory that Sakti is unconscious® 

who IS hin^elf thereby lowered to the state of some unconscious thin^ 

whose words shall respect? If Sahkar^arya, an incarnation of Him 

he said There is no Saku,” who are you and I that we should raise 
our heads to say, “ There is no Sakti ” ? 

He is very deeply mistaken who thinks that he can undcmtand the 

Saku-tattva by means of phUosophical arguments, discussions, and reason¬ 

ing. If She were a treasure to be acquired by arguments, discussions 

and reasonings, for whose sake, then, are sadhana and bhajana^ require^;J 

Sankaraca^a did not know Her by means of philosophy (dadana)’ 

He W Her in consequence of seeing Her (darsana).® He L not a 

md philosopher, like the pandits we meet nowadays. His spiritual 

■ The Vaienavite Saiat Caianya. - The ceunsy Gaur or Bengal. 
ihe town of Nadia, where Caitanya was born. 

'Sanny asa. ® Jada. 
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.eye was painted and made brilliant by the collyrium paint i of the hght 

.of Her who is ever stainless.^ The Mother of the world showed Herself 

;to him, and that sight (darsana) made him (one who sees or) a philosopher 

(darsanik). But we unfortunate Jivas of the Kah age are becoming, blind 

in the name of philosophy (darsana). This is our ill-fortune.® 

Is he not the greatest of sceptics * who finds it in him to say that Sakti 

“does not exist’’—the Sakti whose existence has given to Bhagavan the 

name of “ possessor of all Saktis ” ? What can be a greater folly than that 

you, O Jiva, should proceed to discuss the existence or non-existence of 

(the Sakti, whose greatness is preached by Bhagavan; the Sakti whose 

•greatness is such that Bhagavan Himself has, in order that it may be pro- 

-claimed, ordained that the name of Sakti should be uttered first, and then 

that of the possessor of sakti, declaring that he who shall fail to utter the 

names as Radha-Krsna, Laksmi-Narayana, Uma-Mahesvara, Gauri- 

I Sankara;;® and Sita-Rama is guilty of a sin as great as that of murdering 

.a Brahmana. In the uncrossable ocean of Her existence a Brahmanda- 

■ cauldron is less even than a bubble of water.® 
Is it the Mother’s fault or the son’s ill-fortune that living in that bubble 

.and even sinking in that ocean, you and I do not see Her, that sitting 

in the Mother’s lap, nourished by the Mother’s milk, and tended by the 

soft fingers of the Mother’s hand, the son, born blind, does not see Her ? 

Who does not take birth in his Mother’s womb? But for that reason every¬ 

one does not have the good fortune of seeing his mother. The graceful 

.and refulgent beauty of the three eyes ’ of the three-eyed Devi are reflected 

in the mirror of the eye of him only whose eye of knowledge has been 

opened by Her mercy, and has been smeared by his guru’s kindness with 

the collyrium paint of love. Sahkaracarya has said: “What power 

has Tiva to see that beauty of Thine, which is visible only to Parama- 

riva?” 
So I say, O brother Sadhaka, do not forget the Mother’s authority 

and power because you have not yourself got the power to see Her. And 

you, community of false devotees, who see a difference between Sakti 

and possessor of sakti, who are partial on the Father s side and inimical 

^ Anjana used to give brilliance to the eyes. ^ Nirahjana, 

3 A play on the word darsana. Philosophy is so called, as it is supposed to 

;;give sight; but is here the cause of blindness. 

^ Literally, the great-grandfather of sceptics,. 

5 That is, the names of the Saktis are placed first, and those of: the Devas 

isecond. 
6 The universe, which is shaped like a cauldron, is but as a bubble in the 

ilimitless ocean of Her being- . < . . , 
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to Mother’s side, to you, too, I say, whichever form a Jiva may worship, 

be it the form of a male or that of a female, the door of liberation is free 
to him. 

He who worships the Father has not to wait to worship the Mother 

before he can secure liberation; but know it for certain that not even the 

Father’s father has the power to liberate him who worships the Father 

in a spirit of antagonism to the Mother. Sumbha, Nisumbha, Jambha, 

Mahisasura,* and many others, worshipped the Father in this spirit. But 

I know not how vast is the mercy of Her who is full of mercy. Enmity 

cannot touch Her in the least, so that the Devi with disheveUed hair, 

whom immortals worship, liberated them from the bonds of existence 

even when in war with them. Nevertheless, by placing Himself in the 

form of a corpse under the Mother’s feet, the Father showed to the Daityas 

that the garl^d of petals of liberation lies ever set and ever stored under 

the feet of the Devi with dishevelled hair. To put on that garland one 

inust place one’s heart under those feet and lose one’s self. It is with the 

wew of this truth® that thoughtful devotees of subtle insight have said: 

“ Everyone says ‘ Father, Father! ’ no one says ‘ Mother! ’ But in the 

Father court ® the final dedsion is that which is the Mother’s command.” 

So I say; ” O you who discriminate between the Father and the 

Motlier, human birth is difficult of attainment. Open, then, the door 

of your heart while there is yet time, and with tears in your eyes say for 
oace, 

“ ‘ A bad son may sometimes be bom 

But a bad mother never.’ 

and demonic beings so named (see Introduction to Tantra Sastra 

^ Tattva, 
4 

a n If a rei 

® Durbar or court held by Rajas etc. 

Kuputro jayeta kvach^pi kumata nabhavati. This is a quotadon fror 



CHAPTER X 

WORSHIP OF THE FIVE DEVAT AS 

Brahman with attributes is the object of adoration in the Gayatri worslnp 

already mentioned, although attributeless Brahinan is goal That 

worship, however, is sufficient and adequate only for ffie 

^aid t£ice a day. The sandhya-prayers may be , 

to of worship for him who. disregarding f 

has profoundly understood the monistic truth, and lost ^ false duahsU 

n^tiols concerning the body, senses, mind, and hfe. Although m the 

acamana ^ of sandhya, there is something 
to the province of dualistic perception, yet that is intended o Y 

casting off of sin. For this reason, this part may be called 

instead of self-resignation. However that may be. ffie ® 

a devotee cannot rest satisfied with this part only The sandhya ^nnot 

gratify the heart’s desire of Him whose earnest wish is to place everything 

Ihich he can call his own at Her feet, and to be taken as a slave in return 

^romthe Gayatri I learn that Mali^akti, under the aspects oprahma, 

Visnu, and Mahesvara, is the crcatrix. preservamx, 

ing'to differences which exist between the three guiias 

and tamas. But this amount of understanding does not satisfy ^ 

and heart. Why this play of Hers? What is the process by which 

play is regulated? What was Her true aspect® before this play, ^d w a 

SnerTpect be after it? Being Hei^elf fuU of play,* how is She d^ched 

from it? How can Jiva, who is but a mere puppet, pass beyond P ^ 

ZLrL Her real Self? A Jtva's heart i. namrally aaxrous .0 have 

the answer to these and other questions- miTrh as 
Secondly, auppote drat I understand from the Gayatn as much M 

I cauTf drSe m'^tersA I dren understand drat ^e " 

whose substance is existence, consaousness, and b . 

gain by that? I am an impure, unconsaous Jiva. I hear 

1 See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra, . rr 
* A portion of the sandhya ritual {see Introduction to 
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“ *' «f'"«■> *« bas«, 

boat; no disuncdo^lrmSe'bet'"'" stepping into a feiry 

bathing in the Ganges; and no disSSil el^t^^Kn” “ 'If'* 
moving objects, insects and ?-v ^ . ““moving objects, 

respect of their right to Nirvana liberat- region of Benares in 

in which we cross'the 
of knowledge, and in the rf 
the whole Brahmanda no h • Tantnk initiation extending over 

short, just ^ ™b»bon of Jy. I„ 

appropriate anyone to S’e^’Snar^he Tf 
IS therefore an unfailing means havi * ^ Tanink form of initiation 
three worlds. ^ liberation of the 

aspects and the three Sakri^spe^ s Purusa 

is no fear of such an objection here* for 

Surya, are the five Devatas mentioned in th^ 
of Brahma, in the Tantrik form has h Of these the worship 

curse, and in the place “ 
tara of Visnu, has been estabi;.hf.d of Ganesa, who is an ava- 

five Devat^ is outside Te sc^e of th. r’ of none of these 

superfluous to say that it is the Devatas of ^t is, therefore, 
tattva who are aL obiecLfw I according to the Gayatii- 

Moreover, in 4e Myl-“? ^utrik inida Jn. 

u»cd_„a.eiy,' P-ade^lTho““c^atr 
worship, playful ^ Deva a- of the world, object of 

quaiifie'liSyZet *“•' ^bc Sakd 
five Devatas of worship The five ^^ch one of the 

Brahman. The Sakti of will the Sakti^^f ^ 

edge are infinite and StS inlL oft^i ^ 

one in five. SeconSy^ ^pects If “ one and 

^;b^icv^ch is to sound eonstantiriti So n.W “ke‘^'he“?t 

^ One of the lowest castes. 
^ Ljlamaya, 

^ Murtis. 

6 Tiif’-fand jaana Saktis (sec Introdaciion lo Tantra 

^ See a«fe, and Introduction to Tantra Sasira. 
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tambura,! be interrupted if transferred from one aspect to another. 

,:§astra itself has said; 
“ For one whose mind travels from one state ^ to another, and so 

on, there is no liberation, for it is impossible for such a one to perform 

single-minded Sadhana.” Again: “ From morning to evening, and from 

evening to morning, all that I do, O Mother of the world, is your worship. 

Thus, to resign oneself wholly day and night to the lotus-feet of the supreme 

Devata; to be dependent on Her protection only by maintenance of an 

intimate relation with Her at all times, whether in adversity or in pros¬ 

perity, awaking or sleeping, in life or in death; to feel truly in the heart 

and say “ My mind knows nothing but Thy beautiful feet ”; to sink in 

the untraversable sea of the thought ^ that “ I am Mother and the Mother 

is mine ”-^uch a whole-hearted love for one cannot be formed in respect 

of six aspects. I know that She is one in six; but my mind cannot be two 

instead of one in the unbeginning and unending flow of time. How can 

I offer my one mind to the feet of six persons? How can I love six persons 

as I love my life? For this reason I must accept some one aspect as the 

centre of the joy of love, making it the support of my life. Though all 

aspects are but reaUy Her, yet the three worlds do not possess another 

aspect similar to that of which the Mantra restores my life, of which the 

Tantra is the amulet for my safety, and of which the Tantra 3 is the occu¬ 

pation of my whole lifetime, whether that aspect be dark blue like crushed 

.collyrium,4 or fair hke a mass of heated gold,® or white Uke a mountain 

•of alver.® “With Thyself alone, O Mother, can Thyself be compared, 

and “ O Mother, what Thou art to me. Thou alone art that to me.” 

The sweetness of Her beauty is not to be judged by these physical eyes 

•of the Jiva. Who but She, who is the only beauty in the world, and who 

is full of love for devotees, can say whom the eye of love will consider 

beautiful?’ Here Deva* Hanuman, a guide ® for the journey to the sea 

•of love, has said: “ Although from the point of view of spirit there is no 

•difference between Narayana, the husband of Laksmi, and Ramacandra 

the husband of Janaki, yet lotus-eyed Ramacandra alone is my all.” 

That is to say, although there is no real difference between the aspects 

•of Rama and Narayana, yet Ramacandra is the full-moon of the sea of 

1 A stringed instrument used by singers in keeping up the note. 

2 Bhava. ® Cult, authority. 

^ The Devi as Syama, Kali, Tara, etc. 

® The Devi as Uma, Gauri, Durga, etc. * Siva is thus described. 

’ That is. She determines for each devotee that which he will regard as 

most beautiful. 
T t rn_71_f r>Tim5n tVip *5071 of Pavana* 
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Tantrik Initiation 

The moment a Brahmana is initiated in the Gayatri Mantra hr 

bKomos f|mdamcmally entiUcd to the five fonm of wLhip. The ™ 

beat2v°M?rTll''^r” 

^which the teed i/.orbT 

BaH should perform my Yatra® and 

^“^^^‘ion/and observe 

Again: “ My worship is of three Knds—namely Vaidik Tantrlv 

^d mixed (Paur^;k). I should, therefore, be wonWppedtL^ng to 

the P^enbed in the t^ee Sastras of Veda, Tantra Ld Purana.’> 

n the Tantra Sastra, Bhagavan Mahc^ara also has laid down the 

same rule, drawing, however, a distinction between the ages. 

T t ° !i I^bjtka Tanba it is said: “In the three Yugas of Satva 

Treta, and ^apara, Devas should be wonshipped accoring to rSes 

prescribed in SruU and Smrti. In the Kali Yuga Devas should be wor- 

^pped only according to rules prescribed in the Tantra. In the Kali 

10";: accorfio^to^Ie, 

In another Tantra ^ this has been more clearly stated. 

I erformance of Dharraa*® should follow the Vai'div a ■ t. 

Satya Yuga, the method of Smrti in the T^rVuL the P - f 
in the Dvapara Yuga, and the TSntrik method in the Kali Yu^ " ° 

DhyanalanTSi P^InlTvet^el'S^^ ■ - 
nas are never proper in BharatavarSa in the Kali Yuga.”' ’ ^ ^ ^ 

withLf r aS"?lu*'“y' ^ supplies. uccompnsn it, and this aid the Tantrik initiation 

® Tattva. g 

* Specified occasions for religious observances. Skandba. 

« Dolyatra, Rathayatra, etc.’ 

• See° t. r»na fet.v. ’ ®“ *^”*'*” " 

1’“ “ in die Kultaavn T,„« 
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In the Mahanirvana Tantra it is said: “ My beloved! In the Kali 

Yuga there is no other path but that path prescribed in Agama.^ O 

spouse of Siva, it has already been stated by me in Sruti, Smrti, Purana, 

etc., that in the Kah Yuga the wise should worship Devas according to 

the rules prescribed in Agama.” ^ 

“ In the Kali Yuga the Mantras prescribed in Tantra are naturally 

efficacious,2 speedily bear fruit, and are proper in Japa, Yajna,® and all 

other rites. The Mantras of the Veda were fruitful in Satya and other 

Yugas. In the Kali Yuga they are as impotent as venomless snakes, 

and are, as it were, dead. Just as the senses of figures pictured on a wall 

are without action, so in the Kali Yuga Mantras other than those pres¬ 

cribed in Tantra are unable to effect any result.” 

In the Dattatreya Yamala we read: “Just as a person without a 

guardian has no protection in the world, so a person without initiation 

has no protection, whether in this world or the next.” 

In the Gautamiya Tantra it is said: “Just as the sons of the twice- 

born ^ who have not received the sacred thread have no right to study the 

Veda and so forth, but acquire such right by investiture with the sacred 

thread, so the uninitiated twice-born have no right to recite ® Mantras, 

worship Devas, and so forth, but acquire such right by initiation. For 

this reason, after investiture with the sacred thread, the twice-born should 

again purify themselves according to the Sastra revealed by Siva.” * 

The following is from the Kularnava Tantra: “ Tapasya,® observance 

of rules; ^ observance of Vrata,* pilgrimage to Tirthas,® bodily restraint 

and other acts, are ineffectual if performed by one who is uninitiated. One 

should, therefore, by all means be initiated by a Guru.” 

In the Agama Sandarbha it is said: “To take the Gayatri is the 

first initiation for the awakening of a knowledge of the Atma.” 

For this reason worship of the Gayatri should come first and worship 

of another (Istadevata) according to Tantrik initiation should follow. 

This is the proper Tattva* for the Brahmana, Ksattriya, and Vai^ya castes 

—that is to say, after first taking initiation in the Gayatri by the Samskara^® 

of Upanayana,!'^ one should be initiated according to Tantra in the Mantra 

of one’s Istadevata. For Sudras, for whom there is no Samskara of 

Upanayana, the Tantrik initiation alone is prescribed. In the Kali 

Yuga initiation in the Gayatri, though originally Vaidik, is acceptable 

only in the form prescribed in the Tantra iSastra. 

1 The Tantra. ® Siddha. 

® See Introduction to Tantra Rostra. ® Members of the three superior castes- 

® Japa. * See Introduction to Tantra Sastra, ’’ Niyama. 

® Holy shrines. * Principle, doctrine, line of work. 
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The Mahanirvana Tantra says: “ This Savitri,i who is Brahman, 

is as much Tantrik as Vaidik—that is to say, is proper both in Vaidik 

and Tantrik rites. O Devi! for this reason, when the Kali age is in strength, 

the twice-bom are entitled to perform daily worship with the Gayatri 

Mantra alone of all Vaidik Mantras. But in the Kali age the Gayatri 

Mantra should be preceded by the Pranava* in the case of Brahmanas; 

by the Laksmi-bija ® in the case of Ksattriyas; and by the Sarasvati-bija * 

in the case of Vaisyas.” 

Besides this, the Vaidik Mantras which have been prescribed in Tantrik 

rites, such as the ten Samskaras and the like, have, in spite of their Vaidik 

origin, become Tantrik owing to their having been repeated by Mahesvara 

and Mahesvari in connection with the Tantrik Method. For this reason, 

rites performed with those Mantras in the Kali Yuga will not be fruitless. 

“ O Devi, without Samskaras * the body is not purified, and therefore 

without them a person is not entitled to perform rites relating to Devas 

and Pitrs.® Members of tlie Brahmana, and other castes who desire 

their welfare in this and the next world, should, therefore, by all means, 

and with care, receive the Samskaras specified for their respective castes. 

Garbhadhana, Pumsavana, Simantonnayana, Jatakarma, Namakarana, 

Niskramana, AnnapraSana, Ghudakarana, Upanayana, and Vivaha’^— 

these are the ten Samskaras prescribed in the Sastra for Br^manas, 

Ksattriyas, and Vaisyas. Sudras and people other than Sudras—that 

is to say, the lovvest classes of Sudras-—-have no Upanayanaj so tliat they 

have only nine Samskaras, the twice-bom castes only having the full ten 

Samsk^as. O fair Lady! these ten Samsk^as and all other rites, daily, 

incidental, or done to gain some reward,® should be performed according 

to the mode laid down by Sambhu »—that is to say, according to the 
Tantrik method. 

'■ My beloved, as Brahma, the revealer of the Vedas, I have already 

related the rules which should be followed in different rites. Mantras also 

have been indicated according to different castes, such as Brahmana and 

others, for all the Samskaras and other rites. O Kalika,^® in the Satya, 

Treta, and Dvapara ages,ii in those rites the Pranava should precede 

those Mantras. O Parame^^aii, in the Kali age men should perform those 

1 Gayatri Mantra, as to which see Introduction to Tantra Sastra. 

2 That is, “ Om !« That is, « Sring ”, i That is, « Aing 

® Sacraments (see Introduction to Tantra Sastra), 

® The forefathers (see Introduction to Tantra Sastra). 

’For a description of these various “sacraments,” or Samskaras see 
.Introduction to 1 antra SdsiTU* 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sastra, ^ Siva. lo The Devi 
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rites, using the Mayabija^ at the commencement of those Mantras by the 

command of Sankara^—that is to say, according to the Tantra Sastra. 

In Nigama, Agama,® the Tantras (Gautama, Sanatkumara, etc.), the 

Vedas, and the Samhitas,® I have laid down all Mantras. But in differ¬ 

ent ages they should be applied in different ways. O Mahamaya, I shall 

next speak of Garbhadhana and other rites. Of those, here first of all 

of the purification of the menses,^ and next, in their order, of all the other 

rites.” 

From the above Sadhakas will learn that initiation in the Gayatri, 

although originally Vaidik, is Tantrik in the Kali age. 

Again; “ In the Kali age men should by all means purify their Atma 

hy practice of truth, and perform all the duties prescribed for their res¬ 

pective castes according to the mode prescribed by Myself—that is to say, 

according to the Tantra Sastra. Diksa,® Puja,® Japa, Homa, Puras- 

carana,"^ Tarpana,® Vrata,"^ (Upanayana), Vivaha, Pumsavana, Siman- 

tonnayana, Jatakarma, Namakarana, Cudakarana,® Antyesthikriya,^® 

Sraddha of forefathers (Pitrs), should all be performed according to the 

Tantra Sastra. I§raddha ^ in Tirthas, Vrsotsarga,^^ Saradiya Utsava,^^ 

Yatra,^® Grhapravesa,^^ the putting on of new clothes and the like, con¬ 

secration^® of tanks, wells, and the like; rites to be performed on particular 

Tithis,^® such as Pratipada,!^ beginning the construction of a house, the 

consecration of a house, the establishment of images of Devatas, duties 

to be performed by day or night on specific occasions in particular seasons 

or months, or every year, and all other acts daily or incidental to be done 

or not done, should be governed by the rules prescribed by me. If through 

delusion or wickedness, any Jiva fails to perform these acts according to 

Tantrik rules, he will be deprived of the fruits of all religious performances 

done by him, and will in the next world be born as a worm in dung. O 

Mahesvari, should anyone in the Kali Yuga forsake my cult and perform 

^ That is, “ Hring ”. ^ Siva. 

® See Introduction, ante, 

^ Rtusamskara, which precedes Garbhadhana Samskara. ® Initiation. 

® External worship, consisting of the rites beginning with Avaranapuja, 
and ending with the worship of the principal Deity. 

See Introduction, ante, ® Offering, oblations. 

® These are various Samskaras, or “ Sacraments ”, described in Introduction 

to Tantra Sastra, Funeral rite. Offering of bulls in Sraddhas. 

The autumnal festival, Durga Puja. 

^® The commencement of journey. 

The first entry into a house. 

Pratistha. Lunar days. 

The first day after the new moon or the full moon. 
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any rite according to another Sastra, that rite wiU bear for him fruit con¬ 

trary to that which he desires. In the KaU age initiation in a cult 

opposed to mine (prescribed in a S^tra other than Tantra) will prove to 

be the destruction of the Sadhaka’s life. Puja performed by him \rill be 

fruidess, Homa performed by him will be as the pouring of Ghee into 

ashes.^ He wiU incur the anger of Devas, and will be in danger at every 

step. O Ambikaj when the Kah age is ripe, should anyone who knows 

the command of tlie Sastra issued from my mouth, perform any rite accord¬ 

ing to another such a one wiU be guilty of a great sin. And in 

particular, if anyone should perform the sacred thread ceremony/ or 

marriage, according to other methods than those prescribed by me, that 

man will remain in a terrible hell so long as the sun and moon endure. 

The performance of Upanayana according to rules laid down by any 

other Sastra will be equivalent to the sin of killing a Brahmana/ And the 

boy wlio in such case wears the sacred thread will be faUen ^ and more 

degraded than a Cand^a/ The thread, too, worn by him round his neck 

wf U be without virtue/ A wife married according to the rites of another 

Sastra wdll not be a legitimate wife, according to Dharma. O DevT, 

leader in Kula, the man who marries her will sin. By intercourse with 

her he wiU daily commit the sin of having intercourse with a prostitute, 

Devas and the Pitrs will not accept food and water from his hand. For 

the food ofiered by him is like excrement, and the water offered by him 

is like pus. The child bom of tliat man and woman will be a bastard,^ 

excluded from all religious acts/ and deprived of the right to perform all 

rites ® relating to Devas and Pitrs, and to be a follower of Kuia, Should 

the image of a Devata be established by a method other than that ordained 

by Sambhu, then such Devata wdll never appear in such image. The 

establishment of that image wiO, therefore, be useless as respects the next 

world, and will simply speU trouble and waste of money in this. Should 

anyone perform a Sraddha according to a method other than that prescribed 

in Tantra, then that SrMdha will be useless, and the person so performing 

it will go to hell with all his forefathers. Water offered by him will be 

like blood, and pinda offered by liim will be hke excrement. For 

reason, man should by all means seek the shelter of the path prescribed 

by Sankara, O Devi, what more need I say? Truly, truly, I say, any 

^ It should be poured into fire. ^ Upanayana. 

^ One of the six great sins, Upanayana is investiture with the sacred 
thread. ^ Vratya. ® One of the lowest castes. 

® That is, it will be a mere common piece of thread. 

’ Kanina: child born of an unmarried woman, 

s Dharma. » Tantrik rites. 
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act performed according to any other method than Aat prescribed by 

Sambhu wiU prove of no avail. Not to speak of religious merit to be 

acquired in future, even that which has been acquired in the past will be 

destroyed. 'There is no escape from hell for one who follows not the 

practices ordained by Sambhu. O Mahesvari, it is by the performance 

of daily and incidental religious acts according to the path described by 

me that a person performs your Sadhana. Of these, worship with your 

Mantra, Yantra, etc., form special Sadhana. I shall now speak of the 

great remedy for the disease brought about by the Kali age. Do Thou 

listen to it.' 

Loss OF Tantras and Treatises on this Scripture 

From these commands of Bhagavan, who is the seat of the welfare of 

the three worlds, Sadhakas wiU also surmise what irremediable loss has 

been caused to the Aryan race through want of knowledge of, and practice 

according to, the Tantra iSastra. A large number of treatises on the 

Tantra Sastra are required for the proper performance of these religious 

rites and duties, and it is inevitable that there should be a longing in the 

hearts of Sadhakas to coUect such treatises for the purpose of meeting 

this requirement. 
WTiatj however, is lamcDtable in this respect, is that the store o 

medicines has been burnt before the appearance of the disease. The 

mountain-heap of religious treatises has been almost consumed at the very 

beginning of the Kali age in the powerful destructive Ere of religious 

revolution. Later on in this book we shall not have the opportunity to 

mention the names of the treatises of which we have information from 

original books and compilations on Tantra, and wliich formed a part of 

the mass of treatises which has now been almost destroyed. For this reason, 

before we proceed to deal with the subject of Mantra-tattva,^ we shall state 

here, for the information of Sadhakas in connection with the present 

subject, the names of a few such treatises. From these tliey' wiU be able 

to see tliat when compared with the mass of other treatises on Sastra,“ 

they form such an insignificant mass that they are lost in the vast womb 

of the untraveisable sea of Tantra so full of deep truths. 

Kalivilasa Mayatantra Malinivijaya 

Kamkalamalini Matrkabheda Mahanila 
Mahakalasamhita 

Pherutantra 
Matrkodaya 

Mahanirvana 
Mundamala 

Mahisamardini 

1 The principle of Mantras. 
2 Aoparently Tantra Sastra, in which case the sense is that the treatises^ 
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Bhairavatantra 

Bhairavitantra 

Bhutadamara 

Virabhadra 

Bijacintamani 

Ekajata 

Nirvanatantra 

Tripurasara 

Visvasara 

Varadatantra 

V asudevarahasya 

V arahitantra 

V rhadgautamiya 

V arnoddhrtitantra 

Visnuyamala 

Vrhannila 

Vrhadyoni 

Visnurahasya 

Vamakesvara 

Brahmajnanatantra 

Brahmayamala 

Advaitatantra 

Varnavilasa 

Phetkarini 

PurascaranarasoUasa 

Purascaranacandrika 

Picchilatantra 

Prapancasara 

Hamsa 

Paramesvaratantra 

Navaratnesvara 

Nityatantra 

Nilatantra 

Narayanayaka 

Niruttara 

Naradlya 

Nagadina 

Daksinamurtisamhita 

Yaksinitantra 

Yoginitantra 

Yonitantra 

Yorasara 
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Yoginihrdaya 

Yogasvarodaya 

Akasabhairava 

Rajarajesvari 

Radhatantra 

Revatitantra 

Rudrayamala 

Ramarcanacandiika 

Savaratantra 

Indrajalatantra 

Kalitantra 

Kamakhyatantra 

Kamadhenutantra 

Kalikulasarvasva 

Kumaritantra 

Krkalasadipika 

Kalottara 

Kubjikatantra 

Kuloddisa-Kularnava 

Kulamulavatara 

Kulasutra 

Yaksadamara 

Sarasvatitantra 

Saradatantra 

Saktisangama 

Saktikagamasarvasva 

Urddhamnaya 

Svatantratantra 

Sammohanatantra 

Cinacara 

Todalatantra 

Buddhatantra 

Ekaviratantra 

Nigamakalpadruma 

Nigama-kalpalata 

Nigamasara 

Syamarahasya 

Tararahasya 

Skandayamala 

Annadakalpa 

Annapurnakalpa 
A iram PI rlvTiTvi o 

Agamadvaitanirnaya 

Agamasandarbha 

Agamasara 

Adityahrdaya 

Uttarakamakhya 

Uttaratantra 

Utpattitantra 

Umayamala 

Ekavirakalpa 

Kamalatantra 

Kamalavilasa 

Katyayanitantra 

Kalikarcanacandrika 

Kalikalpa 

Kalikulasadbhava 

Kalikulamrta 

Kalikularnava 

Kalikrama 

Kalihrdaya 

Kumarikalpa 

Kulacudamani 

Kulaprakasa 

Kulasara 

Kulasundara 

Kulacara 

Kularnava 

Krsnarcanacandrika 

Kaularcanadipika 

Kaulavali 

Kramacandrika 

Kramadipika 

Kryayogasara 

K^asara 

Ganesavimarsini 

Gandharvatantra 

Gayatrltantra 

Guptadiksa 

Guptasadhana 

Guptarnava 

Gurutantra 

Gudharthadipika 
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<Jherandasanihita 

'Cakravicara 

Ginatantra 

Yamala 
Jnanatantra 

Jfianarnava 

Damara 
Tantrakaumudi 
Tantracudamani 

Tantradipika 
Tantrapramoda 

Tantrarataa 

Tantraraja 
Tantrasagarasamhita 

Tantrasara 

Tantradarsa 
Tantrikadarpana 

Tarakhanda 

Taranigama 

Taratantra 

Tarapradipa 
Tarabhaktisudharnava 

Tararnava 

Tarasara 

T ripurakalpa 

Vrhattantrasara 

Vrhattodalatantra 
Vrhatmkramasangraha 

Vrhadrudrayamala 

Vrhannirvana 
Vrhanmay atantra 

Bhagrvadbhaktivilasa Vehayasimantrakosa 

Bhavacudamani • Vyomakesasamhita 

Pujasara 
Prapancasara 

Prayogasara 

Valavilasa 
Brahmayamala 
Brahmandatantra 

Bhimaparakrama 

Bhuvanesvaritantra 

Bhuvanesvariparij ata 

Bhutasuddhitantra 

Bhairavakosa 

Bhairavayamala 
Bhairavasamhita 

Matsyasukta 
Mantratantraprakasa 

Mantradarpana 

Mantxamahodadhi 

Mantramuktavali 

Mantraratna 

Mantraratnavali 
Mahakapilapancaratra 

Mahakalamohinitantra 

Mahanilatantra 
Mahalinge^aratantra 

Tripurar^iava 
Tripurasarasamuccbaya Manasoll^ 

Trailokyasammohana 
Daksinamurtikalpa 

Dattatreyayamala 

Durgakalpa 

Deviyamala 

Devyagama 
.N andikesvarasamliita 

aradapaficaratra 

N aray anitantra 
Nigamakalp as ara 

Nigamatattvasara 

Nibandhatantra 

Nrsimhakalpa 
Paramahamsapatala 

Malinitantra 
MrdMtantra 

Merutantra 
Yogacintamani 

Revatantra 

Laksasagara 
Laksmikularnava 

Lingarcana 

V arnabhairava 
Vamadevatantra 

Vayaviyatantra 

Varahitantra 
Vidyanandanibandha 

Vidyotpattitantra 

V yomaratnatantra 

Saktiyamala 

Saktitantra 
gambhusamhita 

Saktakrama 
Saktanandatarangini 

Sambhavitantra 

Saradatantra 

Saradatilaka 

Sasvatatantra 

gikharintantra 

Sivatandava 

Sivadharma 

Sivarahasya 

Sivasangraha 

Saivaratna 

Saivagama 
Syamakalpalata 

Syamapradipa 
Syarnarcanacandrika 

§yamasapai7^rama 

Syamasaparyavidhi 

Srikularnava 
Sritattvacintamani 

Sriramasangraha 
Sanatkumaratantra 

Samayatantra 
Samayacaratantra 

Sammohanatantra 

Sarasvatitantra 

Saracintamani 

Sarasamraha 
Sarasamucchaya 

CTrJjroovntatantra 





PREFACE 

This second part of Tantratattva, the translation of which is primarily 

the work of Sj. Jnanendralal Majumdar, is the last. In the Preface to 

the First Part, I spoke of the preparation of a third section, dealing with 

the philosophical bases of Tantra. I greatly, however, regret to announce 

the unexpected death of Pandit Shiva Chandra about the middle of this 

year. This particular project therefore unfortunately falls to the ground, 

and the work is limited to the dimensions in which it was first issued 

some twenty-two years ago. The philosophical aspect of the Tantra 'wlUj 

however, be found touched upon in the Introduction from the pen o 

Sj. Barada Kanta Majumdar which follows, and I have myself further 

set out my own views on this part of the subject in my forthcoming work 

“ The Six Centres and the Kundalini Power.” ^ The work here tramlated 

is, as already stated, that of an Indian mind unaffected by Western thought. 

On the other hand, a knowledge of the latter gives a special value to *c 

Introduction which precedes it. Apart from its intrinsic merits, it has 

such value as being the record of the views of an English-educated Hindu, 

who finds in the conclusions of recent Western science a corroboration of 

his ancient Eastern beUefs. Its author is now an old man, to whom the 

Tantra has been the subject of study for many years. He yet modestly 

says (see post): “ I have attempted to ^ve the reader the result of a generm 

survey of the philosophy upon which Tantrik Sadhana, or self-culture, is 

based. But in so recondite and unfamiliar a subject, when the correctness 

of every individual interpretation may be called m question, the reader 

is requested to go himself to the source, and there, with faith and devotion, 

and under the guidance of a Guru, drink of its waters. 

So far as I have examined the matter, I find myself to be in general 

agreement with his statements as to what constitutes the teaching of the 

Tantra on the matters dealt ivith. This agreement does not, however, 

necessarily extend to every statement or to all matters of detail. Some of 

these are open to discussion, as he admits. I should, for instance, myself 

dispense with the “ magnetic current ” to which the IntroducUon refers 

with reference to the worship of images, and would deal with the matter 

as one of purely transformed consciousness in the worshipper himself. 
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The Mahabharata, Harivamsa, KaHka, Markandeya, and Kurma 

consumption of wine, meat, and flesh. As 

egards the fifth even if we exclude Upanisads and other Sastras 

which are alleged by some to be of sectarian authority only, we find a 

ntual use of that Tattva, though doubtless in different form, in the 

Mahayrata of the Aitareya Aranyaka and in tlie Vamadcvyam Vrata of 

e ama Veda. In this connection reference may be made to the 

r^avaivarta Purana. Magic, again, with which the Tantra has been 

particularly charged, forms a large part of the Atharva Veda. 

Then, as to the worship of gakti or Deia, reference is made to Her in 

the Veda, such as the Sarasvatisukta, in the Yajur Veda the Laksmi Sukta, 

and in tenth Mandala of the Rg Veda the Devi Sukta- and we have 

in^e UpamsaJ i the story of Uma appearing in a blaze of light to Indra 

an die other Devas, to prove to tliem that it was not by their ^akti that 

ey hved and moved, but that aU which was done was so done by virtue 

■o that Mahasakti. Touching this subject, nothing more is taught by the 

antra though one portion of it has doubtless grcady elaborated, both 

on ite theoretical and practical side, the magnificent doctrine of Sakti, or 

■?i! Brahman whereby the Univeree originates. 

ough this notion of Sakti is of great importance in the Tantra, it is by 

no means the peculiar appanage of that Scripture, but is, like other 

•concepts, shared by it with other Indian Sastras, commencing, as above 

mentioned with the Mulasastra—that is, the Vedas and Upanisads. It is 

however, of special importance in Tantra, because one of its schools has’ 

developed presented, and emphasized the doctrine, and has moulded its 

scheme of sadhana and worship in such a way as to be the practical 

expression of its foim of theoretical exposition. Thus, on the one hand 

we have in what are called for convenience the Sakta Tantras, a philo¬ 

sophical doctnne of Sakti fully developed on the one side (Jnanakanda) 

and devotion to and worship of the World-Mother on the other (Upasana- 

an a). the notion of Sakti is accepted by other classes of Indian 

worshippers,2 the promulgation of this cult has historically done much to 

weld together the different Indian sects through the recognition of a bond 

of comnwn ^ty- which the acceptance of the doctrine of Sakti implies. 

0 this the Saktisangama Tantra ® refers when it says: For the purpose 

^ See Introduction to Part I, 

“ In v^ving ways—thus some worship Sakdman “ He whn 
posjmor of Sakd” in varying Dova form,; ote ™kip^n“fe “ 

Jnd tkl’S!’' “ ofSak/nnd Sakd 
^ Eip-hth TVT_ 
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of creation various reKgions have been promulgated, such as those of the 

Saktas (worshippers of Sakti), Saivas (worsltippers of Siva), yai|navas 

(worshippers of Visnu), Ganapatyas (worshippers of Ganesa), Sauras 

(sun worshippers), and Buddhists, and many others. These sects often 

blame one another, and yet a harmony may be found. Explanation has 

been given of these doctrines in order to bring about this umty. In order 

to attain this all should worship the Devi Kalika, the Saviour (Tarim). 

I have promulgated the S^ta cult in order to demonstrate the unity of 

the fourteen branches of knowledge.^ The Goddess Bhavatarim is the 

Deity presiding over the four Vedas, and the Goddess Kalika is the DeAy 

presiding over the Atharva Veda. Though different sects find fault with 

one another, a harmony may be established between the seemingly contrary 

doctrines. In order to bring about this desired harmony all sects should 

worship Kalika, the Saviour of the world. Rites, according to the Ath^a 

Veda, cannot be performed without Kali or Tara.^ She is called Kalika 

in Kerala (Malabar), Tripura in Kashmir, and Tara in Gauda (Bengal). 

She is the Kalottara or chief Divinity of Kalottarayana.® 

“ It appears,” says the author of the work last cited, “ that from the 

above passages of the Saktisangama Tantra the Sakta or Tantrika cult 

was promulgated in order to effect harmony among the various jarring 

sects. The result was that all the sects began to worship the female 

Energies of their own respective Deities.* Some accepted a few Saktis, 

others accepted many. 

“ This is perhaps the reason,” he adds, “ of the great fellow-feeling 

between the Hindu and the Buddhist Saktas, as well as of the rites of the 

one being found in the Tantras of the other, and vice versa, for, according to 

Kern,® the development of Tantrism is a feature that Buddhism and 

Jlinduism in their later phases have in common. 

So far I have referred only to what are called the Sakta Tantras, or 

those Tantras which predominantly ® deal with the worship of Sakti or 

Devi, the great Mother of the Universe. Thus, in the Saiva Tantras, or 

rather in the Saiva (as distinct from Sakta) worship, governed by the 

1 That is, as the verse says, Purana, Nyaya, Mimamsa, Samkhya, 
Patanjala, Vedanta, Dharmasastra, Anga, Chhanda, Astronomy, and the lour 

Vedas. 
2 Vina kaling vina tarang natharvvano vidhi kvachit. See last note. 

3 One of the Buddhist sects. 
4 Thus establishing a common worship of Sakti, whatever be the form the 

latter might assume in the different sects. 

3 Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 133. 
TvortKinnf'd * for where ^iva or Visnu is the 
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of knowledge was here displayed. Whv, he queried 

flm time ,L™(M •■ceating fcr the'thoasild and 
flm time false .mpreMton that the Tantra was eoncemed with if 

This cnbasm, which is a display of ignorance, might equaUy well be 

directed agaimt the work here translated, which not only cites the Tantra 

but also the Puranas, Darsanas, Smrti, and Vedas ^ 

the sTmlTlTe I' ^ some of the notions of 
because they are expressly incorporated in the Tantras and 

antnh works with which I was conversant. I mav refer my reader bv 

and^ to th^jS Z f ‘^‘^^^brated Prapancaslra Tantra,- 
0 the well-known and authoritative treatise, Sarada Tilaka From 

L i foS^Sd nf ’ the other Tattvas, the Gunas, 
St R 3 ^ • And of a passage m rhe second, the great Tantrik Commen- 

etosc?’^ tTr doctrine is 
closed Fiom what source again but the Vedanta does the Tantra 

nve those doctnnes which reconcile the Samkliyan dualism in the unitv 

Accoid L « IT Indian docirmea. 
Accoidmg to orthodox teaching. aU gastras, just as truth itself con- 

hr'irTn X“s is“T ’““'"■r “ <S- s. ■ . J^c^pmre wtuch is not m essential agreement with other 

^ as IS Itself no Sastra at all. The Sastra, therefore, generally accepts 

and inco^orates sueh common beUcS. though it may present thL inL 

own peculiar way and terminology, and though it seeks practically to rcaUae 

4em by its own pecuhar methods. I. is in fact the lat«r wwSTs Ae 

chief daractenstie of this Sistra. The sphere of Indian religion has oZ 

depar ments, respectively kmiwn as Karmakapda (or fcnnaf rituaTin Ttl 

Vaithk sense) Upasana K5pda (or psychological'worship), aTjhant 

irramra"' Thus T' ““ond winch is' the pitdiar 
subjec oi rantra Thus, again, it is said that ritual in its widest sense 

?- r 1 ! X ? threcfold-that is vSS’ 
Tantnk, and ^bxed (Misra), or Pauranik. But each of these, Lcordin- 

to Indian teachings has in common certain Z i* - ^ 

^dStotnl'e tr'dly” 'so aflt‘is't.'^“'^" 

^etirai doctiine of pasi time of whi^h arp^m ^ ktwTSS; 
nothtng. In a review, however, of the first volume of this work an Indial 

I ^’;‘bhshed as the third volume of my “ Tantrik Texts ^ 
Similarlv, in the __ 
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writer, in the Prabuddha Bharata ^ made the following remarks on what he 

behevk to be the origin of the Tantra. His speculations, whether correct 

or not, are of such interest that I quote them in full. He writes: 
“ Hitherto all theories about the origin and the importance of the 

Tantras have been more or less prejudiced by a wrong bias against 

Tantrikism which some of its own later sinister developments were calcu¬ 

lated to create. This bias has made almost every such theory read either 

hke a condemnation or an apology. All investigation being thus disquali¬ 

fied the true history of Tantrikism has not yet been written; and we find 

cultured people mostly incHned either to the view that Tantrikism ongmally 

branched off from the Buddhistic Mahayana or Vajrayana as a cult ot 

some corrupted and self-deluded monastics or to the view that it was the 

inevitable dowry which some barbarous non-Aryan races brought along 

with them into the fold of Hinduism. According to both these views, 

however, the form which this Tantrikism—either a Buddhistic development 

br a barbarous importation—has subsequently a^umed in the literatme oi 

Hinduism is its improved edition as issuing from the crucibles o e c or 

Vedantic transformation. But this theory of the curious co-minglmg of 

the Vedas and Vedanta with Buddhistic corruption or with non-Aryan 

barbarity is perfectiy inadequate to explain the all-pervadmg influence 

which the Tantras exert on our present-day religious life. Here it is no 

any hesitating compromise that we have got before us to explain but a 

bold organic synthesis, a legitimate restatement of the Vedic culture for 

the solution of new problems and new difficulties which signahzed the 

“ In tracing the evolution of Hinduism, modern historians take a 

bhnd leap from Vedic rituahsm direct to Buddhism, as if to conclude that 

all those newly formed communities with which India had been swarming 

all over since the close of the fateful era of the Kuruksetra war, and to 

which was denied the right of Vedic sacrifices, the monopo y of the higher 

threefold castes of pure orthodox descent, were going on all the time with¬ 

out any reUgious ministrations. These Aryanized commumties, we must 

remember, were actually swamping the Vedic orthodoxy which was 

already gradually dwindhng down to a helpless minority m all its 

centres of influence, and was just awaiting the final blow to be dealt by 

the rise of Buddhism. Thus the growth of these new commumties and 

their occupation of the whole land constituted a mighty event that had 

j -..I,.,.* Salcvamimi' i’aopelle Bouddhisme I’etat general de 
^cond^rr^i^ d^ nom du Buddha.” In the case of the 

a course are much stronger; for whilst we do 
Sr Something of BuddWsm, those of ffie Tantra am 

I A ioiimal Dublished at the Mayavati _A^rama, founded by the late 
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been silently taking place in India on the outskirts of the daily shrinking 

or*odoxy of Vedic ritualism, long before Buddhism appeared on the 

field, and this momentous event our modem historians fail to take due 

notice of, either, it may be, because of a curious blindness of self-com¬ 

placency or because of the dazzle which the sudden triumph of Buddhism 

and the overwhelming mass of historical evidences left by it create before 

their eyes. The traditional Kali Yuga dates from the rise of these 

communities, and the Vedic religious culture of the preceding Yuga under¬ 

went a wonderful transformation along with the wonderful attempt it 

rnade to Aryanize these rising coinrnunities. 

History, as lutherto understood and read, speaks of the Brahmins 

of the pre-Buddhistic age—their growdng alienation from the Jnana-kanda 

or the Upanisadic wisdom, their impotency to save the orthodox Vedic 

coi^unities from the encroachments of die non-Vedic hordes and races, 

their ever-deepening refigious formalism and social exclusiveness. But this 

history is silent on the marvellous feats which the Upanisadic sects of 

anchorites were silently perforrning on the outskiits of the striedy Vedic 

commumty, with the object of Aryanizing the new India that was rising 

over ashes of the Kuruksetra conflagration. This new India was not 

stnctly Vedic, like the India of the bygone ages, for it could not claim the 

refigious mimstrarions of the orthodox Vedic Brahmins, and could not 

Aerefore perform Yajnas like the latter. The question, therefore, is as to 

how this new India became gradually Aryamzed, for Aryanlzadon is essen¬ 

tially a spiritual process, consisting in absorbing new communities of men 

mto the fold of the Vedic refigion. The Vedic ritualism that prevaUed 

in those days was powerless, we have seen, to do anything for these new 

communities springing up all over the country. Therefore we are obliged 

to turn to the only other factor in Vedic religion besides the Karma-kanda 

for an explanation of those changes which the Vedic religion wrought in 

the nsing communities in order to Aryanize them. The Upanisads represent 

*e Jnana-kanda of the Vedic religion, and if we study aO of them we 

find that not only the earfiest ritualism of Yajnas was philosophized upon 

m the earlier Upamsads, but the foundation for a new, and no less 

elaborate, ritualism was folly laid in many of the later Upanisads For 

example, we study in these Upanisads how the philosophy of Panca- 

upasana (fivefold worship—the wtirship of Siva, Devi, Sun Ganesa 

and Vispu) was developed out of the mystery of the Pranava V Om’)! 

This philosophy cannot be dismissed as a post-Buddhistic interpolation 

seeing that some features of the same philosophy can be clearly traced 

even m the Brahmanas—e.^., the discourse about the conception of Siva. 

Here, therefore, it. some of the later Upanisads we find recorded 

the attempts of the pre-Buddhistic recluses of the forest to elaborate a 
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'theory of Yogic practices. Here in these Upanisads we find how the 

Bija-mantras and the Satcakra of the Tantras were- being originally 

developed, for on the Pranava or Udgitha had been founded a special 

learning and a school of philosophy from the very earliest ages, and some 

■of the ‘ spinal ’ centres of Yogic meditation had been dwelt upon in the 

•«arhest Upanisads and corresponding Brahmanas. The Upakaranas of 

Tantiik worship—^namely, such material adjuncts as grass, leaves, water 

.and so on—^were most apparently adopted from Vedic worship along with 

their appropriate incantations. So even from the Brahmanas and the 

Upanisads stands out in clear relief a system of spiritual disciphne—wluch 

we would unhesitatingly classify as Tantrik—having as its core the Panca- 

upasana, and around it a fair round of rituals and rites consisting of 

Bija-mantras and Vedic incantations, proper meditative processes and 

proper manipulation of sacred adjuncts of worship adopted from the Vedic 

rites. This may be regarded as the earliest configuration which Tantrikism 

had on the eve of those silent but mighty social upheavals through which 

the Aryanization of vast and increasing multitudes of new races proceeded 

in pre-Buddhistic India, and which had their culmination in the eventful 

centuries of the Buddhistic coup de grace. 

“Now, this pre-Buddhistic Tantrikism, perhaps then recognized as 

the Vedic Panca-upasana, could not have contributed at aU to the creation 

of a new India, had it remained confined completely within the limits of 

monastic sects. But, hke Jainism, this Panca-upasana went forth all over 

the country to bring ultra-Vedic communities under its spiritual ministra¬ 

tions. Even if we inquire carefully into the social conditions obtaining in 

the strictly Vedic ages, we find that there was always an extended wing 

<of the Aryanized society where the purely Vedic Karmakanda could not be 

promulgated, but where the moulding influence of Vedic ideals worked 

through the development of suitable spiritual activities. It is always to 

the Jnanakanda and the monastic votaries thereof that the Vedic religion 

.owed its wonderful expansiveness and its progressive self-adaptability, and 

.every religious development within the Vedic fold, but outside the ritualism 

of Homa sacrifices, is traceable to the spiritual wisdom of the all-renouncing 

forest recluses. This ‘forest’ wisdom was most forcibly brought into 

requisition when, after the Kuruksetra, a new age was dawning with the 

onrush and upheaval of non-Aryan and semi-Aryan races all over India 

—an echo of which may be found in that story of the Mahabharata, where 

Arjuna fails to use his Gandiva to save his proteges from the robbery of the 

non-Aryan hordes. 

“ The greatest problem of the pre-Buddhistic ages was the Aryaniza¬ 

tion of the new India that rose and surged furiously from every side against 

the fast-dwindling centres of the old Vedic orthodoxy struggling hard, but 
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Aose re%ou5 movements, such as those of the Bhagavatas, Saktas, Sauras 
Saivas, Ganapatyas, and Jains, that tackled this problem of Aryanizatior 
most successfully, all that the Vedic orthodoxy stood for in the real sense 
would have gradually perished mthout trace. These movements, spedaUy 
the five cults of Vedrc worship, took up many of the non-Aryan races 
and cast them life in the mould of the Vedic spiritual ideal, minimizing 
in way the gulf that existed between them and the Vedic orthodoxy 
and tliereby rendering possible their gradual amalgamation. And where 
this task remained unfulfilled owing to the mould proving too narrow still, 
to fit into tbe sort of life which some non-Aryan races or communities 
hved, there it remained for Buddhism to solve the problem of Aryanization 
in due nme. But, still, we must remember that by the time Buddhism 
made its appearance, the pre-Buddhistic phase of Tantrik worship had 
^eady established itself in India so widely and so firmly that, instead of 
dislodging lE by its impetuous onset—^all the force of which, by the by was 
mai^y spent on the tottering orthodoxy of Vedic ritiiahsm—Buddhism was 
Itself swaUowed up within three or four centuries by this Tantric worship and 
then _ wonderfully transformed and ejected on the arena as the Mahgyana 

The latest configuration of Tantrihism dates from this, its wonderful 
absoiption and assimilation of Buddhism, and from this important fact it 
denves some important features of its later development. The prophecy 
of Gautama Buddha on the eve of investing Ids aunt with Abkisampada or 
^nyasa was fulfilled too Hterally when the proximity and free intercourse 
between the two orders of monks and nuns created in Buddhist history 
tiiat odious problem of their refigious life which they had to solve by 
introducing some mysterious rites, the philosophy of which, however can 
be traced m the Vedas. No wonder if the current of such developments 
grew deeper and dirtier in time; only it is alleviating that there were 
cross-currents of constant correction flowing from Vedantic sources 
Neither is it possible to deny that the Buddhistic phase of Tantrikism 
absorbed into the fold of Hinduism non-Aryan conceptions and rites of 
worship far more promiscuously than its pre-Buddhistic phase; but histoiy 
proves that the digestive and secretive processes, as it were, have ever 
^nce been working, tardily sometimes, but successfully always, and the 
Tantras as the marveUous restatement of the Vedas and the Vedanta 
have at last appeared in the boldest relief through that miraculous embodi¬ 
ment of rhe syntlietic spintuaHty of the whole race which we have to 
recognize to-day by the name of Sii Ramakrishna Paramahamsa.” 

t r S ?^ ' vindication of the Tantras redounds directly 
m Ae benefit of Hinduism as a whole,” for, in his opinion, « Tantrikism 
in Its real sense is notlnng but the Vedic religion struggUng with wonderibl 
success lo reassert itself amidst all those new problems of relitrJmi^ lit 
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Of equal interest with the above is the following extract from another 

Teview by the well-known Bengali litterateur Sj. Panchkori Bandyopadhyaya 

in the Calcutta journal Sdhitya.^ This article, from which I omit passages 

personal to myself or touching the book there criticized, deals with the 

history of the Tantra in quite recent times in Bengal. Sj. Panchkori 

Bandyopadhyaya writes: 
“ At one time the Mahanirvana Tantra had some popularity in 

Bengal. It was printed and pubUshed under the editorship of Pandit 

Ananda-candra Vedantavagisa, and issued from the Adi-Brahma-Samaj 

Press. Raja Ram Mohan Roy himself was a follower of the Tantras, 

married after the Saiva form, and used to practise the Tantrik worship. 

His spiritual preceptor, Svami Hariharananda, was well known to be a 

saint who had attained to perfection (siddha-purusa). He endeavoured 

to estabhsh the Mahanirvana Tantra as the Scripture of the Brahma- 

Samaj. The formula and the forms of the Brahma Church are borrowed 

from the initiation into Brahman worship (Brahma-diksa) in this Tantra. 

The later Brahmos, somewhat losing themselves in their spirit of imitation 

of Christian rituals, were led to abandon the path shown to them by Raja 

Ram Mohan; but yet even now many among them recite the Hymn to 

the Brahman which occurs in the Mahanirvana Tantra. In the first era 

of the excessive dissemination of English culture and training, Bengal 

resoimded with opprobrious criticisms of the Tantras. No one among the 

educated in Bengal could praise them. Even those who called themselves 

Hindus were unable outwardly to support the Tantrik doctrines. But 

even then there were very great Tantrik Sadhakas and men learned in 

the Tantras, with whose help the principles of the Tantras might have 

been explained to the public. But the educated Bengah of the age was 

bewitched by the Christian culture, and no one cared to inquire what did 

or did not exist in their paternal heritage; the more especially that any 

who attempted to study the Tantras ran the risk of exposing themselves 

to contumely from the educated community. Maharaja Sir Jatindra 

Mohan Tagore, of sacred name, alone pubhshed two or three works, with 

the help of the venerable Pandit Jaganmohan Tarkalankara. The Hara- 

tattva-didhiti associated with the name of his father is even now acknowl¬ 

edged to be a marvellously glorious production of the genius of the Pandits 

of Bengal. The venerable (vrddha) Pandit Jaganmohan also published a 

commentary on the Mahanirvana Tantra. Even at that epoch such study 

of the Tantras was confined to a certain section of the educated in Bengal. 

Maharaja Sir Jatindra Mohan alone endeavoured to understand and 

appreciate men like Bama Khepa (mad Bama), the Naked Father 

JNyamta Baba) of Kadda and Svami Sadananda. The educated 
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rommumty of Bengal had only neglect and contempt for Sadhakas like 

Bishe ] agla (the mad Bishe), and Binu, the Gandala woman. Bengal is 

even now governed by the Tantra; even now the Hindus of Bengal receive 

Tantrik imtiation. But the glory and the honour which the Tantra had 

^d received in the time of Maharajas Krsna Candra and Sivacandra no 

longer cjast. This is the reason why the Tantrik Sadhakas of Bengal are 
not so well known at present- , . . 

“ The special virtue of the Tantra lies in its mode of Sadhana. It is 

neither mere worship (Upasana) nor prayer. It is not lamenting or 

contnuon or repentance before the Deity. It is the Sadhana which is 

the umon of Purusa and Prakrti; the Sadhana wliich joins the male 

pnnciple and the mother element within the body, and strives to make 

^e attriDutcd attnbuteless. That which is in me and that for which I am 

(this consciousness is ever present in me) is spread like butter in milk, 

t roughout the created world of moving and unmoving things^ through 

the gross and tlte subtle, the conscious and unconscious—^thj-ough all. 

It IS the object of T^trik Sadhana to merge that self-prindpic (Svarat) 

into the Umversal (Virat). This Sadhana is to be performed through the 

awakemng of the forces within the body. A man is Siddha in this Sadhana 

when he is able to awaken Kundalini and pierce the six Cakras. This is 

not mere ‘ philosophy ’—a mere attempt to ponder upon husks of words 

—but somedung which is to be done in a thoroughly practical manner. 

Ihe Tantras say: ‘ Begin practising under the guidance of a good Guru;, 

if you do not obtain favourable results immediately, you can freely give 

It up.’ No other religion dares to give so bold a challenge. We believe- 

that the Sadhana of the Moslems, and the ‘ esoteric religion ’ or secret 

Sadhana (and rituals) of the Christians of the Roman GathoUc and Greek 
Churches, is based on this groundwork of the Tantras. 

Wherever Acre is Sadhana we believe that there is the system of 

the Tantra. WHle treating of the Tantras some time back in the Sahiija, 

I hinted at this conclusion, and 1 cannot say that the author Arthur 

Av^on iias not noticed it too. For he has expressed his surprise at the 

similarity which exists between the Roman Catholic and the Tantrik 

mode of Sadhana. The Tantra has made the Yoga system of Patanjali 

easily practicable, and has combined with it the Tantrik rituals and the 

ceremonial observances (Kamiakanda); that is the reason why the Tantrik 

system of Sadhana has been adopted by all the religious sects of India. 

II this theory of the antiquarians—that the Tanti-a was brought into India 

from Chaldea or Sakadvipa—be correct, then it may also be inferred that 

Ae Tantra passed from Chaldea to Europe. The Tantra is to be found 
in all the strata of Buddhism; the Tantrik Sadhana is manifest in Confu- 
cianisni: and SintniRm _ ■-r>- . *1 , _ 
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which was prevalent in Egypt from ancient times, spread into Phoenicia 

and Greece. Consequently we may suppose that the influence of the 

Tantras was felt in primitive Christianity. 
“ The Tantra contains nothing hke idolatry, or ‘ worship of the doll, 

which we, talcing the cue from the Christian missionaries, nowadays call 

it. . . . The Tantra repeatedly says that one is to adore the Deity by becom¬ 

ing a Deity (Devata) himself. The Ista-devata is the very self of Atman, 

and not separate from It; He is the receptacle of all, yet He is not contained 

in anything, for He is the great witness, the eternal Purusa. The true 

Tantrik worship is the worship in and by the mind. The less subtle form 

of Tantrik worship is that of the Yantra. Form is born of the Yantra. 

The form is made manifest by Japa, and awakened by Mantra Sakti. 

Tens of milhons of beautiful forms of the Mother bloom forth in the heavens 

of the heart of the Siddha purusa. Devotees or aspirants of lower order of 

competency (nimna-adhik^i), under the directions of the Guru, adore 

the great Maya by making manifest (to themselves) one of Her various 

forms which can be only seen by Dhyana (meditation). That is not mere 

worship of the idol; if it were so, the image would not be thrown into the 

water; no one in that case would be so irreverent as to sink the earthen 

image of the Goddess in the water. The Primordial Sakti is to be awakened 

by Bhava, by Dhyana, by Japa, and by the piercing of the six Cakras. 

She is aU-will No one can say when and how She shows Herself, and to 

what Sadhaka. We only know that She is, and there are Her names and 

forms. Wonderfully transcending is Her form—far beyond the reach of 

word or thought. This has made the Bengali Bhakta (devotee) sing this 

plaintive song: 
‘ Hard indeed is it to approach the sea of forms, and to bathe 

in it. 
Ah me! this my coming is perhaps in vain/ 

“ The Tantra deals with another special subject—Mantra Sakti. . . . 

The Tantras say that the soul in the body is the very self of the letters of 

the Dhvani (sound). The Mother, the embodiment of the fifty letters 

(Varna), is present in the various letters in the different Cakras. Like 

the melody which issues when the chords of a lute are struck, the Mother 

who moves in the six Cakras, and who is the very self of the letters, awakens 

with a burst of harmony when the chords of the letters (Varnas) are struck 

in their order. Then Siddhi becomes as easy of attainment to the Sadhaka 

as the keeping of an Amalaka fruit in one’s hand when She is roused. 

That is why the great Sadhaka Ramaprasada awakened the Mother by 

the invocation—* Arise. O Mother’ (Jagrhi, janam“). That is the 

reason why the Bhakta sang: 
‘ Hnw Irttur w^lt thou sleeo in the Muladhara, O Mother Kula- 
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“ The Bodhana (awakening) ceremony in the Durga Puja is nothing 

but the awakening of the Sakti of the Mother, the mere rousing of the 

■consciousness of the Kundalini. This awakening is performed by Mantra 

Sakti. The Mantra is nothing but the harmonious sound of the lute of 

the body. When the symphony is perfect, She who embodies the Worlds 

(Jaganmayi) rouses Herself. When She is awake, it does not take long 

before the union of Siva and Sakti takes place. Do Japa once; do Japa 

according to rule, looking up to the Guru, and the effects of Japa of which 

we hear in the Tantra svill prove to be true at every step. Then you will 

understand that the Tantra is not mere trickery, or a false weaving out of 

words. What is wanted is the good Guru—Mantra capable of granting 
Siddhi, and application (Sadhana). .. . 

Tantra accepts the doctrine of rebirth. It does not, however, 

acknowledge it as a mere matter of argument or reasoning, but like a 

geog3-aphical majs, it makes clear the unending chain of existences of the 

Sadhaka. The 1 antra has tv'O divisions—the Dharma of Society (Samaja), 

and that Dharma of Spiritual Culture (Sadhana). According to the 

regulation of Samaja-Dharma, it acknowledges birth and caste. But in 

Sadhana Dharma there is no caste distinction, no Brahmana or Sudra, 

no man or woman; distinctions betw'een high and low follow success iri 

Sadhana and Siddhi, We only find the question of fitness or worthiness 

(Adhikara-tatn^a) in the Tantra. This fitness (Adhikara) Is discovered 

with reference to tlie Saraskaras (tendencies) of past existences; that is 

why the Candala Purnananda is a Brahmana, and Krpasiddha the Sadhaka 

is equal to Sarvananda; that is why Ramaprasada of the Vaidya caste 

IS fit to be honoured even by Bralimanas. The Tantra is to be studied 

with the aid of the teachings of tlie Guru, for its language is technical, 

and its exposition impossible witli a mere grammatical knowledge of roots 

and inflections. The Tantra is only a system of Sakti-Sadhana. There 

are rules in it whereby we may draw Sakti from all created things. There 

IS nothing to be accepted or rejected in it. \^^latever is helpful for Sadhana 

is acceptable. This Sadhana is decided according to the fitness of the 

particular person (Adhikari-anusare). He must follow that for which he 

is fit or worthy. Sakti pervades all, and embraces all beings and all 

things—the inanimate and the moving, beasts and birds, men and women. 

The unfolding of tlie powers (Sakti) enclosed within the body of the 

animal (Jiva) as well as the man is brought about only with the help of 

the tendencies within the body. The mode of Sadhana is ascertained 

wth regard to these tendencies. The very meaning of Sadhana is unfold¬ 

ing, rousing up or awakening of power (Sakti). Thus the Sakta obtains 

power from aU actions in tile world. Tlie Sadhana of the Tantra is not 
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“ ‘ Let you understand, and I understand, O my mind! 

Whether anyone else understands it or not. o j Tt 

“ The Tantra has no notion of some separate far-seeing God. It 

preaches no such doctrine in it as that God the C^or ™l;\*^mve^e 

from heaven. In the eye of the Tanlia the body of the Sadha^ia 

Universe, the autokratos (Atma-sakti) withm the body 

(Ista) and tlie ‘ to be sought for ’ (Sadhya) Deity (Devata) of the Sadhaka 

Tlie unfolding of this self-power is to be brought about by 

(Atma-darsana), which is to be achieved through Sadhana. Vvhoever 

realizes his self attains to Ubcration (Mukti). . . - The P^ncipies of t 

Tantra must be lectured on to the BengaU afresh. If the Mahamrvana 

Tantra as now translated is spread abroad, if the Bengali is once more 

•desirous to hear, that attempt might well be undertaken. 

“ Our land of Bengal used to be ruled by Tantrik works such 

:Saradatilaka, Saktanandatarangini, Pranatosini, Tantrasara, ^hen 

the Mahanirvana Tantra did not have so great an ^ 

us that considering the form into which, as a result of ^nghsh etotio 

and culture, the mind and intellect of the Bengali has been shaped, the 

MlSIirv^a a proper Ta=« for .he dme Rajh 

endeavoured to encourage regarf for the 

he understood this. If the Enghsh translation of the Mahanirvana T 

is well received by the thoughtful pubUc in Bengal *e '‘"dv 

Sanskrit work may gradually come into vogue. This much hope we m y . 

entertain. In fact, the English-educated ,'^Z 

religion (Dhamta) or action (Karma), and is devoid of *0 >e“e of 

natSnaUty (Dharma), and caste. The Mahamrvana Tantra ^ 

for the COTUtry and the race at the present time. . . . An auspicious oppo - 

tunity for the Enghsh-knowing pubUc to understand the Tantra as ' 

It is I counsel of the Tantra itseEthat if you deare to reno^ce anydung, 

renounce it only after a thorough acquaintance with it; if you desire to 

embrace anything new, accept it only after a searing mqui^. The 

Tantra embodies the old rehgion (Dharma) of Bengd. ^vem if it is _ 

cast away for good, that ought only to be done after it has bee ^ y 

known. . . . Will not the BengaU receive ivith welcome such a full offenng 

fArehYal made from a foreign land? ” _ 
Whether (as the writer of this article and of the IntroducPon w^ch 

foUows contend) the doctrines and ritual of orthodox ^ 

for the India of to-day is a matter for its people to dcade. I ha^ e 

this highly interesting appeal to stand on 
language of a friend of mine, and student of the Buddhist Tantra, it 

“ pleine de details interessants et revile d’une facon tres c aire 
^ ^ _ A\re. des Hindous 
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INTRODUCTION 

Vaidik and Tantkik Systems of Spiritual Culture 

Compared 

As the Vedas are the Word of Brahma, so are the Tantras the Word of 

Siva. Both are the Breath of the Supreme. It is not to be supposed that 

the Hindus look upon the Vedas or the Tantras in the same light as the 

Christians, Jews, and Muhammadans regard the Revelation on Mount 

Sinai, or the Koran. The Hindus have never said that the Godhead, 

having assumed a human form, descended and revealed: Divine knowledge 

in human language to His chosen; nor do they hold that God or one of 

His Angels wrote out the Divine Revelation, and then handed it over to 

His Rasool. The meaning of Hindu Revelation is different from that 

which is generally assumed. The Breath of the Supreme is pure Divine 

Ideation, from which is evolved the universe. Sitting on His Cosmic lotus- 

throne, alone in the primeval darkness of immense space, Hiranyagarbha, 

the infant Brahma, the progenitor of the manifested universe, knew not 

yet what He was nor what He had to do. Long years of meditation at 

length revealed to Him the Divine Law, which is Divine knowledge (Jnana), 

thus enabling Him to evolve the universe. From Brahma to the hosts of 

illuminated Rsis ail are Seers or revealers of the arcane (immutable 

knowledge), which, like respiration, comes forth from the Brahman who 

is the Supreme at the davm of evolution, and, like inspiration, is withdrawn 

into Its fathomless Unknowable depths on the eve of dissolution. 
This eternal, immutable Jnana (knowledge) is the Word of Brahma- 

or Siva which is revealed to humanity in its language by the illumined and, 

therefore, unerring Seers, the F^is. The Word is the Sound, the Spiritual 

Sound, which is the Vehicle of the manifested Divinity, the Saguna 

Brahman, and hence it is that the infallible, immutable Gnosis, the Vedas, 

is given the same name as that which is given to the Divinity Himself— 

namely, Sabda-Brahman (the Sound-Brahman, or Immense Sound). 

Such being Divine Revelation, the Tantra is to the human spirit 

what science is to its intellect. The evolution of the human intellect, and 

the consequent mastery of man over phenomenal nature, depend upon 
tlip “rmrciiit nf TTifithod. wtiich reveals to man the secrets of objective 
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■the Tantras have a science, a methodology, by the pursuit of which the 

human spirit can enter into the secret background of objective nature, 

free itself from the trammels of the senses and of their objects, and soar 

above them until, by gradual evolution, it raises itself into that plane of 

consciousness which is unalloyed bliss. At length the embodied spirit 

(Jiva), after its long and tedious journey in eight millions of bodies from 

the mineral to the animal, and many thousands of births and re-births in 

the human vehicle, returns to That whence there is no journeying back 
again. 

It may here be asked, “ Why are there the Tantras when the Vedas 

exist to point out to man iiis several paths to Dharma, Artha, Kama, and 

Moksa,^ tile fourfold aspirations of humanity? ” No such question arose 

for the thousands of years during winch the Tantrik method of spiritual 

culture was, as it is still, being followed by the Hindus, be they Saktas, 

Saivas, Vaisnavas, Sauras or Ganapatyas.® The five classes of Hindu 

worshippers must be inidated according to the Tantrik method, which 

has been directed to be followed even in the Vaisnavik scripture Srimad 

Bhagavata (see Skandha XI, chap, xxvii). All the Bija Mantras,® excepting 

^e Pranava are Tantrik, and the greater part of the methodology 
is either T^trik or mixed—that is, Tantrik mixed with Vaidib, pure Vaidik 

methods having long been, and rightly so, abandoned. Under these 

circumstances, the question, thus mooted, savours somewhat of scepticism 

and unbelief in the Hindu Dharma j at any rate, it does not lie in the mouth 

of a Hindu to put such a question. Be that as it may, since the question 

arises in these degenerate days, it is but meet that it should be answered. 

The influence of time upon the constitution of man is a factor which 

must always be borne in mind in all considerations affecting his spiritual 

progress. The Hindu Sastras hold that the ever-recurring four ages 

(yugas) ^ exert a mighty influence not only upon the human race, 

but upon everything in die universe. Men in the first or Satya 

^ See Introduction to Tunlra ^dstra^ 

[Dharma is the performance of meritorious acts for the enjoyment of 
happiness m Heaven. ' 

Artha is the acqmsition of wealth and of whatever renders life happy here 
below. 

K.ama is desire and its fulfilment.. 

Mohsa is liberation or emancipatton from birth and death.—B.K.M,] 

^ , r divisions of Hindu worshippers^ worshipping as their Istadevata, 
Saktij Siva, Visnu, the Sun and Gane^a* 

^ [Root-Mantras. A pardcular Bija Mantra is a particular sound- 
cxpr^sion of a particular form of the Deitv^ so that a Bija Mantra is not a 
combination of letters, but is the Divinity Itself—B.K.M.1 
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Yuea had a very long life on earth; their average height was that of a 

riant; they were capable of undergoing very great physical and mental 

strain They were truthful, honest, kind, compassionate, unavancious,, 

pure-hearted, and contented. Mendacity, theft, greed, lust, anger, vamty, 

jealousy, oppressiveness, and other faults were almost unknown to them 

They were a race of sturdy, pure-minded humamty, for whom the method 

of spiritual culture was that promulgated in the Vedas. They had their 

passions under their control, which enabled them not only to undergo 

long Brahmacaryai and Tapas ^ in their youth, but to pass cheerfully 

through the most rigid ordeals incumbent upon a Vaidik neophyte. T eir 

extraordinary physical and moral stamina enabled them to practise Dharana 

fconcentration), Dhyana (meditation), and Samadhi (union with the 

Brahman) for a great length of time. Their longevity favoured their 

protracted spiritual exercises according to the Vedas; tmd their m^rmtable 

will unyielding fortitude, and strong physique permitted the performance 

of Yajnas ® extending continuously over a period of twelve years or ^nore. 

It was for the guidance of men of such a constitution that the Vaidik 

method of spiritual self-culture existed. Men of the next Yuga (Treta) 

naturally deteriorated, but were still giants compared with the pigmies of 

the Kali (or last and present) yuga. For them the pursuit of Vaidik 

methodology, though comparatively arduous, was yet still practicable. 

Then came the Dvapara Yuga, when longevity declined by nine-tent s- 

and stature by a half. Men began to fall considerably from the moral 

and spiritual eminence of the former two Yugas. Lust, avarice, jealousy, 

greed, and all other expressions of the lower huinan nature a.ppeared. 

prominently on the scene, to degrade man from his high physical and 

moral throne. It was then that Dharma ‘ appreciably declined owing to 

man’s incapacity to pursue and practise Vaidik methods. The grea,t 

?4is, who are ever solicitous of the weal of the human race, perceiving this 

inevitable decline, dived deep into the perennial ocean of eternal venties, 

which is the Vedas, and drew from out of them the Smrtis ® as the metho¬ 

dology which to them seemed to be adapted to the altered circumstances 

of the times. The Vedas feU into the shade, and in course of time there 

existed very few who could really unravel their mysteries. The Puranas- 

were devised partly to preserve Vaidik teaching in the form of legends- 

and myths, and partly to present a popular exposition of the cardinal 

1 Control of the sexual propensities and over whatever ministers to them. 

* Austerities. Endurance of the pairs of opposites, such as heat and cold,, 
light and darkness, happiness and misery, pleasure and pain, etc. 

3 Sacrifices, etc. See Introduction to Tantra ^dstra. 

4 Relivion. Morality. See Introduction to Tantra Sastra. 
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truths of the Sanatana Dharma (Vaidik cult) to humanity such as i 
then was* 

It must not be thought that the method of self-culture prescribed fo 

humanity of the Satya Yuga was irksome and arduous to them. It was 

on the contrary, exactly such as to suit the people of those times in viev 

•of their longeviiy, and of their physical and moral strength. But to tht 

short-lived, debilitated, and morally debased men of the Kali Yuga tht 

Vaidik methodology is a mountain-load which they have not the capacity 

to bear. What is deemed irksome to us was but natural to them. Let u- 

imagine the fate of some weak Indian, were the dumb-bells with which 

Ram Murti, the modem Hercules, exercises, placed in his hands, and ht 

were bidden to strengthen his muscles with them! Such an Indian musi 

have instruments suited to his physique for his physical culture. Even sc 

is the case with spiritual culture. How can people whose average age is 

about thirty or forty years devote two-thirds or more of it to Vaidik study 

and Vaidik practice of Karmakanda,^ maintaining strict celibacy and 

undergoing great privations? Tliey have neither the physical nor the 

moral strength necessary for it. And, even if it be supposed that they 

■could do it in some fashion or other, how can they find the time sufficient 

to carry on the arduous duties of a Vaidik householder, then go to the 

jungles to prepare themselves for jnana (knowledge), and finaUy, when 

npe in divine wisdom, to assume the Sannyasi’s bowl?3 This, indeed, is 

the Vaidik scheme of life. It was suited to men of that fortunate time. 

As it is now impracticable by the average man, it has naturally fallen into 

disuse. Methods of self-culture based on the immutable Vaidik truths 

-are, from time to time, either devised by Rsis, such as the innumerable 

Vaidik Sakhas," most of which are now defunct, or arc promulgated by 

Avat^as," or revealed by the Godhead in view of the times in which men 

live. The Vedas stand paramount for each one and aU of them. A 

method, therefore, which is essentially at variance with the Vaidik cardinal 

truths must be rejected as a man-made scheme, unworthy of acceptance. 

Towards the eve of the third ymga (age) moral and spiritual degenera¬ 

tion overtook mankind, and it was then that the Divine Mother and the 

Divine Father revealed those Tantras which were suited to the constitution 

•of the degenerate race of the men of the Kah Yuga. 

The Divine Mother, the ambrosial nulk of whose breast ever flows 

for the succour of Her children, thus addressed Her Lord: 

^ Sacrifices and other rites and ceremonies prescribed in the Vedas. 

® The mendicant ascetic of the fourth or last Vaidik .\srama. 
Introduction to Tanira Sdstra. 

® Branches or recensions of the Vedas. 

See 

^ Descents nf the 'RraTim Pfc-n r\'r\ -4-1^ a. -A Lh • __ 1 _ 
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dNigqw ftpiT ^ II 

^DiFPPi^^^ II 

II 

a^W-Wlq^I: II 

I si^R^I^ si^RrciM+iT^M: I 

^wfpn: mm ii 
Mahdnirvdna. First Ulldsa 

“ Under cyclic influence men will naturally become evil-minded and 

will be addicted to sinful acts. O saviour of the humble! O Lord! graciously 

tell me the means by which men may acquire long life, health, strength, 

vigour, and manliness; by which they may become learned and sound- 

minded; by which they may get effortless welfare; by which they may 

become endowed with great strength and intrepidity; by which they may 

become pure-minded, benevolent, obedient to parents, faithful to their 

wives, averse to others’ wives, lovers of God and of Guru, supporters of 

sons and relatives; by which men may become knowers of Brahman, 

learned in Brahmavidya (the transcendental science), and thinkers on 

Brahman. I pray Thee to tell me the means by which their welfare both 

here and hereafter may be secured.” 

The result of this prayer is the statement by Siva of the Tantrik 

methods of self-culture and of the rules of conduct to be pursued by 

Sadhakas (aspirants). 

Here I may state parenthetically that esoteric Tantrism is as ancient 

as the Vedas. 

#1501 ^ 35TJIHI3 ^ II 
Sukla Tajurveda, Chap, xix 

“Oh, Deva Soma! being strengthened and invigorated by Sura 

(wine), by thy pure spirit, please the Devas; give juicy food to the sacrificer 
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Rgusda 

“ Worshipping the sun before drinking madira (wine).” 

^ to; I 
Mantra Brd/tmam 

By which women have been made enjoyable by rnenj and by whicf 

water has been transformed into wine (for the enjoyment of men),” etc. 

?Ir II 

wmm 3^: it 

JTT^TIT^ =? iWR ^ I 

Rdmqf>a9a, Uttara Kanda {20-18-20) 

" Like Indra in the case of (his wife) Saci, Ramacandra made Sita 

drink purified honey-made wine. Servants brought for Ramacandra 
meat and sweet ihfits.” 

3^ I 

S II 

TOfi I 

31 j%JFR^ 'Illi I 

3{i^ ^ wm ^ 11I15R: II 

Makdbharaia, XJdyoga Parsa 

“ Arjuna and Sri Rrsna drinking wine made from honey and being 

sweet-scented and garlanded, wearing splendid cloths and ornaments, sat 

on a golden throne studded with various jewels. I saw Sri Krsna’s feet 

on Aijuna’s lap, and Aijuna’s feet on DraupadI and Satyabhama’s lap.” 

It is only old wine in new jars which is presented by Siva and 

Bhagavati to men of the Kali Yuga, An exoteric aspect, however, suitable 

for the generality of folk was added to the already extant esoteric path, 

which only a few are competent to pursue. 

It may be contended that Isvara Himself, having incarnated towards 

the end of the Dvapara Yuga for the salvation of mankind, there was no 

need for the Tantras. But, in the first place, it must be understood that 

Isvara, Hari, Sri Kre^a, Adyasakti, and Mahadeva are one and the same 

Supreme, only the vehicle in which the Supreme manifests Itself being 
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f Sri Krsna. The worship of the Divinity as Mother, which is the principal 

haracteristic of the Tantras, had prevailed long before the advent of 

in Krsna. The Vraja Gopis worshipped Katyayani that they might gam 

ivanai as their husband. Rukmini, having paid homage to the Divine 

ydother, prayed: “ O Katyayani! O Mahamaya! O Mahayogini! O Lady 

Paramount of all the Lords! O Devi! give me the son of Nanda-Gopa as 

ny consort; I bow to Thee” (Srimad Ehagavata, Sk. X). Besides this, 

L have already drawn attention to the fact that the Srimad Bhagavata 

>rescribes the Tantrik form of worslnp, and that all the Pauranik worships 

ibound in Tantrik Mantras. To the mass Sri Krsna taught Karma Yoga 

5y Himself, performing various Yajfias,* to the cultured classes He gave 

;he transcendental philosophy of the Vedas, which is also the rock upon 

which the Tantras are built; and to those who, having emancipated 

themselves from the thraldom of the world and its conventions, to the 

God-lo^'ing Gopis, He imparted the highest mystery of Divine com¬ 

munion, which is likewise the highest mystery of Tantrik worship. Sri 

Krsna perpetuated the Tantrik methods of worship and yoga. He did 

not set up a new method, nor did He revive the obsolete Vaidik system. 

Mankind in the Kali Yuga have, by the efflux of cyclic time, dwindled 

into pigmies, both physically and spiritually, though, by the law of evolu¬ 

tion, their intellectual capacity has increased. But it is not through intellect 

alone that Spirit can march on in its career of spiritual progress. A man, 

however great in intellectual accomplishments, may yet be a child so far 

as his spiritual nature is concerned. To cultivate the spirit, it is necessary 

to withdraw to a considerable extent his mind from the senses and the 

brain, which are the instruments of intellectual culture. The Kali Vuga 

dwarf finds himself a prey to the glamour of phenomena and the allure¬ 

ments of the senses. Not having spiritual insight, he takes the unreal for 

the real, the evanescent for the eternal, bondage for freedom, and identi¬ 

fying himself with the body and the lower mind, makes of himself, in spite 

of Ids intellectual acumen, in spite even of his Upanisadik, Vedantik, and 

philosophic lore, a being who, so far as spirituaHty is concerned, is not far 

above the animal kingdom. Not having the strength nor the longevity fo 

pursue the arduous Vaidik spiritual training, man would find liimself in 

a very precarious state, and the Divine Scheme of spiritual evoludon would 

be frustrated, had not provision suitable to the times, been made for his 

salvadon. The Divine Mother, Adyasakti, in Her unbounded compassion 

for Her children and in concert with the Divine Father, Mahadeva, 

therefore, revealed the Agamas and the Nigamas ® for the salvation of 

humanity. These Agamas and Nigamas are known as Tantra. 
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There may be sods, few and far between, M'ho having, after ages 

self-culture, been born in the present Kali Yuga with a goodly stock 

spiritual training, arc fitted to continue their evolution according to tl 

Vaidik methods. But the vast vessel of humanity as a mass wodd i 

rud^rless to pass safely through the ocean of the world were it not fi 

the T^tra which is revealed towards the dawn of every Kali Yuga. Tl 

Tanu-ik methodolog>' of spiritual self-cdture has been foHowed and pra 

used these ^ousands of years, and the country, from end to end 

permeated with it. But it is to be deplored that, owing to English educt 

non, which has given a great impetus to inteUectual cdture, and hi 

brought philosophy within the reach of all, the aspirations of many wh 

are spintually-mmded far exceed their spiritual capacity. Aspiring tfai 

to what they do not deserve, they become, oftener than not, disappointc 
and dejected. 

The great merit of the TanU'a is its all-comprehensiveness. Humaniti 

m each of its phases and conditions, has been provided with a system c 

culture suited to the nature and capacity of each individual. The mil 

of compassion of Jagadamba, the Divine Mother, flows perpetually an. 
equaUy to every one of Her cliildren, that they may drink of it and 

acquinng thereby spiritual strength, may return to Her loving lap. Sh 

does not exact from Her weak and short-lived children of the Kali Yug; 

long and trying Brahmacar>'a * and austerity to show them the w'ay t. 

Her Lotus Feet. Enervating is the influence of the Kali Yuga but ij 

inverse ratio, high is the potency of the medicament She has prescribec 

for Her children. The low and the high, all are equally taken care of 
andj tor all, the path has been made smooth and straight. 

• ^7^- Tantras, whilst recognizing Samkhya-Pataniala 

duality (Dvaita) with nnip 
(Advaita), the haven into which tire wandering ego will at last find it 

eternal rest after it has worked out its Karma. The Advaita philosoph^ 

and the method of self-culture founded upon it, have their origin in thi 

Vedas. It h^, m modern times, been expounded by Sritmad Sankaracarya 

at any rate, its interpretation, by Sankaracarya has obtained firm hold ir 

many men’s minds, and is regarded by them as infallible There h 

another mterpretadon of Advaitism by Ramanuja, which has also a larec 

following m many parts of India. Both Sankara and Ramanuja are human 

expounders of the Vaidik la^^ and both are great souls of the Kali Yu™ 
but not R^is. Sankara’s transcendental philosophy advocates knowledse 

(jnana); Ramanuja’s Vedantism champions devotion (bhakti) as the 

means ^tion. But both agree in having a pessimistic standpoint. 
The world, they maintain, has nothing in it which may help a man’s 
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>iritual progress. It is darkness, misery, and the arch-enemy, which, 

y heavy chains, binds down man. The aspirant to spiritual culture must 

aun it as he would the python who might strangle him. All the faculties 

f the brain-mind have to be brought into requisition to combat the world, 

.oth subjective and objective, and thus to free the aspirant from the coils 

f the enemy. By elaborate processes of discrimination (viveka) the 

rorld must be negatived; and renunciation of everything appertaining to 

t crowns the efforts of the aspirant to knowledge (jnana). Even if the 

vorld were reaUy what it is dismally painted to be, how many among all 

ts milUons can fight such a battle and emerge as the conqueror? Such a 

vstem of spiritual culture is bound to fail, and to render rehgion an 

mpossibility for the mass of the people. They, no doubt, have been 

irovided with an elementary system of religion, but the root-idea is there, 

ind fighting nature out is the watchword everywhere. This impotent 

nilitant spirit has wrought havoc in the Hindu mind, and rendered it a 

ilave to the very world which it has been taught to vanquish. There 

lave, certainly, been great souls who, after a culture extending over many 

liirths and rebirths, have at last succeeded in attaining the spiritual heights. 

But such souls are but few among many millions. “ Sawam ^alvidam 

Brahma ” (Verily aU this is Brahman) is the saying of the Veda and 

Vedanta. The neophyte who had been taught to hate the world as 
Kakabistha (excrement of the crow), at length, and after ages of Sadhana, 

finds it to be nothing but Brahman. The Kakabistha then reveals itself 

to him in all the glory of Divine effulgence. 

The Tantras prescribe a very different method of self-culture. Here 

the Great God (Maha Deva) Himself is the expounder of the Law—that is, 

the Divine knowledge—which He revealed at the dawn of creation in His 

aspect as Brahma. , , ,, n sj 
“ The hall of sorrow,” “ the vale of tears,” “ the hall of torments, 

and other such names by which schools of transcendental philosophy 

^sparag. the world, have no place in the Tantta. The Tantra ts the 

Breath of Divinity, and the world is evolved from that Breath. The 

Divine Mother (call Her Father or Father-Mother as you choose) is in 

■every molecule, in every atom, in all things whkh constitute the world 

In fact. She is the causeless Cause of whatever is; She is the *^anifeste 
Brahman. The world is the playground (Lilaksetra) of the All-bhssful 

Anandamayi. The world is neither an illusion nor a non-reahty; nor is it 

under the government of the Ruler of Hell, whose autocratic tyranny 

■drives sensible men first to raise the standard of revolt, and then, when 

they find no King great enough to drive the tyrant off, sends them in a 

stampede to the unknown and unknowable kingdom of an Abstraction, 
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and battlements and fortifications of the kingdom of the supposed Arch de^ 

are impregnable; that, as far as their imagination can extend, his empi 

also extends; and that their own selves^that is, their minds and whatev 

constitntes their individual selves—is of the same material as that wii 

wfuch the alleged nefarious world is constituted. Having learnt this sa 

tnitli at last, many Sadhakas of other schools faU precipitately from tt 

height of their hopes and aspirations. Discomfited, dejected, and cres 

fallen, they can neither seek the supreme object of Hfe (Paramartha) nc 

reconcile themselves to the ■world, in which they have to live not on! 

dunng their present lives but in many lives yet to come. This dismj 

philosophy is not merely the heirloom of Sadhakas. It has been aimo: 

indelibly impressed upon the consciousness of the ordinary run of met 

with the result that the Hindus are in general pessimists and fatalists i 
high degree. 

The T^trik Sadhaka, by his method of worship, is led from th 

outset to feel, and then by higher processes of self-culture to realize, tli 

AU-blissfiil Mother in the universe—nay, to regard the universe as th 

Mother Herself. Every man and every woman is to him the Mothe 

Herself; every living object is to him an object of obeisance. His though 

and conduct are made to flow in that all-loving and aU-reverencim 

channel. Training his mind thus, the Sadhaka, far from finding th\ 

world to be a vale of tears, of sorrow, and of suffering, views it as the ven 

Kashmir of subjwtive and objective beauty. Every man and woman- 

nay, all living things—are glowing with Divinity. Tiiis state of mind no 

only quenches the tliirst of his lower nature, but spiritualizes its anima 

tendencies; not only does it buoy him up with fresh energ>' to pursue tht 

Path, but he attains liberation (Mukti), eating the sweet fruit of the world, 

of which the Saiihakas of other schools are deprived. On the other hand 

the man of the world wdio professes Tantrism has every faith in the reality 

of the world. To him it is not an illusion nor an evil, and therefore he 

exerts lus utmost to make it the happy lap of the Mother, which it reaUy is. 

Tlie Tantrik Path, as I have already said, is smooth and straight. It 
IS fitted to the constitution of the Kali Yuga man. The method of T^trik 

self-culture has the supreme merit of accomplishing within a short Ume 

what other methods can hardly accomplish within a life. This is testified 

to by numberless adepts, ancient and modem. And it is for this that 

Pauraniks have largely drawn upon it. It is also said that Sankaracarya’s 

\foga system owes much to Tantrism. The Mahayana Buddhistic system 

is saturated with it. Nagarjuna, the great Buddhistic Arhat, who flourished 

about seven hundred years ago, was a gi-eat Tantrik yogi and alchemist 

whose Bauddha-Tantrik works are the authority of Northern Buddhism. 
Th^ T'antr^i -ic 
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aisnavas. and holds that the Sadhana of the Divine, as the Ali-bhss 

[other, is the easiest and straightest Path. 

The Tantra is the only Divine Revelation which throws open the gates 

' arcane nature to those who have the courage to peer into it. m 

[s onward Path, must dive deep into nature’s heart to discover 
ad the universe of which he is a component part, is. The method o 

jiritual self-culture leads him, step by step, to an acquainmnce vnth 

ature’s supcrsensuous beings, high and low, and teaches him how to 

tiUze the services of the high, and to ward off the evil induences of the 

jw. This knowledge is of essential importance to the sojourner on t e 

'ath: for the evil spirits throw every manner of obstacles to 
aarch and encompass his ruin; whereas the good spirits would gladly he p 

dm on if he but knew how to obtain their help. Woe to the aspirer who 

laving made the acquaintance of the lower spirits, abandons his true end 

ind aim and utilizes their seivice for unlawful worldly purposes. Such 

ire the black magicians whose lot is miserable both here and hereafter 
Self-culture, according to the Tantrik method, develops the WiU and 

mdows the Sadhaka with some lower powers (Siddhis) within a com- 

aaratively short time. Those who are charmed with those powers and 

ire tempted to use them are like to share the same fate with the blac 

magicians. The end and aim of high Tantrik Sadhana is the realization 

of the Advaita Tattva—^the attainment of Kaivalya Mukti; ^ and it is to 

this end that the true Sadhaka consecrates not only his present life, but a 

succession of lives extending over many ages. By intense Sadhana e 

has first to free himself from the chain of Karma,^ which fastens him down 

to the three Lokas, Bhuh, Bhuvah, and Svah.* When past this tna.d oi 

the Karmik chain, his onward progress continues until he can Pierce 

through ” the Spiritual Sun (the manifested Brahman), and merge himself 

with the Supreme. There must, indeed, be very few, even th^roughout 

countless periods of time, who have attained this hberation (Mukti) upon 

earth. But Sadhakas who devotedly and persevcnngly pursue the path 

become Devas, Lords of Manvantaras,® Lokapalas (planetary Lor^), an 

Dikpalas (Lords of space), and the like, and rise higher and hig er un 

their work is ended. There are others who, refusing Hberation, come 

•dowm from time to time as Saviours of mankind. 
The investigations of the Tantrik into the inner temple of nature 

reveal to him many secrets both of an objective and subjective nature, 

^ Union with the Brahman, 

^ Practise. See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra, 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sastra, 

4 The three worlds—Earth, the atmospheric and celestial planes. 
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induing those of the human mechanism. It is thus that he is a theur? 

and thaumaturgist, alchemist, herbalist, metallurgist, phj^cian, asti-olom 

and astronomer. The Tantrik’s alchemy crossed the ocean and reach. 

Europe, his chemistrj' discovered ages ago many truths, some of whi. 

have dawned upon European scientists within but recent times. He w 

the firet in tl^ world to use mercury, snake poison, and the mett 

^ medicin e. His system of medidne has superseded that of the Ayurvcd 

His science of Brcaih ts still a m>^tcr)^ to the Europeans. Last, thous 

not the least, there is what may be called his sdencc of psycho-physic 

culture, which renders the physical body obedient to the will, and thus t 

certain postures not only enables him to ward off and cure diseases, bi 

to contro the imnd. The Tantra, in line, is from its very nature a 

Encyclopedic saence. It is practical, and has no concern with word 

war are. It hghts the torch and shows the way, step bv step, until tb 

sojourner comes to the end of liis journey, realizing the universe in tb 

Brahman and tlie Brahman in the universe. So has it been said: 

» An other Sastras are merely entertaining; they can show nothing oi 

earth. But the medical science, astrology, and Tantra prove themselve 
at every step. 

Sakti 

In the Sanskrit language the word Sakti is feminine. It must not 

therefore, be supposed that that which is denoted by it is feminine. Then 

IS no word in the English language which conveys the exact meaning o 

the word Sakti as it is used in the Hindu Spiritual Science. It is neitiie! 

force nor energy of physical science. The word Power may be used tc 
designate it. 

Pov^^er or Sakti is the root of all existence. It is from Sakti that 

universes are evolved; it is by Sakti that they are sustained; and it is into 

Sakti that they are finally resolved. It is the same as Parabrahman. 

Parabrahman is Existence (Sat), Consaousness (Cit), and Bliss (Ananda) 

By Sakn is denoted exactly these three aspects in the One without a second 

Cit IS the Power, and the two other aspects go along with it; for without 

consciousness there would be neither existence nor happiness. Sakti then 
IS essentially absolute Satcitananda. ’ ’ 

Witlnn, so to say, the womb of Sakti, is Maya or Prakrti, the matrix 
OI the universe which, durins: cosmic inaction or :-^ 
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in-reality, nor a state of equilibrium of certain things ;^ nor is it a some- 

ing-nothing, something little (yatkincit), an idea (bbava). It is as 

imutablc and permanent as the triple aspects already mentioned. It 

ifolds, to use chemical phraseology, a triad of Gunas or Reals which, 

utating and combining, make up the appearance of the ever-changing 

orld and which, in Mahapralaya, are withdrawn within the bosom 

om whence they emerged. Maya or Prakrti it must be understood, 

ever in association with Git, be it in Mahapralaya or in evolution; for 

lere is only One without a second, and Prakrti must be an inseparable 

art or power of It. Parabrahman thus has a quadruple aspect, and is 

onboHzed in the Tantra by a grain of gram (Canaka). .As a ^ain of 

ram is a bi-valvular unity,^ enveloped by an oumr sidn, so is Sakti a 

Jnity having the characteristic of a duality when viewed through the veil 

f Prakrti. This duality is neither Jiva nor Atma, nor matter and spint, 

,ut a polarity. From the fathomless womb of Parabrahman or Sakti is 

volved the universe, and into that womb it is withdrawn when the hour 

Dr final dissolution strikes. Sakti is, therefore, both centrifugal and 

entripetal Power. It is male-female, and therefore expressed by the 

TOrd Brahman, in the neuter gender. ^ i ■ • 
The notion seems to prevail that what the Tantriks posit by Sakti is 

lead matter, Prakrti. Nothing can be farther from this unwarrantable 

onclusion. Sakti, as that which is potential, is much more expressive 

han Brahman considered as something neutral. Prakrti, the matnx of 

he universe of names and forms, is the veil through which alone it is 

possible to approach the Sat-cit-ananda Brahman by the human conscious¬ 

ness. It is the destiny of human consciousness, which is relative, to merge 

itself into the one true Consciousness, which is absolute, and thus to fulfil 

the end and aim of life. The Tantra, therefore, along with all other 

spiritual sciences, worships the Absolute through that in which It is 

manifested. 
The expression “ Veil of Prakrti ” is, however, not an appropriate 

one. It is borrowed from the Theosophical literature. Git or Sakti is 

self-manifesting. But immutable, undifferentiated Prakrti is the o y 

ground in which it can manifest itself so as to be cognizable to the sell, 

be it of man or of Devata. Prakrti, therefore, is not a “ Veil,” but, on 

the other hand, is Sakti itself in Evolution. When the first hour strikes 

for the commencement of the cosmic play (Jagat Lila), Prakrti becomes 

the Consdous Sakti, the Unmanifested Manifest, the First Cause, t e 

Supreme Power, the Sun of all suns, from which universes are to evolve. 

It is the Karana Deha (causal body) of Cit-sakti. It is impersonal, aU- 

pervading, immutable, and Git itself. It is the God of all Gods; the 
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o!)ject of the highest form of human worship—nay, the object of t 

worship of aU the Gods, including Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara. It 

symbolized in the Tantra by a Biudu or dot (.), and expressed in hum: 
language by the word “ Cinghana ” ’ 

Bindu or Sahti is neitlier male nor female, but partakes of the chara 

tensdes of both. In its Advaita, or non-dual nature, is a dual charactcristi 

a po arityj^as I have already said^ which may be expressed by the terr 

‘‘ positive ’’ and “ negative,” and which is denominated in the Tantra 1 

Siva and Sakd; pum (male), and stri (female); Sun and Moon; the ma 

wfemale principle being Sakd or Mahaka 
Mahakala (Sri Krsna) is as much Sakd as Mahakall, the one being tl 
female, and the other the male aspect of the selfsame Sakd. 

The Tantra is, therefore, all-comprehensive and non-sectarian, 
enjoins the worship of Sakd—that without which nothing can live an 

move and have its being. The worship of Visnu is as much a part of 

as is the worship of K^, although the w'orship of the latter is held to t 

comparatively easy, and more suited to the present race of men for rcasor 
which I shall have occasion to state later. 

It must not be thought that, although Prakrti becomes consdoi 

a 'dm mamfestatioa, it is in any of its forms the iddmate object of worshir 

VVorship, however, implies a duality. And although essentially the woi 

slupper and the worshipped are the same—and it is the realization of thi 

mty which is the end and aim of worship—yet Sakti in manifestatio: 

cannot but be the object of worship so long as the Ego has its mdividualit\ 

winch IS made of the stuff of Prakrti. It is, therefore, that in spiritua 

culture the Tantra postulates two Saktis: Vacaka Sakti is manifested Ci 

m Piakrti, and Vacya Sakd is Cit itself; which is the goal to be attained 

It IS by the realization of Vacaka Sakd that the Vacya Sakd can be attained 

Ihe \ acya Sakti is formless, and cannot, therefore, be the object of am 
fonn of Up^ana (worship) or yoga practice. 

The manifosted Sakti is the Power which is the object of adoration 

prayer, and praise. So long as the human Soul remains such it canno 

go beyond. But when the Soul-that is, the causal body or 

Sarira—IS cast off the duality for ever disappears, and the self is mergec 
into that which is Sakd in itself. 

By whatever name it may be, whether Krsna, Visnu, Siva, Kali 

^rga, Ganapati, or Sur>a, It is tlie manifested Sakd, the Saguna Brahman! 

ut there are certain sects of worshippers who assign an inferior position 

o ^ti, and regal'd it as a female power only, subordinate to the God they 

worship Tliat the God they worship is Sakd as well is ignored by them, 

n this they take an anthropomorphic view of the Supreme, who according 
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> them, is male (Saktiman), and Sakti (his Consort) is his inferior, like 

jme conceptions of an Oriental wife. The Xantra repudiates this view, 

nd regards both Saktiman and Sakti as the male and female aspects of 

ke one Sakti. Where would be Visnu or Krsna without Sakti (Power) ? 

iereft of Sakti, the Vehicle, designated as Krsna or Vi^nu, and all other 

Vehicles from the highest God to the lowest atom, would be but a dead 

nert mass. It is Sakti which is Ufc, intelligence, and consciousness. No 

tate of existence can be superior to it. Both these aspects of Sakti are 

nseparable, and the one is not inferior to die other, any more than the 

legativc pole of electricity can be considered to be subordinate to the 

jositive. Hence it is that all the Gods are associated with Goddesses; 

lencc it is that Rama has his SIta, Krsna has his Radha, and Mahakala 

s accompanied by Mahakali. 
It is Sakti (Power) which creates, Sakti which sustains, and Sakti 

rtrhich withdraws into Her fathomless womb innumerable worlds in infinite 

qjace. Indeed, She is space itself, and every being therein. 
Physical science is acquainted with one of Her physical powers, and 

that by its abnormal manifestations only; for the nature of electric force 

is unknown to the scientist. Science used to distinguish force and matter 

as two different things; but the trend of scientific thought seems to have 

undergone in this respect a revolution. The theory is now put forward 

that matter is a modification of force. Spiritual science holds exactly a 

similar view, but on a very broad line of thought, and maintains that from 

Sakti (Power) everything emanates, first in the spiritual, then in the 

celestial, and then in the terrestrial Kosmogenesis. 
It is peculiar to the Universal Mother that, unlike human and animal 

raotheis. She devours and then disgorges Her offspring. Seated in the 

lotus forest, which floats in the water of space, She is perpetually devounng 

and disgorging the Elephant (the Kosmos). When She disgorges and 

nourishes She is the most beautiful of the beautiful; Her beauty enchants 

even the Gods; She is then Bhuvanesvari and Bhuvanamohini. It is the 

■descent of Spirit into matter. W^hen She devours Her offspring with Her 

thousand mighty jaws, She is Mahakali; Her transcendental beauty is 

realizable only by the wise and the devotee. Westerners and Hindus 

demorahzed by W^estern civilization have the profanation to call this Her 

aspect as ugly and terrible. Yes, She is terrible to the earth-bound soul. 

But to the pilgrim on the path of return—the path of Nivrtti—the Majesty 

of Her beauty and the message of peace and comfort in Her right hand 

arc ineffable. It was this stupendous Majesty which the Lord Sri Krsna 

(who is the same as KaH) exhibited to His dear disciple Aijuna, when the 

latter entreated Him to appear before him in His godly form. .Arjuna had 

entreated Him thus: “ O Yogi, how should I contemplate Thee so as to 
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The Lord then enumerated some of His Vibhutis (distinguishing qualitie 
wtach yet could not satisfy the disciple; for they were too abslaet fc 

“how h m t n‘ ”””1“'’°°;, «'■' I'"' of Porusa 

L Lorf howe f h 'h T ' ° ‘'i'” oifio' 
*e Loid showed him the Riipa mth which he had to commune. SahkarS 

e^a, m bs mmnier.tary, describes this RQpa as endowed with Knowlede 

(jnana), Godly QnahtiM (aiivarya). SakU, Strength. ViriUty (virya), an 

Exigence (tejas) O Sadhaka of the Vaisnava school! i, to RQpa tS 

became' She^K^ el“''e“ “ P“ """“'i *'>' « 
She is VH - ^ cl because She dominates Maya 

return Sh/ illumines the Path g l^h ^laha^dya because She is the Mother in whose sweet an< 
sooting bosom the wayworn pilgrim finds his eternal rest. 

liberSn She n T' as well as o 
IS in all things, and all things are in Her She r 

consciousness; She is intelligence; She is sleep; She is wakefulness; She ii 

hunger She is thirst; She is shadow; She is substance; She is power; Sht 

pelTe^°sTe^-’ ^ ^ '' compassion; She is bashfulness; She h 
peace ^he is esteem: She is beauty; She is ughness; She is prosperity 

She is falsehood; She h 

i iV' Sh •' f contentment; She is mother: 
bhe is e^or, She is rectitude; She is iUusion: She is reality; She is the 

power of tile senses: She is ignorance; She is know^edgcT She is Z 

mystenous dispenser of a double force, from one of which surges forth the 

universe, and the odier it is which withdraws it; She is the tide and Zh 

the inspiration and respiration, the diastole and systole of the universe’ 

Both centrifugal and centripetal forces are in Her. The Human Ego has 

Ae prnnlege to choose either of dicse spiritual forces to work out its dfstiny • 

by the one it is thrown into the eddy of Pravrtti (desire), to be whirled 

^ound and round until the great dissolution (Mahapralaya); the other 

up with that power and energy which will enable it to strike 
roi^h the eddy and reach the serene centre of the Mother’s bosom. 

H V 1N constitute the Trinity of the Hindus 

saLiT tT Administration (ktyasaktij, and Cognition (jnana- 

. ’ • ^ ^ Powers which direct the evolution, the 
sustentation and the involution of the Universe. The Niivana Tantra 

says. In die re^on of Tmth, the Formless and Resplendent Pervader of 
e universe, casting off the covering of Mava. heeame 
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irst of all was born the son named Brahma. Said Kahka. Hear me,. 

) son! O Hero! take care to marry. Hearing this, Brahma then said: 

'here is no Mother other than Thee; O beaurifiil One, give me a Sakti 

ivife). Hearing this, the Mother of the universe, from Her own body, 

ave him a charming wife, who is the second Mahavidya, the great Power 

amed Savitri. Associate thyself with Her, and publish the Veda (Divine 

knowledge), and become the Creator of the universe with ease. The 

econd son bom was Visnu vehicled by Sattva guna. Said Kahka: Hear 

ue, O Son! O Hero! take care to marry. Said Visnu: Thy sight renders 

nan passionless. O Mother, O Consort of Siva! How can I marry unless 

fhou givest me a fair maiden for wife? The Mother, from Her own body, 

[ave him a wife. O Goddess! She is the Vaisnavi Mahavidya, Srividya. 

Jvith her help Visnu sustains the universe. The third son begotten was 

he great Yogi Sadaswa. Seeing him Mahakali beamed with joy. O Son, 

rreat Yogi! give heed to what I say. Who is there a male like thee, and 

vho is there a female like me? Therefore, O Siva! forthwith marry me. 

sadaava said: O Mother! Thou hast verily said the truth; there is none 

vho charms Hke Thee. There is no Purusa like myself. But I cannot 

narry Thee in Thy present body. If Thou art kind to me, change Thy 

Dody. Instantaneously Mahakali gave him Bhuvanesvari.” 
The Kubjika Tantra says: “Brahmani creates, surely not Brahma, 

therefore Brahma is but a Preta,” ^ and so on with regard to Visnu and 

Siva. Brahma, Visnu, and Siva are quite powerless to discharge their 

respective functions without Sakd or Power. 
The Devibhagavata (Skandha III. Cha. vi) relates that Brahma 

having asked Adyasakti as to whether She was male or female, the Divine 

Mother thus explained Herself: 

^ TOT ^ I 

WTf II 

^ ^ ^T: I 

qsn f|*^T i 

1 Literally a disembodied spirit before the performance of the obsequial 
ritfc Here used in the sense of an inert corpse, for He can do nothing 
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?}M II 

5?^ # jf ^ ^ I 

f^[%: ^##s4 %r gji: II 

That Male (Purusa) and Myself are ever the same. There is i 

difference between Him and Me. The Ptmisa is what I am; I am wh 

the Purusa is. Difference arises only from ignorance. He who is intell 

gent and is free from the bondage of the world can know our subt 

difference; there is no doubt about this. The one without a secom 

perennial Brahman becomes dual at the time of creation. As a sing 

lamp becomes dual by difference of Upadhi (condition), as a single fat 

becomes dual in the form of an image in a mirror, as a single body appea: 

in dual form with its shadow, even so our images are many owing to th 

difference of minds (which are made up of Maya). O Aja (unborn 

for the purpose of creation the difference arises at the time of creatior 

It is only the difference betw'een the seen and the unseen. At the tim 

of final dissolution I am neither male nor female nor neuter. Th 

difference (male and female) is imagined only at the time of creation.” 

To form a concept of the Godhead one w'orships, the idea of Sakti o 

Power is for the devotee a surer guide than the nebulous idea of Atm 

(spirit). It is very hard for those who have no faith in 3akti to trace th 

one without a second ” through the physical to the spiritual plane o 

existence, there being no appreciable link to chain the planes together 

But a worshipper of Sakd need contend with no such difficulty. In al 

the planes of existence he finds the one power all-pervading. It is therefore 
laid down in the Tantras: 

^ I 

“ O Devi! without a knowledge of Sakti, Mukti (liberation) is men 
mockery.” i 

The Soundless Sound 

The second bell of cosmic evolution tolls. A flutter, a vibratior 

thnlls the triple Gunas in the womb of Sakti. Rajas, the active guna 

after its long PralayA slumber,® receives an impulse tow^ards awaking. 

Immediately as its eyes open a bifurcation takes place in Sakti, resultina 

In what all religions de.signate the Verbum, the Sabdabrahraan—the 

^ That is, without such knowledge liberation cannot be attained. 
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immense, all-pervasive, all-comprehensive, unbroken, undifferentiated 
Sound Spiritual. One aspect of Sabdabrahman is Nada, and another- 
aspect is Bindu. As Nada She is the Mother, and as Bindu He is the 
Father, of the universe. They are an inseparable twain, ever in association 
in cosmic evolution. Sabdabrahman is the God, the Lord, the Mother, 
the Word, the object of worship of all sentient beings. 

The first manifestation of ^akti in the Spiritual plane is “ Sound,” 
which is undifferentiated intelhgent Akasa,i the Cidakasa ^ of philosophy, 

the Saguna Brahman of religion. 
This Sound, the causeless cause of manifold universes, must not be 

confused tvith the sound with which we are familiar, and which we have 
been taught to regard as the result of vibrations in molecules of matter. 
It is not the Karyakasa or atomic Akasa of philosophy, which is integrated 
and limited and evolved from Tamasik Ahahkara.® Nor is it a quahty 
of such Akasa. It is Cit Sakti vehicled by undifferentiated Prakrti—^the 
manifested Godhead, uncreate, unborn, and eternal. Sabdabrahman is 
consciousness and intcUigence, both cosmic and individual. It is the dual 
Sakti in unity, inseparately associated, though functioning in different ways. 

Duality in unity is the root principle of the Tantra. This duality 
-may, for want of a better expression, be called a “ polarity The 
Vaisnavas have adopted this idea in their Krsna and Radha, Hari and 
Laksmi. The Hindu Sastras hold that the universe has been evolved from 
the One—" without a second ”—Cause, and that that Cause is both 
immanent and transcendent. The nucrocosm is in miniature what the 
macrocosm is. Evolution proceeds from the subtle to the gross. We find 
in the great physical force a duaUty of poles, which when brought in 
mutual contact produces a magnetic current. In the realms of atoms and 
molecules the same force has the aspects of attraction and repulsion which 
make the existence of material objects possible. In living mechanisms the 
heart and the lungs are worked by a dual force which draws in and throws 
off blood and air, which render organized life possible. The fluid space 
Qf the earth is dominated by a similar dual force, which rhythmically 
causes both ebb and tide. We thus find that what httle we know of force 
on the physical plane gives countenance to the theory of duality in unity. 

But the most extraordinary fact is the duality of all organized 
structures. Take, for instance, the structure of man. It is a duplex 

1 “ Ether,” the quality of which is sound, but, as hereafter explained, not 

the ether of the elements (mahabhuta). 
2 Literally, “ ether consciousness,” which is explained, post. 

2 Ahahkara or egoity is threefold, according as one or other of the gunas 
PvcVfri -nrf-rlnmi'natp in it. T^asita Ahahkara is therefore that form of this 
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structure. “ Man is not formed,” to quote the learned author of “ Th< 

■ Mechanism of Man,” “ as one whole, but of two distinct halves joine( 

together. He has two sets of bones, muscles and nerves, and two brains 

True thfcre is but one liver, stomach, and intestine. This at first sigh 

seems to be in conflict with tlie theory. But further examination show 

the internal structurt: to be substantially the same as the external frame 

the only difference being that the position is reversed, and instead of th< 

point of junction being side by side, as with the framework of bone and it 

appendant muscles, it is, from the necessity of its position within the bod- 

and the requirement of but one heart, one liver, etc., only a junction o 

two halves before and behind. Tracing these internal parts from thei; 

point of union with the external frame at the neck, it will be seen at onct 

that one-half of the w'hole springs from one side of the body, and the othei 

half from the other side, and that they unite at a central line throughout, 

precisely as the two halves of the external frame are united. . . . Lookina 

beyond the human body, it will be seen that all organized beings are built 

after the same fashion. It will be found, on close inspection, that all 

otlier animals are so made. So likewise are all vegetables. Every leaf is 

duplex; so is every part of a flower. All organized beings are, in truth, 

formed of two halves joined together at a central line. Nothing organized 
is structured as om whole" ^ 

This duality in unity in all organized structimes is. as is pointed out 

by the learned author above quoted, due to the fact that two parents are 

required for the ]3rodc,ction of every organized being, and that each parent 

'Contributes a germ, by the junction of which the duplex structure is formed. 

The human mind, also, has a dual nature'—it is swayed as much by senti¬ 

ments as by reason. Taking all these facts into consideration, it will not 

be WTong to infer that the Cause from which these effects arc produced is 

a dual unity. The Tantra, however, postulates this as a fact, and builds 
up its Science upon it. 

The Nada aspect of Sabdabrahman is Kula-kundalini. Kula means 

the female organ of generation (joni). In the Bhagavadgita (xiv. 3), 
Lord Sri Kisna, as the male power, says: 

3qRcr tl 

“ My womb is the great Eternal; in that I place the seed; tlience 
-cometh the birth of all beings, O Bharata. 

According to the Mahanirvana Tantra, Kula means Jiva, Prakrti, 

Dik, Kala, and the five mahabhutas (sensibles) taken together. Now, all 
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these taken together constitute the intelligent and material cause of the 

universe, which is the same as Yoni. As Kundala means the Coil (of the 

serpent), Kulakundalinl means the Spiritual Power (the cosmic Mother) 

who Creates the universe of names and forms and coils up round it. She 

is Cit or consciousness vehicled by Prakrti. She is Sound, because the 

first manifestation of Prakrti is sound, which is withal Jnana (knowkdge) 

and Light Spiritual. She is the One Breath, One Life. She is universal 

Consciousness, all-pervading, not limited by time and space. She clothes 

herself with Prakrti when the hour for creation arrives. Essentially She is 

not different from the male aspect of Sabdabrahman, as both the aspects 

are indissolubly associated. She is the Paraprakrti or Supreme Power of 

Brahman. From Her is sprung the universe, from Mahatto the atom, 

and the universe is under Her control. She is Adya the Fmst Cause; 

She is all knowledge; and Brahma, Visnu, and Siva have their being in 

Her. She knows the universe, but none know Her. She is the embodi¬ 

ment of all Power; She is subtle; She is gross; She is manifested; She is 

unmanifested; She is formless, and yet with form. 

From the Sound Spiritual proceed two fines of Evolution. The first 

line is by Sadrisa parinama—that is, the resolution of like to like—and 

consists of three female Powers and their male Counterparts in the following 

order: 

Raudri—Rudra —fire —Tamas—Power of Cognition. 

if) M 
Jyestha—Brahma—Moon—Rajas —Power of Volition. 

(/) (”*) 
Varna —Visnu —Sun —Sattva —Power of Causation (action). 

(/) w 
These three male and female Powers are the first triplication of the 

■One Sabdabrahman, possessing within itself the three Powers of Volition, 

Causation, and Cognition; the three gunas, Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, 

and Its duplex Constitution. This line of creation is called Sound Creation 

(Sabd^^p)^^^^ evolution is called Form-creation (Arthasrsti). 

It is subdivided into two. The first subdivision embraces the Lords, and 

the second the Tattvas.^ These are the Lords of our universe, having 

Parasiva as their Overlord. There are seven cosmic centres (Lokas) of 

Power, over each one of which each of these Lords presides in association 

with an aspect of Kulakundaimi as His guiding Power. The centres and 

the Lords are thus stated: 

1 The Tattva also called Buddhi. 
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Loka 

Satyam 

Tapah 

Janah 

Mahah 

Svah 

Bhuvah 

Bhuh 

Male Power 

Parasiva or Mahavisnu 

Sambhu 

Sadasiva (called 

Ard ban aris vara) 
Isa 

Rudra 

Visnu 

Brahma 

Female Power 

Adyasakti Mahakali 

Siddhakali 

Mahagauri 

Bhuvanesvari 

Bhadrakali 

Radha 

Savitri 

These seven centres are also seven planes of consciousness, Philosopb 

geneniuaes these seven planes of consciousness into three-^i^., JaL 

(slumbering, or dreamles 

ins^and^! cosmic Virat-body is waking, Hiraiiyagarbha-body is dream 

g, d the Is\ara-body is slumbenng consciousness. The Virat-bodv ii 

evo ve rom t e last three centres, the Hiranyagarbha-body from th< 

three centres above it. and the I^vara-body from the highest centre. The 

consciousness of V.snu is higher than that of Brahma, the consciousness 

of Rudra is higher than that of Visnu, and the consciousness of Isvara h 

^gher than that of the three; and so on until we come to Par^ro; 

Maha^snu, whose comciousness is the highest form of relative consciousness 

lOe second subdivision begins with Mahat Tattva, and ends in the 

Kulaku^dalini is the vital Power of the universe. Her vehicle is the 

unive^e character, borne upon which She creates the 

(■Mf body Kulakundalini is said to reside in the root-centre 
(- u a lara cakra) of force evolution inside a coiling nerve (Nadi) She 

of Sabdabrahman, and covets his 

H^LT^h Though sound is perpetually emanating from 
Her body, She is said to be slumbering. What Her slumber in the Lman 

body means is explained later on. I shall now deal with the sound 

emanating from Her body, and its nature and function. 

p . Siven to the root-sound emanating from the 
Pranik \ chicle of the Dirine Mother. From Hamsa emanate forms and 

om oiim evo ve universes, and all that appertains to them. ITus Pranik 

efrde IS a duality of male and female principles, the fimetion of the 

in ,h. i centrifugal and centripetal rttpcctivcly 

“rint.ervi.7L“7“ 7.775-^^ 
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rom the involuntary expiration of breath in the human body arises an 

laudible sound, called Ajapa Mantra, which every man recites unawares, 

tosmically this Ajapa is the centrifugal and centripetal enei^, the 

[traction and repulsion of forces, observed everywhere; spiritually these 

VO mighty aspects of the same Sakti are Pravrtti and Nivrtti, and so 

is said: 

^ m II 

“ That Lady paramount of all the Lords as the great Vidya is the 

ause of liberation; and as (Avidya) She too is the cause of bondage. 

-Gan^. 
The Vital Power is called Nada, Jiva, Prana, Ghosa, and by other 

ames. The Vital Sheath of the Divine Serpent undergoes differentia- 

ons. From the first differentiation arise the Seeds of the universe. When 

ae second difierentiation takes place, the root-sound Hamsa, Sound and 

'onn, and all other dualities, come into being. In its triple state the three 

lunas, three Vedas, three articulate sounds (Varnas), three nerves (Nadis), 

nd other triads, are projected. In its quadruple form four Varijas 

sounds) and the quartemaries are evolved. In this wise various Sounds 

nd Forms arc produced, until in the fiftieth differentiation the fifty 

rticulate Sounds, called Varnas, or letters of the alphabet, are manifested 

a the Divine Vehicle of the cosmic Mother. It is therefore said that the 

)ivine Mother sings the symphony of the universe, the beginning of which 

5 creation, and the conclusion is dissolution (Mahapralaya). 
In the human mechanism the Muladhara Cakra is, as already said, 

he seat of Mother Kulakundalini, where She with the fifty Varnas as the 

trings of Her Divine harp forever chants Her Celestial Song. Blessed 

)e the Soul who has listened to this Divine Nada, and thereby liberated 

tself from the trammels of Maya. 
The fifty Varnas are fifty sounds of the Sanskrit language, or rather 

)f the primitive language of which Sanskrit is the modification. These 

irticulate sounds have been represented in different languages by different 

ymbols; and, according to the divergent conformations of the vocal organs 

)f different races inhabiting different zones of the earth, they are 

ironounced differently. For instance, the first sound of the vowels is 

ymbolized by 3T in Sanskrit, a in English, a in Greek, 1 in Arabic, and 

o on. It is pronounced aw in Sanskrit and derived languages in India, 

i in English, Alpha in Greek, Aliph in Arabic, and so on. 

These sounds are very subtle things, effulgent and chromatic. They 

ire fiving energies, which human thought prompts to expression through 

:he vocal organ. When the seat of Soimd—that is, the vehicle of Mother 
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»und is called dhvani. Dhvani penetrated by the inert principle (Tama 

is called Nada. Nada becomes Nibodhika by a further impression 

Tam^, and by successive impressions of the same quality it passes throu§ 

successive stages of .^dhendu and Bindu, until at last it translates itself; 

the Muladhara Cakra into what is known as the Para state of sound. 

When the sound reaches the Svadhisthana Cakra, it is called Paiyam 

It is then propelled to the heart-cakra, where it makes a more distin 

vibration, which is audible to the Yogi during his first stage of concentn 

tion, when liis mind for the time being is withdrawn within itself. This 

(^ed the Madliyama state of sound. It is what is known as Nada Anahai 

Sabda of Mother Kupdalini. It is stated in Saradatilaka, a Tantrik woi 

of high authority, that the first sound heard by a Yogi is like the hummir 

of bees; the next sound he hears is like that of air passing through a hoBo 

bamboo; then is heard a bell-like sound; and so on. When a Yogi becom< 

accustomed to the hearing of sound, his inner consciousness wakens an 

he begins to acquire knowledge, which dispels the dark iDusion of tk 

world. From the heart-lotus the sound is propelled upwards, and, comin 

into contact wi th the eight organs of speech, it issues from the mouth an 
becomes audible. 

The fifty primary sounds which constitute the vehicle of Mothi 

Kupdalini are called Varnas, because they are coloured. They are < 

various colours; some red, some white, some blue; some are the colour < 

melted gold, and others of coral, and some are like electric light or otht 

colours and hues. They are called Aksaras because, forming as they d 

the body of the universal Mother, tliey are imperishable. They are callc 

Matfka, because from them the whole universe of forms, risible an 
invisible, terrestrial and celestial, has sprung into being. 

That molecular vibrations or sounds with which we arc familig 

produce forms on sandy or some such surface over which sound-vibratior 

can act without friction, is known to scientific musicians. A particula 

tune produces a particular form. A tune being a compound of primar 

sounds, it stands to reason that primary sounds have forms as well. 1 

each of the seven tones of the gamut did not possess a form of its own, ; 

would be quite impossible for a mne, which is a compound of prim^ 

tones, to express itself in a form. It has been found by experiment tha 

each mne has a peculiar figure or form of its own. It may therefore safel 

be said chat each musical form or figure is the molecular expression of 

tune, tvhich is a compound of primary sounds. If this state of things i 

found to be the order of nature in the world of molecules, it is but reasonabi 

to suppose that the same law should prevail at the primordial source 

whence worlds are evolved. The Tantra says that the Kosmos is evolve, 

out ol the fifty Matrka sounds. The meaning of this, in the light of th 
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r evolution, un<ki®> “LmXtion 

lody, or Suksraa Sanra. Herself, upon 

ret “"song o/lhe unlvene 'until i.s tilssolution 

Mahapralaya) appeared, it was 

aecessary to im^H to Wm ^r'S^tre^ SeJ;existent 

I, i, not an ttibitra.7 .ovation »fj«™ “ man those forms and 
Mann, knowing the sound-forms J ’ “ , objects they connote. 
taught him the rdationbe««nU,^ to audjbe^obj^ 

These sound-forms arc wor s “ ,j_f„rn,s or subtle bodies of universal 
meanings of those “'f* imperishable. Gross bodies are 

objects '>“"8 ot Suksma Sarira persists till final fflssolu- 
.evanescent, but the subU ^ or causal body, is said to be 
tion of the universe, an _ primeval language of 
eternal. The language whic _ found in the Vddik Mantras, 
rool-words. languages of .be 

Sanskrit is derived adaptations, in consonance with mans 
world are its corruptions, r -arth and the consequent divergent 
.onvimnmenti in different, parts of the ear^ and the co^ „o.-words 

configurations of his vtKd organs. 7. , be no language without such 

which are identical. LsUn.ed arbitiary 

root words as their • rmonninffs but they are mere accre- 
words, and given them f^r of words being coined 
tious m *e origmd languag^ "7 but who has ever heard of 
(often-umes from the b^ard, then scofling at what the 

■’“““iVBCv“d'ins'rSti^^^^uXerTally as th^highest embodiment 

.of spiritual truths. In it (chap, viii, verse 13) we fi ■ 

mi I 
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me? in Ass^,?he« aff'nimSof “ 
meaningless; many of the words used .r ''hich are apparently qui 
convey L ^eanii. 

convey to the understandin<r are no mrt r ^ meanings 

, ‘W:re?o:nd.^f: 

i=” f ■ 
Sadbakas still livinjr who have had d- f numberles 
Back one of n, 2 If we w ll 1^"“ P^^of *' '«cacy of Manaaa 

Tamra which i, hn^’vf '’™‘' T*" 
not shrink from the severest test whiVh ** a” ®^'*ace, and doe: 

Mantra under the direeh™ ora—terc^ “'’’’a”' “• ” 
direct evidence of its effirae-v Guru, and you will acquire 

initiate us with sacred Bijama^^r* 

for the worshipping of our Istadevata. * on ' as^”"^ 

from the day of our initiation to the end of SrSe but i^^"" h” 
result IS perceived. If we ask our C„r., I it may be that no- 

us with impatience and want of devotion Placed 
we lose our faith in Mantras and h,.,^ • j-^ predicament 

pause to reflect whSrT. he 

.mtmetor from whom sve had the mistaunftot^ve °'', *' 
It is quite an error to suppose that if J n of ourselves, 
yield the result sought for as soon t ' ^ ^ sound power, it must 

is a physical feme which has h™ “ •“ P'?“““"“d- Now, electricity 

of mechanical con.tanoes n 
are books which describe Z.T 1° Produce various results. There 

Can anyone, by mere reading of tV prescribe their uses, 
produce the desired results? If s,,rh *iandle these machineries and 

forces, how much momfs praetS in t ™ 
of spiritual and psychical forces. necessary for the handling 

attenS"t“Tatonl'r:“' f -X 
--- »» are known as Bija Manmas. They am the 

^ Jn a rrA^.cn_1 ... 
j "A *ic j 3rc 

Irodtfction t See as to .Sadhana, or practice. 

® Sced-.VIantras. See^afe, 
® The celehraf^rJ » 
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,owers which carry us safe through the world’^s; entanglements towards 

hat haven of peace and bhss for which the human mind naturally, thoug 

mconsciously, yearns, though in ignorance of the path it divjges into 

lifferent treacherous ways, lured by the tempUng light of Kama desire. 
From what has been said regarding Varnas, it will have been seen 

that Varnas are hving, conscious sound-powers. From Varnas ^olved 

secondary sound-powers,; eaUed Mantras. It has also been related o ^ 

Sabdabrahman becomes a septenary of male and female Powers for the 

purposes of creation. Innumerable other Powers are evolved from em, 

who constitute the hierarchy .of Devatas. The Powers, hig or or ower, 

arc spiritual entities, possessing body and mind, though the o y o e 

higher Gods, such as Brahma, Visnu, and Siva, is to the human conscious¬ 

ness as unfathomable as the human body and mind is to a cell mhabiUng 

the human body. The embodied higher Devatas are Lords of Mercy 

They also manifest themselves from time to time m the Deva Loka (the 

region of Devas), and on earth for the good of Devas and of humamty 

They create their Avatara-body when they find it necessa^ to mames 

themselves. Tlie bodies of Devatas are sound-powers. In the fourtti 

chapter of the Mahanirvana Tantra it is said; 

. 

» For the benefit of worshippers, for the good of the univers^ and ior 

the destruction of Danavas,> Thou assumest various bodies. Thou art 

four-handed, two-handed, six-handed, and eight-handed. For the safety 

of the universe Thou bearest divers weapons. In the Tantras are revere 

Yantras, Mantras, and other methods of self-culmre, according to ose 

bodies.” • ■ ^ 
Again, in the fifth chapter of the same Tantra it is stated. 
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^ +l|d+|*j|t^Hs|i!jf I 

^ JF5ff: (I 

raamfestatiom are inanite, having diverse colour and forms 
Different are the methods which must be diUgently foUoM^d in order t« 

realize them. None can describe them all. A little of Thy favour ha 

enabled me to desenbe, according to My power, the methods of thei; 
worship and attainment in the Tantras.” 

Thy Mantras are inhnite, by crores and arbuds^ . . . Because thoc 

^ ^ Prakrti, therefore all the Mantras mentioned in the Tantraj 
are Thy Mantras.” 

From the above it will appear that Mantras arc the bodies of th 

Devatas. They are not gross (sthula) bodies, but subtle vehicles througi 

which they manifest themselves. In the Yamalatantra this is mor 
exphatly stated: 

“ Verily the body of the Devata arises from Bija.” 

The Saktanandatarahgini, a Tantiik work of great reputation bv the 
r^wned Brahmananda Gin, explains the word (vijat) to mean 

gomj (varnat). And gur (varna) means sound-power, as already explained 
If one reads between the lines, divesting his mind of the Illusion 

Theo^ of Snmat Sankaracarya, he may find a corroboration of the 

pnnci^e above laid down in the following couplet from the fourth chapter 
of the Bhagavadgita: ^ 

y'nbom immutable. Lord of aU beings though I am, entering mv 
Prakrti, I am bom by my own Maya.” ' 

Here the Lord I^ara, and not Parabrahman, explains to his disciple 
i^una how He incarnate—that is, appears in human body. His birth 
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not like the birth of men; it is divyam (Divine) {vide ^loka, ix, chap. iv). 

he suksma ^ra (subtle body) of man, after having spent its subjective 

arma, is impelled, by its own inexorable destiny, to take birth on earth 

rough an earthly father and mother, who supply the materials for the 

lilding up of the physical body. The Lord has no such Suksma Sanra 

hich may serve as the instrument by which a Sthula body functions; 

r it must be borne in mind that without Prana (the vital principle) an 

ntahkarana (the mind and the sensorium) a physical body cannot for a 

loment Hve. The Lord enters his Prakrti, or rather brings it into requisi- 

on to form a Suksma Sarira for Himself. Now, what is the Prakrti of 

svara but Mula Prakrti in action? Is it not for exactly that reason that 

5vara is called Sabdabrahman ? It is therefore spiritual sound by which 

svara (that is Sabdabrahman) forms his subtle body of life, and sensorium. 

lerein Ues the Divine character of Inara’s appearances (Avatara). It is 

aerefore called Divine (divyam). The subsequent process of acquiring a 

ross body is described in the above verse to be Atmamayaya (by My own 

4aya). Now, if Maya and Prakrti be one and the same, the verse becomes 

leaningless. Maya or Avidya is that phase of Prakrti in which evolution 

rom spirit to matter takes place, as distii^uished from Mahamaya or 

ridya, which is the agent for the involution of matter to spirit. The 

.ord, to appear in flesh and blood, had therefore first to build his Sound- 

)ody, and then to issue from the Mother’s womb in the ordinary way. 

t is this Sound-body of the Lord which is the Mantra of the Vaisnavas 

vorshipping Sri Krsna.. 
Mantra is not merely an important, but an essential, element of 

.elf-culture in Kiy-a Yoga. The realization of Atma, the One True Self, 

s not possible so long as the mind functions in the brain and identifies 

tself with the sensations, perceptions, and concepts furnished by the 

phenomenal world. By Samadhi (communion) alone the true self can be 

reaUzed. Krya Yoga prepares the mind for Samadhi. In Patafijali’s 

Darsana (Yoga Philosophy) Krya Yoga is thus defined: 

This aphorism is explained by Vedavyasa in his Commentary thus: 

I i 
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“ Discipline (of body, speech, and mind), repetition of Mantras, 

study of Moksa Sastras (scriptures teaching liberation), and worship 
God, constitute Kry a Yoga.” 

Yoga is not attainable by persons who have not brought their bod 

speech, and mind under discipline. The mind being coloured with ti 

accumulated Samsk^as or impressions of Karma without beginning ai 

with desires resulting in misery, its R^asik and Tamasik functions cann 

be minimized without Tapas.* Mind-cleansing Tapasya should be 

practised that it may not injure ±e body. The word Svadhiyaya mea: 
repeating (japa) of Pranava —Om) and other Mantras, or the stuc 

of such SasU-as as inculcate Moksa (liberation). Isvara-pranidhana mea; 

the dedication of all works to the greatest Guru Isvara (The Lord), t 
doing unselfisli works.” 

Japa * of mantra is thus an important factor in arriving at that staj 

of the mind whicli, in I oga Sastra, is called Samprajnata Samadhi—th 

is, conscious communion. When man reaches that plane of consdousnes 

his accumulated Karma, and his earth-bound desire which is the cause 

Karma, vanish never to return again. He realizes the all-blissful Divinit 

and becomes Divinity itself. Divine worship is ordained as a prelimina; 

step for this consummation; for it is by Bhakti and Prema (Faith and Lov- 

to God that our congenital tenacious attachment to worldly things can 1 

replaced, and the thirst for happiness of tlie ever-restless mind (]uenche< 

The daily worship which the Hindus perform consists of Sandhya ar 

Puja, s in both of which Mantra is a necessity; for the Mantra is not on 

potent in withdrawing the mind Irom its external fimetions, but it mak. 

worship possible. From Mantra the worshipper gains the form of tf 

object of his worsliip upon which he must practise his concentration an 

devotion, and when the worshipper has made some advance he wi 

recognize the Mantra itself to be his Istadevata. Last, though not tt 

least, is the power of Mantra to awaken the latent pjowers of the mint 
The last chapter of Patahjali’s Darsana opens thus: 

Uncommon power of the mind is attained by birth, drugs, hfantr£ 
Tapas, and Samadhi.” 

The practice of Mantra according to the Tfoitrik method develop 

without fail the latent faculties of die mind, with the help of which th 

1 Devotion, austerity, etc. See Introduction to Tantra Sastra, and also for th 
meaning of the gunas, rajas, tamas, sattva. 

^ Recitation ” 
tf^TTin -id 

or repetition ” are the nearest English equivalents fc 
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idhaka must cHmb step after step until the final rung of the ladder is. 

objec. to be attoioed, or ratfter the one Immutable True Mtteuce 
, be realiaed, according to the ^ntrik philosophy tsParabr^mam Bm 
le instrument—the mind—mth which man has to realize is P^akrtik 

lat is evolved out of the three gunas of Prakrti. The gunas, 
milar’in nature to Sat, Cit, and Ananda/ cannot be the instrument which 

an directly seize the Absolute, just as one cannot catch air by iron tongs^ 

lence it is that the Son of God is the Mediator of the Ctastians, and 

labdabrahman or Saguna Isvara ^ is the object of worship of the Hindus. 

rhe^Mantra, I mean Bya Mantra is Sabdabrahman. The Man^a power 

if Sakti has two aspects—^Vacaka and Vacya, whic i are exp aine 

^The Vacaka Sakti of a Mantra is the vital, inteUigent, and conscious 

■ntity through which the unconditioned evolves, or through wfcch Nirguna 

^attrTbuteleJ) Brahman must be realized, Sakti in its female ^p^ 

‘s Kundalini, and its male aspect Parasiva or Mahavi^u. ^y>^aku s 

that which is sought to be realized through the 
Nirguna Brahman. The Mantra, by its innate power, reveals the VacaU 

Sakti to the human mind which, being thus freed from the c am o 
Ton is translated into the Vacaka Sakti itself. The reahzation of the 

Vacya Sakti is the last leap forward into that region of the Absolute whence 

no LveUer ever returns either as Isvara or Deva or Manava (m^)- 

The Tantrik Sadhaka is therefore warned against that ignorance w 

takes Mantras to be mere words or letters of the alphabet: 

^ i' 

« Perdition is the lot of him who thinks that Guru is a 
that Mantras arc mere letters of^thc alphabet, and that Pratima (the 

of the Deity* is mere stone/* , 
The word Mantra is thus explained in the Pmgala Tanlra, quote in. 

Saradatilaka: 

II 

“ That from which the true knowledge of the universe and freedom 

from the bondage of the world is attained is called Mantra.” 

a Existent consciousness, and bliss, the nature of the Brahman. 
^ __I A o++■*'1 Vin+fblsnTiT’PTnC — 
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r/>ni‘ ’* of the universe, according to Tantra is i 

f S-^r 
P al, It IS Divinity itself. Blessed is the man who havin? heard tl 

sweet, soul-soothing, ineffable Madhyama sound in thetotus of the heai 

sSg Her “on TT ‘^e feet of KulakundaU; 
^ r u ^ universe in Her Para melody*® Of all tl 

Mmt’ra itself^S 7°* j “<* becau. 

.0 rrhrKfLoi,7sor&. 

Initiation (Diksa), Guru (Teacher) and 

SisYA (Disciple) 

to the Ayurvcdik system of medicine, four factors • 

Stothayr ^Thav “t”™' Khudd 
^atusthaya. They are physiaan, medicine, nurse, and patient. T 

a correct diagnosis of his paticn 

b; d^!dM T Wopriate and ^powerful, the nm 

faith ll ^ Possessed 
IT ^ physician. A successful treatment of the disease of the soi 

“sr’Ti“®r^- 
nf tHf* \ ^ patient IS the man who, convinced of the existen 
of the dueate which hat over-aken him. is amdom m be e„re^ bST 
devofoo. . his nurse; he is the Gmu. or «acher. 

^ hea" " ■”«” Mantea-which has I po.^! 

of “*"'P>“y»*'>dng than the diseat 
■ot the body, of which the patient is fully coenizant and wh,VL • 

comparatively shorter duration and can be diagnosed by objective mean' 

'^r h TtrS ailmLof 
<rl.rn f a!- ^ ^ Spiritually dismal, no doubt but th 

glamo^^ May. transports him to a fooPs paradise,’where I^statri^e 

See Arthur Avalon’s situate in the spinal ax 
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66d, power, 3.nd ambition feed him with dainty dishes, and lull him to 

rgetfulness of the disease which is eating into his very vitals. Fortunate 

the man who, knowing his real condition, is to be found at the lotus-feet 

his Guru. 
Knowledge of the human ego’s real condition arises first mediately 

Dm a proper study of the iSastras, and then directly by self-illumination, 

at the study of the §astras as a mere intellectual exercise is fraught with 

ischief. In the Kularnava Tantra the Lord has a significant admoni- 

on on this subject, which translated, runs thus: 
“ Fools led by the bondage of their animal nature fall into the deep 

ell of the six systems of philosophy, and are unable to know what the 

aramartha (supreme good) is. Perverse logicians, owing to their 

;norance of the real meaning of the Vedas, roam here and there, scorched 

y the fire of scepticism. They do not know that within the surging 

aves of time they are under the mighty jaws of death. The man who 

nows the Vedas, Agamas, and Puranas, but who is yet ignorant of 

le Paramartha, and gives instructions, simply caws like a crow, 

rnmindful of the Paratattva (the Supreme), he is ever thinking of 

hat is knowledge and what is knowable, and is immersed in study 

ay and night. The words of such are flowing and rhetorical, but 

t heart they are anxious, sorry, and ill at ease. Men take great 

ains to prove the Paratattva to be what it is not. They explain 

le gist of the Sastra to be what it is not. They explain supersen- 

aous matters without themselves realizing them. Some, led by vanity, 

tudy the Vedas without a Guru’s help; but a knower of the real sense 

f the Vedas is hard to find. As a spoon does not know the taste of the 

3od cooked with it, as the head carries a load of flowers, but the nose 

njoys its fragrance, so they study the Veda Sastra, but, being ignorant 

if the Paramartha (which is known only to Sadhakas), quarrel among 

hemselves. As a milkman, forgetting the goat in his arms, sees it in its 

mage in a well, even so are men, who are unconscious of the Paratattva 

hat is in them, deluded by the Sastras. As the darkness of a house can 

lever be dispelled by uttering the word “ lamp,” even so is the word- 

neaning of Sastra impotent to dispel the mayik darkness of the Ego. 

fhe study of Sastra by people not possessed of Prajna—that is, the inner 

ight—is as though a blind man opened his eyes to see. The Sastra gives 

Divine knowledge (Tattvajnana) to those who have Prajna.” 
“ The object of Sastra is to impart such knowledge 

IS cannot be gained through the senses.” It therefore stands to reason 

hat the real meaning of Sastra cannot be acquired merely through the 

Drain. The door to supersensuous knowledge must be unlocked, and the 

deeping Kula-Kundalini awakened. This is done by Diksa or initiation.. 
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[| 

^! ^ =q I 

5?on ^ II 

^f^r ^ '«tH'i*iii^'W: t^i^iT: I 

1^! It 

qpiTii^SIfR^: I 

^ ^ R^«J %% j| 

^if ^ 1 

^ 5p:2|^ I 

^ ^ 5fr?m II 

^ 3?1^ vi^ 1 

gWTT: t^: ^iqf 

The above verses, rendered freely into English^ read thus; 

“ Those who commune with the Divinity call it Diksa because i 

rimparts Divine knowledge and cuts worldly bonds ” (Yogini Tantra). 

“ He who has not been initiated cannot acquire Divine knowledge 

-and cannot gain a desirable state after death. Hence it is that on. 

should, by all means, get himself initiated by a Guru=’ (Rudra Yamala) 

“ Those who, without being initiated, perform Japa, Puja, etc, 
.derive no benefit, even as seeds sown on stone, do not terminate ^ 
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“ As iron is transmuted into gold when it is penetrated by Rasendra 

reat fluid), even so is the individual Ego converted into the Divimty 

1 Diksa. His Karma being burnt by the fire of Diksa, he becomes freed 

am the bondage of Karma, and thus the fetters of Karma being removed, 

Le Jiva becomes Siva” (Kularnava Tantra, quoted in the Commentary 

1 Kalpasutra). . . . . t^- • 
“ No amount of Upasana (worship), without Diksa, can give Divine 

Qowledge: so one should, by all means get himself initiated for the 

urpose of rendering the Mantra efficacious ” (Kularnava Tantra). 

“ One cannot derive any benefit by repeating a Mantra, learnt from 

ooks; on the other hand, injury is incurred at every step ” (quoted by 

Laghava Bhatta). ^ . 
“ Having acquired the Mantra from the Guru, it should be cultivated 

a the disciple’s consciousness. Religious exercises for liberation are for 

ruition dependent entirely upon the Guru.” 
From what has been stated regarding the Sound-Spiritual, Mantra 

ind Kula-Kundalini, it will have been seen that Mantra is a living 

piritual souniPower emanating from the vehicle of the Divine Serpent, 

rhe human Ego, born on the earth as the consequence of his actions 

n previous fives, must work out such Karmas as are germinating, and 

will also germinate Karmas for its weal or woe. He is placed here 
below in direct communication with the objective world through its five 

agents of knowledge and five agents of action. The knowledge acquired 

through the five senses is phenomenal: it is not true knowledge; it 

is knowledge as it seems, not knowledge as it is. It is the knowledge of 

actors as they appear on the stage, and not of the individuals who are 

dressed as actors in the green room. The green room of nature is hidden 

from the view of the senses. But it is in the green room that nature must 

be seen by the Ego in order that it may free itself from the glamour of 

maya which has rendered it an earth-bound spirit. Unless one recognizes 

the reality, there is no escape from its semblance. But the physical brain 

is not the place where, nor are the senses the avenue through which, the 

one ReaUty, the All-blissful Sat-cit-ananda enthroned in the effulgence of 

the spiritual world is to be seen. The human body is a duality not only 

in the objective plane, but in the subjective plane as well. The mind 

receives objective knowledge through the brain by means of the senses and 

the sensory nerves. It can receive subjective knowledge through the spinal 

column by means of senses which have to be developed. But the passage 

through which the green room of the human body must be entered is 

barred by the hood of the Slumbering Serpent Kula-Kundalim. To wake 

Her up, to implore Her Divine grace that we may be shown the Real 

(which is no other than She), and that the unreal may be dispelled, is the 
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Electricity is ubiquitous. It is in every atom, in every molecule, ai 

m every thing made up of atoms and molecules. My pen is made up 

atoms and molecules. Why does it not, then, announce to me t 

existence of electriaty in it? Why does it not fan me in this grilling he 

and give brilliant light to my failing vision, although that is my earnf 

wsh ? The reason is that electricity, by processes known to experts, mu 

be roused into action, and manipulated in different ways to yield differe; 

results. Mantra Sakti, similarly, is ubiquitous; it is in every form 

existence. Indeed, from Sound-power the univeise is built. It h 

countless forms which pervade the universe. It is the Guru, the Mantr. 

Scientist, who alone knows how to manipulate it and to employ it i 

producing the desired result—that is to say, in awakening the Sluraberir 
Divine Serpent in man. 

The mere communication of an atomic sound from one’s mouth i 
another’s ear cannot be expected to produce such a result. The Gur 

has himself to vitalize and energize the Mantra in his own inner consciom 

ness, and then to communicate the living spiritual force to the consciou! 

ness of his disciple (Sisya). If there be reason to believe in transference t 

thought from a hypnotiser to liis subject—and hypnotism has now bee 

recognized as a science—there is no ground for disbelieving the transfer 

ence of a power even subtler than a thought (which is a power as well 

from a Guru to his disciple. When such an event happens in the life of j 

person, Ms whole^ rnental system undergoes a revolution; he receives j 

second birth, and it is for this that an initiated man is a Dvija (twice-born) 

The Veda withheld the privileges of a Dvija from the fourth casti 

(Sudra), but the Tantra throws the portals of initiation wide open te 

every man or woman, whoever he or she may be. The Candala i and al 

others are all the children of the Divine Mother, the milk of whose etema 
breast is sucked by every living being,, 

Diksa, thus, is not a conventional usage, a toll paid to the Divine 

fer^man for carrying the sojourner across the ocean of the world 

(Bhavasmdhu). Spiritual India has, unfortunately, come to this pass, and 

it IS the Tantra which can alone save it, as it has saved it in the Kali 
Yuga of every Kalpa. 

Sabdabrahmamayi, the Dirine Mother, must be reached A deep 

surging sea divides the sojourning Ego from Her. It is the Black Sea of 

objective knowledge, the Vaitarani of Hindu mythology. Mantra is the bark 

to catp^ it thither. The Guru must help the Ego in each of its steps forward 

into the region of the unknown. Indeed, without the Guru’s help the 

disciple cannot move one such step. The disciple must also work hard 

under the instructions of the Guru, to keep up the eneigy of the Mantra! 
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ad when Mantra is assimilated in the inner consciousness of the disciple, 

; is said to have become Siddha (accomplished) in it. He can then use 

at his will, and, awakening Kula-Kundalini, plunge with Her into the 

otus-garden, where alone the nature of the Atma and Anatma ^ can be 

;ahzed. The human body, according to the Tantra, is a microcosm, 

hich contains in miniature all that is contained in the Kosmos. It has 

le seven Lokas, worlds or regions located in it, and the Sadhaka, who, 

rith the help of his Bija Mantra, has known them and their over-Lords 

as left the mother’s womb never to come back again. It may here be 

oted by way of parenthesis that the seven Lokas are not states of exist- 

nce, but worlds made up of different modifications of matter, and peopled 

ly beings on different planes of consciousness. 

Such being Diksa, imagine what the Guru is! 

^ RrI 3ST # ^ II 

irai II 

•3^^^ I 

“If. the Guru is pleased, Siva is pleased; if he is displeased, Siva ^ 

displeased. If the Guru is pleased, Sivani® is pleased; if the Gi^u is 

displeased, Sivani is displeased. Hence, O Mahesani!® the Guru is the 

Lord, the sustainer and the annihilator. It is he who can give Moksa 

(Guru Tantra). • • r. 
But the human Guru is not the real Guru. The real Guru is in the 

Thousand-petalled Lotus. The human Guru bears the same relation to 

the Divine Guru that Vacaka Sakti of a Mantra bears to the Vacya 

Sakti. The Yogini Tantra thus explains Guruship: 

^ 3^^ I 

3^: ^ ^ ^ ^ I 

^ 3^^ II 

3^ I 

I 
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It ^ ^ JTlujq;^ I 

=7i:ilt ^ it ^ ?r 5^ ?m: II 

?r ^ ^5fiq^; q^^it | 

ff ;i]3t I 

siitgH --(ikm ^Mt It 

3# g??rf ^ Jiigt i 

^ 3^: f 

^ ^ II 

3?: I 

^ *113^ I 

^ ?it5n% sMt It 

'* Sri Devi said: * Merciful MaheSvaral tell me who is Guru. Yo 

have told me that the Guru is greater than Thou art.’ Sri I^vara saic 

He who is the first Iiord and is called Mahak^a is the Guru O Devi 

in all Mantras. None else is the Guru. He is verily the Guru of tfa 

Saivas, Saktas, Vaisnavas, Ganapatyas, Moon-worshippers, Mahaiaivas 

and Sauras.i He and none else is the promulgator of Mantra. At tfa 
time of imparring Mantra, O Daughter of mountain He manifesl 

Himself in him who imparts Manti-a. Hence, O Devi! verily there is n. 

Gurushup in man. The human Mantra-giver meditates upon the sam 

Guru in the Head-Lotus as Him upon whom the disciple must then 

meditate. Therefore, O Mahe^vari ! there is only one Guru. Becausi 

He manifests himself in the human Guru, therefore the greatness of th, 
human Guru is published in all the Sastras.” 

The Yamala Tautra says: 

3?^: flH: ^ ii ;5i^; | 

3^Wlfi 5;^ W5R 3H^4d' 11 

3I ^ I 

^ ^ 3^: I 

II 

“ There is only one Guru, who undoubtedly is Myself; Thou, too, O 
Devi! and Mantra, too, is Guru. Therefore Guru, Devata, and Mantra, 

^ Vide ante. 
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rare the same. He is always to be contemplated in the Thousand-petalled 

Lotus, sometimes in the Heart-Lotus, and sometimes as existing before 

ithe eyes—that is, in human form.” 

In initiating and instructing a disciple, the human Guru undertakes 

a vicarious duty, the magnitude of which he should fully realize. He 

must fill himself with the Divine Presence, that his Sisya may be born to 

the spiritual life. He must also, impart to his disciple that sure knowledge 

which will lead him without error on the onward path of Sadhana. 

Henceforward the life of the disciple becomes a part of the Guru’s life. 

The Guru becomes responsible for the sins of his disciple. 

We are apt to complain of the rarity of the Gurus, but we do not 

pause to consider the paucity of Sisyas (disciples). Ganapati, the 

^elephant-headed Devata, by the grace of His Divine mother, had the con¬ 

solation to believe that He was the best of singers. We, too, by the grace 

-of Avidya, have an overweaning confidence in our intellectual attainments, 

thinking that we are perfectly qualified to receive the highest spiritual 

instructions. 

The Gautamiya Tantra says: 

I 

31^^: II 

snfoRT ^ i 

II 
“ The Sisya (disciple) should be of good parentage, pure-minded, 

Ibent upon realizing the fourfold aspirations;^ he should be learned in the 

Vedas, diligent, devoted to the welfare of parents; he should know Dharma 

,and practise it; he should serve the Guru; he should be acquainted with 

the true meaning of the Sastras; he should possess a strong physique and 

:a strong mind. He should always do good to living objects; he should do 

only such deeds as are good for the after-life. He should serve the Guru 

by speech, thought, body, and money. He should avoid works of which 

:the result is transitory, and be dihgent in working for enduring results. 

,He should be one who has conquered passions, indolence, illusory knowl¬ 

edge (Moha), and anger,” 
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From the above it will appear that to be a real Sisya mere intellectual 

attainment is not sufEdent. While he should be conversant with the- 

Sastras (scripturts) to enable him to understand what he is, what his 

destiny is, what relation he bears to the universe and to the Lord of the 

universe, he should have purified his mind from the thousand and one 

worldly pursuits v/hich detract rather than bring peace to it. He should 

diligently do what the Sastras enjoin, and scrupulously avoid un-Sastiik 

actions. He should have a li-ving faith in his religion, and an earnest, 

irrepressible longing for spiritual advancement. Lust, anger, and their 

train should not be liis masters. Hjs profession should be in strict accord¬ 

ance vnth Sastrik morality. He should consciously do nothing that hurts 

or injures a fello-w'-being, and the milk of his kindness should ever flow 

to relieve suffering humanity. These and many other qualifications are 

required of the aspirant to the great path. It is also stated that a candi¬ 

date must ■ remain under the personal observation of a Guru for a whole 

year before he can hope to be initiated. Deluded by Avidya, however, we 

do not pause to reflect whether the field in which the seed is to be sown is 

worthy of it. Sometimes, in our impatience (which is a state of mind 

quite unfitted for spiritual culture), we fly to sannyasis (ascetics), and, 

getting ourselves initiated by them, hasten homeward, hardly knowing 

that thereby we transgress a positive injunction of the Sastra, and place 

ourselves in difficulties. It is laid down in the Tantras: 

qjREra *1^^ II 
>s- 

31T?OT ^51^ ^ Iqro I 

I 

^ I 

s?I?PTr JF^d*-<?iR^iK<^: I 
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“In the initiation one should exclude the maternal grandfather, 

‘father, a Sannyasi, and Vanaprastha,^ otherwise, there being contrariety 

in the respective positions of Gum and Sisya, the Sisya is sure to meet 

•death.” 
“ Initiation by a Yati,^ by one’s father, by a Vanaprastha,^ or by a 

■Saimyasi is not favourable to the welfare of a Sisya.” 
“ One should receive Diksa from a householder residing in the same 

locahty with the iSisya.” 
“ The Tantra enjoins initiation from a Guru who has wife and 

•children.” 
“ The Gum should be a householder, meditative and well versed in 

Tantrik knowledge and in MEintra.” 
The reason why a man who has freed himself of the illusory world 

and stands outside of it is ill-qualified to show the light, step by step, to a 

•disciple whirling in the eddies of the world is plain enough. A Sannyasi 

is one who has given up Karma, his mind having been purified. He is an 

Advaiti, ® whose only avocation is the realization of the One without a 

■second. But a householder is a man in, even if he be not of, the world. 

He is practically a Dvaiti, * though intellectually he may not be so. His 

distracted mind must be soothed by worship, prayer, and hymn, and by 

-other acts of devotion (Bhakti) to his Istadevata.® A Sannyaa, on the 

other hand, is a Jnani (one possessed of true knowledge) who, having 

crossed the threshold of Bhakti (devotion), looks down upon it as an 

Illusion, an unreality. The mental attitudes of a householder and of a 

Sannyasi are poles asunder. It is, therefore inevitable that, in spite of 

his best endeavours, a Sannyasi’s teachings must contain much that is 

unassimilable by a householder, who, by his strenuous efforts to practise 

such instmctions, must succumb bodily and mentally. 
A householder Gum, on the other hand, is much on the same plane 

•of consciousness with his disciple. Though in the small rowing-boat of 

Bhakti (devotion), he has oared manfully towards the ship of his destina¬ 

tion, and neared it. His Bhakti is suffused with the Divine halo of Jnana 

(knowledge). He is the fittest person to lead a world-ridden disciple by the 

ihand, instructing him in every point, and teaching him by personal example; 

I 

1 One who has gone to the forest according to the rule of the third A^rama> 

2 Ascetic. 

® A spiritual monist, not a mere philosophical monist, but one who himself 
fin various decrees experientally realizes the truth of that doctrine. 
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'‘Himself practises and puts disciples in practice” (Rudra Yamala).. 

Those who are real aspirants need not encumber tlieir progress by¬ 
adhering to the ancestral Guru. If they have already been initiated by 
hinij they may leave him and find out a higher one. 

The Kaxnakhya Tantra says; 

^ ^ 3^ f| I 
i) 

W'T ^ 35: ira ^ ( 

5RDI s|^ II 

^ gcqju; gcqi;^ gi^) 

IW II 

^5IWira55i3 11 

“A Guru exists to impart Jnanas (diiferent forms of knowledge).. 

Jnana leads one to Moksa (liberation). Hence Jnana is the supreme 

good. Therefore the Guru who is incapable of imparting Jnana should 

be abandoned, as one who is desirous of food abandons the person who 
has no fwd to give. One in whom Jnana shines is Guru; he is Siva. 

Abandoning the ignorant, one should take the shelter of the wise. As a 

b^ roams from flower to flower in quest of honey, even so should a 
Si^a^ in quest of Jn^a, go from one Guru to another,” 

If ancestral Guru be really i^orant, there is nothing in the 

Tantra Sastra to compel one to seek initiation from him. But I feel the 

necessity of a word in favour of this much-abused man. I fear the Hindu 

Society is much more to blame than the ancestral Guru for this state of 

things. There was a happy time when every Hindu deemed it his duty 

not only to be initiated, but to practise worship with devotion and piety. 

Many amongst the higher classes lived a life which was rather religious 

than a purely social one. It was, therefore, incumbent upon the Guru so 

to qualify himself as to render himself a being higher than those around 

Mm. But the Hindu mind having considerably receded from such an 

ideal of life, initiation and worship are disregarded. There being very 

little demand for real initiation and instruction in true worship, the 

supply of duly qualified Gurus has naturally fallen off. That the Guni- 

cla^ still exists is due, to a large extent, to our love for the husk with 
which we want to fill the social sranarv. The Gums. mmrfTfcver nrAtu 
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giving up the profession. It is the paramount duty of the Hindus of the 

present generation to reform the Guru community) which can, I think, be 

easily effected by fostering the growth of a sincere and earnest desire to 

learn and to practise among ourselves. 
There is one aspect of initiation which I have left untouched for 

want of information—I mean its astrological aspect. It is said that the 

nativity of a candidate and the particular Mantra in which he should be 

initiated are correlated. As I am not an astrologer, I am not competent 

to speak as to this. Those who profess to be astrologers are really 

empirics, and, having no scientific knowledge of astrology, cannot explain 

this correlation. But opinions are divided amongst Tantriks on this point, 

and so it need not trouble us. 

The Octagon of Self-Culture 

In the previous sections I have attempted to give the reader the 

result of a general survey of the philosophy upon which Tantrik Sadhana, 

or Self-culture, is based. But in so recondite and unfamiliar a subject, 

where the correctness of every individual interpretation may be called 

in question, the reader is requested to go himself to the source, and there, 

with faith and devotion, and under the guidance of a Guru, drink of 

its waters, 
I shall now address myself to the subject of the supreme importance 

of Tantrik Sadhana, which, as already observed, is the easiest and the 

straightest path to follow for men of the Kali Yuga.^ I should not be 

understood to preach Sakta Dharma^ to one and all. The Tantrik 

method of spiritual culture is not, as I have already said, sectarian. The 

Tantra provides paths of culture for all the five classes of Upasakas 

(worshippers) in Hinduism, and an advanced Tantrik Guru is as capable 

of illumining the path of a Vaisnava as that of a Sakta. 
The path of Dharma is twofold: the path of desire (pravrtti) and 

the path of cessation of desire (nivrtti). These two paths are in conformity 

with the two great Powers which are perpetually at work in the 

universe. One of the Powers is called Maya and the other Mahamaya. 

They are the two phases of the one immutable Sakti. Maya weaves the 
woof and the warp of Evolution from Spirit to matter; Mahamaya frees 

the Ego from its Karmik garb, and leads it on to its destination. To sail 

downstream is easy enough. It needs no toil, no struggle. The current 

is favourable; hoist the sail of your Desires on the mast of your untrained 

1 The present, the last, and worst of the agesi 
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Will, and sail pleasantly along. But your pleasure is short-lived; there 
is sorrow in all of it. Like Sisyphus, you roll your stone up the mountain- 
top only to come down again. And as the desires, even of the most 
intellectually cultured, know no bounds, the Ego is drowned more and 
more in the quagmire of matter, forgetting its own self, and foregoing the 
privileges of a human Ego which after millions of joumeyings, it has had 
the good fortune to acquire. The soft heart of the Divine Mother cannot 
bear to see Her children thus lost. She steps in and proclaims Pravrtti 
Dharma, which her ordinary children must foUow, so that in the long-run 
Pravrtti may lead to Nivrtti. This Dharma is work prescribed in the 
Sastras to be performed with Bhakti or devotion to God for accomplishing 
definite results. Pravrtti being bridled by Dharma, unrestrained licence 
of desires is prevented, and the sojourner on the Pravrtti path begins to 
learn Bhakti or devotion. The fulfilment of his desires, however worldly, 
depends upon the favour of God whom he invokes from the depths of his 
heart. He performs the rites and ceremonies prescribed for the particular 
object he has in view with austerities and penances which are required, 
and thus, though the mamspring of his action be selfish, he unconsciously 
develops his higher instincts and nobler nature. From hankering after 
sensuous pleasure in the shape of money, power, fame, popularity, 
progeny, and so forth, he gradually lifts his eyes upwards and longs for 
power in the unseen world. He devotes his mind and soul to its acqui¬ 
sition. And when he is fortunate enough to obtain but a morsel of it, 
be at once realizes the nothingness of worldly desires. He forthwith parts 
with them as a serpent parts wth its dead skin. The worshipper on the 
path of desire now lives in the supersensuous world; his worldly hanker¬ 
ings have ceased at any rate to a considerable extent, and he has made 
more progress towards tlie path of Nivrtti than one whose desires are not 
restrained by Dharma, and who depends solely upon his own resources 
to combat Pravrtti,. 

To combat Pravrtti! How sweetly sounds the phrase! To do works 
for others! How much sweeter still! Let us not deceive ourselves, as we 
are apt to do. The octopus-hke grasp of our cumulated Karina, extending 
over millions of births and rebirths, is so firm that it is impossible to free 
ourselves from it unless we begin in Pravrtti Dharma and end in Nivrtti. 
Is it possible for anyone to jump from the bottomless abyss of desires to 
the celestial height of Ni\Ttti by a single leap? There muse be intermediate 
rounds on the ladder, for nature does not work by leaps and bounds; 
sequences of causes and effects pervade it. Not even the Lokapalas, 
Dikpalas.i and Lords higher still are free from desires, tliough they, by 
spiritualizing many of such desires, have risen higher and higher on the 
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ripward path of progress. How can one be selfless unless he has dedicated 

^lis self to the Lord of all selves ? And how can one dedicate his self to 

the Lord of all selves by one single bound? As householders (Grhis) we 

.are chained to the world by a thousand and one knots. Our family, our 

lust, om: greed, our avarice, our ambition, aU bind us down. We are 

■overwhelmed with desires even unto death. Where, then, is our altruism ? 

If there were a scalpel to open the mind, or an X-ray apparatus to display 

it, it would doubtless be found that altruism is, in many a case, traceable 

to love of fame, love of popular applause, love of power, and other little 

;self-loves. It is intense love of God alone which can make a person 

Tselfless in action. It is very unfortunate that in the name of altruistic work 

many English-educated Hindus have given up Pravrtti Dharma, the inesti¬ 

mable boon which the wise, holy Rsis have given us for our salvation. 

In the Bhagavad^ta, the Lord (I adopt Mrs. Besant’s transla¬ 

tion^ says: 

=^3^ IIT 5RI: I 

^ II 

^ t II 

STifeld: ^ t 3^^ II 

II 

“ Fourfold in division are the righteous ones who worship Me, O 

Arjuna: the suffering, the seeker for knowledge, the self-interested, and 

the wise. Of these the wise, constantly harmonized, worshipping the 

One, is the best; I am supremely dear to the wise, and he is dear to Me. 

Noble are all these; but I hold the wise as verily Myself; he, self-united, 

is fixed on Me, the highest goal. At the close of many births the man 

full of wisdom cometh unto Me. ^ Vasudeva is all,’ saith he, the Mahatma, 

very difficult to find.” 
Of the four kinds of worshippers mentioned by Bhagavan, the drtta 

and the arthdrthi (the suffering and self-interested) are Sakama Upasakas,^ 

^ Worshippers for reward, and with the view to benefits to be gained such 
.as the worshipper whose action is determined by the hope of gainmg the 
pleasures of heaven or avoiding the pains of hell; as contrasted with the 
Niskama Sadhaka who acts for God’s erood sake only, and not because such 
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who are on the path of desire. All the worshippers are called “ sukrtinah ” 
(righteous)—that is, even those who are on tlic path of desire, have germs 
of good work in them, otherwise worship would not have formed a part of 
their work. “ Udarah sarva eva te ’’—that is, all of them are noble, dear 
to God, because the Godward mind, even if selfish, attains an amount of 
mental purification and contentment which is impossible for others to 
acquire. The last couplet means that a true JnanI—^an advaitist ^ is a 
product of many, many births, and that such a Mahatma 2 is very rare. 
It will thus be seen that Pravrtti Dharma has a place in self-culture, 
however low compared with the highest, that place may be. It is for 
those who cannot <lissociate their minds from worldly desires. And I need 

hardly say that the bulk of humanity is of that temperament. If there be 
a blessed few amongst us who have governed their desires effectually, who 
are rather in than of the world, Pravrtti Dharma, like dry leaves of trees, 
will fall from off themj but they are not, therefore, justified in giving up- 
the Sastrik Dharma-Karma. The Lord Himself has exhorted them to 
perform religious works prescribed in the S^tra selflessly for the instruc¬ 
tion of the mass of men. Like a patient who accepts his physician’s 
diagnosis but rejects his prescription, it would be the height of folly to 
accept Hindu philosophy and to reject its practice. 

The Tantrik system of culture on the path of desire is remarkable for 
its aptitude in producing desired results. This is known to Hindus of all 
denominations. But it is not a mere hankering after worldly benefits. 

the contrarj', the Sakama Sadhaka longs more for a glimpse into the 
arcana of nature than for mundane comforts, and his longing is soon 
crowned with success. And having acquired a peraonal proof positive of 
supersensuous things, the vanity of sensuous desires forces itself upon him 
in a manner that mere Sravana (study) and Manana (contemplation) can 
hardly approach. This, it must be conceded, is a long leap forward. To 
withdraw the mind from worldly attractions and repulsions many births 
and rebirths have to be spent in study, contemplation, and discrimination. 
The Tantrik, on the much-despised path of desire, however, transfers his- 
consciousness from mundane attractions and repulsions to a higher plane 
of existence within one life and even a much shorter period. Although it 
cannot give him Mukti (liberation)—and Mukti is not a bunch of grapes 
to be had by the mere stretching of the hand upwards to the trellis on 
which they hang—it can make him a Lokapala, a Dikpala,® a Man- 
vantaradhipatij^ or the like. 

^ See ante. 

^ Lords of the regions and quarters. 

^ Great soul. 
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It must not be supposed that the Sakama Tantrik worships Devatas ^ 

as the Divinity. He no doubt pays homage to Devatas as higher beings; 

but the object of his worship is the Divine Mother, who is the same as 

Mahavisnu, the manifested God, and the methods of his worship are very 
much the same as those of the worshipper on the Nivrtti path. What is 

stated in the Gita as to the consequences of worshipping Devatas, Pitrs,, 

and Bhutas has no application to a Tantrik, the ladder of whose spirituab 

culture begins with the path of desire as the lowest round, and ends at 

that of which none knows—that is, Kaivalya Mukti, or complete liberation. 

So long as a man is a Grhi (householder), so long is his path the 

path of Pravrtti. If he thinks that he has outgrown it, but at the same 

time earns money, enjoys the world, forms attachments and repulsions, 

seeks name, fame, and popular applause, discharges the functions of 

a father of his household and of a member of the community in which 

he lives, he deceives himself. The path pointed out to him by 

the Tantrik is the best that he can have as an individual, as the father" 

of a family, and as a member of society. The Tantrik culture is- 

an all-round growth. It makes the body sturdy and strong, and 

proof to heat, cold, and rains; it wards off diseases from without, and' 

resists diseases from within; it makes one hardy, painstaking, and patient. 

His will being regularly trained, he is resolute and intrepid. All these 

qualities of body and mind render him as much a useful member of 

society as a humble supplicant for the dust of the Mother’s feet. As for 

altruism, people thus trained are taught from the very beginning to do 

good to others. I “Kali is the slave of 

those pious men, the rule of whose life is to do good to others,” says^ 

the Tantra, 
Now let us pass to the study of the path of cessation, called the path 

of Nivrtti. Those whose minds have become sattvik by the reduction of 

their rajasik desires through practice on the path of desire, and those* 

fortunate few whose past lives have prepared them for it, are the fit 

Adhikaris^ on the Nivrtti path. The Hindu Sastras, whether Vaidik or 

Tantrik, regard Adhikara or personal competency as the most important 

factor in determining the mode of culture to be prescribed for a candidate.. 

The Guru must test the mental calibre, moral proclivity, and physical 

aptitude of his would-be disciple (sisya), and must point out to him that 

path for which he is the most suited. 

^ The writer here refers to the higher Intelligence intermediate between 
Isvara and man. Devata is used also in another sense. Thus, the Divine 
Mother in Her various leading forms is called Devata. 

2 Persons comnetent for a thins:. The whole of Hinduism rests on the 
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Sadhakas on the path of cessation of desire are divided into two 

classes—liz^f those who are yet bound by the ties and conventionalities ot^ 

the world, and those who have got rid of, or are resolved to get rid of, 

them* * Their methods of culture are different* The ties and conventions 

are called P^a—that is, fetters. They are eight in number, as the 
Kularnava Tantra says: 

fjn 55^ ^ 'Mt I 

^ ^ qRiT: II 

I 

Aversion, shame, fear, grief, disgust, family, custom, and caste; 
these are declared as fetters.” 

I need hardly point out that there is hardly one among a million 

who can say that he is free from these fetters. And there are but few 

who struggle to sail clear of them. My task is to study the Sadhana of 

Adhikaris of the former class. This Sadhana may be roughly, though not 

•exhaustively, classed under four heads: 1. Sandhya, or obligatory daily 
service, 2. Upasana, or worship. 3, Satcakrabheda. 4. Mudra Sadhana. 
The first two of these will form the subject of this section. 

In Patanjali’s Yoga Sastra eight methods are laid down as modes of 

self-culture for realizing the True Self. They are: 1. Constant practice, 

and Vairagya or that state of mind which is proof against worldly attrac¬ 

tions and repulsions. 2- Worship of the manifested God. 3. Pranayama, 

■or regulation of breath. 4. Concentration of mind on any one of the 

objects of the senses.^ 5. Concentration in the heart-lotus. 6. Concentra¬ 

tion with a mind free from desires.^ 7. Concentration on the particular 

image of the Godhead worshipped by the Sadhaka, as it appears in the 

dream-state, and on the Sattvik nature of the mind in dreamless sleep. 
8. Meditation on any object of liking. 

Excepting Nos. 4 and 6, which are particular modes of concentration 

practised by Tantriks in Satcakrabheda ’ and secret worship,’^ the Tantrik 

Up^ana includes all these and much more. I shall first take up the last, 

about which much misconception seems to prevail. The original text is; 

I 

“And by meditation on any object of liking” {the being copulative 
and not alternative). 

^ Visayavati va pravrttirutpanna sthitinifaandhani. (Patanjala, 1-35). 
® Vitaraga visayadva cittam {ib. 1-37). 
^ As in Dhyana on the gandha tattva in the hluladhaxa, etc. 

* Rahasya puja; a special mode of worshin undertaken v/ith the ohieet nf 
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Vy^a’s commentary on the above aphorism is: 

“Whatever may be the object of one’s liking, let him meditate upon that.. 

If the mind settles upon that particular object, it may settle also elsewhere.” 

This aphorism does not give unbridled licence to practise concentra¬ 

tion upon any object at random. There are people who have very 

pronounced predilections for particular objects which they are unable to 

ignore. It is for these people that the above wholesome advice is given. 

An anecdote may here be related in illustration of this. Once upon a 

time there hved a very pious King, who was earnest upon giving a religious 

training to his son. He repaired to a famous Yogi for whom he enter¬ 

tained great respect. After the usual exchange of greetings the King said: 

“Mahatman! If you please, I should like to have my son initiated by 

your Holiness,” “Very well, my son,” replied the Yogi, “send him 

hither.” The King, very much gratified, prostrated himself before the 

holy man, and sped homeward. The day after the royal scion appeared 

before the Yogi, and paid his obeisance. “ God bless you, child; Live 

here, and make yourself comfortable,” said the Yogi to him. 
The royal youth, however, found not much in the Yogi’s Asrama 

(hermitage) to comfort him, but the wild scene, the beautiful rivulet, the 

ravine, and the birds’ song made captive his heart. For three or four 

days he was found to enjoy Nature, but in the midst of his enjoyment he 

was observed suddenly to sigh and become pensively meditative. One 

day the Yogi asked him: “Child, what ails you? Sir, replied the 

Prince, I have a beautiful young elephant at home, which I love with all 

my heart. Its absence pains me.” “ Very well I shall send for it,” said 

the holy man. The day after the young elephant was brought. The 

Prince’s joy knew no bounds; he began to caress it, kiss it. The Yo^ said 

“ Child, the first lesson I give you is to forget everything else and to con¬ 

centrate your mind upon this young elephant. “ I obey, said the 

Prince. A year after the Yogi inquired: “ Well, how far have you pro¬ 

gressed? ” The Prince said: “ I have not yet been successful.” The Yogi 

encouraged him to persevere. Two years rolled on. One day the Prince 

appeared before the Yogi, and said: “ Holy Father, my mind is completely 
lost in the image of the young elephant. I see it everywhere. There is 

nothing else in the world to captivate my mind.” “ Sarvamangala ^ bless 

you, my child, you have quickly won the battle. Come now and be 

initiated in the Mantra of your Istadevata.”* So saying, the holy one put. 

the Prince on the path. 

1 The all-auspicious Goddess. 
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The reader •will thus find that the choice of the object of concentra¬ 

tion does not depend upon individual caprice. If the mind be so weak 

that it cannot readily part with its predilections, it is by a regulated exer¬ 

cise of those predilections that the ever-roving mind is settled. It is but a 

tenipoiary arrangement for rare cases. To reduce the mind to a focus is 

a task of great magnitude, perhaps of a whole life. Nothing should be 

allowed to be identified with the mind except a Divine image—that is, a 

form in which Divinity incarnates, and for this plain reason that what a 

man thinks upon that he becomes. If one concentrates upon a glass ball, 
a glass ball shall he become. Says Lord Sri Krsna: 

In the Tantrik Mantra the worshipper finds an image of the Incarna¬ 

tion of the Divinity, not a dead image, a shadow, but an image which, by 

Sadhana, can be conjured up into the Divinity itself, the spiritual power 

inherent in the hlantra fbi tifying the wdll-power of the Sadhaka to produce 

this result From the very outset a Sadhaka is enjoined to fill his mind 

with the thought that he and the Divinity are one and the same. ITie 
realization of (I am He) is the aim and end of his worship. 

The Tantrik Sandhya is an obligatory service, which must be per¬ 

formed thrice a day—at dawn, at noon, and at sunset. It opens with a 

Mantra, which reminds the worshipper that his individual self is really no 

other than the one Self, manifested in the universe as the male and the 

female Power, The Map'ka Saktis are then brought into requisition to 

render his body and mind active with their soul-inspiring energy. The 

worhipper pa)^ homage to the Devas, Rsis, Pitrs, to his Guru,'and to 
humanity. With a libation of tvater he declares: _tiiat is 

I gratify mankind.” 

As the Divine Mother is in everything and everything is in Her 

service to every living being, whether human or not, is a part of his 
religion. 

Meditation, concentration, Pranayama, and Japa are the principal 

features of Sandhya. The object of Pranayama is to bnng the involuntarv 

act of breathing under control, and suspend its action at the will of the 
Sadhaka. The constituents of the subtle body arc the vital air, the sen- 

sorium and the mind. I’he latter is intimately coimected with breath. 

The breath serves as an instrument to introduce the mind to the world 

without. If one can regulate the breath, he can control the otherwise 

.uncontrollable mind. The more one learns this art, the more is his will¬ 

power developed, the more is he enabled to concentrate his mind upon 

a particular object, and the more do his passions cease. As breath is the 
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measure of life, and not days, years, and months, the Sadhaka’s span of 

life is prolonged, and his body is rendered immune to diseases. Life is a 

Tesultant of the kinetic karmik forces of a man in his previous birth. The 

karmic forces, either potential or kinetic, become a part of the mental 

sheath of the reincarnating Ego along with its sensorium and vital power, 

which latter is manifested in the body as breath. Breath is the nexus 

which joins the body with the mind. Control it, and you control the 

dalhance of the mind with the external world through the body. Prana- 

yama is, therefore, an indispensable aid to meditation, concentration, and 

the development of will-power. 

In his commentary on verse 7, chap, ii, of the Svetasvatara Upanisad, 

-Sahkaracarya quotes from Sruti: 

I 

ct'WNId: 'K m' II 

“ ‘ The soiil being purified by Pranayama reafizes Parabrahman, 

hence there is nothing higher than Pranayama,’ thus says Sruti.” 

He then says: 
“ First, Yajnas and other works should be performed, then Pranayama, 

■etc.; then Communion, then knowledge of Vedantic teaching, and then 

liberation.” 
Then, in his commentary on verse 8 of the same chapter, he says: 

Because the man, the impurities of whose mind have been cleansed by 

Pranayama is able to concentrate his mind on Brahman, therefore Prana¬ 

yama is introduced (in this Upanisad). At first the nerves should be puri¬ 

fied, and after that one becomes fit to practise Pranayama.” 

The Svetasvatara Upanisad says (chap, ii, verse 9): 

“ A wise man should skilfully regulate his breath. When the Prana 

becomes feeble it should be let off through the nostrils in small quantities. 

When one thus becomes gradually accustomed to holding the breath, the 

mind, hke a chariot drawn by unruly horses—thalt is, senses—becomes 

fixed and fitted for Brahma-Jnana ” (knowledge of the Brahman). 

In Chapter XIV, Skandha XI, of Srimad Bhagavata, in answer to 

Uddhava’s question as to how one who desires mukti (liberation) should 

■contemplate Him, Bhagavan says: “Sitting at ease upon an Asana 
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the hands one upon another upon the lap, one should fix his eyes upon 

the tip of his nose; then, governing all the senses, the path of breath 

should be cleansed by Puraka (drawing in the breath), Kumbbaka (hold¬ 

ing it) and Reciika (giving it out). Ha\dng by Praijayama drawn the 

senses from their respective objects, practice should also be made by 
degress in an opposite direction. The sound (Om) in the heart, which 

is like a continuous bell-sound, should be drawn upwards by Pranayama, 

and then Bindu should be placed upon it. In this wise Pranayama, with 
^ (Om), should be practised ten times m each of the three Sandhyas. 
By doing this the breath is conquered within a month.” 

It will thus be seen that tlie Upanisads, the Puranas, and the Tantras 

with one voice proclaim the supreme importance of Pranayama in self- 

culture. It is, however, the Tantra which has preserved the knowledge of 

the mode of practice of this noble art, and it is the Tantriks who can teach 
it. Sankaracarya, in his commentaiy^ above' quoted, mentions •rife 

or purification of the Nadis,' as a condition precedent to practising Pra¬ 

nayama. 1 believe tlie Tantriks are the only Gurus who know how to do 

it. Pranayama is essential in Sandhya, Upasana, and Satcakra Sadhana. 

But it must be learnt very cautiously and with the help of a Guru. As 

it has to be leaml by degrees it forms an essential part of daily service; 

Sandhya is mental exercise. The image of the Divine Mother, 

which is potential in the worshipper’s Ista-Mantra® and described in 

what is generally known as Dhyana (Contemplation), must be done in 

the mind. The mental image thus arising should be identified with the 

all-pervading Divine Mother, and concentration practised upon it. 

Dhyana (meditation) is of two kinds, Suksma and Sthula—that is, 

supersensuous and sensuous. 

^ =d iifif ^ qt WH II 

q# ^ qt II 

Nerves.” See Arthur Avalon’s “Serpent Power,” and Introduction to 
Tantra Sdstra, 
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3Pp4 : I 

TR^ snwik I 

The Yamala says: 

“ Dhyana is of two kinds, Sthula (gross) and Suksma (subtle). 

Suksma, or supersensuous, is Thy sound-body (iT^=5Ih4 ) • Sthula is 

meditation on Thy image^ which is made up of hands, feet, etc. Thy 

Suksmarupa (subtle form) is the Jhanamaya (conscious) body of Prakrti. 

O Mahesvari! The supersensuous seldom arises in the mind; therefore 

one should concentrate his mind on the Sthula form and attain Moksa 

(liberation).” 

The Mahanirvana Tantra says: 

Dhyana is of two kinds, Sarupa (having visible image) and Arupa 

(not having visible image). Thy Arupa Dhyana is beyond the cognizance 

of speech and mind; it is unmanifested, all-pervading, incapable of being^ 

pointed out as "this’ or "that’. Yogis alone can cognize it by long 

Samadhi (ecstasy). I relate to you Sthula Dhyana, so that SMhakas 

being hopeful of Suksma Dhyana may practise it by fixing the mind upon 

it for the attainment of the object of their desire.” 

In the Dawn-Sandhya the Divine Mother must be contemplated in 

the root-lotus as the Creative Power, symbolized by a maiden having 

a string of beads in Her right hand and a jar filled with water in Her left, 

riding on a white swan. The white swan is the Hamsa of philosophy, the 

vital Power which must needs be Her vehicle for the purpose of creation, 

for without the vital power creation is impossible. The string of beads 

symbolizes Japa—that is, meditation on the creation of the previous Kalpa 

and production of similar sound-forms, which are the substratum of all 

things sensuous and supersensuous. The jar of water is the "" cause-water ” 

of philosophy, the protoplasm out of which all bodies are 

formed. 

In the Noon-Sandhya She rides on the King of Birds, Garuda, in the 

heart-lotus, holding in Her four hands conch, discus, mace, and lotus, and 

wearing a garland of flowers on Her breast. Garuda is light (which is 

life as well), the conch is sound, the discus is Avidya or that Power by 

which creation comes; the mace is the symbol of authority, and the lotus 
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nourishes the univei'se. The garland of flowers symbolizes the countless 

beings w'hom She nourishes. The explanations of the symbols given in 

this and the preceding and .succeeding paragraphs are my own. The 

Srimad-Bhagavata explains the garland as meaning Maya, the mace as 

denoting the vital Power, the conch as meaning water, the discus as 

symbolizing light, and the lotus as symbolizing Ananta, or space. 

In the Evening-Sandhya She rides the Great Bull (BfTf'i:') in the 

white lotus holding a trident in Her right hand and a noose (qi^:) in the 
left. When the daj'’ of Brahma—that is, a Kailpa—comes to a close the 

bifurcated male and female Powers again meet in equilibrium. This 

is symbolized by the trident. The noose is Avidya, which She has with¬ 

drawn into Her own hand to repose there until the darkness of Brahma’s 
night is dispelled. 

As Creator Her vehicle is Rajasik, as Preserver it is Sattvik, and as 

Withdrawer of the universe it is Triguna Maya,i the Tamasik Guna 

predominating. The creative energy is volition the preserva¬ 

tive energy is action ), and the destructive energy is cognition 

These three phases of the all-pervading Sakti must be con¬ 
templated on day by day in order that the Sadhafca may realize what the 
object of tiis worship is in manifestation. 

The image of the Istadevata must first be formed in the mind by 

Dhyana, Then the Bija mantra should be repeated, keeping the image 

in view and withdrawing the mind from all other thoughts. This is 

called Japa. 

II 

I 

II 

The Bhutasuddhi Tantra says: 

“ Meditating on the form of the Devata denoted by the Mantra, Japa 
should be made in the mind.” 

The Kularnava Tantra says: 

“ A mantra should be repeated with faith, devotion, attention, sub¬ 
mission, and perception of the Divine image in the mind.” 

Japa is of three kinds: Vaeika (by audible words), Upangsa (Ups and 

tongue moving, but inaudible to the person making Japa), and Manasika 
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;{mental; lips and tongue not moving). Japa has the supreme virtue of 

gradually withdrawing the mind from other thoughts and impressions, and 

fixing it on the Divine image. When concentration by this means is per¬ 

fected, the consciousness of the Sadhaka is transferred to the Mantra- 

devata. This is called Mantra-caitanya (awakening of Mantra) and the 

Sadhaka is said to have become Mantra-siddha (Mantra-perfect). 
It will thus be seen that Sandhya is of the highest efficacy in spiritual 

culture, and it is on this account that it is obligatory on every Hindu of 

whatever division of worshippers he be. I have already quoted from 

the Siimad Bhagavata, which is the scripture of the Vaimavas, to show 

the importance of Pranayama and Sandhya. Other quotations from the 

.same Sastra follow : 
“ One who is desirous of cutting the bondage of l-am-ness of the 

Jivatma should worship Kesava according to the Tantrik method, which 

contains in it the Vaidik method as well ^. 
The man who in this wise worships Isvara in Agni, Surya, water, etc., 

or in one’s own heart, as the Atma, according to the Tantrik Karmayoga, 

.soon attains Mukti (liberation).” 
Skandha XI, chap, in 

“ O Uddhava! visiting My image and other symbol, visiting My 

3hakta (devotee), . . . Diksa, according to the Vedas and the Tantras 

. these are the signs of Bhakti (devotion) to Me.” 
Skandha XI, chap, xi 

My worship is of three kinds: Vaidik, Tantrik, and mixed. Which¬ 

ever of these three be to one’s fiking, let him worship Me by that.” 
Skandha XI, chap, xxvii 

“ Saunaka said: O Suta, you are devoted to Bhagavan, you know all 

the doctrines of Tantra and many other things. I now ask you a question. 

Naraya^a, the husband of Sri, is only Cidghana (massive consciousness), 

but Tantrik Upasakas (worshipper), at the time of worship, attribute 

limbs, and these and offier parts, such as Garuda, etc., weapons such as 

Sudarsana, and ornaments such as Kaustubha, to Him. Tell me what 

things (Tattvas) are symbolized by them. I am desirous of knowing 

Krya yoga.^ Therefore, relate to me that skill in Kriya (action) by which 

men attain Mukti (liberation). Suta said: Saluting my Gurudeva, I 

relate to you the Vibhutis * of Visnu as stated in the Veda and the Tantra 

by Brahma and other Acaryas (teachers).” 
Skandha XII, chap, xi 

These and other like statements should induce my Vaisnava brothers, 

-who are too often apt to assail the Tantra, to abstain from the terrible sin 

of a patricide. 
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(liberation) even to a 
enSfel t Only Mumuksus or Munis (sages) bent upon Mukti are 
enntled to it. The Sadhakas, who are incapable of Antaryaea should 
perform it like external Piija (worship) with mental offerings.” 

Gautamiya Tantra 
Antaryaga is based entirely upon a direct knowledge of the Power- 

S K Sadhaka, having awakened 
^t^’Sr^°°t-cbakra. takes Her up, with the help of the 
^tal air fern centre to centre, until the thousand-petaUed centre in tlie 
aown of the head is reached; there the male and female Powers are 
biought together in bhssful union. The Sadhaka having enjoyed this 
temporary bliss, which vitalizes his body and mind, tramfer^ L con¬ 
sciousness to the heart-centre, in the ethereal,space of which he forms the 
mental image of the Divine Mother as it is expressed in his Bija-mantra. 

firm PtT 7 ?“ “ concentrated upon it 
with firm faith and devotion. When the image is portrayed upon the 
canvas of the mind with all the details of limbs and organs, as ifit were 
a painting, the Sadhaka offers his sacrifices: 

^ II 

^ ^ 11 

tPIT [| 

^ q^Udd’f 11 

m ^ I 
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(Manas) as Arghya (offering). For washing the face and for bathing give 

the same nectar. Give ether (Akasa) as clothing; the principle of smell 

for odour; the mind (Gitta) for flower; the vital airs (Pranas) as incense; 

the principle of light (Xejas) as the lamp; the ocean of nectar for food, 

the sound called Anaiata (inaudible sound in the heart-lotus) as the bell 

(ghanta); the principle of air as fan and fly whisk (Camara); the actions 

of the senses, as well as the restlessness of the mind, as dancing. For the 
realization of divine thought give diverse flowers; freedom from delusion, 

egotism, attachment, spiritual insensibility, pride, arrogance, enmity, 

perturbance, envy, and greed—freedom from all these are called the ten 

flowers. The supreme flower of Ahimsa (non-injury of any living thing), 

the flower of subjugation of the senses and the flowers of pity, forgiveness, 

and knowledge—these are the five flowers. With these fifteen flowers 

formed of sentiments (bhavas) should a worship be performed.” 

Afler offering this mental sacrifice to his Istadevata standing before 

his mental eye in the heart-lotus, the Sadhaka makes mental japa. 

“ The rosary is said to be formed of Varnas, or sound-powers, strung 

together by the thread Kundali.” 
The fifty severed heads of men which make up the necklace of 

Mother Kali must be replaced mentally by the fifty sound Powers 

(Varnas), strung together by Kulakundalini as thread, and the Bija Mantra 

is repeated with the help of this rosary. He then performs mental Homa. 

The Nitya Tantra says: 

m II 

II 

tow I 

II 

I 

II 

^ ^ 11 
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qt sup^ ^ n 

“ O All-beautiful One! I tell you the ritual of Jfiaaa-homa {homa of 

knowledge), give ear unto me. By knowing it one becomes Sadasiva, the 
Creator and Desti oyer, The quadrangular Vedi (altar) is made of Atma 

(individual soul), Antaratma (the manifested God), Paramatraa (the 

^vine Mother), and Jfianatma (the Absolute). The Ardhamatra 

(Kundalmi) should be considered the Yoni of the Homa-pit; the 

Me^ala of the Vedi (altar), that is to say, the Hne which encirx!lcs it 

as if by a waist-chain, should be thought of as consisting of Ananda (bliss); 

and the other three lines on the Vedi should be taken as its three Balis’ 

that IS to say, beauty-lines on the abdomen. The Kula-bhairava—that is 

the Yogl-^ho^d kindle in it the fire of knowledge (Jnana); then the forms 

of the Matrka-sounds should be sacrificed in the fire of Jnana, by which 

the sounds become Soundless Brahman. O the Adored of Viras! Merits 

demerits, desires, doubts, action, inaction and Prakrti should be sacrificed 

by the mental spoon. Thus one becomes full of Jnana, and Parabrahmaii 
Itself.” 

From the above description of subjective Upasana, it will have been 
seen that only such highly developed Yogis and devotees are capable 

of it as have attained Samprajnata Samadhi, or Temporary Com- 

mumon, in which the knower and the known are distinguished. It is 

the last stage of Upasana^ a thin veil only separating the individual 

Atma from the universal Atma. Such Yogis are the product of aees of 
culture. 

Sadhakas, whose mental image is not so weU defined and who cannot 

make it steady for any length of time, must form an objective image, 

exactly m the likeness of the subjective image, and worship their Istadevata 

in it. They must, however perform mental Upasana first as best as they 

can, and then vitalize and energize the external image. By establishino- a 

magnetic current between himself and the image before him, the ment^Iv 

vitalized image is communicated to it. The external image is no longer a 

mere doll; it is Istadevata Herself. Between the Sadhaka’s faith and 
wi , on the one side, and liis Mantra-power, on the other, a change, so to 

say, takes place in the inanimate image. It is Mantra-^ti w^hich is alone 

capable of performing this wonderful change and of rendering worship in 
images possible. ^ 

The Kularnava Tantra says; 
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^ R^£lRlI^=idl'HHRPH^^ II 

I 

“ As milk, which is produced in every limb of the cow, flows out 

through the udders, so the all-pervading Devata manifests Herself in 

external images, etc. By the simihtude of the external image to the 

mantrik image, by the speciality of the Puja, and by the faith of the 

Sadhaka, the Devata manifests himself.” 

Pranapratistha (enlivening) thus accomplished, the Sadhaka worships 

the Divine Mother, rapt in devotion and love. He has now no great 

difficulty in concentrating his mind upon the visible Istadevata. He 

makes meditation (Dhyana) and recitation (Japa) before this living image 

as long as he is capable of it. He offers flowers, incense, sweet-scents, the 

choicest eatables, valuable cloths and ornaments to his beloved Mother, 

who accepts them all. Thus, practising day by day, his restless mind 

begins gradually to compose itself, finding better and purer happiness in 

the Lotus Feet of the Divine Mother than in all that the world can offer 

him. Thus, learning to taste of celestial happiness, true Vairagya (dispas- 

sion) towards worldly happiness engrosses his mind. A man might spend 

a dozen fives in discrimination as to what is permanent and what is not 

so, yet Vairagya would be as far off from him as the mirage in a sandy 

desert; for, according to Vedanta Nitya-anitya-vicara, or discrimination 

between what is permanent and what is transient, does not unfold itself 

in a mind which has not been purified by worship (Upasana). To try 

to be indifferent to worldly happiness without Upasana is to put the 

cart before the horse. 

The more the mind composes itself by external worship, the more 

abiding becomes the mental image. When, by this means, the state 

of Samadhi, or ecstasy, is reached, the external image is no longer 

required. 

After finishing his worship, the Sadhaka, by a process known 

as Samharamudra, withdraws the vitality communicated to the 

image, which then becomes a mere material image, fit to be thrown 

away. 

External Upasana is not mere prayer and praise and offering of food 

and drink. The Bhakta’s (devotee’s) mind cannot rest satisfied without 

singing the praise of his beloved Mother; the more he sings Her praise, 

the more his mind is elevated towards Her. The Mantra-power helps 

him to make his offerings acceptable. In the Gita the Lord says that he 

accepts flowers, leaves, etc., offered to Him with Bhakti fdevotionL But 
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the image through which He is worshipped are en rapport? The Tantra 

here steps in and solves the question. Prayer, praise, and offerings apart; 

the most important features of Upasana are: (i) Bhutasuddhi (purification 

of the elements constituting the subtle body), (a) Nyasa (the placing 

of the Matrka sounds and Bija Mantras on different parts of the body). 

(3) Pranayama, or breath control, (4) Meditation (Dhyana). (5) Menta! 

worship- (6) Japa, or recitation of Mantra, The first is accomplished 

cither by Yoga process or by means of a particular Mantra, The objeci 

of this is to purify the mind of its good and evil tendencies which have 

rendered the Ego a body-bound, selfish, small thing. The worshipper, 

in doing this purificator>" rite, must tliink that, for the time being, hh 

Karmik body has been purified, that he (the true self—fftat is, Atma) now 

wears the mantle of Kulakundalinl (the body of the Sound Spiritual) 

and that, therefore, he is no other than the object of worship hin 

self. Being Deva himself, he worships Deva, thus realizing the Vaidii 

saying: 

^01 I 

^ TFrPT II 

I 

Brahman the oblation. Brahman the clarified butter, are offered ir 

Brahman the fire by Brahman; unto Brahman verily shall he go who ii 

his action meditates wholly upon Brahman/’ 

The object of the second rite (Nyasa) is to render the body spirit 

ualized by the sound and Mantra Powers, 

The rest (3, 4, 5, and 6) have been dealt with in dieir proper places 

It is by spiritualizing the body and the mind, and by devoutly think 

ing himself to be a part of the Unity, that a Sadhaka must perform hi 

worsliip, wdiich is, in fact, more subjective than objective. Without thesi 

essentials, Upasana would be like royalty without territory. To withdrav 

the mind from external attractions and repulsions and to consecrate it t( 

the Divine Motlier, Pranayama, Dhyana, and Japa are essential. 

Up^ana has many subsidiary' elements in it, upon which it is no 

necessary here to dwell, as they are not likely to interest the genera 

reader; they are, however, all-important, and should not be eliminated b; 

an earnest Sadhaka from his Sadhana. 

Hindu society has been so constituted by the PLsis of Vaidik antiquir 

that it is not enough that every member of it is a good citizen. On- 

should not only be a good citizen, but a good individual; and no 
i-fcnU/ 3 oY>nrl itiHiviHiisI Hnt ft Onrl-ln^nTior inrlTvifiiiftt withal 
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Caste is not only a civil rule, but a religious ordinance as well. Society 

was so framed that it worked automatically to supply the material and 

spiritual wants of its members. Hindu society being thus constituted, 

every member of it is bound to be initiated, either according to his own 

choice, or according to the form of religion of his ancestors. The Hindus- 

are generally either Vaisnavas or Saktas. The mode of Upasana, briefly 

sketched above, is too high for the average jSakta Hindu, who must 

practise Sandhya and Llpasana with devotion and faith, so that in the 

long run he may be prepared for the path. 

Spiritual self-culture, is pre-eminently Sattvik.^ The passions, pro¬ 

pensities, attachments, aversions and all those creations of Rajas and 

Tamas ^ which chain man down to earth and to things earthly, must be^ 

gradually but effectually washed off and the mind rendered perfectly 

Sattvik. The Upasana, above described, is Sattvik in all its forms. Those,, 

therefore, who, though governed by iht laws of their caste (Varna) and. 

stage of life (Asrama), which is called Varnasrama Dharma, yet infringe 

them, and under cover of religious practice unlawfully eat, drink, and 

sexually enjoy for the gratification of their senses, are condemned by Siva 

in the passage which the author of the Saktananda Tarahgim quotes from. 

the Agamasamhita on the subject of false Tantras (Asadagama): 

11 

aURPPRT ^ ^ I 

“ O Devi! in the Kali Yuga most of the Rajasik and Tamasik people, 

having adopted prohibited practices, delude many others. O Suresvaril 

those who, regardless of Varnasrama Dharma, offer us flesh, blood, and 

wine, are (various forms of) evil spirits.” ® 

I believe, however, that more than half of Hindu India is iSakta, and 

I can safely assert that 90 per cent of them are free from reproach ia 

respect of the violation of true Gastric principles and practice. 

^ The-outcome of the Sattva guna (See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra). 

2 See as to these gunas, ibid. 

3 00 to tliic i-n Tr>ti^oHnr‘<-irvn K'tr Arflliir Avnlnri' 
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The Pilgrimage of the Human Ego 

riot: r^i #r%?r i 

Rl^f^ SRHf 3n?J?T II 

gois+lMWRg; i 

In the above quotation from the Mundakoparusad it is said: 
“ This subtle Paramatma can only be known by the mind, within the 

body, where the live vital airs reside* The minds of aU are pervaded by 
the vital airs* The Paramatma manifests Himself in the mind when it is 
purified*” 

The Ego must clothe itself with eight millions of bodies, from the 
stone to tlie animal, before it can be fit to assume the human form* 
There is, however, no knowing how many births and rebirths in each 
class of bodies it must undergo before it can adapt itself to the next 
higher body* Ages untold and births unnumbered at last usher the 
journeying Ego into the human body—the most perfect of all bodies 
cognizable by the senses. The Ego itself is but a body, a Suksma Sarira— 
that is, a subtle body, consisting of the vital airs, the sensorium, and the 
mind- This bundle of veiy fine “matter,” unlike its gross sheath, which 
decomposes and decays at short intervals, persists from the creation to the 
final dissolution of the universe. It has a causal body (K^ana Sarira) 
within itself, which is composed of a homogeneous finer “ matter The 
experiences of countless births and re-birtbs are stored up in the subtle 
body, and very fine impressions of those experiences are stamped upon the 
causal body. The one immutable Atma, pervading and containing all 
existences, is made a captive, as it were, in each subtle body, fi:*om which 
circumstance it acquires its Egoity* The unconditioned Atma being thus 

•conditioned, the pleasures and the pains, the happiness and the misery of 
the body are attributed to it; this is the work of Nature’s great housewife 
called Avidya (ignorance). When, however, the Ego acquires the human 
body, which is the most perfect of Sthula Sariras—that is, gross bodies—it 
is blessed with the opportunity of making a pilgrimage to its primeval 
source, and (dissolving the compact subtle body) of uniting Atma with 
Atma. It needs ages of self-culture to accomplish this Paramartha 
(supreme object); but a beginning must be made by every human being. 

Avidya, the most expert and cunning housewife, has ten thousand 
arts and wiles to captivate her children. like Rassellas, they must not be 
allowed to peep beyond the lofty ramparts of the happy valley. She has 
provided every creature comfort for her children. People, charmed by 

nnrpaQTncr nnitp fnrflrpt rp^l 
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To save humanity from their pseudo-mother, Divinity from time to time 

incarnates and sends His chosen sons to teach them. It is by this means, 

that man acquires the knowledge of his real state, and learns that he has 

a true Mother, who alone can save him from the glamour of Avidya. 

In this golden land of Divine Rsis, the land whence Divine knowledge- 

radiated to all other lands, the path to Vidya was made an art and 

divided into different progressive grades. The curriculum consists of 

V'arnasrama Dharma^ (for full particulars of which the reader is referred 

:o my Bengali book on the, subject), external and internal worship, and 

Yoga.. Varnasrama Dharma is the ground whereon the first battle must 

De fought with Avidya. It is the place where the Ego must put chains 

iround the neck of Avidya so that she may not lead people wheresoever 

;he may choose. It is here that man gets the first glimpse of his real 

Mother Vidya. External worship further girds up the Ego to cope with 

\vidya. By these two means the Ego gradually learns to feel that it has 

i real Father and Mother; to find out, to worship, to love, and to know 

vhom is the end and aim of its being. When the conviction of its 

lecessity grows irresistible, the Ego determines to make the pilgrimage. 

Jut where is the grand trunk road over which it must wend its way. 

From the text of the Mundakopanisad, which opens this section, it 

vill be seen that the Divinity has to be sought within the body of the 

iadhaka. Although the Divine Essence is immanent in everything in the 

S^osmos, the body of the Sadhaka, which is a part of the Kosmos, is the 

Dlace where he can best find it, for the mind, which has to make the 

learch, and the apparatus, with which the search has to be made, are 

ocated in the body; besides, the body is a Microcosm, containing within 

t the seven centres of Power and the seven presiding Lords mentioned 

n the second section. The seven centres are seven planes of evolution, 

ind over each plane there is a presiding Deity,-who directs and controls 

ts work. 

The Universe, according to Tantra, consists of a single Mahabrah- 

nanda, or grand universe, and numberless Brhat Brahmandas, or great 

jniverses. From the seven planes of the grand universe are evolved 

nnumerable great worlds each one of which is also divided into seven 

:)lanes. Each planet, each satellite, each star, and every living entity in 

*ach world is itself a world in miniature, and has within it the seven 

:entres of Power and the seven presiding Deities. 

The Nirvana Tantra says: 
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“O De\^! within the Mahabrahmamla is Brhal Brahmanda; withi; 

it are beings and regions.” 

rfc!?}; IfPU'W^Jra: |1 » 

“ O Paraniesvarl! O Devea! all varieties of beings and things whic 

, are in the Mahabrahmanda are also within the Brhat Brahmanda.” 

“ 55^ I» 

“ O bcautiful-eyed onel himdreds of thousands of Brahmanda 

(universes) are evolved within it (Mahabrahmanda).^’ 

A vivid description of Brhat Brahmanda is given in the same Tantrg 

But as it b vejy long, I am reluctantly compelled to resist the temptatio: 

to quote it I sbaO^ how'evcrj place before the reader its salient point; 

■ The Brhat Brahmanda^ or Macrocosm, has its Meru or vertebral colum 

extending longitudinally from top to bottom. At the top is dtuated Saty 

Loka, and at the bottom Avici. Between Satya Loka and Avici lie th 

other six Lokas (worlds or regions) and the other six nether region 

.altogether making up fourteen Bhuvanas or regions. Within the Mer 

reside the Gods—that is, the Powers which preside over the fourtee 

Bhuvanas. The centres of Power within the Meru are; 

1. Adhara ^ Cakra, which is also called Brahma-Padma (Brahma 

lotus). It is just above the seven nether regions. The element earth 

.within its anther. The seat of Kama (desire) is there. Within the ses 

- of Kama is the male Deity^ Svayambhu linga, and the female Deit 

Kiilakundalini. The Creator Brahma resides in the element earth. H 

female Consort is called Savitri. This is the causal Bhurloka. Hei 

resides the Spiritual Sun. 
2. Bhima Padma, or lotus^ or Svadhisthana Cakra, The elemcj 

water is wdthin its anther. Visnu resides here with His consort. It is tl 

-causal Bhuvarloka in which the heaven of Visnu, called Vaikuntha, 

situated. On the right of Vaikuntha is Goloka, where Visnu assumes tf 

form of a tw'o-handed being witli a flute in his hand. Here he is associatt 

with the female Power Radhika. 
3. Manipura Padma. The element fire is within its anther. Rudi 

resides here with his consort Bhadra Kalf. This is the causal Svarloka. 

4- An^ata Padma. The element air is within its anther. Isvai 

resides here with his consort Bhuvane^vari. livara is the overlord of tl 

three previous Lokas and their Lokapalas—viz., Brahma, Vispu, ar 

Siva. This is the causal Maharloka. 

1 Or Muladh^a, as to which and the following cakras, or centres s 
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5. Visuddha Padma. The element ether, or Akasa, is in its anther. 

The presiding Deity is half-male and half-female, called Ardhanarisvara, 

Dr Mahagauri, and Sadhasiva, whose Vahana (carrier) is an animal, 

which is half-bull and half-lion. This is the causal Jana Loka. 

6. Ajha, or Jhana Padma. There is no element, but the universal 

Manas (sensorium) is the seed here. The Deities are Parasiva and his 

consort Siddha Kali. This the causal Tapa Loka. Here resides the Spirit¬ 

ual Moon. 
7. Sahasrara Padma. This is the region of the First cause, the 

cause of the six previous causes; it is duality in unity described in the 

second section. This is the Satya Loka. 

These are the seven Lokas, or regions, of the Brhat Brahmanda. 

The reader will note that they are within the Meru. We have heard 

of a Meru of the earth, a mountain situated just where there is a depression 

on the orange-shaped planet of ours. This mountain is said to be a 

hollow, vertical column of stone, which externally holds the earth fast, and 

internally contains the centres in which the Devas—that is, the presiding 

septenary Gods—reside. This idea of Meru must be magnified and 

transferred to the Meru of the Brhat Brahmanda with a view to form a 

notion of what is meant by it. 

It must be noted that the Kosmic Kundalini is vehicled by Triguna 

Prakrti ^ in Satya Loka, where She is called Maha Kundali, and by the 

eight primary divisions, [earth, water, fire, air, ether, manas (sensorium), 

Buddhi (mind), and Ahankara (I-am-ness)], of Prakrti in Bhurloka, 

where She is called Kulakundali. The highest and the lowest of the 

centres of Power are both guarded by Kundalini in Her two aspects. As 

in the Muladhara, so in the Sahasrara Padma She covers the cleft in the 

male Power with her hood. She coils up round the Universe with Her 

tail within Her mouth, having the inverted triangles within Her coils. 

The Theosophical Society has adopted this symbol from the Tantras. The 

triangles, as the Tantrik symbol of the male and the female Divinity, 

being well known, it is not necessary to quote Tantra to prove it; but as 

it is not generally known that the serpent lying with its tail within its 

mouth is a Tantrik symbol, I quote the following from the iSiva Samhita: 

A 

mm I 

9^ m II ” 
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“ Between the anus and the generative organ is the Yoni, having ii 

mouth downwards. There is what is called the root. Kuridali is alway 

there. Encircling all the nerves with her body of three and a half coil 

(and) Viith her tail in her mouth. She lies within the cavity of th 
Susumna nerve.” 

As the Macrocosm has in it centres of Power, so has the Microcosm 
The Nirvana Tantra says: 

“ 5 I 

^ 11 

511^ 5RF?: ll» 

H^PitFsiq; I 

“ Within the Brahma Padma, the earth, are men and other beings 

O Devi! they are all worlds, and within them are the regions. Withir 

them are the seven netlier regions and the seven heavens. In this mannei 

in all bodies, within tlie lotuses, are the fourteen regions. O Lady Para¬ 

mount! verily evciy body is a Brahmanda (world).” 

The human body is called by the Hindus Ehogayatna—that is, a 

mansion wherein the reincarnating Ego is bom to reap the fruits of its 

Prarabdha or Kinetic Karma; but it is also called Bralima-pura, the city 

of Brahman. Under the Hindu’s law of evolution it must be so; for 

evolution, as I have already pointed out in the previous section is a double 

parallel motion, one tending downwards and the other tending upwards. 

Pravrtti and Nivrtti, that is the outgoing and return movements are 

coDLspicuous everywhere in nature. For the purpose of reaping the fruits 

of Karma the embodied Ego must come in contact with the outside woricf, 

its subjective enjoyments and suIFerings having come to an end in heaven 

and hell. The objective world is the arena where it must battle with the 

results of its ov^ti previous Karma, and generate new Karma in accord¬ 

ance with the Pravrtti law of nature. To this end it is furnished with a 

system of nerves, which presides over, controls, and regulates the functions 

of the other systems—viz., the circulatory .Systran, the respiratory system, 

the digestive system, the excretory system, the muscular system, and the 

skeletal system. These nerves are classified into three main groups: 

(i) Efferent nerves. (2) Afferent nerves. (3) Inter-central nerves. 

“Efferent or centrifugal nerves are those which conduct impulses 

from tile central nervous system (brain and spinal cord) to other parts of 
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impulses in the reverse direction—viz., from all parts of the body to the 

central nervous system.” “ Inter-central nerves are those which connect 

nerve-centres together j they connect different parts of the brain and of the 

cord to one another.” ^ 
The Bhogayatana aspect of the human body is dealt with in the 

science of Biology, and its Brahmapura aspect in the science of Yoga. 

The earth, as a Microcosm, has its Mem, a stony vertical column 

extending from its northern point of depression to the southern point. It 

is within the bowels of the earth that the Meru is situated, and the septe¬ 

nary Gods, presiding over the earth, are located inside the Meru. What 

are known as the north and the south pole are only circumpolar regions 

of the earth. The human body is a Microcosm as weU. Its Meru is the 

vertebral column of bones extending from the depression, called Brahma- 

randhra (the hollow of Brahman, where the two halves of the body, like 

the two hemispheres of the earth, meet) to the anus. This bony column 

is filled with white and grey matter, wherein are nerves and nerve cells: 

The principal Yoga nerves are fourteen in- number, of which three are 

prominent—viz., Ida, Pihgala, and Susumna. Like all other nerves, their 

root lies in the Yoni—that is, the region between the anus and the genera¬ 

tive organ. This region is called the Muladhara Padma. The Susumna 

nerve is within the cerebro-spinal axis, and extends from the Muladhara 

Padma to the Sahasrara Padma, which is in the crown of the head. It is 

called the Jnana nerve, the nerve of pure psychosis. The Ida and the 

Pihgala nerves are in the periphery of the spinal cord, and starting from 

the Yoni (the Ida from the root of the left testes, and the Pihgala from 

that of the right testes), wind up spirally, meeting the Susumna nerve at 

five points—^viz., the Yoni, the root of the generative organ, the navel,, 

the heart, and the throat. From the throat Pihgala makes a circuit of 

the root of the nose between the two eyebrows and enters the right nostril; 

the Ida, making a similar circuit, enters the left nostril. In this wise an 

island-Hke centre is formed at the root of the nose. The five points of 

contact of the Ida and the Pihgala nerves with the Susumna nerve are 

five Padmas, or lotuses, or Cakras, or centres, and the island-like place 

is another centre, thus making six centres from the Yoni to the root of the 

nose. Above the sixth centre and below the thousand-petalled lotus are 

two Padmas, which are described in connection with the sixth. With 

these two and the thousand-petalled lotus the Padmas, or lotuses, are 

nine in number. All of them are located within or above the cerebro-r 

spinal axis, which is called the Meru of the human body. 

The cause of a thing is called its Prakrti, and that which arises out 

of Prakrti is called Vikrti. The three principles of Mulaprakrti (original 

1 “ Handbook of Physiology,” Chap. XV, by W. D. Halliburton, 
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“ material ” cause of the universe)-—viz., Sattva {spirit-tnanifestation) 

Rajas (activity), and Tamas (inertia) are the primary cause of th 

universe. From these three are evolved eight derivative or secondar 
causes, which are: 

(i) Mahat, which is also called Buddhi, or intelligence, intuition 

(2) Ahahkara, the sense of separateness, individuality; (3) Manas, the min 

in its ordinary sense, including the sensoriura, the perceptive, ratiocinativc 

imaginative, volitional, emotional, and other faculties; (4) Aka^a (ether) 

(5) Vayu (air); (6) Tejas (fire); (7) Apas (water); and (8) Ksiti (earth) 

What is called Paraprakrti in the Bhagavadgita is Cr'r Power, whici 

has been discussed in the first section. When worlds are evolved, Mula 

prakrti and Paraprakrti are united kinetically, and the result is the forma 

tion of seven, or rather nine, planes of conscious Powers, correspondin 

to the one primary cause and the eight secondary causes of the universe 

In the human body, which is a miniature universe, these planes or centre 
of conscious power are: 

(l) Sahasrara Padma. (2) Nada Padma. (3) Bindu Padma 

(4) Ajna, two-petalled Padma. (5) Visuddha, stxteen-petalled Padma 

(6) Anahata, twelve-petalled Padma. (7) Manipura, ten-petalled Padma 

(8) Svadhisthana, six-petalled Padma. (9) Muladhara, four-petaUe< 
Padma. 

It may here be noted that the conscious Intelligences from the seconi 

plane downwards are sound-powers, emanating Cxim the first cause, th- 

Mahasurya (the Grand Sun) of the worlds, whose hallowed mansion is th 

Sahasrara Padma, as also that from the fourth to the ninth, the Padma 

are petalled by fifty primary sound-powers (see second section). Thes- 

primary sound-powcis are distributed in the Padmas in accordance witi 
esoteric principles of combination of sounds. 

Enough has been said in the first section regarding the bifurcation o 

Sakti into male and female, and there is no necessity to recapitulate i 

here. Sufficient be it to say that aU the conscious powers in the nin. 
Padmas are male and female. 

Before entering into a general description of these Padmas, it is to h 

observed that (he nomenclature of the Gods and the Goddesses is accord 

ing to the religious ideas of the great Sadhakas, who have revealed thi 

most esoteric knowledge for the Supreme good of suffering humanity 

The Padmas and their presiding Gods are facts in nature, which a Sadhakj 

has the privilege to see and to call by whatever names he chooses. Hindus 

Mahommedans, Christians, Parsees, Buddhists, nay, agnostics, if the-' 

choose, can enter this Yoga path without committing themselves to am 

particular form of religion. One’s own religion, whatever it be, -will, r 

practised through this esoteric path, lead the soul with scientific precisior 
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With a view to put the subject in a clear light before the reader, I 
hall first divide the nine Padmas into three groups. The first three 
’admas constitute the first group, the region of cognition, in which the 
hree cognitive Powers (Jnana Saktis) are located. It may be called the 
■egion of pure Ideation in which the universe exists potentially. The 
iccond three Padmas constitute the second group, the region of action, in 
vhich the three active Powers are located. It may be caUed the region 
)f mind, in which the universe assumes a form more definite, having the 
/ital power, the sensorium, and tlie mind as its constituents. The third 
jroup of Padmas are presided over by the Powers of volition, action, and 
Cognition, in subordination to the former group, who create, sustain, and 

iestroy the fully manifested universe. 
At the top of and above the cerebro-spinal axis is the Sahasrara, and 

at the bottom the Muladhara Padma. K.undalini is at both these points. 
The Sahcisrara is the Mahasurya, the Grand Sun, both kosmically and 
individually, within whose cfifulgcnce Adyasakti Mahakali and Parasiva 
are inseparably united. This Power is the First Cause, the Vacaka Sakti 
of Sadhaka’s worship. The First Cause is Saguna Brahman, or Brahman 
with attributes, and contains within it the three Gunas, the three Powers, 
and the nine planes in the same manner as a lotus-seed holds within itself 
the future lotus-tree. In the Muladh^a Padma lies the duplicate Sun, 
which is the effulgence of KulakundalinI and Svayambhu Siva. Brahma, 
the creator of names and forms, is there with his consort Savitri. The 
creative desire or Will, called Kama, is there also. As there is a hollow 
on the top of the highest Padma, so is there a cleft on the head of 
Svayambhu Siva, which is closed up by Mother KulakundalinI, who, 
coiling round all the nerves at their root and encircling the Siva, breathes 
forth the rhythmic vital Power through Ida and Pingala, Like one who 
sleeps, aft Her other functions are apparently at rest; hence She is said to 
be sleeping. The creative Brahma with his consort Savitri is the con¬ 

scious Power of earth. 
Earth is evolved from water. The preservative Visnu with his 

consort Radha is the conscious Power of water. The centre within which 

they are located is Svadhisthana Padma. 
Water is evolved from fire. The destructive Siva or Rudra with his 

-consort Bhadrakali is the conscious Power of fire. Their centre is 

Manipura Padma. 
These three Padmas are the three Lokas, Bhu, Bhuvah, and Svah 

respectively. The re-incamating Ego takes its recurring births and 

re-births in these three Lokas. 
Higher above, in the heart-lotus, is the region of air, in which are 

located Isvara and Isvari, the immediate cause of the three lower regions 
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“ As baser things mixed with gold and other metals are removed 1: 

burning those metals, so the propensities of the senses are removed h 
rranayama. 

Rsi Patanjali says: 

“ ritf: I ” 

‘‘Fmm that i^nz., by practising Pranayama) the veil which hid< 
pure knowledge is removed.” 

Now, It mmt be distinctly understood that as Pran%-ama is Hath 

Yoga, the eh^nation of the latter from Yoga-practice would be'a 

beneficial to tlie practiser as the removal of his brain would be to ; 

thmker Yoga has two divisions, one outer and the other inner Thi 

rT {control), Niyama (regulation). Asanj 
Is ih ’ Pranayama (breath-exercise), and Pratyahara (withdrawal) 

^P”ses Dharana (concentration), Dhvant 
( diteuon), and Samadhi (communion). Pranayama, without vvhicl 

Pratyahara or ^vithdrawal of the .senses from their objects is impossible 
stands at pte leading from the outer to the inner division. It cannoi 

be avoided if one senously wishes to practise Yoga. It may here be 

less than the complete reversal of the natural order of things in its aspirer 

^cend, fortifymg his body and mind with energy and vitality enough to 

enable him to cope wth the nature he has built within himself during 

Sir be 
tiir f , r ^ (regula¬ 
tion), wjbch include among other things continence and worship. \Vhen 

e mind is full of faith and devotion, and the body is buoyant, due to 

the conservation of vinie energy, it is then that the aspirer must perfect 
^s mes (asanas), which help him materially in regulating Ins breath 

to be ^^ction) is the next step 

ties wV ?■ with impuri . 
are’ removed before commencing Pranayama. To- 
^ omp IS t IS there are available tivo alternative processes. The first 

rReclkalTbrth^"^^^^^ andexpimu?: 
IKecaka) of breath upon a regulated scale and with the repetition oT 

altogether physical, and is Wm 
from (six practices) i—that is, Dhauti (washing), Vasti 

Neti(deansiugofnostrilsand 
y thread), Lauhki (pendulum-hke motion of tVip 
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Capalabhati (inspiration and expiration of air, etc.). The second alter- 

lative method is not mentioned in the Siva Samhita. It need not be 

)ractised by a real aspirant who has no physical infirmity or disease to 

)bstruct his Sadhana. One of these—^viz., Trataka however, is practised 

jy those who are very loud in their denunciation of HaAa Yoga. In con- 

lideration of the physical and mental temperament of his Sisya, the Guru 

nust decide which of the six modes of physical culture should be given 

lim along with the first method, which is absolutely necessary. It generally 

tiappens that almost aU the six modes are dispensed with. 
Here I must warn the reader that mere physical culture, such as 

Asana, Satkarma, and Pranayama, are of little avail unless they are 

accompanied with other practices of Sadhana. We daily meet pseudo- 

sannyasis and athletes who exhibit for a few pice their skill in such 

physical feats, and even levitation. They may accompany spiritual self¬ 

culture, but by themselves they are nothing. 
Having purified his nerves, the Sadhaka must practise Pranayama, 

the object of w'hich is to suspend breathing for a considerable time without 

feeling the least uneasiness in respect of this reversal of the ordinary respira¬ 

tory law of Nature. Tliis is called Kumbhaka; and when that is attained, 

it is then that real Yoga begins. For those who are physically or otherwise 

unfit to practise Kumbhaka by the inspiration (Puraka) and expiration 

(Recaka) method, other methods are laid down in the Yoga Sastra. 

To awaken Kulakupdalini is the first grand work achieved through 

long practised Kumbhaka. In the Muladhara Cakra Her vital sheath 

sends out, through the Ida and Pihgala nerves, an incessant centrifugal 

and centripetal energy, which draws in and drives out the atmospheric air. 

It is said that the range of the vital energy thus sent out extends to nine 

inches without the nostrils. This output of the vital energy has, by voluntary 

effort by means of Kumbhaka to be withdrawn. When Kumbhaka is of 

sufficiently long duration, the vital energy, being no longer able to act 

and re-act upon atmospheric air, rebounds upon the vital sheath itself, 

thus producing an abnormal action, not only upon the vital sheath, but 

on the space in the vidnity occupied by potential fire. When those two 

Nature’s finer forces, allied together, impinge upon the vital sheath, the 

mind, ever sensitive to abnormal actions of the body, forthwith repairs to 

the spot, and makes its first acqumntance with its real Mother, Kula- 

kundalini. Kulakundalini is thus aroused from Her apparent slumber, 

and the Ego finds itself at the lotus-feet of its long-lost Mother. The 

glamour of its stepmother, Avidya, for the time being vamshes, and the 

Ego—the reincarnating Jfva of millions of births and sufferings implores 

the arms of its ever-gradous loving Mother. 
Blit the accomnlishment of this end by the ordinary process of 
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35 notMng within the body can be cognized without concentration, it 

of Brahmajaa. 
(spiritual knowledge). The Sheaths are five in number—viz.: 

ShpaSi Sheath of food). (2) Pranamaya Koia (th 
Sheath of hfe) (3) Manomaya Kosa (the Sheath of lower mind). (4 

XrZf b^.® 
According to my view, these Kosas are mentioned to indicate th 

causes Irom which they arise, for Yoga is practised in the lotuses or centre 

of Power through the Susumna nerve. There is no difference of opinioi 

on tlus pomt. That Erahmajn^a cannot be acquired without Yoga, am 

a aja \ oga is the most potent means to acquire it, is conceded by th. 

Commentators and indicated in tlie Upanisads themselves. Even in th. 
1 aittiriyopamsad the lotuses are broadly hinted at thus: 

I q ilg ^ ^ ^ 

I ” 

Withm the heart (lotus) is an ethereal space, in which tl 
immortal, resplendent Lord of mind resides. The path of Brahman H. 
within the hanging breast-shaped thing (cranium) at the crest of the hea 
where the hairs divide/' 

The centres of Power are the causes from which the five Sheatl 

^se Bhygu, by practising Yoga in those centres, gradually discovere 

Sheaths His first discovery was the Annamaya Kosa, which arise 

from the elements-eai th, water, and fire. Earth and water produc 

food, wluch IS assimilated by fire and converted into the substance whic 

forms the body it nourishes. Earth, water, and fire, being the presidin, 
elements in Muladhara, Svadhisthana, and Manipura centres respectivelv 

they became the objects of Bhrgu’s concentration in the first place 

becaiwe, by awakemng Kulakundaiini the Sadhaka first meets Muladhara 
then ovsdrusdiajflaj mid then h'lanipura. 

pc Pranamaya Kosa arises from Anahata and Visuddha centres ii 
which vital air and Ak^a respectively preside. 

The Manomaya Kosa is evolved from the Ajfia centre, which is th. 
centre of mind. 

A j and Nada Cakras arises the Vijnanamaya Kosa 
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f power in accordance witli the Rajayoga system. In. fact, there are only 

(VO systems of self-culture mentioned in the Hindu Sastras viz., Bhakti 

''oga (Path of Faith and Love) and Jnana Yoga (Path of the Eight- 

.mbed Yoga). As the Upanisads are the science of Jnana (knowledge), 

t is plain that Bhakti Yoga is not meant to be the instrument of culture 

ir cognizing the KoSas. I have touched upon the Kosas to impress 

.pon the minds of the public which reads the Upanisads the fact that in 

elf-culture the path of knowledge is but one, and that that path is the 

iight-limbed Yoga. 
I will conclude with a few observations on self-culture by Faith and 

jOve (Bhakti Yoga) and self-culture by knowledge (Jnana Yoga). The 

)ath, which begins with the suppression of breath (K.umbhaka) and ends 

n the realization of the unconditioned, immutable Brahman, is no doubt 

he high road to perfect knowledge; but it is a long, tedious, and trying 

oumey, which very few are physically and mentally capable of accom- 

>lishing. Many aspirants, indeed break down, and many succumb. One 

vho is desirous of following this path should undertake it early in 

muth if he be physically and morally strong enough to pass through 

ic rigid ordeals to which a neophyte is subjected by the Gurus who 

bllow the Vmdik method of Yoga-training. I have heard it said by a 

/enerable personage, who is reputed to be an eminent Yogi and a great 

Sanskrit scholar, that successful Yoga-culture is not possible unless pursued 

according to the Tantnk method, which renders the otherwise bleak 

prospect cheerful to the neophyte, and buoys him up with strength and 

murage commensurate with the arduous task he has undertaken. Very 

‘cw, indeed, are there who are physically and morally fit for, and who 

have the opportunity to devote their life almost entirely to, the pursuit of 

Jnana Yoga. Besides, the Hindu scriptures insist upon the culture of the 

Path of Faith and Love as the initial stage through which an aspirant 

must pass before he is fit to undertake the Path of Knowledge. 
Of the Eight-limbed Yoga, Niyama (Regulation) is the second limb, 

in which Isvaraprantdhana—that is, worship of God—is the most pro¬ 

minent feature. It will, therefore, be seen that to eliminate the first and 

second limbs and begin with the third is a violation of the scheme of self¬ 

culture laid down in the Sastras, the effect of which cannot but be 

disaster. 
When the fiery path of Jnana Yoga, dwelt upon in this section, is fit 

for but a few, the milky way of Bhakti Yoga, which is the subject of the 

previous one, is open to all—to the young and the old, the weak and the 

strong, and to die man of business who has not much time to spare for the 

systematic pursuit of Jnana Yoga. Bhakti Yoga carries the aspirant 
KiTt ri-lv throiurh the eddv of the world to that bourn where 
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intermediate beings can never hope to attain liberation Jfrom the sorrov 

and pains of the world. Even Brahma, Visnu, and Siva arc perishabh 

allegiance even to Them is not beyond the grip of Maya. The fate < 
such worshippers is thus summarized in the Bhagavadgita; 

“Those who worship the Devas go to the Devas; to the Pic 

(ancestors) go the Pitr-worshippersj to the Bhutas (spirits) go those wh 

sacrifice to Bhutas; but My worshippers come unto Me.”—Chap, h 
verse 25. 

The Kularpava Tantra thus admonishes unwise men: 

hfahesa, and other Devatas, being within th 
category of ‘ matter ’ (Bhuta), are hastening towards destruction. Henc 
do what is right.” 

What is right (Sreya) is distinguished from what is dear (Preya) u 

that the thing dear, though honey for the time being, is venom in th 

long run; whereas what is right is unsavoury in the beginning, but i 

ambrosia in the end. The Tantra Sastra holds that the right conduct o 

man is to identify himself with what is unperishablc and perennial Bliss 

and to forego all objects of desire, however sweet they may be, as so man' 

binding chains added to the already numerous heavy bonds ivhich bint 
the KSrmic body. 

The Tantras, like the Vedas, while laying down the Upasana worshij 

of hosts of Devas and Devis for unwise men, who cannot overcome theu 

cherished Vasana (desires) for present and but short-lived future happines: 

proclaims the Upasana of the " One-without-a-second ” Brahman, ant 
explains in detail how that supreme good may be attained. 

The manifested aspect of Brahman is the object of worship. Tht 
Kathopanisad describes the Manifested Braliman thus; 

3IT % ^dPl44^d I I 

Sif STO m f Rsl ^ 1 

“ He, who was, by meditation, the first-born before the creation of the 

five elements, who resides in the hollow of the hearts of beings, and is in 

aU causes and effects. He who perceives Him in this manner ucrceives 
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“ She, who was born as Prana (the ^ One Life in whom are all 
Devatas, who is Aditi (eater of the five elements), who resides in the 
hollow of the heart, is in all causes and effects. He who perceives in this 
manner perceives the Absolute Brahman in Her.”—Kathopanisad, Chap, 
iv, verses 6 and 7. 

The Svetasvataropanisad opens with the query. What is the cause of 
the universe and all that is contained in it? The answer to this question is 
given in the following verse: 

“ Immersed in concentration and meditation they found the Power 

(Sakti) which is the cause of the universe ^ to be lying hidden by Her own 

-Gunas” (Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas).—Chap, i, verse 3. 

Reading between the lines, the truth is patent that the manifested 

Brahman is iSakti, and that !§akti, though one and indivisible, has dual 

-action in cosmogenesis, and is therefore expressed in terms masculine and 

feminine, to explain, however indirectly, the idea of Divine causation in 

human language. The manifested Brahman being essentially the same as 

the unmanifested Absolute Brahman, Sakti, when unmanifested is Cit 

(pure consciousness), and when manifested, is Cit with Maya or Prakrti, 

which is the material cause of the Universe, and which is the “ own attri¬ 

bute or guna ” (^^3^) of Sakti. 
The Tantrika View of iSakti is exactly the same, as has been explained 

already in an earlier portion of this essay. In Sarvasamrajyamedha 

-Stotra of Daksinakali the following very clear statement is to be found: 

^ ^NTcfTrll ! 

^ II 

(The word in the above is thus explained in Brahmayamala: 

i This Chhaya is Devi-Sakti emerged 

from the body of Brahman.”) 

The above four lines may be thus rendered: 

“ The ineffable Superior Power is supremely attributeless (that is, 

Absolute). This Devi (Power), being playful, imagined forms in Sunya^ 

^ The phrase means \ commentary 
•of Sankaracharya, 

2«^The soundless Sat-cit-ananda Brahman is called Sunya ” (Yogasvaro- 
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(that is, in the Absolute). In the initial work of creation, when She saw 

Chhaya, then She became the Power of Volition, and by Her Mahakala 

was created.*’ 
Duality in unitv’ is the characteristic of the Tantrik doctrine, and all 

its methods of worship are based upon this truth. The Kulanjiava says: 

m IdlldRTO: || 

" Some wish (me to be) Adv^ta (non-dual), and others wish (me to 

be) Dvaita (dual). He who knows me in essence is free from both Dvaita 

and Advaita/^ 
The Sadhaka w'ho realizes Duality in the “ one-without-a-sccond ” 

Brahman liberates himself from the bondage of Maya. He is a true 

knower of Brahman; he is a true Kaula. 

^ g sin ( 

“ Kula is the Power of Brahman; Akula is called Brahman; he who 

knows Atma to be essentially Kula and Akula is called Kullna.”— 

Kularnava Tantra. 
As in Kosmic creation Sakti becomes Nada and Bindu—Sakti and 

giva—so does Sakti become male and female in individual creation, the 

male principle existing in the smallest degree in the female, and the 

female principle existing in the smallest degree in the male. These two 

great principles, which are ever in association in every act of creation, 

sustentation, 2ind dissolution, are never divorced from each other, but are 

ever inseparably connected, tliough the predominance of the one or the 

other in objects present the spectacle of apparent separation. 

It is Sakti alone which can save a Sadhaka from the quagmire of the 

senses and their objects and lead him on to the blessed abode of Brahma- 

nanda (Brahman as Bliss). The individuality of a person is but the 

resultant of his feeling and emotions, ideas and thoughts in relation to the 

objective world, which he has experienced in thousands of births and 

rebirths, and which bind him down to the world and its objects. The 

dissolution of his physical body translates him into a region of temporary 

subjective happiness or misery, but as sure as the sun rises from the east, he 

must again pass into the mother’s womb, there suffer untold misery; and 

thence issuing into the world, must there for a brief span of time be tossed 
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and there is no escape therefrom unless he can extricate himself from the 

grip of Avidya (nescience), the charming syren of worldly bondage, and 

take refuge at the holy feet of vidya (knowledge). Vidya alone can make 

a Sadhaka the master of himself, and the conqueror of the elements, the 

senses, and the mind. 

2II %ir Tiwn l 

dJT: II 

“Vidya is Mahamaya, She should be served by the wise; he who 

worships Avidya enters the region of darkness,”—Saktananda Tarangini. 

How Sakti became iSabdabrahman has been previously described. 

Sakti, when manifested, is Prana, the one intelligent, all powerful, creative 

vital principle: 

snoit I 

“ From the Atma this Prana is born. As shadow is to the body, so is 

Prana associated with Atma; it comes to this body by the action of the 

mind.”^—Prasnopanisad, verse 32. 

Hiranyagarbha or Prana is called the ‘ First-born ’ in the Upanisads> 

We have seen that Hiranyagarbha and Aditi are one and the same, and 

that Aditi is what the Tantra called Sakti. We have also seen that Sakti 

as Kulakundalini is the Mother of Universes, whose Breath is life. The 

fifty Matrka sounds, which form Her body, are Pranik principles, from 

which universes are evolved, by which they are sustained, and into which 

they are disintegrated. “ Sound ” and Prana are univocal terms: 

31^: snoi ^ I 

“ (Sound) is called Nada, Prana, Jiva, Ghosa, etc.”—Prapancasara, 

4th Patala. 
In. Rudrayamala, quoted by the author of Pranatosini Kulakundalini, 

is called — “ of aerial form, located in the Mula- 

dhara Cakra.” 
The knowledge of Sakti as Prana is of vital importance in spiritual 

self-culture. The Prasnopanisad thus summarizes the result of such 

knowledge: 

1 which works is Samskara, and the latter manifests as the mind. 
Therefore Samskara as mind produces life. With the destruction of mind 
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it is but natural that Sadhakas should oftener than not form a partial 

idea of the Supreme. The Sadhaka’s idea of the Supreme regulates the 

results of his Sadhana. The Prasnopanisad thus sets forth the matter: 

*1^ lU II 

^ tiim » 

^ #11^; n » n 

cl?Tir^?re. 
^?P5n^ tRl^lt sf^ II II 

“If he (the Sadhaka) meditates on Brahman as consisting of one 

part only (the first part, as cognizer of the objective world), then by such, 

meditation, acquiring knowledge, forthwith does he come to the earth 

(after death); the first part as Rgveda transmits him to the human species, 
where, by penance, continence, and faith, he enjoys glory.” 

If he meditates on Brahman as consisting of the second part 

(cognizer of the subjective world), he attains the subjective world. He 

(after death) is carried by Yajui-veda to the Soma Loka (Moon). There 
enjoying glory^ he comes back amongst men/^ 

"He who meditates on the Great Lord as one whole, consisting of aU 

the three parts, attains to the effulgent sun. As a snake gets rid of its skins 

so is he freed from his impurities, and is raised to the Brahma-Loka^ by 

Samaveda. He realizes by meditation the Paramatma, which is within 

the body of every- being, and which is greater than the aggregate of Jiva 
(individuals),”- ’ 

The Tantrik systems of self-culture arc constructed in stiict accor¬ 

dance Tivith the three aspects of the Divine Mother, so that no Sadhaka’s 

work and toil may go amiss. They raise him step by step from the most 

external belfry to the innermost Tabernacle of Mother Mahakali, never 

forcibly weaning Mm from Ms habits, but transforming those habits into 
ffagiant flowei-s and grateful offerings. 

1 Called also Satyaloka, the highest region of the manifested Supreme. 

/ 7^^ m^fested Supreme h the soul of all Jivas. He is the Antaratma of 
all beings within the form of Liiiga Deha. The apparently separated Jivas are 
heaped together, as it were, m Mm without distinction, hence he ts called 

aggregate of Jivas While in the Brahmafoka-state 
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The importance of possession of a thorough knowledge of Sakti is thus 

.'Stated in Niruttara Tantra: 

^iRb^H ^ ^ II 

“ After many births the knowledge of iSakti is acquired, O Devi I 

without the knowledge of iSakti, Nirvana is unattainable.” 
The knowledge of Sakti is dependent upon self-culture for its attain¬ 

ment, for mere intellectual knowledge gained by study cannot raise a man 

to the state of Divinity. Even intellectual unerring knowledge of the 

transcendental science is not attainable without devotion to God and 

*Guru. 
The mind must be thoroughly trained in spirituality, and brought in 

harmony with supersensuous truths before one can hope to be able to 

understand the true import of that with which the transcendental science 

-deals. 

^ ^ dsiT sfl I 

II 

“ The meaning of these truths of which I have spoken is revealed to 

the high-souled man, who has supreme and equal devotion to Devata and 

Guru.” 
The path of desire and the path of non-desire or cessation arc the 

two paths, either of which a Sadhaka must choose for himself. As man 

is a bundle of desires and propensities, the regulation of such desires and 

propensities on hnes which may eventually free him from those bondages 

of woe is the end and aim of all method, either Vaidik or Tantrik. As 

the four Vedas are replete with hymns and prayers to God or the Gods, 

for the attainment of objects of desire, so also the Tantras are full of 

methods for the attainment of the same end. By following those methods, 

desires and propensities are circumscribed, passions curbed, and animal 

nature transformed into Divine nature. It is in the lot of but a few to 

pursue the path of cessation from the outset. The vast majority of men 

must be looked after, in order that they may not only save themselves, 

from being mere brutes, but may become good fathers, mothers, sons, 

brothers, neighbours, citizens—healthy, robust, and God-loving, The 

’Tantra proclaims that its votaries shall become all these, irrespective of 

caste, colour, and creed. 
Whether one be on the path of desire or on the path of cessation. 
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continually practising works prescribed by the Tantras one’s mental and' 

physical impurities are expurgated, the mind becomes pure and transparent, 

so as to be susceptible of the presence of the Divine light within; tlie body 

is no longer the habitual store of Rajasik and Tamasik cells which incite 

the senses to ignoble works. By Jnanayoga knowledge of Divinity is 

gained, and by Bhakti Yoga, Jiva and Siva are united, and the supreme 

good attained; for, according to Tantrik Monism, not even a scintilla of 

difference is admitted to e.xist between Jiva and Siva essentially. 

One of the characteristic works prescribed in the Tantras is what is 

called Prayoga (deputation). Ordinarily, what man achieves is the result 

of his own exertions aided by the exertions of others, or of labour and skill 

purchased. But human exertions, labour, and skill often fail to produce a 

desired result. In the Hindu nund belief in the help of supersensuous 

beings is as ancient as the Vedas. . Indeed, the Vedas are replete with 

sacrifices to De^'as for attaining desired objects. The Tantrik System, 

called " Deputation,” is less arduous and less expensive, and can be given 

effect to within a short time. When at critical moments human efforts 

and skill .give way, man in every country naturally raises his eyes upwards, 

imploring Divine help and mercy. Divine help and mercy, though in fact 

attainable, are yet very difficidt to attain, for the degree of spiritual culture 

requisite for such a purpose is the attainment of but very few. The 

Tantra provides, however, comparatively easy means by which Devatas 

may be communicated with and their help obtained. This branch of 

Tantrik knowledge is no part of a man’s self-culture, it being merely an 
an, more useful than spiritually efficacioui;. 

^^Tether in the path of desire or in the path of cessation, the worship 

of one Brahman is the burtlien of the Tantra, and the object of that 

worship is tlie liberation of the individual soul from etemallv recurrinsr 

miserj^, uniting Atma with Atma, by the dissolution of the Karmik body. 

To achieve that end, concentration, meditation, and communion are 

essential. But an object is necessary upon which to concentrate the mind. 

The universal or all-pervading form of Brahman functioning in undivided, 

homogeneous effulgence, through the waking, dreaming, and slumbering 

state of being, is scarcely such an object as the mind can grasp. Pratikasi 

are therefore used as its substitute. Tlie Avatara forms, Yantras, and 

humau forms in .special Pujas, are the best forms. Images are fashioned 

after Avatara forms. When by dint of Sadhana Divine effulgence is 

cognized in a Pratika, then is it that the Sadhaka’s vision opens to see the 

universal Form. The incarnation forms ^ of the Divine Mother, called 

^ Prarlkas are substitutes of Brahman in Upasana, Such substitutes are an 
aspect of Brahman, or a part of it, and are worshipped as if it were Brahman 
itself fB.K.M ). 
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the Ten Mahavidyas, are the Up^ya Devata (the worshipful God) of the 

Sakta Tantriks. SMhakas, according to their predilections, heredity, or 

mental conditions, worship one or other of them, believing the particular 

Form to be Brahman. Images of such Forms, or Yantras, are made, and 

external worship made to them as Brahman. If a Sadhaka’s Sadhana be 

intense and high, Brahman or the Divine Mother manifests Her Divine 

Self in the image, which for the time being glows with Divine Life. 

m II 

“ As milk, pervading the whole body of cows, comes out through the 

teats, so is the all-pervading Deva revealed in images, etc. The reflection 

(ofAtma) in images, etc., being the same as the Atma of the Sadhaka.^ 

By virtue of the Puja and the Sadhaka’s faith, the Devata appears.”— 

Kularnava Tantra. 
Sacrifice to God or the Gods in the form of food and drink is an old 

institution found in the records of almost all religions, ancient and modern, 

in all parts of the world, not even excepting Christianity and Mohamma- 

danism. But the ethics of these religions do not give the raison d’itre of 

such an institution. This seems to be, on the face of it, an anomaly, 

considering that the God of most of those religions is extra-kosmic and 

formless. The Vaidik manifested God being both immanent and trans¬ 

cendent in the Kosmos, the legitimate conclusion is what the Manduk-' 

yopanisad quoted above lays down as positive truth. In the Bhagavad- 

gita, the Lord says: 
“ He who offereth to Me with devotion a leaf, a flower, a fruit, water, 

that I accept from the purified self, offered as it is with devotion.”' 

—Chap, ix, verse 26. 
The Tantra, which claims to be the most correct and practical inter¬ 

pretation of Vaidik truths, holds that the Sadhaka who longs to be in 

harmony with the Divine Mother should not only sacrifice to Her as 

Vaisvanara, but as Taijasa and Prajna as well.*® Indeed, the whole life of 

a Sadhaka is a sacrifice; he must efface his own personality and Ahahkara 

(I-am-ness), dedicating all his thoughts, deeds, and speech to the Divine; 

1 The Sadhaka communicates the ray of his Atma to the image by what is 
called Pranapratistha (Life-giving ceremony). (B.K.M.) 
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Mother who resides in full glory in his heart, and is the real cognizer of 
the body. 

Understand me as the Knower of the Field (body) in all the Fields, 
O Bharata! —Bhagavadgita, chap, xiii, verse 2. 

This is caUcd Atmanivedana (self-dedication). Egoism is the cause 

of heterogeneousness. The thought, “ I am the doer, I am the eater, I am 

the enjoyer, and I am the sufferer,” makes apparent divisions within the 

homogeneous One, thereby rendering the individualized egos a prey of the 

attractive and repulsive forces of Avidya and their miseries. The initial 

work, therefore, of a Sadhaka is to surrender himself completely to the 
Divine Will, 

“Whatsoever thou doest, whatsoever thou eatest, whatsoever thou 

offerest, whatsoever thou givest, whatsoever thou doest of austerity, 
O Kaunteya! do thou, that as an offering unto Me. 

“ Thus shalt thou be liberated from the bonds of action, yielding good 

and evil fruits; thyself harmonized by the Yoga of renunciation, thou shalt 

come unto Me when set free.”—Bhagavadgita, chap, ix, verses 27, 28. 

The question is, How can this complete resignation be effected—resig¬ 
nation in act, resignation in speech, and resignation in thought? Men’s 

physical wants, passions, propensities, and emotions are the motives of his 

actions—either these aie to be suppressed for the development of his spiritual 

nature, or they are to be so used that they may not bind, but become useful 

agents for leading the small self to the Great Mother. Suppression being 

out of tlie question, various devices have been resorted to for circumscrib¬ 

ing them, prominent among which is Brahmacarya (absolute continence) 

and offering of Ibod to God before it is taken, A Sadhaka on the high 

spiritual path should be a celibate and very abstemious in food. Such are 

the hardships and restraints imposed upon him that oftener than not he 

succumbs in his effort to soar to his high aim; the strength of his wings 

fails, and he falls down, bruised and broken. Thus rendered unfit for both 

the lower and the higher paths of culture, his life becomes a desert of 

burning sands and scorching winds. A householder is bidden to offer food 

to God, and then eat it as Prasada (gracious leaving). He is enjoined to 

cohabit with liis wife only during a few days in the month when fecunda¬ 

tion is physiologically possible. These, as restraints on the propensities of 

eating and sexual intercourse (the two most prominent propensities which 

rule man’s life), are serviceable bits wherewith to check the wayward 

steed of the senses; but the desire to relish the one and the other remains 

as fresh as ever. Though constant restraint may put down, it cannot 
efface. So says the Lord in the Bhagavadgita. 

The objects of sense, but not toe reUsk for t/tem^ turn away from an 
abstemious dweller in the body, and even relish turneth awav from him 
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The Yogavasistha Ramayana says: 

Man’s disrelish for the objects of sense does not arise until the 

Knowable is known, as a creeper (is not born) in a desert.”—Chap. ii. 

So long as relish remains, so long is man’s individuality in the 

ascendant; and so long as man’s individuality is in the ascendant, so long 

lie is the enjoyer of food, drink, and the like. How can, then, all his actions 

be offered to the Supreme so that the offerer may be liberated from the 

bonds of action ? 
The answer is. By self-surrender or resignation to the Supreme. The 

Tantrik Sadhaka is enjoined to feel the Supreme as Divine Mother and 

Father, not only within himself, but within every being. By knowledge 

■of iSastra^ by faith, and by devotion to God and Guru, he must persist- 

-ently practise this feehng so that in time it becomes a part of his nature. 

The nature of the Supreme as the True Self, the real doer and the real 

feeler being realized, he can place his Karmik self completely at Her 

■disposal in all his acts with a devout heart and inflexible will; he can 

worship Her with his thoughts, feelings, and propensities, whatsoever they 

may be, and realize what he recites every morning. 

m II 

“ From the time I rise in the morning till evening, and from evening, 

-dll morning, whatsoever I do, O Mother of the Universe! that is surely 

Thy worship.” 
This is the mental attitude of a hero (^V:) as distinguished from 

the mental attitude of the animal man who, however otherwise 
devoted and wise, eats the gracious leavings of God, relishing them as an 

individual only ^ and does not dare unite with his wife as an act of divine 

worship. Whereas every mouthful of food, every sexual relation, and every 

-act is an oblation of the hero, who by these practical means spiritualizes 

his nature, and with the Divine Mother’s blessings becomes a Man-God 
to be eventually dissolved and lost within the blissful effulgence 

•of Mother Anandamayi.^ 

^ When food (prasada) is offered to the Devata by the Paiu, it is considered 
i;hat the Devata eats the subtle portion and leaves the gross part for the wor¬ 
shipper. The latter eats It as devotee (Bhakta)^^—that is, as one who considers 
himself as separate from the Devata, and whom he worships. The Vira however, 
regards himself as the Devata, and therefore, when he eats, it is the Devata, and 
not the individual worshipper, who eats. This is a fundametal principle of the 
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Brahmamayi ^ has created this earth as the field wherein Jivas must 

reap the fruits of this Karma, and as sparks of Divinity perpetuate the 

human species. To reap the fruits of Karma the body must be kept up 

by food, and to perpetuate the species sexual union must take place. But 

considering the misesy attendant upon both these functions, none would 

care to participate in them were not the monitoi-s of hunger and passion 

implanted in him, to goad him to action which he would not otherwise 

wtillingly take. But mere hunger and passion would not effectually serve 

the Di\4ne purpose if relish for both were not implanted in him. As the 

Divine Motiier and Father enjoy their creation in the aggregate, so does 

the Jiva in the individual. The Jiva being essentially the same as the 

Divine Mother and Father, bliss (Ananda) is his natural heritage. 

Thus both eating and sexual union are Divine acts, which have 

nothing impure in them. Impurity is the progeny of Ajn^a {absence of 

knowledge), which, having divorced Divinity from the Divine act, has 

lowered it into bc^ing mere sexual enjoyment- Thus, man divine has fallen 

from his high state to that of man the beast. It is the work of the Vira 

(hero) to undo the instincts bom of Ajnana and harmonize himself with 

the Divine Law. 

The Divine Mother creates, maintains, and annihilates the Universe 

as an act of retributive justice to Karma-bound Jivas. It is Her pleasure 

or play (Ll!a), that Her children, by reaping the fruits of their Karma, 

may return to Her lap, never again to be tied and fettered by Karma. 

She enacts this drama of the universe, and Herself enjoys it. Her actions, 

however, cast no fetters round Her, because She is free from attachment 

and repulsion^ w^hich are the binding cords of Maya. It is this feature of 

Her character w'hich differentiates Her from the Jiva, So the Vedantik 

terse saying is: 

^ I 

He is God, under whose control is Maya; He is Jiva, who is lorded 

over by Her (Maya),^' 

The Jiva, who sets his heart upon the task of freeing himself from the 

bondage of Maya, must infuse every part of the alluring frame of the 

Enchantress with Divine love, and then throw them as a sacrifice into the 

Fire of that Love. It is only by this means that lording Maya may be 

brought under control. 

What a Sadhaka must do to free himself from the attractions of 

objects of sense is thus stated in the Vamakesvara Tantra: 
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^ II 

I 

315RTORI ^PIT II 

I 

'l^«n ^ ^ q^l^Rra: ^f: II 

3IRR snuRPR: || 

«IRdit ^ ?wri^^lkilH5?T ! 

%Rn% ^reRig; ii 

Rill ^ g^ 52imoT i 

m ^ss? w.^ II 

^idN ^7% I 

3iwri% gluwFTRi^: II 

^ T%?ll I 

gPTt^f^ ^ m: II 

3I%WnpiT 1^?II5RW I 

ggg «ng 'Ti^^gg ii 

I 

^ g^r ^ ii 

^%i: R^ifg ^ ^r: ii 

Rraf: Rg ^^IRN^RwS^RRSr: 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^T: II 

RIr: I 

475^ 
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^ m: m ii 

3{3^ wi»i^ ^ I 

“ Many are the branches of knowledge touching work, some distin- 

iguishing feature^^ of ^vhich I shall briefly tell thee. In literature there are 

nine Rasas there are said to be eight Rasas in Yoga; in learning there are 

eighteen Rasas; nine are the Rasas in the Yoga of devotion; in objects of 

sense there are six Rasas. O Devil the Rasa of wine are five. These are 

the fifty-five Rasas. O Dear One! hear attendvely the names of the Rasa 

in the different works mentioned. The nine Rasas in literature are— 

sexual love, heroism, compassion, laughter, wonder, terror, hate, peace, 

and anger. O Mahadevi! O Dear One! In Yoga S^tra, Yama, Niyama, 

Asana, Pr^ayama, Pratyahara, Dharana, Dhyana, and Samadhi are the 

eight Rasas told in detail.^ The eighteen Rasas of learning are—(i) Chan- 

das, which are the legs of the Veda; (2) Vyakarana (Grammar) is known to 

be its mouth; (3) Siksa is its nostrils; (4) its hands are said to be Kalpa; 

(5) O Devi! Jyotisa (astronomy, astrology) is its eyes; (6) Nirukta is its 

ears; (7*10) each of the four Vedas is a limb of the Veda; (ii) Mimamsa; 

(12) Nyaya®; (13) Dharma Sastra; {14) Pura^a; (15) Ayurveda; 

(16) Dhanurvcda; (17) Gandharva Veda; and (18) Arthasastra.^ The 

nine Rasas in Bhakti Yoga (Yoga of devotion) are known, O Devi! to 

be thinking, praise, meditation, remembrance, serving the Holy Feet, 

worship and hymn, servitude, fellowship, and selfidedication. In object 

of sense, O Parameivari! the six Rasas are—flowers, scents, the beloved 

woman, bed, dress, and ornaments. In wine the five Rasas are—^that made 

of molasses, that made of honey, that made of sugar-cane, that made of 

fruits, and that made of com.'’ 

Those who are experienced in the feeling of Rasa in these are call¬ 
ed Rasika.” 

“ O Paramcsvaii! O Devi! regulations concerning work are of five 

classes—namely, regulations as to daily service, Japa, purification, external 

and internal worship, and PuraScarana.^ Regulations as to daily service 

relate to morning, noon, and evening rites.” 

^ This term means relish, taste, sentiment, juice, etc. 

^ See Introduction to Tantra Sastra. 

® Philosophies so-called. 
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“ Experiencing aU the Rasas and performing the prescribed works, the- 

Sadhaka, with tranquil mind, shall perform Purnabhisecana.” ^ 

^ ^ II 

^ qW ^TFcH ^ II 

^ Mqi'Cuii^ g ipni^ I 

qK T^r ^ il 

3 I 

®l^K Ndl ^ II 

=q§:q^l^:- ^ ^ I 

=q^4^ sUDira; sRq^dn^qitj; ii 

^c^^lKHI Rt'Th tHl3, 1 

JiRqn^ li 

in?i T%qi =13tq ii 

diiqiii^ sa^jqi^'JT i 

sn^jq^iiq^N^ ll 

q^^if^: ^wnqq^Ri: I 

qpwf m ii 'o 

si^i^H 3 q^tfliq^Roi^ I 

^q 1 

q^lRFqq^ ^ siRJRR^^qi: II 

au^ JiFfl q i 

m ^irot ^ T%^ II 

^ The Purnabhisecana here mentioned is not the second, but the fourth 
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5MFIT [| 

^ q^iw 11 
^ ^%i5ni^ I 

^ 5jqsfT ^^fe: =q wm II 

m ^ m(m i 

3R qq ^ q5i^ w II 

sig^ WH, q^qseiRw i 

W q54^3 i^mt ii 

^ 1 ■ 

^ ^ ?PTte 5! =q qv4 ii 

f^ ^ ^i^ii^+4«ii t 

Hear attentively from me the different characteristics of the Rasa 

Sexual love should be leamt of the hero; in it are compassion, etc, Sexua 

love, etc., and hate, etc., arise from the sexual Rasa ” (Srhgara), ^ 

O Devi! when sexual love realises the Supreme Object (Paramirtha), 

then is Supreme ti'anquillity, (The Sadhaka) then acquires the state o 

Rudra.’" 

O dearer than life! hear from me the purport of this. O Deaj 

One! as the body cannot move without limbs, so the Vedk path nom 

can enter without a knowledge of Gbandas (metre). O sweet-tonguec 

Devi! Chandas is not beautiful without rhetoric. The eye penetrate 

that wliich is unseen, so does astronomy; eclipses of the sun and the moor 

make astronomy a science of direct evidence- Ninikta is a branch of Veda 

from the branches Brahma is born- Devotion to Brahma arises froir 

hearing songs; song arises fi*om the mouth and nostiils. Without sonj 

^ WTiich is the root principle of all creation. Sexual love in this passag< 
refers to its mamfestation in the individual. The sexual Rasa from which i 
arises is its general principle of origin. 

^ That is when srhgara, which the author translates as sexual love, ii 
experienced in the union of the Jivatma and Paiamatma—that is the supremt 
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there is no dance; dancing is born of songs. §iksa and drama, etc., words 

and grammar are the couples inseparably allied. The Vedas with their 

:six limbs explain the Brahman. The Nyaya with Mimamsa surely explains 

Brahman. From constant thought upon the Paramatma, knowledge of 

Brahman arises in the Jiva. Precepts are settled according to Dharma 

;§astra; Puranas spring from it, O Dear One; The Jiva, the Supreme 

object of whose life is bliss Divine (Brahmananda), and who is eager for 

self-preservation, must learn Ayurveda (science of life—i.e., medical 

science), Dhanurvcda (archery), and Gandharva Veda (music).” 

“ O Detn, the fully wise Sadhaka, with honey, juice of sugar-cane, 

Tm'lk^ com, scents, garlands, dress, and ornaments, should worship in 

union woman, who is the image of the Mother of the Universe. O Devi! 

the culture of the Rasa of sexual love * consists in the worship of woman.^ 

Worship and the five classes of work already stated should be performed 

by the hero (Vira) for attaining the Devi. By worship arise nine degrees 

-of devotion and ecstasy of Rasa. Then the Yogi, practising Yoga, shaU 

be immersed in coirimimion ” (Samadhi). 
“Therefore, O Mahesani, have I already stated that by feeling all the 

fifty-five Rasas one loses all derirc for objects of sense and worldly work.® 

The effect of non-desire is wonderful, and the Divine Mother is gratified 

by it. Embodied man caimot give up Karma (action) so long as he is 

embodied; so, concluding in this wise, divine acts by festive, religious, and 

other works, the Sadhaka verily becomes liberated in this life (Jivanmukta) 

by virtue of his full knowledge and bliss of Rasa. Chap. liv. 
Wine, as a means of spiritual self-culture, is another singular feature 

of some forms * of Tantrik Sadhana. In India the free use of wine in 

social and religious festivals was fairly general in the Satya, Treta, and 

Dvapara Ages (Yugas). It was, however, probably after the ruin of the 

race of Yadus during the last days of Sri Krsna’s life that stringent laws 

were framed in the Smrti Sastras against the use of wine by three higher 

classes. Those laws were sedulously administered by the Hindu Govern¬ 

ments, and the result was a general abhorrence of spirituous drinks. 

Nothing better could have been devised for the welfare of man, for wine 

not only wastes the body, but it works havoc on the intellectual and 

moral faculties, pulling down man to the level of beasts. The Tantra 

Sastra—the Word of God—is fully alive to this: 

c>rngararasid.bciu.iiaii*a,. 

2 Vanitapujane. According to the “ Mahanirvana Tantra” the wor- 

rshipper’s own wife. 
® Each pleasure is but a portion (khanda) of the whole mixed with pain. 

He who has felt the whole (akhanda) attains Brahma bliss and loses derire for 

worldly things. 
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^ 5j% II 

f^ ?5Zf 5R5f^>I %PI I 

^ sfR^ 5j^ 11 

fsfi 'TR 5 i<im'i ci5«^ I 

^ R^Rd^i II 

“ One who, being unripe in Kaula knowledge, wishes to drink wine, 

is, O Devi! a great sinner, and is unfit to perform all religious works.” 

“ He goes to Kaurava Hell who drinks unpurified wine, commits rape, 
and slaughters animals for self-gratification.” 

“O Devi! tliat is called drinking of svine which is not for Divine 

purposes; that is a great sin according to the Vedas, etc.”—Kularnava 
Tantra. (5-95, 99). 

Further, it is said in the same Tantra (2. 117-iig): 

^ 55^ I I 

WlFRfiT: ^ fel^ TO: II 

iiraWRidui I 

^ m groir w 

#ETOTR JiR % I 

gtST: |i 

“ If man could attain spirituality by drinking, then all ignoble drinkers 

would be liberated. If residence in heaven be the result of meat-eating, 

then all carnivorous beings would be righteous. If O Devi! enjoyment of 

women be the cause of liberation, then all creatures by enjoying women 
would be liberated/’ 

Why, then, it may be asked, are aU these “gates of hell"’ introduced 

in self culture, the object of which is liberation from the fascinations of 

Maya? The same Tantra which prescribes Sadhana with woman, wine, 

and meat, prescribes also various otlicr methods of worship, and supplies 

Mantras, without which Hinduism all over India would be paralyzed. It 

is irrational to accept one portion of a Sastra <ts valuable and reject 

another as worthless. The earnest inquirer must fl>rgo his prejudices and 

passions, cherished ideas and preconceived notions, before he can. enter the 

holy temple of spiritual truth embodied in the mandates of Lord Siva- 

It must always be remembered tliat this is spiritual culture, and not the 
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The Tantra Sa^tra, like all other revelations, does not always assign 

reasons for its mandates, but asserts that as Sadhana is practical, the most 

direct evidence of the truth of its statements can be obtained by accepting 

the Sadhana and working according to instructions. 

The principle underlying this Sadhana is thus enunciated: 

%r 'Idii I 

^ II 

“ The Great Bhairava has ordained in the Kaula doctrine that Siddhi 

(spiritual advancement) must be achieved by means of those very things 

which are the causes of man’s downfall.”—Kularnava Tantra. 

The consideration of this principle leads us, in the first place, to adopt 

the evidence of analogy in regard to the physical body of man. Cobra 

poison, arsenic, aconite, croton, opium, and other animal and vegetable 

poisons, are destructive of fife. But skilfully prepared and purified, 

they not only save fife but invigorate it. The Indian physician’s prepara¬ 

tion of cobra poison is famous for its life-giving and invigorating virtues, 

so are the apothecary’s preparations of arsenic, etc. In some parts 

of India raw arsenic is used in moderate quantities for prolonging 

life and putting off old age. It would thus appear that nothing is 

absolutely harmful in Nature. By skilful manipulation even poison yields 

manna. The poison of wine, by skilful treatment according to Tantrik 

precepts and instructions of Gurus, is' not only rendered innocuous, but 

is turned into a distinct force of labour, energy, patience, and intrepidity, 

all of which are essential in spiritual culture. 
Wine, by exciting the brain, turns the mind to that channel of 

thought which is uppermost in the drinker’s mind.^ When the mind is 

pre-eminently devotional, the effect of wine upon it is to render it more 

so by concentrating all the thoughts upon the object of devotion. Ecstasy 

(UUasa) and communion (Samadhi) are after a long practice its riper 

developments in a Sadhaka. 
That which most attracts men to the taking of wine is its power to 

develop happiness in the drinker. The Sadhaka’s mind, freed from all 

base and ignoble thoughts, and feelings, enjoys Brahmananda (Brahman 

Bhss) under its influence. 
As to the use of meat-and fish, the Vaidik and the Tantrik Sastras 

agree in holding that slaughter of animals for Divine purposes is not sinful. 

Iqitw I 

qif^T ^ ii 

1 The. effect of wine is to intensify and reveal what is already in the mind. 
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“ O Dear One! in sacrifices to the Pitre and Gods killing of prescribed 

animals is ordained. For self-gratiiication killing of beings is nowhere 

permitted. Even a blade of grass should never be cut wiiout a lawful 

purpose. Killing for the satisfaction of the Gods and twice-born (Dvijas) * 

is not sinful.” 

The Kularnava Tantra says: 

JM fW: ^ ^«Rr: I 

dSfl^fjTRgl ^ ^ fW ^ II 

^ II 

an#; I 

5113?^ qj3T«ir ^ |] 

Wm II 

#T Jisfi I 

m Jfizii# liciimrH II 

I 

^ 3ri^t si n 

%% WPi I 

?ig?ppnFK 3^ II 

aiT# s§PTt 5^ d^ ^ I 

*1^ 'ft# (I 

^ ^ipff i#^ll 

an# ^FII^ W!^T%fN^: II 
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^ gpipir ?f qj^ II 

I 

II 

nfii«hR<=iwi: II 

t: *IWIT I 

qPR5I@ II 

qqf %nqT i 

qgqn cw qliw!^ ii 

psqr^: ^pqi%q ^RRP^ | 
q^r qpiqi qraq^ ii 

^fpifr ^ ^=iq*c=ii qsjcT^ I 

M^MMR’tl '^t^ ^5fq qil^ 11 

* ■ • HP « 

^^55^^fe[qqq qqiqRqi^ q|q^ i 

•qrqr# ^ fN: snRiitq^i: II 

q^: qRt>: q|,^l q I 

^IT ?? q^-^Rt)^ei?: II 

q-<^iw^%qq^qH«<R4^: i 

^ qM <5iiRd^ ^iPi^'i'ws ii 

mk qyjjJiiqf qiqqf psqi^ i 

q: 11 

^ qj^qqrqR?!; 1 

%dfg?q^ ^ II 

f55iqiRfqq# ^dRiqqi^: I 
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q^icirR%^: ^ ii 

g ^ II 

^ ^ 11 

E WRt il 

“As the personal servants of a king and not the State servants are dear 
to hinij so, O Devi! are those who are devoted to internal worship, not 
others. Those who with devotion offer with their hands meat and wine 
cause bliss (Ananda); they are, my Dear One! Kaulikas, Our Supreme 
form described as Sat, Cit, and Ananda, verily develops, O Dear One! 
by the enjoyment of wine, Bhairava inspires those who drink with a 
knowledge of the principles of Kula (Sakti), and who view all objects with 
an even eye. As a dark house is illumined by light, so does the Atma, 
enveloped by Maya, become visible by drinking, O Dear One! those who 
drink wine sanctified by Mantra (the mystic words of power) and offered 
to Gurudeva will never drink the mother^s milk a^ain (that is, will never 
be reborn). Wine is Sakti, meat is Siva. Their enjoyer is Bhairava 
himself; tlie bliss arising from their union is called liberation. Ananda is 
Braliman. It exists in bodies. Wine reveals it; hence Yogis drink it. 
^Vithout attachment, fearless, unmoved by pairs of opposites {as pleasure 
and pain), Vidtbout curiositj^ to km^w, veiled in Vaidik lore, the Vira 
drinks wine which grants blessings.” 

^ ^ $ 

“ O Parvati! the drink of nectar purified by Mantra develops god-like 
nature, and liberates man from the bondage of the world,” 

* ^ ^ * 
“ For the gratification of the Gods, and also for the attainment of the 

knowledge of Brahman, should wi^e and meat alone be taken; he is a 
sinner who consumes them in Order to satisfy his carnal appetite. Wine 
should be drunk in order that a clear perception of the form (of the 
Devata) arising from the Mantra (of the Sadhaka) may be thereby 
attained, and for pacification of the mind and the undoing of the 
bondage of the world. He who Uikes wine and the rest for self-gratifi- 
ration is a fiinner. These thin vs should be taken without thirst and 
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partaking of fish, meat, wine, and other things which cause excitement, 

at times other than those of worship, is sinful. As Soma-diinking is 

prescribed to Brahmanas during sacrifice, so wine, as that which yields joy 

and liberation, should be drunk at its proper time. It is only after the 

true import of the Kula ^astra has been learnt from the Guru that one 

should partake of the five articles,^ otherwise one becomes a sinner. Even 

a Kaula goes to hell who drinks after the manner of Pasus ^ without 

worshipping Bhairava Deva, and without doing Tarpana with Mantra.” 
^ ^ 

He who withdraws the senses from their objects and unites them 

with Atma is a true meat-eater, others are mere slaughterers of animals. 

The iSakti of a Pasu is asleep, that of a Kaula is awake; he who enjoys 

this Sakti is an enjoyer of Sakti. He who enjoys the bliss arising from the 

nnion of Parasakti with Atma has true sexual union,® others are mere 

enjoyers of women. O Mistress of Kula! he who partakes of the five 

articles, knowing from the mouth, of the Guru their true significance, is 

liberated.” 
^ ^ ilp 

“O Devi! I myself with Thee accept with pleasure Sricakra Puja 

performed with Mantra by one, well-versed in the Sastrik import of Puja 

and Abhiseka, who is devoted to Devata and Guru, who worships daily, 

who knows the esoteric meanings of the Kula Sastra, who with zeal per¬ 

forms worship, who has received instructions from Guru, whose mind is 

pure, who is active, who is devoid of anger and greed, who is averse to the 

religious practices of Pasus, and who offers oblations. The wise Yogi should 

perform Kula-puja, filling his mind with the thought ^ I am Bhairava 

Possessed of these and other quahties the Kaulika who regularly worships 

Thee obtains enjoyment and liberation.” 

These rather long extracts will, it is hoped, amply repay perusal, and 

■bring home to the mind of the unbiased, earnest inquirer the truth of the 

compatibility of enjoyment and liberation existing harmoniously, provided 

ithat such enjoyment be lawful and not sinful. Yoga, which liberates, and 

Ehoga (enjoyment), which chains down, have been treated as though 

they were poles asunder in other schools of thought, which make it incum¬ 

bent upon the pursuer of the one to shun the other as one would shun 

a deadly cobra. The effect of this has been referred to more than once 

in this essay. The Tantra Sastra reconciles the two, not only in theory, 

(but in practice. The testimony of thousands of Tantrik Yogis from remote 

.antiquity corroborates its truth. 

^ See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra, 

® Paficamudra. 
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Obeisance to the Supreme Divinity, the All-good and Beauteous Mother 

CHAPTER XI 

ON MANTRA 1 

The tribute of water which Bhagavan Suryadeva,® the Regulator of &e 
entire universe, takes from the earth during the eight months of KarUka, 

Agrahayana, Pausa, Magha, Phalguna, Caltra, Vmsakha, and Jyai?tha, 

He returns to the same earth in the form of rain during the four months oi 

Asadha, Sravana, Bhadra and Asvina. This uking of tribute again is 

performed by the stretching out of arms. Arm is the name of the 
by which things are done.® For this reason Suryadeva is called by the 

names of “the thousand-rayed onej”“the thousand-armed one, zn 

so forth. Terrestrial water is drawn by the power of the sun, and ns« 

to the solar region.* It is this power of the sun which is called by the 

name of Raudra.® It is, however, a matter for consideration why the 

power of the sun is called Raudra. It ought to have been called Saura 

(that is, appertaining to the sun). Raudra is what appertains to Ru(^a. 
Why, then, is sunshine called Raudra? In order to understand that it is 

necessary to discuss the subject® of Gayatri. Brahmani, Vaisnavi, and 

Mahcsvari, the presiding and controlling Deities of the three gunas o 

sattva, rajas, and tamas, the Creatrix, Preservatrix, and Destructress 

respectively, are the three Saktis’ whose forms are meditated upon in 

i Mantratattva—that 

Mantra. 

® There is from the 
means ^‘tribute/’ ” ray/’ 

is, the subject of and principles relating to 
^ Sun God* 

beginning a play on the Sanskrit word kara, which 
and arm/’ and is derived from the verbal root 

Kr, to do. 

^ Sury^aloka* ^ Sunshine. ® Tattva. 

’ Sakti is that “ which makes able,” or the power by which thi^ jfPP® j 
or act. That power belongs to, or more properly is, the Brahman (C^), and 
manifests in various ways (see Chapter VII of First Part) At Sandhya the 
Sadhaka worships the three powere of the Brahman as creator, maintains, 
and destroyer of all things. These Saktis are contemplated upon in the lemale 
forms of Brahmani, Vaisnavi and Raudri, or Mahcsvari, the Saktis of Brahma, 
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water possesses the power (Sakti) of preserving life, or that it has the 

power of d^troying it? Again, fish, tortoise, crocodile, sheU-fish, and other 

aquatic animals are born in that s:ime water and live therein, and die if 

taken out of it. Are we to understand from this that water has the power 

of creating and preserving life ? The same sunshine which destroys the life 

of die wayfarer oppressed by summer heat in some far-stretching plain 

gives life to the cold Himalayan traveller whose limbs have been stififened 

by the fall of snow. Say, now, does this indicate the life-destroying power 

or the life-preserving power of sumshine? Without this sunshine, trees, 

shrubs, and creepers dwindle and riie. Again, this very sunshine draws 

water from the earth and carries it to the solar orb. It was Narayana,i 

the preserver of the world, who destroyed Ravana, Kumbhakarna, 

Kamsa,® and odiers in their incarnations, as Rama and Krsna. His name 

vanes accordingly, and is suited to the different forms of His play in 

different capacities. The energy s which draws water from the earth is 

Rau^a * * or terrible, so far as water is concerned. The same energy which 

previously manifested a different form then assumes a terrible aspect ® for 

the purpose of drawing w-ater. For this reason, although it is Saura or 

solar energy, it is then Raudra or terrible energy. Thus sunshine is called 

Raudra or terrible. The play of His forms and their names correspond to 

the play of the Gunas. Brother Sadhalta, consider but once what difference 

does there lie between this Raudra or sunshine and Surya or sun. Sun is 

the name of a mass of compact energy * solid and circular in form, while 

Raudra or sunshine is the name of the rays which it scatters on every side 

of it. In fact, the difference between the sunshine and the sun is the same 

as that between the waves of the sea and the sea. Just as in the sea, water 

exists m a collected form, so in the solar orb energy * exists in such form. 

Just as in the sea single waves heave eternally, so do waves of energy in 

the solar orb. It must, therefore, be underatood that wave is the same 

thing as water, and sunshine is the same thing as sun. The solar orb lies 

above (terrestrial water) at a distance of one lakh of vqjanas® and terrestrial 

water Hes below (the sun) at the same distance. If the sun were to cease 

to draw this water from the earth by his energy, would it be in the 

power of water to rise to the solar orb? Or would it be in the power 
of anything else in this universe to raise water to the solar orb? 

At what height lies that Brahmamayr who is hardly known to Vedas and 

^ Visnu. 2 Daityas, or demoniac beings. * Tejas. 

* Raudra is an adjective of Rudra or Siva, and means “ terrible ”. The 
reason why sunshine is called Raudra or “ terrible ” is later explained. 

® Rudra Murti, 
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Vedangas, and worshipped with difficulty by Yogis and princes of Yogis— 

She who is beyond the reach of mind and speech of even Brahma, Visnu. 

and Mahesvara, and who is above the three Gunas ? Again, at what depth 

does the insignificant Jiva lie—he who is devoid of true consciousness,^ 

full of Maya, and a member of the Samsara, which is made of the Gunas 

in various combinations ? Can it ever be in the power of the Jiva to enter 

by his own unaided Jivasakti ^ into Sivasakti®? Can the child who wishes 

to rise to the arms of its mother do so unless the gracious mother extends 

her affectionate arms and herself raises her child ? Who has the power and 

courage to say to him who stands in this limitless field of the universe and 

desires to go to Her, “ Go, Sadhaka, reach safely the arms of the Mother 

of the DispeUer of aU obstacles,^ I stand security for your success? ” That 

alone which has such power is Mantrasakti.® Both Bhagavan and 

Bhagavati, therefore, say, “Just as Parabrahman is my eternal self, so 

also Sabdabrahman ® (which is Mantrasakti) is my eternal self.” Like 

sunshine, which is the energy of the sun, Mantrasakti alone is able to raise 

the Jivas who inhabit this universe to the arms of Brahmamayi, for 

MantraSakti is Herself. Mantrasakti alone can lead the unconscious Jiva- 

world to a true perception of Paramatma by endowing it with that con¬ 

sciousness which it is. For this reason ^lantrasakti is that which is alone 

efficient in all Sadhana,’ prescribed in the Arya Sastra, or to secure the 

Siddhi spoken of in it. Just as a lifeless body is incapable of work, so 

methods and processes devoid of Mantrasakti are incapable of achieving 

anything in the domain of Sadhana. 
In my brief account of Mantra in the First Part of “ Tantra tattva,” ^ 

I have shown that the Devata presiding over a Mantra appears in a two¬ 

fold aspect—^first in the aspect of Vacaka Sakti, and secondly in the aspect 

of Vacya Sakti. The Vacya Sakti reveals Itself only when the Vacaka 

Sakti has been aroused through the worship of the Sadhaka. Whatever 

may be the appearance of the Devata presiding over a Mantra, such 

appearances are nothing but different manifestations of power ® of Kula- 

kundalini playing at the aperture in the Muladhara. It is the string of 

^ Literally^ “ he who is Jada 
^ The Sakti appertaining to Jivahood, the state of the embodied spirit. 

3 The Sakti appertaining to Sivahood. ^ Vighnahara, a name of Ganesa. 

^ The potency of Mantra, which is Devata. 

® Supreme Brahman as contrasted with the Manifesting Sahda Brahman 
(Sound Brahman). 

’ That is, spiritual training, practice, and ritual of all kinds which are the 
cause of spiritual achievement (Siddhi). (See IntroducHon to Tantra Sdstra). 

® p. 273. * Vibhuti. 
10 The Devi of that name whose abode is the Muladhara Cakra of the Jiva. 
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fifty letters from A to Ksa which is the (rosary) of Aksas ^ of Mother 

Sarasvatl. Out of these fifty letters have been fonncd die nine crores - of 

great Mantras, which are the sole source and means of Siddhi andSadhana.’ 

A Mantra takes diflerent forms according as it appears as seed, sprout, root, 

stem, trunk, branch, twig, leaf, flower, and fruit. Just as one cannot have 

leaf, flower, fruit, twig, and so forth, without first sowing the seed, so one 

cannot acqture competence^ for the reception of other Mantras without first 

being initiated in the special Mantra of the Devata.® For this reason the 

Mantra of the Devata which is received at the time of initiation is called 

Bijaraantra, or seed-mantra. The great Bija or seed which Parabrahman 

as Guru sows in the field of the Sadhaka’s heart, after having cleared, 

ploughed, and irrigated it with the water of His grace. The Mantra 

formed of the name of a Devata is tlic sprout which rises out of that great 

Mantra, and Tantrik Sandhya,® Gayatri,’ Nyasa,® Puja,« and Upacara- 

mantras.® are aQ its stems, trunk, branches, and twdgs. Hymns of praise ® 

and homage are its leaves and flowers; and the Kavaca,“ consisting of 

Mantras, is its fhiit. Just as aU seeds arc contained in the fruits, and 

sprout, trunk, leaf, flower, and so forth, are contained in the seed in 

extremely subde states, so all Bijamantras are contained in the Kavaca, 

which is the fruit of Mantra; and Siddhi and Sadhana-iakti,^® and so forth, 

are also contained in the Bija in €:xtremely subtle state. Now, to-day 

many people, through ignorance of Sastric principles, think that Mantra is 

the name of the words by which one expresses what one has to say to the 

supreme Divinity. It therefore follows that I may submit my prayer to 

Him in whatever language I choose. What, then, is the necessity of my 

using the ever ancient words of the Sastra? In reply to this we would at 

the very start point out that the definition which h:is been given to Mantra 

by those who hold this view is contrary to Sastric principles, and conse¬ 

quently incorrect. In defining Mantra, Sastra says: “That is called 

Mantra,* **® from the Manana or meditation of which arises the Universal 

special knowledge, that is, special knowledge embracing the whole universe, 

or realization of the Monistic truth that the substance of the Brahmanda « 

is not different from that of the Brahman. A£aa of mantra comes from 

* Seeds of a plant used for rosaries. ® A crore is ten million. 

® See note ante. ^ Adhikara. « That is, the Sadtiaka’s Istadevata. 

® These terms are explained in Arthur Avalon’s bdrodmlim to Taatra Sastra. 

’The Mantra by that name. 

® Mantras used in making offerings to Devatas. ® Stuti. Vandana. 

** The protective Mantra. (See IraTadaclUin, to Tantra SSsttd) 

That is, the Sakti generated by Sadhana. 
Derived from the combination of .nos aorf tra 
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Manana, which leads to Trana, or liberation from the bondage of Samsara ^ 

{tra of Mantra comes from trana) and which calls forth (amantrana) 

Dharma, Artha, Kama, and produces Moksa.^ 

Putting aside unbelievers, such as have faith in the ordinances of the 

iSastra must now understand that to be mantra, in which eternally exists 

the super-worldly threefold power of perceiving the Brahman in and 

throughout the Universe, of loosening the bonds of Samsara,® and of call¬ 

ing forth Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Moksa.® 

Everyone desires to practise Sadhana and Bhajana,^ but the question 

is whether the hard labour which is involved will bear fruit directly. 

Who can answer this question? Faced by this difficult problem, who but 

Mantra alone can proudly and loudly declare, “ Siddhi comes from Japa,^ 

Siddhi comes from Japa, Siddhi comes from Japa without doubt ” ? Who has 

the confidence to say: “ If Siddhi is not achieved, I shall be responsible ” ? 

Who holds such dominion over the three worlds as to be able to stand 

between that Devata who is sought for difficult of worship, and beyond 

the reach of mind and speech on the one hand and the Jivasadhaka 

steeped in great delusion on the other, and say: Sadhaka, be not afraid, 

I stand surety for you”? That surety is Mantra alone, the grantor of 

Siddhi and redeemer of all habilities. How indomitable must be the 

attractive force of Mantra that it is able of its own strength to move even 

the great Devata, who is eternally possessed of Siddhi, and so stay by its 

own mighty power even the movements of Prakrti, instilling Sivahood into 

the Sadhaka by the expulsion of his Jiva nature; thus making, without 

labour on his part, the eight forms of Siddhi to play constantly before his 

eyes. When by virtue of Siddhi in Mantra vision of the three worlds is 

-opened to the Sadhaka, then nothing is super-worldly to him. When by 

the grace of Mahamaya the door of Her Maya which makes the impossible 

possible is opened, then there is nothing impossible for the Sadhaka 

himself. For this reason, it is sheer ignorance to suppose that Mantra is 

mere language. Bijamantras, in particular, cannot possibly be language, 

for they convey no naeaning according to the human use of language. 

1 The Samsara is the coming and going, the cycle of birth, action, death, 
.and rebirth; the world in which all live who have not by knowledge of the 
self (atmajfiana) and the extinction of the will to separate life attained liberation 
or moksa. 

® That is, Religion, Wealth, Desire, and its fulfilment known as the Tri- 
varga, forming with moksa (liberation) the caturvarga, or four aims of all 

■sentient beings. (See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra ) 

® See ante, 

^ As to Sadhana, see ante. Bhajana is simple worship. 

® Tana, oral or mental. “ recitation ” of Mantra, which is here stated to 
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They are the Devata Herself,^ who is the highest spiritual object for us. 

They are neither language, nor words, nor letters,nor anything which 

you and I read or write but the Devata, who is eternally possessed of 

Siddhi, and is the Dhvani, ® which makes all letters sound, and exists in all 

that we may say or hear. It is a great sin even to think that that 

Devata is mere letters. The S^tra has, therefore, said: They go to hell 

who think that Gurudeva is but a man. Mantra is but letter, and image of 

a Devata is but a stone.” 

Here it is necessary to understand with some clearness the nature ^ of 

alphabets.^ Commonly we consider alphabets to be written characters 

and pronotmeed letters.® In ordinary usage all the letters ® are called 

Aksaras,® but ''Letters”® come to an end the moment they are pro¬ 

nounced, and never wait for a third moment. Viewing the matter from 

this philosophical standpoint, it is impossible for a word, a sentence, or 

language in general to be a combination of letters. ^ As, for instance, in 

pronouncing the word Kalaia (pitcher), when La is pronounced after Ka, 

Ka is no more; and when Sa is pronounced after La, La is no more; so 

that, although the letters Ka, La, and Sa are sucajssively pronounced, it is 

impossible to pronounce (all at once) the word Kalasa. As a matter of 

fact, it Is the letters which are pronounced, and not the words. Only the 

letters linked together in tlie forms of words as willed by Isvai'a are pro¬ 

nounced successively one after another according to rules of the Sutras. 

It has, therefore, been said: The particular letters and number of letters 

which ISvara has ordained should convey a particular meaning, and are 

capable of conveying that meaning, do, when uttered successively in the 

manner fixed, convey that meaning*” The truth concerning the origin 

of language is that after the appearance of the Vedas, which are the 

Sabdabrahmani ® in the form of Mantras, Isvara, when creating for the 

world of Jivas languages consisting of an aggregate of sounds,® willed that 

such and sucii letters,^® when combined together, should as a sound coovey 

^ Literally, Svarupa of the Devata. Svarupa literally means “ having its 

own form,” as opposed to the existence or appearance of the same thing in 
another form. 

^ Varna or Aksara. 3 Unlettered sound. 

^ Tattva. s Aksara. 

® Varna. Both Vai™ and Ak^ra (Letters) are Kundalini made articulate 
in speech and visible in writing. Akwa also means an alphabet and indes¬ 
tructible 

’ That is, there cannot be a combination of letters any more than there can 
be such between the present and the past. 
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such and such a meaning^ This is the eternal law and accomplished fact. 

No one can change it by reasoning, argument, and controversy, and cause 

a revolution in language. It is the existence of this eternal law which 

supports the world. For this reason the iSastra has said: “ The three 

worlds would all have lain in deep darkness had not the light called 

Sabda (sound) blazed throughout the entire Samsara.” The sound here 

referred to is that of the Vaidik language approved of by the Sastra. It 

is unnecessary to mention other languages, for they are all but transfor¬ 

mations 2 of that great Prakiti the Vaidik language. However that may 

be, our concern at present is with the original language only. Here also 

two letters caimot be pronounced together. How can we admit that to 

be an Aksara » (letters of the alphabet), which is created at one instant, is 

destroyed at the next, and which when pronounced has disappeared? 

Yet its name is Aksara—that is to say, that which never wastes, is never 

destroyed, but is unbeginning, unending, ever established, and everlasting. 

It is a pity that, although we have all along been writing, reading, seeing, 

and hearing Aksaras * * we do not know as yet what an Aksara is. 

Bhagavan has said: ^^Just as Parabrahman is my eternal body, 

so Sabdabrahman is also my eternal body.” Who but that self-mani¬ 

fest Bhagavan whose eternal body is sound can set forth its nature ? 

In the Yogim Tantra it is said that at the beginning of creation, 

after the dissolution® at the end of a Kalpa,® the unborn and immortal 

charmer of the mind of Mahakala’ stood with warrior frenzy on his breast 

in order to destroy the Daitya ® named Ghora, who had been born out of 

a part of Siva in the course of the joyful play of the two Parabrahmans.® 

The infinite millions of Yoginis born of the rays of that lustrous form of 

the Mother of the World then began to dance around Her in mad joy. 

The war-music of Brahmamayi in martial play began to resound upon 

the battlefield of the entire Universe. Beating time to that music, my 

Mother, who is, as it were, the flag of victory over death,“ set in motion a 

second period of dissolution® by Her untiring dancing. Of that time 

Mahakala Himself gives the following account: 

1 The relation between sound and its meaning is permanent. Language 
is not a mere matter of convention; A word denotes a thing because it must do 
so: I^vara having so willed it. ® Vikrti. 

® Aksara means both a letter of the alphabet and “ indestructible ”, 

* See ante. ® Pralaya. 
* A Kalpa is a period between two dissolutions. 

7 giva. ®- Demon. 

9 That is, Sakti and Siva, who though in fact one, manifest in these dual 
forms. “ A class of Saktis attendant on Kali. 
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" Seeing that very wonderful and mad dance of the Mother of the 

world, my mind was so distracted with fear that (linding no other means of 

escape) I took shelter in the body oi' Herself of Univei'sal form/ and then, 

entering the path of Susumna/ I saw and heard {inside that luminous Brah¬ 

man body) things which, O Devi, v/ere ail so wondrous that I have never 

seen or heard the like again, and which I have not even the power to des¬ 

cribe- Who can count, O Devi, the countless millions of great Universes,® 

which constantly move wthin Her body ? Brahmas, Visnus, and Mahesvaras^ 

witli millions of arms, heads, and differing forms (not to speak of Erahm^, 

Visnus, and Maheivaras with four, five, or a thousand heads) exist in that 

body. They are all Creators, Preservers, and Destroyers of different Uni¬ 

verses, and possessors of all great powers.^ O Devi, the sight of all these 

wonderful things overpowered my mind, and I forgot ail (which had 

happened in the past. I even forgot myself, and) I wondered who I was 

(Great De%'as w^ere there, but none seemed to notice me). Nowhere was 

I asked by anybody who I was, (where I had been), and whence I came. 

O Devi, in the World of that Devi’s body I thus became forgetful, and 

doubts arose in my mind, I could remember nothing. Moving about 

in this way for a million years I (passed your navel region and) reached the 

lotus of your heart.® The wonderful and beautiful sight \vhich I saw there 

I have not the power, O Paramesvari, to describe fully. There I saw the 

Sastras which are the source of the Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Moksa of 

Jivas."^ Of that S^tra body Agama or Tantra (consisting of mantra) is 

the Paramatma, Vedas are the JIvatma, Darfanas® are the senses, Puranas 

are the body, and Smrtis arc the limbs. O fair-faced Devi, all the other 

Sastras exist as hairs of Her body. In short, as the JIvatma is to the 

Paramatma, so is the Veda to the Tantra. (That is to say, just as the 

existence of the mind or the JIvatma, according to the Nyaya Philosophy, 

depends on the existence of Atma, so the existence of Veda depends on 

^ Vi rat . 

® The Nadi, or channel of energ)^ of that name. (See IrUmduction to Tantm 
iSdsira and Arthur Avalon’s “ Serpent Power 

® Brahm^das. 

^ There is not only one Brahma, Vlsnu, and Mahesvara. Those which men 
warship are the Devas of this Universe, but there are countless Universes, each 
of which has its own trinity of Devas. 

® Ai^varya—^;hat is, the attributes of Is vara, 

® That is, he passed the Manipura cakra in its Universal form, and reached 
the heart (anahata) centre of the Devf s body, the universe. The brackets are 
the Authors. 

^ Religion and religious merit, wealth, desire and its fulfilment, and 
liberation. (Sec ImroducHon to Tmiira Sdstra,) 
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ifhe existence of Tanira. Just as in the body of the Jiva Paramatma is the 

■Sakti * * of pure consciousness, so in the body of the Sastra Tantra is the Sakti 

of consciousness consisting of Mantras, Just as all activities of the Mana- 

;sakti 2 with Gunas,® flow constantly through the Jivatma, so all Vicara 

Saktis,* consisting of knowledge varying according to competence ® caused 

by differences in the three Gunas, Sattva, R^as, and Xamas are eternally 

seated in the Veda. Just as the ultimate goal of irund is immersion m 

the Parabrahman, and the end of the active forces, consisting of Sattva, 

Rajas, and Tamas, is to disappear altogether, so the ultimate goal of 

Veda is to be merged in Tantra through the knowledge of tire omnipre¬ 

sence of Brahman. And the end of the different Adhikaras« caused by 

differences in the Gunas is to be totally destroyed.) Then, O Devi, I saw 

letters ^ of dazzling brightness at the edges, the middle, and the roots 

of the petals of that lotus of Thy heart, embracing Siksa, Kalpa, Nirukta, 

Ghandas,® and all other minor Sastras, givers of welfare to the three 

worlds. Then, O Devi, I saw, within the pericarp of Thy lotus, hundreds 

'Of groups of letters’ shining most brilliantly like millions of suns and moons, 

.and surrounded by circles of the light of millions of great fires. Those 

luminous letters,’ with as their substance the true and lasting Para¬ 

brahman, shone with the brilliance of millions of sunsj were cool like 

millions of moons, and radiant as millions of fires. O Devi, those 

.luminous letters ’ consisted of all knowledge, of all wonders, of all sacri¬ 

fices,® and of all places of pilgrimage.^® (That is to say, when the subject 

of Sadhana is the form of Mantras, the letters ’ generate knowledge of 

'^1x0 science of all things in the Brahmanda. It is a matter of everyday 

•experience that wonderful events are brought about by changes produced 

inevitably in the laws of Nature by the great power of Mantraiakti,!^ 

which can make the impossible possible. The Sadhana of letters leads 

■unfailingly to the vision of the supreme Devata, a result which the 

^ Force, power, or active principle. 
2 Mind-power, or more strictly, Sakti in form of the lower mind or Manas. 

3 Qualities. Introduction to Tantra Sastra,) 

* Powers of judgment and reasoning. ® Adhikara. 
® Adhikara is competency. A SMhaka is entitled to worship and to 

tavc knowledge according to such competency. This competency is affected 
hy the predominance of particular Gunas in the Sadhaka himself. When 
Brahmaihana is attained, then all question whether a man is fit for this or that 
necessarily disappears. The establishment of Adhikara is only a means to an 

■end, and with the attainment of the end (spiritual knowledge) disappears, 

- 7 Varna, 
8 These are four Vedahgas, dealing with orthography, ritual, etymology, 

and prosody. 

® Yaihas. Tirthas. 
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performance of all the sacrifices like the Asvamedha ^ and so forth cannot 

give. B) the Sadhana of the great Mantra of letters one achieves at the 

same time the fruits of seeing and touching all places of pilgrimage. In fact, 

we go not too farm saying that places of pilgrimage themselves desire to 

be sanctified by the sight and touch of Great men 2 accomplished in 

Mantras. For a Sadhaka’s body is not an ordinary material bodv, but 

permanent dM-elling-house of Her who is the Mistress of all places 
of ilgrimage,3 and who raises tlie fallen and grants liberation to the 

three worlds. O Devi, in these letters^ reside all religious merits all 

righteousness,® all knowledge, and all Brahma-bliss. (That is to say, by 

wors 'pping them one performs all acts of religious merit at one and the- 

sarne time. One achieves by a single means all forms of righteousness- 

which the fruits of all religious acts; and one acquires that know-ledge, 

which IS the fruit of all righteousness—namely, that Brahman is omni¬ 

present throughout the universe; for such an one the Brahmanda ’ is filled 

TOth Bral^a-bliss, which is the fruit of the knowledge of Brahman.) O 

Mahesvan!^ these (Mantras) are evidence « of the existence of the Vedas 
and the Sastras, and all Jiva.s are themselves the supreme energy» of 

man and the supreme blessing. That is to say, many may easily say 
that a spintual gastra which speaks of fruit to be reaped in the next 

world IS unauthoritative. But even unbcHeveis i® ^iU shrink from calling- 

a Sastra unauthoritative the frmts of which are visible in this very 

world. What this self-evident Sastra lays down as authoritative must 
^so, as a matter of course, be considered as such by all people. Even 

beheversii may sometimes be led to doubt the authority of Veda 

because they see not its effects. But if Tantra which produces visible 

effects admits that Veda or Vedanga, or any other Sastra, is authorita¬ 

tive, then not even unbelievers can dispute it, for Tantra is self-evident 
It IS also self-evident that the letters 12 which are Mantras are a fom^ 

of evidence of the existence of Jivas.'* The use of the terms guttural, 

p^atal, cerebral, and so forth, in classifying letters * relates only to seats, 

o pronunciation, and not to seats of generation.*® For instance, what is 

pronounced from the throat is called guttural, what is pronounced from. 

* The Vaidik horse-sacrifice. ® Mahapurusas. » Tirthas. 
^ Varna. « 

^ Universe* 

- Nastika. 

® Dharma. 

® Tejas. 

Each individual letter is a Mantra. 

^ vvxncn see 

senses* As the organs, 
s that there is an inner 
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the palate is called palatal, and so forth. . The word pronunciation ^ also 

means ut (above), choral (to cause to move) that is, to make letters ^ 

which were moving below to move above. When that motion above ^ 

manifested outwardly, and is perceived by the sense of hearing, it is 

certain that the motion below has also an inward manifestation in the 

most subtle supersensual form. It is this deep truth which has been 

clearly expressed in the Sastra as foUows: In Prapancasara^ it is said; 

“ When through obstruction * of the vocal passage a child utters indistinct 

sounds, it is Kulakundahni, who, playing in the aperture of the Mula- 

dhara and coiled round Susumna, utters indistinct sounds repeatedly. It 

is the echo of this indistinct sound which comes out of the passage of the 

child’s throat.” 
The Prayogd&ara says: “ODevi, at that time Antaratma, the substance 

of which is sound,® Himself utters sounds. It is these sounds of His which, 

in combination with each other, appear as letters. 
In the Saradatilaka it is written: “ Sabdabrahman ® exists in all 

things as consciousness. So it is this Sabdabrahman, the substance of 

which is consciousness, which exists in the bodies of living beings in the 

form of Kundalini, and then appears as letters in prose, poetry, and so 

forth, being carried by air ’ to the throat, palate, teeth, and other places. 
In the Visvasara Tantra there is the following:“ Sadariva Himself 

has spoken of Him as Sabdabrahman. That Sabda (sound) is in the 

Anahata Cakra.” 
And in the second Patala of the same book it is said: “ O beloved 

one! in the Jiva’s own body itself blissful Parabrahman exists as Sabda- 

brahman, whose substance is all Mantras.” All Mantras are manifesta¬ 

tions ® of Kulakundahni Herself, who is the Sabdabrahman, whose 

substance is consciousness. So that the fact that they are pronounced 

(outwardly manifested) from such places as the throat, palate, and so 

forth, does not prove that Sabda (sound) or Mantras are generated at 

such places. Although Brahman as Sabda is not in reahty generated, 

yet it first appears at the Muladhara. However that may be, what is 

known to us as Sabda (sound) or varna (letter) is the Sakti which gives life 

to Jivas, so that without doubt Mantras which are Sakti ® are eternal 

evidence of the existence of Jivas. Next it has been said that Mantras 

are the supreme energy of Brahman According to philosophers, Sabda 

1 Uccarana. ^ Varna. 
3 See vol. iii of the Tantrik Texts ” edited by Arthur Avalon. 

^ This may also refer to incomplete formation. ^ Nada, 
® Brahman as “ sound ” manifesting the Universe, which is its Brahma- 

^ Vavu. 
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Her Fof^- universe are etemaUy present in 

Itt L^^d\tt^\rclLn 
ve^es the maintenance of hv^^i^andtsS^^^ 

fs alsn S Artha, Kama, and Mokfa /and 
IS also the most ancient, pennanent, and eternal seed for the ^ahHa ’ i,- i, 
first puts forth its young shoot in Akaia If k n l j ’ 

ltt= eternally .hone a. Mantra. o„":o;hef.SlT^f.r:ftir T' 

ana intellect of Suras, Asuras, Kiiimaras,^ men ^ 

no/1 the three eyes of the Guru of all things movlgUd 

lx 
SfsLr^ I’T”'" wading of commentaries aXfte life 

^Sadhana accumulated in many births has n!a4cd'* *thl'^ rf bT^ 

W ’ L " *’>' of -ntortaiiaingTutetS 
oma„“l '■--SO^gtaofthehLomtf™ 

its fniit^siddW)! ***** °f ®^^"ia, taidating, maintaining it, and procuring 

* See ante. 

» Buddhi. 

called fcyUa**'' *"*“*** * •'’* “f <l-o minor spirits 

the very brevity and consequent obsnyrJt^ *r > 
commentary, and sometimes requires an extended 



CHAPTER XII 

LETTERED AND UNLETTERED SOUND 

Saida or sound, is of two Hnd^namely, Dhvani and Varna.' What 
fs eap^essed in ie string of letter* * front A to I^a'is caUedVatna^^^^^ 

that which is not expressed by any alphabetml mar i , a ^da 
Miference of tones alone is the cause of this two-fold aspect of Sabda 

?L^ who are learned in sound* have divided it into to two to 

■but in reality there is no such difference in sound itsel . a.- lo 

Dhvani is the real substance,® of which Sabda® is only 

This Dhvani is the subtle, aspect of the Jiva s vital force, 
toousness. It is in the form of Dhvani diat this Saku appeal'n and 

disappear from a Jiva's body. Here it is ^t 
^istrik Drinciple with some clearness. According to Aryas, Veda is not 
iTproCon of any person, for it 1ms no auto /tomato 
hinJlf to the Blsis all are remembrancers of Veda and none its auto. 

Sastra says that Bliagavan Himself, as the Avatara,“ n 
has only revealed the Veda in the mortal world. But it also has bee 

almX sid: o Isvara is the author of Veda.” Again, Bvara Hi^etf 

sa™ “Sabdabrahman and Parabrahman are both My etemd bodi^^ 

We must now see how these two apparendy “umaUy oontta^^ y 
statements of the Shstra may be reconciled. EveD-Man«, be i. Vtok 

or Tantrik is an appearance of Brahman. Veda or 5 

of Mantras’, is only a manifestation of Brahman. Therefore, it canno 

* The first or unlettered form of ^bda (sound), or soimd in 
is Ottered sound is called Varna, which means letter (s« p st) 

* Atsara. * The first and last letter of the Sanskrit alphabet. 

4 Matra. ® Svara. ® Padartha 
’That is, the difference noted is a conventional one. Pada . 

Sfomdons. In^hc cum of Sri K,wa to wa, an 

which charactenzes t^is hig ^ j? i„., „~Afe Thus the world is known as 
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wrmTtgant'onXrisif L 
all previous acts of creation nr^f. ° to remembe 
Kalpas.2 Just as the memoiV destruction in othe 

the child’s mind, so Smti s ^ f of itself ii 

Again, as memoiy is the Atm^^Sfcri 4 Brahma 

5akti of conseiomness in E^h - ^^ti is the 
Sakti of consciousness is Dhvani^ndBidden state of this 

That Dhvani which is as itX;le 
Vital ^ force, ' ^ shoot of sound is the Jiva^s 

">ovaWe'"to^"“d'L'\f''^ 7“' of movable and 

Jivaghosa,® and so forth’’Asain^^^^names as Nada,* Pr^a,® 

hnow as KuiakundaUni movin/r *l u “ Yogis 
^ indistinct and swept m ^ ° ^d it is She who ever makes 

Dhv^^tha. ,he Satcalcaia.*: b»tll?7' " “ "'•*■ “ ‘«o 

in ail hearts, anJInviTh^'erTed^^^ Bash of a hundred lightnings resides 

»t is whose sweet constant murmi?'^^^^!,'” '' iotas. She 

^wann of black bees intoxicated a ZS 
Dhvam. Her voice it is which J ■ t>f honey, and who is 

clearly audible in styles of BheL a f “ 

is the heaving of the Dhvani whkh c^utf^ 
expiration of all Jivatmas in th;« ■ o • alternate inspiration and 
--Jivatmas m this infinite world. [By the above reference 

^ The Devi. a 

^ The revealed Scripture ' iS^P T , dissolutions. 
^ Here that wh.vr ^ fntromchm to Tantra Saslra). 

• Th« , ,h! V “-Jbhlvlilv- ‘ Sabdi 
; Sabjl^f Dhvani i, 

“ rli” Devi lie, cZ‘','„T' ” Wh. » Dhva 
The low i aperture in the Susumna. 

Avalon The to Tantra Ssstra 

IS the mode in wh1dh^^fferen^ce^il°n^>^a t?^(Alai^^ Bhe< 
same. Thus, to say that a woman^no^'* between things which arc really tl 

on earth is bheda, because a distinction^l^m^^t^^l^* beauty not to be foui] 
woman, which is ceiesUal, and tSSSS Wit . ‘he beauty of tl 
really exists, Atibheda, on the other ha 
posited between differei^t th^ig^ in wMch equal^^^ 
.as a moon le; .at;i,i.„j_ , 'as, tor instance, to STipst __ , 
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s made to the Sthtila or gross form of Kulakundalini. The book then 

proceeds to define her Suksma or subtle form.] She who dwells within 

this gross fijrm as the supreme extremely subtle Kala, ^ who is conscious¬ 

ness shedding the sweetness of everlasting bliss and surpassing in beauty 

masses of lightning; She by whose light the whole visible sphere of the 

Universe is lighted, is that Paramesvari Kulakundalini, who is eternal 

knowledge, and the Isvari ^ of all.” 
Sadhakas will now understand that Kulakundalini has two aspects— 

namely, a Sthula, or gross form with attributes,® in which, like the 

humming of a moving swarm of black bees. She indistinctly utters the 

fifty letters and a Suksma, or subtle form, which is attributeless,^ and is 

existence, consciousness, and bliss.® It is the Sthula form appearing in: 

different aspects as different Devatas, which is the presiding Devata of all 

Mantras; and it is the Suksma form, which is that one Devata towards 

whom all Sadhakas’ worship is directed. For this reason the door of the 

temple of the Mother of the World is not opened so long as Kulakundalini,. 

the snake sleeping in the bed of Svayambhu,® is not awakened, and 

Siddhi in Mantra is not gained so long as the Mantra is not awakened.'^ 

However that may be, we seek only to establish here that Sabda (sound), 

which is the manifestation ® of Dhvani, is nothing but a manifestation of 

the Sakti of consciousness itself, and Sabda is eternally present, full of. 

lustre, in the lustrous eternal body of the Mother of the World. Because 

during creation it is manifested as the property ® of Aka^a,i“ it is not to be 

inferred that it is created with the creation of Akasa,i° and disappears 

with the dissolution of the latter. Those, again, who believe that 

Akasa 1® is a permanent thing can have no ground for objecting to our 

view. However much opinions may differ, it is certain that Veda 

consisting of Mantras is formed of Dhvani and Varna together. For 

this reason, drawn by the Samadhii® Yoga of Brahma, Brahmamayi 

MtQaprakrti, which is here regarded as one with the Brahman. 

* Female of Isvara, “ Lord ”. 
®Saguna. * Nirguna. s Sat, dt, ^anda. 

*“The self-existent one,” referring to the Linga of that name in the 
Muladhara, around which Kundali is coiled. 

’ The awakening of the Mantra is called Mantracaitanya. Unl«s the 
Mantra is awakened in and by the consciousness of the Sadhaka, the Manfra 
thus bccomine a part and parcel of the consciousness of the Sadhaka hi^elt it 
is mere dead^sound and letter without fruit (Siddhi). It is true that Sakti is 
there as everywhere, but it must be rendered conscious or realized to the 

Sadhaka. 
8 Literally, “effect”. ® Guna. Space: ether. 

11 12 T.pttpr.f?! that is. audible Dhvani* * 
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appeared in His heart as Veda, which is the Sabdabrahman, and t< 

instil into Him the notion of the process of creation, issued out of Hi 

nostrils. The phrase “Brahma is the author of Veda” means tha 

Brahma is the author of the appearance of Veda in the sense that a Jlv< 

is the author of liis expiration and inspiration of breath. In truth, Vedt 

eternally exists as Sabdabrahman,* and is not created by Brahma. Thu; 

Veda IS not the creation of any.® The eiFect® of the Dhvani of Kula- 

kundalini in the body of ISvara is Veda, and the effect of the Dhvani o: 

Kulakundalini in the body of Jiva is Sabda.* In that Sabda is evcr> 
form of Mantra, which is that which gives vitality to Jiva. 

According to natural law, a great Mantra repeats® itself when 

inspiration and expiration through the circular movement of the vita) 

air of Jiva revolves the wheel of Dhvani. It is this Mantra which is 

called Ajapa-Mantra, and it is so called cither because it repeats ® itself 

naturally without any effort on the part of Jiva, or because there is no 

other Japa ® of a Mantra which is superior to tliis one. This Ajapa is 

the full life-time of a Jiva.' For this reason it is said: “Being Ajapa 

(one who docs not repeat any Mantra) during Ajapa {life-time), I have 
neither done Japa of any Mantra nor done any Tapas.® My Ajapa 

(life-time) is about to end, and yet ray Ajapa (the state of being without 

Japa) does not end.” ® As Brahma when on the navel-lotus of Bhagavan 

thought of previous Ka]pas,i® so a Jiva when in his mother’s womb con¬ 

stantly thinks of his past lives. At that time waves of deep thou<rht, 

such as, “Who am I?” “Where was I?” “Whence have I come? ” 

“Whose am I?” “Who is mine?” and so forth, arise in thejiva’s 

mind. These waves of thought mingle with the Pranasakti.« That 

Pranasakti in its turn within the hvo Na^s Ida and Pitigala strikes and 

strikes again against the Kundalini Cakra below the abdominal fire of 

the beUy. Stung hy those blows dealt by Herself, the sleeping snake 

^ The sound or manifested Brahman. 

® That is, it is apauruseya. 3 Parinama. 

by-Jiir^*^ Dhvani uttered by Brahma, and Sabda is Dhvani uttered 

® Literally, “is made Japa of”. 

® Vide last note and Introduction to Tantra Sastra. 

■at dlls'" expiration which ceases 

of Mantra, see « Devotion, austCTity, etc. As to Japa or “ recitation 
Introduction to Tantra Sastra, 

»A play on the word Ajapa. Ajapa means “life-time” because lift 
•exists only so long as it is reputed Next Ajapa may be made to mean “ on 

iShoSjapm ^ >pa”-i.c., the state of being 
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^Lulakundalini then hisses loudly.^ The Matrkas,^ or fifty letters ® of 

he alphabet from A to Ksa^ are only the manifested state of that 

lissing Dhvani.* * It is with the help of these letters ® that the thoughts 

)f the Jiva in the womb relating to past lives is reflected in waves of 

anguagc] ® and then the Jiva’s mind ® sees with mental eyes and hears 

with mental ears.® When at birth upon the bursting of the womb the doors 

of ail the senses of the Jiva are opened, then that internal Dhvani * passes 

out through the passage of the throat. When Jiva sitting in the dark 

prison-chamber of the womb meditates on the deep past history of itself,’^ 

then, as in the case of dream, it is mind alone which works and judges 

everything. The final conclusion to which that judgment leads is also 

related in the Sutras as follows; 
In the Bhagavati^ta in Mahabhagavata Devi says to Himalaya: 

“Jiva, dejected at the remembrance of the work of his bodies in 

previous births, then bethinks himself over the matter as follows: 
“ I. In this way suffering many sorrows in previous lives, I have 

again taken birth on earth; for whilst in the Samsara I failed to worship 

Bhagavati Durga, the Dispeller of misery, but merely maintained relatives 

with money earned by unfair means. 
“ 2. If, however, I am this time delivered from any suffering in the 

womb,® no work will I do but the service of Mahesvari Durga, ever 

worshipping Her with self-restraint. 
“ 3. By my useless desires for wife, children and the like, I have over 

and over again bound myself to the Samsara,® and thus worked only evil 

for myself. Therefore is it that I am suffering this intense pain in the womb. 

I therefore do resolve that I will no more uselessly serve this Samsara. 
“ 4. Thus suffering from various sorrows according to his Karma, 

jjva enveloped in the womb is expelled by the labour wind and 

crushed through the pelvic bone. And then, widening his inner path, 

iGarjana. Literally, “roars ”. 

* A name for the letters as embodying mother-sound. 

3 Varna. * Subtle soTxnd (see ante). ® Vak. 

e xhe meaning appears to be that, though being in the womb, the Jj^a 

has no articulate speech, yet all thinking is by the aid of words whether 

expressed or not. At that stage it is the mind and not the outward senses 

which are working. 

’ Literally, “on the profound past tattva of his Atma ”. 

8 According to Hindu notions, the child in the womb endures great pains, 

-which are forgotten on birth. 

9 See ante. Actions and their eflfects. (See Introdttciion to Taritra SSstra). 
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and smearing himself all over with fat and blood, he falls on earth, as 

were, a sinner in some tenibie Hell. Whereupon, deluded by My Ma> 

the Jiva forgets all the sorrows experienced during his stay in the woml 

and then exists for some little time an insignificant mass of flesh. 

“5. So long as the outside of the child’s susumna na^ ^ remair 

covered with mucus,® he cannot utter words with clearness.” 

We are here obliged to make mention of a modem saying in tin 

connection, hoping to be pardoned by Sadhakas for this digression. 

Now'adays a number of poets and men learned in its science say tha 

^e excruciating pain of the mother in child-birth has no other cause thai 

Isvara s despotic wiU; for, as He is Almighty, could He not, had He s< 
desired, have provided an easy form of delivery instead of one which i 

very painful both for the child and its mother? Why, because a Jiva is tt 

be bom, should another Jiva causelessly suffer such horrible pain? We saj 

that no such questions can be put to Him. For in the first place, in the 

vast scheme of Bhagavan’s designs, which are like a great ocean, tht 

individual counts for less than a mere bubble; and secondly His wori 

consists in “ killing seven serpents with one blow ” 3. Who, then, can say 

that what you and I consider as your or my woe or weal is not linked 

with the weal and woe of hundreds of Jivas in this infinite world of moving 

and unmoving things? Did Manthara* think that her words could have 

any other consequence beyond the gaining of Kaikeyi’s favour? It was 

Bhagavan (Rama) alone. He wlio for whose fourteen years’ exile in the 

wood all Devas had conspired, seeking the help of wicked Sarasvati * who 

understood what the effect of her words would be; for He is the dispenser 

of all effects in the universe. Manthara did not expect anything from her 

words besides the fulfilment of a selfish end. Those words, however, 

brought about Ramacandra’s exile in the woods for fourteen years with 

His younger brother and wife;® the untimely death of Maharaja Dasaratha;" 

the widowhood of Kausalya, Sumitra, and Kaikeyr; the severe brahma- 

carya of Bharata; the killing of Marica; the abduction of Sita; the death 

ofjatayu; the killing of Vali; the bridging of the sea; the burning of Lanka; 

^ The “ nerve ” of that name. (See Introduction to TaiUra Sastra}, ® SIcsma. 
3 The Bengali expression for killing two birds with one stone. 

^ Maidservant of Kaikeyl, wife of Dasaratha and stepmother of Rama 
whose exile she caused when at the instance of Manthara she requested 
Dasaratha, her husband, to make, Bharata, her son king instiad of Rama. 

3 The Dev-as wanted Rama exiled that he might go and destroy Ravana 
and the Rak^as. Sarasvati is here spoken of as wicked (dusta), as the 
authoress of Manthara^s evil suggestions. 

® Sakd. 
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the wounding of Laksmana with saktisela; ^ the destruction of Ravana, 

with his whole family; the ordeal through fire of Sita; the gaining of 

heaven ^ by the Devas, and so forth. These incidents, further, are but a 

few of the greater waves in the untraversable sea of Ramalila.® Who can 

measure the destinies of the millions of Jivas which are linked with this 

Ramalila ^ ? The Ramalila ® was but the gateway through which those 

destinies issued. In a Jiva’s lila/ also, a similar mutual connection of 

fates always exists, with this difference only, that in Bhagavan’s lila ^ the 

destinies concerned are in number millions, whilst in your or my hla they 

are only hundreds. Who can say that the destiny which, in the course of 

its production of fruits brings about the terrible suffering of the child at 

birth, is not connected with the destiny of the Mother? Secondly, the 

question why Isvara did this instead of doing that cannot be asked of 

Him. We cannot object and ask: “Why has He creatfed eyes in man’s 

face instead of in his back? ” For, had He created eyes in man’s back, 

it might have been asked: “Why has He created eyes in man’s back instead 

of in his face?” One can question in this way anything. Isvara never 

escapes these interrogations, which are the natural characteristics of ignor¬ 

ance. A Jiva devoid of the knowledge of the Self® is ever ignorant to 

Him who possesses all knowledge. So long as the Jiva, as it were a drop of 

water, does not mingle with the ocean, which is Siva, there is no end to 

the former’s interrogations. Siva gratifies the Jiva’s curiosity to the extent 

of telling him that only which He has been pleased to divulge in the Sastra 

spoken by Himself. The Medical Sastras may be ignorant of that purpose 

of His which is served by woman’s labour-pains, but it is known to the 

Sadhana-sastra.® 

In Tantra, Bhagavan says: “O Devi, at this critical ninth or tenth 

month of pregnancy the Jiva is struck by the powerful labour-wind, ^ and 

issues through the channel like an arrow let loose from a bow. Senseless 

from the womb, he does not know of his fall. The force of the labour- 

wind and the pressure of the generative channel at the time of birth make 

the Jiva forget all that which he had revolved in his mind during his stay 

in the womb.” 

In the Prapaficasara it is said: “The more sinful the Jiva is, the 

greater is the pain which he suffers in issuing from his mother’s womb. 

Extremely wonderful is the history of men’s Karma guided by the will of 

the Lotus-born.” ® 

^ A missile named Sakti. ^ Svarga. ^ 

® Rama’s play on earth. ^ Play. 

® Atmajfiana. 

® The Tantra which is called by that name. 
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One sometimes meets a person who was formerly half paralyzed, or 

was attacked with some other disease equally or even more serious, or who 

was inj ured and almost died through violent delirium, but who has re¬ 

turned to life, and is now free from disease. He, however, cannot now 

recognize his wife, son, or daughter, or others, or his possessions. Although 

to tliis man’s fiiends he still possesses all he had, yet the man himself is 

not aware that he has anything which he can call his own. This is a 
kind of rebirth in one’s life. 

When we find that such deep knowledge as one acquires through 

impressions received in early life is lost in old age, maturity, or even 

adolescence, it is a matter for no wonder that the light impressions 

■on the child’s soft mind should disappear under the grinding oppres¬ 

sion of the horrible pain of birth, and that the terrible horror of the 

frightful swoorting and insensibility then experienced should dispel all 

memory of past events. Loss of memory is possible whenever the mind 

and brain, which are the store-houses of all knowledge, are violently 

disturbed through any cause. If by any violent shock the order in which 

the picture impressions lie arranged in successive layers in the mind is in 

any way disturbed, the tie witli aU these impressions is loosened, and the 

threads which bind them to each other are scattered one knows not 

where. The pain of childbirth has been ordained only that the trace of 

past events may be dispelled from the Jiva’s mind. Jiva’s assumption of 

a body is in order that he may suffer the consequence of past sin. It is 

not that the punishment is suffered owing to the assumption of body, but, 

as Sastra holds, assumption of bedy takes place owing to the necessity of 

suffering punishment. It is, therefore, useless to regret the assumption 

of body. Things have been so arranged according to the desire of the 

all-good Devi, who is fuU of goodness,'that a Jiva suffers the consequences 

of sin at such times, in such manner, and by such means, as may clear of 

obstruction on the path of his welfare. This is why it is often found that 

Jivas whose destiny ^ is almost worked out die of the very pain of child¬ 

birth in places of pilgrimage,^ and other seats of liberation, and are thus 
themselves liberated. 

As regards the question why the mother suffers pain, the answer 

is that the mother’s destiny ^ is alone responsible for the suffering. 

We must understand that she is engaged in giving birth simply 

because she may thereby suffer the firsts of her destiny,^ and not 

that she suffers pain in order that she may give birth to a child. In 

* that market in which the commodity is destiny ^ there does not, and 

1 Adrsta. That' is the “ unseen ” cause of man’s fate, which he has 
himself produced through previous Keirma. 
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.cannot, any contdderaaon of relanonship. 

ta creatura of ttone, nobody, be he or she father “ 

rdauehter husband or wife, or anyone else, cares for anoth . y 

there dtis ezist a strong, intimate, and mysterious 

between such stones, like the mutual attraction beween 

Both are hard to the utmost, and yet the two are in t ‘’™“S “ ’ 

if.datinys separates them, then 

die hard heart of the stone break, through its 

mother breaks into pieces through the heat of her gnef, but her ottspnng, 

Se sLl«d. driL by its own dadny, has not one ntoment m whmh 

ito think of the suffering of its mother.* For 

in this stony domain all arc stones accorthng to the ^"8™ 
of Stone Here the child does not suffer because of the mother, nor 

the mother suffer because of the child. Each one follows hu own pa^ 

It is only at a crossing that one meets another for a short while. Th 

Maya thi guide, often establishes relationships “ dearer than U 

betl-eln them under the sweet and enchanting J 

ttaveller is made to forget the weariness of the lourncy. and 

bv Her Maya to far-away abodes, sometimes m Heav , 

in HeU ’ Eastra has appeared in order that the traveller may surmoun 

*is forgetfulness, and Lt he be reminded now and then of the journey; 

fnl f, fX <2r so ,0 remind him of the pains of die journey to brmg 

to his memory the pangs which torture the depths of 4e traveller s re 

hea«: to Sstra Zs s^ken to ns in the Samskra of the good remlvcs 

which he had made during his stay m his mother s womb. 
ft b only when a Skdhaka's mind has been perfectly cleansed by 

devotion* thrt he can, on hearing the gracious relanon of Sastra recal 

euA resolves to his mind. I. was with a heart patned w.th such recall 

of past and unfulfiUed resolve that a Sadhaka sang. 

“ I am, O Mother, O liberatnx, a debtor at Thy feet. 

O Mother, I am helpless, having forsaken adoration and 

worship.® 

■ ■. EaA P^n on Iji* 

atSd^wLh'llnds one to the oriter manifests in worldly 

That is the omeen ” cause of man', fate, whiA he has himself 

is. she is overwhelmed with grief. 

suff.: ’“u SrtirS 
:thf crossing-points of different lives will not affect 
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° ""“‘y “joy- 

Suffering paim a ,he „„„b, I said: ‘This time I go to the 

world that I may adore Thee. 

I ™“ remain at my oven place» as a good child, and will offer 

Mothtr- beauteous feet of the 

Now, having Men on earth, I remain, O Mother! fallen* 

Through forgetfulness of Thee. O Mother, O deliverer of the 

ODrrr'M^fP'"*™'- S5<a>Ma. 
r A ^ ’ ^^o^er. I can no longer bear my sorrow. 
Oood for nothing is Dasarathi ® 

Nnt' -“trol my mind. 

lik?rdnd '■ ^ mayest bind the elephant- 

O Devi, of dishevelled hair,’ from this bondage to the world » 

sorroJs "L’' S^'lts "lyXetllTt 

Ms eyes said: “ I have not do„;to;er“lSh:l" o’r " 
Mother, I can no longer bear mv sorrow t ’ ° 

SSdhaka has expressed the insufferable Tental 

?b::erma““^ 

unconscious poet,* with his idle nirtnrf-c fi’ j* the work of some 

yiV^conleious ^^r/r^ofB^Xt 
^ Visaya. 

orjrraXw"“ft„;;teg.f?3?S^^ - Svaraj 

* Iir»te “ “-'■ip- 

• St ,““":‘‘d’sssL'“' 

dishe'vSd. ““ (S-nharini, forrm, „f .b. Devi are so 

® Sakti. 

All the sufferings* 
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■ cl SsHhana or the modulation i of the Dhvani ^ of 
Blessed is your musical S , debtor to the Mother. sr:it «ces.... 

indebted to y»"- Sjdhana, but very few have the 

in the womb, repeated y p Pain of birth has 

. to yout 

tli.t mav be our object here in introducing a discussion of 

Jrva IS nothing hirths a Tiva forms words mentally to 

«»“£ '“Lt "elt^ttel 
himtelf thmks and birth. Even the commence- 
manifests later as crying . At the time of birth the 
anent of such crying it made wtaltun dm womK A»h'^ 

Jiva in the womb is weariness, wHch spreads all 

hmbs are yawn. He swoons at every moment, and 
•over t e o y’ ^ darkness of the womb, the Jiva, on 
heaves sigh ^ P such terrible danger, becomes desirous of 

" M r n.^:r prill accessary for such an act are performed 
crying. All the p birth. 

That^pro^s^s’ is as follows: The extremely subtle state of (that which 
inat process ^ poiipd Para and issues from the 
,^^ucndy J when it reaches the heart," is called 

p^^nti The still less subtle state which exists in conjunction with 
Sh“" is known as MadhyamS. Lasdy, there is the gross sBte of Buddhi IS know ^ „„t 

Z s«.ttown as Vaikhari, and it is a. this stage and in diis state of 

_ 2 Power of subtle sound (see 
1 Murcchhana. 
„ „ . ^ Vakya. 
. F^rThie and other centres in Tantrik Yoga, see Arthur Avalon’s ‘‘ The 

;Serpent Power 
’ Samvukta. 
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rrirHr:"=L“-£-=-= 
same time that KuIakiinHan«‘ \ ^ cannot issue at the 

Her appcLnoI For » I™ ^ “ «>”^ious„«s, makes 

sound flows from the Miiladhara m the '**“'* emrom of 
letters cannot manifatt dMnS "““f 
are seats of the manifestation of letters 

She whrsub“anee ifallTcW and of” • ««««■- 
Itself,. Therefore, the substance of afl^^; 
their appearance and expreS a» ^ 
existence of consciousnZin In A ■ a "“'"‘'■.Ending the 
processes as he u^oTof b Ld“ ,"*'• ” »i.hout such 

subsmnee of Mantrfs fomdous“et XT 

without the union of the SadhaS^s /akrdTnX fromXr'‘’'‘“n' 
Mantrasakti. Hence it has been said in th^ 

St 

(in three and a halJ coM “f*'^it»h of a conch-shell 

ParameSvari. She TmoX “ fe'd.TT’'“T* 
Sabdabrahman Itself” forms of enei^,w and 

Now, sSadhaka, remember that passage in the Vnmm- m 
which it i.s said; “Mantras are nronf tif “ “ Yogini Tantra in 

lantras are proof of the existence of all Jivas,ii and 

(tee »tc). ^ * V arna. 
' The “ nerve ” of that name. 

® Vibhuti (See anU). 

’That Svariipini, and Varnadhvanimayi 

Here all things. 

any sense Lcording to the fS^oK mlnlfetadom^”^'^’ P^-ceptiblc to- 

Tejas, that is. Moon, Sun, and Firf* 
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the suoreme energy^ of Brahman and the Supreme Good.” ^ “ Those 

desttoye.. of Maya. 1°“ iTniaTaW 

“”o™ Iftts ry be'^d fron. tbe at.aia- 

objec. in 0;e worid a. 

r"* r^fr: 
of ; She, who is Mantra,^ is existence, con- 

H' 3“-=- the state highest good which is Brahma-nirvana 
Mantra, which is). Mantra is that “S » Mantras are all Maya,® all 
_,ha, is .o say. ^ 

Vidya, ah Tapas, ^ jj attributes ® and all attributes; ® so 
out attributes, IS yet the Lord ol . he seat of the 

Man«. --"*a?d“V‘a11 Mtr Ma„«2whla f. is .he geea. 
manifestation o ay > accomplish wonders by means of Maya. 

By the words ^ J \ of Mahavidya, Siddhividya, 

C4nr,$“r3.-i-£«."r„r:3 
SI. ':“.2 •s.3“irrM.t;»v,,,....» 

from the Yogini Tantra is continued from this 
1 Brahmatejas, 

2 See ante. The quotation 

place. 
* Literally, “ the Tattva of Mantra . 
* Literally, “ She who is the Svarupa of Mantra . 
. _ - a s Sarvamayamaya. 

Vidya (as to which see P«d), devodon, ammrity. etc. and 

achievement (sec Iniroductwn to Tantra Rostra). 
9 Gunamaya. 

® Guna. 

19 That is, Sadhana with Mantra. 
„ Ty_:„.i Tattvas 
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au"sr. 
acquires, witiiout subiectinn nf tu k j °Y t^eir grace one 
»eri,. which i, UcS f 

cannot be acquired by a’stSa ^mLZ 

uberirti^dT” iji' 
tX’trf attainabk by" 

cra^.rra-L£"£^^^^ 
must attain Siddhi in a Sadhana suitTbTe'forTJTclT/tir 
sea can from its fullness suddIv wif-h sition. Just as the 
mere pailful ,o a nta. “ 
which is replete with UberJr^T the universe, so Mantra, 

or Brahman Itself as the fourth *tate worldly physical sound, 

all Vedas... (That is to 30^ Mantras am 
a single ManVa he hero ® P''*“ ^ even 

knowledge which is acquired bv leamintr'^alTThe 
alUed matters; or he can perform wid. iSZS 

aj^r^with diffemn, Mantras.) Mantras am all wod^tf ^^a' 

■ Tapomaya. 3 Dharma. 
^ Brah^navidya* 

^ 1 hat isj Sadhana with Mantra* 

abod7,S'th=D‘!i“af woSC-d'tS"' "i-. dwelling in the sam 
unity with Him, “ 

Muitinuya. , , ' ^ 

Literally, » whose Svarupa Is not changed 

^^Because the Mantra is the Brahman, 

says that Turlya is taraka fdelivererl "^“"saousness. Sayant 
state in whi^h the BmlSian SL ^^a. 
Yadanupadhitan caitanyam tat turivam iti (limiting conditions). 
Sant^ (peace), 3ivam (exceSce) X Adi;-. thus: 
Yniro^urlio„ to Tanira ^dslr^) Advaitam (non-duality). ,'See 

Sarvalofcamava. ___ Sa^^vedamaya. 
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is to say, Mantrasakti can, at the Sadhaka’s desire, reach and operate in 

all the fourteen worlds, and, penetrating through all their barriers, merge 

the Sadhaka in Itself.^) In Mantra are all enjoyments.^ (That is to say, 

whatever things are enjoyed by Sadhakas, are all produced by Mantra¬ 

sakti®; or in Mantrasakti alone Sadhakas find all the enjoyments and 

happiness which others obtain from wife, children, and other worldly 

■objects; or through the influence of the intense universe-consuming power 

•of Mantra all enjoyments become favourable to Siddhi.* Mantras are all 

Sastras. (That is to say, after Mantrasakti has been acquired there is no 

necessity to know any Sastra.) 
“ Mantras are all forms of Yoga. (That is to say, there is no form of 

Yoga which cannot be accomplished by Mantrasadhana.) ” 
“ O Devi, my sight was paralyzed by the powerful splendour of the 

fight ® of this mass of Mantras and Sastras borne on every petal of the 

lotus of Thy heart. I then sank into the sea of unconsciousness, which is 

•delusion.® On recovery from that swoon, I again saw that mass of 

Mantras resplendent as the sun, as one who has been steeped in the deep 

darkness of night views the brilliant morning sunrise. By the grace of 

Mahakali, the Deity presiding over all Mantras, I have attained Siddhi, 

and have become versed in all Sastras.” 
The string of fifty letters,® from A to Ksa, which are the Matrka,® 

is eternal, unbeginning and unending, and Brahman itself . This great 

saying is the gist of all Tantras. Lest through human error the pronuncia¬ 

tion of any letters® should be last or distorted, Vidhata^® has created 

alphabets,^^ and put them into writing. Brhaspatisays: “ Because Jiva is 

prone to error before he is even six months old, Vidhata has created all 

Aksaras,!! and put them into writing in their due order.” Sadhakas 

should understand Aksaras to be created by Vidhata in the same way 

as the Vedas are created by Him.i® Vidhata “ has created the forms of 

written letters in resemblance to the forms seen by Mahesvara in the lotus 

•of Mahesvari’s heart. 

1 That is, the Mantra can procure Nirvana for the Sadhaka. 

® Sarvabhogamaya. ® The power of Mantra. 

5 Tejas. * Moha. 
’ Adhisthatri, which is previously described as the sthula form. 

* Success. ^ 

® Varna. 
»Mothers, a name for the letter as embodying sound produced by 

Mother Kundalini. Brahma. 
11 Aksara. Guru of the Devas. 

'T'T_Jr tVip'im Knt tVipv from Tfim as part 
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That the Bindu, Matra,^ and Rekha in the alphabet are all really 

Bralinian is clearly shot™ in that which the Kamadhenu and other Tantras 

say as to the identity of the letters from A to Ksa, with the Brahma, Visnu, 

Mahesvara, Sakti, Surya, GaneSa; and other Devas and Devis are presiding 

Devatas of those lines and points. In fact, the writing which we in 

ordinary^ use know as Aksara (alphabet) is nothing but the Yantra of the 

undecaying Aksara Brahman.^ Just as in Sadhana forms made of earth or 

stone are used as Devatas, so in vmting Yantras made of lines are used as 

Aksar^.3 When, by virtue of Sadhana, Mantrasakti is awakened, the 

presiding Devata of every^ line of the resplendent Knear form (as it were 

an image) breab through that form, and later, when Siddhi in the 

Mantra has been acquired, the Devata of worship who presides over all 

Mantras, considered as a whole, and who is existence, consciousness, and 
bliss, gratifies Her devotees by the revelation of Her very Self.'* 

At dawn the powerful spreading rays of the sun pierce the deep, 

dark night, and are slowly followed by the orb itself, as it were a mass of 

heated gold reddening the summit of the Mount of sunrise.® Great Yogis, 

who are immersed in Sandhya« prayer, see in the centre of that luminous 

orb the beautiful form of Suryadeva, seated on a red, full-blown lotus. 

In the same way, at the blessed appearance of dawn of Brahmamayi’s ' 
grace, the fierce light« of Mantra dawns in the Sadhaka’s heart, rending 

the darkness of delusion » of the deadly night of ignorance,*® and fills the- 

entire universe with the joyous love of the supreme Devata. Then suc¬ 

cessive companies of Devas show themselves unsought in the petals 

of the Sadhaka’s thousand-petalled lotus. At the conclusion of the 

full display of Her power,** Brahmasanatani who is perfect and eternal 

Brahman, reveals Herself in the form worshipped by the Sadhaka in the 

midst of a circle of light overspreading the assembly of Devas and Devis. 

* Bmdu is the doi which indicates the nasal breathing Anusvara. Matra is 

the leKeritself * ^ headline; and Rekha is the lines forming 

2 The word Aksara etymologically means a (not), and ksara (decaying). 

1 ^ ^o****. which literally means an “ instrument,” here means the lines of 
letter. As a stone image is used to represent the Devata, so the lines, etc 

to make lin thp iiL-rittpri ! _ 1 . T 
’ uicu. icprcsenE me jjevata, SO the Jmes etc 

Whi^ go to make np the WTitten alphabetical characters are used to denote 
tne Uevataj which manifests as letters* 

Svasvarupa. 

^ The sun rises from the top of Udayacaia, or the Mount of rising (sunrisei 
and goes and descends to the Mount of sunset (astacala). 

Tanirifs^tra) thrice daily ai; morn, noon, and eve (see Introduction to> 

^ The Devi’s. « Teias. ® lo 
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Immersed irr the great sea of which is the Ka^ 
Her who is Kaivalya itself, the Sadhaka, in the enjoyment of the sleep 

of Brahman-bliss, rests in the bed of consciousness in the bosom 

the great deep Peace. This it is which is the undecaymg nature 

of Aksaras (leLrs). In fact, Aksara, or ^’^bten Mantra, is the sam 

thing as Devata in image, or Yantra. By the force or lack of force 

of the Sadhaka’s Sadhana, the Devata appears therein and disjPears. 

therefrom. Varna, Nada, Vindu, vowel and consonant in a Mantra,, 

denote different appearances of the Devata. This is, of course, nown. 

to Sadhakas profident in the knowledge of Mantras; but as " 

is strictly one to be learnt from Gurus only, we are unable to de 
il here Certain aspects or Vibhutis^ of the Devata are -herem m 

certain letters,® but perfect Sakd appears only in a whole Mant 

and not in any disjointed letter.® For this reason, any ^°^jr le^ 

cannot be a Mantra.’ The Mantra alone in which the playful Deyat 

harlelled one of Her parncular aspect is capable of roveatag: 

that aspect. Hence that Mantra is called in Sastra the r ^ 
partienL aspect. Bhagavan, the Guru °f Mantras and Siddhts and 

Creator of all things, has therefore said to Bhagavati: It is cert^ that 

the form of a particular Devata will appear from the particular Mantra 

S wh h that DLt5 is the presiding Deity,® for a Devata^ a 
out of Bijamantra.” In the Kamadhenu Tan^a it has been said l a 

Sadhaka contemplates with all his power the Devi, according to t j 
of individual Devatas, and Prafulla and KaUka tP^rticul^ Mantrasak is), 

then from that Bija itself appear Sakti, Visnu, Siva, S^a, and other 

Devas From Bija is manifested the immaculate Supreme Brahman, 
Sn Hari or Sadasiva appear in a Sadhaka’s heart without contemplahon 

of Bija, for the eternal Devi, appeanng as Bija, is the 
Sadaiiva?” All the fruits of accomplishment® which ^re borne , 

creeper “ of a Sadhaka’s Sadhana depends on the great Mantrasakti 

i Bhava: that consciousness '"Jicb is the ^cnence Kaiva^y^a 

Bhava literally means existence, and then 
loosely used for such expcnence. ^ 

» Svariipa—that is, the true nature or aspect. a’w®- 

7Farh of the letters is as above stated, a Mantra. What is here mwnt 
is thaf h is Lt evW Mantra which reveals a p^dcular aspect sought. One: 
mutt have recourse t?l[hat particular Mantra which is that ^pect ^ ^ 
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.Set® ■" t •''°™ *P““W n.tea„c 

.njuncuom relating to the "owing of this BIJa.* according to place time 

orders Mantroddhara,^ and the Hkc. are pres’eribed 
m order that it may be ascertained what Mantra should be selected and 

be*^^o ^'^Wch field and according to what method it should 

i^uere if thfn t-' “ good fruit under the special 
^uence of the Devata. For this purpose reference is had to such matters 

as the zodiacal consteliations,^ star,* the planets, and the ascending “S 

,, moon,® conjunctions,7 and so forth, which exist 
as foices operating m the body of the Sadhaka.* 

Man^as’^i ^^ould know 
Mantras to be of foim kinds, according to the distinctive nature of the 

Mat^a wh^n it S*“^ddha, and Ari. Of these, a Siddha 

in dii timWth t ^“^Jeotofdue Sadhana, becomes Siddha 
of that ^ 1 ^ J r‘ specified in the Sastra for Siddhi in respect 

lonv t-^^^ ^ ^^dhya Mantra« becomes Siddha “ after a 
comes both Japa and HomaA^ A Susiddha Mantra ^3 be¬ 
comes Siddha the moment it is received ffrom the Guru- but its 
fruit appears according to the Sadhaka’s Sadhana). and’a Ripu 

Mantra lays the axe at the root of Siddhi.” “ Know Siddhamantr^ 

^ Rijai'upinL o B*’ 
3 \r meaiis seed, 

oTltS ;L*<■» ’’“Tr- «“di-S S 
B nu u ■ - ' Naksatra. 

moon intersects the eciip^*^^ points at which the path of th 
8TI.. ■ Yoga; conjunctions ofstars with earth. 

the objective'^c^uSiUo^r'thereits external details. Witi 
Sadhaka's body, or, more strictYv itl tht *1. conjunction in th, 
aspects. ’ “ tbc same conjunction viewed in differen 

akuIa.^Th'e dmif Tn“ wh!ch'''iS- ^ « ^vakula o, 
but here the reference is also to'tbe T'”*^ i" Astrology is called Cakra, 

and others describedTn Tan mL^s J2 Tantra). antrasara (see ante of my edition of the Mahanirvana 

out fSiddha) accomplished-that is, with- 

is tIJ irde^^^ Thk term, as the others, 
accomplished with great difficulty. ^ ^ particular Mantra; here a Mantra 

and ^sacrifice unto fire Introduction to Tantr 
Literally, well accomplished " M c\ K * A , dccompushed . 

L:.u”- .u:*? synommous svords meaning 
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to be friends, Sadhyamantras to be servers,' Susiddhamantras to be 
and Satrumantras® to be destroyers. Friendly Mantras become Siddha 

through Japa,^ according to rules laid down in the Sastra. Sadhya- 

mantras become Siddha ^ through much serving.^ Helper Mantias grant 

desires even without much service, and destructive Mantras more surely 

destroy the Sadhaka,” . , . 
This is the general rule, but in certain special circumstances, whic 

must be learnt from Gurus only, there is no necessity for adju ^ 

:;„iBbiUty of Mantras.- Here the point for Vr'ltXL • 
Sadhakas is that, although the object of worship of the Istadevata, 

Pata,'" Stava," Homa,« Dhyana,« Dharana,“ Samadhi, other 

mea^ and of Siddhi and Sadhana with one’s own Dik§amantra, is e 

same- yet die actual working varies. The fruit which a Sadhaka achieves, 

in ten years bv means of Puja. Pata, Stava, and so forth, can be obtained 
in but one year, month, week, or even one daj^ by force of a powerful 

Mantrasadhana; for in the case of Puja, Stava, Dhyana, . 
^ forth only the Sadhaka’s Sadhanasaktioperates; whilst in the case. 

of SadhLa with Mantra, Sadhana^akti works in 
§akti For reasons of place, time, and person a Sadhaka s Sadhan 

^akti'* * may be. and actually often is, imperfect, and meets wth obstacles- 

But the i Jhcible power of MauttuSaktican never be defeated. Mantra 

Posaka. 
1 Sevaka; during accomplishment. 

* Meaning the same as Ari or Ripu. ^ ■ *1, 
* Accomplished, perfected, fruitful. (Siddha) accomplished-that is, with- 

“'“Rltdontf Mantnt and »a^6c. unto hre (see 

Sdstra). 
® Tliat is, much Sadhana. 
7 As where the Mantra is received in dream. , , j ,• 
s Ceremonial worship. For this and the following terms see introduetzon 

to Tantra rostra. -a -narticular Sadhaka worships, such as 
9 The particular ^evata whom Mantra the Sadhaka is specially 

Krsna in the case of a Vaisnava, Reading of Sastra. 

ofprabe. « SacriEcc into fire, whichi. ots^«al kind.. 
"" 14 Concentration. 

13 Meditation. 
15 Yoga ecstasy, or realization of the Brahman. • 

The patUculat Mantra in which the Sadhaka has een ini i 

nX the force generated by the SUhana of dte Sadhaka hinneif. Its 

nature and intensity therefore varies. _J. Vk.4-«4-<(T 1 * 7 V» 
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IS equaUy and in aJl places powerful, whetlicr in tlic Upper.i Middle« 

and NetJier- worlds, or m water, on land, or in space. Mantra^akti 

I unconcerned with the question whether the Sadhakas’ purpose is eood 

in the nji Homa^ accept the offerings made in the sacrificial pit 
m the name of Devatas. Whenever Mantrasakti is invoked, whether it be 

kwiU of^i"''^ of doing good or harm to one’s otvn self or another person, 
jU of a surety accomplish that work. It is the Sadhaka who reaps the 

consequence whether it be Heaven » or Hell.® As fire only dies out aLr it 

as consumed that to winch it has been set, so Mantrasakti ceases to 

SrM -f 4 t “ vi lias fully revealed its power. A Sadhaka’s individ- 

th Mantrasakti is like fire, so that where 
the Sadhaka s individual Sakti is weak, the Divine Sakti of Mantra can 
m a moment make it very, very great. Just as waves of air, when struck 

and resting by flames-of fire, flow strong and fast in the sky, and these 

flames of fire, fanned by the rapid currents of air, blaze with redoubled 

Sadhaka’s individual Sakti, when struck again and again by 
antr^akn, is veiy rapidly developed, and then a strong, active individ^ 

ual Sakti umtes with Mantrasakti to make the latter doubly powerful 

£0 r ^ genera^ wliich 
th t ’ -/ if ^ movements of the air vi^hich is drawn into it, become so great 
that It Illuminates the world and firmament with its lustre, so with the 

form appears, which then, with the development of the previously almost 
inert individual Sakti, becomes so great that it illumines the heart of the 

Jiva and penetrates even through Brahmaioka.’ It is simplv because 

antra possesses this wonderful power that a Jiva may accomplish that 

Tiva^'to^aS^'^ to be impossible; otherwise, how could anyone expect a 
ila? wt own effort the treasure which is worshWd by 

^ u ^^dividuaJ Sakti docs Jiva possess by virtue of which he can 
without the help of Mantra, conquer the Jivasakti « and transform it into 

i term. 

^ Svarga, the heavens. 

2 Martya, the world of mortals of this earth. 

« Rasatala, one of the nether worlds, for which it here stands as a general 

pow»”"£av.™“ !•» 

The highest of the foiirfe#-n w^t^Uc. ^—;  
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the Daivisakti ? ^ In the vast field of the Samsara, and in that darkness 

which is delay in the attainment of Siddhi, Mantra alone is the everlast¬ 

ing autumnal fiill moon which never sets and never rises.® Th^‘=oo^’ 
pure and bright rays of this moon are the infinite mercy of the Mother 

of die world. Pious Sadhakas and Sadhikas ® are the Cakoras* and 

Cakoris, ® who are ever thirsty to drink these rays. Spreading their two 

wings of knowledge ® and action,’ they soar above the region of Samsara to 

the greatest heights of the far-extending firmament of Sadhana, and there 

dancing with joy, are blessed with the draught of nectar. Sadananda 
has thLfore said to Anandamayi: ® “ None but the Cakoras know the 

beauty of moonshine.” (Similarly, none but Sadhakas and Sadhikas 

know the nectar of Mantra^akti. The sight of it ever makes the com¬ 

munity of one-eyed, faithless crows to squat in their dry nests, shutting 

their eyes in fear, and hiding their heads.) 

More than the above cannot be made public on the subject of 

Mantrasakti, the creeper which grants the fourfold fruit to the Sadha a. 

TVe therefore, here stop after having merely pointed out the main 

principles alone.^’ The entire tree will become revealed when its 

branches, twigs, leaves, and fruits are distinctly shown,®® The Tantra 

:§astra is not a pleasure-ground for the ease-loving and ^xunous. 

It is the hermitage, in the woods®® built by Yoga, of Him who 

is the crest-gem of great Yogis,®^ and the Guru of all mobile and 
immobile things. Who has the power to touch, without His command 

a single leaf or flower belonging to this lovely forest, full of energy. 

Whoever, with the mad thought of reUance on the powers of his own 

arms enters into this forest without His command will of a certamty 

be burnt into ashes by the most terrible fire ®® of the Lord of Destruction, 

like flies which fall into a flame or Kandarpa ®® when seized by the 

1 The Sakti of a Deva as such. With this Sakti he can accomplish that 

•which a Deva can. 
8 As it is always above the horizon, it cannot be said to rise or set. 

® Female Sadhakas. 
* Birds celebrated in Sanskrit poetry as being very fond of moon-light. 

■5 Female Cakoras, 

•^Jnana. ’Karma. 

■® He who is ever-joyful—Siva. 

» She who is bliss; the Devi, His spouse. 
10 Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Moksa (see Introduction to Tantra Sddra). 

1® Mula-tattva. Which the Guru will do. 

isT.novana. Siva. Tejas. 
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jaws of death. This is why, after having come so far, iwe now recedi 
in fear. 

As to what yet remains to be explained, we bow to those Lotus-feet 

so sought by devotees, and fervently pray that He may, according to wha- 

He Himself lu« said, appear in the hearts of all Gurus, and through them 
teach their disciples that aspect of His which is Mantra. 



CHAPTER XIII 

ON THE GURU i 

All that has been above mentioned in relation to Mantra Tattva 

depends on Gimitattva, for the root of initiation,2 is in Guru; the 

root of Mantra is in initiation;^ the root of Devata is in Mantra 

and the root of Siddhi is in Devata. Bhagavan has, therefore, said 

in the Mupdamala Tantra: “Mantra is bom of Gum, and Devata 

is born of Mantra, so that, O Beauteous One, Gum stands in the 

place of a grandfather to the Istadevata. Just as service done to the 

father or grandfather pleases the son or grandson, service done to Guru 

pleases Mantra; service done to Mantra pleases Devata; and service done 

to both Guru and Mantra also pleases Devata.” 
Any deviation from this line of action produces contrary results; that 

is to say, just as service done to the son and grandson disregarding the 

father and grandfather really displeases instead of pleasing the former, 

so the worship of Mantra at a disregard of Guru or worship of 

Devata, at a disregard of Mantra or worship of Istadevata, at a 

disregard of Guru and Mantra, rather angers than pleases them. Here 

it should also be understood that, just as there is no possibility of 

pleasing the son and grandson by serving them at a disregard of the 

father and grandfather, so also there is no posnbility of pleasing the 

father and grandfather by serving them without care for the son and 

grandson. There is no likelihood of pleasing the Guru even by serving 

hirh arid Mantra at a disregard of Devata, or him alone at a disregard of 

Devata and Mantra. The necessity for these observations exists in the fact 

that nowadays one finds many disciples ® who only seek the protection of 

Guru for fear of having to make Japa * of Mantra, and to worship Devata. 

Such respect for Gum is in itself a agn of dishonest motive. In fact, 

Siddhi is near at hand for him only who makes no distinction between 

Guru, Mantra, and Devata.® Sastra has therefore said: “ What does not 

1 Gurutattva. ' . ^.Diksa. 
3 f&icirn . * Vide, Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. 
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the Divine Sakti which is Mantra is commumcated to the disciple’s bod) 

irom that of the Guru. Just as the power ^ of burning and giving light ir 

the case of either lamp or of the fire which is the result of their combina¬ 

tion remains the same both before and after the ignition (the fire ir 

both lamps being the same), so the real Guru is everywhere tlie same 

whether in the body of the (earthly) Guru or in that of his disciple. 

It is only so long as Sakd is not fully communicated to the disciple’s 

body from that of the Guru that there subsists the relation * of Guru and 

disciple. One is a disciple ® only so long as one is a Sadhaka. On the 

attainment of Siddhi, this dualism is surpassed. Then there is none 

other than She, the One only, so that the relation of Guru and disciple' 

no longer subsists. Siddhi and liberation are existence as attributeless 

Braliman. But just as it is impossible to attain liberation beyond the 

reach of attributes without worship of the Devata with attributes, so it is 

impossible to attain monistic knowledge without worship of the Guru. 

Hence Sastra has said: “ Obeisance to the Guru, by whom is shown the 

Brahman,^ who pervades the entire universe of mobile and immobile 

things. Obeisance to the Guru, by whom the eyes of Jiva, blinded by the 

darkness of ignorance, are opened with the coUyrium stick ® of knowledge.” 

He by whose grace the Brahman who pervades the Universe is revealed 

and the eye of knowledge is opened is not a mere man, in spite of his 
appearance as such. 

When, after attainment of tlie previous human birth at the close of a 

journey through eighty-four laklis of births, the gate of a Jiva’s good 

fortune is opened, then Bhagavan, MaheSwara Himself, appears before his 

eyes as Guru. At that time the wheel of Destiny has revolved to a point 
at which it places the Jiva in a position where he can see all-merciful 

Sadasiva standing before him as Jiva’s Guru. Hence it often happens that 

the Guru, who has baffled search for even a hundred years, gratifies of 

his own accord, unsought and in one moment, the fortunate disciple with¬ 

out any effort on the latter’s part. By good fortune, a current of air then 

blows similar to that which, after a period of terrible drought, stirs fresh 

clouds heavy with rain, which will soothe with its ample showers the 

bosom of the parched yet sprouting fields. The crop of Sadhana which 

adorns the great heart of the Sadhaka' intoxicates the world with the 

fragrance of full-blown flowers and the beauty of fuU-grown fruits. As 

a rule that fortunate day does not arrive unless it has been preceded by the 

germs of intense Sadhana performed in previous births. We therefore often 

find that, even if a great saint,® the very incarnation of Siva, appears before 

an- unfortunate Jiva, the- latter does not bow to his lotus-feet. At that time 
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the Jiva’s heart is so completely subdued by ignorance through the delud¬ 

ing Maya of the Mother of the World that his eyes open to discover only 

faults and no virtues in such a man. On the other hand, if a Jiva has 

acquired a store of religious merits in previous births, attaehment ^ 

single-minded devotion to the feet of the Guru are natural qualities of his. 
For this reason Bhagavan Mahe^vara Himself has said m the Kularnava 

" O beloved, how can that subtle aspect of Siva which is one, omni¬ 

present, attributeless,! indifferent, undecaying, unattached lihe space, 

unbeginning and unending, be an object of worship to the duahstic 

mind’ ” “ Hence it is that the Supreme Guru has entered into the body 

of the human Guru. O Devi, if a Sadhaka duly worships 
devotion he grants that Sadhaka both enjoyment and liberation (2). U 

Devi, although this My form as Siva is My gross aspect, it is yet bemg 

full of hght and energy * imperceptible to human eyes. For this reason I 

have assumed the form of Guru in the world of man, and thus protect the 

race of Sisyas» f 3). Paramaiiva Himself in human body secretly wanders 

on the earth in order to favour Sisyas (4). For the protection of 

Sadhus,« Sada^iva assumes a modest (merciful)® form, and thoug 

being Himself above the Samsara, yet appears and acts in tto world 

as though he were a man of the Sams^a (5). O beloved, the nguru 

is Siva, though He has not three eyes’; Visnu too, though He has 

not four arms; and Brahma also, though He has not four heads 

(6) . O Bhavani,® when the fruits of sin predominate, Guru appeare as 
man, and when the fruits of virtuous acts prevail, Guru appears as Siva 

(7) . Like blind men deprived for ever of sight of the sun, unfortunate 

livas arc unable to see the real aspect of Guru, the embodiment of to 

Brahman, though he is present before their eyes (8). It is undoubtedly 

true that Guru is Deva Sadasiva Himself, for who is it who grants 

1 Niskala. The Brahman is called Sakala when vnth “ 
Niskala ivhen thought of as without Prak^ti, for KalS is j i 
,chap. i). (See Introduction to A. and E. Avalon’s “ Hymns to the Goddess .) 

2 Tejas. ® EXisciples. ^ The pious. 

5 The brackets are the author’s. The original word is Nirahamkar^ 
^withom Ahahkara or egotism, which is here rendered by the author as modest. 

« The revered Guru. 8ri, or Auspicious, is a term of respect. 

’ As has Siva. . l u » « 
8 Visnu has generally four arms, thoi^h in his Krsna Avatara he w . 

Brahma has four heads. 1. . a - ♦* 
9 Feminine of Bhava, a name of Siva in the watery form of the 

The Vavu Purana says that He-is called Bhava becai^e ^ things c _ 
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liberation to Sadhakas if Guru be not Siva Himself? O Parvati,i thert 

IS not the l^t difference between Deva Sadasiva and Sriguru. Whoevei 

makes a distinction between them commits sin (lo). For, O Devi by 

assumption of the form of a preceptor. Guru Deva 2 severs the multitude 

of bonds which bmd a Jiva to the state of a Pa^u,3 and enables him to 

attain to Parabrahman {i i). Assuming the form of a preceptor « ail- 
merciful, Isvara liberates by means of initiations Pasus bound by the 

tends of Maya (la). Just as the words Ghata, Kalaia, and Kumbha e 

designate the same thing, so tlie words Devata, Mantra, and Guru 

desi^ate the same subject’ (13). Devata in its ground® is the same 

as Manrra,® and Mantra in its ground is the same as Guru.’® Thus the 

effect of worshipping Devata, Mantra, and Guru is the same (14). In 

My person as Siva I accept worship, and by appearing as Guru I sever 
the bonds of the Jiva’s existence (15).” 

In the Guru Tantra it is said: " If through good fortune acquired by 

ment in prenous births a Sadhiika docs Dhyana and Stotra of Guru “ 

Japa of Gurumantra ^2, worship of, satisfaction, and devotion to the feet of 

Guru, then, O Devi, their Mantras become Siddha,” and they are 

hberated from existence. The merit which a Sisya i® acquires during his 

stay m the Guru’s house is imperishable, and if the Guru’s house happens 

to be in a sacred place of pilgrimage,^ that merit is increased a hundred- 
fold/ 

In the Rudrayamala it is said: «By devotion to Guru a Jiva will 

a^n the state of Indra,” but by devotion to Me he will become swine. 

( That IS to say, if a Jiva, whilst giving devotion to his Istadevata, yet 

shghts Guru, he becomes swine.) In fact, no Sastra speaks of any* 
thing which is superior to devotion to the Guru.” 

’ The name of the Devi, as daughter of the Mountain King, Himalaya 

HinJe?® ^ incarnation of Siva. 

® The unenlightened tamasik state {see Introduction to Tantra Sastra). 
* Acarya. s Djjjga. 

® Synonymous words meaning pitcher or jar 

I ^ ^ Svarupa of Devata (see ank). 
That is> the Svarupa of Mantra. 
That is, the Svarupa of Guru. 

SI G™“yThe“4‘’"“ "" 

As Deva the Guru is object of worship. 
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Again: “ O Mahesvari, fie to his wrath, fie to his strength, fie to his 

race, fie to his works in whoin devotion to Gum is not engendered.! 

The Yogini Tantra says: “ The place where Gum resides is Kailasa.^ 

The house in which Gum lives is Gintamam house.^ The trees in the 

Gum’s house are Kalpa trees.® The creepers are Kalpa creepers.* The 
water even in ditches is Ganga.® In short, O Devi, eveiy^thing in that 

sacred place is sacred. The female servants in the Guru s house are 

Bhairavis, and the male servants are Bhairavas.® In this manner it is 

that an earnest Sadhaka should think of his Gum. O Mahesvari, He 

who has gone round his Gum but once has circled the whole earth with 

its seven islands.” 
In the Visvasara Tantra it is said ; “ The place where Guru rerides 

is Kari.’ The water of his feet is Jahnavi ® Herself. Gurudeva is 

Visvesvara ® incarnate, and the great Mantra uttered by his fair mouth 

is the Saviour Brahman Himself.” 
“ The appearance ** of Gum is the root of Dhyana, the lotus-foot of 

Guru is the root of Puja, the word of Guru is the root of Mantra, and the 

grace of Guru is the root of Siddhi.” 
“ If a Sadhaka be cursed by Munis, Pannagas, or Suras,*® or if he be 

threatened with the calamity of death, then, O Parvati, Guru can save 

him even at the time of such terrible peril and none other.” 
In the Guptasadhana Tantra it is said: “ Guru is Brahma. Guru 

is Visnu. Gum is Deva Mahesvara Himself. Guru is the place of 

pilgrimage.*® Gum is the sacrifice.** Gum is charity (that is, the religious 

merit acquired by means of charity). Guru is devotion and austeritira.*® 

Gum is fire. Gum is Surya.*® The entire Universe is Gum.” *’ 

* The sacred mount and abode of Siva (see Introduction to my “ Maha- 
nirvana Tantra ”). 

2 The Ghintamani Grha is that which yields all objects desired. Of 
that the chamber or house is built. The Devi there resides. In the commentary 
on the GaudapMa Sutra the Gintamani house is said to be the place of origin 
of all those Mantras which bestow all desired objects (Gintita). See Maha- 
nirvana Tantra ”, 

® Desire-gratifying celestial trees. 

^ Creepers of the same character. 

® Water of Ganges. 

® The terms Bhairava and Bhairavi mean l^iva and Sakti in these forms 
of that name. They also mean Tantriks who have been initiated in the 
VIracara ritual. 

’ The sacred city of Benares. ® The Ganges as daughter of Jahnu, 

® Lord of the Universe. Taraka. 

Murti. Sages, Serpent Divinities and Devas. 

13 Tirtha 1^ Yaina_ Taoasva. 
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'MVhat fbrther religious merit can be acquired by charity o 
devotion,^ or by visiting places of pilgrimages^ by him who has worshippet 
the beautiful feet of his Guru ? For such an one has worshipped the thre^ 
worlds. All places of pilgrimage which exist in the whole Universe resid- 
in the sole of the Guru^s Lotus^foot,** 

" Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, and Parame^vari Parvati, Indra, and othe 
Devas, Yaksas, and other beings born of Devas,® Pitrs/ Gahga, and othe; 
sacred rivers, all Gandharvas,^ reptiles, mountains and other moving anc 
unmoving things in the Universe, are eternally seated in the Guru’s body 
That very instant the Ginn is satisfied, they, too, are satisfied,” 

Even Sastra is not greater than Guru, nor is Tapasya,® Mantra, 03 

the fruit of religious rites greater than Guru, nor is the Devi Hersel 
greater than Guru, nor is even Siva greater than Guru, No form anc 
appearance ^ is superior to that of Gum, and there is even no Japa ’ 
which is superior to Guru—^that is to say, by performance of Sadhana o; 
Guru alone one becomes Siddha ® in all the other modes of SMhana. 
Hence it has been said in the Yamal a: 

“ Siva alone is Guru, and I am that Siva. O great Devi, Thou, too, 
art Gum, and Mantra alone is Guru. For this reason as regards Mantra 
there is no difference between Gurudeva and Istadevata.^^ That Garudeva 
must sometimes be contemplated in the thousand-petailed lotus (in the 
head), sometimes in the lotus of the heart (as Istitdevata),^^ and sometimes 
in His visible worldly form.” 

In the Pichchhila Tantra it is said: “ Gurus are of two kinds accord¬ 
ing as they teach and initiate.^^ The first is the initiating Guru, and 
then follows the teaching Guru.^^ The initiating Guru is he from whom 
initiation in Mantra is taken, and the teaclnng Guru is he from W'hom 
Samadhi, Dhyana, Dharana, Japa, Stava, Kavaca, Purascarana, Maha- 
piiraicarana, and other various fi>rms of Sadhana and Yoga are learnt 

^ Tapasya. ^ Tirtha. ® Devayoni. 
^ The forefathers (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra). 

^ Musical Devayonis: sons of Brahma, 

« Devotion, austerities, etc. (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra). 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra^ ante, 

® Successful, accompHshed, perfect; for Sakti is thereby fully developed. 

Guru as Deva and the patron Deva of the worshipper, 
Ine Mantra is both. . 

“This is not the Anahata lotus, but another close by it, where the chosen 
Ueity IS always worshipped. 

Siksaguru and Diksagoru. 

Diksaguru. 14 giksaguru. 

That is. Yoga, «stasy, concentration, « recitation ” of Mantra, hynui, 
nmulet, and the two "rTtes VnoiAm _-n. 
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after initiation. Of these two he is the supreme Guru, from whom the 

great Mantra of Istadevata has been heard and learnt, and by him alone 

Siddhi can be attained.” 
In the Kulagama, Gurus have been described and divided into the 

following six classes : 
“ Instigator ^ (or he who instigates initiation by explaining its utility 

and that of Sadhana); Inaugurator * * (he who inaugurates Sadhana and 

its aims) ^ J Explainer (or he who explains Sadhana and its object) j 

Director ® (or the person who definitely and clearly shows what Sadhana 

is and its object); Teacher « (or he who teaches Sadhana and its object ; 

and Illuminator « (or the person who imparts knowledge of, and concern¬ 

ing, Sadhana and its object by tearing asunder the ties of the heart). 

Know Gurus to be of these six kinds, of which the first five kinds are, as 

it were, the effects of the last as the cause ” (that is to say, without the 

spiritual knowledge which the Illuminator imparts, instigation, inaugura¬ 

tion, explanation, direction, and teaching, are not only ineffectual, but 

even productive of great harm both in this world and hereafter). 
For this reason Bhagavan, the creator of all things, has said in the 

Pichchhila Tantra; “ This Sadhanasastra is based solely on Guru. In it 

-there is no beneficent lord other than Guru (that is to say, there may be 

hosts of lords who are not beneficent). O Mahesvari ! a Sadhaka should 

seek the protection of Guru.” 
In the Rudrayamala it is said: “ O ParameSvari! the fool who com¬ 

mences Japa and Tapas» by reading books instead of receiving instructions 

from Guru acquires nothing but sin. Neither mother nor father nor 

brother can save him. O fair Lady! Guru alone can in a single moment 

destroy the mass of his sins, for in the Tantra Sastra none but Guru has 

any competence.^® One should therefore take as one’s Guru a very 

good man.” 
In the Guru Tantra it is said: “ If Guru be pleased, Siva Himself is 

pleased; if Guru is displeased, the three-eyed Deva^i is displeased; tf 

Guru be pleased, the all-good Devi is pleased; and if Guru be displeased, 

TripurasundarP® becomes displeased. Hence, O Mahesvari! for the 

1 Preraka. ^ Sucaka. 
® He who after the first has sown the seed of desire, for it brings the 

Sadhaka to the point of commencing Sadhana. 

* Vacaka. ® Dar^aka. ® Siksaka. 

’ That is, he who goes into details and teaches the ritual, 
* Bodhaka, who gives intellectual grasp of the various aspects of the subject 

and spiritual knowledge. 
* “ Recitation ” of Mantra, devotion, austerity, etc. (see Introduction to 

. Tantra Sdstrd). Adhikara, 
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crossing of the sea of Samsara, Guru is the only master, protector, an 
destroyer, and he also is the grantor of liberation.” 

The Sadhaka should now realize whether the state of a Guru z 

described m the above-mentioned quotations from the Sastra is somethin 

human or Divine, something appertaining to a Jiva or to the Brahman 

If we are to suppose that the Gurudeva becomes man because tha 

Gurusakti ^ which is Brahman appears in a human body, we must ab 

conclude tliat Devata becomes clay or stone because She appears in ; 

clay or stone image.® In fact, that which constitutes the state of a Guru 

is undivided perfect Brahman.* Though appearing in clay or in stone 

^e Biahman is all-pervading, and cannot be limited to any point. It i 

impossible that that which does not become limited in inert clay or stom 

will become so in conscious man. As a matter of fact, a Sadhaka can bt 

the force of his own Sadhana awaken the Sakti of consciousness it 

unconscious images made of clay or stone. On the other hand, to hiir 

who is even not entitled to be called a Sadhaka, but is merely a seeker o: 

competency ® for Sadhana, that clay image is never conscious. Foi 

this reason, then, it is necessary, in order to gain Sakti,« to distinguM 

between conscious and unconscious. Amongst all conscious things such 

an one is required as can by the overpowering force of its consciousness 

make even other unconscious things conscious. That is why, on the 

subject of taking Gurus,^ the Sastra prescribes that discrimination be made 

between persons competent and incompetent to become Gurus, otherwise, 

had the Sakti which constitutes man been identical with the Sakti which 

constitutes the state of a Guru, any man would be acceptable as Guru, 

and there would have been no necessity for such a critical examination 
of inner and outer Saktis.® 

In the Kulagama it is said: " Those who arc instructed by sages 

possessed of spiritual knowledge become undoubtedly possessed of spiritual 

knowledge themselves. Those who are instructed by Pasus ® should, 

O De\i! be themselves known as Pasus. For though a learned 

' The power resident in the Guru as such—not the ordinary human Sakti 
® The Gurutva or Guruhood. » One of the Dasamahavidya. 
* Literally, Brahmatva or Brahmanhood. ® Adhikara. 
« The Sakti of consciousness spoken of above. That is, those who have 

not realized consciousness m all things must, in order to arrive at this state 
make the distinction and take a Guru. ’ 

^ Gurukarana. 

® The inner Sakti is that which manifests as true spirituality. The outer 
bakti IS such knowledge and faculties as leai-ning in Sastra, details of Sadhana, 

^ Sadhakas of tViP jcloco in "DI,::_ f_ T , » 
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man can save an ignorant man, the latter can never save another 

ignorant man. A boat can carry a stone across a river, but a stone can 

never carry another stone across it. One person can never guide another 

person along a path which he hjis never trod himself; but he who has 

travelled along any one path, reached its end, and thus known the goal of 

all paths, can, standing at the centre to which all paths trend, call to the 

travellers on each of the paths, and thus help them to reach the place 

where he himself stands.” 
In the Mahanirvana Tantra it is said: “For Sakti-mantra a Sakta 

Guru is best, for Sivamantra a Smva Guru is best, for Visnumantra a 

Vaisnava Guru is best, for Surya mantra Saura Guru is best, for 

Ganapati-mantra a Ganapatya Guru is best, and a Kaula Guru is best 

for all these Mantras.^ A wise man should, therefore, heartfully desire to 

take initiation from a Kaula.” For “ whoever has been initiated in a 

Mantra by a Pasu Guru ^ is undoubtedly a Pasu. Whoever has taken 

Mantra from a Viraguru ® becomes a Vira. Whoever has taken Mantra 

from a Kaula Guru (one following Kulachara) * knows Brahman.” 
In the Brhannila Tantra it is said: “A Saiva may teach other 

Mantras (than the Sivamantra). A Vais^iava may teach those (Vaisnavas) 

belonging to his own community, A Saura may teach Sauras. A Gana¬ 

patya may give initiation in worship of Ganapati. A Kaula, however, is 

competent to give initiation in Saiva, S^ta, Vaisnava, and all other 

worships. One should, therefore, by all means seek the protection of a 

Kaula Guru.” 
In the Saradatilaka it is said: “ A Guru, according to the Tantra 

Sastra, is one who is possessed of the following qualities: A body which 

is pure both on the mother’s and father’s side; purity of thought; mastery 

over the senses; knowledge of the substance of all Tantras; knowledge of 

the purpose of all Sastras; a doer of good to others; devoted to Japa, 

Puja,® and so forth; truthfulness of speech acquired by Tapas; « calmness; 

iTo each member of the communities worshipping Devi fSakta), Siva 
(Saiva), Visnu (Vaisnava), the Sun (Saura), or Ganeia (Ganapatya), the 
Mantra of the Devata worshipped is given. Thus the S^ta receive the 
Saktimantra at initiation. The passage says that the Mantra should ordinarily 
be given by a Guru of the same community as the worshipper, though a 
Tantrik Guru of the Kaulacara may give, and is the best to give them all. 

® One practising the Pasvacara—that is, the way of the Pasu (see ante). 

® One practising the Viracara, the Acara of the Virabhava; as to which, see 
Introduction to Tantra iSastra. 

4'j’he last and highest of the Tantrik Acaras (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 

5 “ Recitation ” of Mantra and ceremonial worship. 
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proficiency in the Vedas and the Vedangas;* eagerness to know the truth 

of the Yoga path, and who feels the presence of Devata in the heart, aa 
so forth. 

In the Viwasara Tantra it is said: “ Such a Guru is prescribed b 

Sastra as is eager to impart knowledge of all Sastras, efBcient, learne< 

in the meaning of all Sastras, sweet of speech, of good appearance, haviie 

.all his limbs, K.ujlna (one practising the K.ulacara). Of auspicious appear 

ance, self-controlled, truthful, Brahmana,^ of a peaceful mind, devoted t< 

Ae welfare of his parents, and to all other dudes belonging to a: 
Airama,® and living in same country as the disciple.” ® 

From the special mention of the adjective “ Brahmana ” it must b 

undcretood that none but a Brahmana can be a Guru for the initiatioi 
of all castes. 

In the Bhuvanelvari Tantra it is said: “ O great twice-bom! i 

Brahraapa possessed of the knowledge of all times ^ can favour aU caste 

by giving them initiation in Mantras. In his absence a peaceful am 

pious Ksattriya can so favour Vaisyas and Sudras. In the abscnc 

■of even a Ksattriya Guru, a Vaiiya possessed of the above good qualitie 

may favour Sudras.” A Sudra eaxmot be a Guru even for the initiatioi 

of his own castemen, much less can he initiate men belonging to othe 

castes. Thus the ^aktananda Tarangini says; “ If a Sudra hears Vidya 

—i.e., receives a great Mantra from the mouth of another Sudra—he i 

doomed to hell® in the next world, and suffers from constant miser 
in this.” 

In the Vasudeva-raha^ya it is said; “ If a Sudra hears Vidya o 

Mantra from the mouth of another Sudra, he starts for the Raurav; 

Hell with ten million generations of his family. Both the giver ant 

receiver of Mantra in such a case meet with the same consequence 

For et'cry word given and received both become guilty of the sin o 
Brahminicide.^ 

In the JnananandataranginI it is said: “ A Sudra should never giv< 

Mantra to another Sudra. If he does so, both the giver and the receive! 

^ I he Vedangas or “limbs” of the Vedas are Siksa (science of propci 
articulation), Kalpa (ritual), ^^yakarana (linguistic analysis or grammar) 
Nirukta (explanation of diificult Vcdic words), Jyotisa (astronomy), Chanda: 
(metre). 

® This is explained post. 

® For the reason of this, see post. * Past, present, and future. 

® yidya is a Mantra, but may here mean such matters as are the subjeo 
of spiritual knotvledge, though the text would indicate the former meanfrig 

® Naraka, 
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of Mantra will dwell in Hell with thirty million generations of their own 

Families.” 
In the Kamadhenu Tantra it is said: “The country in which a 

sinful Sudra selling ^ Mantra lives becomes fallen, and its ruler also is 

contaminated with sin. O Lady of restless glances! how can the tongue 

of that great sinner pronounce Mantra ? O fair Lady 1 his tongue is full 

of excrement, urine, and blood. His face is Uke excrement and urine, 

his food is made of excrement, his water is urine itself, and he is a 

Chandala ® by caste. The sight of his face makes Ganga ® to fly from 

Her own waters, and millions of sites of pilgrimages ^ to fly from their 

respective seats. Ganga, the purifier of the three worlds, undoubtedly 

purifies even such great sinners as have committed such sins as Erah- 

minicide and so forth, but at the sight of a Mantra-selling Sudra She at 

once leaves the place and repairs to Brahmaloka.” ® 
The adjective, “ belonging to an Asrama,” ® specified above in the 

enumeration of the necessary characteristics of a Guru should be under¬ 

stood to mean “ belonging to the domestic Asrama.” In the definition 

of a Guru given by the Kularnava Tantra it is stated: “ A Guru should 

know the meaning of all Sutras and be a householder.” The purpose 

of the requirement that the Guru should be “ living in the same country 

(as the disciple) is that if the Guru lives in another country it is difficult 

for the disciple to take instructions from and to serve him constantly. 

^That is, making a trade of giving Mantra; which is not, however, 
unfortunately confined to Sudras. 

2 One of the lowest castes. ® The River Ganges as Deity. 

4 Tirthas. ® The highest of the regions. 



CHAPTER XIV 

DISCUSSION UPON, AND SELECTION OF 

THE GURU 1 

In the Yogini Tantra it is said: 

“ Mantra should not be taken from the father, maternal grand¬ 

father, brother, one who is younger in age, or from one who is of the 
party of one’s enemy.” 

In the Gaije^avimarSim it is said: “Initiation by a Yati,* * the 

father, one living in a forest, or when taken from a Sannyasi does no good 
to a Sadhaka.” 

In the Rudrayamala it is said: “ A husband should not initiate his 
wife, nor a father his son or daughter, and a brother should notinidate 

his brother. But if a husband is Siddha Mantra,^ he can initiate his wife 

.as his Sakti, and in that case die Guru will not acquire fatherhood by 

reason of his having given Mantra, nor will the disciple become his 

daughter by reason of having received it from him.* (The provision that 

a husband may initiate his wife as his Sakti must be understood to apply 

to Viracara and Kulacara * only. Such an initiadon is not ordained for 

Pasvacara ® and the like, for in such Acaras there is no worship with 

Sakd.) The letters in a Mantra are the Devata, and the Devata is Guru 

himself; so that Sadhakas and Sadhikas® who desire their own good 

should make no distinedon between Mantra, Devata, and Guru,” 

In the Siddlii Yamala it is said; “ O beloved one! if by good fortune 

a Sadhaka attains Siddhi in a Mantra, he may dispense with the ordinary 

• conditions for becoming a Guru, and initiate his own Sakti (wife).” 

* Guruvicara—that is, selection with judgment after discussion. 

® Literally, “ One who has completely subdued the senses an ascetic so 
■ called. 

® This term has here a technical meaning, which is explained at see post. 

* Ordinarily, when the Gum gives Mantra, the Sisya becomes his son; but 
this is not so in the case stated. 

® The two divisions of Tantrik Sadhakas of those names (see Introduction to 
Tantra Sastra). 
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In the Yamala it is said: “ A husband should not initiate his wife nor 

I father his daughter; but if a husband is Siddhamantra,^ he may initiate 

US wife as his Sakti, and in that case the initiated does not become 

t daughter to him. If a father is Siddhamantra,^ he may initiate his son, 

md a brother may be initiated by a brother who is Siddhamantra, 

►nd thus become a Siddhamantra himself. For, in the case of a 

liddhamantra all disqualifications for giving and receiving initiation 

)ecome qualifications.^ ” 
The word Siddhamantra does not here mean “ one who has attained 

Jiddhi in a Mantra.” It is a technical word, explained in the Krama- 

andrika as follows: “ Kali^ Tara, Sodasi, Bhuvanesvari, Bhairavi, Chhin- 

lamasta, Dhumavati, Bagala, Matangi, Kamalatmika. These ten Maha- 

idyas are called Siddhavidyas. Those who are initiated in their Mantra 

tre called Siddhamantras.” 

In the Kali Kalpa it is said: “ O Mahadevi! if a Mantra is.worship- 

)ed by three generations (great-grandfather, grandfather, and father) in 

uccession, then that great Mantra becomes Siddhamantra.” 

In the Matsyasukta, it is said: “ A mantra given by a father is not 

aulty in Saiva and Sakta rites, although it may not have force in other 

ites.” 
Moreover, in certainwspecial matters a father has the right to initiate 

lis eldest son if he is worthy, as, for instance, the Matsyasukta says: 

■ One may give (Mantra) to his eldest son, the crest gem of his family.” 

The Srikrama says: “ Mantra may with prudence and care be given 

o an intelligent eldest son.” 

And so forth. 

Women Gurus 

The Rudrayamala says that a woman may be a Guru who possesses 

he following qualities: She must be Kulina (practising Kulacara,® Kulaja 

bom of a Kaula ^ or respectable family), of auspicious appearance,® fair 

ace,® and lotus-eyed; decked with gold and gems; endowed with intellect, 

:almness of mind, and all other good qualities; a follower of her Acara,"^ 

^ See below; ^ That is, all disqualifications cease, 

2 That is^ the Ac^a of the Kaula division of Tantrik Sadhakas. 

^ A family which is and has been in past generations followers of Kulacara. 

® She must be endowed with all good signs. 

® Literally, “ whose face is like the moon 

’ Sadacara. Acara is the way or practice which the particular person 
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good, pious, and chaste,^ with control over the senses; of good conduc 
and devoted to the service of her elders; proficient in Mantras and i: 
their meanings; ever engaged in Japa,* and devoted to the worship c 
her Istadevata.2 By the worship of such a woman both Sadhana Sakti 
and spiritual knowledge is attained. A \vidow should not initiate. 
Initiation by a woman is to be recommended; in particular, initiatio: 
by a mother of her son, which gives results eight-fold greater than i 
ordinary. 

A widow, however, may initiate if she has sons. A Siddhamantra 
may, without any restriction, be taken from widows, and such initiatioi 
will have ordinary effect. If, however, it is taken from the mother, i 
will produce eight-fold effect. If a Sati ^ who has both husband and son 
gives Siddhamantra without request and of her own initiative, then alsi 
such initiation will produce an effect eight times that of an ordinar 
initiation. If a mother ^ves her son the Mantra she herself worships 
and the son becomes devoted to it, he imdoubtedly acquires the eigh 
forms of Siddhi. O Devi! initiation in the mother’s own Mantra i 
indeed precious; the Sadhaka who receives it from his mother in the firs 
place obtains enjoyment ® in whatsoever form ® he desires, and then un 
doubtcdly becomes possessed of the knowledge of the meaning of thousand 
of crores of Mantras, and finally attains liberation. If a mother gives he: 
own Mantra in a dream, and notvtithstanding the Sadhaka is again initiat 
ed, he is doomed to be bom as a Danava.^^ If through special good fortune: 
mother initiates her son at his request, there is in that case no necessity 
for Mantravicara,® and the Sadhaka acquires Siddhi. In the case also o 
a Mantra received in a dream there is no need for Vicara,® either ii 
respect of the Guru or the Mantra. 

In the RudrayamaJa it is said: " In the case of a Mantra received ii 
a dream there is no necessity for Vicara ^ of Gum and Sisya. If a Mantr: 

^ Sadhvi, female of Sadhu. 

® “ Recitation ” of Mantra (see Introdacii&n to Tanlra Rostra). 

^ The particular Devaia which she worships. 

^ Power inherent in and derived from Sadhana. 

® Ordinarily; for, see post. e See ante. 

^ A wife perfectly devoted to her husband. ® Bhoga. 

® Literally, “ body ” (Sarlra)—he may by Sakama Sadhana obtain sucl" 
forms of enjoyment in this body, or in another body in another birth. By Yoga 
he can enter into other bodies in this birth. Thus, if he desires to become e 
Raja, he may in this or the next birth become one. 

A crore is ten millions. 

Demoniac enemies of tlie Devas. 
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is received in a dream from a woman, it will be purified by a Samskara.” ^ 

No Mantra becomes effective without the taking of Guru,^ therefore the 

life of the Guru should be invoked into a Mantra received in a dream 

and into a Ghata, and the Mantra should then be received by writing it 

on a banian ® leaf with Kunkuma.” ^ This is laid down in the Yogini 

Tantra and other books, 

The Dhyana,® Mantra, Stava,® Kavaca and so forth, for women 

Gurus are different from those for male Gurus, Sadhakas will learn them 

from the Matrkabheda, Gupta-sadhana, and other Tantras. 

We have above quoted but briefly a few short excerpts from all that 

has been said in Sastra concerning Guruvicara ® and the outer charac¬ 

teristics ® of Guru. 

We have not even touched the inner characteristics of Guru, which 

have been specified in the Kularnava, Kamakhya, Rudrayamala, and 

other Tantras. For an exposition of these deep and solemn spiritual 

sayings would require a separate volume; secondly, these statements are 

not for public ears; and thirdly, we doubt whether the Gurus of the 

present day will be able to put their teeth into them,^® Far less do we 

expect that Sisyas will be able to judge and select Gurus with in- 

telhgence. We therefore refrain from undertaking what is both a useless 

and, at the same time, improper task. 

Guru Family and Family Guru 

In the Yogini Tantra it is said: A special honour appertains to the 

Guru family for ten generations by reason of giving Mantra in Pasvacara; 

for twenty-five generations by reason of giving Mantra in Viracara; for 

^ Mantrasamskara—that is, purification of the Mantra, which is done 

afterwards. 

2 That is, acceptance of Guru by Sisya, and of Sisya by Guru. 

® Vata. ^ A red powder made of a root called Sathi, coloured red. 

5 The formula containing a description of the Devata, who is the subject 
of meditation. « Hymn of praise. 

7 Amulet. ® Selection with judgment of a Guru. 

9 That is, his knowledge of Sadhana, Sastra, etc., as compared with 

spiritual intuition. 

That is, understand them even a little. Disciples. 

Gurukula and Kulaguru—that is, the subject of the Guru’s own family 
and of the Guru himself, who is family Guru to others. 

That is, if in searching for a Guru one finds a member of a Guru family 
who comes within ten generations of an ancestor of his who had imtiated an 
or>^^<=tnr of the nrescnt intending Sisva. then the Sisya should accept him as ms 
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fifty generations where the Mantra is one of any of the Mahavidyas,^ and 

and for one hundred generations by reason of teaching Brahmayoga.” 

In the Pichchhila Tantra it is said: “ If a Sisya forsakes the family 

of his ancestral Guru under a sinful delusion, he dwells in terrible Hell * 

as long as the Sun, Moon and Stars endure.” 

In the Brhaddharma Purana it is said: “ For this reason, if a 

descendant of the Guru family, who is even younger in age,® is a learned 

man, he should be accepted without discussion as Guru for initiation 

because he belongs to the Guru family.” Many Tantras have in this way 

ordained that the Sisya cannot forsake the Guru family. But in course of 

time this ordinance has become the cause of the ruin of the Arya Society, 

As a matter of fact, the cause of this ruin is not the ordinance itself, 

but it is the arrogance of the Guru family and the ignorance of Sisyas 
which has brought it about. 

In the Kui^iava Tantra it is said: ** Death overtakes him who for¬ 

sakes Mantra, poverty overtakes him who forsakes Guru, and the Sadhaka 

who forsakes both Mantra and Guru goes to the Raurava Hell.” Nowadays 

there arc many who would make this verse zin authority against forsaking 

the Guru family. But according to Tantrik Acaryas * a Sadhaka will be 

•considered sinful in the sense of this verse only if he forsakes his own Guru 

and Mantra; for one cannot abandon a thing which one has not accepted. 

The saying “One should not forsake the family of his ancestral Guru ” 

means that while there is a person fit to be Guru in the Guru family, one 

should not forsake liim and adopt another Gui-u. Otherwise, the Sisya 

is not prohibited from leaving tlie Guru family. What, then, do the 

words " should not forsake ” mean ? Even the verses quoted above from 

the Yogini Tantra ® are interpreted by some people to mean that succes¬ 

sive generations should be honoured as descendants of Gurus of the 
Sisya’s ancestor, even if they are not actually taken as Gurus.® 

We do not object to this interpretation. It cannot, however, have 

been intended by the Sastra that members of the ancestral family of Guru 

must be taken as Gurus, even if they are not fit to be such. This is clearly 

put in the Brhaddharma Purana, which says that, “ If a descendant of 

the Guru family who is even younger in age is a learned man, he should 

be taken as Guru ” ® ; that is to say, in such a case only the claim of the 

^ The ten great murtis of the Devi. 

2 Naraka. 

^ That is, than some third person not belonging to the Guru family. 

^ Learned men. s 

® That is, thou!?h such mav not he taken as OlirilQ 
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4juru family is indisputable. As to placing oneself in the hands of an 

incompetent person simply out of regard for the Guru family, we leave it 

to the intelligent reader to decide whether upon a consideration of the 

principles which govern the matter of the Guru such a proposition is 

reconcilable with Dharma ;and reason. A learned man, though younger 

in age, is older in knowledge. In the domain of knowledge the Sadhana- 

:sastra is concerned with seniority of knowledge only. Hence a learned 

man, even if he is younger in age, is considered older, and this seniority 

entitles him to be a Guru, gisyas should also remember here that the 

learning which is here spoken of^ is not the sort of learning for which 

degrees or titles 2 are given. On the contrary, the learning I speak of is 

that which utterly destroys all the bondage of Jiva.® Nowadays, most of 

those who represent the ideal type of a learned man in worldly society 

are considered devoid of all sense, and perfectly ignorant in the society of 

Sadhakas. Hence, when one speaks of a learned man in the Guru 

family we must be understood to be speaking of one who possesses the 

learning which makes a man a Guru, and not the learning which consists 

in knowledge of the ordinances of the Smrti, or the subtleties of the Nyaya 

philosophy. Notwithstanding that a man is considered to be learned 

according to the notions of society, the Sisya should ascertain whether he 

is learned in the science of Sadhana. To the misfortune of Indian Society 

accomplished Sadhakas and Mahapurusas ^ have disappeared from Guru 

families, and with them also the divine energy ^ acquired by their 

Sadhana. The ruins of those Gum families now generally consist of a 

few Gurus, who exist like wicks which smell foul after the laiiips have 

-been extinguished. Society ,; is on the verge of being destroyed by their 

'Oppressions and persecutions. They think that the profession of a Guru 

is a second Kulinism.® 

Considering how their indulgence in acts repugnant to Dharma is 

idaily increasing, and how much of the poisonous fruits of their Karma 

have become ripe, it seems that the day is not far off when these Gurus 

will be paid ofF.^ Although such paying off is inevitable, according to 

:natural laws, yet we shall raise here one or two points dealt with in the 

Sastra. For these Gurus have decided that they have got a charter over 

^ That is, the learning of the Guru, on which^ account he is selected to 

[give initiation. “ UpMhi, 

3 Literally, destroys all Upadhis of Jivahood, meaning the philosophical 
Upadhis of name and form. There is here a play on the word Upadhi. 

^ Great men. ^ Tejas. 

® As the Kulins think that by virtue of their birth they have a right to a 
^imerinr no^ition in societv. so do Guru families. 
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hon^-seeking bee flies from flower to flower, so a knowledge-seeking; 

fie Ve Go h Guru after Guru (5). Many 
are the Gur,^ who extract money out of &syas, but O Devi! rare 

heart. 7n Gurus who allay the burning of the Sisyas’ 
hearts (6) Obasance to that Guru who has, with the coflyrium-stiL * 

^ndM 1 of ignorance, 
nf r ) ^ knowing how great is the responsibflity 
and th^ ’ ® Sadhaka will recognize the wise to be Gurus only 

the <S ’ A 1 will surely be attained by means of 
elf-eoT n ^ Sood Guru is he who is calm Ld 

xlttva^MS?’ Se " worshipping with the five- 
SidH?-. t • a good Guru who has the reputation of being 

!nd ^ necessities require! 

tv^no speaks of things previously unheard of and suited to the mind of 

both^T^*^T J ^ charming way, and who can equally explain 

to b^efit the gisya by giving him knowledge, and who is capable of 
pumshing as well as rewarding (ii). A good Guru is he whose aim is: 

ways e ghest good® who ever converses upon spiritual truths and 
who has a single-minded devotion to the iotus-feetof L own Gui ’(") 

LabT’rnr,, ! f ■“ relinquishing, an i„- 

(“o “hi ”■ ” h “•» account 

l£ £\i r-'" 
ridiculed by^’ic pco^e' K 
reventn. in body, inind, and speech »„a,d, his Sut at^fd 

no, app„vc of a thing for a &,ya on. of desire for 4 ng'^nlT 

^ Anjana, which is used to clear the vision. 

originS" SaLkritf whiS^s “SShalSi-^t author’s translation of the- 
mean that Kevala or Kaivalya-iiberldS,^^^^^ ievalain niscitam ” which may 
Sisya’s devotion. The author ann^a f aitatncd hy means of the 
mean “ only ”, “ appear., to have taken the word Kevala to- 

^ Pancatattva (see Introduction to Tanira Sdstra) 

e ’ Paramartha. 

taken as Guru but tiiaUn should forsake a man actually 
Guru famiJ^-. ' ^ relinquish selection from the 

^ Kalavicara—that is, whether the time is snlt^Kl^ Oh . n- 
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and wastes the Sisya’s money in improper ways, then that most depraved 
man who wishes harm to his Sisya out of greed should be forsaken {15). 

Sadhakas will now ask themselves if the Guru family is to be 
considered above all discussion? All the authorities quoted above 
say that such and such a Guru should be relinquished. By the use 
here of the word Guru is meant not a person who has been accepted 
as Guru, but reference is made to that Guruhood ^ which is nothing 
but the family Guruhood occasioned by birth in the faimly of 
ancestral Guru. If such a Guru is fully quahfied according to Sastra, 
the Sisya should take him as Guru instead of seeking the protectton of 
another Guru; otherwise he should be forsaken. This is the meamng 
of Sastra. A Judge and Administrator ^ with the necessary qualifications, 
though he is not the King himself, is yet his representative, and by virtue 
of the King’s power his commands are inviolable, and he himself is 
worshipped by all. This is the civil law ® of the State. By the authority 
of this law he is the ruler of the kingdom, and the kingdom desires to be 
ruled by him. It is because he performs the duties imposed on him by 
the King that his commands are accepted without question, and people 
pay with confidence revenue into his hands. But if through arrogance or 
selfishness he, trampHng on all poHtical principles, m^appropnatp 
that revenue and oppresses the innocent, then that kingdom is m 
danger of destruction through his oppressions. The community of Sisyas 
is in Uke peril through the oppressions committed by Gi^s. In the 
administration of the State the Judge is concerned with political matters 
only, and if he interferes in any way with the principles of Dharma,* the 
whole kingdom is in an uproar, and gives unending fuel ® to the flaming 
fire of rebellion. Similarly, Guru is only the Judge of principles of 
Dharma; but if he interferes in any way and in any matter concern¬ 
ing purely temporal matters, there is every likelihood that the fire of 
rebellion may break out among Sisyas. And this is what has actually 
happened. There is, however, this good news to tell—narriely, that 
the One Supreme Queen ® of the three worlds has entrusted the people with 
the selection of the Judge. If, then, the people select a robber as their 
Judge, the Queen cannot be blamed therefor. While in such case the 
oppressiveness of the robber will, on the one hand, deprive the people of 
the spiritual wealth which is their greatest possession both here and here¬ 
after, the revenue, on the other hand which they pay will not reach the 

1 Gurutva. ^ "Vicaraka. ® Rajaniti. 

^ Introduction to Tantra Sastra. Here religious and ethical ndes of uni¬ 

versal validity requiring universal allegiance as opposed to particular State laws. 

® Ahuti. Literally, offering. 
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World! where are you, O Mother! at this time! Rather the Mother is every¬ 
where, but tvhere are we ourselves? Had not the Mother been everywhere,, 
had not Her eyes been wide open to see everything, and had not She with 
indomitable force spread the pow'er ofHerconunandsin every place, would 
the families of Siddha and Sadhaka Gurus,* the crest-gems of Aryavarta,® 
which is the crown jewel of Bharatavarsa,* have become thus extinct 
to-day ? Would the race of Sadhakas devoted to Her who fulfil all Arthas 

(purposes and desires) have thus been exterminated for want of Sadhana 
and for the sake of Artha (money)? Would descendants of Brahmanas 
who had performed austere Tapas,* have thus turned Candalas in habit? 
A blind man feels no discomfort in the dark, but he who can see is greatly 
frightened if the light in his room be extinguished. Malpractices * do no 
harm to non-Ar>"as, but if families of Sadhakas forsake Sadhana they are 

naturally ruined. So it is, O Guru-Family! that doves nowadays roam 
over your homestead even at noon,® and Dharma ’ looks at it with eyes- 
wide open. But so intoxicated are you with the wine of delusion that 
your closed eyes can no more be opened by any means. Such as you are, 
you yet teach your Sisya a Mantra of obeisance which runs “ obeisance 
to the Guru who has, by means of the collyrium-stick of knowledge, 
opened the eye of him who was blinded by the darkness of ignorance.” 
O Mother! dwelHiig in great cremation grounds,® direct the band of 

Ehairavas® to clear away the heavy mass of ashes which are, as it were, 
this sm. Command them to fan into flame the fire of the funeral pyre of 
Sat, Cit, and Ananda,*® and to thus dispel the darkness of deep and crass 
Ignorance in Bharatavarsa.** Let tlie children who have lost the Mother 
rediscover the Father with the help of this light even in the deep darkness, 
of the present new-moon night. Let them run to Thee, O Mother! and 
find eternal rest at those lotus-feet which are fair as ten million autumn 
moons. 

* That is, the Gurus who have attained and those who are seeking and on 
the way to attainment, 

^ The land of the Aryas. 3 India 

^ Devotion, austerities, etc. (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 
® Anacara. 

^ Roaming of doves is a mark of ruin and desolation. 

the personified) cannot bcar 
as Io4ing on with. 

® Smasanas, where She in Her dread forms dwells. 

® Attendants of Mahadeva and Mahadevn. 

*“ The state of existence, consciousness, and bliss, which is the RraTimtan 
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The Guru Profession’^ 

In India there has been, along with political revolutions, a revolution 

in language; and people now speak of Gurugiri, or profession of Guru- 

hood.2 Of all the means of earning money this profession of Guruhood is 

nowadays one of the best. In it the Paramartha (the highest spiritual 

end) has joined with Artha (money), and from their union has been born 

an Anartha (evil). As a matter of fact, however, there has not been a 

union in the true sense between Paramartha and Artha, and hence it is 

that this Anartha has come about; for a union between Paramartha 

and Artha would have the effect rather of destroying than of creating 

Anarthas (evils). 

However that may be, the community of Gurus who follow this- 

profession is divided into two classes—namely, Prabhu (lord) ® and Vibhu 

(Qjjmiprescnt) There is, moreover, another class which has taken the 

field recently—namely, the Svayambhu (self-existent). There is no needi 

to explain what the first two classes are, or of whom they are composed.. 

The name Prabhu has come into use through the grace of Prabhus.. 

Nowadays, if anyone appears to be at all out of the common, people at 

once say: “He is a Prabhu”. As for the class of Vibhus, they are 

going to be Vibhu (ethereahzed) themselves through their constant 

efforts to show the Vibhu (the Omnipresent). Whether they be good or 

bad, the first two classes originally ® based themselves on the Sastra, 

The third class which has succeeded them takes no heed, however, of any 

iSastra. “These sober men are learned men in their own estimation.”' 

“ In their own estimation they are men of calm mind ® and learning. 

They pretend to teach “ Yoga ”. It is by long search in Puranas, histor¬ 

ical 'works, and so forth, that one comes across the name of a Yogi her& 

and a Yogi there. These had by centuries of Tapasya ’ at first acquired 

the title of “ Muni ” or “ ?lsi,” and then after another hundred or 

thousand years received initiation in Yoga from a Devata, or some great 

Yogi like a Devata. But nowadays we have regular fairs of Yogis on the 

river-side and in the field,® and we often hear it said: “ Such and such a Babu- 

’ Gurugiri. 

2 Though Guruhood can never properly be a profession. 

* Vaisnava Gurus. 

* Referring to the Brahmos, who do not worship images or Brahman with, 

form, but only the formless omnipresent. 

5 Whatever be the subsequent developments leading away from Sastra. 

« Dhira—the first fruit of Yoga, and a quality highly prized. 

’’ Devotion, austerity, study, meditation, etc. 

® Hatemathe. “ In the fair and in the field ” is a colloquial expression— 
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We know that even in that case there is no cause for fear, for in that 

nether world ^ also Mother Bhadrakali is Herself the Saviour. We, 

however, are afraid, because we do not know how long it will be before 

we shall again see the face of Ramachandra. We, however, know this also 

that if the Mother has determined to destroy Mahiravana, then there is 

nothing which cannot happen in the kingdom of Mahamkya, who makes 
the impossible possible.® Still we say, O Society! do not forget to be on 

your guard; do not bring death on yourself by giving shelter to the 

Dharmaraksasa 3 in your house; do not, at this time when Dharmais 
• being assailed, yourself attempt to weaken it. 

Necessity ha.s compelled us to say even a few words more than w'hat 

is strictly warranted on the subject of Gurutattva. In conclusion, we say 

to the Prabhus and Vibhus,^ who follow the Guru profession, basing them¬ 

selves on Sastra, that they, too, arc slowly approaching the condition of 

the Svayambhus, who compose the third class of Gurus. We are servants 

of the Sastra, and he w'ho destroys its authority is to us an eyesore, 

however accomplished ■* he may be. To us nothing is of greater authority 

than the words of Bhagavan, who has Himself said, « He who performs 

religious acts according to his own will, and in violation of the rules laid 
down in the Sastra, will not merely fail to attain Siddhi, but will go 

to hell. Professional Gurus, although the root of your profession is 

the Sastra, its fruit, twig, leaf, flower, and all else are opposed to 
the Sastra. 

Whenever you see a Sisya, place, time, and person have no effect 

upon you; but taking him to be your prey, you pounce on his shoulder 

according to the rule “ should be eaten the moment when received.” 

What Sastra authorizes you to do this? Even a deadly poisonous snake 
when it has bitten someone remains senseless and feverish for a whole 

week. It is generally at such a time that snakes are, through their want 

<of power of movement, killed. Similarly, energy passes from the body of 

the Guru to that of Sisya at the time of initiation, even if the former has 

previously greatly performed Tapas.® In order to recoup himself the loss 

of this energy,^ the Guru has to perform for a great length of time Tapas,® 

^ Patala. 

perhaps, ^ese Mahiravanas have been only permitted to appear 

and the smful path that they may be eventually destroyed; for all is 
possioie to Mahamaya* 

» Raksasa, or demon, in the garb of Dharma religion. 

See anU. s giddha. 

tn woretiip, and similar preparations undertaken with the view 
to kindle the fire of the Guru in the latter’s body, and later to recouo the 

•energy transmitted to the disciole. P 
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*as also Purascarana in the form of Japa of the Mantra, which he has 

^ven in initiation. Thus only he can regain his normal state.^ But 

you, the incarnations of abnormahty,® are in the habit of granting 

initiation at the rate of ten or twenty a day, as animals are offered for 

:sacrifice on the great Navami^ day. Race of Prabhus, the saviours of the 

helpless, can you say what will be your fate? In you are combined a 

venomous power to bite, and boa-Hke capacity of eating. You are 

.shaking with the fever of delusion and stuffed with food up to the throat. 

O Prabhu! behold and see that the Prabhu (Lord) who punished the 

Kaliya Snake ^ has to-day come to test your power and authority. 

Even now, while there is yet time, touch the beauteous feet of the 

Xiord of Laksmi and say: “ Lord of the helpless, friend of the poor, 

I have reaped the consequence of disobedience to Thy commands, 

•destroy the sins of this sinner, who has sought protection at Thy feet, 

.and punish him with the rod of Thy grace. Let me be blessed with the 

touch of Thy beauteous feet.” And on your behalf we, too, say: “ Bhaga- 

van, the chief purpose of Thy play ® is to lighten the earth of the weight 

of unrighteousness, which oppresses it in India. To-day the weight Gurus 

has become a heavy burden. All merciful Deva, who but Thee can remove 

it? The race of Aryas is sorely oppressed with initiation; the waters of 

the Jumna are terribly poisoned by his deadly snake, which is the race 

of Gurus. O Lord, colour for once the gem on the head of this snake 

with the colour of Thy spotless lotus-feet, which are like the red lotuses.^ 

With a thrust of Thy feet free the earth of the poison fang which is self- 

-seeking and drive this snake from Jambudvipa ® to Ramanakadvipa,® 

1 ^'Recitation” of the Mantra according to the Sastrik injunctions. This, 

when done under certain prescribed conditions, is the rite known as 

Purascarana. 

aPrakrti. 3 vikrti. 

4 q’tig Durga puja begins on the seventh lunar day of the bright fortnight, 

and lasts till the ninth or Navami day, on which a large number of animals 

are sacrificed. 

® Krsna, who killed Kaliya. This was a demon m the form of a snake 

which lived' in a lake. Its presence made the lake so poisonous that fish could 

not live therein, cows could not dnnk its water, and birds flying over it fell 

dead. Krs^ jumped into the lake and subdued the serpent, and compelled it 

to return to the sea. 

« Lila. 

7 That is, the Devata is invoked to stand on the snake when the red 

painted soles of the Deva will be reficcted in the gem on the head of the snake. 

8 India. 

8 One’ of the seven islands. The author takes advantage of the etymologi¬ 

cal meaning of Ramanaka, or that which gives pleasure, to make reference 
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the seat of your everlasting Rasa festivities. Let men and women, boys 

and girls, bathe v-ith faithful hearts in the waters of initiation and cool 

their minds and hearts. Himavan,^ Nisadha, Vindhya, Sumeru, Malaya- 

van, and many other mountains,* are situated in Jambudvipa,* but, O 

Lord, no mountain is so unbearable '* as this Gum profession.® We have 

heard that you held Mount (Giri) Govardhana. This makes us hope that 

some day Thou wilt surely hold this profession (Giri) either by Thy foot 

or by Thy hand, for by the ill-fortune of India this profession (Giri) also 

has become Govarddhana, thus fostering the ignorant.® Thou didst 

uphold Mount Govarddhana in order to shatter the pride of the King 

of Dcvas." Once again, O Lord! Thou wilt have to hold it in order to 
shatter the pride of the King of the Kah Yuga. It was Thou who as 

Mount Govarddiiana didst receive the wonhip of the herdsmen, and 

Thou Thyself must receive worsliip as Guru Govarddhana (increier of 

the race of Guru).® The punishment of Kaliya » and the upholding of 
Mount Govarddhana were both Thy play.® Now, O Thou who art full 

of play,® the field has been prepared for both these plays.® It remains 

only that Thou Thyself should incarnate. And to Thee, Daughter of 
the King of Mountains,we say, O Mother! Thou hast said that a Guru 

who gives Mantra is also Thy father’s Guru, and so stands to Tliee as Thy 

grandfather. If for fear of destroying the Guru’s glory of the mountain- 

family of Thy father, Thou showest indulgence to this Guru profession, 

tlien we shall be obliged to stand before our Father, the Lord of Bhai- 

ravas, and the Daksayajna ^ is the outstanding proof of the little 

^ Himalaya. 2 Giri. 

^ See ante, 

i K^na upheld Govarddhana when Indra deluged the surrounding country 

with continuous rain^ and thus gave shelter to people and the cattle. 

Gurugiri j a play on the word Girij which5 as an independent word 

means mountain^ and as sitHix in JBengali means profession* 

/tr Govarddhana, which means that which increases 

(Vardhana) cov^ (Go). The ignorant are spoken of as a race of cows, the 

number of which is incre^ed by these so-called but ineompetent Gurus. 

^ Indra (see ante), 

® K^na must uphold the race of Gurus as he upheld the mountain He 

must raise the race from their depressed condition. Then the race of Gurus 

of worship, as was Mount Govarddhana after Krsna had raised 

It. The Gurus are compared to Govarddhana. 

® Lila, 

1® The Devi Parvati, daughter of Him^aya, the Mountain King. 

The;; sacrifice of Daksa, Siva’s father -in-law wViif'li 
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forgiveness he accords to the family of his father-in-law.i And then the 

remedy will surely be attained. But in that case, O MoAerl a blemish 

and rebuke will for ever attach to Thy father’s family. Hence we pray 

you as a good daughter to find out a remedy for aU this while there is yet 

time. Do you yourselves settle in private a question which concerns yovt 

pnva^ Q family 1 do not attempt to become a Guru in order to save 

Sisyas, but prepare yourselves to become a Sisya for your own^saving* 

Then by the grace of Guru the world wiU become your Sisya. Had you 
yourself learnt how to worship a Guru, to-day you would not have had 

to sulfer indignities, moving from door to door amonpt Sisyas. If a 
patricide’s son is educated after the notions of his father, he is sure to 

turn out a patricide himself. Similarly, by receiving inflation from a 

Guru like yourself, who is estranged from his Guru, your Sisya has to-day 

become ready to ruin you. It is useless to mourn over this, for you are 

reaping the consequence of your own action. Had you yourseh been 

Sid^a,^ or, at least, a Sadhaka,^ your gisya might some day have become 

a Sadhaka. Had you been a servant of your Guru’s house, esteeming 

it to be Bmdavana or KaiiMtself, innumerable men and women would, 

to-day have left Kasi and Bmdavana that they might prostrate themselves 

in the dust at your door. But instead of that you are to-day a Guru only 

in name. Like a servant, you appear at the door of your miscreant 

&sva to receive your annual due from him, only to be dnven away hke 

a dog* or you heartily approve of his evil practices in the hope of eating 

the remnants of his food. Know that it is the powerful influence of the 

Kali Yuga which prevents a thunderbolt from falling on your head. 

Even here the sorrowful tale does not end. In luxurious feasts, where 

wine and women of the town hold sway, the Guru is to-day engaged in 

cooking, for in the opinion of the Sisya the Guru is an hereditary slave 

bought for nothing. Dharmaraja,® Yamadeva! has hell become so full 

that it cannot afford room to these men, whose proper place is there. 
Save O Bhagavan! This current of abominable sin will bring on a great 

untimely dissolution® and destroy the world.’ Gurus! forgive us. We 

lA playful threat against the Devi. The author 
remedy t£s wil of the Gurus. If She be unwilling to do so^for fe^ o^«troy- 

iner tlm Guru glory of her father’s family, well, the author wiU go to Her 
hiEband Siva, who, as the Daksayajna showed, will not scruple to deal with 

this evil. 

^ Perfected* 
8 That is, one seeking such perfection and power of accomplishment. 

* That is the town of Bmdavan, sacred to Krishna and the ^oly city of 
i nai IS, luc LUWXI ^ , _v-nmc* fhe> Ornd of Death, 
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Jail not draw this picture of hell anymore. O Mother, Jagadamba I » 

Thoii art the Mother of the World. Be Thy sons good or bad, all this 

O Mother! is Thy play. We know that Thou canst never foreake us! 

^nce with tears m our eyes we say, O Mother ! w'hat play is this of 

Thine to throw Thy babes in arms in the dust? O Devi! beauteous with 

the dark hue of clouds laden with water! O merciful Mother! with a 

copious shower of mercy from that three-eyed spring,® the Devi Herself 

which removes the threefold sorrows » of the three worlds, ivash away for 

once Ihe mud of infamy which soils the Guru family in India- and 

showing Thy real self to Thine erring children, lift them to Thy bosom 

with Thy lotus-hands, which bestow blessing and dispel fear.^ Paint, 

then, their soiled and vice-trinted eyes with the coUyrium * of Thy love* 

O Thou, who grantest aU desires! O Mother! who art the highest object 

J all desires,® Thou art all to Siva and the most precious to His heart 

If to-day Jiva Thy son is able to hold those Beauteous Feet, the treasure 

which even Siva by His Sadhana seeks to gain, then, O Queen of queens 

of the Universe/ of what can he be in w^ant? What poverty is it which 

can then oppress him and drive him to take (humble) stand at the door 

J his Sisya? O Mother! stand forth as Mother taking up Thy son in 

Thy arms. Let all the world touch Thy son’s« feet after it has first 

rested at Thy feet. Make the world of Sisyas know that in order to 

■undeistand what a Gum » is, one must Imow Thee first, and that Gum, 

who is only Thyself in a loving form, is weightier i® than thee. And let 

them hear the most secret and profound converse between Thee the 

Mother and Thy son, that loving and endearing welcome, which is 

Mantra. To hear and understand this is to destroy the disciplesliip of 

the Sisya, the Giimhood of the Gum, the Mantra-nature of Mantra 

and the strife and struggle to attain to Thee. With such destmetion all 

-disappears in that unity which is the great truth that ‘ when all is gone 

^ The Dein as mother of the world. 

^ Her three eyes are compared to a spring of water. 

troubles; adibhautik, produced by 

$riS ^ etc.; adhidaivik, or danger from Devas and 

® The Devi’s hands are represented making the gestures fmudral of ffrant- 

mg boons (varamudra) and dispelling fear (abliaya mudra) . ^ 

^ Anjana, used to clear the vision. 

® Paramartha svarupinT. 
^ RajarajesvarL 

the GuT!!" ^«P«ct 
me urum. » gurutattva. 

Gumtara; play on the word Guru, which as a noun means “ sTi;r:t..oi 
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Thyself alone remains.’ Let us sink in the unity which is Gurutattva, 

Mantratattva, and Thy Tattva. If, however, it causes Thee great pain 

to destroy these three Tattvas which are so dear to Thee, then be Thou 

at least gracious to make us understand that ^ which the destroyer of 

Kama 2 htis himself described as follows in the Kamakhya Tantra: ‘ The 

Dean’s favour must be secured first, and then the favour of Sriguru. After 

this, there is generated single-minded devotion to the lotus-feet of the 

Supreme Devata, through the influence of the great Mantra, which issues 

from the Guru’s mouth. That single-minded devotion makes the Sadhana 

pure; out of that pure Sadhana arises pure knowledge; and that pure 

knowledge leads to the attainment of the highest liberation of Jiva. 

This is the truth. This is the command of Sastra.’ ” 

The Characteristics 1 of Disciples 

Nowadays, as there is no one to criticize the editor of a newspaper, 

whilst the latter criticizes the whole world, so there is none to criticize the 

characteristics of Sisyas whilst they criticize all Gurus.* * Just as no 

•one who stands by the side of the sharpened hundred-tongued quill of 

the editor has the right to say anything about him, so the race of 

Gurus when standing before the Sisyas, so heroic in speech, can 

•say nothing. For to the single tongue of the Guru there are a 

hundred of the Sisyas. At the most the Guru will perhaps try to 

•explain one or two things to the Sisya in a few words in Sanskrit, but 

then the Sisya will most probably drive him away with his ridicule in 

EngUsh. The Sisya will test the Guru on the touchstone of Sastra, 

but the Guru will stare blankly at the gilt on the Sisya, for Jnana® 

is all that the Guru possesses, whilst the Sisya is strong with the weapon 

of Vi-jnana.® Society complains that it is no longer possible to obtain 

a Guru such as the Sastra indicates. From this it would seem that 

there is now no want of Sisyas, who are competent to be such according 

to the Sastra. We are, however, ourselves at a loss to know whether 

it is the Guru or the Sisya who is the more rare to find. Even to-day 

* Literally, the tattva. 
* Siva, who destroyed Kama, the God of Love, with a flash of fire from 

His third eye when the latter sought to disturb Him from His Yoga, that He 
might unite with His spouse Parvati for the creation, of a son (Kartikeya). 

® Sisya. 
* After administering due rebuke to the Gurus for their mcompetency, 

the author proceeds to deal with the failings of the present-day disciples, v 
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it is not impossible to find ten good Gurus out of every hundred. But: 

does one find even a single Sisya out of a thousand who is competent, 

to be a disciple according to the Sastra? Whatever is necessary in any 

fashion, for any purpose or in any place in this universe has been provided 

for even before its creation by the Mother. It is impossible that She 

who has been careful to create the mother’s breast with its milk, which 

provides food for the baby after birth, has not created competent Gurus, 

for religious-minded Sisyas. As a matter of fact, just as competent Gurus- 

are never in want of competent Sisyas, so competent Sisyas are never 

in want of competent Gurus.^ The Sastra has, therefore, said, “ In the- 

matter of Devata, TIrtha,® Dvija,® Mantra, Daivajna,* medicine and. 

Guru, each person achieves results therefirom according to his thought; 

that is to say, one achieves visible results in proportion to one’s faith, 

in them. Nowadays many people have acquired the habit of despising- 

the race of Gurus on the supposition of their being incompetent. But 

how many of these people consider whether they themselves are com¬ 

petent to become Sisyas? Considering the amount of competence which 

you and I possess, it is sheer presumption on our part to deem the entire 

race of Gurus to be incompetent. Boys and young men stirred by the 

recent agitation over the subject of the Sanatana Dharma ® and whose 

meagre equipment consists of a knowledge of such matters as history, 

fiction, novel-writing, and of acting and the like, are busy in the occupa¬ 

tion of selecting Gurus. A section of them have come to the conclusion 

that by “ Guru ” is meant “ a prince of Yogis sitting with closed 

eyes in the lotus posture® on the snowclad summit of the Himalaya, 

or in a solitary mountain cave, or in a thatched hut in the midst of some 

great forest outside the pale of human habitation, and surrounded by 

tame ’ wild animals.” I admit that such a person is a good Guru, but 

of what avail is he to you or me? True that an infinite store of precious- 
gems exists in the womb of the .unfathomable sea, but of what use is- 

it to you or me? What can you or I expect from him who has forgotten, 
the dualistic waves of the ocean, and has sunk to its depths wherein 

is the monistic ti-uth?® True that I am thirsty, and am standing on 

the bank of the river, but the water lies at a great depth below the top 

® It is a common saying that he who is fit for and truly deserves a Guru 

-will surely find one. 

® Place of pilgrimage; here the efficacy which is attributed to it. 

®.A twice-born; here a Brahmana. * Diviner, foreteller. 

® The Hindu religion. 

^ ® Padinasana, a common form of Asana in Yoga. 

’’ Wild animals do not fear or hurt the Yogi. 
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■of the bank. I cannot cross that steep mountain-like forirudable shore 

Id descend into the water, and yet my hfe cannot be saved 

will not deign to turn his eyes even if countless Jivas like myse were o 

Trlk Lirteads on the bank? To him it is nothing whe^ 

is safe or the great dissolution ^ untimely threatens. ^ 

lias not the value of a straw to him. Can you a p ^ 
reckoned as even atoms in hjs. eyes? I can get water frona the man 
*ho has crossed the shore^and descended into the water tat h» not yet 

reached the bottomless stream. For us and the or m P ^ 

•gastra has therefore said, and a householder who knows the impor 

STastas Tcalled a Guru,” and again, “a Guru for rites relating to 

Devas, Pitts, or both, should be a house-holder and fellow-count^mam^ 

To him who has risen above false dualism t e re a on 

^isya is nothing but a flower in the ether.^ 
Many people are wilhng to take initiation only if they can g ^ 

hnuseholdeis Hie YSjfiavalkya or Va4i,tha for 

■not But they do not stop to consider that in or 
Gurus they themselves must be §isyas, like Rja:rsi Janaka,® or 

WnrachanL.* * Doubtless everyone ha, tas “b«om but rf ^ 

ettceed the bounds of possibiHty men call them 

to read ficdou without understanding ° v.Ma 'To 
Durvodhana in the court of Yudhisdura’s • Rajasuya* Yajna. To 

7 heart in the mould of novels and fulfil its unreasonable 
SSs:::d m Tettle^mpetence fiom Siddhi and 

shelter at the feet of Guru, are not one and the same thing. y 

mfn who has gone into the water can do me good as can come out of 

r and either tang water to me who am on land, or can take me wtth 

1 Mahapralaya. . , . „ 
2 Akaiakusuma; the Sanskrit form of the expressions “ castle in the air . 

® Sita’s father; Rama’s father-in-law. 

* Son of Dasaratha, hero of Ramayana, incarnation of Visnu. 

sWhen Yudhisthira did the Rajasuya Yajna, a S 

.assembly laughed, to the discomfiture of Duryodhana. 
^ .1 _of niS 
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him from the land to the water. There may be countless Siddhas ^ who. 
ying submerged in the water, but there is no means by which I may 

denve any benefit from them. But I shall be gratified ^^rtt a M 

ho^holdm Z tisfou™ 3? '“"«hold Airama, 

at afa JdTa Sbrf ®'°“' one's laughter 
his Kaeie?; ®°7- “ .3' * ““ute the extent of 

teachers knowledge and mtelligence, then what is the necessity of 
i.B going to school at all? One must make an offering i^CslZa Je 

“orid o? Gum a°'d T"’*’ ?? ?''* i" 
take Guru The “ ignorant, there is no necessity to- 

gence oi the Cruiu is tantamount to the wish to «<>«■ the.*- u- 

1° their childhood. As notwithstanding thltpare^te 

or I X^e if tie r ''I'™ he lnlda.es yoJ 
, otnerwise, if the Guru who is to impart knowledsre to tlie <5iwa « 

hii^elf ignorant, it is impossible to be initiated by him I can ex We 
only that subject of which I have knowledge But 

But does this «hdet:.IhTane3L^TGlt“Z* 

of Sldhana, and dre Guru 1, nouT&ngXTgrl^^:?:; ff 
a pas. master »in Siddhi and Sadhana. Whft I liT^“ r 

XrpX“id™ Xrou 

xri TfX gX'iSe“ ‘r ^ 
.r „ knmrX it ^o'htt^ ^ 

There is^ moreover^ another rvf i, , 

the glamour of love^maddening plays or bv soee^^ charmed by 
—_ . ^ ^ speech or wntmg, and are 

^ Perfect men who have attained Siddhi, 

' Aiijana, which clears the vision. 
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anxious to become Dhmvas i or Prahladas ^ ten times every hour. Yoga, 

Yaina, Tapasya,^ and such other things, again are eyesores to^them. 

They think in their minds; “ I will melt Hari by weeping tears of play, 

whether my mind and heart possess even a smack of devotion or not. 

I will be in the world an ideal devotee, for I have heard that a devotee 

does not require to perform Japa,® Tapas,® worship, adoration or anytl^g 

of the kind.” All talk of knowledge is, as it were, forbidden by ttieir 

Dharma. For the fruit of knowledge is liberation, and as Vaisnava 

books say, “Devotion’ is superior to knowledge,® and liberation is 

its handmaid,” they are devotees, and do not want liberation. It 

is as if liberation were prostrating itself in the dust wth tears in 

its eyes before them, praying that it be accepted, and with annoyance 

they say: “Be off! We don’t want you!” Nowadays such men are 

found in abundance in quarters where live unbelievers in disguise, 

who carry the banner of Hinduism, but are actuaUy devoid ot aU 

Dharma.ii Whatever be the acts of unrighteousness they may commit^ 

they are found not guilty, and acquitted on their performing Sanlurtana 

to the accompaniment of a Khola in the evening at the close 

of every week. In their opinion any Mantra or form of worship 

other than this “ cry of Hari in a tumult ” « belongs to the province of 

the lowest grade of worshippers. However that may be, throug e 
indifference and shortsightedness of preachers of reUgion (Dharma), and 

the strong forbearance of the Arya Society, which nothing can ^ove, 

this community is daily receiving such indulgence that Ae creation o 

Non-Arya Society—in fact but dubbed with the name of Arya Society— 

is undoubtedly inevitable. The band of these pseudo-Prahladas think 

1 Raja Uttanapada’s son, a great devotee for whom Visnu made the 

Dhruvaloka. The Pole star is called Dhruva. 

2 Son of Hiranyakasipu, and a great devotee of Visnu. 

» Yoga, sacrifice, austerity, etc. 

4 That is, by feigning weeping. 

® Recitation of Mantras Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 

^Se^ante. ’ Bhakti. 'Jfiana. «Mukti. - 

10 Nastika. That is, who really do not belong to it. 

12 Dancing and singing the name of Hari (Visnu), as Vaisnavas do. 

1® An elongated, drum-shaped, musical instrument used in Sahkirtana. 

The reference is to Brahmos, who hold weekly prayer-meetings after the 

manner of the Christians. 

14 Gole' Haribol—slang for doing a thing perfunctorily—e.g.; where a large 

number of people cry Hari together, one of them may himself cry without care 

or heart for what he does and without notice. 
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Amarka,» and cite the case of 
rahiada to show that there is no necessity to take a Guru. They 

however, do not stop even once to consider that if everyone can be a 

Pr^ada by becoming a devotee in this fashion, why then has there been 

only one Prahlada during all these ages? In the infinite world of moving 

^d unmovmg things infinite numbers of devotees to Bhagavan have been 

om. But why has there not been born another like Prahlada? Why 

before any other devotee in the form of half-man 
half-hon.s Is devotion to Bhagavan (it is said) so partial towards one 

party that it cannot reveal its own power ® to any person other than 

Prahlada? If the respect that is paid to Prahlada is due to this sort 

of devotion, then it is difficult to count the number of Prahladas which 
exist in tins Samsara.* Herein a little knowledge of the truth as told in 

ffie Sastra is necessary Unable to bear any longer the oppressions of 

r^yakasipu, Brahma and other Devas sought the protection of the 

^rd of Vaikuntha. Bhagavan said to them: “ Wait a little time more, 

•bo long as he does not become the enemy of his own self (Atma), the 

be and I, too. shall not be able to destroy 
him. The Devas were astonished, and asked: “Lord, a Jiva never 

becomes an enemy of his own self. How then can this be possible ?» 

Bhagavan replied: “You need not be afraid; it is the self indeed which 
IS bom as a son,® and I myself shall take birth as his son.” The Devas 

understood the plane of the crest gem of the cunning® and were assured 

In order to accomplish the purpose of the Devas, Bhagavan incarnated 
am^lf as Prahlada as a son of the King of DaityasMn the womb of 

Kayad^. Now, is it not beyond the possibihty of even a dream that 

at which happened to Prahlada, the incarnation of Bhagavan Himself 
m the form of a devotee, should happen to you, me, or anybody else? 

Because He showed a divinely brilliant example of an unflinching devo¬ 
tion to Himself by His incarnation as a devotee in order to create a 

feeling of enmity m Hiranyakaiipu, is it possible that you and I should 

Jow the same? Hari, Hari, Haril® Kthis could happen, why should He 
jlimseli have incarnated as Prahlada? 

And did He, on being incarnated as Prahlada, show His devotion 
without first taking a Guru? Those who are ignorant of the Sastra may 

» 

fo+i ^ Nrsimha avatara to destroy Prahlada’s unbelievirnr 
er for htis persecution of the latter on account of his devotion to Vi^nu. ^ 

® Vibhuti. 4 That is to say, there are innumerable Prahladas in it- 
The father is bom as the son. 

^ Chakrl. ^ Hiranyakasipu, 
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easily come to the conclusion that Prahlada had no Guru. But learned 

men and Sadhus conversant with Sastra know that when Hiranyakasipu 

was away from home and in war the King of Devas ^ stole away 

Kayadhu ^ from the unguarded Daitya City with the object of destro>ang 

ter and the child in her womb. On the way Narada, the Dmne Ksi, 
Questioned him. saying: « King of Devas! why this wickedness m taking 

away a woman with child?” Indra replied with confidence: O thou 

whose wealth is Tapas,^ the kingdom of Devas is on the point of being 
utterly destroyed by HiranyakaSipu’s oppression. If after t^s ^e father 

and the son unite to commit oppressions, the three worlds will destroyed. 

Trom fear of this I have determined to kill the Daitya s Queen along 

with the child in her womb, for I do not see any other means of averting 

the danger.” The Divine Rsi laughed and said: “ King of Devas, stay 

your hand. This child has been conceived, and will be born tort e 

very purpose of bringing to an end the oppressions of Daityas. \on have 

no need to destroy the child in the womb, for this child is destoed to 

reinstate the tutelary goddess of good fortune^ of Ae race of Suras. 

Trusting the Rsi’s words, the King of Devas released the Daitya Queen, 
and went away to his own place. Kayadhu then fell at the Rsi s feet, 

weeping, and said-: “ Lord, seeing me helpless, the King of Devas stole 

me away, and now through your grace I am safe from him; but how can 
I now go to the Daitya City? Even if a chaste woman of respectable 

family thus falls into the hands of an enemy, no one believes that she 

xemJns inviolate. Moreover, if the King of Daityas comes to know of 

that which has happened, he will most surely abandon ° 
what use is life to me if it be made unbearable through public calumny, 

abandonment of my husband, and the burden of pregnancy ? But how 

on the other hand, can I surrender a body which bears a chdd? Father, 

save me from this terrible dilemma.” Seeing the Daitya Queen to be 
in such great danger, the Divine Rsi said; “ Mother! fear not that your 

virtue may be impugned; for that I am your witness. For the present do 
you stay in my hermitage until Hiranyakasipu, your husband, returm. 

Then you will go with him to the Daitya City. Approving o e 

Divine Rsi’s assuring words, Kayadhu stayed in Narada’s he^tage, 

during which time He explained to her, at her request, the oga o 

devotion® to Bhagavan. Bhagavan, incarnated ^ a devotee, took 

Narada, the Guru of Devas, as His Guru, and Himself practised the Yoga 

of devotion® to Himself while still living in the womb The effect of 
that devotion® was the assumption by Bhagavan of a half-man, half-ion 

1 Indra ^ Hiranyakasipu’s wife, 

3 dtndv, self-restraint, etc. (see Introduction to Tantra 
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form.i Now, seeing that Bhagavan Himself, the treasure which alT 

devotees wor^p, made His own devotee 2 His Guru, whilst learning 

Prihl-T 1° ignorance to say to-day that 
Prahlada had no Guru Bhagavan is almighty. It is not possible that 

w o uist through a crystal column and assume a wonderful 
If-man, half-hon form, full of brilliance, could not preach the Yoga 

ot devotion to Himself without instruction from a Guru. But still in 

order to uph^d the honour of Sastra, the Guru of the three worlds became 

a disciple Himself, and making His own disciple His Guru whilst He 

hved in the womb. He issued from it as a Siddha.® Now, Sadhakas should 

understand that even He, devotion to Whom, even when simulated,® makes- 

us proud, carried out an intricate scheme by making the King of Devas inta 

an instrument for upholding the glory of Guruhood, and yet to-day we ima¬ 

gine Prahlada an ordinary son of a Daitya, and proceed to quote him as a 

precedent on the supposed ground that he had no Guru.’ MarveUous is our 

audacity! Marvellous also are our inteUigence and education, and marvel¬ 

lous, too, mil be our inevitable downfall! Hence we say, do not imagine 
yourselv^ to be new Prahladas, mistaking a play of Daityahood to be one 

of Devahood, and a play of Brahmahood to be one ofjivahood.® Do- 

not thus be foolish according to the wish of I^vara.® Dwarfs that you 

are, do not stretch out your hands to catch the moon; mere flies that 

you are, do not jump into a pit of flaming fire, where you wiU be reduced 
to ashes. 

There is also another class of pemons who think that a man can never 

be a man s Guru; that a man’s Gum is Isvara, and that to obey Him 

meai^ to follow the teachings which He from time to time gives through 

the dictates of our intelligence and our heart. These people consider 

^ Nrsimha, in which He appeared to kill Hiranyakasipu. 

2Narada. ® Nrsimha. * Sisya. 
® One who is perfect. 

« Men pretend to be devoted to Him, and take pride in showing themselves 

dL^ion." ' their 

Riif there is no mention of His having a Guru 
S for" th^ I 1^’ ^ mother’s womKiiely 
^aiada—for the latter gave the mother instructions, which the child heai^d 
®omb.° son, leam. ,h. « 

the ™®^derst^d. This was an exceptional case, due to 
Brahman. " ^ Caitya, but Deva; and not a mere Jiva, but 

® All which is done, whether by way of wisdom or folly, is done at Hvara’s 
command. Perhaps the meaning also is that in so far as ^Isvara S the cmaSr 
His desire as such is that men should not follow 
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Nature (Prakrti) to be the Supreme Guru. Mountains, woods, groves^ 

clouds, lightning, rivers, seas, and lakes are all Gurus according to them* 

But we hold that a conscious human society cannot be built with the 

aid of such unconscious things. Unaided Nature ^ can be the Guru oF 

trees, creepers, birds, and beasts, but never of men. Immediately a cow 

brings forth a calf, the latter rises up and seeks its mother’s udder accord¬ 

ing to the law of Prakrti (Nature) 5 but on the birth of a human child 

the loving mother must forget the pains of labour, and with her own. 

hand hold her breast up to its mouth, otherwise its desire to drink its> 

mother’s milk is not gratified, A calf one month old will, if thrown into^ 

water, easily swim across it according to Prakrti’s teaching. But throw 

a boy of ten or even twenty years of age into water, and (unless he has; 

learnt swimming from another man) he will founder and die. Sadhakas 

should know that it is the same people who through their rejection of a 

human Guru, and dependence on Nature ^ as their guide,^ have been* 

reduced to such miserable plight in the waters of a mere tank, who are: 

prepared to cross the ocean of existence ten times every half an hour in. 

the name of Prakrti-Guru, and who also call on others to accompany 

them. If your desire to emulate birds and beasts were one which was* 

capable of fulfilment, then, O Sisya of Prakrti!® your body also would 

have been similarly built. In fact, you do not understand Prakrti, whose 

Sisya you boast yourself to be. This is greatly to be regretted. What 

Jiva is there in this universe who is not a Sisya of Prakrti? From the; 

appearance of a Jiva to his reabsorption in Parabrahman every faculty 

or act of body, speech, and mind is regulated according to the law of 

Prakrti. It is ndthcr the mark of intelligence to say, nor is it the teaching 

of S^tra, that the four faculties of eating, sleeping, fearing,^ and of sexuat 

intercourse, are alone governed by Prakrti. Bhagavan Himself has said, 

to Aquna: “Jivas follow their individual Prakrti (Nature), How can it 

be forcibly suppressed? ® A person is bom in a particular caste according 

to the decree of fate® and the fruits of his acdon’ in previous lives. He. 

can only attain Siddhi through the Acara ® and Mantra in which he; 

1 Prakrti. ® Guru. 

® Disciple of Nature. 

^Bhaya~this is a common, though to us a peculiar, classification of 

faculties. Fear is considered inherent in the Jiva’s nature, and he can no more 

shake it oflf than he can shake off the desire to eat and sleep, etc. 

® Nigraha. That is, Nature cannot altogether be crushed. It will recur. 

It is only by the slow process of Sadhana that it can be modified. 

® Adrsta. That is, the unseen cause of that which makes him what he 

is and impels his action, ^ Karma. ■ 

3 The wav or practice which he as a member of such caste and holdings 
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has been initiated by Prakiti.^ The Sastra says that he whom Prakrti 

has made a Erahmana must attain the state of Brahman through the 

Acara ® of a Br^mana. Just as looking at things from their gross aspect 

it is impossible to turn a beast into a man, so also if their subtle aspect 

be considered it is impossible to convert a Gandala into a Brahmana.® 

Had Prakrti surrendered all Her claim on a Jiva after his birth, then 

it might have been possible some day to bring about such a change of 

caste. But when Prakrti does not release Jiva, but, on the contrary, his 

relationship with Her subsists till the moment immediately preceding 

complete liberation, it is by no means possible to avoid Her rule. Accord¬ 

ing to tlie ordinance of Guru Prakrti, an unconscious hill or mountain 

can never be the Guru of a conscious man, and thus take the place of 

a conscious human being. But it is also a wonderful freak of Prakrti 

Herself that one who is himself a man can feel ashamed to call another 

■conscious man his Guru, but feels not the least shame in calling an 
unconscious hill or mountain such. 

Some people, again, conclude that if work is truly done by the 

potency of Mantra, there is no necessity to take a Guru. Why should 

mot a Mantra taken by one’s own self from the Sastra lead to Siddhi ? 

Although we have indirectly answered this question while discussing the 

subject of Gurus, yet we ask. Why should not such people also hold that 

the potency of Mantra^ is without effect where a Guru is not taken? 

For the necessity of taking a Guru is as much asserted in the Sastra as 

the potency of a Mantra. What sort of faith is it which accepts one part 
■of the Sastra and rejects another? 

The Sastra says: “All Japa is based on initiation, all Tapasya»is 

based on initiation. It is under the shelter of initiation that one should 

live in Brahmacaiy-a, Garhastha, and Vanaprastha Asramas,® O Beloved 

Devi! the performance without previous initiation of Japa, Pfija,’and 

so fortli, is like the sowing of seeds on a rock. As such seeds will never 

bear fruit, nor will such acts. O Devi! an uninitiate attains neither a 

:good state® nor Siddhi. For this reason one should by ail means receive 

initiation from a Guru. If a person dies uninitiated, he goes to tlie 

^aurava Hell. One should therefore take care to receive initiation from 

1 That is. Nature has made him Adhikari for a particular Acara or Mantra. 

FJature here is only the resultant of his previous Karma. 

^ The way or practice which he as a member of such caste and holding 

■such and such a position in it has to follow. 

® That is, from one of the lowest castes into the highest. 

* Mantrasakti. ® See In(rodaclitm to Tantra Sdstra and ante. 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. ’ Ceremonial worshin 
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Tantrik Guru. If a man without being initiated by a Guru takes a Mantra 

which he reads in a book, then even a thousand Manvantaras ^ wih not end 

the sufferings in hell of that worst of men. O Queen of Devas! initiation 

taken according to the Sastra at once consumes lakhs ^ of sins and crores ^ 

of greater sins.® It does not become an intelligent person to say that 

because when a lamp is lighted a man can see things for himself there is 

therefore no necessity to light the lamp. If a Sadhaka has acquired the 

necessary Sastrik competence, he can by virtue of Mantrasakti * endow 

even an unconscious image with consciousness. 
But in order to awaken Mantraiakti * a Guru is, like a lamp, 

necessary. It is true that the work will be done by the Mantrasakti, but 

who but a Guru has the power to awaken it? Just as a wick can, when 

lighted, burn and illuminate according to the quantity of its combustible 

substance, but in order to light it another flame is required, so similarly 

for the uninitiated a Guru in whom there is Divine Power, Sadhana and 

Siddhi is necessary. Such powers, however, exist in consaous beings 

only, and not in unconscious things. Among conscious beings also they 

can 'exist only in a Devata who is fully conscious, or in a Devata-like 

great man. This is why the Sastra ordains that a Siddha or Sadhaka man 

should be taVn as Guru, and not creepers, leaves, hills, or mountains. 

Whatever may be the process, such initiation and Sadhana as are spoken 

of in the Sastra can never be accomplished without a Guru. It is true 

that the account of a country contains descriptions of its roads, but if a 

person is suddenly faced by a danger in the midst of these roads, how 

is he to be saved? As none but he who b fully acquainted with the road 

can know how to save him, so, although the Sastra contains accounts of 

Sadhana and Siddhi, yet when some superhuman ® difficulty arises in the 

course of Sadhana, none but a Guru can save from it. The Sastra has 

therefore said: “ If the Istadeva becomes wrathful, the Guru can save a 

Sadhaka; but if the Guru becomes angered, neither the Istadevata alone 

nor even all Devatas together can save him. The meaning of all thb 

will not probably be understood in a society without Sadhana, but even 

now in India incidents frequently occur which reveal the truth of these 

infallible commands which have issued from the beauteous mouth of 

Bhagavan Himself. Many Sadhakas who have reached a high stage of 

^ A Manvantara is the one-fourteenth part of a Ralpa, or day of Brahma, 
which is 4,320,000,000 years. 

2 A lakh equals 100,000, and a crore equals 10,000,000. 

® Sins are divided into upapataka (venial sins), pataka (greater sins), and 
Mahapataka (great sins), though generally the classification is into the two 

last classes. 

d or wTiir.Vi rnore strictlv is. Mantra itself. 
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-development are yet overthrown by the displeasure of the Guru, notwith¬ 

standing their good equipment of Sadhana, and become as low and 

•destitute of lustre as stars which have fallen from the firmament. Again, 

we often see persons without Sadhana or purity of body, speech, or mind, 

without, in fact, anything to speak of in the way of Sadhana or worship, 

but who have ever in their mouths the cry, “Victory to Thee, O Guru! 

•O Srlguim! ” both in prosperity and in adversity. And yet by the mercy 

of Her who is merciful, that Sadhaka easily acquires by his worship 

of Her in Her aspect as Guru, but for a very short time, the fruit which 

•he could not acquire by lifelong worship of Her in Her aspect as 

Istadevata. He whose heart constantly ring^ with the triumphant daiiori 

■call to Siddhi * * through austere Sadhana, whose hen>ic feet are restless to 

•dance a leapii^s furious dance in the field of battle, full of horror and 

intense darkness, and whose strength of Siddhi is ready, and is, as it were, 

roaring thunder for the shattering of the formidable army of Samsara 

with its six divisions,® such a man knows that the triumphant and heroic 

■son ofBhairavI* of Victory is unconquerable in the three worlds solely 

by virtue of his possession of the Supreme Weapon ® of devotion to 

Guru. He alone who is ready to pass through that ordeal of burning 

•fire knows that “ the word of Guru is true and everything else is false ”. 

The Sastra says: * If the Guru gives a command which is even contrary 

to the Tantra ^astra, that command must be considered approved of 

■by the Veda like the words of Maharudra.® 

When all earthly means fail: when Sastra shrinks back and Sastra ’ 

is robbed of its power; when even the Devata, with uplifted hanH to 

bless, checks Her indomitable will and stands back; when in that terrible 

and pitiless great cremation ground,® where horrors do a frantic dance, 

there is, despite the presence of the all-good Mother, nothing in all the 

infinite world which for our safety we can call our own; in that deep 

darkness of a new-moon night, haunted with destructive Bhairavas, 

Vetalas, Siddhas, Bhutas, Vatukas, and Dakinis® ; when even the fire of 

^ Calling upon Siddhi to come to the Sadhaka. * Uttala. 

. , ® Six enemies or sins—lust (Kama), anger (Krodha), greed (Lobha), 
-deli^jon (Moha), pnde (Mada), envy (Matsarya), which are here compared 
to the SIX divisions of the army, the Samsara, which is to be conquered. 

* The Devi, as spouse of Siva the formidable (Bhairava). 
^ Brahmastra. 6 gfva 

^ There is here a play on the words Sastra and Sastra: the first meaning 
. Scripture, and the second arms, or here religious rites, by which the spiritual 
combat xs won, ^ 

® Smasana, where corpses are burnt. 
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the Sadhaka’s austere Tapas ^ is dimmed, and the firm and heroic heart 
of even the great Vira^ shakes with fear; when even the intricate bonds 
of the Sadhaka’s posture,® on the back of the corpse which is awakened 
by Mantra, is loosened * * ; when with a fainting heart the Vira ® feels as 
!he sits the earth quake furiously under him; when without means of 
rescue he is about to fall and be crushed; when he is overtaken by the 
swoon of death—if even at such times the Sadhaka but freely and with 
full confidence opens his heart but once, and extends his uplifted hands, 
saying, “ Save me, I pray thee, O Gurudeva ! ” then the Mother of the 
world, who is Herself the Guru, at once forgets all his faults, dispels all 
his difficulties with Her glance, and stretching forth ten hands instead 
of two, says * ** Gome, my child, there is no more fear, ■ and blesses the 
JSadhaka by raising him to Her assuring bosom. On that day the 
Sadhaka also puts to its final test the question whether Guru is greater or 

the Mother is greater.® 
Hence I say, O brother Sadhaka! when will that day come to you, 

the day on which the Guru will merge in the Mother’s self,® and you will 
be beside yourself in that maddening joy which is bom of that union? 

■O All-Merciful Mother! turn for once Thy merciful glance, brighten for 
once the fire ’ in the heart of the Sadhakas of Thy beloved Bharata,® and 
grant full success to the Sadhana of Thyself as son by appearing before 
him as his Guru in Thy aspect as Father and in Thy aspect as Mother, 
so that as servants bound to Thee by that grace of Thine we may dance 

with joy and sing: 
“None beseeches Thee, O Syama! Thyself fulfillest Thy own desire. 

Thou weepest also just as Thou laughest in the intoxication of Thy 

happiness.” 
There is, however, a class of inquirers into Sastra who encourage 

themselves with the notion that they will set their minds to Siddhi and 
Sadhana in old age, after their intellect has been matured by knowing, 
hearing, and assimilating the views of ail Scriptures. From the energy 
which these people display it would seem as if great men, such as 
Markandeya, Dadhichi,® Baliraja.i® and BMsmadeva,!^ who enjoy eternal 

^ Devotion, austerity, etc. (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra). 
® Literally, “ Hero ” ; here one who follows the Tantrik Viracara. 
® Padmasana, or “ lotus-seat,” on the back of the corpse on which his 

Sadhana is done. 
« From fear, or due to the moving of the corpse through force of the Mantra. 
® This idle question will be solved in the realization of their unity. 
* Svarupa. ^ Tejas. ® India. ® Munis. 

Prahlada’s grandson, for whom the Vamana avatara took place. 
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life, belong to their community, and that death finds no place in their 

nativity.! It is with an eye to this class that poets have said: " It is only- 

ignorant boors 2 who think that they will bathe when there are no longer 
waves in the sea.” 

And for this reason Bhagavan has, in the discourse between the Deva 

and the Devi in the Kularnava Tantra, said: “ If Atma itself does not 

keep Atma from injury, then where in the world is the benefactor who- 

can deliver Atma from this sea of Samsara? (i) He who in this world 

does not undergo treatment for that disease which leads to heU, what 

will he do when with such disease he goes to the next world, in which 

there is no medicine? (2) The supreme truth should be sought so long a& 

this body exists. Who is there so perverse as to commence the excavation 

of a well with a view to extinguish a fire which has already caught his 

house? (3) Like a tigress, old age'* waits with open mouth to swallow the 

Jiva. As water continually exudes from a broken vessel, so is the period 

of life being constantly shortened. Diseases constantly inflict wounds 

like enemies laying siege to a house. Hence one should as early as 

possible engage in the working of good to oneself < (4). Good work 

should be done what time there is no sorrow or danger, and when the 

senses are not disabled (5). Time passes in various occupations, but the 

Jfiva knows it not. Happiness and sorrow born of the Samsara kill the 

Jiva, but even then he does not know the path of the welfare of Atma (6), 

How many jTvas are born, fall into dangers, become subject to suffering 

and sorrow, and die? Even the sight of such does not enlighten the Jiva, 

maddened as he is by drinking the wine of delusion as to what is his own. 

good (7). Prosperity is like a dream, youth is shortlived like a flower, 

and life passes like a flash of lightning. How can a man feel satisfied 

who has seen all this? (8) The utmost period of a man’s life is a hundred 

years. Half of it is passed in sleep, and the remaining half also is made 

useless to him by childhood, disease, old age, sorrow, and other such 

causes (9). Utterly indifferent to the work which ought by all means- 

to be begun, sleeping during the time he should be awake, and fancying 

danger where there should be firm faith—alas! by what ill-fortune is man 

in this fashion destroyed? (10) How can Jiva, cherishing the fleeting 

Samsara so dear to him, live without fear in this body as evanescent as 

a bubble of water, and which endures as little as the stay of a bird 

on the branch of a tree? (ii) He seeks benefit from things which 

! The celestial combinations which are cast upon the horoscope. 

^ Varvaras : ignorant, rustic. The term « barbarian « comes from this root. 
® Jara (feminine). 
^ T'VlPlt nf r’mnrcfi -nni- in t_j. i • n ^ , 
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do him injury, thinks the impermanent to be permanent, sees his 

highest good in that which is evil, and yet does he not see that death is 

coming upon him? (12) O Devi! deluded by the great Maya, the Jiva 

sees and yet sees not, hears and yet understands not, reads and yet knows 

not (13). The whole of this world is at each moment sinking in the deep 

sea of time,^ infested with the great alligators of death and disease (14).’’ 

Great is the power of those to make Providence ^ laugh who hope 

to be initiated after they have without aid heard and understood, and 

become learned in that which baffles understanding even when under¬ 

stood. To hope to get initiated after having studied philosophy, logic, 

Veda and Vedanta, is even more dangerous. 
Tn the Kularnava Tantra Bhagavan has said: “ Fools bound by the 

bonds of Pasuhood ® fall into the deep well of the six systems of philo¬ 

sophy, and fail to know what is their highest good ^ (i). Through ignor¬ 

ance of the meaning of the Vedas wrong-headed disputants ever wander 

about scorched by the fire of doubt, knowing not that, driven by the 

waves of time, they live within the fearful jaws of death (2). The words 

of a pandit who is well versed in Veda, Agama, and Purana, but has no 

knowledge of the highest good,^ is for others a mere infliction. Know 

his words to be like the croak of a crow.® (The nature of the cawing 

of a crow indicates good or bad to men, but the crow itself is ignorant 

of this.®) (3), Oppressed by such thoughts as what is knowledge and 

what is knowable, they read Sastras day and night. But, O Devil they 

for ever remain ignorant of the supreme truth (4). Many there are who 

acquire in the world a reputation for poetry and rhetoric, but the inner- 

life of those fools whose senses are without repose is full of care and. 

sorrow (5). The highest good® is one thing, but Jivas ever strive to 

picture it as something else. The purpose of the Sastra is one thing,, 

but they explain it as another. They explain with perplexed minds, but 

do not themselves understand what they explain. There are some who,, 

without instructions from a Guru, but smitten by vanity, read the Vedas, 

and other Sastras; but those who are possessed of the knowledge of their 

true meaning are very rare. As a ladle does not know the taste of the 

1 Kala, which is not translated as death, because death occurs below. 

2 Vidhata, the Dispenser. 

® The Tamasa state of a Pasu (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstrd). 

^ Paramartha. ® Which may or may not be auspicious, 

® Good or bad fortune, may be indicated by the sounds of animals. Such 
a pandit may do good or bad without knowing it. The parenthesis is the 

author’s. 
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liquid which it serves to stir, and as the head carries flowers,^ but their 

fragrance is smelt by the nose, so while these people read the Sastras, the 

truth they reveal is known by good Sadhakas only. Much labour do 

they give in the study of the Sastras, but the result of such study is mere 

dispute between themselves (6-9). The foolish Jiva sees not the spirit ^ 

within himself, but is deluded into studying Sastra like the silly herdsman 

who, carrying the goat under his arm, yet thinks he sees it in the shadow 

which it casts in the water of a well (10). Mere verbal knowledge * of 

Sutras can never destroy the happiness and sorrow which arises from 

the world of sense any more than the rays of light of a pictured lamp 

can remove the darkness of a room (ii). Study of Sastras by unen¬ 

lightened ^ men is like seeing by blind men (a parting of the eyelids only).^ 

O Devi! to those only who are enlightened are Sastras the source of 

spiritual knowledge (12). Some people stand in front, others at the back, 

some on the left, and others on the right of the place W'here the truth 

is, and quarrel between themselves, saying that the truth is of this kind, 

or of that kind, or of that other kind, and so forth. Even ® in the case of 

a man famous by reason of his education, charity, heroism, and other 

qualities, but who is absent, some people say that he is of this kind, some 

others that he is of that kind, and so forth: thus picturing him in various 

ways.^ (In fact, aU will admit that the Spirit is far from those who 

dispute whether It is of this kind or that) (13-14).® None has direct 

knowledge, though there arc some who have knowledge derived from 

report (that is, to-day men possess that scholastic knowledge which enables 

them to argue with one another as regards the various paths spoken of 

in the Sastra. They refrain, however, from performing Sadhana, which 

will give them direct and immediate knowledge).® O Beloved One! 

tiiere is no doubt that those who as regards Sastra move in the dark are 

indeed far away from its fundamental truths ^ (15)* Men desire to know 

from all Sastras what is knowledge and what is knowable. But, O Devi! 

the Jiva does not realize that one cannot reach the end of Sastras even if 

one were to spend in the pursuit a life of a thousand years, much less 

can they do so in a life of a hundred years (16). The Vedas and other 

Sastras are many, but life is very short. Moreover, in this life there are 

^ As women and others do, or as the Bralimana in Puja puts flowers in his 
tied Sikha. ^ Tattv^a. 

® That is, knowledge of the letter and not of the spirit. 

^ Prajnahma. ^ Author’s parenthesis. 

® That is, the people may forget the qualities of an ordinary man, but 
even in the case of a famous one there is dispute, etc. 
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millions of hindrances. Therefore, one should acquire only the essence 

of aU Sastras just as a duck takes the milk out of water with which it 

has been mixed ^ (17). An inteUigent man should, after studying all 

Sastras, and after acquisition of knowledge of their essential principles,* * 

abandon them all just as one who collects paddy throws away the husk and 

straw. As he \dio has been satisfied by a drink of nectar no longer cares 

for food, so one who has known the Spirit ® has no longer need of the 

Sastras (18). O Lady adored of Viras liberation comes from knowledge 

alone; liberation cannot be had from anything else, neither from a study 

of the Vedas nor from reading of the Sastras. Neither the Vedas nor 

the philosophies are causes of liberation. Similarly, no Sastra is such 

cause. Knowledge alone is the cause of liberation. All other branches 

of knowledge ® are (for this purpose) fruitless. Better is it to bear even a 

single fife-inspiring® great Mantra taught by Guru than the load of 

lifeless ’ blocks of wood which are various forms of worldly knowledge * 

(21). Only from the mouth of Guru can a Jiva learn the one immutable ® 

Brahman “ which has been taught by Siva Himself. Such knowledge 

cannot be attained through the study of even ten million Sastras ” (22). 

The Sastra not only speaks of the necessity of testing the Guru, 

but also of the need to carefully test the Sisya.^^ Before initiation 

a Sisya should five in his Guru’s house for one, two, three, or four 

years, according to his caste. During these periods the Guru will 

test the reality of his devotion to Guru and Devata by constantly 

giving hard commands- Nothing concerning the Sisya’s body, mind, 

and speech should remain unknown to the Guru. During these years 

•of residence vtith their tests the Guru will learn all about the Sisya’s 

whole fife. He will test him to see whether after Sastrik initiation the 

:Sisya will continue in the path of Sadhana as ordained in the Sastra. 

We do not know how many Sisyas exist to-day who are ready to undergo 

these tests, or how many are even aware of them, nor can we say how 

many Gurus are capable of holding such a test. It appears from the 

practice prevailing in these days that Gurus and Sisyas have made a 

private agreement between themselves to absolve each other of the 

responsibility of such mutual tests. In consequence of this compact, 

the race of Gurus is to-day being exterminated, and the Sisyas, who should 

1 It is able to sip the milk and leave the water, notwithstanding the two 
are together. * Tattva-padartha. ® Tattva. 

* See ante. * Vidya. * Sanjivana. 

’ Literally, “ unconscious’*. ® Laukika Vidya. 

’That is, the Brahman is Niskriya (activeless), Prakrti is Sakriya (with 
actionl. Where there is non-duality there is no action. 
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properly be the ruled, are becomiog the rulers. Bhagavan, the Creator 

of all things, has also in the Tantra Sastra ordained rules for the testing; 

of the Sisya, and has spoken as foUows of the consequence of their 
violation: 

In the Navaratnesvara it is said: “A Guru acquires fitness to give 
initiation and a Sisya to receive it, if they live together for one year.” 

In the Sarasangraha it is said: "A good Guru will test the Sisya 

under his care for one year.” This test is for a Brahmana Sisya only. 

In the case of Sisyas belonging to the Ksattriya and other non-Brahmanik, 

castes, the test is to be extended over gradually lengthening periods. 

In the Rudrayamala it is said: “Fitness to receive initiation is. 

acquired by a Brahma^ in one year, by a Ksattriya in two years, by 

a Vaiiya in three years, and by a Sudra in four years, after their devotion 
to Guru has been during such period tested.” 

In the KuJarnava and other Tantras it is said: “ If a Guru initiates- 

one who is unworthy through desire for wealth or through fear, greed, 

or the like, then ihe curse of Devata will fall on that Guru, and the 
initiation given by Iiim vdll be fruitless. 

“It is useless to give initiation to one who is the Sisya of another,, 

or who belongs to a bad family, or is a knavish, cunning, fraudulent 

man/ or who is vain of his learning, or who is disliked by his wife,- or 

who has passed the proper time for initiation, or has any physical defect.”' 

“ He who gives initiation improperly, and he who receives it im¬ 

properly, both the giver and receiver are cursed by the Devi. Without 

initiation according to rhe proper method and worship of the lotus-feet 

of Guru, the Sisya will but meet poverty and the Devi’s curse in this 
world.” 

A Guru should first test a Sisya according to the rules of Sastra 
for the working out of the latter’s Bhoga * and Moksa,^ and then give 

him instruction in Mantra, otherwise the initiation will be in vain. If 

through delusion both the Guru and Sisya give and receive instruction 

respectively in Mantra without mutually testing the fitness of one another, 

tiien both are doomed to the state of a Pisaca.® Both he who gives, 

instruction contrarv' to the Sastra, and he who receives it will, together 

with twenty-one generations above him, go to a terrible hell.” 

^ Dhurta. 

® Stridvista. In rites the help of the wife is required, and nothing of use: 
K achieved where foerc is lack of marital harmony.. *MoreWr, his wife to' the 
Sisya should be his home goddess (grha devata), and it is his duty to please her, 

® Enjoyment and suffering. i Liberation. 
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If a foolish Guru gives instruction to one who is unpurified,^ then 

;all his Mantras are destroyed—that is to say, their potency is lost, just 

as when paddy-seeds are sown in sandy soil their power to germinate is 

gone. As the minister’s sin affects the King, or that of a wife the 

liusband, so a sin committed by a Sisya affects the Guru.” ^ 

In the Rudrayamala it is said: “ A Guru should forsake a Sisya who 

is ever addicted to vice, lustful,^ given over to other passions,^ of wicked 

mind,® and evil repute, untruthful, lacking in due humility,® wanting in 

knowledge, wisdom, and dull of intellect, neglectful of Vaidik duty and of 

the Acara ’ of his Asrama,® irreverent, impatient, wrathful, adulterous, of 

•evil mind and thought, without devotion, weak-minded, wicked, truthless, 

who does Sadhana with a heart unpurified, full of the defects of the Kali 

^age, and spoken ill of by all. O Vira! ® if a Guru, through hope of wealth 

•or the like, does not abandon such a Sisya, then that sinful Guru (more 

guilty than the Sisya) will, as well as the Sisya, be doomed to hell. The 

load of sins earned by that I§isya will, in a moment, destroy the Guru s 

Siddhi, and at once throw him into hell for the undoing of all his deeds. 

Hence let a Guru take I§isyas after careful discrimination according to the 

rules prescribed in the iSastra, otherwise he will be doomed to hell for his 

:i§isya’s faults.” 

The Time For Initiation 

We nowadays find many reputed families of even the Brahmana 

■caste, not to speak of Ksattriya and other castes whose members, though 

in no way under the influence of atheistic principles, and having faith 

^nd reliance in Dharma,^^ are yet under the impression that the command 

of the Sastra in the matter of initiation is properly obeyed if a person is 

initiated some day or other of his life, no matter how old he may then be. 

It is a matter of even greater regret that their Guru families labour under 

the same error. ^ The cause of this is to be found in the Guru profession 

•of the Guru famihes which we have described. However that may be, it 

is admitted on all hands that initiation is necessary for the purpose of 

^Sadhana, and that its effect is Siddhi. Sadhana is performed with the 

co-operation of the threefold means of body, speech, and mind. When 

^ Asamskrta. One who has not received the Samskaras. 

2 The Guru will have to sujffer for the Sisya’s sin. ® Kamuka. 

^ Kamadipriya. ® Kutila, a designing man. ® Avinita. 

Acara from the root car (to do)—that is, acts, habits, practice. Evil 

practices are Anacara, 

® Stage of life (see Introduction to Tantra Sastra). 

2 See ante. 
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bodily functions have been fully developed and begun to- show themselves 

in the spring shoots, it is then that the wind of the spring of initiation has- 

begun to blow. It is to such persons as are not initiated at this time that 

the Sastra refers when it speaks of persons who have passed the proper 

time for initiation ” in the above quoted passage, setting forth the 

character of prohibited Sisyas.^ The proper time for initiation is the age 

of sixteen. The words of Devi to Sri Rrsna in the Radha Tantra are as- 
follows: 

One should receive initiation with devotion on the attainment of 

the age of sixteen. My Son! for one who has not received initiation at 

^at age, even the Samskara s of taking the name of Hari is fruitless. {It 

is impossible to fully perform Sadhana after the expiry of the time for 

Sadhana, and a Mantra which has not been matured by Sadhana does not 

bear fruit.®) One should, therefore, take care to receive initiation at the 

age of sixteen, otherwise everything which is done is counted but as the; 
work of a Pasu.” 

For this reason Bhagavan Mahesvara has said: “ O Mother of tho 

three worlds! whoever after having travelled through eighty-four laVhg a. 

of births has received the rare human form, yet fails to worship Thee, is- 

like a man who rises to the top of a flight of stairs, and then falls down 

again. If a man falls from one of the middle or lower steps of the 

staircase, he probably is wounded; or if he falls from one of the higher 

steps, he is likely to be killed; but if he falls ftom the highest point of the- 

staircase, he cannot escape from being crushed and ground to dust. 

Similarly, if one falls after attaining human birth and Brahmanahood, 
which is rarer still, there is no easy escape for him. 

In the Kularnava Tantra it is said: “What wonder, O Devi! that 

this eartiily body should be destroyed by the power of Him by whose 

power the earth is consumed, the Sumcru ® is rent, and the Sea is dried 

up (i). We speak of ' My son,’ ‘ My wife,’ ‘ My wealth,’ ‘ My friend,’ 

but before one has got over this sort of senseless talk death seizes the 

body like a tiger {2). Death seizes a man while he is still engaged in 

doing this thing or that thing, or thinking that he will have to do this 

thing or that tiling (3). An intelKgent man will do to-day the work of 

tomon'ow, and in the forenoon the work of the afternoon, for death does 

not wait for the finishing or unfinishing of any work (4). Does not jTva 

see approaching him before his eyes Death’s terrible army of diseases- 

guided by Old Age, and with orders from Death himself ? (5). Death 

eats man after piercing him with the spit of thirst (desire), smearing' 

him with the Ghee of mundane objects,® and roasting him in the fire of 

^ See ante. ^ “ Sacrament ”, ® Author’s narenthesis. 
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attachment and disKke (6). Death brings all under his rule, both boy 

or youth, old man or child in the womb. The visible world thus remains 

subject to death (7). Brahma, Visnu, Mahesvara, and other Devas, and 

all classes of beings, move towards their own destruction (disappearance),^ 

A Jiva should, therefore, be prompt in doing with all his heart such things 

as are calculated to benefit him in this world and hereafter (8) 
To him who has faith in such direct statements of the Sastra, and 

has eyes to see the transiency, under natural law, of the physical body, 

which is but a bubble in the visible world of Jivas, even the sovereignty 

of the vast Universe is as worthless as a blade of grass when compared 
with the value of even half a second of human existence. We know not 

to what benighted region we shall have to travel, according to our own 

Karma, after the dissolution of this present body. Even Devas pray to be 

bom in Bharata-varsa,^ that they may be there liberated by birth in a 

precious human body after forsaking all its enjoyments. This is that 

Bharatavarsa, the Aryavarta,® which is the field of liberation and which, 

as well as our human body has been attained, not by our effort, but by 

Her grace. If this time we lose these, who is so fortunate amongst us as 

to dare say that he will surely return to this Bharata, this Aryayarta, the 

land which it is hard for even Devas to attain? Who, too, will dare to 

say that he will also regain this human state and this Brahmanism? Who 

can say to what unseen region this vaporous cloud will be blown by the 

wind of some unknown fate ^ ? Hence, while there is yet time and the sun 

shines, the Mother’s son must cease playing, and seek to go to the 

Mother. He must take refuge with all his heart at the feet of Guru, 

that he may find the path in this deep darkness, making himself, according 

to the command of the Sastra, the meanest servant of the Guru, in order 

that he may become an object of his mercy. 
The Sastra itself, the seat of infinite mercy, has specified the charac¬ 

teristics which a Sisya must possess in order that the desire-fulfilling 

creeper ® of Gum’s grace, may bear fruit. 
For instance, it is said in the Gautamiya Tantra: “ Born in a noble 

family; of pure spirit; seeking that which is the necessity of Purusa 

(Purusartha—the four-fold object of Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Moksa «); 

learned in the Vedas; wise; devoted to the service of parents; knower of 
Dharma’ and a doer thereof; attached to the personal service of Guru; 

^ Author’s parenthesis, India. 

3 Aryavarta is the western portion of Northern India. Bharatavarsa is all 

India, but now commonly used synonymously. 

4 Adrsta. ® Kalpalata. 

« Author’s narenthesis—that is religion, wealth, desire and its fulfilment, 
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Sisya to think of him as a mere man. To know that there is no distinction, 

between Istadevata and Mantra, between Mantra and Guru, and between. 

Guru and Atma. This, O Beloved! is the order in which devotion shows 

Itself. He who disregards his Guru’s words and performs prayer and 

worship 1 according to his own notions thereof will never attain Siddhi in 

either Japa ^ of Mantra or worship of Devata. One should daily worship 

one’s Guru according to the Sastra by Japa or Mantras. The seat, bed, 

clothes, ornaments, shoes, shadow, and wife, and every other things 

belonging to or connected with the Guru should be worshipped as- 

though they were parts of the Guru himself.» One should never walk 

across the Guru’s bed, seat, shoes, umbrella, bathing-water, or shadow. 

At the sight of Guru one should be cheerful and full of great joy, but 

should regard his lotus-feet with awe and cautious eyes. There is not 

room enough in this book to quote even a hundredth part of all that 

is ordained in the Sastra as to the duties of a Sisya towards his Guru. 

It will, therefore, be useless to go further into that point here. The very 

fact that in the Sastra Guru has been spoken of “as Siva Himself in. 

viable form,” thus giving to even the Istadevata a secondary position, 

will of itself enable intelligent Sadhakas to understand what are a Sisya’s- 
duties towards that most worshipful Supreme Devata. 

^ Upasana. a » Recitation ” (see Introduction to Tantra Sastra}.. 

® Literally, “ as his Vibhutis ’’—that is, as belonging to or connected with 



CHAPTER XV 

WORSHIP IN GENERALI 

PUJA 2 

Many people nowadays in a community which lays claim to great wisdom 

beUeve that image-worship was introduced and is maintained in the 

Arya Society for those only who are very weak—that is, those who belong- 

to a very low order of spirituality. We have little leisure to devote our 

attention to the words of such men as discuss these matters from the 

outside, just as a non-Arya look at the Durga-puja festival in an Arya 

house from the courtyard outside the Candimandapa.® We are servants 

of the S^tra, and as such are bound to preach what the Sastra has clearly 

established. We shall therefore now see what Puja (worship) is according 

to the Sastra. It is a matter of great regret that even amongst preachers 

of Sastrik principles there are many who are under the impression that 

“ worship of the Deity with form * * or image-worship ® is only a means 

of producing steadiness of mind.® They opine, therefore, that for him 

who has acquired such steadiness there is no longer any necessity of 

worship of the Deity with form or image-worship. According to this 

argument we must suppose that there is an arrangement between the 

Devata appearing with form or present in an image and the worshipper 

by which the latter’s connection with the former endures only so long 

as his mind is not steadied, and that when it is so the Devata ceases to 

exist for him. At the commencement and end of the worship of the 

Deity with form ’’ the Sadhaka forgets himself and offers at His feet every¬ 

thing which he calls ‘ My ’ or ‘ I As regards this worship Bhagavan 

Himself, the Creator of all things, has in the Kularnava Tantra said 

1 Sadharana-upasanatattva. 

2 Puja is ceremonial worship with articles of worship (upac^a), generally 
before images. Upasana has a wider signification, being worship in its widest 
sense, including spiritual practices of all kinds, whilst the Sadhaka is in the 
realm of dualism. 

® Place in the house in which worship of images is performed. 

* Sahara unasana. ® Murti puia: Murti (form or appearance). 
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lotus of his heart this form ^ of mine, beneficial in meditation^—^namely, 

a form full-limbed, calm, of beautiful features, with four long - and beautiful 

arms; a graceful neck and a fair forehead; with divine and gracious smile; 

■decked with brilliant ear-ornaments * in his two well-shaped ears; dressed 

in yellow or deep blue; brilliant with the beauty of the Srivatsa mark**; 
bearing a conch shell, a discus, a club, and a lotus in his four hands, and a 

garland of wild flowers on the breast; with lotus-feet shining with the 

lustre of bejewelled anklets S; illumined with the light of the Kaustubha 

gem; ornamented with shining crown, bracelets, waist-chain, and armlets; 

beauteous in all limbs, pleasant; Ins countenance sweet with grace, with 

tender eyes and form fair to look upon. He will meditate on this 

pleasing Brahma-form by fixing his mind on all its limbs. Drawing his 

senses, such as sound, touch, sight, taste, and smell from their objects by 

nieans of Ins mind,® and with the aid of Buddhi,’ the charioteer, the 

Sadhaka will bathe his mind completely in the waters of love for Me. 

After that he will draw that mental vision * hitherto spread over all my 

limbs to one place and hold it there. It will not then be necessary for the 

Sadhaka to think of anything else.® He will only meditate upon My 

countenance, on which plays a soft and sweet smile. When the mind can 

uninterruptedly and tvithout distraction contemplate that countenance, 

he will withdraw' his single-pointed mind and fix it in the ether.Then, 

after perceiving My (aforesaid) subtle manifestations ^ in ether, in the 

mansions,!® or in the whole of the infinite ether, he will draw his mental 

faculty, which h;is had the entii'e ether as its object, and again rest it in 

Me as the Paramatma. Then it will not be necessary to meditate on 

anything.!® xhe Yogi, _thus in Samadhi,!® wiU see me as the Paramatma 

of all Jivas as his own Atma; as one light mingled with another, and not 

different from it. In a Yogi, who has thus by intense meditation attained 

Samadhi,!® tlie three forms of error “—namely, object of knowing, and 
action !’—will soon be subdued.” 

A Sadhaka will here understand that Upasana exists only so long as 

Dhyanaexists. In the next stage, which is Samadhi or Nirvana, the 

! Rupa. 2 Long arms are a sign of strength. 
® Makaras and Kundalas, ornaments of the ear. 
® A lock of hair on the breast of Visnu s Nupuras 

“Manas. »Intellect ® Cittavrtti. 
^eriousty tlie ^nd has been thinking of various attributes of the 

Devata—His person, dress adornments, and so forth: now it simply gazes on 
His countenance. w Vyoma. 

Vibhutis. ^ 12 Kaksa-—thus a solar system would be such. 
!® For the mind and all else now become one with the Paramatma. 
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mental faculty ^ is lost in the womb of Prakrti. The Yogi, who has thus 

lost his mind,^ forgets eyen the Jivatma as something separate from the 

Paramatma. Who, then, is it who perceives the incorporeal aspect in the 

one and only substance of consciousness at the time when even the sense 

I exist ” is lost, when the senses, mind, and even the “ I,” do not exist? 

It is indeed difficult to solve this problem. We call this state not 

seeing the incorporeal,” but Videha-Kaivalya.® We may admire the 

energy of those who in the hope of their becoming incorporeal in the 

circumstances described above, invoke the incorporeal, and see shapeless 

dreams for a hundred births: but to such we would also say that there is 

no need to try to make arrangements to become incorporeal, for He who 

will one day make this entire corporeal universe incorporeal will not bide 

long to make either you or me incorporeal when the occasion for doing so 

arises. But know it for certain, that so long as the Deity with form does 

not appear before you, not even the Devata without form can dissolve 

your own bodily form and give you Kaivalya.'^ So much about medita¬ 

tion, concentration, and trance.® 

Next comes the process of Puja.® We have more than once shown 

that there can be no Upasana ® of anything incorporeal. Now, what is 

image-worship ? ^ We must also see whether image-worshippers are 

really fools of a low order of spirituahty who are led by blind 

faith. We cannot call that a criticism of image-worship which comes 

from those who have no inner knowledge of the subject. Rather it is a 

criticism of what they understand to be image-worship; for Puja and so 

forth are things of the Sastra, which lays down the mode of Puj a, and the 

person competent to perform Puj a is a Sadhaka. On the other hand, the 

•critic’s criticism is contrary to what the Sastra and Sadhaka say—“ It is 

■Sadhana and Siddhi,” say the Sastra and Sadhaka. “ It ds play and 

amusement,” says the critic. Now, in this conffict of views how can we 

disbelieve the word of those who by their practice have intimate knowl¬ 

edge of the matter, and believe those who have nothing to do with 

I§astra, Sadhana, or Siddhi? Image-worship is not to be understood from 

outside. Only the worshipper understands it. The critic, therefore, is 

nothing but a critic of his own intelhgence and education. One who does 

Puj a and one who merely observes it are not, surely, the same thing. One 

who looks at a sweet-shop can tell us the shape, colour, and quantity of 

the sweets there, as also whether they are hot or cold to the touch; but 

^ Manovrtti. ^ Manas. 

® Bodiless Kaivalya—that is, Kaivalya in which all trammels of body or 
limitation disappear, or full liberation, 

^ Because in such a case the worship is of no avail. 
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can he tell us whether their taste is sweet or bitter^ sour or pungent? 

Howsoever clever a man may be^ he only can tell us thereof who has 

tasted them with his tongue* Again, one who himself knows the taste of 

a sweet can never, despite his personal knowledge, make another who 

has never tasted it realize its taste even by the use of a thousand forms of 

speech or other device* Similarly, how can a man without faith know 

that supcrsensual truth wliich a capable Sadhaka realizes when he estab¬ 

lishes a Devata’s life in his image by the powerful potency ^ of Mantra ? 

The Sastra has nowhere said that one may as one wishes perceive the 

presence of Devata in the street, market, or at the bathing ghat ^ just 

as one desires* It has said, if such and such things are done, such and 

such things will happen. Now I ask. How much of those things have you 

and I done? The S^tra has said that it is only when a Sadhaka has long 

served his Guru, after having been tested and initiated by him in 

accordance with Sastra, and w^hen he has fully understood the principles 

of Sadhana and become ahle to awaken the potency ® of Mantra through 

the preliminary Sastrik rites, that he becomes competent to cause by 

means of that Mantra the appearance of the conscious Devata In Yantras, 

images, and so forth, made of such unconscious substances as earth, stonc^ 

and the like. Now, brother critic, tell me truly in the name of Dharma, 

opening for once the door of your heart, what have you done of all this? 

At the outset you are deeply suspicious, a great unbeliever. You have 

not the right even to serve Guru or receive initiation, not to speak of per¬ 

forming Sadhana and worship,^ yet such as you are you proceed to 

criticize the worship of Devata in images, which can only be done by 

competent Sadhakas, who have knowledge of super-worldly truths.^ 

What can be greater impudence on your part than this? Unfortunately, 

in this land of madmen there is none to call a madman mad, and so, O 

brother critic! fortunately for you there is none to criticize you. But do 

not for this reason think to-day that the earth is the capital of mad 

men only. 

The subtle criticism of critics and the goodness of Dayananda^s ® party 

have now^adays given birth to a few^ new words, such as image-worship/ 

doll w^orship,® and so forth. In consequence of the wide currency which 

^ Sakti. 

2 The steps leading down to the river or other water down which those 
who go to the bath, .etc., descend. 

® Sakti. ^ Bhajana. ^ Xattva. 

® Founder of the “ reformed ’’ Hinduism known as the Arya Samaj. 

’ PratimaDuia, or murti-Duia. 
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has been given to such language by the community of unbelievers, many 

senseless Hindus, both illiterate and literate, now take pride in publicly 

calling themselves image-worshippers or idolaters. Perhaps they think 

that these words are approved of the Sastra. But how regrettable is this 

when we consider that such words cannot issue from the mouth of a man, 

the son of Manu, unless he has been born in a non-Arya family with a 

non-Arya disposition. The words when we consider them reveal a mine 

of profound infidelity.^ Many authors write, The practice of wor¬ 

shipping images has been prevalent in the Arya community from ancient 

times.” One might suppose from this that we had merely to do with the 

worship of images without reference to Mantra, Devata, or Sadhana. 

Others, fond of far-fetched meanings, say that image-worship is like the 

modern practice of showing respect and honour to the lifeless statues raised 

in memory of lamented deceased persons; just as if Devatas were all dead, 

and we (shameless men who have no faith in the next world and yet call 

ourselves Arya) were showing our gratitude to them before their images. 

Alas! O Bhagavan! when will the eyes of this class of born-blind educated 

fools be opened? When will we be saved from all such interpretations? 

How long will this generation of Ghatotkachas,^ sprung from the seed of 

Bhima in the womb of Hidimba, last? Half-castes are governed by the 

Dharma ® of their mothers, therefore is it Bharata’s ill-fortune that so- 

called religious principles ^ propounded in the nineteenth century vomit 

only infidelity. But the matter does not rest even here. For is it not 

said that Aryas who worship the Deity with form are idolaters/ that 

idolatry is their Dharma, or, in other words, that those who worship the 

Deity with form worship idols, images of Devatas being those idols; that 

worship of the Devata with form is like the play of ignorant children with 

dolls, and that those who perform such worship are as ignorant as such 

children. O critic! you consider yourself to be a wise man. Will you 

tell me that those Sadhakas, crest-gems of the race of the wise, worshippers 

of the Devata with form, were ignorant fools—men who produced ® the 

-Vedas, Tantras, Puranas, systems of Philosophy, Astronomy, Ayurveda ^ 

and Dhanurveda? ® Why! it is the partaking by you of the mere leavings 

^ Nastikata. Because it is not the pratima or the murti, still less a doll, 
which is worshipped, but the Devata in the heart, which in the pranapratistha 
rite is transferred to* the image and worshipped. 

2 Demon Raksasa, son of Bhima (one of the Pandavas), and Hidimba, a 
Raksasi. ' ® Law, 

^ Adhyatmika tattva. ® Puttalika. 

^ That is, in the sense that the Scriptures are revealed to, and through, and 
spoken by the Rsis, who arranged them. In the higher sense the Veda is 
anaiirnseva—that is. without author. 
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of their food in the pages of books which makes you so proud of your 

knowledge and wisdom,^ Is it not to invite death for insects Uke you and 

I to attempt to-day to leap across that sky-kissing untravei'sablc mass of 

lightj^ which they with all the profundity of their knowledge, philosophy, 

and science took this worship to be? Hari! Hari! to call the most 

worsliipful image of Devata, the object of the Sadhaka^s Sadhana 

an idoL® To call the Yantra^ (in which presides the Devata who 

is consciousness itself) unconscious and inert. And yet it is only 

because an indistinct shadow of that Devata of consciousness is cast upon 

you that you believe your own body to be conscious! When as an ignorant 

little child you sleep you may easily think that you are devoid of conscious¬ 

ness, But will a grown-up child also (who can call and awaken you 

think so? To the Father or the Mother of the Universe you and I are 

similarly ignorant children, and hence to us His or Her image appears 

unconscious. But he who can call and awaken Him or Her—that is to 

say, he to whom Mother Kulakundalini the Devi, who is eternal wakeful¬ 

ness, has given die power to call and awaken Her by awaking Herself in 

liim—him the true image of Her body can never appear unconscious 

for by the grace of Her who is consciousness he himself has been trans¬ 

formed into consciousness itself You and I are unconscious ® ourselves 

and so to us Her image also appears unconscious. It is neither Her fault 

nor the fault of Her image. It is the fault of the Karma done by us in 

past Uves. 

A discussion is impossible on the subject of the diverse fruits of worship, 

for it is difficult to explain the character ^ of fruits to a person who has no 

knowledge of the different kinds of taste. For this reason we shall 

endeavour to see by a consideration of the mode in which worship is done 

whether the community of Arya Sadhakas^—the worshippers of the 

corporeal,^ the worshippers of the Deity with form ^—are ignorant fools of 

a low grade of spiritual competency or not. 

According to the Sastra it is the nature of Asuras ^ to be made 

dumb with anger at the very mention of images of Devata. A feeling of 

^ What these men have put in their books is regarded as their food. So 
great are they that the so-called critics arc proud of a Imowledge gained second¬ 
hand from the leavings of such food, 

^ Tejas, ® Puttali. 

^ Diagram (see Intfoduciion to Tantra 

^ Author’s parenthesis, 

®Jada; not, of course, wholly so, but in the sense that we do not possess 
true consciousness, which perceives the Brahman in all things. 

^ Tatn^a. ® Murtimayi. 
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enmity against Devata can never arise in a person’s mind unless there is 

an Asura disposition in his character and family. Again, without the 

appearance of such a feehng of enmity one is never liberated from the state 

of an Asura. Just as according to natural laws when fever is about to 

ileave a man his body perspires, so when the time comes for hberation from 

the state of an Asura a feeling of enmity against Devata is shown, for neither 

religious merit nor sin bears fruit in this world unless it grows enormous. 

Perhaps you think, “ the iniage is not Devata. Why, then, does this body 

of fools ^ laugh or weep? ” I ask, O prince of learned infidels! why, then, 

<io you become angry at the mention of images of Devata? It is true that 

an Asura becomes angry at the mention of the names of Devata, but 

according to you an image is not Devata. Why, then, do you become 

angry at the mere sight of it? Anger is a Vikara ^ as much as laughter and 

weeping are. It may be that the sight of a Devata’s image causes in you 

anger, a rajasa vikara characteristic of a Danava’s state; while it causes in 

me joy, laughter, or tears of joy, Sattvika vikaras ® characteristic of man¬ 

hood. Prakrti, constituted of three Gunas, is the Mistress of those Gunas, 

.and according to the proportions in which they occur in different persons 

She reveals different characteristics in them. If the sight of a Devata’s 

image had not produced any Vikara in you,^ then you might one day say, 

- Why do these people laugh or weep? ” But when you are wont to become 

angry at the sight of an image, you would do well to think that that 

which can make one person angry can also make another person laugh or 

weep—that in the unconscious image there is some such powerful conscious¬ 

ness as makes your eyes (which look upon all other persons and things 

with feelings of love, mercy, and brotherliness) red with a feeling of enmity. 

You, of course, do not believe that the image is the Devata. But just 

consider that if the mere giving the image the name of Devata can cause 

in you a Vikara ® so contrary to human feelings, what a great Vikara of 

joy and feheity ought to be produced in those who see in that image the 

true light ® of Devata. With your physical eyes you see the worship of an 

image, but he who worships sees, with his superhuman vision, the full 

.appearance of Her who is consciousness itself in that unconscious instru¬ 

ment,’^ the image. During the period extending from the invocation of life ^ 

^ That is, the author and those that think with him. 

2 Transformation of a thing from that which is its original nature. 

® That is, transformations due to the action of the Rajas and Sattva Gunas 
respectively. 

* That is, had you yourselves been apathetic. 

^ Vide ante. ® Pratvaksa ivotih. ’ Yantra. 
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until ils final disposal^ the earthen image is in the eyes of the Sadhaka^ 

which have been cleared by the coliyiium paint of Siddhi, consciousness 

itself- It sheds the light, which is Brahman, of tlie beauty of the Mother 

of the Universe, ihe Brahmamayi, full of ever new charms. 

Tills is the Sadhaka's point of view^ But if you, without Sadhana 

and full of sceptidsm, know and really believe the image to be unconscious, 

then what a mean, hateful, cowardly disposition yon show in becoming 

angry with it. Why become angry v^ith a thing which you know is imcon- 

scions and without power? Why, like Asura Kamsa, do you proceed to 

break the image by dashing it against the ground? ^ You want to grasp 

and dash against the ground that which even a Prince of Yog^ cannot 

keep confined in the temple of his heart! ^ You want to destroy one whom 

Kamsa could not subdue! ^ What can be a greater impudence on your 

part than this? With a firowu at insignificant insects like you the Daughter 

of Nanda ® w^ill return to the Vindhya mountain in order to destroy the 

conquerors of die three worlife, such as Sumbha and Nisumbha; but in 

order to crush your arrogance She will leave behind that manifestation ^ of 

Hers,® who descends in Nanda's house in Gokula for play ® in the world of 

men. Had not Kamsa believed that he would receive from the eighth child of 

DevakT ® the punishment he deser\^ed for his sins, would he have proceeded 

to destroy her sons and daughters? This example makes us think that it is 

not that you do not believe in the divinity of images, but that it is in the 

fear of having to suffer the cruel torments of hell in repentance for your 

sins that you proceed to break them. This is the distinctive characteristic 

of your faith. From such fear you believe in images, but the pity of it is 

that, like the memory of an intoxicated man, this belief leaves you the 

moment you become blinded with a feeling of enmity. When under the 

influence of anger only you proceed to break them, you fail to realize 

whom you are going to break. O critic! none can break or make Her. 

^ Visaijana' the withdrawing of the mental image from the objective image, 
with the Samhara (dissolution) Mudra when it is broken and thrown away. 
It must be disposed of as a dead body. The root Visija =to abandon, to leave, 
to give up; and Visarjana is allowing the Deity invoked to go from the image 
at the conclusion of worship. 

^ As coHyrium clears the eye, so Siddhi or success m worship enables the 
Sadhaka to see in the earthen image. Consciousness, 

® This Asura dashed the children of his sister Devaki on a stone, as he had 
been told that one of the children would be his destroyer. 

^ So great is the Devata that even great Yogis cannot hold Her, 

^ That is, Krsna. 

® Devi as Yogamaya incarnated as daughter of Nanda, who gave Her tc 
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Whom do you want to frighten by breaking the outer image? We, toOj 

Lreak it after worship. May be that you dispose of it within your house 

while we dispose of it in water. ^ We dispose of the outer image outwardly 

and guard the inner image in our heart. The light of the image whose 

.substance is consciousness, which we brought out from within us and 

attached to the image made of earth, we take back into ourselves after 

we have done with the worship of this earthen image. Nothing is thus 

broken and done altogether away with as in your case. As the outer 

temple ^ held the brilliance of a beauty filling the world, so also does the 

-inner temple hold the grandeur of an incomparable beauty. Our Mother 

is without as She is within, and within as She is without. By my thus 

moving Her in thought from within to without and from without to within 

the door of my heart will become fully opened. On that day all invoca¬ 

tion ® and final dismissal * into and from the image will cease for ever. 

The day on which I shall see the inner image when looking at the outer 

image, and the latter when I look within, when it wiU be the same within 

as without—on that day the Mother will bring my own coming and 

going ® to an end, and the restless dancing Kali ® will seat Herself and rest 

in peace; unless it be that the blissful Devi,’ finding the path open both 

within and without, runs from sheer joy hither and thither with even 

greater activity than before. But even if She does, I shall not on that day 

call or bring Her, In Her own joy She wiU come, go, dance, sing, and 

play of Her own accord. I shaU only beat time and dance with Her, 

crying out, “Victory to Mother”. O brother critic! thou who art also 

the Mother’s son, by the Mother’s grace may you not be deprived of this 

joy. It is She whom you know as Mother within who graciously issues 

thereout by Her own power,® and thus gratifies the Sadhaka. Of this 

power ® we shaU give an account afterwards. Here we shall say this 

much, that it is a mistake to think that to an Arya Sadhaka the want of 

an outer image means the want of an image within. On the contrary, 

it is because there is an image within that it has been revealed without. 

It is only after we have the inner image that we commence the outer 

worship. Even in the absence of an outer image the Sadhaka is able to 

carry out worship by means of the inner image. 

In the Srimadbhagavata iSastra Bhagavan has said: “ Images are of 

eight kinds—^namely, of stone, wood, iron (metals),® pastes of clay, and 

^ After worship the image is thrown into water, such as the sacred Ganges. 

2 Mandapa. 

^ Avahana, when the Goddess is called into the image. 

^ Visarjana, see ante, ^ In the Samsara. ® Nityakali. 

’ Anandamayi. ® Sakti. ® Author’s parenthesis. 
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such other substances; made of jewels, painted; and mental.” In the" 

presence of any of the seven kinds of images made of stone and the likCy 

the mental image should be first worshipped wdth mental articles of worship 

before worship is done of the outer image with material articles. But in 

the absence of any of those seven kinds of images, those who do external 

worship must bring from within themselves the inner image and worship 

it. It is in this connection that Ramaprasada,^ the Prince of Sadhakasj, 

has said: “ Prasada ® says, * * My heart is a mould made of spotless lotuses. 

Mayest Thou dance after Thou hast been cast in that mould and made 
mental.’ ” ® 

In the Kularaava Tantra, the Lord of Devas has said: “ O Great 

Devi! Sadhakas devoted to the Karmakanda* by the combined force of 

Bhakti,® and Mantra give form to Her who is above form ® and the supreme 

Siva Himself; and worship Her between the sacred pit and the sacrificial 

ground,^ on winnowing fans (even now in many places Arya women design 

images of Devatas on winnowing fans with vermillion, sandal and Durva 

grass, Atap rice * in Pujas and Vratas of Mangalacandi, Kulacandi,®' 

and many other Devatas) on walls (generally amongst Aryasin the north¬ 

west images of Devatas are painted on walls),“ in Puja, Vrata, and other 

religious rites in Mapdalas (Sarvatobhadra and other Mandalas men¬ 

tioned in the Sastra),i‘> on slabs (metal, wood, or stone slabs),i«m the head 

and in. the heart (i). Although the milk of a cow is produced from the 

blood which circulates through her whole body, it flows only from the 

teats of her udder; so, although the universe-pervading Devata is present 

everywhere. Her true aspect is realized in images only (3). If an image 

be in all respects similar to the aspect of Devata, as described in the Sastra, 

if the articles of worsliip are collected with care, and if the Sadhaka has 

^ Ramaprasada Sen, the celebrated Bengali poet (bom, 1718; died, 1775). 

* That is, Ramaprasada. 

® That is, by being moulded in the heart of the Sadhaka. 

* The Scripture dealing with ritual. 

® Devotion. «Rupatita. ’’ Sthandila. 

® There are two kinds of rice prepared from paddy. In the first the paddy 
IS boiled and the husk is removed. In the other the husk is removed without 
such boiling by exposing the paddy to the sun. This is atap, and the other is 
called '' siddha ”, 

® Devis. 10 Author’s parenthesis. 

As to Vratas, see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra, 

A geometrical figure frequently drawn or made with various colours. 
The difFcrence between a Adandala and \ antra is that the former is used in the* 
case of any Devata. whereas a Yantra is appropriate to a specific Devata only. 

Brahmarandhra. « Svarupa. 
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unswerving faith, then that Devata is sure to enter that image (4). Cream 

so long as it remains in a cow’s body does not nourish anyone, but for 

those who draw milk from the cow and collect the cream from it by their 

personal exertion in the way of boiling and so forth, that cream becomes 

a cause of physical nourishment. Just as in this way only the cream 

becomes a cause of physical nourishment, so, O Paramesvari! the Devata 

residing in the body of every person becomes the cause of the Sadhaka’s 

liberation in consequence of worship only. Without such worship She does 

not grant the desired object to the Sadhaka (5-6). For this reason the 

Devata should be worshipped by invoking into Her image Her life, senses, 

and everything else appertaining to Her, and by estabhshing them in such 

image with Tantrik Mantras; otherwise, without such establishment of 

life,i the worship will be ineffectual (7). If the establishment of hfe in an 

image is performed according to the Sastra, the worship will bear the great 

fruit of hberatioii, even if it be defective as regards other Mantras and 

rites.2 Such defects will be cured by the Sadhaka’s prayer to the Devata 

for forgiveness (8). Karma ® done in violation of the rules laid down in 

the Sastra will be wholly fruitless in consequence of the fault known as 

Karmabhanga ^ (9). Karmas falling short of, or going beyond, the rules 

laid down in the Sastra will never bear fruit. The fruits of all good 

Karmas^ performed according to the Sastra will always be as visible; 

as a fruit or other thing held in one’s hand (10). Hence, in Japa, 

Homa, Puja and the hke, Karma ^ performed in strict conformance 

with Sastrik rules will please the Devata, and secure both the fruits of 

Bhoga and Moksa ® for the Sadhaka (ii). O Spouse of Sambhu! futile 

is the worship and so forth done by those who do not know the nature ^ 

of the Devata, Yantras, and Mantrasakti ® (12). Yantras are all Mantra,® 

and Devata is the Sakti of Mantra itself. Therefore the Devata is at once 

pleased if She is worshipped with Mantras according to the Sastra (13). 

A Tantra is so called because it subdues (Niyantrana) lust, anger, and 

other faults of Jiva and the sufferings caused thereby. This Yantra is a 

source of satisfaction to Devata when She is worshipped in it (14). As the 

body is for a Jiva and as oil is for a lamp, so is Yantra the seat of eternal 

^ Pranapratistha. 

^ That is, other than those relating to the Pranapratistha rite. 

® Rites. ^ Violation of the order of worship. 

® “ Repetition ” of Mantra, the sacrifice into fire and ceremonial worship 
(see Intraducliofi to Tantra Sdstra), 

® Enjoyment and liberation. 

’ Svarupa. ® Potency of Mantra. 
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play for aU Devatas (15)* Hcncc^ the prindpal part^ of worships is to 

adore the Paramesvati, after the makiiig of and drawing of Her image and 

Yantra. Butj O My Beloved! the worship should be performed according 

to the ruleSj and after the Sadhaka has received full instruction therein 
from Guru (16).” 

Wherever Sastra has spoken of images, it has in this way similarly 

referred to the Mantra and Devata, It has also said: “ In this way the 

Sadhaka, who has controlled his Prana,^ should, having through meditation 

beheld his Istadevata in his heart, contemplate upon the unity of the image 

of the Devi both within and without.” The process for so doing will be 

described in its proper place later. Here only tliis much should be under¬ 

stood that it is the inner image which must be brought out and established 

in the outer image. Our critic wiU now consider whether it is not the 

height of folly to try to do away with woi'ship of the Deity with form by 

breaking its image* Be the image, mental or material, we break it every 

day after worship. But in spite of so much breaking we cannot reaUy 

break it for a single moment. Whenever or wherever I look, within or 

without, I ever see the Devi,: whose substance is will, as Bhagavan or 

Bhagavati, in whatsoever form She is pleased to appear. I see my Mother, 

the mad,^ disordered girl, dancing mth gentle movements of her body, 

now taking up the flute instead of the sword, or again seizing the sword 

instead of tlie flute, or yet again at times makiag both the sword and the 

flute into one in Her hand; mingling Her laughter with Her dancing; 

now loosening and now binding up Her hair. If I sleep, she awakens me 

by coming Herself and playing on the flute. If I commit any offence, 

She raises Her sword and, smiling gently, threatens me wdth it. What 

infidel ® is there who can break this image? Who in the three worlds has 

the power to break the image to which my heart is bound with such a 

deep love? The outer image with which you are concerned is nothing but 

a reflection of the real one. So long as the inner image, which is thus 

reflected, is not broken, what ^vill you gain by breaking its reflection? 

The fair and transparent moon is reflected in the clear bosom of a river. 

The light of its golden beauty is borne upon the innumerable ripples raised 

by the gentle stirrings of the evening wind. If like foolish children you 

and I proceed to strike at the reflection with our sticks, think you that 

^ Kalpa. 2 Puja. 

® That is, his breath by Pranayama. 

^ P^la, as already stated (see ante), the English word “ mad ” fails to 
convey the meaning of the word “ pagla,” for in Bengali it is tinged with a 
fteling of tenderness, and persons so called are often greatly loved. The term 
denotes rather a person of eccentric and amiable character, and is akin to the 
Persian Dew^a. 
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-we sliall thereby break the moon itself? Mistaken as we are, the agitation 

of the water may lead us to think that the moon has been shattered into a 

himdred or a thousand fragments; but, O brother! wait but a moment, 

<and you will see that when the water has again become calm the full moon 

shines as fuUy there as ever. Then you will understand that the moon 

which is agitated by the waves is only a reflection of and not the moon 

itself. The moon appears in the water because the rays of the moon in 

the heavens have reached it. O brother! you energetic child! the moon 

in the heavens will not be broken until the httle arms of dwarfs such as 

you and I can reach through the firmament where the moonlight plays 

and touch the lunar orb itself. I therefore ask you, O brother! what is 

the use of striking at the reflection if you cannot touch that which it reflects ? 

The external image which you see before a devotee is not merely such, 

nor is the image (which has risen in the sky of the devotee s heart) of Her 

who plays on the breast of Siva and stirs in the hearts of devotees a mere 

outward thing. That image of Brahmamayi, which is reflected in the 

liver of the devotee’s love-laden eye, shedding the hght ^ of Brahman on 

the playful lucid waves of feeling; that image of Her who, though the one 

and only Isvari, is reflected in multiple innumerable waves in the eyes of 

countless devotees, is not a mere outward thing. Were anyone to break 

that inner image, it might become him to say one day: “ I shall do away 

with the worship of the Deity with form by breaking Her image.” If 

to-day you and I proceed to break an outer image with the cudgel of our 

■own violent infidelity, do you think it will be really broken thereby? 

Never! If, however, the eye of the devotee is hurt, sweet tears of devotion 

will fall from them, the sight of which will stir the hearts of all men. But, 

then, instantly before your eyes the deep waters assume a calm, gentle, 

and tranquil aspect. The agitation of the water does not cause the moon’s 

reflection to disappear. On the contrary, the clear moon-beams like 

garlands of light dance and play on every ripple. Similarly, your blow 

wiU not drive away the Devata’s image from the devotee’s eyes. On the 

contrary, the great Sakti of the mental Devata will play on every ripple 

in the water of the tears of the devotee’s eye. But before your own eyes 

the consoling peace wiU shortly descend and calm the tears. Then instantly 

you will see that Brahmamayi, who dwells in the hearts of devotees, has 

again fully appeared without; and then, seeing the displayed and fearful 

nature of Her gentle, sweet laughter in the presence of the devotee, and the 

vanity of our effort to break that image, it will seem to you as if the 

victorious queller of Mahisa ^ is to-day laughing peals of laughter after 

She crushed the pride of Danavas under the toe of Her left foot and has 

bestowed the dominion of heaven ^ on Devas. O Mother of the world! 
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let me see, O Mother! that day. By Thy kindness teach me that unbelier 

which causes Thee, O Mother (whom even Princes of Yogins seldom 

attain in meditation),^ to appear in person in the field of battle with 

assumption of a visible waitior form. Teach me that unbelief which causes' 

Thee in Thy intense iov^e to place on the hard neck and shoulder of the 

restless Danava ® the beauteous lotus-foot, which is the treasure of the 

heart of Mahesvara.® O Mother, full of unbounded mercy! there is 

nothing in the three worlds to compare with this mercy of Thine. It is 

by reason of this that Thou art, O Mother! the Mother of the Universe.. 

What better proof of Thy mercy is there than this, that Thou hast no 

enemy in the Samsara other than Thy son? * Hallowed is the merciful 

Mother! Hallowed art Thou, hallowed is Thy mercy, and still more 

hallowed is Thy inimical son! Brother critic! as you are my friend, I tell 

you with tears in my eyes that everyone is hallowed in this Samsara,. 

which is the Mother’s dominion. But you and I, unfortunate as we are, 

seem to be the most unhappy of those who arc unhallowed. We are 

neither faithless nor faithful. We have neither been able to become 

enemies nor sons. In deep sorrow and vrith tears, therefore, I say: “ Tell 
me, Mother! where am I to stand, Mother? ” 

She alone knows where 1 am to stand. But I am here to say what 

I have heard about the path. I shall, therefore, tell you one or two more 

things to-day. I hear that you are given to saying at every word “ image- 

worshippers are ^vorshippers of unconscious matter”.® From this it 

indirecdy follows tliat you are a worshipper of consciousness itself. It is 

not at ail strange, but rather natural, on your part for you to say that 

image-worshippers are woishippers of unconscious matter, for “ a person 

speaks only of that which he understands,” and no one can blame him for 

so doing. There i.s, therefore, nothing to say to you on the score that you- 

call image-worshippers, worshippers of unconscious matter. But we shall' 

to-day ask you one or two things, because you are a worshipper of Brahman 
Himsclfj who is consciousness itself- 

You know that the verbal root brngha means to pervade, and that 

Brahman is the name of Him who pervades the Universe. You arc also 

Dhyana. 2 gQjj of Danu, enemy of the Devas. 

® It is the Devi’s love which leads her to punish the Asuras. As the latter 
have thus drawn the love of the Devi, even though it takes the form of punish¬ 
ment, the author expresses himself to be envious of the Asuras, enemies of the 
Devas, who are thus more fortunate than great Yogis (see verses 8 and 9 of the 
Hymn to Jagadambika in Chapter xix of the Devibhagavata Purana, translated 
m A. and E. Avalon’s “ HjTams to the Goddess ”). 

^hat is. She looks on them as Her sons, although they are H!er enemies. 
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in the habit of saying that Brahman is consciousness itself. Being a 

worshipper of that Brahman, with what heart, O brother! can you call 

an image imconscious matter? Is it an expression of faith on your part to- 

say that He who pervades the Universe, who pervades everything and 

exists everywhere, who is equally present everywhere from Heaven to- 

HeU,i does not exist in an image? It may, to a certain extent, become a 

dualist to say that “ unconscious matter and consciousness are two different 

things But being a worshipper of undefinable ^ Brahman, with what 

face do you admit the existence of that which is called “ unconscious- 

matter ” as distinct from consciousness? You may, of course, escape by 

saying, “ Be it unconscious matter or consciousness, I do not care for 

worship at aU.” But in that case also you are in another way bound ta 

admit that there is nothing which can be called unconscious matter. You 

caU these things unconscious matter in which you do not see any sign of 

consciousness, as, for instance, earth, water, wood, stone, and so forth. 

Now, I ask, is it because there is really no consciousness in these things 

that you regard them as unconscious, or is it because you yourself have 

not the eye to see them otherwise? Many people, again, say that such. 

things as plants, trees, shrubs, creepers, and so forth, are unconscious. 

Perhaps they think that eating, sleeping, fearing, and having sexual inter¬ 

course,® are four inseparable marks of Jivahood, and that all such things 

as are without them are unconscious. The Sastra, however, says that 

plants, creepers, and so forth, are not unconscious things, but unmoving 

Jivas. Manu says: “ Through faults arising out of the body—that is to- 

say, sins committed by means of the body—men become unmoving things 

(are born as plants, shrubs, creepers, and so forth) that is to say, the 

punishment for such sins consists in this, that in their subsequent birth- 

such men are unable to do any desired work by their physical exertion. 

Through sins committed by speech men are born as birds or beast; that 

is to say, the punishment for such sins consists in this, that in their subse¬ 

quent birth these men have not the faculty of speech. As the result of 

sins committed by mind, men are born in the lowest castes. The object 

of such punishment is that in their subsequent birth they may not be 

endowed with broad intelligent ® minds. It is merely in order to determine 

where we stand that we quote this passage from Manu. In fact, there are 

many others. Hundreds and thousands of reasons and authorities may be 

given and quoted in this connection, but we are afraid of digressing.. 

What we want to show by the above passage is that plants, creepers, and 

^ Svarga to Naraka. 

2 Nirvisesa—that is, to whom no limiting attribute can be given, 

3 See ante. ^ Author’s parenthesis. 
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so forth, ai'e not unconscious or inert, but living things, that they, too, are 

bom and die, share happiness, prosperity, and adversity, and so forth, in 

a remarkable degree, with, however, this difference from other living 

things, that while we can clearly observe the changes which are caused in 

the latter by happiness and sorrow, we do not perceive similar changes in 

the case of trees, creepers, and so forth. There are two reasons for thi^ 

■difference. First, the force of consciousness ^ which exists as Jiva in a 

plant or creeper is completely overpowered by the force of Maya^; and 

secondly, the changes which are caused in plants and the like by happiness 

and sorrow arc so fine that our senses, gross as they are, have not the 

keenness and subtlety to perceive them. Only R^ts, who have attained 

.Siddhi by Tapas ® and see all things, and Devas and Devayonis ^ (Yaksas, 

Kinnaras, Vidyadharas, and so forth), have the power to perceive them. 

Por this reason we read in Pauranik and sirnilar stories that whenever some 

great person has through a curse taken birth as a plant or the like, ]?jsis or 

Devas have, on knowing when the curse comes to an end, delivered him 

from life as an unmoving thing, Sri Krsna Himself bears evidence of this 

in the incident of the breaking of the trees Yamala and Aguna.^ 

Next, as to stones and metals. It Is not necessary to deal separately 

with the subject of metals, for metals exist in mines in the womb of moun" 

tains, and there Is no difference between stones and metals as regards 

consciousness or unconsciousness. A mountain is a great living thing, 

and the greatest ® of things that spring out of earth. It is in mountains 

that the earth^s power of bearing burden is mainly seated. Hence moun¬ 

tains are called supporters of the earth Mountains rise, grow, and 

become decayed- They rise by piercing through the eanh; they grow by 

extending to the earth; and, again, during the time of their decay they 

gradually sink into the womb of the earth. As a mountain rises by 

penetrating through the earth, inch by inch, in thousands and hundreds 

of thousands of years, so it also disappears into the womb of the earth inch 

by inch during the same periods, A mountain has also birth and death. 

In a dead tree there remains no vitality. The stones of a dead mountain 

^ Cit-sakti. 2 Mayasakti. 

® Austerity, de\otion, etc. (see Introduction to Tantra Sdstra), 

4 Spirits emanating from the Devas and the Deva world. Deva eva vonih 
:nidanabhutat yasya. •' 

s Tliere is a tree Arjima. Sri Krsna broke a twin Anuna-treej and 
two Devay^ sprang forth, who had been cursed by a Rsi. The author here 
speafe of Yamala Arjuna, but Yamala means twin, and it should be 

twin Arjuna trees 6 Literally, crest-gem. 

’ Earth IS that which is the supporter of eveiy'thmg, and it is mainlv througl 
the mountains that it is so, tor they are the greatest masses of earth, and thi 
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become rough and destitute of moisture, like the dry wood of a dead tree 

and as does such wood, they break into pieces under Ught blows. Dealers 

in stones who are versed in the science of the subject unhesitatingly admit 

this. They can also show, on an examination of them, which mountain 

is alive and which is dead. But perhaps you are shaking your sides with 

laughter on hearing that mountains have life. But can you say that 

to-day the mountains are not laughing on seeing you laugh in this way? 

Can you show any substance in the world which has no life, and yet grows 

and decays ? The longevity of a mountain is lakhs of crores ^ of years,, 

thousands of Yugas,^ hundreds of Manvantras,® while you and I are not 

reckoned as even insignificant bubbles in the vast sea of time. How is it 

possible for us in a single fife to probe into the question of consciousness 

or unconsciousness of a mountain by observing its birth and death? Who 

can say how many times ^ you and I are to be re-incarnated during the 

one fife-time of a single mountain? It does not therefore become us to 

determine the question of consciousness or unconsciousness of a mountain, 

though we cannot see its birth and death. We, however, daily see the 

growth and decay of small hills, and from this you can very well realize 

whether a mountain is conscious or unconscious. 
Then comes the question of earth. Consciousness of earth is still 

more subtle—^indeed, as subtle as any matter can be. It is extremely 

difficult to discover it with the help of physical perception alone. It can 

be ascertained only by means of Divine ® powers attained by Sadhana. 

It is not therefore capable of explanation. Besides this, even if we think 

that the earth is unconscious, we must consider whether it is really so; 

whether earthly atoms are seats of the play of unconscious forces « only,, 

or whether the force of consciousness lies in a subtle form within them 

and achieves its purposes by means of these unconscious forces which it 

has made its servants. Let us assume that earth is the seat of the play of 

unconscious forces only. But there, where I saw yesterday a stretch of 

barren earth, I see to-day the sprouting of new tender shoots. -Whence 

has this vitality of conscious living things come to the inert atoms of uncon¬ 

scious earth? This is the first stage. The subsequent stages are still more 

wonderful. Before our eyes the shoots grow into stalks and leaves and 

gradually bear fruit. When the crop becomes ripe, it is eaten by men,. 

^ A lakh equals 100,000 and a crore is 10,000,000. 

2 A Yuga or age is a portion of a Kalpa, or day of Brahma of 4,320,000,000 

years (sfee next note). 

®The Kalpa is divided into fourteen Manvantras, which are again 
subdivided into seventy-one Mahayuga, each of which is composed of Yugas. 

^ Literally, “ how many eighty-four lakhs of times.” 
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beasts, and birds, and is digested in the fire of tbe stomacb. Xhe essence 

of the digested crop is then transformed into fat, semen, and blood in the 

body. In the womb again the semen and blood are digested and grow 

into the Living, conscious cliild in the womb. Howerver learned we may 

be in various Sastras, we are unable to realize this directly, the mother 

alone being able to do so. Gradually when, after ten months and ten 

days, the child issues from the mother’s womb, we then see that the eating 

of an unconscious crop has produced this conscious fruit. If the semen 

and blood had not the force ^ of consciousness in them, whence has con¬ 

sciousness come to the child ? If the crop which has been eaten had no 

consciousness in it, whence did consciousness come in the semen and blood ? 

If the tree had not consciousness in it, whence did consciousness come in 

the crop ? And if earth had no consciousness in it, whence did conscious- 

n^s come in the tree? Now, critic, who talks of unconsciousness! Tell me, 

is it the earth which is unconscious, or is it you and I who are so? Is it not 

a sign of one’s own unconsciousness to consider the earth as earthen only, 

when it is thus full of consciousness in a subtle form. What can be more 

idiotic than to hold that the soil of the earth is unconscious matter, when 

men, beasts, birds, insects, trees, shrubs, mountains, and all else derive 

their consciousness from the force of consciousness contained in every atom 

of the earth, and to ridicule away ^vith ideas that which has puzzled the 

brains of even philosophers? The philosopher has said: 

“ Unconscious semen becomes instinct with consciousness during its 

stay in the womb. Gradually hands, head, and various other organs 

spring up. Again, that same semen which has thus grown into a Jiva 

takes on successively the attributes ® of childhood, youth, old age, infirmity, 

and so forth, one after another, and sees, eats, hears, smells, and moves 
about. What greater magic can there be than this? ” 

Here it may be objected that, if worship can be performed with earth, 

stones, w'ood, metal, and such other things, having regard to the Brahman- 

consciousness existing in a subtle form within it, why cannot it be performed 

with the bodies of men, beasts, birds, and so forth, in which that conscious¬ 

ness is more manifest? We ask in reply. Who is it who says that worship 

is not performed iu this way? In fact, it is so performed; the worship of 

the supreme Brahman appearing as Guru is done towards the human 

body of the Gum, Kumari ^ is worsliipped in tlic bodies of virgins. The 

Spouse of Siva is worshipped in the animal body of jackals, and it is in the 

form of tlie Brahmini bird * that the daughter of Daksa grants Siddhi to a 

Sadhaka’s Sadhana. All this is worship done with other bodi«. But a 

Sadhaka must first of all worship his Istadevata in his own body, and then 

1 Sakti. 2 Upadhi. ® The Devi as a virein. 
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lie will be entitled to do worship of Her in other bodies. Worship with 

portions ^ of Brahma-caitanya ^ leads to perfection ® of Brahma-Jnana ^ 

and not to the perfection of Brahman-worship.® For the purpose of 

Brahman-worship it is necessary to y^orship a form which has been assumed 

by the Devata to show Himself to Sadhakas and to bestow favours on them. 

This image, again, must not be a production of the Sadhaka’s imagination 

only. Such images alone should be worshipped as are images of forms 

actually assumed by Her. The worship also must be performed in the 

method approved of by the !§^tra, and then Sadhana performed according 

to the Sastra is sure to lead to Siddhi.® Mantra-Sakti ^ wields sole authority 

wherever Siddhi is concerned. In Sadhana with Mantra the Devata’s 

real form is revealed by the Sakti of the Mantra. Hence the only form 

which I should meditate on is the form which is the subject of the Mantra 

in which I am initiated. In my own self I can meditate on that form for 

.a very short time only. But so long as this meditation does not develop 

;into perfect Samadhi,® I have not the power to hold that true form of Her 

/Constantly in my heart- It is therefore as an aid to this end that the same 

form is worshipped outwardly in images. Secondly, unswerving medita¬ 

tion is impossible at the time of worship. I am the worshipper. She is the 

worshipped, and to worship is my duty. No worship is possible without 

this three-fold knowledge.® Moreover, when we make our various offerings 

we are thinking of these things. Single-pointed meditation is never 

possible when so many different forms of knowledge crowd together in the 

mind. For this reason there can be no outer worship without the 

/establishment of an outer image. 

It may, however, be asked. Why should the Sakti, which is Her real 

aspect, appear in the outer iniage at my desire. That is a different question. 

On the one hand, images made of earth, stone, and so forth, are given the 

forms which Mantrasakti has revealed in the I§astra, so that the condition 

is immensely favourable, instead of being unfavourable to the appearance 

of that true Sakti in them. On the other hand, Mantrasakti will awake 

by its own force and unite the Brahma-tej as in the heart of the Sadhaka 

^ Amsa. ^ Brahman as consciousness. ® Siddhi. 

^ Brahman knowledge, or spiritual laiowledge, 

® By worshipping the objects in which the Brahman exists, a man’s knowledge 
of Brahman may be perfected; but, considered as worship, it is ngt the worship 
of Brahman in its entirety, which is only accomplished in the case of Avat^as 
on the earthly or spiritual plane, such as the Mahavidyas. 

® Fruition. 
^ The potency of Mantra, or rather Sakti as Mantra. 

* Ecstasy, or the attainment of the turiya consciousness (see Introduction to 
Tantra Sdstra). 
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with the Tejas in tlie outer form of the Devata^ and then the two Tejas- 

win together burn like a sacrificial fire, accepting the offerings made by 

the Sadiiaka. What is there in this for you or I to object to. or rack our 
brains over ? 

Mantra alone^ which is the mediator in the affair, is responsible for it. 

Mantra will, by its own power, bring divinity ^ to the image; you and I 

need not be anxious about it. It is for this reason that MantraSakti ^ is at 

the root of all Sadliana, Mantra can, by becoming one only Isvara 

(that is, supreme over aU), cause such events by means of its super-worldly 

power as the three worlds or the universe cannot accomplish by their united 

effort. It is because Mantra possesses such wonderful power, that you 

and I, mere men though we be, are able to worship Dcvata, The S^tra 

has, therefore said: If the worshipper has strength of Tapasya^ (that is 

to say, if his Mantra is conscious),® and if there is an abundance of offerings 

(that is to say, if such offerings inspire the Sadhaka's heart with single^ 

pointed devotion to the Devata),® and if the image represents the true 

form of the Devata (that is to say, if at the sight of the image the Sadhaka’s 

mind and eyes sink in die sea of its beauty, sweetness, and gracefulness)/ 

then the Devata readily approaches that image,” In order to gain for 

oneself the different Sakds which Erahmamayi has put in different Yantras * 

in this house of the Universe, such as river, sea, mountain, tree, shrub, 

creeper, and so forth, it is necessary to worship Her in these Yantras.®^ 

This is the ground of Her worship in jackals, Brahmdm kites, cremation, 

grounds,dead bodies, women/ bael-trees, aSvattha trees, aparajita flowers, 

cow^, bulls, Br^manas, places of pilgrimage, fire, and so forth. Oppor¬ 

tunity offering, we shall try to explain the principles of this subject in its 

proper place. Here this much only should be understood, that in whatever 

Yantra or image She may be worshipped, it is the worship of Herself in 

that form,® For this reason even Vedantik Dandis,® who take refuge with 

knowledge only, have said in the Pancadasi: la the Vi^varupa portion 

1 Devatva. 2 See ante. ■ 

® Author’s own interpretation. ^ Instruments. 

® In order to acquire the Saktr of Hers, which is manifested as rivers, moun¬ 
tains, etc,, it is necessary to worship Her under those aspects. This refers to 
minor Siddhis, Thus it is said that when Rama Krsna Paramahamsa w^as with 
another Sadia aka travelling to Daksinesvara on a dark night, this Sadhaka 
turned his back to him, and light issued from it. It would be said that that 
power was gained by Agni (fire) Sadhana, 

® Smasanas. 7 Saktis. 

®SvarOpa Vibhuti—e.g,, if a tree be worshipped as Devata, it is not the 
tree whicli is worshipped, but the Devi in the form of a tree. 

® A sect of ascetics 
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of the Purusa Sukta/ it has been said, from Brahma, to a blade of grass 

everything is a hmb of the vast ^ macrocosmic body of Bhagavan (i)- 

Isvara, Sutratma,® Virata, Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, Indra, Agni, Vighna,^ 

Bhairava, Mairala, Marika, Yaksa, Raksasa, Brahmana, Ksattiiya, Vaisya, 

Sudra, cow, horse, deer, bird, A^attha, banian, mango, and other trees, 

barley, paddy grass, and other crops, water, stone, earth, wood, axe, 

spade, and so forth—all are Isvara. When worshipped as Isvara they 

grant fruits according to the iSaktis, inherent in their respective Yantras ^ 

(2-4). The fruit of the worship will be according to the Yantra and the 

mode in which the worshipper performs the worship. The differences in 

quahty which are found to exist in these fruits are caused by differences in 

the character of the Yantras of worship and of the worship itself, according 

as it is Sattvik, Rajasik, or Tamasik.® But liberation can never be attained 

without a knowledge of the Brahman, just as we sleep until we awaken 

ourselves. When one attains to knowledge of the non-dualistic Brahman, 

all this Universe of conscious and unconscious things in the forms of Isvara, 

Jiva, and so forth, appears to be nothing but a dream (5-7).” 

Three causes operate for the attainment of this knowledge of Brahman: 

(i) Hearing,'^ thinking ® and constant meditation,® prescribed in the Vedanta 

Philosophy; (2) practice of Yoga; and (3) Sadhana, consisting of a combina¬ 

tion of the three things—Karma (work), Yoga, and Jnana (knowledge), with 

Bhakti (devotion) as their root.^® Of these three means the last is the easiest, 

most pleasant, most rapidly effective, and is suited to all the three classes of 

worshippers—namely, those who are given to worldly pursuits, those who 

are dissatisfied with the world, and those who yearn for liberation. In the 

realm of devotion the most worshipful and supreme objects of adoration 

are those forms only of the Supreme Devata Paramesvari, in which She 

as the central source of aU Saktis has manifested Herself in order to make 

worship possible. The ultimate Siddhi spoken of in the Tantra Sastra 

^ The Vaidik Sukta of that name. 

2 Virata. The whole Universe is considered to be the body of the Devata,, 
its constituent parts being the microcosmic aspect. 

3 That is, the Atma considered as the continuing thread on which the 
objective world is stnmg and which it infuses. 

^ Vighna Devata. Ganesa is so called as remover of obstruction. What 
follows and precedes are Devas, Devayonis, castes, etc. 

® That is, the Sadhaka acquires -the Sakti which is manifested in the objects 

® See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra. 

^ Sravana. See as to this and two following op. cit. supra. 

® M^anana. ^ Nididhyasana, 

Commencement must be made with Bhakti. 
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dances on the palms of the hands ^ of such men as are not satisfied with 

Siclirlhi acquired fnjm the worship of partial manifestations ^ from Brahma 

fo a blade of grass described above as Her Virata Vibhuti, but are desirous 

of attaining angle-pointed devotion and liberation. They alone are com¬ 

petent to worship the Parabrahma aspect spoken of in the Tantra Sastra 
of Her who is Parabrahman. It is for them that the Mother of the three 

Worlds, who is Turiya consciousness,® has zissumed that Brahman aspect, 

which is massive consciousness,'^ and bliss, and full of play.® And it is for 

them that the Tantra Sastra has loudly said: “ Without a doubt he who 

enters upon the great path of Kuladharma ® will soon walk into the dty 

of liberation. A man should therefore place himself under the direction 

of a Kaula.” 

1 That is, “ is easily attained by ”. ® Vibhutis. 

® The fourth state. 

4 P.irlCTViana—that is. nothinff but a mass of eonsdousness. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE PLAY OF GUNAS i 

He as Siva is sweet of form with infinite Gunas, notwithstanding that He 

is the immutable Being, above Gunas 5 ^ the only Lord and Controller of 
the Tamas Guna, though that is of His substance; ^ self-manifest and 

luminously white, like a alver mountain, though seated on the throne of 

(the dark) Tamas Guna^; the Supreme Guru of spiritual knowledge, 

though His substance is of the Tamas Guna; found in great cremation 

grounds,® notwithstanding that He is the Lord of inconceivable wealth; 

an untraversable, calm, and solemn ocean,® though He is the hfaharudra 

of the great dissolution dependent on the bliss of his own Sadhana,® 

notwithstanding that He is all joy itself; merciful and loving in appearance, 

in spite of being wrong-eyed »; the guide in the path of worship of Himself, 

though He is the worshipped of the three worlds; the owner of half of the 

body of the Daughter of Mountain,* *® even though He is the one eternal 

unity; the seeker “ of the company of Her who is His eternal companion 
notwithstanding that He is companionless *2; the destroyer of the passion 

of desire,*® though He eternally appears in the coupled “ form of husband 

and wife; the grantor unasked of eternal liberation *® to all Jivas in the city 

of Kail,*® despite his being the Dispenser of all fruits of action to the whole 

*Gunalila; Guna is “ Quality” (see as to this Introduction io Tanlra 
■Rostra). 

.2 Niskalatattva, or the Tattva without Kala or Prakrti. 

* He is tamogunamaya. 
« See ante, note. Siva as such subdues manifestation (sattva). 

® Smasanas. 
« He is both the ocean of peace and the destroyer. 
’ In His form as the great Rudra (Maharudra) of the great dissolution 

(Mahapralaya). « §iva was Himself a great Sadhaka. 

»Virupaksa. His eyes are represented as being in a dreaming, half-closed, 
and slanting position, like the eyes of those who have taken bhang. He is also, 
according to some, called Virupaksa, because he is three-eyed. 

1® Parvati. 
1* Sadhaka. *2 Nihsamga, unattached to anything, as are Yogis. 
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Universe; easily appeased,even though he is ako formidable and wrath¬ 

ful blue-throated, though he is ako white the Saviour of the three 

worlds through his drinking deadly poison,* ** yet ako their Destroyer; 

taking pleasure in adoraing Himself witii serpents,® despite his being the 

Director, grey wth ashes ®, to the path of everlasting dispassion; crested 

with the crescent moon, though His head is covered with matted hair 

the carrier of trident and axe, though He grants blessing and dispels fear 

prostrate under the feet of the Devi with dishevelled hair, notwithstanding 

that He is Himself the grantor of liberation to devotees ®; the Maha- 

bhairaya,*® who drinks the wine “ of joy, in spite of being perfect joy Himself; 

the crier of “ Fearnot,” though He is Himself aBhairava five-faced,” 

in spite of being thousand-headed three-eyed, even though He has eyes 

which turn towards all things in the Universe; dad in space,*® notwith¬ 

standing that He is Himself space; of infinite forms, though of eight forms 

the Preceptor of knowledge, though knowledge itself; He who brings trs 

liberation, and yet attainable through liberation; the Lord of Kailua and 

Kasi,*® though He is the Lord of the world; the Lord of all creatures,” 

though ako the Master of the Spirit world the Lord of creatures,®* 

* Asutosa. This with simplidtj' is one of the chief qualities which make 
lEm lovable to Devotees. * Cgra. 

® Siva is represented w'hite as a mountain of .silver. The blue mark on His 
throat was caused by His drinking (in order to save the world) the poison which 
issued from the churiung of the ocean. * See last note. 

® Siva is represented as garlanded with scents, and as here taking pleasure 
in the play of such adornment, notwitlistanding that neither this nor any other 
worldly thing is of concern to Him, who is the accomplisher of liberation. 

® Siva, as do the Yogis, smears His body with ashes. 

^ Jatajuta worn by ascetics; either their own hair or the hair of others bound 
up in a high twisted and matted mass on the crown of the head. 

® In His hands He earned the trident (trknla) and axe (parafu), and with 
two others makes the gestures (mudra) called vara and abhaya. 

® Siva is generally represented as Sava (corpse), lying under the feet of Devi, 
for without Her Sakti (power) He is inert. 

A Bhairava is he who follows viracara. 

“ Karana, a technical term in Tantra for wine. 

Ma bhaya. That is, formidable and the causer of fear. ‘ 

** Pancanana. ” SahasraSirsa. Digamfaara, or naked. 

*^Thc astamuTti of Siva—viz., Bhava (water), Sarwa (earth), Pasupafi 
(man the sacrificer), Bhima (ether), Cgra (air), Rudra (fire), MahMeva (moon), 
ISana (sun). 

*®The mountain Kailasa, His abode (see IntToduaim lo Tantra SSslra)^ and 
Benares, the city sacred to Him. 

Bhutapati, living on earth as opposed to ghosts which follow. 
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though the destroyer of the bonds of the Pasu He who upholds Ganga 

in His plaited hair,® though fire is in the eye on Ehs forehead; the Destroyer 

of Daksa’s sacrifice,® though He is the Supreme Lord * of all Yajnas; 

sorely grieved at sight of the pltty ® of the Devi’s death,® though Himself 

above ail delusion the son-in-law of the King of Mountains,® notwith¬ 

standing that He is beyond all relationship; the father of young Heramfaa,® 

though He is Himself the Parabrahma i®; the Lir^a,^! which is the source 

of the origin of the entire Universe; the eternal cause of Yoganidra/® 

though attainable by Karma, Jnana, and Yoga the sole Saviour of the 

world of devotees, though also the Destroyer of the three worlds; the con¬ 

stant companion of devotees,®'* and yet also attainable by Jnanis ®®; friend 

of the poor, and yet omnipresent; the Lord of the helpless, and yet the 

Lord of the three worlds ; loving towards supplicants, yet also loving towards 

the whole Universe; the sole Lord of T^trik Mantras, though being the 

object of worship in all Mantras and Yantras the eternal King of Kings 

on the throne of the devotee’s heart, notwithstanding ,that He is the one 

ISvara (Lord) in the infinite world. 
Again, as Krsna, He is the master-actor, cunning and full of 

deception,®® though Himself undisturbed by the waves of dualism; the 

assumer of a sweet form with three-fold bend,®® in spite of being above all 

1 The Pasu is the unillumined man bound by the bonds (pasa), which, 
according to the enumeration of the Kul^nava Tantra, are pity, ignorance, 

shame, family, custom, and caste, 

2 Siva held the Ganges in His hair when it was called down from heaven by 
Bhagiratha, and fire flashes from His third eye, 

3 Yajha, according to the well-known legend as to which, see ante. 

^ Isvara. Siva is Yajhesvara, 

® Lila; for all which Devatas do i3 such. 

® At the sacrifice of Daksa on hearing Her husband slighted by the former. 

Maya and moha. 

8 Siva’s Spouse Parvati was the daughter of Himavat (Himalaya). 

® Ganesa. And beyond all causal forms. Phallus. 

12 “ Sleep of Yoga.” produces diversity. Ycganidra Sakti accom¬ 
plishes unity—namely, that Sakti‘ of Brahman which establishes unity with 

Him. 

1^ Action, knowledge, and Yoga. Bhakta. 

1^ Those “ who know ” and who have acquired spiritual knowledge. 

1® Diagrams of worship (see Introduction , to Tanira Sdstra). 

1’ Rajaraje^ara. 

1® Kapata sata. Thus He pretended to suck the breast of Putana, who was 
sent to destroy Him, but in doing so He sucked out her life (her pranavayu). 

1® Tribhanga, a position loved of the Hindu artist. The body makes three 
bf^nds: the head is turned to one side, the oooosite hip is thrown out ' and the 
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changes of nature beautiful with the dark colour of water-laden clouds^^ 

though he is pure Sattva itself^; incarnated as the son of the ruler ol 

Vraja ^ for the purpose of relieving the earth of her burden, though Himsell 

the Perfect Brahman who is existence^ consciousness, and bliss^ the wearer 

of garlands of gunja seeds,® and >'et possessed in full of the six forms of 

Lordliness covered with the dust of Emdavana,^ and yet being the adored 

of the Laksmi of Vaikuntha a herdsboy, though the supporter of the 

three worlds; die beggar of food fi'om a Erahmana lady, though He is 

Himself the provider of the Universe'^; decked with peacock's feathers, in 

spite of hxs possession of infinite beauty; the wearer of yellow-tinted loin¬ 

cloths, though he-is beyond the covering of Maya He who took the help 

of Baiarama,^ though He Himself helps the entire Universe; Who ivandered 

in pastures/^ and yet Who moved in the hearts of great Yogis; upholder of 

Mount Gdvardhana,^^ tliough also the upholder of the infinite Universe; 

the destroyer of the arrogance of Kamsa and Kaiiya,^® and yet the peaceful 

charmer of Madana ; the Damodara,^^ who holds the Universe in his 

belly, though apjiearing in the foim of a young herdsboy; the charmer of 

Brahma, though He is Himself Hari, Kara, and Brahma; out of His love 

full of fear for Yasoda,^® notwithstanding that He is the Fear of Fear itself; 

ever present in Emdavana,^® though also pr^ent in ever>' atom of the 

^ Bhava vilcara. The tribhanga is crooked. His straightness or uniformity 
is contrasted therewith. 

^ Krsna’s body is a very dark blue. 

® The Guna is here thought of as colourless, 

^ Nanda, Krsna’s foster-father. 

small red beny^, w^lth a black spot on top, used as a weight by 
goldsmiths. 

® Aisvarya, such as omnipotence, omnipresence, and the like. 

^ The city of Emdavan, sacred to Krsna. 

® The Tutelar)' Goddess of the heaven of Visnu, as to which see ante. 

® He once begged food of a Br^imam woman in order to show her favour. . 

10 Maya is represented as a veil covering the pure Spirit. 

His brother. 12 As a cowherd. 

In order to save Brndavan from a great deluge. 

Asura, King of Mathura, who attempted to destroy Krsna, his sister’s 

(DevakI) son. The serpent destroyed by Him. 

The God of Love or Desire, He surpasses Madana in attractiveness. 

He in whose belly (Udara) all Damas—that is, regions (Lokas)—are 
located. Visnu is called Damodara also, because he has Dama, or self-controL. 
and Svapraka^, or self-manifestation. In Harivamsa it is said that Yasoda, 
Krsna’s foster-moth^, tied a rope round his belly, and fastened it to a UdukhaJa 
(husking-bowd) to keep him out of mischief while she was doing her household 
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infinite Universe; the stealer of the clothes of young girls performing 

Katyayani Vrata,i though He is also the supplier of innumerable dothes 

to Draupadi when oppressed with shame and fear for her honour rg^icmg 

in the sound of a flute, notwithstanding that He is the source of Nada 

Bindu, Dhvani, and Murchana ever eager to enjoy the Rasa ; o 

Rasa,s though He is Himself the great Rasa grieved at Radhika’s anger 

of love,’ and yet eternally full of joy; constantly seeking * the company ol 

Radhika, though He is sought by Her* who seeks supreme loye; ever 

bound, as it were by cords, by the love of the beauties of Vraja,i“ notwit 

standing that He is etemafly free, unattached, and without attribute; 

proficient in the amorous arts of women, and yet free of all sensuality ; 

a youth victorious in war with passion,!^ and yet immersed in the midst of 

waves of passion i®; who appears separately to each of the innumerable 

groups of innumerable herdswomen,^ though He is Himself one without a 

second; restless and mad in His play as Brahman, though incarnated by 

way of play as a man; making Himself out to be adulterous to His own 

wives in order to delude unhappy Jivas devoid of Sadhana; He who 

1 Gkipis performed the worsliip of Katyayani before the Rasa festival, at 
which time Krsna stole their clothes in order to make them appear before Him 

naked. 
2 It is narrated in the Mahabh^ata that when Draupadi brought to 

the Court of Dhritarastra, one of his sons, in order to insult her, b^an pullmg 
off her cloth. She then prayed to Krsna, who supplied her with an endless 

cloth for the protection of her person. 

®Different aspects of Sakti as subtle “sound”. Murchana, as a term of 
gross sound in the form of music, is the seventh of the grama^or gamut (seven 
notes-sa, re, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni), corresponding with the European s<^l&- 
c, d, e, f, g, a, b. The intervals between them are the sub-tonra or Srutis, of 
which there arc twenty-two. The gramas are threefold—low, mddle, and high, 
or Udara, Mudara, Tara, corresponding with the three SvarM,Udatta, ^udatta, 
and Svarita pronounced from the navel, chest, and head, and called y e 
musicians nabhi (navel), baksa (chest), kapala (head). As there are seven 
tones and three gramas, there are twenty-one Murchanas. 

‘Essence of delight. s The Rasa festival. 

6 Bliss. All forms of bliss are from the Brahman, who is Bliss itself 

(rasovai sah), 
’ Mana, such as happens between husband and wife who are yet attached 

to one another. ^ Sadhaka. 
9 Radhika. The herdswomen who loved Him. 

Kamadosa. Kama. 

13 Not that He is overcome by it, but exists in the midst of it. 

i^ To gratify the beautiful herdswomen (Gopi), His devotees, He appeared 
to each of them as if she alone was enjoying Him. There were thus as many 

Krsnas as there were Gopis. 
13 Rukmini and Satyabhama, to whom He appeared to be adulterous owing 
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points out the subtle course of Sadhana Dharma,^ despite His being the 

Guard of the bridge of Samsara Dharma the rescuer of the triumphant 

standard of Sadhana Dharma * after defeat of Samsara Dharma,^ though 

He is the creator of both these Dharmas; partial ® towards Dharma, and 

yet the dispenser of both Dharma and Adharma for the preservation of the 

world the constant friend of the Pandava ^ family, thoi^h He has equal 

care for aU things; the ah in all to Bhaktas,* though also the adored of 

Kamus,® Yogis,^ and Jnanis the seeker of refuge with devotees, notwidi- 
standing that He is Himself the refuge of all who are refi^eless. 

/^ain, as Sakti She possesses infinite Gunas, notwithstanding that 

She is the sum of all Saktis above Gunas; She is the establisher of con¬ 

cordance between mutuaOy conflicting masses of Gunas in the dualistic 

world, though Herself without a second; the dispeller of the devotees’ 

fears, yet revelling Herself in battle »; the dehght of the heart of Siva, though 

also the Mother of the trinity of Devas“; the beloved daughter « of the 

great Mountain,^® notwithstanding that She is the Brahman who is 

existence, consciousness, and bliss; possessed of etemaUy fresh youth, and 

yet the Modier of the Grandfather i* of the three worlds; beyond the 

reach of speech and mind, though omnipresent in the three worlds; partial 

towards Dharma, though She is above all contraries the Destroyer of 

the Daitya race,« despite Her being the Mother of the Universe; again. 

^ Saimaa, as opposed to that 
which keeps, but regulates, him m the world (Samsara Dharma). 

f S»pi^e there is no distinction between Dharma and 
Adhaima, yet he leans (paksapata) to the former. 

®He is the Dispenser of unrighteousness (Adbaima), as abo of Dharma 

such evil being necessary^ for the preservation of the world. 

rela,lS‘„',hrMa51btS“ “““■ *'Kaa.av-aa. aa 

® Those who seek Him through devotion. 

Those who seek Him through Karma or work, 

’ Those who seek Him through Yoga. 

® Tliose who seek Him through Jnana, or knowledge. 

j warrior contending against the demoniac hosts of 
Asuras, Danavas, and Daityas. I 

Whilst She is the Sprouse of Siva in Her form as Parvati in Her hljrher 

‘ St't "he Mother 

“P^vaa. ^Himalaya. «Brahma (see tinte). 

frrr w At^arma, or righteousness and unrighteousness: both issue 

pSaf ^ ^ 
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the Deliverer of the Danava race,^ though also its destroyer; the Dweller 

in the sea of inilk,^ yet moving in all the seven seas the Dweller in the 

Isle of Gems/ though also the Mistress of the seven Islands the Dweller 

in the house of Chintamani/ and yet also above all name and form^; 

attached to the Parijata forest, though She is equally at home as in the 

forest; seated under the Kalpa tree/ though being the eternal Kalpa 

creeper bearing the four-fold fruit of Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Moksa 

seated on a jewelled throne, though to Her both ashes and jewels are the 

same; lying on the lotus-seat of Sadasiva, the great Preta,^** though She is 

the Sakti, the container of the infinite Universe; deeply black like black 

clouds, yet the giver of light to infinite millions of suns, moon, and other 

fires; blue hke a mass of crushed collyrium,^^ though full of light and 

self-manifest; dark of colour,and yet the Dispeller glowing with existence, 

consciousness, and bliss of the inner darkness in the world of innumerable 

devotees; garlanded with fifty heads, whilst rejoicing in the sounds of fifty 

letters,^® and of the lute the dweller in the Tripaficara,^'^ despite the fact 

that She is above all Prapancas crested with a crescent moon, yet averse 

to display; learned in the merriments of Kala (time), though the expert 

baffler of Kala (death); the dweller in great cremation grounds,^® notwith¬ 

standing that She is Mistress of the entire Universe; whose hair is ever 

dishevelled for the removal of the bonds which bind deyotees,^® despite the 

fact that She is Herself the Author of the bonds of existence; the Conqueror 

^ Sons of Danu; enemies of the Devas. ^ Ksira. 

® Of milk, water, ghee, and honey, salt and sugar-cane juice. 

^ Mamdvipa (see A, Avalon’s “ Mahanirvana Tantra ”). 

® Jambu, Plaksa, Salmali, Ku^, Kraunca, Saka, and Puskara, 

® The stone which grants all desires (see A. Avalon’s “ Mahanirvana 
Tantra ”). 

’ Upadhi (limiting conditions). ® Desire-gratifying tree. 

® Religion, wealth, desire and its fulfilment, and liberation (see Introduction 
to Tantra Sdslra), 

Preta is literally the spirit of a person before the obsequial rites. In this 
connection it is used in the sense of corpse^—that is, Siva is inert, and can do 
nothing without Her vivifying Sakti. 

Adhara. Anjana. Jyotih. 

The Devi, as Kali, Tara, and Ghinnamasta, is represented of a black colour. 

^®Varnas. In Her terrible forms the Devi is garlanded with heads. As 
Kundalini She is present in the fifty letters existing as Dhvani in the Tattvik 
centres. The Vina. 

A Yantra with three times five (Tripanca) corners (Author’s note). 

Prapahca is that which is made of the five elements—earth, water, fire, 
air, and ether. Smasanas. 
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of the righi side by putting forth the right foot/ in spite of Her assuming 

the form of a woman whose place is the left side with fearful moving red 

eyes rolling mth intoxicationand yet above all delusion smiling 

s\veetlyj though having a terrible countenance; the giver of blessings and 

of assurance of safetyj yet at tlie same time bearing a sword and a severed 

head; the most shameless of womens* * and yet Herself the author of the 

feeling of shame; clad in space^® though pervading in infinite space; mad 

after the delights of Yogaj despite of Her being all delight Herself; the 

beloved of Mahajcala,^ though the Mother of aU things both moving and 
unmoving, 

O Sadhaka! where else will you find such an incomparable infinite 

array of mutually conflicting Gunas in one and the same person? It is as 

if die infinite number of Gunas of Her whose substance is untold Gunas 

had flovvTi away from their centre of attraction and were moving about the 

infinite Uni\'erse, but have now found Her whose Gunas they arc^ and 

rest in untroubled sleep, in their mother's arms, like children who, having 

lost, liave found again their mother. O Sadhaka! in w^orship ® the principal 

place is awarded to the form witli attiibutes*® It is these Gunas of Her 

w'hose substance is Gunas which draw* the Sadhaka's mxnd and heart from 

the Samsara, thus giving him the enjoyment of incomparable peace in the 

coo! shade of the Kalpa tree of Her beauteous feet. It is because that 

form is the seat of infinite Gunas that it is so sweet and charming. Wherever 

a single Guna establishes its supremacy, it comes into conflict with other 

Gunas. Where pity- is supreme, severity is uncared for and banished; 

Gunas are thus naturally conflicting. But where no Gujia is supreme or 

the ruler, how can any one Guna be in conflict with another? Children 

quarrel bitterly over dieir food only so long as their mother does not come 

and divide it among them, and assign to each of them, their respective 

places. Similarly, Gunas quarrel with each other only so long as She 

who is above Gunas does not take them up in Her own bosom, which is 

itself free from aU attachment. At the touch of Her beauteous self all 

Gunas disappear.^^ Tliis is why Her Gunas are not in mutual conflict; 

why streams of mercy flow from the Mother in the form of furious laughter; 

^ In the Dhyanas She is represented as putting forth the right foot. 

^ Vania, which means both female and left side. 

® Madabharagliurnita. ^ Maya and Moha. 

* Nirlajja—without the physical or other shame of woman. She shows 

Herself naked, dances naked, drinks wine, etc. 

® Naked. Siva, the great Destroyer. 

® Upasana. ® Guna, Vide ante. 

T.iterallv. All the d-i TVjTrcrnTisi in n-TVkfiinrv 
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why the three worlds are deluged with waves of love of the Devi, who 

rejoices in war; why the Purusa, who is Nirguna and always blissful, pour& 

forth His heart and rolls under Her feet, drawn thereto by the attraction 

of Gunas and love of Her whose substance is bliss. Marvellous is the play 

of Gunas of Her whose substance is Gunas, a play which is, however, 

above Gunas. Marvellous is the play of Gunas of Her who is without 

Guna.^ Marvellous is the array of Her Gunas in the Samsara which is 

with Guna.^ 
It is because Her Nirguna ^ aspect cannot exist in the Saguna 

Samsara ^ that She who is above Gunas has assumed forms in which we 

find the full play of Gunas.^ Although in the terrestrial world She resides 

in the heart of every Jiva, he cannot find room for all Her Gunas. For 

this reason it is ordained that She should be worshipped first in the image 

of unrevealed consciousness, in which are reflected infinite Gunas, instead 

of in a Jiva, who is but a part of Her eternal revealed consciousness. When 

at length life is installed ® in the image, and Brahma-consciousness ^ is 

infused into it by Mantrasakti,^ a §akti, which is itself consciousness,®’ 

appears in the image, earthen though it be, the like of which is never seen 

in the body of a Jiva, however much and with whatever devotion he may 

worship.^® Hence, although She is omnipresent, it is easiest to worship 

Her in an image. Bhagavan, the creator of all things, has therefore said: 

“ Although milk is produced in all parts of a cow’s body, it is obtained 

only from the teats of her udder. Similarly, although Devata is all- 

pervading, Her true existence is realized only in an image.” Should 

anyone attempt to draw milk from the nose, tail, or any other part of a 

cow’s body, on the ground that milk is produced in all parts of her body, 

he is certain to get for his pains only phlegm, dung, and other such things. 

Similarly, if anyone worships Her as a Jiva in a human body because She 

resides there as in all other things, he will discover the Jiva and not the 

1 Nirguna. ^ Saguna. 

® Attributeless. ^ The world of attributes. 

^ In Her all opposites meet. Therefore what appear to be Her Gunas are 
not really Gunas of Her who is above all Gunas. What is Nirguna cannot exist 
in the Samsara. 

® At the Pranapratistha rite. 

^ Brahmacaitanya. 

® Power of Mantra or Sakti as Mantra. 

® Ghinmaya. 

A conscious man is ever imperfect. So that he is not a fitting object for 
the reflection of all Her Gunas in him; but the image being unconscious, it offers 
through Mantrasakti the best place for the reflection of Her Gunas. 
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Brahman.^ If, again, Brahman is worshipped in his panial aspect as Jiva, 

all his Saktis are not revealed in such Jiva ® body. If, again, for this reason, 

the litniting condition of Jivaliood be put aside and pure consciousness 

only is sought to be worshipped, what necessity is there for a Jiva’s body? 

If Upadhis are omitted, the whole Universe is filled with Her presence. 

We thus come again to Her Nirguna aspect. When this matter ® of the 

Nirguna aspect is realized, there is no longer any necessity for worship. 

In order, therefore, to realize in the Saguna state the presence of Brahman, 

who is eternally above Gunas, and yet whose substance is etcmaliy Gunas, 

in order to feel the true presence of that Sakd, not by imagination, analogy, 

or example, but truly and directly by the force of Her command and by 

means of Mantra, there is no other means in the matter of worship than 

to worship the forms, full of play,« assumed by Her of Her own will. This 

is the cause of the incomparable greatness of images. This is why an 

image is a pillar of support to Her worship. This is why an image-wor¬ 

shipper is entitled to Bralima-Kaivaiya ® itself. 

A Yantra also is like an image, the permanent seat of Her Brahma- 

play. But the subject of Yantra« is one which should be learnt from a 

Guru only. We are unable to reveal its solemn secret depths to the public. 

At most, we can say that a Yantra is merely a true manifestation of Her 

Mantra form. None but Sadhakas of a very high order of competency 

can understand the subject of Yantras. A Gum will test his gisya’s condi¬ 

tion before disclosing it to liim. For this reason the Deva of Devas has, 
in the K-ularnava Tantra, ordained; 

“ Hence, the principal part of worship is adoration of the Paramesvaii 

by preparing Her image or drawing Her Yantra, But, O my beloved! 

the worship should be performed according to the injunctions, after having 
leamt them all from the Gum.” 

Now, such as consider themselves famous, wise, and of great 

experience, on the ground that they have seen the map and read the 

geography of India, and w'ho inwardly entertain the vanity of being 

1 Literally, the Jiva-Tattva, and not the Brahma-Tattva. In the ordinary 
case of image-worship the image of unrevcaled consciousness is selected, as it 
aflbrds a perfect mirror for the reSection of the internal conscious image. It is 
otherwise in the case of the partial revelation of consciousness in a Jiva. If the 
conscious Jiva as such is worshipped as Brahman, there is obviously merely the 
worship of Jiva by Jiva. 

2 Or title, Upadhi. 

® Tatwa. The author here deals with three cases: (1) If a Jiva is worshipped 
as such, then nothing is thereby got. (2) If the Jiva be not so worshipped, but 
as a partial manifestation of the Brahman, then there is only a partial vision of 
Divine Sakti. ^3) If all Upadhi is put aside and pure consciousness is wor¬ 
shipped, then we have done with body altogether. 
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accomplished Sadhakas, full of spiritual knowledge, on the ground of their 

having read the Yogav^istha, Ramayana, the Patanjala Sutras, and the 

PahcadaS/ will perhaps, after all I have said, even now reply with their 

behef in set phrases, “ What is invocation ^ or dismissal ® of that which is 

all-pervading?” There is no need to give a reply to all that such people 

object. This much only we say; If the notion that “ He is omnipresent ” 

had really a place in your heart, instead of being only a word in your 

mouth, would you in that case have spoken of such relativities as you 

and I, that man and this man, he and who,” and come forward to answer 

my words? Need I say O Brother! that the idea that “ He is omnipresent ” 

is contained in your books and not in your head? You have not and 

cannot have the capacity to understand the cause of the classification into 

Jnanayoga, Bhaktiyoga, and Karmayoga, or of the distinctions which .exist 

between them. This is why the very name of invocation and dismissal ^ 

throws you at first into a stupor,® and then makes you burst out into a 

loud cry ten times every half an hour.® Had you but the sense to under¬ 

stand that invocation and dismissal of the Devata are nothing but the 

taking of the Devata in the heart out of the heart and replacing the Devata 

of the heart in the heart at the close of external worship; had even the 

germ of the notion that Siddhi in Sadhana is but the name given to the 

appearance of super-worldly divine iSakti existed in the impressions you 

acquired in prev.ious births, you could never have asked such a question, 

“ How can there be invocation or dismissal of Her? ” We doubt whether 

the sense of understanding existed in the seed from which all this senseless 

affair has sprung, and therefore much less are we likely to find it in the 

flower and fruit.*^ This is no exaggeration on our part. What has 

blossomed in the flower has come out in the fruit. Judge yourself from 

this, the power of the seed.® 

Raja Ram Mohan Ray says: “ O mind! what is this delusion of 

yours ? Whom do you invoke or dismiss ? You say " come here ’ to the omni¬ 

present Being who is everywhere! Who are you and whom do you invoke? 

^ Books dealing with the Ved^ta and Yoga. 

2 Avahana (see next note). 

® Visarjana. Both refer to invocation and dismissal of the Devata, wliich is 
nothing but the rising into existence and the withdrawal of the Devata-con- 
sciousness in the mind of the Sadhaka. 

^ That is, of the Devata. 

® Literally “ into sleep ” (Svapna). ® I)anda—^22 dandas=l hour. 

^The meaning is that even Raja Ram Mohan Ray, who inaugurated the 
new school of “ reformed ” Hinduism, had not a clear idea of invocation and so 
forth. It is not, therefore, at all likely that his followers should have any better 
notions. 

® Possibly, the flower is Raja Ram Mohan Ray’s writings, the fruit is his 
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What wonderful thing is this ? You offer a seat to Him who holds the infinite 

Uni\^erse in Himself, and tell Him, ' Seat yourself here/ How absurd this 

is! And you otter hymns in praise of Him who is the master of this Universe, 

after having offered Him all kinds of fond. How incongruous this seems 

to me! 

Wc need not ourselves give a reply to this. The reply which has 

been given by high*souied Digambara Bhattacarya, whose heart was in 

Sadhana, is suflScient, He says: In delusion ^ is my peace. What harm 

does invocation or dismissal do to anybody? Air fills place, but stiU 

when the weather becomes oppressively hot, wc say: ' Come, air! Come, 

O fife-giver! * The Mother of the Universe pen^ades the Universe; but when 

I am overwhelmed with sorrow, I say: ' Come, O Brahmamayl, save me!" 

In fact, meditation, knowledge, water, fruit, and all else belong to Her 

whom I w^orship with living and inanimate things,- What harm does 

invocation or dismissal do to anybody? ” 

The delusion is not a thing to be shaken off; and if it can be, words 

or songs are not the means of effecting this- Why, then, suffer from aU 

this mental disquietude by crying, "'Delusion! delusion! ” with tears in 

your eyes? The steep is not to be broken. What, then, is the use of brood¬ 

ing o\'er sorrow and distress and seeing the horror of bad dreams? It is, 

on the contrary, a sign of intelligence to think of longed-for happiness 

instead of sorrow, and Xo enjoy dreams of that happiness during sleep,^ 

This is why Digambaja was blessed with Sadhana—w^as indifferent to this 

life, scorched by the fire of Samsara, and said; “ In delusion is my peace. 

What harm does invocation or dismissal do to anybody ? It does no harm 

to you, or to me, or to Him, who is invoked. Whom, then, does it harm ? 

You are not harmed, because it is I who invoke, I am not harmed because 

I find peace in such invocation, nor is She whom I invoke harmed in any 

way. In Her eyes it is not I who am invoking, but She who is invoking 

Herself by becoming I, You and I think that you and I arc invoking, 

but such invocation is, in fact, unreal. You may, however, ask, Why 

does She make this unreal invocation ? We reply that you had better ask 

Her, instead of a mere Jiva, for a reply to this question: Why, being 

Herself Brahman, She has become Jiva? Why, being existence, conscious¬ 

ness, and bliss, has She become entangled in the world of contraries and 

sorrows? ” FuU of the bliss of play is She, and play ^ is Her play ^ of bliss. 

If, in this drama of Samsara-play, She intoxicates Hersdf, with Her own 

1 Bhranti, or error. 

2 That is, with various articles of worship, such as animals (in sacrifice), 
water, light, etc. 

^ Get as much happiness as you can even in delusion. 
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bliss by appearing as Jiva and invoking Herself, or She Herself enjoys Her 

own peace by seeing dreams in Her own delusion, what harm does it do 

Her? And if, being a Jiva, I, considered as a Samsari,^ invoke Her, that 

invocation also is in accordance with Her command. What question of 

harm to Her can then arise over this? Hence, though he knew that this 

Samsara was full of delusion, and had awakened from the horrible dream 

of the sleep of delusion, the cause of which he fully understood, the wild 

and deluded Sadhaka and unerring Tantrika, Digambara, sinking in the 

sea of peace, has said: “ In delusion is my peace.” “ You say, come here 

to the Omnipresent Being, who is everywhere. Who are you and whom 

do you invoke? What wonderful thing is this? ^ There is no ‘ here or there ’ 

for Him who is Omnipresent; how, then, can it be said to Him, 

Come here? ' ” 

Had Ray ® looked into the matter a little more deeply, he would not 

most probably have said this; for it is universally admitted that there is no 

here or there for the Omnipresent Brahman. Whose, then, is this “ here ” 

in the phrase “ Coitie here? ” It is the Sadhaka who says it, and it is his 

own. Although there is no here or there for the Brahman, there is here 

or there for the Sadhaka. He says: “ Come to this place of mine.” Had 

I said, “ Come to this place of Yours,” I might some day be called to 

account for it. But the Sadhaka’s “ here,” which is spoken of in the 

Sastra, has through deficiency of intelligence in the interpreter, become 

Brahman’s “ here ”; and, unfortunately, like one blind man resting on the 

shoulders of another blind man, you and I also have understood that this 

“ here ” is in reality Brahman’s “ here”. If, after this, it is objected that 

there is no “ here or there ” for Brahman, how, on being asked to come 

here, can He actually come? Should anyone make this objection, we would 

ask him to go a little further. If there is no “ here or there ” for Brahman, 

there is also no coming or going for Him. Why, then, object to his 

coming here ” instead of at once objecting to the fundamental matter, 

the “coming ” itself ? For him for whom there is no coming and no going, 

there is also no eating, no dressing, no taking, no giving, and, in short, 

nothing which can be negatived, and not even worship by you or me— 

nothing, nothing, nothing! Everything is thus cleared away and dismissed. 

This is what is called being too intelligent! Here Ray ought to have under¬ 

stood that what he was saying belonged to a different province ^ altogether. 

1 Inhabitant of the Samsara—that is, from the the point of view of Jiva, 
and Samsara. 

2 See ante. ® Raja Ram Mohan Ray. 

^ Aihikara. That is, it was true as regards the Brahman aspect of things 
but false when anpHed to the Jiva aspect and his worship, which is necessarily 
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Its proper place is in the sphere of pure knowledge.^ It has no place in 

the sphere of Upasana,^ which is Karma, with Jnana, accomplished by 

Bhakd.® To seek to ridicule a matter wliich belongs to one province * by 

taking it into anotlier is unjustifiable. This is what is called “ absence ol 
common sense.” 

Ray again says: “ Who are you? and whom do you invoke? What 

wonderful thing is this? ” The cause of his wonder is: “ Who are you? 

Whom do you invoke? ” This “ Who are you? W’hom do you invoke? ” 

can be explained in three ways. First, “Who are you? Whom do you 

invoke? ” may mean, you are He, for a Jiva is a part cf Brahman. This 

assumes a perfect knowledge of Brahman, and is consequently a repetidon 

of the same blimder above mentioned; and, as we have already replied to 

tliis phase of the question, wx have nothing to say about it here. The 

second way of interpretation is, Who are you ? And whom do you 

invoke? ” That is to say, when She resides in your own heart, whom again 

do you invoke ? We say, wonderful indeed must have been Ray’s knowledge 

of outer worship if he thought that for the purpose 'bf that worship we 

invoke a Devata other than the Devata residing in our heart! He ought 

not to have ridiculed or even discussed a matter which he did not under¬ 

stand. “ He who worships an outer Devata, abandoning the Devata 

resident in his heart, is like one who runs after a heap of ashes, having 

thrown away the gem which he holds in his hand.” (For, unless the 

spirit ® of the Devata residing in the heart is communicated to the outer 

image, the worship becomes a worship of the image only, and not of the 

Devata.) * If Ray understood that the worship which was based on these 

w'ords of the Sastra was a worship of an outer Devata, to the exclusion of 

the Devata resident in the heart, then, also, he was greatly mistaken. 

Finally, the third way of interpretation is, " What are you? Whom do you 

invoke? ” That is to say, “ You are a Jiva smaller than the smallest, while 

She is greater than the greatest, boundless and external. How, then, is it 

possible for you to bring Her to you? ” We reply, you and I have no reason 

to be anxious about this, for we do not worship Her according to a method 

devised by ourselves. The S^tra is Her command, and we conduct our¬ 

selves according to it. She has Herself considered the question how we 

may bring Her to ourselves, and it is because She has done so that She has 

assumed forms and manifested Herself as Mantrasakti,^ and Herself made 

provision for Her worship accordingly. . Moved by pity for Jivas, She has 

1 Jnanak^da. * Worship. 

® Action done with knowledge and accompanied by devotion. 
^ Adhikara. 

^ Tejas. Force and energy, vitality. ® Author’s parenthesis. 
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(infinite though She is) assumed finite forms, sometimes immense and some¬ 

times small, because there can be no worship of the infinite and the eternals 

According to the third way of interpretation also, the passage, “ Who are 

you ? And whom do you invoke? What wonderful thing is this? ” seems to 

us to be truly strange. Now, another thing may be said here. It is this: 

We admit that, although there is no “ here or there ” for Brahman, there 

is “ here and there ” for the Sadhaka; but when it is certain that Brahman 

is already at the place where you would invoke Him, why uselessly make 

the invocation at all? It is with the view to this objection that the S^adhaka, 

with spiritual perception, has, by an analogy, explained this matter of the 

invocation and appearance of the Devata. “ Air fills every place, but still, 

when the weather becomes oppressively hot, we say; ^ Come, air! Come 

O life-giver! ’ ” In the material Universe the air is admittedly all pervading; 

but when the terrible heat of summer almost kills us, who is it who does 

not piteously and from his heart say: “ Come, air, come to us ”? Why do 

people say this? Whence will air come? Air is everywhere. Had the move¬ 

ment of air been in fact stopped, would Jivas have existed anywhere? 

A Jiva lives because there is air both within and without him, and because 

he breathes it into and out of himself. Why, then, invoke air, saying: 

Come air, come ” ? When we look at the matter from the point of view 

of ourselves and not of the air, there is a sufficient reason for such invocation. 

The oppressive heat of fiery summer is scorching my mind and body; 

I feel then an acute necessity to invoke air. At such a moment, despite 

the universal presence of air, to me it seems to be in fact absent. It is not 

for respiration that I invoke air. I invoke the air to save me from the 

unbearable tortures of heat I suffer inwardly and outwardly—a work 

which cannot be accompHshed by subtle air which has not taken on 

distinctive form. For this purpose we want the Wind-King, who moves^ 

on the breast of the Malaya Hill, robs the fragrance of sandal forests, 

soothes the burning of the Universe, and suppresses the rigours of summer. 

This is why, in spite of the universal presence of subtle air, I then ignore it 

and invoke the gross air, saying, “ Come, air! Come, O life-giver! ” And 

it is not merely a matter of words only; for, as a matter of fact, so long as 

this body of mine is not soothed by cool and refreshing waves of wind 

blowing strongly and with its sweet life-inspiring touches, I may search 

this entire vast Universe without finding anywhere the relief I seek. 

Similarly, although there is no reason, so far as She is concerned, for my 

invoking Her, there is ample reason, so far as I am concerned, for my 

doing so. I am a Jiva scorched by the fire of the three forms of sorrows.^ 

My mind and life are constantly on the rack of the terrible troubles of the 

Samsara. Suffering miserably under the influence of the poisonous 
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exhalations of the world, I cry day and night, “ Save! save! ” At such r 
time the fact of Her being everywhere does not remove my burning pains 
And hence, in spite of Her residing in aU things as formless substance 
to me Her presence seems Her absence; and, in spite of my knowing tha 
Her substance is consciousness itself, Her presence with me does not satis!) 
me. I want Her whose presence will remove all my troubles. I an 
completely siurounded by the fearful huge fire of Sarosara, and have nf 
way for escape. Scorched on all sides by the burning heat of this circle 
of fire, I, in despair, throw up my arms, and with heart-rending anc 
deeply plaintive voice cry: “ O Mother of the world! where art Thoui 
I die—^I die! O merciful Mother, save me! Come, O Mother! Come, C 
Mother! Come, O Mother, Mother of mine! ” Instantly, while these word; 
are yet in my mouth, the Mother, the charmer of the heart of Bhairava, 
grieved on learning of Her son’s sorrow, forsakes Her golden throne or 
Mount Kailasa,® and, without even staying to arrange Her dress, hasten 
to and stands before me, extending Her ten fear-dispelling arms in aU ter 
direcuons,® and crying; “ Fear not! fear not! ” Then only will my sins 
my diseases, my griefe, my troubles, and my pains be for ever at an end 
My distress will not be relieved widiout the aid of this merciful and gros; 
manifestation, even though I should possess the knowledge of Her subtli 
existence as the all-pervading Devi. Digambara has, therefore, said 
“ The Mother of the Universe pervades the Universe, but still, when I an 
overwhelmed with sorrow, I say:.‘Come, O Brahmamayi, save me!” 
That the Mother of the world pervades the Universe is known to me a; 
well as it is known to you; but knowledge alone without realization wil 
not end our troubles. Hence, when we are overwhelmed with sorrow 
we say: “ Gome, O Brahmamayi!” True it is that we invoke Her b) 
saying, “ Come,” but we invoke * the aspect of Her which governs al 
things, and not that in which She pervades all things.® 

Ray says: “ You utter hymns in praise of Him who is the master o 
this Universe, after having offered Him all lands of food. How incon 
gruous this seems to me! ” One is pleased if one gets a thing which on< 
does not possess; but it seems highly incongruous to utter hymns in prais< 
of Him whose infinite wealth consists of this entire Universe, after offeiint 
Him all kinds of food. The offerings belong to His Universe, and not tr 
you. Who are you, then, to offer Him that which already belongs t< 
Him? Before making a gift of a thing you must establish yom- right o 

^ Siva. 2 ■j’jjg abode of Siva. 

® N,., N.E., E., S.E., S., S.W., W., N.W., Above, and Below. 

■* Vibhuti. 
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ownership to it. If you proceed to establish your right of ownership to 

things which belong to Him, you will be in a manner hable to punishment 

on a charge of theft; so what you gain by your offering is the punishment 

for theft. It is in reply to this that Digambara has said: “ In fact, medi¬ 

tation, knowledge, water, fruit, and all things belong to Her whom I 

worship with living and inanimate things.” If one becomes liable to 

punishment of asserting one’s own right to things belonging to Her, then 

we cannot avoid punishment; for we ought to have remembered it when 

we speak of my wife, niy son, my property, my family,” and so forth, 

instead of only calling it to mind at the time of making offerings in worship.^ 

What have you to call “ your ” in wife, son, house, and family? If, for the 

purpose of your own gratification, you can safely enjoy these things as 

your own, why should you object to my offering Her Her own things as 

though they were mine for Her gratification- The punishment for theft 

will be the same for you as for me; not only so, but my punishment for 

having made offerings to Her first and then partaken of it as Prasada ^ 

will most probably be of a different nature from that which you will receive 

for having enjoyed yourself.® Digambara has therefore said that, be it 

meditation, or knowledge, or water, or fruit, everything belongs to Her, 

whom we worship with hving and inanimate things. Your body, senses, 

mind, meditation, knowledge, and all, are Hers. If She cannot be wor¬ 

shipped with offerings belonging to Her, how can one pray to Her at all 

by meditation with a mind belonging to Her, or sing songs in Her name 

with a voice which is Her possession ? You call me a thief if I offer Her 

things which are Hers, but She whose things they are has said: “ If a man 

enjoys the things given by Devas, such as, gold, beasts, grains, and so forth, 

without first offering them to the Devas, he is a thief.” Now say, brother, 

is it I who am a thief for having made my offering, or you, who are a thief 

for not having done so ? It is true that this Universe is Hers, but have you 

and I realized it? Would anything have then remained as “mine”? 

Many people are very quick to understand, as a matter of mere knowledge, 

that the Universe is “ Hers,” but they find it extremely difficult to put 

this knowledge into practice. On that day on which I shall really under¬ 

stand that everything is “ Hers ” there will be an end of the phrase “ my ” 

^A theme the author has in other places rightly enlarged upon. We hug 
dualism for our own purposes; it is only when we come to the question of worship 
that we conveniently seek to ignore it, and posit a philosophic monism which, 
though lying in our mouths, is at variance with all we do. 

2 Dedicated food. 

® That is, it being conceded that all things belong to Her, the offence is less 
if we first offer what is Her own, and then partake of that which we have acknowl- 
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Ah! how charming! This is truly the Devi’s divine message in th 

heart of the devotee! “Finish the worship which you have resolved or 

Your mental worship is done on your understanding that all things in th 

Universe are hlinc. Now finish the outer worship which you have resolve* * 

on in the notion that it is yours.” Lest you should say, “ What I sha 

offer you in outer worship is also Thine,” the Mother, who dwells in a 

hearts, has said by way of reply: “True, the infinite Universe is all mine 

but the wealth I have given you is your own.” ^ From whose mouth 

but that of the Mother, can I expect such a simple reply in such sweet 

simple words? “Although the Infinite Universe is all Mine, the wealtl 

I have given you—tliat is to say, the wealth in regard to which I hav 

given you the sense of * minenessis your owh; for this sense o 

‘ mineness,’ which you have also, is My gift. Although the title to th 

substance of the thing is Mine, the title to its enjoyment is yours. To-da’ 

you offer this title of yours to Me, and in doing so you will finisl 

your worship. Give Me, O father! the burden that is Mine, and be fre< 

from care yourself. Let Me to-day free you from all burdens by takinj 

them on Myself.” O Mountain King! this is the way in which is accom 

plished the worship of tliose who see with their eyes that aU is Hers insteat 

of merely babbling of it with their tongue. Blessed are you as a worshippe 

in this Samsara! You are the best of those w-^ho have worshipped th« 

Mother! You have said: “ Under the influence of delusion people say 

‘ My, my! ’ And who is it who lives in the household Asrama - who is no 

deluded ? ” But we do not know if dieie was ever in this world an undeludet 

foUow’cr of the household Asrama like you.® Millions of great Yogis hav< 

been unable to master, by means of their undeluded inner worship, wha 

you have achieved in the household Asrama, through deluded oute: 
worship,'* 

Everyone in this world performs outer worship, but has the Treasur< 

of the heart ever issued to console anyone as She has done for you? Full o. 

Spirit,® full of Brahman, and full of bliss, is my Mother. Although She i: 

the presiding Devata in the heart. She has come to receive your outci 

worship. To whose house does She thus come of Her own accord anc 

with loring regard to grant success to the Sadhana of the Sadhaka, aftei 

^ Thougli not really so the Sadhaka’s wealth appears to be his own, as it i; 
the De\i Himself who is the cause of the delusion that it beloti^s to him. Sc 
long as the Sadhaka is under delusion the wealth is really his. What is the use 
of talking about it as “ Her wealth ” unless this is realized by dispelling the 
illusion? 

^ Vide ante. ® Himalaya^ the Devi’s father. 

* “ Deluded ” is not here used in a condemnatory sense, hut in the sense 
that it is dualistic. and like all which is such in a sense delusive. 
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having passed an anxious year ^ in Her jewelled residence in Kailasa, the 

seat of peace? Who is so fortunate in this Universe as to be able to place 

before himself the Devataj full of Spirit^ and of Brahman^ residing in the 

heart, as a Devata in visible form ^ at the very beginning of worship ? Who 

is so fortunate that She who is the treasure sought in Sadhana seeks from 

him outer worship of Her own accord ? Not only have you ^ the glorious 

title of Gauri'S Guru,” ^ but you are the Guru of the whole world by 

reason of your having initiated it in the worship of Gauri. It is on being 

initiated in the great Mantra of GaurPs worship received from you that 

this Samsara, consisting of moving and unmoving things, has to-day 

become entitled to the Durgi. Puja festivaL For this reason Durga, the 

treasure acquired by you, through austere Sadhana is your Daughter, 

despite that She is the Mother of the Universe, Who has the power to 

worthily express the blessedness of the Mother? But O Mountain King^ 

tlie prince of devotees! O Siddha King, the beloved father of Siddhesvaii! ^ 

Blessed, blessed, blessed are you to-day! and blessed are we, the inhabitants 

of the world, in that we have you for our maternal grandfather. Hence 

we say; O Lord! we pray Thee to make the fountain of the love of your 

Daughter, the charmer of Siva, to play for once in the desert of the hearts 

of those who are unblessed in the world through failure to undeirstand this 

blessedness of Yours. Let high waves of the sweet cry of ‘ Mother ’ cool 

their burning, stony hearts, and may infinite streams of bliss flow to-day 

through the earth by the grace of its supporter.” ® 
It is with reference to the above-mentioned notions of delusion that 

Ray ’ has said in another song: 

Whose are you? Who is yours? Whom do you call your own? It is 

a dream which you have seen in the sleep of great delusion.® 

Just as a man mistakes a rope for a snake, so this world, which is a 

compound of the five elements, is false. The immaculate ® One 

alone being true. 
At night all sorts of birds hve happily on the same tree. When, 

however, morning comes, they all fly away to different places. 

^ In anxiety for her parents. ^ Murtimayi. 

^ Himalaya, the Devi’s father. 
^Gauri is the Devi. The Devi Purai^ says: “ She who was burned by 

the fire of Yoga was again born of Himalaya. As She has the colour of the 
conch, jasmine, and moon, She is called GaurL” She is of a golden colour. 

® The Devi, as mistress of all Siddhi (success). Her father is Siddha, as 
the possessor of it. 

® The Mountain. Raja Ram Mohan-Ray. 
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of peace can I have than this Maya? As people’s dreams pass off thh 
moment they receive medicine therein,^ so if my dream of Maya also 
passes off in consequence of my receiving the great remedy for the disease 
of existence, then I shall be blessed. If my practice of Sadhana on the 
dualistic understanding that She is the Mother and I am the son, She is 
the Master and I am the servant, secures for me Her grace, then of a surety 
I shall be able to float joyously on the bosom of the sea of monism, swim¬ 
ming in the waves of dualism.^ As undecaying, immortal, and indestructible 
consciousness I sl^ flow on the current of devotion, instead of sinldng in 
the unfathomable depth of liberation, and thus swimming through the sea 
of liberation I shall at length land on that shore which is the Feet of the 
Devi with dishevelled hair. Then waking, I shall see that my dream has 
really brought me to the shore of Kulakundalini,® and that in consequence 
of receiving the great remedy for the disease of existence the sleep of existence 
has in truth passed away. Digambara has therefore said: It is well that 
you see a dream in sleep and do not awake again. Had you really woken, 
then that awaking would have been happy and peaceful. But what you 
call waking is only a play of wakeiulncss without awaking, and itself a bad 
dream. Real waking brings happiness and peace, whilst wakefulness with¬ 
out waking drives them away, producing want of peace, and the lamenta¬ 
tion, “ Alas! I am lost.” Did aU birds when leaving the trees do so for 
good and all, then the trees would have become birdless in a single day. 
Similarly, had all Jivas passed away for good and all, the Samsara would 
have ended in a single age.-* But just as birds fly away in the morning and 
return in the evening, so Jivas pass away when they die and return when 
they are born again. Hence it follows that what you call transiency of 
the Samsara is in a way nothing but its flowing permanence. Moreover, 
the constant coming and going to this and the next world gives news of 
the permanence and truth of the Samsara. The Samsara therefore is- 
permanently pennanent in spite of its transiency; ® and thought of the 
feet of Her whose substance is consciousness is the only permanent chain 
which binds me to this Samsara. I love the permanent Samsara always- 
and with all my heart, lest monistic experience should unite the Mother 
and the son into one.® 

1 As where a person with an ailment dreams that medicine is given to liim 
by some Devata, which dream wakes him up; as, for instance, at the Siva at 
Tarake^ara. 

2 The motionless sea itself is monism, but the waves with which it is agitated 
are dualism. 

3 The Devi presiding in the Muladhara. ^ Yuga. 
® The world may be in flux, but the flux is a permanent thing. 
® The position here taken is that of the Bhakta or devotee, whose devotion 

can onlv find olav in a dualistic world whirh 
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I cannot bear this Samsara, for I am terribly afraid, lest falling under 

the charm of liberation I should loosen my hold of the Feet of the Mother 

Tvith dishevelled hair. How can I when liberated rest satisfied unless^ 

I have the Mother, and can call upon Her ten times every half an hour: 

‘^Mother, O Mother! O Mother! Mother mine! O Uma! O iSyamat. 

O Mother, Mother? ” 

This is why I say that even liberation is not more agreeable than 

being bound by the chain of the Mother’s love. And Digambara has, 

therefore, said: “ Thought of the Feet of Her whose substance is conscious¬ 

ness is the bondage of Samsara,” ^ As to the last few lines of Ray’s song,. 

the naked (Digambara) Samsara of Digambara ^ did not contain any of 

the tjjjings mentioned in them.® So he did not care to give any reply 

to them. 

Ray has, again, said: 

“ Alas by whom have you been deluded, O mind ? How unfortunate 

it is that you believe imagination to be truth! 

You cannot give fife to that which is under your control and yet 

desire to attain Him who is the life of the world. 

Sometimes you give the image ornaments and sometimes good food- 

At one time you establish it and at another destroy. 

You make that dance before you,* * which, nevertheless, you believe 

to be your Lord. Who has ever seen so much folly anywhere in 

this Samsara? ” 

Digambara replies: 

“ She, the Charmer of the world, has deluded the world with Maya- 

The Mother has revealed Herself, making imagination true. 

On imagination is She established, in imagination I give Her life- 

But this much I know, that truly do I offer myself to Her. 

Sometimes I give Her ornaments and sometimes food. At one time 

I establish Her and at another destroy. 

I see Her as Mother dancing on the breast of Father, and in fear 

I say: O Thou who art all, save all! ” 

The Sadhaka will here notice what a great difference there is between, 

the two. Ray asks, Alas! by whom have you been deluded, O mind? 

^ Vide ante, 

® There is a play on the word Digambara. The name also means 
“naked”. 

® Digambara has answered the other lines of Ram Mohan Ray, but not 
those at p, 632 about flowers, sandal paste, jewels, etc., which did not form part 
of his world, and about which therefore he did not trouble. 

* The Devi in some of Her forms apnears as a dancer: one of the names oF 
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Digambara replies: “ \Mty mind alone? She^ the Charmer of the 

world, has deluded the world with Ma^ya/" 

Do you think that you will escape being deluded by the Maya of Her 

whose Maya deludes the three worlds? Moreover, what you consider to 

be a folly in image-worship is also to be found in your worship of Samsara,^ 

If in spite of the worship of Samsara being false you consider it to be true, 

why should you not consider the worship of images also to be true? While 

you yearn for the company of father, mother, wife, son, and so forth, 

despite the fact that your relationship with them is false, why shoxild you 

not also consider Her company an event of singular good fortune for you? 

Next, had it been my imagination wliich I believed to be the truth, 

then you might say that I was mistaken* But it is not so. This iipiigina- 

tion is Hers, who has created the universe out of Her imagination. She 

has thus created wife and son, and we cannot forget them. How can we, 

then, forget the form ^ which She has created (or imagined}® for Herself. 

Hence, while you say: How unfortunate it is that you believe imagination 

to be the truth,’* we say: “ Alas! what a pity that you consider truth to be 

imagination in relation to the domain of Sadhana only, and not in relation 

to the Sams^a also.” This is a sign of great selTforgetfulness, You may, 

however, say: Although the Samsara is an imagination, an image does 

not appear to me to be as true as my parents.” What matters it to anybody 

that it does not? What matters it to the sun that the owl does not see it? 

Moreover, had it been possible for us to see whenever one so wished, you 

might perhaps with some reason have said: " I do not see.” But here, 

She whom I want to see must show Herself before I can see.^ Hence I do 

not wish to affirm of anything that it is true.^ But She, on Her side, gives 

reahty to Her imagination (or creation) and presents Herself to view. 

What can )^ou say to this? If it seems impossible to you that She who can 

give reality to such an imagination as is this vast and yet false universe 

can also (being Herself' truth personified) give reality to Her own promise, 

then I have nothdng more to say, for wonderful indeed is your knowledge 

of truth! As Her image Is an imagination, so also is Her presidency therein. 

As the giving of life to the image is an imagination, so life also is an imagi¬ 

nation; as the Samsara is an imagination, so you and I also are an imagi¬ 

nation; and, last of ail. Her imagination (or creation) also is an imagination. 

^ That is, pursuit of worldly objects. ^ Murti : image. 

® There is all along a play on the word Kalpana, which means both 
imaginatjon ” and creation Moreover, the creation is Isvara^s 

imagination. 

^ He to whom She shows Herself can alone see. 
^ Ever'/thine'' is in a sense nntme. hnt until tViis is resili^eH it ic irllf^ tr» 
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It is thus a pure futility to discuss the point. So long as the imagination 

(or creation) of the forms which you and I possess is true, so also is Her 

form, even though imagined by Her, yet, true, true, true. On the same 

day on which your “ you-ness ” and my “ I-ness ” will disappear. Her 

“ She-ness ” also will disappear. For the moment you had better consider 

yourself an imagination than call Her such. Hence I make that dance 

before me, which I belieye to be my Lord (it is not I who cause the 

dancing).^ I see Her as Mother dancing (of her own accord) on the 

breast of Father, and so in fear I say: “ O Thou who art all, save all! ” 

When I do not forget the multiple form of Her ^ who is all, what great sin. 

have I committed that I should forget this form which is Herself in reality?' 

Her form wiU ever remain an imagination ® to such men as do not know 

Her, but those who wish to see form and have faith in Her ever say: “ The 

Mother has revealed Herself, making imagination true.” 

In another song Ray says: “ O mind! always do Sadhana of Him 

who, being without Gunas,^ is the seat of Gunas, and is without imagina- 

ion.” Digambara (the Sadhaka), the chosen son of Digambara (Siva), 

at once says in reply: “ Why, then, madman, do you do Sadhana of Him, 

if He is without Gunas and without imagination? ” ® 

We have not been able to find a subsequent verse in which another- 

portion of Digambara’s reply is contained. First of all Ray says: “ Always 

do Sadhana of Him.” This Sadhana is not the Sadhana spoken of in the 

Sastra. It is Ray’s own Sadhana. For, in one of the following lines he 

says that Siddhi and such other things “ are fancies of the mind, impossible 

of achievement (And yet he tells us that we are always to do Sadhana 

of Him!) ® Next he says: “Wonderfully is the universe made. See the 

work and believe in its Author. Know only that He exists, beyond 

thoughts.” To this Digambara replies: “If you know only that He 

exists, why, then, do you sing songs? On whom do you meditate when 

closing your eyes, and whom do you think of ? ” ^ Here Digambara has 

proved that there is no correspondence between Ray’s words and his 

actions. In another song Ray says: “What an error it is (of yours),® 

1 Author’s parenthesis; but She again it is who is the cause of that appearance 
of dancing to the Sadhaka. 

2 That is, the world. ® That is, an unreality. 

^ See Introduction to Tantra Sdstra sub vocf''"' Guna 

® Without Kalpana—the expression here means the same thing as Niskriya, 

or inaction. 

® Author’s parenthesis. This is absurd, for Sastrik Sadhana is done to 
obtain Siddhi, and Siddhi is the result of due SMhana. 

7 How can we think anything of that of which we know nothing, except 
that it is something which exists! 
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O mind! The eye does not see Him whom you wsh to see* * The ether 

surrounds the Universe* How is it that you consider Him to be like the 

ether who has made it so widespread? 

“ What pains you are at to display Him who makes the sun, moon, 

and other planets to move constantly! And we want to feed Him who is 

higher than the highest, who gives food to men, birds, and creatures of 
the waters! ” 

He who does not see the fruits of a work calls it a folly* This is why 

Ray has said, What an error it is! ” But he who has reaped its fruits has, 

with a clear vision, said: “ It is not an error, it is not an error* Look 

there, look. There stands my Brahmamayi shedding light in darkness* 

Under Her feet lies MaheSa, prostrate and unable to move* Hundreds of 

thousands of human arms form Her waist-chain. From Her eyes issue the 

fire of suns and moons. Her mouth utters the words " fear not, fear not \ 
She sends forth peals of loud laughter. Fearful is She to look upon* The 

Heavens tremble. Victorious is She in battle* Free is the laugh She 

laughs with Her terrible mouth* The earth trembles under Her swan-like 

gait*^ Keeping time, gracefully She dances, tathai, tathai*” - 

In the course of his reply to another's words, Digambara has in this 

place given an account of his own work* Sadhana has here trampled on 

argument, and carried the Sadhaka to the visible temple of SiddhesvaiT,^ 

and what it shows him there makes him speak incessantly words which 

depict his own thought, learing him no leisure to reply to those of others* 

Just as, if a man meditates on some subject before he falls asleep an indis¬ 

tinct shadow of that subject falls on his dreams (even if the dream relates 

to a different matter), so the sky, the sun, and the moon, which had passed 

through Digambara's mind before he composed the song and was consi¬ 

dering WTiether it is a mistake,^* appeared indistinctly along with the 

Virata form of the Motlier of the W^orld. Digambara was at that time 

lost in what he saw^ when he said, Look there, look/^ or in what he saw 

before he said, “ Look there, look*” 

A Sadhaka will here observe what a difference there is between 

Sadhana and philosopMcal reasoniog—a difference as great as that betw^een 

Heaven and Hell, Can the bubbles of philosophical and scientific reason¬ 

ing attract the notice of liim who has sunk into the play of the waves of 

the charming sweetness of the Charmer of the world ? Ah, how sweet, how 

sweet? What an accomplishment in Sadhana! It is as if She who is life 

itself has thrown _thc gate of life open and plays before the eyes of the 

^ A waddling movement in women like that of a duck or swan is considered 
beautiful, for the swaying movements reveal the hips and their action. 

* An onomatop^ic word to denote the thud of dandng* 
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-devotee, and the devoted Sadhaka, clapping his hands, fills himself with 

the sight and theii shows it to the world, saying; “ Look there, look at my 

Mother! Free is the laugh She is laughing with Her terrible mouth. The 

-earth trembles under Her swan-like gait, and keeping time She is gracefully 

dancing, tathai, tathai.” ^ Blessed Sadhaka, blessed are you! blessed is 

the earth with your blessing! 

Adhyatmikism 2 

We give a hundredfold praise to the community which suffers from 

the mental malady which makes them say that the Deity can have no form 

for having themselves afforded us the means by which they can be found 

out. But there is another class of interpreters who suffer from a contagious 

fever, whose mere touch is fatal, and who yet can by no means be so easily 

found out. These men have surpassed the two Adhibhautik and Adhi- 

daivik kingdoms and entered into the Adhyatmik realm.^ Hence, what¬ 

ever may be their practice, they are in speech advocates of Adhyatmikism. 

To them even the visible Samsara formed of the five elements is almost 

Adhyatmik, not to speak of invisible abodes of the Devatas, Dharma, the 

next world, and so forth. 

According to them, Vedas, Tantras, Puranas, Itihasas,^ are allegorical; 

Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara, are allegorical® persons; and so are 

Prakrti and Purusa, the ten Avataras; ® the ten Mahavidy^ and all 

Devas and Devis are all allegorical beings; Narada and other Rsis are 

allegorical persons; and so are Madhu, Kaitabha, Hiranyaksa, Hiranya- 

kasipu, Sumbha, Nisumbha, Mahisasura, Ravana, Kumbhakarna, Kamsa, 

Sisupala, Jarasandha,® and others; the five Pandavas,®Draupadi^®Duryo- 

dhana,^^ and others are allegorical persons; and so, too, are Vidyadharas, 

^ Vide ante, 

2 Adhyatma and Adhyatmika are adjectives meaning that which belongs or 
relates to the Atma or Self, When used with Jiiana or Vidya it means the inner 
doctrine such as that taught by the Upanisads, Here the term is used in the 
sense of a mistaken over-subtlety, a false esotericism; a discovery of imaginary 
hidden meanings in plain statements, which it does not suit the “ esotaic ” 
interpreter to accept, and accordingly resort is had to allegory, 

® The author is here sarcastic, referring to the threefold divisions of the 
wofld, the Devas, and the self. They give the go-by to the two former, but 
suffer the pains of self-imagination. 

^ Historical works, ® Rupaka. 
® The ten incarnations of Visnu, as Matsya, Varaha, etc. 
^The ten great appearances (murti) of the Devi, as Kali, Tara Sodasi, 

Chinnamasta, Dhumavati, Bagala, Bhairavi, Kamala, Bhuvane^vari, Matangi. 
See ante. 
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Kinnaras, Apsaras, Caranas, Siddbas, Gandbarvas, Yaksas,^ Raksas,* 

Bhutas, Pretas,® Pi^cas/ Daityas, and Danavas the cities KaS, Kanchi, 

Avanti, Ayodhya. Mathura, Maya, Viraja. Dvaraka, Hastina, the sun, the 

moon, the planets, the stars, Svarga, Martya, Rasatala,® are all allegorical 

things. Even the ascending generations above father and grandfather and 

the descendants grandson and great-grandson are allegorical. In short, 

whatever we actually see and touch is true, everything which is invisible 

is allegorical. We are told that fools who arc unable to grasp the weighty, 

solemn, and hidden principles of the Sastra, perform the Sraddha ’ of 

fourteen generations. But, as a matter of fact grandfather, great grand¬ 

father, and the like, have hidden Adhyatmik or “ scientific ” meanings. 

For instance, the word VamSa means a duster of bamboos. Father, grand¬ 

father, and so forth, are each a pura (link) of that bamboo. This is why 

tliey arc called Purvapurusas (forefathers).* The Aryan Sastra enjoins 

that every year Sraddha should be performed for them, and the Sastra 

explains the word Sraddha as whatever is given to Pitrs out of Sraddha 

or respect is called Sraddha. We are, however, told that the injunction 

that Sraddha should be performed every year for them means that every 

year a new cluster of bamboos should be planted round the house in a 

reverential spirit. Such men as have dusters of bamboos in their houses 

know this rule very wclL® This is the secret Adhyatmik inteipretation of 

the S^trik command^ and this is why the Sastra says that the Vamsas 

(lines of descendants) of those who annually perform SrMdha for Purva¬ 

purusas never die out; that is to say, theii' houses never stand in want of 

bamboos, and so on. Similarly, we are to understand that all the rules 

and regulations contained in the Sastra concerning worship and like matters 

arc equally allegorical- That people do not understand them to be so, 

but take them in a diflerent light, is due simply to die lack of discoverers 

of their hidden meanings or Adhyatmik interpreters. 

O Sadhaka! such matters as woa^hip of Devas and Devis have also 

interpretations similar to the interpretations of Sraddha you have heard 

above. These inteipretations are nowadays so widely preached to the 

public diat we refrain from relating them here. In fact, just as when 

Bhagavan Ramacandra, whose life was in Janakl,^^ had gone in pursuit 

^ Devayonis of various classes. ^ Demoniac spirits. 

® Ghosts, spirits before the performance of the obsequial rites. 

^ DeiTLoniac spirit. 

^ Enemies of the Devas. 

® The upper, earthly, and nether worlds. 

^ Obsequial rites (see post). ^ Author’s parenthesis,. 
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of Marica, the horrible R^sasa Ravana appeared in the garb of a Brah- 

mana practising austerities at the door of the cottage of the Mahalaksmi ^ 

of the solar race on the pretext of begging alms; so these Dharmaraksasas,^ 

seeing that the Arya society is nowadays equally masterless, helpless, and 

desolate, have slowly come forth in the garb of beggars and stood at the 

door of Dharmapravitti.® By reason of the nature of the present age 

Bhagavan is at a great distance from us. Our only course of safety lies in 

keeping to the rules laid down by devoted seekers of the truth concerning 

Bhagavan. Dharmapravrtti * needs, therefore, to be loudly warned to-day 

lest J^ald cross the circle drawn by Laksmana about her. The present 

band of interpreters have undoubtedly the inner natures of Raksasas how¬ 

ever much they may outwardly appear as ascetics. It is only until such 

time as they shall get the Dharmapravrtti ® of the public completely in 

their power that they will continue to expound such sweet interpretations 

as: herdswomen means sensuous functions; ® Sri Krsna means Atma; cloth 

means shame Kadamba tree ® means Satcakra; ® His blue colour is the 

sky! the hues of dawn are His yellow cloth; the rainbow is his charming 

dif^d<*m, and so on. Later on, when enticed by these apparently sweet 

interpretations, the Dharmapravrtti ® of the public has said “ Yea ” to- 

them, and stepped beyond the bonds prescribed for it,i° they will at once 

throw off this ascetic garb, and, revealing their frightful Raksasa aspect, 

say that “ Sri Krsna ” or “ His lila (play) ” are unrealities, but that, in 

order to attract the minds of ignorant people, the authors of Sastras have 

thus allegorically explained the (omnipresence) of formless Brahman.^ 

Then, oppressed by the demoniac power of the Raksasas, our Dharma- 
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from the Raksasas’ hands. We know that Bhagavan Himself is ever soli¬ 

citous to rescue Dharmapra\Tid, which is the object of His love. But 

that is no reason why we should willingly invite danger. No one should 

find time or inclination to discuss the inferences and conclusions of such 

men. Whenever one meets them one should summarily dismiss them firam 

the door, saying, “ Begone! ” Of course, if one thinks that a guest should 

not be dismissed without a gift, one may give him such as he deserves.* 

Whatever a man does is done with a motive. These people also have 

theirs. It is, however, amusing to see how they dare expose their beloved 

Simul cotton-fiuit = to a violent storm—a fruit which, if but slightly touched, 

bursts into a hundred fragments before a thousand eyes. The Sastra has, 

we are told, described the Devata, the Devata’s play,® and the seat of such 

play,® allegorically; but has also told me tliat in order to see that holy 

place of pilgrimage of allegory I must travel 60,000 yojanas.* I must, 

then, really waste this real body of mine to a skeleton for the allegorical 

Devata, and for it I am called upon to say: I must either accomplish my 

object or die in the attempt.” The Adhyatmik interpreter has, of course, 

explained all this in the Adhyatmik fashion, but I am at a loss to make 

out how I can now give an Adhyatmik interpretation of himself. If the 

facts are not real, but imaginarj', was it right on the part of Bhagavan and 

the Rsis who promulgated the Sastra to delude the hearts of simple folks 

with allegorical falsities. The purpose of the Sastra is to kindle the light 

of true knowledge in the hearts of men; and yet we are asked to say that 

it is that same Sastra which throws the world into a deep, dark sea 

of delusicn by its false histories I This same Sastra ever befriends ^va in 
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Its promulgators are He who, leaving Vaikuntha, descended on the 

earth in order to save the three worlds; and they who, in spite of being 

masters of the eight forms of Siddhi ^ by the force of Tapas,^ yet lived in 

dense forests, wearing plaited hair and barks of trees, walked upon the 

topmost heights of discernment ® and dispassion,^ and were full of mercy, 

which they shed unsought. They have said that it is true, true, thrice 

true: “ True, true, true again; true, there is no doubt/’ If to those who, 

intending to serve mean selfish ends, call that firm truth falsehood, we give 

the credit of being truthful men, then who are to be counted liars in the 

world? It is also indeed curious that, while the Ayurveda, the Dhanurveda, 

the Gandharvaveda,® Astrology, and the Tantrasastra which deals with 

Mantras, are not considered allegorical, only that section of the Vedas 

which deals with the worship is thought to be so. You are at liberty to 

think it allegorical, but when you become ill, why do you not explain 

medicine to be allegorical? Why do you not take the sun and moon as 

allegorical, and therefore light lamps at noon and bathe at night? The 

form of composition known as allegory is a thing to be understood and 

enjoyed; but in what poetical work have you read that it is also a thing 

to be practised? Does not your sinful tongue rend itself into a thousand 

parts when you say that the Maharsis,® who, proficient in all Sastras, 

penetrated the depths of Sadhana, lying beyond even the keen intelligence 

of philosophers, and who, attaining Siddhi in that Sadhana, disclosed 

superworldly Divine truths to men as if they were ordinary visible things, 

could yet not find out the allegory you discover, even although they could 

apprehend the Formless One? 
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explained away. One may kill a serpent mthout breaking one's stick.^ 

Let the doctrine of the Deity, being possessed of form, be quietly abandoned,, 

but in such a way that society may not be offended. This is the reason 

why we meet with so much unswerving faith, in the Adhyatmik principles; 

this is why Adhyatmik interpretations of Srimadbhagavata, Bhagavadgita, 

Mahanirvana Tantra, and other books have nowadays gone abroad and 

are being sold, distributed, and discussed in meetings held under the 

standard of Aiyasastra; this is why hypocritical infidels are moving about 

the country preaching the irreligion ® of A<thyatmik interpretation under 

the pretence of preaching Dharma; this is why unsuspecting honest people 

who, having in good faith collected those sharp weapons with the notion 

that they were Sastrik, are now being wounded with them. It is simply 

because they disguise themselves behind the name of Sastra that these 

robbers in the field of Dharma get shelter from religious men. It is, how¬ 

ever, good news that the time for appearance of the mercy of Her who is 

fiill of mercy for the poor has become ripe, and that almost everybody has 

now learnt the lesson of experience. Still, according to the rule that wel- 

wishers should, out of love, reiterate an advi^x, even if it is already known, 

we say again: Society, beware, bew^are!'' It matters not whether you 

fear cholera, small-pox, and malaria or not; but whenever you meet an 

Adhyatmik teacher, do not forget to make a profound bow and take leave 

of him in fear! 

We shall most probably have to show in the course of our discussion 

of other topics later on how, why, and whence this system of Adhyatmik 

interpretation has been evolved. For this reason we dtrist from further 



CHAPTER XVII 

OUTER WORSHIP! 

The Mahanirvana Tantra says: “ The highest state is that in which the 

presence of Brahman is perceived in all things. The middle state is that 

of meditation. The lowest state is that of hymn and Japa^^ and the state 

lower than the lowest is that of external worship.^ Yoga is realization or 

the accomplishment of Unity between Jiva and Paramatma. Worship is 

based on the twofold knowledge that He is Hvara, and I am His servant 

but for him who has known that everything is Brahman there is neither 

Yoga nor worship,” 

The Niruttara Tantra says: “ Mental worship is superior^ and external 

worship is inferior. By worshipping Devata a Sadhaka is himself honoured. 

Japa^ without a doubt^, leads to Siddhi in Mantra, and Homa leads to 

Siddhi in all things; for this reason a Sadhaka should perform all these 

three things—^namely, Worship, Japa, and Homa. “ O Kulesvaii! ® 

Sadhakas following the Viracara and Divyacara ^ are competent for mental 

worship—that is to say, they alone are competent to perform mental without 

4^iiter worshin.” 
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the ver)' mention of it? To write Ka-Kha* in a primary school is no 

doubt the lowest stage in education, but do you think you will become a 

great ]^, proficient in all Sastras, without having first acquired a knowl¬ 

edge of letters ? If anyone has ever acquired proficiency in all Sastras, it is 

because of his writing of Ka-Kha under the Guru-Mahasaya.® Similarly, 

if anyone has ever acquired competence in spiritual knowledge, know that 

he has done so by virtue of external worship. It is true that the student 

leaves the primary school for the Tol ® or the college, but it is certain that 

he does not leave behind him Ka-Kha.* When Ka-Kha has become 

firmly and indelibly impressed in their minds for all life, it is then that 

boys enter the boundless sea of Sastra on the craft of that same Ka-Kha. 

Similarly, when, in course of the Sadhana of the lotus-feet of the Supreme 

Devata in external worship in the primary school of the Supreme Gum, 

meditation and concentration become natural to a Sadhaka, it is then 

that he enters the sea of eternal knowledge and crosses to the other side of 

existence with the help of the craft of those fear-dispefling Feet. The 

relation between the Sadhana of Mahavidya ® and the worship of the 

Devata, whose substance is the Mantra given by the Gum, is similar to 

that which exists between the cultivation ® of Vidya ’ and the writing of 

Ka-Kha under Guni-Mahasaya. Whate\'er Sastra you may attempt to 

learn, the Mantra of Ka-Kha will take you safely through all difiiculty. 

However vast the sea of Sastra may be, Ka-Kha will carry you across it. 

Similarly, however vast be the domain of Jfiana, Yoga, and Samadhi * 

may be, the great Devata, who is Mano-a, will assume form, take you by 

the hand, and carry you across it. I shall sec that the Mother, the Isvarl 
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and beyond the end. Know that that which remains when all is gone is 

the Mother only. When there are none left to call the Mother “ Mother,” 

know that then, also, there will be the Mother only. For the Mother is 

my Mother as weU as my son’s Mother, my father’s Mother, my mother’s 

Mother, and even Her own Mother; so that when all else is lost, there 

will remain the Mother, the Mother, the Mother! When will that day 

come on which, losing all we possess, we ourselves shall be like corpses 

and see the Mother only ? 
Nowadays numbers of precedents and authorities are being collected 

for the abohtion of external worship. Someone writing on the hfe of 

Ramaprasada^ says; “Did he worship the earthen Kali? Never.” He 

said: “ The fierce-visaged Dew in the temple of the heart-lotus,” as if 

Ramaprasada’s Kali was never wont to issue from himself, or as if the 

of those who worship Her earthen image never appears in their heart- 

lotuses. The expression “ earthen Kali ” itself is ridiculous,^ brother critic! 

Even the earthen Kali is of real worth; but it is a matter of lasting regret 

that being a man of flesh and bone you have become earthen and of no 

worth. We know not when Fortune will smile on you so that the Mother 

will show Herself in and through earth; when you will understand that 

although earth is earth, there is no lack of the Mother in it! Ramaprasada 

says: “ Hundreds of true Vedas say that my Tara is without form.” Out 

of the thousand songs of Ramaprasada only this much has been quoted; 

not even one whole song, but only that portion of it in which the word 

“without form” occurs, as if Ramaprasada says on oath: “Everything 

else that I have said is falsehood; only the portion ‘My Tara is without 
hviitVi anH ac if tfip fnllowinp- nassaffcs were mere ravine 
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Her tresses are loosely flowing. 

Her body is splashed with blood; 

She shines liie a freshly-formed cloud streaked witli lightning! 

O who is that Charmer of mind—that Charmer of mind? 

Like a mass of molten lightning is She. 

Her beauty shines like gems and rubus. 

O who is that Charmer of mind ? 

With a swaying gait, who comes there ? 

Her tresses are loose, and She is stirred by wine, 

She moves fast in battle, 

Seizes those who sm'round me,^ 

Holds elephants in the hollow of Her hand; 

Ah! who is that Dark Lady coming tliere? 

Who is She, young and naked. 

And yet dev'oid of shame ? 

She charms the world. 

What imscetnly conduct for a lady of respectable family! 

Her gait is like that of an elephant. 

She is intoxicated with wine,- 

Her tongue is lolling, 

Her hair is loose. 

The sight of Her makes men and Devas fear Her. 

Roaring She crushes Danavas. ” ® 

O critic! wonderful indeed is the impartiality of your criticism! Rmna- 

prasada during his lifetime was seldom heard to speak of the formless. 
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heart. The fear-dispelling look of the Blissful De\u dispelled the fear of 

existence. The dance of love of the Dancing Kali opened the door of his 

heart. His body, tired with the overflowing bliss of love, began to lose 

all self-control. His eyes, closed with bliss, filled with tears; then it was 

that, bringing to an end his beloved Sadhana, the Sadhaka sang to his 

heart’s content for the last time in his life to the ringing chords of his 

heart: 

“ The black cloud rises in the sky within. 

With joy the mind-peacock ^ dances and plays. 

The clouds, with rumbling sound, say, “ Fear not,” 

The soft smile of the bliss of love is like the beauty hghtning 

therein. 

Fixed is the Sadhaka’s gaze. 
From the eyes tears flow incessantly wherewith the thirst and fear 

of the heart-cataka ^ are soon removed. 

After this birth comes the next birth, and then many, many 

births. 
But Ramaprasada says: ‘ There will be no more births for him 

in the womb.’ ” 

Notwithstanding his achievement he still hankered for the Mother. 

In fact, the certain knowledge that “ there will be no more birth in the 

womb ” increases such hankering a hundredfold; and then, feeling unbear¬ 

able pain at the prospect of being separated from the sight of the Mother 

of the world, the Sadhaka, whose Hfe was in the Mother, again fell at Her 
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O T^a! when will the day come on which you will be without form? 

The day on ivhich the heart-lotus wiU be fully blown and the mind^s 

darkness will be dispelled. 

Then I shall be beside myself, and falling on the earth, cry, Tara! 

On the day on which 1 shah forsake all distinctiom and my mind's 

sorrow will be destroyed, on that day hundreds of trae Vedas will say,, 

“ My T^a is without form,” and then only will the Vedic saying, “ T^a 

is without form,” become true for me. 

On the day on which this form of mine will vanish, on that same day 

my Tara also will be formless, Tara will not really be without form, but 

will be so for me. This is what Ramaprasada means to say, because it is 

the state of possession of form by me which leads to my worship of Her, 

On the day on which this form of mine wiU vanish and I shall merge 

in Her great liberation aspect,^ w'hose substance is consciousness, on that 

day, as I shall be without form, so my Tara also will be without form. 

Then will be the due time for the realization of the truth that T^a is 

without form, according to tlie teaching of the Veda; then, with the loss 

of power to perceive my own individuality, I shall also lose the power to 

perceive the T^^ood of Tara—that is, the fact that She is possessed of 

form or individuality.- If, therefore, there is any possibUity of Tara ever 

being to me without form, it will be on that day; but, so long as I possess 

my own individuality, or so long as I am I, my Tara also is undoubtedly 

Tara, possessed of foj m and Mother, 

Now tell me, is Ramaprasada, called Tara, possessed of form or 

formless ? You want to quote the authority of Ramaprasada, but we are 
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how can you escape? In order to give a judgment as an umpire on any 

matter one must be careful to observe the strictest neutrality. How can 

the interest of the public be safe where your actions are guided by selfish 

motives? You who seek to establish that the Deity is without form! It is a 

nice question which you have raised; no one objects to it. But the question 

is. How is it that while out of a thousand songs you have picked out an 

expression which occurs only once in them, you have yet, out of those 

thousand songs containing thousands of references to the Deity possessing 

form, not selected a single one of such references ? Of course, there is na 

doubt that that which possesses form is immensely heavier than that which 

is without form ^ and is a burden for most people. How can you alone 

bear the weight of Her whom all the inhabitants of the universe, composed 

of three worlds, have joined together in bearing for all time? As your body 

is fine, your mind is fine, and your worship is fine; so, by good fortune, 

the Devata whom you worship is also fine, extremely fine—^in fact, destitute 

of form. The weight of such a Devata is enough for you; but still, in spite 

of the fact that you find the weight of a Devata possessing form to be 

unbearable, you have not done well in suppressing the fact of the existence 

of that unbearable weight. If you could yourself raise it, you ought at 

least to have pointed out that, whilst Ramaprasada spoke a thousand 

times of the Devata as possessing form, he only once spoke of the Devata 

as being formless; but such a saying was not for you and I, or for even 

Ramaprasada himself. It was for the stage at which the individuality of 

Ramaprasada vanished, and the relation of worshipper and worshipped 

was past. 
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it in me, and the name of this cause is misfortune. If, now, I can destroy 

this misfortune by doing such acts as bring good fortune, if, by the grace 

of Devata, I get back my eyesight, then only I shall first see that the Mother 

is the destroyer of darkness even in the darkness, and n<sct, being myself 

freed fi'om all darkn^, I shall see the Mother Herself fully. For, just as 

the Sun cannot be seen unless its power of dispelling darkness is seen, or a 

lamp cannot be seen unless its light is seen, or the lightning cannot be seen 

unless its flash is seen; so, despite the fact that the Mother is all Saktis, 

■She cannot be seen unless Her Sakti becomes manifest. She is eternal 

knowledge and bliss. Who can perceive Her omnipresence wthout the 

light of Her knowledge? True, the Mother is the destKiyer of darkness, 

but then I am blind through the fault of my Karma. This darkness of 

mine is not from without; it is the inner darkness. The Sadhaka says I 

need not be afraid on this account, for just as this darkness is within, so are 

the sun and moon which will illumine it. She rises in the inmost recess 

of that which is within, so that that which is inner darkness in respect of 

the outer world is outer darkness in respect to Her who is within the inmost 

recess of the heart, and darkness flees afar from the fear-dispelling Sakti of 

Her refulgent rays. In order, therefore, to obtain the protection of the 

Mother of the world, whose glances are like infinite millions of suns and 

moons, we must leave the domain of darkness and attain the lunar region; 

and if one lives even in the darkness of Patala,i the rays of Her mercy make 

that region sliine as though it were that of the moon. This is why, although 

you are blind tvithin, you should know that even this ** within ” is without 

when compared with the place where She resides. This, too, is why, in 
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sees that Ramaprasada has to-day brought the Mother to the bank of the 

Ganges in order that he may throw himself away.^ 

In order to bring the worldly play of the worldly Ramaprasada to 

an end, in order that She may take up to Her bosom Her most beloved 

child, and conclude with Dak^na * the worldly sacrifice of Her devoted 

son, Daksina ® Herself has to-day appeared in the visible image. Even 

through that image, which has been abandoned by means of Mantra,^ 

Her iimer advent has been revealed. The waves of fight of Her whose 

substance is fight have mingled with the waves of the Ganges, and with 

them have swelled the waves of the love of Ramaprasada, who has seen 

Varanaa ® in water, on land, and in the heavens. “ To him who dies in 

Kasi,” ® Siva says, “ Thou art That. Above my ‘ Thou art That ’ is the 

Queen of Mahesa.” “ Why should I five in places of pilgrimage? ® Many 

a Gaya, Ganga, and Varanasi ® I shall see under Syama’s feet. What 

need have I for Kaii? ® The lotus-feet of Kali are the equal of innumerable 

places of pilgrimage.” These old sayings have to-day become true. 

“ The day on which tears will stream from my eyes as I will cry, 

‘Tara, Tara, Tara!’ ” “Presently I shall be beside myself, and, falling, 

roll on the earth, crying, ‘ Tara! ’ ” When such a day truly came, by the 

grace of the Mother who is the Saviour of the poor, the refulgent fight of 

the black beauty of the cloud-like black Devi, the charmer of Kala,’ made 

day and night one and the same. The three worlds sank in the playing 

waves of that beauty. The dark son of the dark youthful Mother at last, 

reached the shore, which is the Mother’s bosom, after having swum 

through the ocean of time. The child of Kali, opening the temple of the 
’f 1 T * _ _ *J.1_J. -1_1 *_x'U.n. 
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how to bid the Mother depart by means of the Samhara Mudra ^ after 

you had woi'shipped Her! and blessed art Thou, O Mother Bengal! Truly 

good teaching hast Thou given to Thy child. A marvellous teaching in 

the Mahamantra of Mahavidya didst Thou impart to Ramaprasada by 

the grace of which even that which he earned - in the work of throwing 

away tlie image became endless, wasteless, and unfailing both in this 
world and hereafter. 

“ To-day hundreds of thousands of the poor who walked the road in 

India enjoy as masters the spiritual wealth of these earnings of Rama¬ 

prasada. Victory to Thee, O Mother! Victory to Thy Prasada! ” ® 

The Sadhaka wiU now understand in what way Ramaprasada’s Tara 

was formless. Ramaprasada called Tara ibiinless at a time and on a day 

when he himself was no longer Ramaprasada, At present it has become 

very easy to the community of Asuras * to aiU Tara formless by taking up 

the note which Ramaprasada sounded at the dme of bis Samadhi ^ in 

Parabrahma. The very mention of the name of Tara possessing form 

makes the hearts of Asuras tremble. Their community can find no rest 

unless Tara becomes formless. Nevertheless, the precedent of Rama¬ 

prasada is not acceptable so long as one does not oneself realize the Vldclia 

Kaivalya ® which Ramaprasada attained. Ramaprasada became himself 

formless immediately upon his calling Tara formless, whilst the more these 

men cry out, “Without form! Without form! ” day and night, the more 

do their own forms grow. What sort of formlessness is this? 

While an effort is being made to prove that Ramaprasada’s Tara 

was without form, and that he did not believe in the Deity possessing 
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possessing form, but when he felt the approach of death he worshipped 

Rail in an image possessing form, and on the next day died while preparing 

to throw away the worshipped image. If he did not beheve in the Deity 

possessing form, was it through fear of death that he worshipped Kali in 

the image? If so, the critic ought to have understood that, whether during 

our hfetime we beheve or do not beheve in the Deity possessing form, we 

should so beheve at the time of death, since even such a man as Rama- 

prasada had to beheve it then. It was only when Ramaprasada became 

fuUy enabled to feel an unembodied presence that he said only once and 

from his own standpoint: “ My Tara is without form.” Ah! how charming! 

What an incomparable unfaihng power does the love of Sadhana proceed¬ 

ing from the heart wield, so that, even when “ without form,” “Tara is 

mine ”! Despite being “ without form,” my Tara is still “ Tara ”! It is 

not the intention of the Sadhaka to say that the embodied character of 

Tara will be lost in Her unembodied presence. He means: “ My embodied 

Tara will then drown me in the sea of Her unembodied presence. I shall 

lose my own self, and be completely merged in Hers.” Just as a child 

sleeps in its mother’s arms under the fold of her dress, so I shall be lost in 

the formless liberating ^ womb of my Mother who is possessed of form, 

and holds the infinite universe within Herself. Beyond this, in his state 

of Sadhana, he did not percei^^e this unembodied presence. On the con¬ 

trary, he has distinctly stated that it is impossible for even Yogis (not to 

speak of himself or common folk) to perceive an unembodied presence. 

Referring to that aspect of Devata which is Mantra, Ramaprasada has 

said: 
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Veda says that Kaivalya is attamed by worshipping the fonnlesS' 

Deity, 

To mCj this notion seems wrong, and the effect of lightness of 

intellect* 

Prasada says the mind ever seeks the Black Beauty^ 

Do as Thou dost wish. Who wants Nirvana? - 

At this point the critic opens the chest: of his learning and intellect,, 

and becomes senseless and restless v^ith brimming joy on hearing the verse: 

" Veda says that Kaivalya is attained by worshipping the formless Deity,” 

The words, however, “ Veda says that Kaivalya is attained by worshipping 

the formless Deit)^,” are not Ramaprasada's. We have here merely a 

wortliless vociferation of arrogant men wanting in all Sadhana. Rama* 

prasada has, in fact, protested against it, and said; ‘'To me this notion 

seems wrong, the effects of lightness of intellect,” This portion only 

contains Ramaprasada’s own view. To those who say that there can be 

no liberation without absorption ® in the formless Deity (why to them alone^ 

to even Her who grants liberation?), R^aprasada replies with a frown: 

" Prasada says, the mind ever seeks the Black Beauty, Do as Thou dost 

wish. Who wants Nirvana?” If Nirv'ana liberation cannot be attained 

without a realization of Thy unembodied presence, never mind. What 

harm if it is not attained? Who wants Niiv|na liberation if he gets Thee? 

“ Do as Thou dost wish,” Thou mayest or mayest not grant liberation- 

The mind, however, will not seek anything besides the Black Beauty. 

Those who eagerly seek their liberation v^dtliout Her liav(j no claim to Her 

boundless, infinite, unfathomable, deep, and pure love and devotion. This. 
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For him who has meditated on Kali, 

Death at Kasi brings liberation. 

True this is Siva’s saying. 

But at the root of all is devotion. 

And liberation is its maid, 

What is gained by liberation ? 

Water mingles with water. 

I love to eat sugar, 

But it is not good to become it. 

In amusement Prasada says, 

By the strength of the merciful Devi, 
The fourfold fruit ^ falls into the palms of him who contemplates 

the Devi with dishevelled hair.” 

Not merely the seeking of Nirvana liberation, but even its attainment,, 

is not desired. He has said: “ I love to eat sugar, but it is not good to 

become it.” If by becoming sugar itself I am unable to taste sugar, then 

why should I become sugar? Lest it should be replied that this is for the 

cessation of the sorrows of Samsara, Ramaprasada at once retorts that in 

the realm in which he lives there is neither Samsara nor sorrow. Let him 

who is burdened with sorrow seek its cessation. “ Why shall we speak of 

liberation alone? The fourfold fruit ^ falls into the palms of him who con¬ 

templates the Devi with dishevelled hair.” Only he who has experienced 

it knows what it is to attain in meditation Her, the mere thought of whom 

brings unasked the fourfold fruit. 
Another passage on which the critics lay stress is the verse: But it is 
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discovered. O critic! can you for a single moment shake off your heinous 
and hellish malicious propensity and sit sdll? If so, I have one or two 
important questions to ask you, Ramaprasada has said; “ But it is hard 
for even a Yogi to contemplate the formless aspect,” What does he mean 
when he says this, and to what class of worshippers does he refer? Are you 
able to understand it? The havoc you have made of Ramaprasada’s song 
surpasses description. We shall demonstrate in detail that in the sphere 
of religion the preaching of a doctrine which it is not in our competence 
to practise is nothing but a form of covert robbery. 

“ All Jivas meditate on the Guru in the Brahmaraadhra,^ 
And Sadasiva is a great Yogi through meditation on the form 

ofK^i, 
Truly the fifty letters form the substance of Veda and Agama, 
But it is hard for even a Yogi to contemplate the formless aspect. 
Thou hast no form, Aksara ^ is Thy form, 
O Thou whose substance is the Gunas! Thou hast taken forms 

according to different Gunas,” 
Have you understood the meaning of the above? If you had, you 

would not have made such a mess of it, “ AH Jivas meditate on the Guru 
in the Brahmarandhra,^ And Sadaiiva is a great Yogi by meditation on 
the form of Kah,” In order to understand this, it is necessary to become 
initiated and instructed according to Sastra by a Guru, “ Truly the fifty 
letters form the substance of Veda and Agama, but it is hard for even a 
Yo^ to contemplate the formless aspect,” It will be many ages ^ before 
you can understand the but ” between these two hemistiches. This 
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Himself that this truth ^ must not be revealed to those who are not com¬ 

petent to receive it. Hence^ although Ramaprasada’s song is in the form 

•of a Sutra, we cannot scatter abroad its Vrti,^ Bhasya,^ and Tika * in the 

market, the public bathing-place, and the fields. This much, however, 

we tell you: Why do you make yourself ridiculous in the world of Sadhakas, 

and bring ruin on the ignorant community by interfering (though you have 

no competence for Sadhana) in matters ^ which can be understood by 

:Sadhana alone, and winch, without Sadhana, cannot be realized by purely 

intellectual effort, however strenuous it be ? 
Ramaprasada was a seeker of® the supreme object,* and the critic 

seeks his selfish ends. The one is nectar, and the other poison; the one is 

heaven,® and the other heU.® How dare you desire to mix the two 

together? Covertly you have expressed your regret. “ If only Ramapra¬ 

sada in his Sadhana had worked along the right path from the very 

beginning! ” Oh the arrogance of it befitting an Asura! Is it because you 

have seen your own face in, the mirror that you have come to think that 

Ramaprasada was a Jiva from his birth blind, uninitiated, puzzled out of 

Ws wits, straying in a wrong path, and devoid of knowledge of the Sastra ? 

Being a trader in Ramaprasada’s name, and partaker of the leavings of 

his food, how dare you presume to shovy Ramaprasada the right path of 

Sadhana? You are seeking a means of livelihood for yourself in the Samsara. 

Continue to seek that. Why trespass on Sadhana lying hidden in the 

womb of Sastra? You have been attacked with the disease of formlessness; 

you may take a leap into the air; but why such braggadocio on your part, 

.since Ramaprasada himself was not so diseased? The end of your Sadhana 
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it is well known.’* Brahman is undehnable. because its real aspect cannot 

be given any particular definition. In fact, it is because the name of the 

Deity possessing form does hot strike such terror in the heart of Brahman 

as it does in those of the community who are the standard-bearen of the 

Formless Brahman that worshippers of the Deity possessing form can enter¬ 

tain no malice against the Formless. However that may be, whether 

Ramaprasada was a worshipper of the Formless or of the Deity poss^ing 

form, we have no desire to hear from the mouth of a dealer in ginger 
information about ships.^ 

Ramaprasada was not an African, European, or American. His life’s- 

play began and ended in Bengal. We are his neighbours. If men,, 

whether at home or abroad, want to hear of him, they must come to us 

for it. We shall never go to anybody else to learn about him. The chief 

part of Ramaprasada’s Sadhana did not consist of singing in bands to the 

accompaniment of musical instruments, as is the case tvith the weekly- 

praying community,® He sank into the de]}ths of the ocean of Sadhana,. 

and it was only at intervab of rest from Sadhana performed in fixed Asanas 

that he was noiv and then moved by the breeze of emotion to sing his songs.. 

To-day the miserable plight of the band of critics is due to their having^ 

fallen into the wa%'es of this ocean in which they helplessly struggle. Proofs 

of R^aprasada’s Savasadhana, Citasadhana, Saktisadhana, rosary of 

Mahasankha, Bilvamula, and Pancamunda, and other Asanas,^ we still 

possess. The community of Sadhakas is' still resounding with the deep 

trumpet sound echoing from the sphere of .spiritual competence in which 

Ramaprasada mo^i-ed, and of the truth for winch he bore a madly 
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ihe name of Siva. Can one who does not follow the command of Siva in 

practice presume tb say anything of authority in the name of Siva ? Not to 

helieve Siva^ not to believe in Sastraj not to believe in Guru, not to believe 

in Sadhana, and not to believe in the Devata who is the object of Sadhana, 

but to believe in Ramaprasada and his songs set to music! not to believe 

in Devata^ and yet to be mortally afraid of Her as if She were some wander¬ 

ing spirit; ^ to cut the root^ and then to pour water on it—such was not the 

art which Ramaprasada had learnt. It was because Ramaprasada served 

the Sastra with bowed head and worked according to its dictates that the 

superworldly Sakti of Siddhi of which the Sastra speaks attended him 

constantly. 
In another song Ramaprasada says: 

“ O mind 1 you are still labouring under this error ^ ; 

You do not clearly realize what. Kali is. 
’ Although you^know, why do you, O mind! seem notito know 

that the universe, conristing of three worlds, is the Mother’s 

image? r 
And you want to wpi'ship Her by building images of clay! . 

The Mother who-decks the three worlds with measureless;gems 

and gold. 
Her you w^ant: to deck with worthless tinsel ornaments !-r—the 

Mother who feeds the world witli all kinds of food. v 

With what face do you think to feed Her on Atapa rice ^ and 

soaked peas? ” ^ 

And so on. 
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She shall be adorned, we shall show later* Here we say this much, that a 

person who proceeds to perform Sadhana is bound to satisfy his heart’s 

desire by adorning the Mother* It is the duty of all Sadhakas, male and 

female* When the heart is immersed in the depths ^ of Sadhana, that 

which these depths are overpowers, according to a law of Nature, the 

Brahmatattva of the Mother of the world*^ To conquer that unconquered 

power of the Sadhana, even She Herself, who is unconquerable, often feigns 
Herself to be incompetent* 

Sinking in the sweetness of the Creatrix's play of love for Her devotees, 

DaSarathi, great depicter of sentiment,^ has, in picturing the love of the 

Mother of the world, well displayed this in his poem entitled Agamani-* 

TA^hen, for the sake of the Sadhana, which was the Durgap^a festival of 

the Pnnee of devotees, the Mountain-King, his Daughter appeared as the 

Destroyer of Mahisa, and stood in the courtyard in front of his Mandapa ® 

on the evening of the sixth lunar day; when Menaka his Queen, whose life 

was in Uma,® ran out with joy to welcome Her at the report of Her coming; 

and when startled and made afraid by the sight of Her martial appearance, 

the great Sadhika ^ of the Daughter ® lost herself at view of this other 

form then, on her, Mother Mahamaya, tlie daughter ol'old, cast Maya 
and assumed a form of surpassing beauty* 

Song 

She appeared as Gauri, the Two-armed daughter of Mountain, 
Mother of Ganesa. 

Daughter of the IVfnnntairt-TCincr 1-L TAnfVi 
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The beauty of the moon-faced Uma surpasses that of a million 

moons. 
Ten moons shone on the nails of the Mother’s feet. 

Seeing this, the moon in the sky pales through shame. 

Yet, can She be compared to the moon; She, at whose feet the 

moons roll? 
In Autumn, in the Himalayas, it was like a fair of autumnal moons. 

In receiving the moon-faced Uma, the Queen took, as it were, 

the moon in her hand. 
Behind Uma’s family of moons ^ the moon in; the sky was 

concealed. 
With Her moonlike mouth the moon-faced Devi called out, 

‘Mother!’ 
The Queen replied: ^ 'Is it you, O Durga! the Dispeller of 

sorrows ? 
With weeping, O Tara, Mother! I have lost the pupils (Tara) of 

my eyes. 
O Uma! to what a plight have I come since last I bid farewell 

to Thee! 
G Mother! my body remains in the Himalayas and my life in 

Kailasa.3 
In Thy absence I he on the earth as one who is dead. 

To-day Thou hast brought life to my body, and with it speech. 

O Mother! how is it that Thou dost not remember that Thou 

hast a mother ? 
T-T 'X'l-i.T. nfr ■fr»Tr 'X'Vimi WT'll'l' ITlPlir the Sin 
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^ When did youj O Mother! seek me? Whose father is a King 

and whose Mother is a Queenj 

What if Her husband has, perchance, become a Sannyasi? 

The bitter words of women kill me with shame. 

We hear them say Thou art a King^s daughter, but has Thou 
no'Mother? 

Fatlier is of stone and so are you, O Mother! 

But I cannot conquer my love for you/ and so I have come of 
My own accord,* 

The Queen replied: ^ O Lady of Isa^na! true it is that I am stone. 

And, O Mother! for Her ^ whose daughter Thou art, it was best 
to be of stone/ ® 

Saying this the Spouse of mountain ^ greatly wept, and in plaintive 

words again addressed her Daughter: 

‘ As the motionless mountain is My husband, how can I get news 
of you ? ^ 

O gracious Devi! I pray Thee forgive my offence dn that account,- 

Many are the people, O Uma! who before me call Thee miserable, 

and as I hear them my mind biurts with fire. 

They say to me, O Queen! your Daughter, a tendril of gold, has 
become pale. 

Destroyer of Tripura ^ lives by begging. 

Beloved Uma is my only treasure, the treasure of worship. 

I want to keep my Son-indaw in my house, but Tnlochana ® is 

not mlling that I should do so. 
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O Mother! in the world it is by My Husband’s riches that people 

become rich. 
Whoever with devotion begs of My Husband, to Him does 

Trilochana ^ give the wealth of liberation at a glance. 

He is in want of nothing; but such is His nature that He yet 

behaves like some poor helpless man. 

He who grasps the meaning ^ of this is filled with feeling,^ and is^ 

saved from the cares of existence. 
Will your riches make your Daughter and Son-in-law rich? 

Do you want to give riches to Her who holds the Universe in 

Her womb ? 
Can He be poor in whose house your Daughter lives ? 

As Annapurna I give food to the world, 
And the Ocean, Kubera ^ and others guard the wealth of Siva. 

How great, O Mother! must have been the religious merit ^ you. 

have earned 
That you were able to give your Daughter to Him! 

Such is the power of My Husband that I can make you Indrani,^ 

I am such a Daughter of yours as is equal to ten sons. 

It is out of jealousy that neighbours do not speak to you of 

happiness, 
But wound you, O Mother! by speaking of sorrow. 

The Queen said: ' O Brahmamayi! explain this to me. 

If Thou hast so much wealth, where is the sign of it ? 

O Sankari! ® does not Siva’s heart yearn to adorn Thee? 
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Taiini/ Thou art My crest-gem. Do gems become Thee? 

Will the moon look bright if gems are placed on it ? 

My simple dress ever charms Asutosa’s ^ mind, 

And what Pahcanana ® desires that I do. 

If this were not so, innumerable and priceless jewels would lie in 
the dust before Me.’ 

The Queen said; ‘ Why should not ornaments become Thee? 

Ivory, v^hen set in gold, becomes more beautiful. 

To-day I shall bring aU kinds of jewels and see with my Own eyes 

Whether, O isani! they become I'hee or not/ 

Then in joy of love the Queen of Mountain brought jewelled 
ornaments. 

And put them with care on Uma-jewel. 

Never, however, can ornaments look well on Uma’s body; 

She became like the moon in the grasp of Rahu.^ 

In grief the Queen became, as it were, dead, and stopped the 
maids, 

Saying: ‘ Do not bring worthless ornaments any more, 

And quickly take off those which I have already put on Uma, 

Let me see the unadorned body of the Mother. 

They do not become Thee, O ^Mother Sahkari! Ornaments do 
not become Thee! ’ 

What Providence ^ is it which has made Thee, O Mother! Spouse 
of Kara ? ® 

How beautiful Thou art, O Tara! O Tara, with face like the 
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proviaon for Her adornment. On that day on which She sees that I am 

tired out, discomforted, and put to shame in my efforts to adorn Her, the 

merciful Tripurasundari will, in order to end this trouble of Her son, adorn 

Hereelf with Her own beauty, and of Her own accord take Her seat on the 

throne of my heart. On the day on which when going to adorn the Mother 

with my ornaments, I shall myself be adorned with Her ornaments, oii 

that day, my yearning to adorn Her will end for good and all. Then 

I shall throw up my arms iri joy and call.out to tiie world to see how, 

although aU efforts to adorn the Mother fail, he who makes the efforts is^ 

himself adorned by virtue of the religious merits he thereby acquires. 

Ramaprasada has also told us what sort of an eye is required to be able to- 

perceive the beauty and sweetness of that adornment. We shall try else¬ 

where to make this clear. Here we would say that, whether it suits the 

Mother or not, I shall adOm the Mother if my own condition requires it,, 

for the Mother is as much my Mother as She is the Mother of Brahma^. 

Visnu, and Mahesvara. The Mother’s mother, Menaka, proceeded to. 

adorn the Mother because it suited her to do so, irrespective as to whether 

it suited Uma or not. But because Menaka thought the ornaments which, 

were suitable for her to be also suitable for the Mother, the Mother refused 

to be adorned with her ornarhents (vanity),^ and stood forth adorned with. 

such ornaments Only as properly belonged to the Mother, And then the 

divine ® beauty of Menaka sank in * the sea of the indescribable beauty of 

Brahmamayi Uma. Then, throwing off the ornaments, consisting of the 

darkness of the vanity of individual existence, Menaka herself shone with 

the tight of the Sun of the sole existence of the Mother of the world, and 
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of that yearning, and led him to say; " Ah! you want to adorn Her 

tvith worthless tinsel ornaments.” This docs not mean that “ the Mother 

need not be adorned.” The burden of the song of his sorrow was that he 

had not ornaments suitable for the adornment of the Mother. This must 

be so; for is there any such luckless son in the world as yearns to call the 

Mother Mother and yet has no desire to adorn Her? 

“ The Mother who feeds the world with all kinds of food. 

With what face do you want to feed Her on Atapa ^ rice and 
soaked peas ? ” 

He who can adorn others can also be adorned himself. He who can 

feed others can also be fed himself.- He who desires to adorn others may 

also desire to be adorned himself He who desires to feed others may also 

have the wish to eat himself Either say at once that the Devi neither 

adorns others nor is adorned Herself, neither feeds others nor eats Herself; 

or say that She both adorns others and is adorned Herself; both feeds 

others and Herself eats. Even if She is not, according to you, Herself 

adorned in Her aspect with form, yet in tire formless aspect at least, as you 

understand and speak of it, She appears undoubtedly to adorn others. 

If so, how do you escape from the difficulty? All Sastras and all people 

agree that the Formless aspect is eternally attributeless, and that it is 

impossible for that attributeless aspect to have the desire (which is itself 

an attribute) to adorn the world; but, then, such is the virtue of the irine- 

teenth century that nowadays we frequently hear of a Formless Deity 

with attributes. We, however, understand this attribute to be an attri¬ 

bute ® of the woi-shippers of the Formless Deity instead of being really an 
*1_J.1-_ ¥?_1_-rv-'j._ 
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<dififfcult for them to show their faces to worshippers of the Deity in His 

^aspect with fomij for in order to possess attributes it is necessary to possess 

form; consequently, they have denied perfect attributeness (that part of it 

which necessitates the possession of form) ^ and present to view a queer 

sort of Brahman, half of which is with attributes and the other attributeless. 

Formless, yet with attributes; with attributes, yet formless. This Brahman 

of theirs is called “ existence, consciousness, and bhss,” * after the Sastra; ® 

“ Merciful Father,” after the Bible; “ Creator ” (Karta) and “ Lord ” 

(Iwara), after the Koran; and the “ Formless One,” through the malice 

which non-Aryas bear against Aryas; and He is also called “ full of love ” 

-at times for the attainment of their selfish ends. Because they will not 

■allow their Brahman to be identified with the Devata whom Aryas worship, 

it has (despite its being, in fact, above name and form) * name, though not 

form,® otherwise how can It be constantly addressed with the exclamation 

“O!”? However that may be, even if this newly discovered Formless 

Brahman without attributes suits their purpose, we are ourselves in no 

wise bound to admit the existence of this novel appearance.® We care 

very little for the Attributeless Brahman if He does not appear with form, 

and much less do we fike this Formless One with attributes. 

Who says that She who can feed others, as She can adorn others, 

cannot or will not Heixelf eat? ’ If the will of Her who is will itself eternally 

exists, that will has as much relation to feeding as to eating.® If you say 

that it is impossible for Her to eat, we shall say that it is also impossible 

for Her to feed. If you admit the possibility of feeding, why should you 

not admit the possibility of eating? You may say She feeds the world. 
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Can anything be said after this? Here, once for all, is the most finaf 

decision which the matter admits of! For these people think (in consonance 

with their mental trend) ^ that it is utterly false that She eats or will eat,, 
the only essential truth being that She feeds! 

If the Mother cannot be fed simply because She feeds the world, the 

reason for such inability is that if I want to feed Her She would demand 

repayment by me for all the food w^hich She supplies to the world,^ for you 

ask yourself how much She who feeds the world can Herself eat. I say 

She may feed the world as much as She likes. What have I to do with 

that? I am bound to give Her only what She gives me to eat. 

My gratification will be in giving to Her the enjoyment ® with which 

She has provided me and then retiring. 1 am not here to make payment 

of all Her dues. My responsibility is to pay Her only such dues as I owe 

Her. She is Brahman only so long as I am Jiva. She is Mother only so 

long as I am son. She is a Devata only so long as I am a man, and my 

worship of Her lasts only so long as I am “ I.” My worship of Her will 

be at an end the very day on which my ** I-ncss ” will be at an end, or my 

individuality will disappear the very day on which my worship of Her will 

come to a close. So long as I shall have to eat Atapa rice ^ and soaked 

peas, what justification have I for eating them without offering them 
to Her? 

Although She is the Mother of the world. She is also my Mother- 

Although She is Bhagavan of the Universe, She is also my Lord.® " The 

food which I shall eat, even that food I must olfer to Pitrs and Devas.” 

What I shall eat even that my Istadevata will partake of before me. Had 
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His protection), would He have been called throughout the three worlds 

by the glorious name of “ Friend of Pandavas ” ? Had not Bhagavan, in 

spite of His being the Master of infinite universes and Lord of Vaikuntha,^ 

assumed the form of young Gop^a on being moved thereto by the great 

devotion of Prahlada, and taken with His own hand the plate of poisoned 

food from the hand of Prahlada, who was grieved to give it to Him; and 

had He not put that food with the fingers of His own lotus-hand into His 

fair mouth, which is wont to drink nectar ^ given by Brahma and other 

Devas, would He have been known by the beloved title of “ Hari of 

Prahlada,” in spite of His being the Hari of the world ? Had He not joyously 

taken in the hoUow of His hand the grains of rice given by the wife (a 

devoted Sadhika) ® of the poor and destitute Brahmana Sudama and tasted 

their sweetness, greater than the sweetness of nectar, singing the greatness 

of love, would anybody in this world have called Him Friend of the Poor 

and Merciful Bhagavan? Had not the Providence ^ who dispenses the four¬ 

fold fruit to Jiva considered sweet the fruits half-eaten by herd-boys, would 

the sweetness of the name “ The joy of Nanda ” ® have been so much 

greater than that of “ Sacchidananda ” ®? Had not the Mother, the Gene- 

trix of Brahma and other Devas, left Her bejewelled throne in the lumi¬ 

nously resplendent region of Kailasa and gone to the thatched hut of 

Kalaketu,® the hunter’s son, illuminating the house and the surrounding 

woods with the fight of Her beauty; had She not proved the fitness of Her 

name “ Candi ” by giving the Candala’s ® son a place on the fair lap which 

is ever sought by Guha and Gajanana;^® if Annapurna,Charmer of the 

mind of Kala,^® had not blessed Kalaketu by feeding him from the breast 
iirtii/'Vi Mrpn Brahma and other Devas hardlv train, and eaten the food of a 
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accepting, in the woods on the bank of a river, their worship with fruits 

and roots and offerings of blood issuing from their pierced hearts,^ would 

Sadhakas have staked their lives in their determination to perform Sadhana 

of the Mother? Both Sastra and report say that Maharaja Suratha and 

Samadhi the Vaisya King, whose life was itself a great Samadhi,* after 

establishing the Mother in an earthen image daily for three years, inflicted 

cuts upon their breasts with swords, and vdth the blood issuing therefrom 

made offering in the great worship, that by such intense devotion ® they 
might speedily get sight of Her. 

This puts me in nund of something. The cutting of his own breast 

by a son in the worship of the Mother cannot be a favour of the Mother. 

And why being Mother should She be so cruel? In my opinion, however, 

Suratha and Samadhi did not cut themselves to their hearts in order that 

by satisfyii^ Her with such a sacrifice the Mother might appear before 

them. They had heard from their Gurudeva, Maha^^i Medhasa, that 

the Mother dwelt and played in the hearts of devotees. Hence they took 

the terrible determination “ to see Her by bringing Her out from their 

hearts by importuning, if not by satisfying, Her.” And with such intention 

they inflicted sword-cuts upon themselves. Otherwise, what was the 

necessity for so intense a form of devotion?* People may caU the blood 

which issued from their hearts their heart’s blood, but I say that it was 

not merely the blood of the heart, but also attachment. And because this 

was so, blood flowed from the hearts of the Mother’s devotees, brimming 

with love for the Mother. The moment such hearts were pierced, streams 

of love flowed copiously from them. But that love is transparent, fair, 
niirf!. thirV ■p'rt 
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-offered his body, senses, heart, Atma, and all he possessed at Her feet, 

what was the necessity of re-offering that heart again and again to satisfy 

Her? The sea, despite its depth, is full of waves. Similarly, notwith¬ 

standing that love is ever deep, it is constantly restless. Such restlessness 

is its natural characteristic. To Him whom I love with all my heart, and 

to whose feet I have offered my all, to Him, nevertheless, I desire to offer 

it again and again, ten times every half an hour. 
I know not whether it is a quality of love or of its object, whether of 

the devotee or of the beauteous feet of the Mother. But it is a fact, that 

as often as Suratha and Samadhi, urged by such restlessness, struck their 

hearts, so often did the Mother of the world move Her feet to let them 

know that She was awake, and gave clear evidence thereof in ripples of 

blood raised thereby. At l^t, fearing lest Mahe^vara should take it to 

heart were all the dye so lovingly and carefully applied by Him washed 

off (lest Siva’s words should prove false by the pain caused to the heart of 

the devoted Sadhakas were their constant offering of attachment to Her 

spurned and rejected),^ the Daughter of mountain left that comfortable 

■couch and showed Herself to the Sadhaka by awaking, as one who is 

consciousness, in the earthen image, the beauty of which gave joy to their 

eyes. She showed Herself in a maimer as if She knew nothing of all that 

had happened dieretofore. Her heavy and indolent eyes, like those of 

one who has suddenly awakened from sleep, were stirred by a Mother’s 

love, soothing the hearts of the devotees by shedding upon them the nectar 

•of Her serene regard; and smiling softly with Her ruddy lips. She said to 

Suratha, “ Maharaja, take what you like,” and to the Vaisya also, 
« nf Kiila fKiilanandanah® take what you like.” Ah, how 
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the want of want. Just as She has no want of “ atapa rice and soaked 

peas,” so also She has no want to sweet-meats, sweet-rice,^ and nectar.® 

What cause for sorrow or shame is there, then, in offering Her “ atapa 

rice and soaked peas? ” To Her the store of nectar * churned out of the 

seven seas is as much an atom as “ atapa rice and soaked peas ” are atoms.® 

She is as much unattached to atapa rice and soaked peas as to nectar.^ 

Although She is really as free from attachment as the water on a lotus-leaf, 

when playing at the play of Samsara, full of Maya, She, in order to draw 

devotees to Herself, merely pretends to be delighted by the receipt of all 

tliese materials. Otherwise, what form of delight does; the Devi, who is 

aU delight and perfect delight, want that She should feel delight in receiving 

offerings of food.® 

It is ridiculous to think that offerings of food wiU give delight to the 

Anandamayi,® who is present in every atom of those offerings as conscious¬ 

ness.® Her delight and joy of which the S^tra speaks in dealing with 

the subject of worship are not Her delight and Her joy, but the play of the 

delight of Sadhana and the joy of Sadhana in the Sadhaka. We shall try' 

to explain this point more clearly in its proper place. Here only we would 

observe that Ramaprasada sang the story of His heart with a mind full of 

sonow, a sorrow which attacks every' Sadhaka so long as the supreme 
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-can have room ^ to digest the food left by Ramaprasada, It is during 

life that evidence of men’s Sadhana is seen. But Ramaprasada gave 

evidence of his Sadhana in death as well as in life. By performing worship 

the night preceding his death, and placing the Mother s image before him 

even at the time of death, the high-souled accomplished Sadhaka has given 

us full proof of his faith in Brahman with form,^ and of his performance 

of worship of the Deity with form.^ During life the Mother with form ^ 

danced constantly in his songs and his heart. If after this a man can find 

it in himself to say that Ramaprasada did not worship the Deity with 

form,” he may as well also say that Ramaprasada had no soul.® 
We shall quote here another of Ramaprasada’s songs of self-resigna¬ 

tion, In this it will be seen how even his body and senses, not to speak of 

his mind, heart, and very self,® were absorbed in the worship of the Mother. 

“ Of what use, O brother! is this body if it does not melt in love 

for Daksina ? ^ 
Oh, fie, fie, to this tongue if it does not utter the name of Kali. 

Those eyes are sinful which see not the form ® of Kali. 

Oh, how wicked is the mind which does not sink under Her feet. 

May thunder strike those ears which do not hear Her sweet name, 

making copious tears flow from the eyes. For what purpose 

does their existence serve ? 
Oh, should we desire to have the hands which fill the belly, if they 

are not joined together to hold sandal paste, Java flowers, and 

bael-leaves? ® 
Oh, of what use are the feet, and wholly without purpose is the 

^ . . _ - . .ii* 1 1 
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Ho\^^ can I understand the meaning of this—bom though I am 
JO a Brahmana family? 

In order to uphold tlie honour of a devotee, Bhagavan, who is in 

the power of devotees, took His own place below, and raised 
the devotee on high. 

If the devotee falls, it will be difficult to save him. 

This was why the Lover of devotees sat at the root of the tree, in 

order that he might hold the devotee in His arms. 

O hunter! in order to bow to you to-day it is necessary to cross 
the Lord of the Universe.^ 

I therefore bow to your feet, O Gandala! from a distance. 

Bless me, O Nisada-King! that I may to-day lose my Brahinana- 
hood. 

And, making me your younger brother, give me, O brother I. 

a place in Mother Caiadl’s bosom. 

You have, O brother! taken me up on the tree of Kula.^ If I now 
fall, there will be an end of me. 

In the name of Siva, in the name of Siva, I stretch out my hand. 
Raise me to you."^ 

Because such fall is inevitable in human life, the Three-eyed Bhagavan, 

who peers through the three divisions of dme,® has, with a view to the 

cause of this fall, warned the world of Sadhakas beforehand, and Himself 
said in the Yogini Tantra : ^ 

“ Many celestial ^ and terrestrial obstacles appear in pilgrimage, con¬ 

struction of palaces, and specially at the beginning of any religious act. 
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should be considered as restraining obstacles in a different form; otherwise, 

an inclination * which imtigatcs work would never have been called an 

obstacle by the Sastra. Such instigating inclinations are merely ropes 

from which swing cradles of doubt. Description of obstacles follows:) 

“ Thought of sinful objects, whether they are near or very far off, be the 

distance a thousand or hundred thomand of yojanas; ^ detriment to religious 

work through laziness, grief, delusion, old age, and disease, which destroys 

youth and wealth (4, 5); quarrel with wife; famine; home difficulties 

(quarrels with relations, quarrels wth members of family, and so forth); 

anxiety on account of many Vratas => ” (undertaking many Vratas at one 

and the same time, and then being anxious for fear of occurrence of 

omissions in their performance); “ the vanity that ‘ I am a righteous man 

(6); sudden subjection to grief, in spite of the absence of the occurrence of 

any sin ^ during the performance of a religious rite; the occurrence at the 

sight of Devata Himself and His manifestations ^ of such perverse ideas 

as that TulasI leaves* are mere leaves of a tree; myrobalans^’ are mere 

fruits of trees; S^agrama® is a mere stone; images of Devata are mere 

pieces of wood, and a Brahma^a is merely an ordinary man; Svayambhu 

Siva ® is merely a round stone; conch is merely a kind of shell, and the horn 

of rhinoceros “ is merely flesh in a transformed state. These and such 

other notions as that Tirthas ^ are merely water, Ganga is a mere river, 

and holy places are mere pieces of land, repeatedly appear in the mind of 

Jivas as obstacles in the form of scepticism, and obstruct the performance 

of a religious rite (7-10)- It is only when the mind is drawn by the upward 

attraction of Dharma by virtac of merit,acquired in previous births, 
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time ^ when everyone seeks a Dharma ® suited to his liking. For those 

who thus seek Dhaimas to suit their individual tastes, the Sastra is an 

eyesore; for that is called S^tra by which the wayward faculties of the 

mind are brought under control, and which is, in fact, the unfailing instru¬ 

ment by which the vast dominion of the Queen of Queens ® of the Universe 

is ruled. It is no wonder that the Sastra should be an eyesore to unruly 

subjects who dishonour the commands of their Sovereign, Subordination 

to the commands of Sastra is nowadays cojisidered derogatory to freedom, 

. and consequently extremely distastefiiL What, however, such persons 

really think is that their Dharma should be subordinate to their command, 

for they consider themselves free men. 

Idleness makes people semi-omniscient, for idle people eagerly seek 

opportunities to avoid work; and it is really this eagerness to avoid labour 

which Fes at the root of their unswerving faith in such Sastra as seek to 

establish the superiority of Jh^a-kanda ^ of their unique love for the 

Yoga V^istha, Bhagavadgita, and Upanisads, and of their equally unique 

repugnance for Tanlra, Mantra, Yoga, Bhajana and Sadhana Sastras, 

JRising before daybreak, bathing early in the morning, performance of the 

Sandhya rite,® cleansing temples, collecting Kusa grass, Bowsers, TulsI- 

leaves, BacUeaves, and so forth, fetching water from streams,® taking only 

one meal a day, eating havisya food ^ without flesh, performance of religions 

rites, Sraddha ® and Tarpana,® observing hospitality and continence,lying 

on the ground, keeping up at nights, visiting burning-grounds and places 

of pilgrimage/^ constant expenditure of money on religious works in the 

names of Devas and Pitris —all these are doubtless tioublesome things. 
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Leen saying: The Karmakanda ^ is a jar full of poison.” The Siva 

community also says, through the grace of Sahkaracarya: “ Sadasiva am I, 

-and consciousness.” ^ The Sakta community says: “ Bhairava am I; 

.Siva am I.” Those who are initiated and educated in the polemics of 

knowledge and science of the nineteenth century consider the chief and 

final decision of all Sastras to be that there is no connection between 

Dharma and Karma; ® but in the Bhagavadgita (which is the basis for all 

the Sastras on the authority of which these people seek to establish the 

superiority of their novel, tasteful, and agreeable views) the commands 

which Bhagavan Sri Krsna Himself gave to Arjuna respecting work, when 

the latter was unable to decide for himself what to do, clearly prove that 

there is no greater sin for a man who is attached to the world than to give 

up work.® But we need not confine ourselves to ordinary folk attached to 

the world, for the Bhagavadgita says that the Yoga of work is the highest 

duty even of Yogis who are detached from it. For instance: 

“ In this world there is a twofold path, as I before said, O sinless one! 

that of Yoga, by knowledge of the Samkhyas; and that of Yoga by action 

of the Yogis.” ^ 
“ Man winneth not freedom from action by abstaining from activity, 

nor by mere renunciation doth he rise to perfection.” ® 

Nor can anyone, even for an instant, remain really actionless; for 

lielplessly is everyone driven to action by the qualities ® born of nature."^ ” ® 

“ Who sitteth controlling the organs of action, but dwelling in his 

mind on the objects of the senses, that bewildered man is called a hypocrite.® 

But who, controlling the senses by the mind, O Arjuna! with the organs of 
witTiniit attarhment nerformpth Yncra bv action, he is WOrthv.” 
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“ There is nothing in the three worlds, O Partha! ^ that should be 

done by Me, nor an>thiiig unattained that might be attained; yet I mingle 
in action/* ® 

Wlio abides ever in this teaching of Mine, full of faith and free from 
cavilling, they, too, arc released from actions.” ^ 

^‘Who carp at My teacliing, and act: not thereon, senseless, deluded 

in all knowledge, know thou these mindlefs ones as fated to be destroyed-” ^ 

“ Even the man of knowledge beha\^es in conformity with his own 

nature- Beings follow nature. What shall restraint avml? ” ^ 

“ Better one^s own duty,® though destitute of merit, than the duty ® 

of another, well discharged. Better death in-the discharge of one’s own 

duty,® The dut^^ ® of another is full of danger.” ^ 

In the fourth chapter it is said; 

“ However men approach Me, even so do I welcome them, for the 

path men take from ever^^ide is Mine, O Partha! ” ® 

" They who long after success in action on earth, Vk^orship the Shining 

One’s,^ for in brief space verily, in this vi^orld of men, success is bom of 

action.” 

The four castes were emanated by Me by the different distribution 

of qualities ^ and actions- Know Me to be the author of them, though the 
actionless and inexhaustible.” 

“ Nor do actions affect Me, nor i$ the fruit of action desired by Me^ 

He who thus knoweth Me is not bound by actions-” 

** Having thus known, our forefathers, ever seeking liberation, per¬ 

formed action. Therefore do thou ^dso perform action, as did our 
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“ He who actethj placing all actions in the Eternal,^ abandoning 

attachment, is unaffected by sin as a lotus-leaf by the waters.” ^ 

“ Yogis, having abandoned attachment, perform action only by the 

body, by the mind, by the Reason,® and even by the senses, for the 

purification of the self.” ^ 
“ Having known Me, as the Enjoyer of sacrifice and of austerity, the 

mighty Ruler of all the worlds, and the Lover of all beings, he goeth to 

peace.” ^ 
In the sixth chapter it is said; 
“ He that performeth such action as his du'y, independently of the 

fruit of action, he is an ascetic,® he is a Yogi; not he that is without fire 

and without rites.” 
“ That which is called renunciation, know thou that as a Yoga, 

O Pandava! Nor doth anyone become a Yogi with the formative will® 

unrenounced.” ® 
“ For the sage who is seeking Yoga, action is called the means; for 

the same sage, when he is enthroned in Yoga, serenity is called tho 

means.” 
“ The Yogi is greater than the ascetics.^^ He is thought to be greater 

than even the wise.^^ The Yogi is greater than the men of action, therefore 

become thou a Yogi, O Arjuna! ” 
“And among all Yogis, he who, full of faith, with the inner self^^ 

abiding in Me, adorneth Me, he is considered by Me to be the most 

completely harmonized.” 

In the eighth chapter it is said: 
te TT_ _ -T__anntViPr 
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"Flee unto Him for shelter with aU thy being, O Bharata! By His 

grace thou shalt obtain supreme peace, the everlasting dwelling place.” ^ 

" Thus hath wisdom, more secret than secrecy itself, been declared 

unto thee by Me; having reflected on it fully, then act thou as thon 
listest.” - 

" Listen thou again to My supreme word, most secret of all. Beloved 

art thou of Me and steadfast of heart, therefore will I speak for thy 
benefit.” » 

“ Merge thy mind in Me, be My devotee, sacrifice to Me, prostrate 

thyself before Me, thou shalt come even to Me. I pledge thee My troth j 
thou art dear to Me.” * 

“ Abandoning all duties,^ come unto Me alone for shelter. Sorrow 
not; I will liberate thee from all sins.” ® 

Let Sadhakas now see for themselves whether in the Gita Bhagavan 

has prescribed abandonment of work ’’ or performance of it. We are not 

at aU astonished or griei^ed to see that a study of Bhagavadgita leads to 

an abandonment of Karmakanda ® by sentimental folk who feign devotion 

and who go emotion-mad at the very mention of Bhagavadgita, though 

they have no devotion to Bhagavan Himself. What we are sor^ for is, 

that even such men as worship the speaker of this Gita as their Istadevatl 

and call it Bhagavadgita, on account of its words having issued from His 

fair mouth, say that the Karmakanda is a jar of poison”. Who can 

penetrate this mystery? When the fhiLt appears the flower dries up of 
itself and falls. 

But how wonderful must be the intensity of the greed and the. 
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"Vaidyanatha,^ the destroyer of Tripura, will deliver society from the pains 

of this disease. 
Had the examination for the degree sought for been held at any seat 

■of learning other than that of Sadhana of Mahavidya, the number of 
learned degree-holders would have been so large that it is doubtful whether 
place could have been found for them all in Brahmaloka, Vaikuntha, and 
!R.ailasa. But we are secure from this danger in that Bhagavan Himself, 
the dweller in aU hearts and Creator of all things, is the Examiner. Unless 
He gives the degree of service to himself, who is there who can free himself 
•of servitude, to the Upadhis ? ** It is the presence of these latter pestilential 
Upadhis which prevents the acquisition of the former. These latter 
Upadhis must be shaken off before we can obtain the former Upadhi, or 
this Upadhi must be obtained before the others can be got rid of. There 
might have been a chance of bogus Upadhis (degrees) being considered 
genuine, were it possible to go elsewhere after having received them from 
Bhagavan. But, O pretender to devotion, who art so fond of the Upadhi 
i(title) of devotee! all this Universe is the field of work of that Rajarajesvari 
alone, who is the sole Mistress of this infinite creation of things moving 
and unmoving. Where in this Universe can you go so that you may 
escape the all-penetrating look of Her whose eyes are infinite? Who has 
told you that your bogus ® Upadhi will not be caught in the net * of Her 
May^ in which everything from Brahma to a blade of grass is eternally 
held? Why, then, further trouble to create a counterfeit ® in the midst of 
this net ? He who tries to snap the Karma-threads of this net by his own 
strength knows not that its meshes are there only to take him out of the 
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and so forth, no matter whether they renounce anything else or not. 

Why, brethren, is your love for God so much greater than your love for 

your wives, children, and relations, that when liberation, which loosens 

all bonds, is so near at hand, the bond of prayer will alone frustrate it? t 

How imprudent is the scepticism of those who, blinded by the vanity of 

their knowledge, are keen for every worldly pursuit, and yet would renounce 

Sandhya prayers, worship, and so forth, on the ground of their being 

Kartna? In shon, it is no easy matter to throw dust in the eye of Dharma.® 

Bh^avan, who sees all things, has said: “ Even against your will you 

will be obliged to do Karma.” Under the severe pressure of the unrelenting 

law of nature I am bound to serve Karma as a slave, for there is no means 

Of escape fiom its close grasp. Why, when accepting this slavish service 

of Karma, should I be deprived of the benefit of its fear-dispelling hand? 

I would have, with all submissiveness, renounced Karma, had Karma 

renounced me. Since I have been bom in the land of Karma, in order 

to perform it, I will not renounce Karma so long as life lasts; but if, on the 

other hand, Karma renounces me, I will not be sorry therefore. I am very 

much afraid of doing my own Karma, but why should I be afraid of doing 

the Karma of my Mother, seeing that She is the Dispeller of fear? I do not 

any longer belong to myself so that, O brother! what Karma can there 

be which I can call my own? Karma is Hers, whose I am. I am the 

Mother and the Mother is mine. The glory of Kamta with me lies no 

longer in its being Karma, but in the fact of its being the Mother’s Karma. 

So long as the relation of Mother and son wiU not end for me, this joy of 

Karma also will not so end. Blessed are my birth and life in that, by being 
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See that I, who have been initiated in the great Mantra, the gem of spiritual 

consciousness ^ (which is of rarity to even Brahma and other Devas p, and 

who have been upbrought in the Sadhana of the great Yantra,^ which is 

the source of the creation, preservation, and destruction of the three worlds, 

may not become Motherless when Thou art the Mother! For what have 

I come here, if it be not to do the Mother’s work? Bless me, O Mother! 

by answering this, my question to Thyself! O Mother! the earth is too small 

to hold the bhss which I feel to-day when I remember that, beii^ a Jiva, 

I have been initiated in Thy Mantra as uttered by Siva Himself, O Daughter 

of the Mountain! Thou art bliss itself. Thyself keep to-day Thy own 

bliss, and at the same time take this joyless son of Thine up into Thy blissful 

arms in order to make the words of Sadananda ® true. I have been 

initiated. Now, tell me how I am to be educated? Thou hast Thyself 

promulgated Thy commands in the form of Sastra. Do Thou now Thyself 

explain the truth concerning Thee * by opening in the form of Sadhana 

the door of that Sastra. Tell me, O Mother! what have you said in the 

Sastra ? 
In the Tantra Samhita it is said; “ For him who has received Mantra 

—that is, initiation—^worship is of two kinds, according as it is outer and 

inner. Inner worship, to the exclusion of outer worship, is prescribed for 

Sannyasis, whilst both inner and outer worship are prescribed for all 

others.” 
In the Gautamiya Tantra it is said: “ This inner worship grants 

liberation to Sadhakas even during their life-time, but Munis alone who 

are desirous of liberation ® have the competence to perform it. Hence, 
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that mindj such an efTort will prove as futile both here and hereafter, as 

if we sought to drint milk where there is only whey. Hence, so long as 

I am unable to bind at the door of the temple of my heart the All-good 

5uravi ^ from w]iom are drawn, and who fulfils, all desires, the only way 

in which I can preserve my life is not to make myself dependent solely on 

milk, but to use milk, molasses, sweetmeats, or any other thing which I can 

procure at all times without difficulty. However sour be the mango or 

amda ^ you may give me, I shall mix with it the molasses of lesser devotion,® 

and prepare sucJi a sour curry as will make the moutlis of even Sanny^is 

and Sadhus water, and will bring back a liking for food even to a sick man, 

to whom it is repugnant, so as to render Jiim again caj>able of eating even 

sweetmeats and sweet pudding. Of what use is it to tempt me with milk, 

pudding, and sweetmeats if I have a dislike for every kind of food? If my 

mind is not calm, of what use is it to givtj me, who suiier from the disease 

of Samsara, instructiGrts in mental worship, which is the food for Yogis? 

So long as I have a dislike for food, I am not only unable to eat the food 

you offer, but am likely to suffer an untimely death by starvation. Hence, 

in the dispensary of Vaidyanatha,^ and according to the Tantrik cult, 

food for siclaiess is not the same as food for Yogis* Sannyasts have the 

privilege of performing mental worship only, but as a man of the Sams^, 

I may always perform both mental and outer worship* First of all, that 

is the most delicious thing for me whicli will cure my disEke for food. 

If you want to give me milk, give it; but so long as my dislike for food 

remains, pray do not depend on milk alone. For the moment, milk will 

not give as much gratification as sour things will do. To-dav I shall feel 
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competence, therefore I shall, owing to the absence of Tara from the heart,, 

despite the power of sight,^ see darhness only in the three worlds as I sit in 

this temple, illumined with hundreds of lamps. Can the simultaneous 

appearance of even hundreds of millions of suns and moons illumine the 

place where the Brahmamayi is wanting ? In the infinite firmament of my 

heart infinite numbers of planets, stars, suns, and moons shine less than 

glow-worms if the fight of Brahmamayi is there. If it is not there, hundreds 

of thousands of each of such fights cannot make up for even a hundredth 

part of Her brilliance. So long as the brilliance of the full moon does not 

permanently exist in my firmament; so long as my Mother dwelling in 

the orb of Mantra, full of pure nectar, does not spread the lustre of Her 

eternally beaming smile on the hill of dawn of my heart,^ so long as the- 

bright and the dark fortnights ® exist for me; so long as there are for me the 

double path of desire ^ and cessation of desire,® Samsara and Sadhana, 

adherence to home « without and homeless asceticism ^ ivithin; so long 

I must (if I would see the moonbeams which charm the mind of the Moon- 

crested Deva) make the moon rise without, destroying the darkness within, 

with the fight of this moon, and with the help of that reflected fight discover 

the centre of its emanation. It is almost impossible to gaze directly at 

the sun, yet one may easily and minutely examine the solar disc in its 

reflection in the water of some stone or other vessel. In the same way 

subtle manifestations ® of Her real self become truly visible without in. 

Yantras,® Mantras, images, and so forth. Pure mental worship has been, 

prohibited for householders, because they cannot achieve it without outer 

worship. Samsara Dharma is the consecrated shrine of human worship.^!- 
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At a particular time during the first stage of Sadhaoa, after initiation} 

when the Maharaja, in disregard of his public duties, and with prohibition 

of public access, used to remain constantly immersed in Puja, Dhyana, 

and so forth, a pair of gold bracelets were ordered for his wife, Rani Katya- 

yani. A few days after the order had been given the Raja, sedng the wrists 

of the R^ unadorned, asked her the reason for it, and was told in reply 

that the bracelets had not yet been prepared. Next day, when he was 

-engaged in Puja, a Sannyaa with matted hair appeared at the gate of his 

palace, and asked the gatekeeper: " Where is your Maharaja? Tell him 

that a Sannyasi ^ has come to see him.” They replied with great humility: 

“ Lord! the Maharaja is now in the house of worship. No one may go 

there; and even if we speak to him now, there is no chance of getting a 

reply.” The Sannyasi laughed and said: "I tell you, go”. Tie gate¬ 

keepers were afraid of disobeying him, and did as they were told to do, 

but to no effect. Raja Rama Krsna was at that time immersed in mental 

w'orship of his Iscadevata, and so made no reply, notwithstanding the 

arrival of the Sanny^i. The gate-keepers came back and told the Sannyasi 

what had happened. The Sannyasi raised his eyes a little, smiled, and 

said in a deep voice: “ When the Maharaja comes out after finishing his 

worship, tell him that to think of the Rani’s bracelets is not to perform 

mental worship of Istadevata.” Saying this, the Sannyasi went away 

hurriedly. The gate-keepers did not understand the meaning of his 

words, and did not dare oppose the Sannyasi fi-om going away, for as an 

ascetic he was free to come and go. Afterwards, on coming out of the 

house of worship, Raja Rama Klrsna asked the gate-keepers: “ Where is 
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■door of the Raja’s house of worship. On that day also the Raja was busy 

performing mental worship, but he found himself in a great difficulty. 

In order to worship the Devi who is mind itself^ with mental articles of 

worship, the Raja had that day adorned the brow of the Devi with dis- 

Jievelled hair .with a high-crested mental jewelled crown. He then 

proceeded to adorn the shell-shaped neck ^ of the Devi who bears great 

love for Her devotees with a mental garland of crimson Jaba ® flowers. 

But as often as he raised his hands to put the garland on the Mother’s 

neck, so often his effort was baffled by the high crest of the crown. Having 

repeatedly failed, he became sorrowful and anxious, and thought to himself. 

“ Perhaps to-day I shall not be able to put a garland on the Mother’s 

neck.” In unbounded sorrow his large eyes fllled with tears, and weeping 

he cried; “ O Mother! what shall I do? ” A voice from outside replied: 

■“ Rama Krsna! why do you weep? It is by putting a crown on the Mother’s 

head that you have to-day brought about all this trouble.* Take it off, 

and then Garland Her.” Rama Krsna started, left the Mother and Her 

worship, and opened both the outer and inner doors of the house of worship. 

He then saw before him a Mahapurusa,® a Sannyasi smeared with ashes 

and full of Tejas.® He recognized him as Purnananda Giri the perfect 

■Sadhaka, who had been his companion in Sadhana done by them in 

■cremation-grounds ’ in the previous birth. He bowed at his feet, and said 

“Brother! this is my condition to-day! The Mother and you know how 

I have passed these three years since you went away, after having done 

me the favour of putting me to shame.” Purnananda laughed, and said: 

■“ Have no fear, brother. It is because I then left that I am able to 
% J- . _ -- ^ h n « w j-h n mvk « ik vli^ -J- V ^ TIT ^ rT TT 
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Now, Sadhakas consider how few fortunate perfect Sadhaka Maha- 

purusas like Mah^aja Rama Krsna are born in tiiis Samsara. How 

many in this world are blessed with friends of pre’vious birth, such as 

Purn^anda Giri, to answer their questions? How many religious heroes 

are there who, being Princes themselves, have yet the strength to turn 

from royal opulence, splendours, and enjoyments, and become SmaSana- 

sanny^Is ? ^ To how many Sadhakas does the Mother of the world show 

Herself in the form of Guru at the time of their death ? Even such a man 

as Rama Krsna, who had already greatly practised Sadhana in previous 

births, in the stage of his present Sadhana forgot the Mother during, 

mental w^orship, and thought of the bracelets of his wife. Mental worship- 

being so difficult, does it not make one ashamed even to think that you 

and I, steeped in woridliness as we are, have perfect competence to perform 

it? Purnananda Giri came to remind Rama Krsna of this. But for you 

and I it is not necessary that a Piirnananda Giri should so come, for does 

not the burden of this joyless mountain ^ of Samsara remind us of it? 

Rama Krsna's connection with the Samsara lasted only so long as he did 

not acquire full competence for mental W'orship, but when, by the grace 

of the Devi who is perfect Bliss, he met Purn^anda, and acquired such 

competence, from that time his connection with the Sams^a ceased. 

Then was the day on which his mind b<:came selfrcontroUed, leaving aR. 

thought of the R^i and her bracelets. From that day began the dance 

of the waves of joy of the Devi, who is mind itself. She revelled in battle,, 

in the broad field of his mind, and as a nasult the mental garland of Jabi. 

flow'ers struck Her crown and was thrown back.® 
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omamentSi It was at this time of adornment that this trouble about Her 

crown and garland happened to Rama Krsna. Can the mind of a Jiva, 

attached to worldly things, remain undistracted during the time which is 

required to do all this ? Not to speak of undistraction for the whole of this 

period, is it even steady for the length of time which it takes us to say these 

few words? Hari, Haii! you and I start on journeys to Vaikuntha, Kailasa, 

and Brndavana ^ under the guidance of minds which travel to the South 

Pole from the North Pole at every twinkling of the eye ten times every 

half an hour! You and I will be left on the path, and the mind will go to 

its own place.2 Thus, neither home-life nor homeless asceticism,® nor 

Vaikuntha, nor Kailasa will be for me. To live at home after that, with 

life only, but without the mind, is to lose all. The learned of ancient 

times have therefore said, “ where there is a chance of losing all, a wise 

man gives up half,” in order that he may save the other half. The iSastra, 

also observing our danger of losing all, has counselled the performance of 

both inner and outer sacrifice,^ and of both mental and outer worship. 

He who proceeds to perform exclusively mental worship in dependence on 

a mind untrained and unpurified runs every chance of losing all. At such 

a time I shall deem it a great gain if, by abandoning half of mind,® I can 

save the half of outer worship. Hence, until non-duafistic Samadhi ® is 

attained, both Sannyasis and householders must perform both inner and 

outer Sacrifice. A householder in particular wiU be wholly ruined unless 

he does so. A Sannyasi’s mind may, by dint of his cultivation of discern¬ 

ment ’ and dispassion, become someday free from the bond of attachment 

to worldly things, and thus transparent and fair and pure; but for a house- 
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by performing inner sacrifice in this manner Sadhakas become Brahman 
Itself^ and it is in this way that I worship Isvari. And Yo^s and Munis 
also constantly perform worahip in this way. But a householder can never 
attain Siddhi by means of this inner s;icrifice ^ alone. He can attain 
Siddhi only if he performs both outer and inner sacrifice.” 

Here Sadhakas should note that Mahesvara Himself says: “It is in 
this manner that I worship levari 1 And Yogfe and Munis also perform 
worship in this way.” As to His worshipping Himself whether as Siva or 
as Sakti, we have nothing to say. But speaking of Yogis and Munis He 

says that they worship constantly/’ mecuiing thereby that they, too> are 

afraid of falling from their station - unless they keep up a pracdce of 

constant worship. Now say, O mental worship! is it not a sign of impend¬ 

ing lunacy to think that to-day you and I, whose efforts at worship are few 

and far bet^veen, are not competent to accomplish the form of worship in 

^vhich Mahesvara alone worships Himself with full competence, and in 

which the competence of Yogis and Munis is made to depend upon the 

constant practice of inner worship? Had householders been altogether 

free of outer affairs the Sastra W'Ould never have bound them to outer 

practice, nor should we have had to enter into this cIos<; and sifting inquiry 

on the subject for their sake. You, O householder! may easily consider 

yoimelf free of all outer activities, but so long as you bear the title 

“householder” how can I believe it? The Samsara consists of outer 

activities, and household Dharma is the Dharma by which the continuance 

of this Samsara is maintained- Who will then believe that a person whose 

title of “ household ” is based on his connection with this household 
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mental worship. A single day’s abstention from outer bathing makes my 

body restless with the burning of summer heat; a single day’s fasting weakens 

my physical body; a single night’s waking robs me of the power of rising 

"the next day. These causes not only make the body unfit, but also exhaust, 

disturb, and overpower its mental faculties. When thus my mind cannot 

have peace and comfort for a single moment in the absence of outer objects, 

it is obvious that it cannot rest satisfied with the performance of exclusively 

mental worship. If, however, through continuous practice of inner worship 

along with outer worship I ever sink in the sea of Her manifestations ^— 

Her form, qualities, name, and love—and am overwhelmed by them; if, 

hke a deeply intoxicated man, who, though he rightly and with safety 

does all acts which are matters of daily habit, yet does not perceive that 

it is he himself who does them, I can become intoxicated with the drink 

of the nectar of love and devotion to Her; and though performing the 

works of Samsara based on habit, yet do not perceive my own agency in 

such performance; and if I thus mingle my individual existence with Her 

•existence, it is then that I shall be competent to give up outer and to 

perform exclusively mental worship. And on that day I shall not only 

give up outer worship, but all outer objects will of themselves be separated 

from me. So long as this does not happen, it must be deemed a great 

sin even to desire to give up outer worship by merely personal effort.^ 

If we suppose that we can constantly and carefully perform all outer 

works concerning the body, the Samsara and worldly things, and yet at 

the time of Her worship we can worship purely mentally, and then after 

such worship resume attention to our food and other physical desires and 
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Mahamaya, who is eternal and truCj He should ever sing hymns in Her 

praise, and worship Her, and ever hear and talk of Her name^ Her qualities, 

form, and greatness, and so forth (2), A man of sense should, instead of 

wasting time in gambling, and the like useless pursuits, spend his life in 

worship, Japa, Yajha, Stava/ and so forth, of the Devata (3)- What is 

achieved by talk of other matters but a useless waste of life? Hence, O 

Devi! a Sadhaka will, 011 receiving knowledge of Mantra, Yantra, and so 

forth, from the mouth of the Guru, happily attain liberation from the 

terrible bonds of Samsara (4)/' 

The foUowng are Siva's words in the Kularnava ^ Tantra: O Devi^ 

I shall tell thee what Thou hast asked me. Listen, O Siva-Sasana,^ 

a Jiva cannot attain liberation except through imtiation (in the Tantrik 

cult) ^ (i)* Attainment of Siddhi in Maiitra is impossible without Yoga„ 

and attainment of Siddhi in Yoga is impossible without Mantra, Hence, 

only the form of Yoga, in which both ai'c practised, leads to attainment 

of Brahman {2). Just as in a dark room one can see everything with the 

help of a light, so a Jiva enshrouded hi Maya sees the true aspect of 

Paramatma with the help of Mantra (3), Hence, one should earnestly 

receive imtiation immediately on the attainment of his sixteenth year- 

just as a piece of iron when treated with juices of herbs and Mantras 

turns into gold, so on being bathed in the milk of Guru's mercy and initiated 

in the great Mantra a Jiva forsakes Jtvahood and undoubtedly attains 
Sivahood (4).” 

In the Gandharva Tantra it is said: ® “ Atma is Tripurewari ® Herself,, 

and is unattached, attributel^, and pure, A Sadhaka will in this way 
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none (4). Although, possessing a human body, this wise man who is 

proficient in, and whose Atma is in, Yoga is in reality not a man, but a 

Devata. Such a man alone is a Sannyasi (one who has forsaken Karma) A 

Such a man alone widens the path of Karma.® The Atma of such a man 

alone is united with the Deity; and such a man alone is caUed a Muni by 

all Sastras. There is nothing in this world which he carmot do, and he 

alone is an accomplished great Yogi (5). He whose Atma is always 

united with Devata, gratifying and adorning his Atma with all pleasing 

objects of sensuous perception, and worshipping the Devata with a sense 

of Her inseparateness from his Atma, and whose Atma is ever united with 

Devata, is himself a Devata (6). A Sadhaka certainly will perceive the 

presence of his Devata in the work, the doer, and the work done; in what¬ 

ever things—^such as dance, music, and the like he sees or hears, in 

whatever dresses and ornaments he wears; in whatever animals and things, 

be it elephants, horses, carriage, bedstead, and so forth, on which he goes 

and rests; in whatever he eats, and, in short, in whatever else he does (7). 

When in possesdon of those objects of desire which a worldly man enjoys 

for his own self-gratification, a Sadhaka will perceive the Divinity wthm 

them, and enjoy them for the gratification of the Devata dwelling in his 

heart (8). Everything that a Sadhaka does, from his awaking in early 

morning to the time of deep sleep in the depth of the night, will be done 

with the sense of the presence of Devata. therein. The habit of so doing 

will arouse a divine disposition ® in the Sadhaka by means of which he 

will attain Siddhi {9). Only he who has such disposition becomes Siddha * 

and none else (that is to say, another person may have some other form 
I ■ 1 * f*. j-UIm ax -1-1 3 Tu-ill nrtt nrnrlnre 
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it is impossible to receive worship anywhere unless one worships his 
Istadevata.” 

In the Mundamala Tantra it is said: ^ " O Can^! he who worships 

Kalika with devotion and according to the rites attains to the state of Siva, 

even though he be a Jiva. This is true, true, tmdoubtedly true. A Sadhaka 

should always perform the rites.® It is by the performance of rites that 

a great Sadhaka attains the highest Siddhi. Hence, one should never 
renounce rites.” 

In the Yamala we read; “ Meditation® is of two kinds, according as- 

it is gross or subtle. Subtle meditation is the meditation on the Devata’s- 

body, consisting of Mantra, and gross meditation is meditation upon Her 

body, with hands, feet, and so forth. The subtle form of Supreme Prakrti 

is made of pure kno^vledge. It is not possible for a Jiva to meditate on 

this subde form. By meditadng on the gross form does a Jiva attain 
liberation.” 

“ O Devi! unless worshipped, the Devata never grants any fruit. It is- 

only when die Sadhaka, with or without knowledge, meditates on, 

remembers, worships, praises in hymns, and pays obeisance to, the Dev 

that She grants liberation to Her worshippers.** 

In the Gandharva Tantra ISvara said; “He who devotedly performs 

daily worship in this manner becomes like Kandaipa * to women, and 

powerful like Siva in the world of men (i). He is truly fortunate, and an 

ornament of his race. Blessed indeed are his father and his mother (2).. 

The Devi appears in him,* and, like myself^ that person, possessor of great 

knowledge, undoubtedly becomes master of the eight-fold Siddhi of Anima * 
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iiLfiery energy ^ he is like the Sun; in strength he is like the God of wind, 

Pavana; in liberality he is like Indra; ^ in singing he is, as it were, Tumbtiru “■ 
hiTTiRelf- Such is the man who daily worships the AU-good Devi, who 

grants all desires (6). O Mistress of Devas! if the worship of Mahatripura- 

sundari * is omitted for one day, the Sadhaka should expiate the sin 

resulting therefrom. He should fast on the day on which there is thus no 

worship, and perform preliminary rites for the next day’s worship. On 

the day following let him worship first the Guru according to the injunctions, 

and then after he has finished the worship of Istadevata, let him feed 

virgins and Brahmanas (7-8). Such is the expiation for omission of 

worship for one day. If it is omitted for more than one day, the defaulter 

should be re-initiated and perform Japa of his Istamantra ® a hundred 

thousand times (9). Whoever omits to perform worship for two or three 

days in the Sadhana of Mahatripurasundarl and Yoginis (of any Sakti 

Devata),* loses all his Siddhi, and is cursed by the Yoginis (10). Life, 

learning, fame, and strength leave him, and the Yoginis destroy his flesh, 

semen, vital fluid,^ and blood, and frustrate all his desires (n)* Bitter 

quarrels arise with fnends, and especially with wives. His sin ruins the 

crops, and he himself falls into dangers at every step (12). Truly, truly 

he is attacked with diseases, and being impoverished, he suffers even in 

this world the three forms of terrible sufferings (adhyatmik, adhibhautik, 

and adhidaivik, and of body, speech, and mind) ® (13)- (Sadhakas know 

that these things constantly happen where the path of Sadhana is 

obstructed).® Though a Sadhaka cannot, owing to his neglect to act 

according to the Sastra, obtain liberation, yet by virtue of his initiation in 
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the worship to the care of his Gum, who is visible Brahman. This has 

been clearly explained in the discourse on Guru-tattva.* Now, what 

we have yet to understand is how the fruit of worship is increased a million- 

fold by reason of the woi'ship being perfejmed by the Guru himself^ and 

how the benefit of such worship is comnaunicated to the person of the 

Sisya. The fruits of the sacrifice,® worship, and so forth, which a Purohita 

is empowered by Sastra to perform in cases where the Yajamana ® is unable 

to do so himself, are enjoyable in this world and hereafter. And it is 

undoubted that, whatever is enjoyable, eitlier in this world or in heaven,* 

is a subject of sensuous perception; for all objects of enjoyment are appre¬ 

hended by the senses. From this it conclusively follow;; that the work of 

a Purohita is fruitful only as regards the body, senses, mind, and life 

of the Yajamana,® whether in this world or hereafter, but has no greater 

effect. But what a Guru does, reaches even the Atma of the Sisya. By 

virtue of the beneficial work performed by a Purohita, the Yajamana’s 

Atma may be carried to heaven * and other regions of the next world; 

but its utmost effect is upon the causal body,® and the Atma itself is not 

■directly reached. But the fruit of what a Guru does goes beyond the next 

world, and is the cause of the illumination of the superworldly supreme 

truth ® in the Sisya’s Atma. These supersensuous tmths are the subject 

of constant realization, and superworldly wonders constantly happen in 

the Sisya’s Atma. At the movement, in twery Cakra, of Rundahni, the 

Mistress of Cakras who plays in the heart of Ae lotus in the Kula-cave,® 

And moves alor^ the stem of the Muladh^a lotus, the Sadhaka’s Atma 

rises and sinks in the sea of the Brahma-bliss of Brahmamayi with the playful 
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It is only the Sakti by which at the time of initiation the Tejas ^ of 

the Guru is communicated to the Sisya; the Sakti whichj hke the burning 

and reveahng hght, is passed from the lamp of the Guru to the wick of the 

Sisya’s body, moist with the oil of the Guru’s love; the Sakti which on 

issuing from the Guru and entering the Sisya brings the two bodies into 

■closer union when worship is done; it is that Sakti which alone is able to 

communicate, directly and at once, to the Sisya’s body the fnnts of the 

worship and other acts performed by the Guru. For it is only the Mantra- 

sakti of the particular Devata winch passes from the body of a particular 

Guru to that of a particular Sisya which is capable of entering from that 

■Guru’s body into the body of that Sisya. To no other Sakti is the path of 

communication open.* 
Just as no one who is not intimately related to us is allowed entry 

' into the inner apartments of our house, so the outer fruits of rites performed 

by another for the accomphshment of a Sadhaka’s happiness enjoyable by 

external senses cannot enter into the inner recesses of his heart. They 

.are acquainted with the outside only, and outside they remain. For this 

reason, the effect which is achieved by worship and so forth performed by 

Guru, who is visible Brahman,® or by the Guru’s wife or their son, cannot 

he accomplished if even ten million Purohitas together perform them in 

concert. Nay, even if, as a representative of the Yajamana,* the Purohita 

performs the woi-ship of the same Devata with the same Mantra (as k the 

practice in Bengal in Syama Puja, Jagaddhatri Puja, and similar other 

Pujas),® his worship is powerless to touch the Atma of the Sadhaka. For, 

unlike the Guru, the Purohita’s AtmaSakti or Mantrasakti has never 
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Ig-Ugh? Glory to Thee^ O Merciful Mother! Glory^ to Thy anger! 

Glory to Thy mercy! Gloiy* to the anger by ivhich mercy is conquered! 

This wrath of the Mother of the Uni verse, rare in the three worlds, 

does not easily fall to the lot of even Siva, not to speak of Jivas- 

Her anger and satisfaction, of which mention is made in the Sastra, 

is not really anger and satisfaction, but a mere show of ttiem for the good 

of the Sadhaka* Secondly, such satisfaction and anger have reference to 

the ordinances and prohibitions of the Sasti^a* Hence we are afraid lest 

we should, by failing to rouse that anger in Her which is really satisfaction, 

call upon ourselves the terrible curse of Ht^r pretended anger, and thus 

bnng about our ruin* The §^tra, therefore; ordains that we should never 

entrust Her worship to another* Entrusting, however, the worship to the 

lotus-feet of Gurudeva is not the same as entrusting it to another, for the 

relation between a Gurudeva and his Sisya is similar to that between the 

sea and the river* Although they take their rise from dhffereat sources, 

such as mountains, springs, and so forth, yet rivers in the end mingle with 

the sea and become one with it* So the Atm^ of Sisyas, ^ilthough appear¬ 

ing in different bodies, families and races, mingle with the Gum’s Atma 

and become one with it* Just as the sea piisses by die force of the tide 

into die rivers, so, on. the rising tide of the bliss of Sadhana in the Atma 

of the Gurudeva, its nature passes from him to the Sisya^s body by the force 

of his own Sakti* The water of the sea does not reaUy increase in volume, 

but merely heaves forward under the influence of the full moon. No such 

heaving is, however, possible in the waters of rivers* Similarly, no increase 

or decrease of bliss is possible in the Guru who is full of perfect bKss; but 
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"worship by another, notwithstanding that it is from the ordinary standpoint 

performed by a person other than the Sisya; for in such case the presence of 

-the Guru is the presence of the Sisya for the purpose of that worship. 

If worship of the Sadhaka’s Istadevata is done by a person who, though 

not his Guru, is a Tantrik teacher, then zilso such worship wiU be productive 

of bad fruits; for notwithstanding that such a.teacher is a Tantrik, he is in 

this matter in the same position as a Purohita, since in neither case is there 

the relation of Guru and Sisya between the party officiating and him for 

whom the worship is done. The Sastra has, therefore, said: “ O Mahesvari! 

if one causes worship and the Hke to be performed not by these persons, 

but by a Tantrik preceptor, then the fruits of such worship will fall into 

the grasp of Yaksas and Raksasas.” :*^ 

All the points of difference which have so far been shown to exist 

between the effects flowing from the appointment of a Guru and a Purohita 

become operative only if worship performed by him is Siddha.® But 

"where for want of Sastrik jurisdiction worship performed by a Purohita is 

beyond his competency, it cannot be Siddha.^ No Tantrik rite, and not 

merely the worship of Istadevata, will be Siddha if performed by a Purohita. 

“The provision in the Sastra for the appointment of various persons as. 

representatives, such a ISltvik’s son and others, have force only in regard 

’to religious rites prescribed in the Smrti Sastra. W^orship prescribed in 

;the Tantra Sastra should never be performed by means of such represen¬ 

tatives.” ® Worship other than that of the Istadevata will be Siddha iP 

performed by means of any Tantrik teacher; but in the absence of Guru,' 

‘Guru’s wife, or Guru’s son, a Sadhaka must himself perform the worship 
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is perfect in all His limbs, He grants Siddh?. to tbe Sadhaka in everything^ 

It is by His union with the supreme Sakti which arises out of the effort to- 

accomplish all those limbs that the Yajnapurusa produces Siddhii (7). 

The omission of limbs is not so reprehensible in other worship as it is in 

that of the perfect Yajna-body of Tripurasundaii (any Sakti image) * (8). 

For the attainment of Siddhi and Vibhutis^ a Sadhaka should perform 

worship according to his means. If this rule is transgressed, not only 

will the worship be defective, but he will incur the great sin of murder of 

Brahman; since in that case the body of Yajna, which is the body of 

Brahman itself, is severed and thus made limbless. ITie limbs of the 

Yajna-body should be accomplished as directed in the Sastra, and neither 

more nor less; for both possession of greater or of a less number of limbs- 

by the Yajna produces sin in the Sadhalta {9). A great Puja,‘ with 

abundance of materials therefore, should be performed on a fourteenth 

lunar day, or an eighth lunar day, or a full moon day, or between two 

months (the day between two months or the last day of a month),^ or on 

a Mahabhuta ^ day (10). If the fourteenUi day of a dark fortnight be a 

Tuesday, that day is called a Mahabhuta day. Any special performance 

on this day causes Bhutas (beings and things) to come within the control ® 

of the Sadhaka, Again if there is a conjunction of the Pusya Nak^tra ^ 

on that day, performance on that day is productive of countless fruits (ii).”' 



CHAPTER XIX 

CEREMONIAL WORSHIP ^ 

In the Gandharva Tantra it is said: “ A man should worship a Devata 

by becoming a Devata. himself*^ One should, not worship a Devata 

without himself becoming a Devata. If a person worship a Devata 

without himself becoming a Devata, he will not reap the fruits of that 

worship.’’ 
The Va^sAa Ramayana says: “ If a man worships Visnu without 

himself becoming Visnu, he will not reap the fruits of that worship. If he 

worships Visnu by himself becoming Visnu, a Sadhaka will beconie 

Mahavisnu.” 
The Bharata says: “ Man should not take the name of Visnu without 

himself becoming Visnu, nor worship Visnu without becoming Visnu, 

nor remember Visnu without becoming Visnm One cannot attain Visnu 

without becoming Vis^u,” : 
The Ehavisya says®: “A man should not remember Rudra without 

himself becoming Rudra, nor worship Rudra without becoming Rudra, 
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in the Tantra Sastra (4). It is this Atma whose substance is Bhava which 

must be heard in the word of_Sruti; it is this Bhava which must be the 

subject of thought.^ It is this Atma whose substance is Bhava which must 

be meditated on according to the instructions of the Guru (5). When in 

this way hearing,® thinking, ^ meditation,® Sadhana, and so forth, have been 

performed, then that Atma which is Bhava, and which is detached from 

all things, is surely realized. When adorned by the multitude of Bhavas, 

Bhagavan Paramesvara begins to manifest the power of His own play in 

that body of the Sadhaka matured by Sadhana, then all the Bhavas of the 

Sadhaka disappear in the body of Bhagavan leaving merely a feelii^ of 

the presence of Bhagavan, whose substance is one undivided Bhava and 
of massive consciousness and bliss (6). 

“ A cow eats various kinds of grass, but extracts from them only one- 

essential tiling,^ which assumes various forms by connection ® with the 

Upadhis ® of milk and so forth. In the same way, in whatever of its- 

constituents ^ Bhava may be cultivated, in the end all Bhavas are converted 

into a single great Bhava in -the form of tiie Supreme Devata, whose sub¬ 

stance is massive consciousness and bliss It is the essence® which is 

produced in the body of a cow from grass which ultimately appears as the 

chief essence,® milk, and from that milk is evolved that which is but a 

changed form of it, the essence * of curd; from curd comes ghee, and even 

from ghee some other essence* unnamed. But however numerous the 

varieties may be, such as milk, curd, ghee, and so forth, due to diSerence 

of conditions under which they are formed, the substance of them all is 

ultimately the essence* derived originally from grass; all which subse- 
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sometimes liberated, sometimes happy, sometimes male, sometimes female,, 

sometimes neuter, and sometimes beyond the Upadhis of sex and bodiles s 

though present in an infinite number of bodies (n). In this way the 

eternal Paramatma, who is the essence ^ and the great Bhava,^ plays the 

play of His own diversity in the meditations, consisting of different Bhavas 

of Sadhakas, despite that He is Himself one and without a second. In 

reality the play also of Her who is full of play is the Sakti, which is Herself, 

and diversity in that play does not affect Her inherent unity (12), The 

Sadhaka in whom appears the Divyabhava or Virabhava sees the supreme: 

Tattva or Brahmamayi in a single life* (13)- He vyho, Uberated whilst 

yet hving,* has become Atma in its true form, moves on the earth merely 

to work out the remaining portion of his Karma, which has begun to bear 

fniits ® in his body. It is such a Mahatma, son of the Devi, who is called, 

a Bhairava. Of the three Bhavas spoken of above, two, the Virabhava 

and the Divyabhava, are good ® Bhavas, and are the essence of Kulatattva;; 

and are superior on account of their connection with Kula, and are direct: 

paths to liberation. For this reason the nature of ^ these two paths should 

not be told to all classes of Sadhakas (15). The Sadhaka who does not 

perform Sadhana in the Bhava prescribed for him in the Sastra ® for ten 

days continuously, and whose worship of Istedevata becomes in consequence 

thereof defective, is fallen in the domain of Sadhana (16). To such a fallen 

man the Guru should not give, instructions in any Bhava or worship. 

Such a fallen Sadhaka will only become pure in Bhava if he receives initia¬ 

tion again from a Kaula Guru. For this reason a right-minded S.adhaka. 

should perform the worship of his Istadevata and such other acts with. 
1 . * . n . . i. 1._ T>1.=_ 
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Kaulika Devata worshipped in Kulacara by previous successive geueratiom, 

he will, surely attain Siddhi without having recourse to Paiubhava by 

travelling along the path of Kulac^a only (5). But if a Sadhaka of the 

Pasubhava. can fortunately gain the favour (consciousness) ^ of Vidya 

(Mantraiakd),^ then only will he become competent for the. Virabhava, 

Subsequently, by the grace of the Virabhava, he will attain Divyabhava (6). 

‘The best of men who take refuge in the Divyabhava, and the Virabhava 

become undoubtedly masters of desire-gratifying trees and creepers (7), 

Sadhaka should live in some great Pitha ^ as an AsramI (adhering to any 

of the four Airamas—namely, Brahmacarya, and so forth)/ devoted to 

meditation, well-versed in Mantras and Tantras, and possessed of self- 

control. Such a Sadhaka will command the world, of Jivas by virtue of 

his own power (8). If, foitimately, a SMhaka succeeds in attaining Bhava, 

Mahabhava, and so forth, it is not necessaiy for him to acquire any other 

fruits; for the moment a man attains to Bbava he knows My Tattva ^ (9). 

He who has attained Siddhi in Bhava ver^ soon attains Siddhi in speech, 

Sarasvati constantly dwells mthin him, and Laksmi lives constantly in his 

house as his Mother, forsaking even Narayana ^ in VaikunthaA My 

perfect grace undoubtedly falls upon him, and then the Sadhaka surely 

attains great Siddhi. O Sadasiva! true, true is this, and indeed true (i i)/^ 

In our worldly experience we constantly see that the more a man 

becomes full of Ehava for wife and children, the more he loses himself and 

becomes full of them. The Sakti of love of the loved one, in respect of 

whom such depth of Bhava exists, is communicated in an equal measure 

to the body, senses, and mind of the lover. When a lover becomes restless 
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■connection with the objects of our love; otherwise, why is it that parents 

keep with great care things belonging to their children who live far away 

:from them? Such articles are materials for the perfection ^ of Bhava in the 

domain of love. The sight of even a piece of cloth worn by a deceased 

son fiUs his parents with intense grief. The sight of a pair of shoes worn 

by her deceased husband moves a woman to tears. All these are but 

■different forms of perfection ^ of Bhava. Now, let Sadhakas consider 

what sort of a consummation ® of Bhava there is if this love be centred not 

in,wife and children, who are but, as it were, persons seen in a dream in 

this transient Samsara, but in the beauteous feet of the Mother of the 

world, who is the centre of all love in the Brahmanda, full of love, full of 

Brahman, and full of bliss ? How intense will be the climax of the con¬ 

summation ® of Bhava of him who has offered at the feet of the Mother 

all devotion, all love, and all affection for parents, wife, and children! 

Worldly Jiva! if the sight of a toy which belonged to a son or a daughter 

of yours can overpower you with Bhava and make you sometimes laugh 

and sometimes weep, just think what is it that a Sadhaka cannot do in the 

intoxication of Bhava whose son’s or daughter’s ^ plaything is this entire 

Universe? In the sphere of his Bhava there is no such thing as Abhava 

(want of Bhava)/ The sight of everything in this world moves him to 

overflowing Bhava. In whatever direction he turns his eyes, on water, 

land, or space, he sees the robes (Ambara) of Her who is robed with space 

(Digambari). In play the Mad Girl® has gone away, no one knows 

where, leaving Her garments behind. This is the reason why to-day the 

sky is full of the Mother’s robes and the Universe is full of the Mother’s 
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exists as Tejas ^ in vehicles, stones, and minerals, O Mistress of DevasI 
after this what need be said about Her po^ence in living beings ? Nothing 
exists where Mahamaya does not exists” Then only does the wave of 
Siva's song, Thou Kali art alone the Dispenser of good Spouse of 
and art all things,'^ penetrate with its flow through the innermost recesses 
of iiis heart. Worship of the Devi's playful ^ eternal forms is nothing but 
Sadhana for this great Siddhi, When by virtue of Siddhi in Sadhana, 
by means of the iSakti (all full of consciousness), of Maliamantra, the 
Sadhaka sees the Tattvas of the play of the Creation, Preservation, and 
Destruction of endless millions of universes shining in Her Fair body from 
Her feet to Her head, then only do the great portals, which are the loss of 
oneself lo Mahabhava for Her, open before that fortunate Sadhaka. This 
is why to the Sadhaka nothing is at that time so effective in awakening 
great love, drawing out the feeling of attachment, soothing the eyes, 
fljJing the heart with bliss, and pouring nectar into the inmost recesses of 
the heart, as the evidence of that vast play manifested as movements of 
every limb of the Mother in the refulgence of Her World-enchanting 
beauty- It is only when the Sadhaka's eyes are painted with the collyrium 
of this attachment that the refulgence of the beauty, resembling a mass of 
crushed black collyrium, of the Fair Spouse of Mah^^a shines in every 
bank of clouds. The light of Her who charms the Blue-throated Deva ^ 
beams through the blue throat of the peacock, and the endless waves of 
the beauty of Syama flow in the deeply blue petals of fi’esh and full-blown 
blue lotuses, and in the soft and bright blue beauty of Aparajita ^ flowers. 
Then it is that the Sadhaka loses himself at sight *of the mystery of the 
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existence of consciousness and bliss. For this reason in the Sastra the Guru 

of the world has Himself commanded that for the attainment of the state 

of self-loss in this Mahabhava such signs and marks should be worn on the 

body not merely during worship, but at all times. And it is according to 

His command that five different kinds of dress, forehead marks,^ and so 

forth, have been ordained for the five classes of worshippers—namely, 

Saiva, Vaisnava, Saura, Sakta, and Ganapatya. These are—three fines 

on the forehead,^ trident, ashes, matted hair, Rudraksa ^ beads, tiger skin, 

Damaru,^ human skull, and so forth, for Saivas; a high fine on the fore¬ 

head,® yellow or white dress, marks of conch-shell, discus, club and lotus, 

rosary of Tulasi, ® dots of sandal paste on the face,"^ and so forth, for 

Vaisnavas; red circular forehead mark, red dress, rosary of lotus seeds, 

and so forth, for Sauras; ® yellow or red dress, three red lines on the fore¬ 

head, Sarpasutra,® Yogadanda,^® and so forth, for Ganapatyas;^^ and crescent 

moon-shaped mark with vermihon Kunkuma,^^ red sandal and the rest,- 

yantra-shaped forehead mark, dishevelled hair, red dress, trident, and so 

forth, for Saktas, All these are nothing but instances of ordinances passed 

in conformity with the great saying, “ A Deva alone should worship a 

Deva.” Whether visibly, or in work, or in body, or in Sakti—^in short, 

in every way—a Sadhaka must be full of the power and manifestations 

of the Devata he worships. It is no wonder that such men as disparage 

worship and so forth of Devata should regard forehead marks, three-hne 

marks,^® ashes, red dress, Tulasi, rosaries of Rudrahsa beads, and so forth, 

as visible marks of hypocrisy. But how regrettable is it that such as daily 

perform worship and so forth yet often think that the wearing of forehead 
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marks, three-line marks, and the like, is only another form of accepting 

flowers, sandal paste, and other things offered to the Devata so that it is 

enough to wear them as little as possible, and wholly unnecessary to make 

oneself ridiculous in the eyes of the educated community by decking oneself 

out as a master-stripes, with the body smeared all over with ashes or sandal 

paste. Some people, again, think that religion or worship of I^vara are 

matters of the spirit,® and therefore there is no necessity for external marks. 

Some believe that forehead marks and the like are a form of advertisement, 

in order to tell people that “ I have become religious.” According to 

another view, the wearing of forehead marks, rosaries, and so forth, is but 

illustration of one’s shamelessness and stupidity. Seeing different persons 

hold such different views, many people become, despite their faith, ashamed 

to wear such marls in the view of educated men. We may praise such 

people as become so ashamed on the score of their modesty, but we are 

astonished at the sight of the shamelessness of their sense of shame. Or 

perhaps the sense of shame within them is so greatly ashamed that no such 

shame is expressed without. Strange, indeed, are the religious faith and 

devotion to Devata of these who even in the matter of the worship of 

Istadevata become afraid or anxious because of what other people may 

think or say about them. Why should such shameless men, who have 

neither the strength to bear personally what others say nor to remedy it, 

talk of Siddhi and Sadhana? Or perhaps it is that Siddhi and Sadhana are 

not their object, and therefore they do not perform Sandhya prayers and 

worship. We do not know how to make them understand, but we ourselves 

are anxious to discover how we can understand them. Why should they 
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these aniEfials really want to satisfy their ferocious instinct on men wherever 

they meet them? If so, they must have some interest in doing so. But 

what is this interest? Whether we see it in a gross visible form or not, 

Nature’s inscrutable law is that there must be some interest which underlies 

and prompts action. We cannot, of course, say that this law explains 

their action as a means of satisfying their ferocious instinct, but this much 

we can say—that it is an effort at self-defence under the garb of ferocity. 

Perocity is desire to kill. Among beasts, birds, insects, flies, and other 

lower animals, and even among men of their nature, gratification of this 

instinct to kill mostly exists where the killed is to be the food of the killer, 

or where it is possible that that which is to be killed would, if alive, have 

.affected any interest 6f the killer. Where there is no interference with 

such interest, but there is the possibility of personal safety being in jeopardy, 

^ there also we may see the gratification of such instinct. The sight of man 

inspires birds, beasts, and other lower animals with fear for their safety. 

Even if man does not show any intention of doing harm to them, his very 

presence fills their minds with great fear. They therefore try to get rid 

of that fear by frightening him in their turn. This is why they leap and 

jump, grunt and roar, frown and fury at his sight. This vast Universer 

Kingdom is ever governed by the infallible rule of Dharma.^ Under this 

rule each one is ever engaged in the performance of individual duty. 

Even the heart of the most ferocious ruffian, who fears neither the punish¬ 

ment of the King nor the community in which he lives, nor indeed anybody 

in the world, yet in the end trembles with fear of Dharma. Such is the 

incomparably great and universe-subduing power of Dharma that before 
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right, thmb himself blessed by the service of jealousy and malice* Every¬ 

one in the Samsara is not unrighteous, whether he is able to serve Dharnia 

fully or not* On the contrary^ Society ami Samsara are full of men who- 

are truly sorry at their inability to duly serve Dharma. In the present 

state of society it is difficult to find among one hundred men even ten who 

duly carry out their religious duties*^ I may not be able to observe these 

practices myself, but if I see anyone doing so, as the Sastra enjoins, I respect 

and honour him, while if I find anyone who is, like myself, de\^oid of such 

practices, I hate him with all my heart, as I hate nobody else. In this 

way practising men ^ who wear the sacred crown lock,® and thread,^ 

forehead marks,® carry rosaries, and so forth, rightly occupy a liigh position 

in society* The arrogant class, devoid of such practices, should fall low, 

and are, as a matter of fact, doing so* The true man of practice never, 

even in his dreams, thinks that his honour and glory sliould be widespread 

^in Society; but the universe-enchanting great Sakti of Dharma, appears of 

itself in the body of a religious man, and overpowers by its force even, 

beasts and birds, not to speak of men and w^omen. Men and women bow 

at his feet of their own accord, and show him honour and respect* At the 

sight of this honour and respect the eyes of self-willed men, devoid of good 

practice are pierced as if by an arrow* But while, on the one hand. 

Nature’s rules cannot be thwarted, on the other men of beastly nature 

cannot bear the sight* It is then that, finding no other available means,, 

the community of self-willed men, proud of their education, begins to 

vituperate, rail at, and ridicule the religious man^s forehead marks, rosaries, 

dress, and so forth* The object of this railing and vituperation is not 
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:served; for theirs is the victory if " all brothers ” become equal . They 

are saved from all fear if no one by any sign or acts reminds them of Dharma 

in any way. 
Now, I ask you, O Sadhaka! do you wish to abandon that at which 

you aim in Sadhana out of fear of these great heroes? Do you really count 

as men the cowards who hck the feet of beastly propensities and manifest 

their meanness at every step? If a beast were to threaten you, would you, 

•out of fear, give up the wearing of dresses that befit a man? The difference 

between a man and a beast is the same as that between a Sadhaka and a 

-man who is devoted to the Samsara. It is out of consideration for your 

human state that the Sastra has given you the privilege of ascending to 

-the high step of Devahood. If to-day you spurn the good fortune which 

is within the reach of your hand, and become a beast in imitation of beasts, 

then why all this trouble to attain that human birth which is rare even for 

Devas? Why this downfall after receiving initiation in the Mantra of the 

supreme Devata? Why, being a son of the Queen of Queens, do you roam 

4ibout forests in the company of beasts ? True it is that you are afraid of 

beasts; but consider what we have said, and say whether it is really you 

who are afraid of beasts, or the beasts who are afraid of you ? Everyone 

knows that Akrura was afraid of Kamsa but think just for once whether 

it was really Akrura who was afraid of Kamsa, or Kamsa who was afraid 

of Akrura. It is true that the wearing of forehead marks, rosaries, religious 

•dresses, and so forth, by Akrura was insufferable to Kamsa, but what 

answer would you give to the question. Why were they insufferable to 

him? Had not the daughter^ of the King of mountains,® the sister of 
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mere mention of KaJa (blackness) ? In that case would the terrible order of 

Kamsa ^ for the oppression of Devas and Brahmanas and the killing of 

infants been proclaimed in Mathura? Would he have suddenly, looking 

like a madman, left his throne and rushetl out, crying: “Kill! idll’^? 

Hence I say, think for once whether th(^ frightful appearance which 

Kamsa used to display to Bhagavan and the devotees of Bhagavan was 

intended really to frighten Bhagavan, or to save himself from fear of 

Bhagav^* The Asura ^ knew and yet knew not the Bhagavanj^ so that 

in terror befitting an Asura he tried to save himself from his hand- Kamsa 

was an enemy of Bhagavan. Consequently, devotees to Bhagavan also 

became objects of his enmity, for a devotee*s body, senses, mind, and heart 

are marked and ornamented with signs of devotion to Bhagav^. The 

sight of these marks used to make the Asura’s heart tremble with fear. 

But did the sight of this fear of Kamsa frighten Akrura, the crest-gem of 

devotees ? In order to remove all causes for I'ear, either from men, Kamsa, 

or existence itself, Akrura brought Bhagavan, who is the fear of fear itself, 

from Brindavan to the residence of Kamsa, and thus provided the means 

of freeing Kamsa from ail fears in this and the next world.^ Had Akrura 

been really afraid of Kamsa, and had there been any malice against 

Kamsa at the root of this fear on the part of Akrura, %vould he have brought 

the Friend of the World ® from Brindavan to Mathura, and thus performed 

an act of eternal friendship to Kamsa, both here and hereafter? ® 

Kamsa may have entertained malicious feelings against forehead marks 

and msaries and the name of but it was because there was at 

Mathura a person ^ who had incurred his displeasure by wearing those 
__ t.l* .1 ^ ^ 
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be able to do so through the influence of forehead marks and rosaries, 

and in no other way. 
Sadhakas will doubtless fully understand from all that we have said 

so far that forehead marks, three lines, and other signs of Dharma which 

the l^astra ordains to be worn by Sadhakas on different parts of their 

bodies, are the chief materials for the attainment ^ of the state in which 

they are merged in Mahabhava. The wearing or non-wearing of these 

outer marks may not matter to the great man who has sunk in the depths 

of Bhava, but the non-wearing of them by people whose minds have not 

been matured in Sadhana, or who are about to enter upon its path, is 

undoubtedly the sole obstacle which prevents the opening of the door of 

Mahabhava for their incoming. It is the mature state of this Bhava 

which is called the state of merger in the object of worship—that is to say, 

self-forgetfulness at the sight of the manifestation of the Self ® of the wor¬ 

shipped Devata in one’s mind, heart, body, and Atma, and in all the 

things of this visible Universe. The sole cause of the attainment of Siddhi 

in this state of absorption is Mantra^akti.® Materials of worship, and ^o 

forth, are all means whereby we may directly realize this Mantrasakti. 

Sadhakas acquainted with the principles relating to worship of course 

know how perfection of the state of merger in Bhava appears in the person 

of a Sadhaka through the influence of Mantrasakti. Nevertheless, in 

order to give some knowledge to those who are eager to perform Sadhana, 

we are here bound to shordy indicate the lines along which the system 

works. 
Entrance into the House of Worship 
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of Ae house of worship, next at its southern door, then at its western door, 

and lasdy at its northern door, and then worship Ms Istadevata inside 
the Yantra.” ^ .. 

In the Gandharva Tantra it is said: “If the Sadhaka is unable to 

cons^ct a house with four doors or perform worship at four doors, he 

should at one door mentaUy imagine there arc four, and there worsliip 
the Devata of the four doors/’ 

In the Sivarcanacandiika it is said: “ A house of Yajna should be 
entered with the right foot/" 

In the Mem Tantra it is said: A Devata’s house should be entered 
by advancing the right foot first/" 

In the tMrd PataJa of the Sammohana Tantra it is said: “ Walking 

with great care,^ a Sadhaka should enter a house of worship with the rieht 
foot first.” ^ 

In the eighth Chapter of the Gautama Tantra it is said: “Driving 

away spirits » and meditating on Visnu in Ms heart a Sadhaka should 

CTtcr into a house of Sadhana with Ms right foot first and with his head 
bowed.” 

In another Tantra it is said: “ A SadJiaka should enter a house of 

worsMp meditating on the lotus-feet of the Devi in Ms heart, with Ms left * 

foot first and touching the door slightly with Ms left side; that is to say 

leaning towards the right side of the door, wMch is the left side of the 
Sadhaka, instead of passing just through its middle.” 

In the Tripurarnava it is said: “ One should enter a house of Yaina 
by advancing the left foot fiist.” 
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water sanctified ^ with the Astra Mantra,^ and terrestrial obstacles by 

three taps with the heel of his foot.” 

In the third Patala of the Sammohana Tantra it is said: “ On entering 

into the house a good Sadhaka should look at the articles for worship and 

next dispel divine obstacles by his divine look, obstacles in the middle 

spaces of the sky by means of water sanctified ^ with the Astra Mantra, ^ 

and terrestrial obstacles by three taps on the earth with the heel of his foot.” 

The eighth Patala of the Gandharva Tantra deals with divine vision, 

and says: “ A Sadhaka will become of good mind by looking with an 

angry look.” 
In the second Patala of the Visvasara Tantra it is said: “ Divine look ^ 

is the name given to that steady gaze in which there is no twinkling of 

the eye.” 
In the fifth Prakasa of the Meru Tantra it is said: “ Divine obstacles 

should be removed by looking obliquely.” ^ 
Taking these dicta together, we can arrive at the conclusion that 

divine look” is the name for an angry, oblique look, without twinkling 

of the eye. 
In the Kalikulamrta Tantra it is said; “ Terrestrial obstacles should 

be removed by three taps with the heel of the left foot.” 
In Somasambhu, quoted by Raghava Bhatta,® it is said: “ Terrestrial 

obstacles should be removed by three taps with the heel of the right foot.” 

The two contradictory dicta are reconciled in the following way: 

whether in entering the room or-stamping with the heel, worshippers of 

Devas should extend the right foot first and tap with the heel of the right 
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Seat ^ 

In the seventh Fatala of the Gandharva Tantra it is said: “ Next, 

the Sadhaka should take a seat neither low nor too high. He should 

never use a seat or an Arghya vessel - which is broken. 

“ On a seat made of the skin of black deer a Sadhaka attains libera¬ 

tion, and on a seat made of tiger skin a Sadhaka attains both wealth and 

liberation. In a rite done to attain some desire a woollen seat ® is the 

best—a red woollen seat being particularly suited for the attainment of 

the desired object. A seat of Kusa grass leads to attainment of Siddhi in 

Mantra, and in rites undertaken for the purpose of killing * a black woollen 

seat, and in the worship of Tripurasundarl a red woollen seat is the best 

seat. A seat for use in worship must nor be more than two cubits in 

length, one and a half cubits in breadth, and three fingers in thickness. 

As regards the seat of deer skin and tiger skin which grant Siddhi, as 

spoken above, a Sadhaka may use them in any way he pleases, for there 

is no rule which limits their dimensions. A householder, even if he be 

initiated, should never sit on a skin of a black deer (in the Yoginihrdava 

it is said that Yatis, those belonging to the Vanaprastha Airama, Brahma- 

caris, and Biksus, alone are competent to sit on the skin of a black deer).* 

Earthen seats cause sorrow, and wooden seats bring ill-luck. Seats of tire 

wood of mango, Nimba,'* and Kadamba ’ trees in particular, bring des¬ 

truction of family. Seats of the wood of Vjikula, Kingluka, and Jack-fruit; 

trees, cause loss of all property. Seats made of bamboo, brick, wood, 

earth, grass, and twigs, are the cause of poverty, disease, and sorrow. 
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ako may be used)/ and if wooden and woollen seats are used together, 

Sadhakas not only fail to acquire future religious merit/ but also lose all 

merits acquired in the past. Considering all this, a Sadhaka should 

secure as best a seat as he can for his use.” 
In the Hamsa-Mahesvara it is said: “ If a Sadhaka sits on hair, all 

his religious merits ^ are destroyed. The very touch of hair instantly 

spoils Siddhi. A Sadhaka should, therefore, make his seat of skin denuded 

of hair.” 
In the Kahka Purana it is said: “ One should never use seats made 

of iron, or brass, or lead. In worship it is best for a Sadhaka to use a 

seat of stone, or gems,® or precious metals.^ Worship of Devatas, even- 

when the Sadhaka is in water, should be done when seated on seats, and 

not in a standing posture. In water, seats of stone, Kusa grass, wood, or 

metals should be used, and of no other material. In the absence of a seat 

of any of these kinds, one should imagine such a seat in the water itself;: 

consecrate it as a seat, and then worship the Devata in the water.” 

In the Kamadhenu Tantra it is said: “ All the Japa, worship, and so 

forth, become fruitless of him who spreads a seat in a Tirtha, and performs 

Japa and so forth sitting on it. The statement that the hardness of earth, 

is due to the mass of the fat of Mahisasura’s body ® (and is, consequently, 

unclean),^ applies to places other than Tirthas.” (Fat of the body of 

Mahisasura is most probably a clerical error for fat of the bodies of Madhu 

and 'Kaitabha, or it may have been the fat of Mahisasure in some other 

Kalpa.) i 
In the thirty-first Patala of the same Tantra it is said: “A good 
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is aware of the particulars of all these postures. Of the aforesaid eighty- 

four lakhs of seated postures, two are the best—^namely, the Siddha seat 

(Siddhasana) first and the lotus seat (Kamalasana) next. (As these seats 

are not used in worship and such other rites, we desist firom dwelling on 

their characteristic peculiarities here.) ^ ” 

R%hava Bhatta says: “Japa, worship, and so forth, should be per¬ 

formed fitting in postures, such as Padma, Svastika, Vira, and so forth,* 

otherwise they will be ineffectuaL" 

In <mother Tantra quoted by R^hava Bhatm it is said: “ Place the 

left foot on the right and the right foot on the left, gird up the loins and 

heels, and fix the gaze at the tip of the nose. To sit in this way is the 
Padma seat, adored of all Sadhakas (i).” 

In the eighth Chapter of the Gautamlya it is said; “ The two Eset 

should be placed well on the two thigh.':. This is the Padma seat, beloved 
ofYo^.” 

In the second Patala of the Sammohana Tantra it is said: “ A Yogi 

should sit with a straight back, crossing his feet.* This is called Svastika 
seat (2)," 

“ A Yog^ should fit with a straight back, keeping one of his feet on 

the ground and placing his other foot on the thigh of that fept. This is 

called Vira seat,” Although the Sastrik authority does not say which foot 

should be on the ground, it has been the practice among successive genera¬ 

tions of adepts ^ to keep the left foot down and place the right foot on the 
left thigh {3). 

In the third Pamla of the Sammohana Tantra is it said: “ O Devi! 
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the Sadhaka should be the south, the left side north, and the back west. 

In every case these directions should be adopted in performing worship.” 

That is to say, although the directions are fixed according to the rising 

and the setting sun, the direction which the Sadhaka faces in performing 

worship is the east. For there is no such thing as an absolute direction 

in the world, aU directions being relative to the positions of the individual. 

The term “ direction ” itself proves this sufficiently. “ That which is 

merely directed or pointed out is called direction. For instance, that 

which I call my east will be directed or pointed out as west by a person, 

who is to the east of me. Hence it is quite plain that direction exists in 

respect of an individual and not absolutely. But, blinded by the vanity 

of philosophic wisdom, some people do not see this derivative meaning of 

direction, but speak of the existence of absolute directions. Essentially, 

however, there is no such thing as direction; but whatever direction is 

pointed out at any time is direction-at that time. If directions are fixed 

according to the rising and setting of the sun, they are the same for all 

people, and the pointing out of a direction by one person settles it for all.. 

For the reasons given above, the Sastra has said in the Bhavacuda- 

mani: “ O Devi! according to the desire of a Sadhaka the Devata appears 

in all directions (for Her who is Omnipresent it is impossible that there 

should be either front or back). Still, one should perform a worship ^ 

and other ritual acts at night, facing the north.^ In worshipping Siva in. 

particular, one should always take care to face the north,* whether during 

day or in the night. As regards worship and. so forth relating to Vi§p.u,. 

it is best to face the east, though it is not improper to face the north. As 
■t Tirill nrkt mit 
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In Haribhaktivilasa it is said: “A worshipper of Sri Knna should 

•generally sit facing the east during day, and in the night a Sadhaka, vrith 

• composed countenance, should perform worship and so forth, facing the north. 

“ Worship and so forth should be performed sitting, facing the north 

■ or east in front of the image of Devata.” That is to say, if the established 

Devata ^ is facing the west, the Sadhaka should face the east, and if the 

Devata is facing the south, the Sadhaka should face the north. 

In the Kalika Purana it is said: “ Of all the quarters the north pleases 

the Spouse of Siva. A ■ Sadhaka should, therefore, always at facing the 
north in the worship of Can^ka.” 

In the Saktanandatarangjni it is said; “ Worship of Devas should be 

perfonned facing the east during the day and facing the north in the 

night, but worship of the Devi and worship of Siva should always be 
performed facing the north.” 

Time for Worship 

In the twenty-eighth Patala of the Gandharva Tantra it is said: 

' After receiving initiation from Guru in accordance with the iiyunctions 

a good Sadhaka should daily worship the Devi in the morning with 
undivided heart.” 

In the second Patala of the Yogini Tantra it is said: “ He who desirw 

to reap a full crop of fruits from bis rites should begin them in the morning 
. and finish them all by noon.” 

In the eleventh Patala of the Nigamakalpalata it is said: “ The daily 
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windy, infested with other animals, covered with dust or mud, where 

beasts are near by,i treeless, at a distance from water, open on all sides, ^ 

or unpleasant to the worshipper.® Worship should not be performed in 

even a holy place if its soil is saline or infested with insects.’’ The above 

is an account of places, the use of which for Yajha is prohibited. Below 

is given an account of places which are recommended for use in Yajha: 

“ O Mahadevi! a place for the performance of Yajha by a Sadhaka 

should possess the following characteristics: It should be near to a tank, 

or well, in a garden of flowers, having a beautiful temple ^ on it, with a 

clean altar, furnished with articles for drinking and eating, perfumed with 

camphor, sandal, incense, and so forth; bright red like the rays of the 

morning sun, pleasant, delightful to the mind, containing all the weapons 

of Devata and a well-furnished inner house.® 

“ The best places are holy grounds,® river-sides, caves, Tirthas, 

summits of mountains, confluences of rivers, holy forests, solitary gardens, 

at the foot of bael-trees, valleys, places overgrown with Tulasi plants, 

pasture lands, temples of Siva without a bull, at the foot of Asvattha,^ 

Amalaki ® trees, cowsheds, islands, temples, seashore, one’s own house, 

the abode of Guru, places which naturally tend to generate single pointed¬ 

ness of mind, places free of animals and solitary. If a Sadhaka performs 

worship in solitude at any place, the Devi Herself accepts the leaves, flowers, 

fruits, and water offered by him. If the Sadhaka has sufficient reverence 

and devotion, if there are sufficient articles for worship, and if the worship 

is performed in solitude, the Mother of the world who is attached to Her 

devotees appears of Her own will at such a place.” 
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and then worships Siva, all the fruits of that worship are devoured by 

Yak^ and R^sasas/' ^ 

Siva’s words in the sixty-fourth Patala of the Utpatti Tantra are as 

follows: “ How can a Sakta,^ or a Vaisnava,^ a Saiva,^ or a Ganapatya^® 

attain Siddhi if he does not worship Siva? O Devil if a person worships 

another Devata without first worshipping Me^ that worshipped Devata 

does not accept his woi-ship, but returns to Her own seat, having cursed 

him, O Devi! O Mahe^vari! ® whatever in the way of flowers, Naivedya * 

and so foith, from even a mountain heap of sweetmeats duly arranged, 

fruits and all sorts of flowers gathered as prescribed, and of all kinds of 

food heaped as high as Mount Sumeru, and quantities of curry and so 

forth as great as great seas, are offered without first worshipping Siva 

will be unacceptable as excrements. In the Kali age, whoever worships 

another Devata without first worshipping Siva is guilty of a great sin,” 

In the first Patala of the Lingaxcana Tantra it is said: “ O Parame^ari! 

everyone, be he a S^ta, Vaisnava, or Saiva, should first worship Siva 

with bacl-leaves, then pray for His permission to worship other Devata, 

and afterwards worship them. Otherwise, Mahesvari! without woiship of 

Siva everything will be as unacceptable as excrements, O Paramesvan! ® 

so long as one li\^es on earth, one should daily worship Sivalinga,^ which is 

Brahman with supreme devotion.” 

In the twelfth Patala of the Matrkabheda Tantra it is said: “ The 

Devatas who are within this Universe, as well as those who are without it, 

are all gratified if only Siva is worshipped/^ 

In the Mahalingeivara Tantra it is said: A Sadhaka, whoever he may 
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In the Mem Tantra it is said: “All Brahmanas, Ksattriyas, Vaisyas, 

Sudras, and Anuloma ^ half-castes, should ever worship Sivalihga with 

care and with Mantras special to its worship.” 

In the Yajnavalkya Samhita it is said: “ By worshipping a single 

Banahhga ^ a man reaps the fruits of worshipping ten million other Lihgas. 

Constructing an altar (Gauripitha) ® with copper, crystal, gold, stone, or 

silver, one should establish a Banalihga on the Pitha * and then worship it. 

Even hberation, not to speak of worldly gain, comes within the grasp of 

him who worships Banalihga daily with devotion.” 

In the Viramitrodaya it is said: “ A householder should not worship 

a Banahhga which is very small, or very large, or brown. A Banalihga 

shining and deeply dark like a black bee is the best for worship by a house¬ 

holder. A Banahhga, whether it is with Pitha (Gauripitha) ® or without 

Pitha, should be worshipped even without purification or so forth by means 

of Mantras. Every Banahhga, whether it exists in a palace or in a Pitha, 

grants Siddhi and hberation to the Sadhaka. 
“ O great King! none of the Banalihgas existing on this earth require 

Pranapratistha,® purification,^ or the invocation or dismissal of Devata.® 

(In the eternaUy established Brahmalihga, Bhagavan the Creator of all 

things is eternally present, so that both invocation and dismissal are 

impossible in respect of it.) ” 
In the first Patala of the Lihgarcana Tantra it is said: “Beloved 

One 1 the country in which the Lihga is not always worshipped is as degraded 

as a trenching-ground. If Brahmanas, Ksattriyas, and Vaisyas do not 

worship the Linga, they will at once become Candalas.® And if Sudras 
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after another speak of the differences between the five forms of worship— 

namely, Abhigamana, Upad^a, Yoga, Svadhyaya, and Ijya.^ 

“To go to the house of Devata, cleanse the place where the Devata 

is seated, and remove from the person of the image the pastes, flowers, 

garlands, and so forth attached to it. This is called Abhigamana, 

Upadma is the name given to the cutting of flowers and the like and the 

collecting of materials such as incense, sandal, and so forth, Ijya is the 

name for the vrorship of the Istadevata, with ofierings of materials such as 

Padhya ^ and so forth, accompanied by Mantras, according to the Sastra 

after Bhutasuddhi,® Pranayama,^ Ny^a,® mental worsliip, and so forth* 

Svadhyaya is the name given to the doing of Japa according to the S^tra 

of the great Mantra, consisting of the name ' Ki^na/ reading its Sukta,® 

Stotra,® singing the name of Hari, and studying the spiritual Sastra, in 

their respective order. Yoga is the meditation of Is^devata in one’s 

mind, O man of good deeds! these are the five forms of worship. They 

grant tlie friuts of Samipya, Sarupya, Sadrsya, and Sayujya in succession: ^ 

Abhigamana and Upadma grant Samipya, Ijya grants Sadrsya, Svadhyaya 
grants Sarupya, and Yoga grants Sayujya.” 

(The Gautamiya Tantra ordains w^orship of Visnu. Consequently, 

it speaks of Japa of the Mantra, consisting of the name of Krsna, and singing 

of the name of Hari, But this is merely an indication of a Sadhaka’s duty 

relating to his Istadevata, be he a worshipper of Sakti or of Siva, or of any 

other Devata. Sadhakas other than Vaisnavas will understand the Japa 

of the name of Krsna, and singing the name of Hari to stand for Japa of 

the names of their individual Istadevata, and singing of their names.) 



CHAPTER XX 

CEREMONIAL WORSHIP {Contd,) 

Purification of the “ Five ” ^ 

In the Kularnava Tantra it is said: “ O Devi! so long as a Sadhaka does 

not carry out the five forms of purification, how can he perform worship 

^of a Devata? These are Purification of self (Atmasuddhi), of place (Sthana- 

iuddhi), of Mantra (Mantrasuddhi), of articles for worship (Dravyasuddhi), 

.and of Devata (Devasuddhi). Worship without purification of the five is 

untended only for abhicara,^ 

“ i. Purification of the self of the Sadhaka consists of proper bathing, 

■purification of the elements (Bhutasuddhi), breath-exercises (Pranayama), 

;and so forth, and Nyasa of six parts of the body (Sadanganyasa), and all 

other forms of Nyasa.® 

“2. Purification of place is making the house of worship as clean as 

;the centre of a mirror by dusting, wiping, and so forth, and adorning it 

with auspicious ornaments, such as powders of five colours, with seat, 

^canopy, incense, lamp, flowers, garlands, and so forth. 
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“ 5. Purification of Devata is the placing of the image of the Devata 

on the Pitha/ invoking the Sakti of the Devata into it by means of Antra- 

mantra, Pranamantra 2 and so forth, then bathing it (at least) ® thrice: 

along with recital of Mulamantra,^ and finally adorning it with garments^, 

ornaments, and the like, and offering incense, light, and so forth. These 

five forms of purification must be performed first, and then the worship^ 

should be commenced.” 

Purification of the “ Twelve ” ® 

In the eighth Chapter of the Gautamiya Tantra it is said: “ Next is. 

related the method of purification of the twelve, as followed by Vaisnavas,. 

Purification of feet (2) ® by Vaisnavas is the use of the feet in such blessed 

acts as going to the house of Bhagav^, following Bhagavan in Yatras 

and f^tivals, and circling ® round Bhagavan witli devotion. The purifi- 

cation of hands (2), which is done by taking leaves, flowers, and so forth, 

in the hands with devotion, for the worship of Bhagavan is better than any 

other form of their purification- Purification of {the tongue or) speech (i) 

is produced by singing with devotion the name, beauty, and qualities of 

Bhagav^ Sri Ki^na, Purification of the ears (2) is caused by hearing 

recitals of Bhagavan’s play and qualities; and purification of the eyes (2) 

is produced by the seeing of festivals in honour of His name* Purification 

of the head (i) is caused by placing on the head water touched by 

Bhagav^'s foot,^ and flowers, garlands, and so forth, offered to Bhagavan,. 

and by bowing to Bhagavan's lotus-feet. Purification of the nostrils (2) is 
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'l§akta, and other worshippers should understand the above as air indication 

of that which should be done in respect of their individual Istadevatas.) ” 

In the sixth XJllasa of the Saktanandatarangini it is said. After 

performing purification of hands with flowers, sandal paste, and such other 

things, one should fence the quarters ^ by clapping the hands thrice, higher 

and higher,2 saying the weapon Mantra,® and snapping the fingers ^ ten 

times. Then, after having removed all obstacles and purified the flowers 

and so forth, make obeisance to the three Gurus ® on the left side. 
In Tantra it is said: ® “ One should make obeisance to Guru, Parama 

'Guru, and Parapara Guru on the left side, to Ganesa on the right side, 

and to one’s Istadevata on the head.” 

Purification of Elements ’ 

In the Gandharva Tantra it is said: “ It is by virtue of purification 

•of elements ’ Pithanyasa, Nyasa of six parts of the body, Nyasa 

of hands, MltAanyasa, and Vidyanyasa, that a Sadhaka becomes full of 

the Deity, and these are the Nyasas® which must be performed daily. 

All other Nyasas are said to be Nyasas for the attainment of some particular 

desired end.” ® 
In the same Tantra it is again said: “It is by virtue of control of 

breath,^® meditation,^^ and Nyasa, that a Sadhaka attains a Divine body. 

Abundtince of Nyasa makes the worship bear abundance of fruits. 

^ Digbandhana. 
2 Tii« TMiim r.f thf. 1<»ft Vmnd is striirV 'with the forefinger and middle finger. 
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O Mahcivari; a Jiva’s body constituted of five elements, and ever associat¬ 

ed mth faeces and urine, is in its very nature unclean. In order that this 

unclean body may be purified, it is dried up by means of Va>Timantra,i 
and burnt and reduced to ashes by means of Agnimantra.® 

A shower of nectar ® is caused by means of Candramantra,< and a 

flooding of water by means of Varunamantra.® The five elements com¬ 

posing the body must be purified by contact with unmanifested Brahman, 

brought about by means of Recaka, Puraka, and Kumbhaka of breath,® 

with the lielp of the smd Mantras. This is caUed ‘ purification of elements’. 

After performing purification of elements in this manner, one should place 

Arghyas ’ and such other things, and next perform Matrkanyasa, Mantra- 
nyasa, breath-control,® and Rsinyasa.” ® 

Purification of elements is accompUshed by inner Yajna and Prana- 

yama ® together. Inner Yajna is accomplished in this way. Mother ^ 

Kulakupdalini, the World Consciousness living in the womb of tlie 

Muladhara lotus, is awakened. She is taken along the Susumna path, 

piercmg on the ivay throughout the six Cakras Muladhara, Svadhisthana 

Ma^pura, Angara, Visuddha, and Ajna. She and the Jivatma residing 

m the heart are umted with the supreme Tattva of Paramasiva residing in 

the petals of tlie thousand-petalled lotus Sahasrara. The Mayik elements 

of the phenomenal Mayik w'orld are merged in the Parobrahmatattva of 

Sivasakti. The elemental products « are the twenty-four Tattvas of earth 

water, &e, air, ether, smell, taste, sight, touch, sound, nose, tongue, eye*, 

ear skin, voi^ hand, foot, anus, genitals, Manas, Ahahkara, Buddhi, 

and Prakrti. The Sadhaka thinks to himself that in their Mayik edstence 
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after re-awaking the dualistic Tattvas from their supreme union or undiffer¬ 

entiated non-dualistic Tattva of Sakti and possessor of Sakti or Prakrti 

and Purusa, be re-established in Her own place in the womb of the 

Muladhara lotus, and there united with Svayambhusiva. 
Next, in order to perform the outer worship of Her as Istadevata, a 

new and purified body must be constructed, composed of Mantra that is 

to say, illumined with the Brahman-spirit of Mantralakti, Ae substance of 

which is Brahman-vibhutis i only. Finally, the outer worship of Istadevata 

with Nyasa and so forth on that body must be commenced after re-«tablish- 

ing, in their own places as ingredients and materials for the worship of the 

Mother of the world, the five elements of earth and so forth, and the 

elemental §aktis (force), all existing in subtle forms. 
Though we know that inner Yajna, or penetration of the six Cakras, 

forms a part of purification of elements, we do not dare enter into the 

subject here in this short Chapter, which explains the principles of 

worship.^ Because, firstly, the subject is so extemive that even another 

treatise of the same volume as this book would be insufficient for even such 

explanation as a peison of such insignificant inteUect as we are could by 

our best efforts give. Secondly, it is impossible to make ffie public under- 

Stand the meaning of the six GakraSj since it is not possible for anybody 

who is not a practising Sadhaka to understand them with the help of any 

amount of interpretation, however great his intellect and learning may be. 

Thirdly, an explanation of the subject of the six Cakras should pro^rly 

be given by a Guru to his Sisya, for the Guru has, by communicating from 

his own body a Divine 6akti (power) into his Sisya’s body, opened the paffi 
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explaining, and showing the necessity for the Mantras and so forth of the 

Devatas presiding over the pericarps, centres, filaments, stalks, leaves, and 

so forth, of those lotuses. Acting under the command from our Gurudeva. 

and in accordance with my own views, I have never as yet pubUcly men¬ 

tioned these Bijamantras and so forth, and shall never mention them 

publicly. For this reason we are obhged to desist from entering into an 

explanation, although we would have been very glad to do so if we could. 

Fourthly, even if one is to offer an explanation, it will not only in no way 

render any help to the community of Sadhakas, but will also be likely to 

greatly injure them both here and hereafter. For it is the command of 

Bhagavan Bhairavanatha i Himself, the Hvara of the Tantra Sastra, that 

whoever advances in the path of the six Cakras without the help of the 

shadow of Guru’s fair feet is likely to fall into great danger at every step. 

Knowing all this, we desist from doing a thing which will lead to the ruin 

of both ourselves and others. We hope that Sadhakas will realize that 

we have done this for their good also. Of course, one may try to explain 

the fundamental principles of Bija Mantras and so forth by hints and 

suggestions, and using symbolical words, signs, and so forth. But, firstly, 

this is throwing dust in the eyes of Dharma; 2 and, secondly, it is very 

difficult to say what space such an explanation would take. Now that the 

Tantratattva has come so near its end, it would be sheer madness to 

undertake so uncertain and extensive a task. Moreover, we do not believe 

that every subscriber or reader of the “ Tantratattva ” is a true Sadhaka. 

If we learn that the publication of such a book is necessary for the Com¬ 

munity of Sadhakas only who receive their information from trustworthy 
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Sagarbhapranayama is that which is performed along with Japa of Mantra, 
and Nigarbhapranayama is that which is performed without any Mantra, 
and only according to counts.^ O man of good deeds! there is no Tattva, 
no Tapas, knowledge, state. Yoga, treasure, or other thing superior to 
Prariayama 2 One is sure to meet Brahman by the Yoga, which consists 

■of the practice of Pranayama continuously for one year. It is undoubted 
that by dint of Pranayama alone all the Mayik envelope of Paramatma 
who is consciousness itself, is destroyed. There is no path to hberation 
besides Pranayama, so that whatever Sadhana is performed without 
Pranayama becomes fruitless. It is by having recourse to Pranayama that 
iMunis have attained Siddhi, and a Yogi who is attached to Pranayama 
is no mere Yo^, but Siva Himself. Men learned in the Yoga Sastra have 
•given the name Pranayama to the process which consists of inspiration, 
■expiration, and retention of the vital air.® The word Prana means 
breath, and “ Ayama ” means its control.* That is Pranayama, the Yogi’s 
instrument for Yoga, by which the Pranavayu (vital air) is checked. 
Yogis practise this Pranayama by holding their nostrils at the beginning 
as well as the end of Yoga. Air should be breathed out by means of the 
right nostril, breathed in by means of the left nostril, and retained with 
Japa of Mantra thirty-two times, by holding both the nostrils. This is 
called “ Pranayama.” By force of this Pranayama a Brahmana can 
speedily bum all sins, such as Brahminicide, drinking of wine, incest, and 
so forth. Great sins, such as foeticide, are destroyed by a practice of 

Pranayama for a single month. 
“The Pranayama-practising Yogi who daily practises Pranayama sixteen 

* • .1 * _ J _£>TTjaninnr r1 f‘cTT’r\'\7'C Ctll VllS .^1T1 
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Mantras of Outer Matrka should be made, in order, on tJic forehead, 
face, eyes, ears, nostrils, cheeks, lips, teeth, head, mouth, hands, feet, 
joints,^ sides, back, navel, belly, heart, shoulders, and from heart to hands, 
from heart to feet, from heart to belly, and from heart to face. 

If the Matrka Mantras ® are placed in the reverse order, then the 
Matrka is called Samhara Matrka; and if diey arc set forth in the order 
•of the places of their origin from Sri-Kantha » downwards, then it is called 
Sri-Kanthadi-Matrka. 

Mtidrd for J^ydsa of Matrka 

“ The Nyasa should be performed mentally or with flowers, or with 
the thumb and the third finger.” 

In the Gautamiya Tantra it is said: " Matrka is of four classes— 
namely, Kevala (plain) Matrka, Matrka with Bindu (-), Matrka with 
Visarga (:), and Matrka with both Eindu and Visarga. K.cvala Matrka 
^ants Vidya (learning), Matrka with botii Bindu and Visarga grants 
Bhoga (enjoyment), Matrka with Visarga grants sons, and Matrka with 
Bindu grants liberation. Whoever performs this Matrka-nyasa, which 
grants wealth, fame, and longevity, and destroys the evils of the Kali 
age, acquires the Vibhutis * of Sadova Himself.” 

Vtdyd-J^yasa ® 

“ Nyasa of Vidya should be done on the head, Muladhara,® heart, 
three eyes, two ears, mouth, two arms, back, knees, and navel. Whoever 
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Anima and so forth—^lie within the hollow of his hands. Contemplation 

in’the performance of So^a-Nyasa destroys all sins of body, speech, and 

mind. All lesser sins 2 are destroyed by recourse to Sodha-Nyasa. A 

Sadhaka who has attained Siddhi in Sodha-Nyasa can, if he desires, enter 

into whatever form he sees. The life of him to whom a Sadhaka who has 

done Sodha-Nyasa bows is shortened.® Even Devatas, not to speak of 

men, tremble with fear at the sight of a Sadhaka who performs Sodha- 

Nyasa.” 
Rsyadhi-Nyasa, Matrka-Nyasa, Vidya-Nyasa, Tattva-Nyasa, Sodha- 

Nyasa, Jiva-Nyasa, Ahga-Nyasa, Kara-Nyasa, Vyapaka-Nyasa, Pitha- 

Nyasa, and many other Nyasas, have been spoken of in ma.ny Tantras.. 

It would be extremely improper for us to pubhsh their apphcation. iUl 

that we can do is to refer to the authorities only. We therefore desist, 

from referring to their apphcation. These things, which can be learnt 

from Gurus only, Sadhakas will learn from their own Gurus. The etymo¬ 

logical meaning of the word “ Nyasa ” has been given in the Sastra as- 

foUows: 
“Just as wealth acquired with Nyaya or rectitude, when worn om 

the body in the form of ornaments, becomes a source of joy and of security 

in adversity and prosperity to its owner, so the Bijas of Devatas, when laid, 

out on the hmbs of a Sadhaka’s body, become to him a source of Brahma- 

bliss on the one hand, and of security, both here and hereafter, on the 

other. The word Nyasa is formed by the combination of the initial syllables ■ 
of Nyaya (because Nyasa is Kke wealth acquired with Nyaya or rectitude),, 

and of Sarva (on account of its capacity to secure Sarva, or all things).” 
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In Syamarahasya, Kalitattva, Syamarcana Candrika, Kamala Tantra, 

Vira Tantra, Mahanirvana Tantra, Annada Kalpa, To^ala Tantra^ 

Gautama Tantra, Tararahasya, and many other Tantras, there are marked 

differences of opinion as regards the order in which Pranayama, Bhnta- 

Suddhi, Nyasa, and so forth, should be performed. Some Tantras ordain 

BhuUsuddhi after Pranayama, and others Pranayama after Bhutaiuddhi. 

Some ordain their performance before placing of Arghya,i and others after 

it. In view of the existence of such differences of opinion, Bhagav^, the 

Creator of aU things, has, in the Svatantra Tantra, decided the question 

when He says “ different Tantras ordain different ordere of worship. 

A Sadhaka should follow any one of them.” That is to say, one should 

perform worship and so forth according to the rules ordained in that 

particular Tantra which is specially concerned with the worship of the 
particular Istadev'ata whom the devotee may worship. 

In the Kularnava Tantra it is said: “He who daily performs Nyasa 

according to rules stated in the Agama Sastra attains Divine Sakti, and 

acquires Siddhi in Mantra. O my beloved! from the presence of the 

Sadhaka who performs Japa of his Ista Mantra along with Nyasa, Kavaca,® 

and Chanda,3 Devatas of obstruction * fly just as a herd of elephants flies- 

from the presence of a lion. The misguided one who does Japa * without 

performing Nyasa is beset by aU manner of obstacles, as a young deer is- 
beset by tigers.” 

Mental Worship 
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Sastra is otherwise. According to the Sastra, Dhyana is performed by 

really meditating on the form of the Devata, no matter whether the Dhyana- 

Mantra is recited or not; for the Sastrik meaning of the expression 

“ Dhyayet ” is “ should meditate/’ and not “ should recite the Dhyana- 

mantra.” Hence, the Dhyana which is performed by simply reciting the 

Dhyana-mantra while the mind is wandering elsewhere is no Dhyana of 

the Devata, but is rather a Dhyana of the worshipper himself. We often 

see that worshippers or Purohitas consider the time which is occupied in 

the recitation of the Dhyana-mantra to be a period of leisure for the mind, 

and utilize it in thinking on any other subject. Of course, one’s Siddhi 

in the worship of Devata depends on the manner of one’s Dhyana. It is 

therefore needless for us to say anything on the subject. But it is a settled 

fact that worship performed by this mode of Dhyana is no worship at all. 

In the Sanatkumara Tantra it is said: “ Outer worship ^ should not 

be done without first performing mental worship, for without inner worship 

outer worship is' fruitless.” 
In the Bhutasuddhi Tantra it is said: “ Inner worship is ordained in 

all outer worship. O Mahesvari! a single inner worship grants the fruits 

of a crore ^ of outer worships. What necessity is there for outer worship 

for one who has become fully accomplished in inner worship which, even 

if performed but only once, grants the fruits of a crore ^ of outer worships ? 

An effort to perform outer worship is senseless after inner worship has been 

perfectly accomplished. So also is it where there is want of materials, 

for in the absence of necessary materials outer worship is never fruitful.” 

In another Tantra it is said: “ Even if all articles necessary for outer 
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In the Mahanirvana Tantra it is said; “The Sadhaka should, after 

performing Dhyana of the Istadevata in this manner, put a flower on his 

own head, and then worship Her with mental articles with great devotion. 

First, he should offer his heart-lotus for Her scat and then offer the Amrta ^ 

flowing from Sahasrara ® for the washing of Her feet. The mind should 

be offered as Arghya,® and the Amrta ^ flowing from Sahasrara for 

Acamana'^ and bathing. The element® Akasa,® should be offered as 

raiment, the sense of smell as perfumej the heart as flower; the five Pranas ^ 

as incense; the element ® fire ® as light; the sea of nectar ® as food offering 

Anahata Dhvani ^ as a bell; the element air as a Camara,*® and the 

functions of the ten senses and the restlessness of mind as the dance.*® 

Next, in order to perfect self-absorption in the Devata, the Sadhaka 

should offer fifteen handfuls of mental flowers at Her lotus-feet. 

These fifteen handfuls of flowers in the form of Bhava *® consist of the ten 

flowers of non-maya, non-egotism, non-attachment, non-vanity, non-delu¬ 

sion, non-arrogance, non-enmity, non-perturbance,*'' non-malice, and 

non-GOvetousness; and of the five flowers of ahimsa,*® control of the senses, 

mercy, forgiveness, and knowledge. Next should be offered with the 

mind a sea of a nectar, a mountain heap of flesh and fried fish, heaps 

.of fried grain,with clarified butter, sweet rice, Rula-nectar, Kula-flowers,®* 

and water used for washing the Pitha.*® Next, after offering as sacrifices, 

lust as a goat, and anger as a buffalo, the Sadhaka should proceed to 

perform mental Japa.“ In this Japa the Matrka letters will be the 

beads of rosary, and Kulakundalini Herself wiU be the thread on which 

these beads ai-e strung. After offering Japa in this manner and mentally 
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bowing with eight limbs,^ and thus finishing the inner Yajna,^ the Sadhaka 

■should proceed to perform outer worship. At the beginning of outer 

worship there is purification ® of Special Arghya,* concerning which listen 

to what I say. The mere placing of the Special Arghya greatly satisfies 

the Devata. One seeing the Arghya vessel put in its place, Yoginis ® and 

Brahma and other Devas and Bhairavas dance with joy, and grant the 

fruits of the consummation of worship.” 

It is true that the iSastra lays down these rules for mental worship or 

■inner Yajna, and it is clearly affirmed that this worship is more fruitful 

than crores ® of other worship; but it must also be understood that inner 

Yajna or mental worship bears crorefold ® fruit only if it is thoroughly 

performed. It is all very well to speak or hear of giving the heart-lotus 

for a seat and the nectar from Sahasrara ’ for washing the feet; but we 

must consider how many people there are who are able to carry this out 

practically. It is a terrible thing even to hear for anyone who is not a 

Sadhaka accomplished in the penetration of the six Cakras.® Does it not 

make you ashamed to think of offering the five elements Akasa and so 

forth® as raiment, scent, flower, incense, and a light? It is true that for 

one who offers handfuls of flowers of non-maya, non-egotism, non-attach¬ 

ment, non-vanity, non-delusion, non-arrogance, non-enmity, non-per¬ 

turbance,^® non-envy, non-greed, non-injury, control of the senses, mercy, 

forgiveness, and knowledge, there is no necessity for offering handfuls of 

real flowers. But it is difficult to restrain one’s laughter at the niere 

thought that a Jiva of the Samsara who lives in the womb of Maya, and 

is wholly engrossed in feehngs of lust and anger, greed and delusion, vanity 
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proceed to offer as sacrifice, and to boast of having offered, the goat and: 

the buffalo, the oppressions and executions of which render you restless^ 

and make you flee vdth fear both day and night? You arc given to saying 

in and out of season that outer offerings of leaves, flowers, incense, lights, 

Naivedya,^ and so forth, are nothing. But we ask, Had these things been 

nothing, could you have known anything of that which you consider as 

something? If there were really no such thing as leaves, flowers, incense,, 

lights, and so forth, whence, then, has come the pro\dsion of offering by 

analogy non-maya, non-arrogance, and so forth, as flowers, and lust, anger,, 

and so forth, as goats and buffaloes in sacrifice? If there is at the root 

really no offering of flowers, whence com^ the provision for the offering 

of non-maya, non-arrogance, and so forth, as flowers? You say that the 

external offering of flowers and so forth is nothing. But I ask, Is the 

offering of flowers of non-maya and so forth something real? Can non- 

maya, non-arrogance, and so forth, be ever flowers? Gan real flowers 

have anything to do with the mind ? Do plants in a garden ever bear flowers^ 

of non-arrogance ? Does lust ever really move about in the form of a goat ? 

Does anger ever approach you really in the form of a buffalo ? Can any 

of these things be ever an object of offering? Now, ponder and say whether 

it is the outer worship or mental worship which is truly real. AJl that 

belongs to mental worship is but the imagining of an image of outer’ 

worsliip, and is a shadow of it. When a Jiva really attains the state of 

non-maya, does he any longer make any distinction between the worshipper 

and that which is worshipped? What Brahman will he worship, and for 

what purpose, he to whom Brahman is everywhere in the world, and who 
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lias said: “ O Sadhaka! even if you are unable to make an external offering, 

you have at least the right to worship the Devi who is mind by seating Her 

in your mind, to the knowledge and full contentment of your mind. Why 

should you be sorry on this account so long as the Mother who is mind 

exists and your mind is your own? Open for once the door of the temple 

of mind, and, seating the Mother, who is the Mind of the mind, on the 

throne of the mind, worship Her with aU your mind, all your heart, and 

^11 your world.^ The full oblation in Her worship is completed with the 

full satisfaction of the mind.^ Fulfil the desire of your heart by offering 

in handftils at the feet of the Devi seated on a corpse ® all the worldly 

objects, desire, enjoyments, and aspirations, which are yours. Finish the 

mind’s play with the Mother to the satisfaction of your mind. If the 

Mother who is mind itself appropriates to Herself the functions of your 

mind, it will no longer be necessary for you to perform even mental, not 

to speak of outer, worship. 
So long as outer worship endures, there is the provision which requires 

performance of mental worship also. But even where these materials for 

outer worship are wanting, the Sastra ordains that there also mental 

worship makes the Sadhaka’s worship complete. For, She for whom 

worship is ordained is a thing of the heart, and outer worship is only an 

expression of the feelings of that heart. 
In the Yamala it is said: “O Mahesvari! where outer worship is 

impracticable, the Spouse of l§iva should be worshipped in the heart; and 

from this worship the Sadhaka will reap the fruits of all forms of worship.” 

In the Gandharva Tantra it is said: The man who offers mental 
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weaponSj and fainilyj^ and offering mental jewelled shoes at Her lotus-feet^ 

take Her to the bathing room,® There She should be seated on a throne 

and Her body first cleansed with a scented unguent composed of camphors 

musk, sandal, Gorocana,® and Kunkuma,^ and then smeared with scented 

oil. Next, the Supreme Devata should be bathed with water which has 

been stored in hundreds of thousands of golden pitchers, and Her body 

should then be towelled with silken cloths. Next, after clothing the upper 

and lower parts of Her body in two pieces of cloth, the hair of the DevT 

with dishevelled hair should be combed and tied with bqewellcd silken 

threads. Then mark Her forehead with a Tilaka ® made of sandal and 

such other things, and paint the parting of Her hair with vcrmillion.^ 

Next, adorn the fair hands and arms of the Charmer of Sankara with 

beautiful ivory wristlets, bracelets, and armlets; Her lotus-feet and toes 

With jcAvelied anklets and toe-rings, and Her nostrils with Gajamukta.'^ 

The Sadhaka having to the best of his ability adorned the different parts 

of Her body in this way ivith ornaments and garlands of flowers, should 

anoint all Her limbs with scent, sandal, and perfmned gums. Let him 

then place a gold-embroidered bodice on Her breast.*^ 

Meditating thus on the Devi at the time of Samadhi, the SMhaka 

should after performing Bhutaiuddhi ® and Nyasas,® worship the Queen 

of M^esvara residing in his heart with the (other) sixteen articles of 

worship.® First, after, offering a throne of gems,»® the Sadhaka should 

welcome Her.® Next, he should, after offering water to wash her feet,^^ 

place Arghya on Her head. Let him then give the best nectar for 

sipping to Her lotus-mouth, and offer Her Madhuparka and then again 
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^ater for sipping thrice.^ Next, he should mentally offer excellent sweet 

rice, rice mixed with clarified butter, with other food * and condiments, 

sea of nectar, a mountain-heap of flesh, a mass of fish, all kinds of fruits, 

edibles, and drinks—the whole well arranged in golden vessels—and then 

betel with camphor.® Next, he should, after mentally worshipping the 

.Avarana Devatas ^ of the Devi, perform mental Ja.pa of Mantra.® After 

performing Japa a thousand times, the fruits of the Japa, along with 

water from the Arghya vessel, should be ponred on the left hand of the 

.I)e^d. Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, and Isvara, form die support of the bed¬ 

stead, the upper portion of which is Sadaiiva Himself.® On this bed, 

dbrmed of Brahma-vibhuti,’ is spread a milk-white coverlet, beautifully 

■strewn with every kind of flower, and on this flowery bed Suresvari ® lies 

in the enjoyment of all forms of happiness. Thus should a Yogi Sadhaka 

meditate upon Her. Next, he should entertain Paramesvari with dances 

.and with singing and playing of music, and then perform Homa for the 

.accomplishment of the worship in all its parts. I shall now speak of this 

JHoma, by means of which a Sadhaka becomes all consciousness. 

“ The Homa should be performed with the fire of consciousness in 

the fire-pit ® of the Muladhara-lotus. Atma, Antaratma, Paramatma, 

■and Jnanatma, are the fotrr sides of that pit made of consciousness. The 

Jialf Matra —^namely, a small Bindu, with three curved lines beneath— 

:Surrounded by the waist-chain of bliss, forms the Yoni Yantra, made of 

.Brahma-bhss.^^ The Sadhaka should daily perform the Homa, meditating 

on Ida Nadi on the left, Pingala on the right, and Susumna,®® the door to 

Brahman between the two. Dharma and Adharma should be considered 
f .1 
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Tvastes the body, but medicine cures it. Medicine defeats the law of 

Nature according to which disease destroys the body, and shows its own 

supernatural or superworldiy Sakti (power). By the law of Nature water 

is always cool, but when in contact with fire it becomes very hot, and, 

.like fire itself, owii^ to the communication of the Sakti of heat into it, 

the same water, instead of cooling, causes a terrible burning sensation. 

Here also the law of Nature, according to which water is cool, is defeated 

by the Sakti of the thing we call fire. You, too, admit this. How, then, 

do you disbelieve that, under the influence of Mantrasakti, the Brahma- 

sakti ^ residing in the heart of a Jiva comes out with breath, and is 

-established in the outer image of Devata? Why do you disbelieve that, 

under the influence of the Sakti of Mantra, the imconscious state of earth 

is destroyed and divinity is communicated into it as heat is communicated 

to water ? In fact, it is one of the terrible diseases of the nineteenth century 

to raise at every word the cry, “ The laws of Nature are violated.” It is 

a law of Nature that water is ordinarily cool, and it is also a law of Nature 

that it will become hot in contact with fire. Similarly, it is a law of Nature 

that earth will naturally remain earth, and it is also a law of Nature that 

it will receive divinity ^ under the influence of Mantrasakti. Why, then, 

raise the objection that the law of Nature is violated? In fact, the root of 

this objection is to be found, not in the nature of the Universe, but in the 

natiue of the objector. He has, perhaps, with the narrow notions which 

are the product of his intellect and knowledge, understood Nature herself 

to be very narrow. And this is why he understands Nature to consist of a 
"-ffkVj - ..... ...V- t il It-T in * V, 
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and in order that they may possess Her sometimes as Bhagg.van,^ sometimes- 

as Bhagavati/ sometimes as Father, sometimes as Mother, sometimes as- 

Lord,* sometimes as Ih^arl,® and so forth, the Devi, who is will itself, 

though the one and only Iwara and Isvari, appears in different Sadhanas- 

and in different forms of Siddhi,* playing different plays in different forms 

—as Syama and Syama, as Uma and Rama,® as male and .female, as- 

Ganesa and Mahesa, as Lord of wealth and Lord of day, because She is 

the Iwari ^ of the hearts of Sadhakas. This is the reason why, despite- 

Her being the Isvari,® who presides over the Pranasakti ® of the eternal 

Universe, Her PranapratisAa ’ is effected by the Sadhaka’s Prana.*^ 

Even though She is the Mother of the world, the Sadhaka worships Her 

as his own Mother. If I perform Sadhana of the MLother, it is not because" 

the Mother is wanting, but because I wish to make good the wants or 

deficiencies in myself. Even though aU. other beings of the three worlds- 

perform Sadhana of the Mother, that Sadhana does not satisfy me. And 

the Pranapratistha ’ of the Mother is for fulfilling the desire of my own heart. 

In another Tantra it is said: “ Pranapratistha ’ in an image of Siva 

or Sakti is done by placing the hand on its Brahmarandhra,® or forehead, 

or brow. According to some divisions of Tantrik teachers, PranapratisAa- 

should be done by placing the hand on the Brahmarandhra,® forehead, 

and brow at one and the same time. Pranapratistha in an image should 

be done by touching the heart in the case of the Visnu image, in the case of 

other Devatas by touching the feet, and in Sivalinga by touclung the head.” 

Articles used and Acts done in Worship i® 
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to worship with sixteen, or with five Upacarasifit is not possible to worship 
with even ten.” 

The Jnmamak, quoted by Raghava Bhatta,i says: “The different 

classes of Upacara in worship aie thirty-eight—sixteen, twelve, ten, and 

five.” I shall now relate what Upac^a are involved in each of these 

classes, and what finiits are gained by the use thereof. 

“ The thirty-eight Upacara are—Asana (seat), Avahana (invocation), 

Upasthiti (presence),^ Sannidhya (nearness),* Abhimukhya (facing),® 

Sthirikrti (making fast),® Prasadana (pleasing),’Arghya (offering), Padhya 

(water for wasliing the feet), Acamana (water sipped to cleanse the Kps, 

mouth, and throat), Madhuparka (honey, ghee, milk, and curd), Acamana 

again, Snana (bathing),® Nirajana (waving of Kght),» Vastra (cloth), 

Acamana (the third time), Upavita (sacred thread),Acamana again 

(the fourth time), Bhusana (ornaments),“ Darpanavalokana (looking at a 

mirror),^ Gandha (perfume), Puspa (fiower), Dhupa (incense), Dipa 

(hght),i® Naivedya (offerings of food), Paniya (offerings of drink), the 

fifth Acamaniya (water for sipping as above), Hastavasa (napkin),“ 

Tambula (betel),i® Anulepana (unguent},^® Puspanjali (handfiil of flowers), 
Gita (singing), Vadya (instrumental music), Nrtya (dandng), Stud (reciting 

hymns in praise), Pradaksina (walking round),” PuspanjaK (second hand¬ 

ful of flowers), and Namaskara (obeisance).“ These are the thirty-eight 
Upacara.” 

^ The great Tantrik Commentator on the Saradatilaka. 
^ As aDDcars from the text whieh follows the 
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Thirty-six Upacdra 
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In the fifty-fifth Patala of Nibandha ^ it is said: “ Asana (seat), 

Dantakastha ^ (stick for cleansing the teeth), Udvartana ® (anointing the 

body), Viruksana (rubbing the body)/ Sammarjana (rubbing off)/ 

Abhyanjana (second anointing), Snana (bathing with ghee and so forth), 

Avahana (invocation), Padya (water for washing the feet), Arghya (offering), 

Acamaniya (water sipped to cleanse the mouth), Snaniya (water for 

bathing), Madhuparka (mixture of honey, milk, ghee, and curd), Acama- 

niya again, Namaskara (obeisance), Nrtya (dancing), Gita (singing), 

"Vadya (instrumental music and offering of other things) ® Stuti (reciting 

hymns in praise), Homa,^ Pradaksina (walking round), Darpanadarsana 

(looking at a mirror), Camaravyajana (waving of Camara),® Sayya (bed),® 

Anulepana (unguent), Vastra (cloth) Alankara (ornaments), Upavita 

(sacred thread), Gandha (perfume), Puspa (flowers), Dhupa (incense), 

Dipa (light), Bahdana (offering of sacrifice),Tarpana (offering Hbations 

of water), Atmasamarpana (self-dedication), and Visarjana (dismissal). 

These are the thirty-six Upacara.” 

Eighteen Upacdra 

In the third Patala of the Phetkarim Tantra, quoted in the Syama- 

rahasya, it is said: “ Asana (seat), Avahana (invocation), Arghya (offering), 

Tadya (water for washing the feet), Acamaniya (water sipped to cleanse 

the mouth), Snana (bathing), Vastra (cloth), Upavita (sacred thread), 
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Sixteen Upacdra 

In the Sivarcana Candrika it is said; “Asana (seat), Svagata 

(welcome),^ Padya (water for washing the feet), Aighya (offering), Acama- 

niya (water of sipping as above stated), Madhuparka (mixture of honey, 

miik, ghee, and curd), Acamana (cleansing of mouth), Snana (bathing), 

Vasana (cloth), Abharapa (ornaments), Gandha (perfume), Puspa (flowers), 

Dhupa (incense), Dipa (light), Naivedya (ofierings of food), and Vandana 

(prayer with hymns in praise). These sixteen Upacara should be used 
and done in worship.” 

Sixteen Upacdra described in Another Way 

In the Mantraratnavali, quoted in the Krsnarcana-candrika, it is 

said: “ Padya (water for washing the feet), Arghya (offering), Acamaniya 

(water sipped to cleanse the mouth), Snana (bathing), Vasana (cloth), 

Bhusana (ornaments), Gandha (perfume), Puspa (flowers), Dhupa 

(incense), Dipa (light), Naivedya (offerin,gs of food), Acamana (water 

sipped as above), Tambula (betel), Arcana-Stotra (hymns of praise), 

Tarpana (offering libations of water), and Namaskara (obeisance).” 

Twelve Upacdra 

In the Svatantra Tanrra it is said: “ Arghya (offering),® Padya (water 

for washing the feet), Acamaniya (water sipped for cleansing the mouth), 

Madhuparka (mixture of milk, ghee, honey, and curd), Acamana again 
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Seven Upacdra 
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Ii the Prayogasara, quoted by Raghava Bhato^ it is said: “ Arghya 
(offering), Gandha (perfume), Puspa (flowers), Aksata (barley, or atapa 
rice), Dhupa (incense), Dipa (light), and Naivedya (offerings of food). 
With these is performed seven-hmbed worship.” 

Five Upacdra 

In the fifty-fifth Patala of the Nibandha Tantra it is said: “ Gandha 
(perfume), Puspa (flowers), Dhupa (incense), Dipa (hght), and Naivedya 
(offerings of food). These are the five Upacara. A Sadhaka should 
always use these five in worshipping his Istadevata.” 

Three Upacdra 

“ The five Upacara less Dhupa (incense) and Dipa (hght):—that is to 
say, Gandha (perfume), Puspa (flowers), and Naivedya (offerings of food) 
—are known as the three Upacara. 

“ The different classes of Upacara above enumerated consist of items 
varying from thirty-six to three in number. The misguided Sadhaka 
who, for the sake of economy, though able to worship with the first named 
classes, proceeds to perform worship with the latter, never obtains the 
fruits of the worship as stated in the Sastra.” 
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